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SYNOPSIS OF STUDIES AT 
OAKLAND UNIVERSITY 

DAY PROGRAM 
African Studies (c) • 251 
Afro-American Studies (c) • 253 
Anthropology • 231 
Archaeology (c) • 267 
Art (History/Studio) • 73 

Sociology & Anthropology • 251 
South Asian Studies (c) • 256 
Spanish • 181 
Speech Communication • 241 
Swahili • 184 
Theatre Arts (c) • 242 

Economics • 299 

Biology • . 79 
Chemistry • 89 
Chinese Language 
and Civilization • 169 Management • 286 
Classical Civilization • 99 Accounting/finance (c) • 293 
Classical Languages Human Resources Mgmt. (c) • 294 
and Literatures • 97 International Economics (c) • 298 
East Asian Studies (c) • 254 International Management (c) • 298 

English • 117 E I Ch 'ldhood Ed t. • 329 
Environmental Studies (c) • ar Y 1 .uca ron 
french • 172 !1.\ 0 lementary Educatron • 320 
German • , Q 1\ "'l ~ \ 't ~ uman Resources Dev. • 326 
Creek • 10 f"\ os\ \1 L nguage Arts • 143 
Hebrew • 1 7\-. \ t~.\ \ \J C {' npower Development • 330 
Hindi-Urdu ~\' S ondary Education • 324 

History • 12 0 V.o puter and 
Italian • 178 D R (l.. f' lnf mation Science • 375 
Journalism (c •\'241\ 0 ~\C\\\G~g eering • 363 
Judaic Studies ch.~S1~R. . ronics (c) • 382 
Language Arts ~n-= . . ·- · Mechanical and 
Latin • 103 · --·-- Thermal Sciences (c) • 382 
Latin American Studies (c) • 259 Public & S~ietai _ Systems (c) • 383 
Linguistics • 141 Systems Engrneerrng (c) • 384 

Mathematics • 151 Environmental Health • 263 
Music History & Literature • 194 Health-Medical Behavioral 
Music Theory & Composition • 193 Sciences (Allport} (c) • 390 
Philosophy • 199 Medical Physics • 265 
Physical Education (c) • 342 Medical Technology • 266 
Physics • 205 Pre-Medicine • 272 
Political Science • 215 Pre-Dentistry • 272 
Portuguese • 179 Pre-Nursing • 402 
Pre-Law • 280 OTHER 
Psychology • 223 
Religious Studies (c) • 272 
Russian Language & Civ. • 170 
Slavic Studies (c) • 257 
Soc. Justice & Corrections (c) • 275 
Social Studies • 277 

Academy of Dramatic Art • 387 
Community Service • 402 
Experiential-Humanistic 
Studies (New Charter) • 398 
Learning Skills • 396 
Off Campus Study • 281 

Courses • 403 
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EVENING PROGRAM • 393 
Economics • 299 
Engineerin& • 363 
Enslish • 111 
HistOtV • 129 
Human Re$0Urces Dev. • 326 
Management • 286 
Political Science • 215 
Psychology • 223 
Sociology • 231 
Speech Communication • 241 

MASTERS PROGRAM 
Area Studies (MA) • 283 
Biol<>tY (MS) • 283 
Early Childhood Ed. (MAT) • 347 
Elementary Education (MAT} • 348 
English (MAT) • 283 
Mathematics (MAT) • 283 
Readin&/Langu&ie Arts (MAT) • 348 
Special Education (MAT) • 349 
Clinical Psychololn' (MA) • 224 
Oeovelopmental Psyc. (MA) • 224 

FUTURE OFFERINGS AND 

English (MA) • 283 
Guidance & Couns~lin& (MA) • 349 
HistOIY (MA) • 283 
Mathematics (MA) • 283 
Chemistry (MS) • 283 
Encineerins (MS) • 374 
Management (MS) • 306 
Physics (MS) • 283 

DOCTORAL PROGRAM 
Syltems Engineering • 374 

CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Adult Career Forum • 409 
Continuum Center Courses 
for Adult Counsetina 
and Leadership Training • 411 
lndepend~t Study • 410 
Conferences • 411 
No~redit Diploma Pr01rams 
and Noncredit Cou~s • 410 
labor Education • 411 

PROPOSALS UNDER CONSIDERATION 

Undergraduate Program1 

Nursins (1975) 
Public Administration (1975) 
Gerontology {1975} 
Operations Research (1975) 
Ceneral Studies 
Marketing 
MetroPOlitan Studies 
Phy$ician's Assistant 
Physical Therapy 
Renaiuance Studies 
Metropolitan and 
Reakmal Communitations 

MMters Program 

Public Management (MS) 
Performin& ArU (MFA) 
Sociology (MA) 

Oocton~l Program 
Interdisciplinary Science 
Management 
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... to the many kinds of learning 
people who come to us 

Certain advantages exist for you at Oakland because we are still 
small enough to have preserved the personal touch yet large 
enough to have developed a full line of academic choices--in
cluding graduate school. For example, our growing Evening 
Program duplicates much of our daytime offerings in order to fit 
your plans, for you could be a high school graduate, a transfer 
or a part-titne student or older adult. We realize you could even 
be a parent and be holding down a full-time job. Perhaps you 
are a returning veteran. 

We are also receptive to those of you who are having your first 
chance to reach for higher education opportunities and may 
have need of financial, tutorial or personal help. And our 
personal touch even includes commuter and ride-pool services
which often are the only means by which some of you can 
stretch your money and time sufficiently to make an education 
possible. 

The new programs and expanded hours reflect what's happening 
in higher education and in the career and job market. There is 
an adaptation here as never before to the many kinds of learning 
people who come to us. 

Thus career planning is quite a special thing for each of us. You 
c~uld be a high school senior who is working out career and 
education ideas with family or school counselors and teachers. 
Or you could be m<lrried and working but realizing new 
educational needs. But whatever your status, it should bring 
you into contact with our admission's staff, faculty, career 
advising and placement people. And part of our services in
volves helping you locate career-related summer jobs, place
ment after graduation and even help later on. 

As thought stimulators, we have sketched highlights of just a 
few career opportunities. Perhaps from them you will realize a 
point or two about your own aspirations or how to combine 
more than one profession. Our purpose is to encourage you to 
ask critical questions of yourself. 

Discuss your career with the people at Oakland 



CAREER HIGHLIGHTS 

CAREERS IN MEDICAL AND HEALTH FIELDS 
Pre-medical and pre-dental students enjoy a broadening cur
riculum here which now offers the health sciences including 
nursing, medical technology, medical physics and environ
mental health technology. Undergraduates prepare in engineer
ing, chemistry, physics, as well as traditional biological 
sciences. Health-medical behavioral sciences are important 
related career areas. 

CAREERS IN BUSINESS 
Students studying for careers in business and management dis
cover that the most successful business professionals generally 
understand broad areas of marketing, production, the role of 
research and computer systems. They comprehend people 
systems: personnel, labor, and human relations. They are 
well-read, for instance, in a world view of finance, trade, 
foreign affairs, energy and ecology. Modern management 
people can expect opportunities to live in foreign lands and 
speak those languages . 

CAREERS IN LAW 
Pre-law students here major in many fields and ultimately 
become lawyers who are also engineers, sociologists, biologists, 
political scientists or teachers. For some, a major in philosophy 
is as relevant as political science is for others. These varied 
pathways all prepare students to reason, to research, to 
organize, to communicate. 

CAREERS IN THEOLOGY AND MINISTRY 
Although we do not formally list pre-theology or pre-ministry, 
we do offer undergraduate scholarly programs for the traditional 
ministerial candidate as well as health and social sciences for 
those interested in missionary careers. The student entering one 
of the graduate divinity or theology schools can be 
well-grounded here in a broad liberal arts perspective . 

CAREERS IN SOCIAL SERVICES AND PLANNING 
The public-service minded student can consider the newest 
proposals such as metropolitan and regional communications, 
public administration, and studies in human resources 
development for an understanding of complex social problems. 
Community service, foreign language, guidance and counsel· 
ing, are needed talents especially for case and group work. 
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Ultimately, however, a background in social planning and 
organization is essential for careers in major social programs . 

COLLEGE TEACHING AND ADMINISTRATION 
The traditional path to a professorship is through graduate 
studies and a specialization in one or more fields . Such a career 
can prepare one for service in the public sector as consultant, 
author; and in career government and politics . Educational 
planning and administrative positions often are chosen as late 
careers . 

Of course, we've only scratched the surface. Many others 
including engineering, teaching, acting or journalism are all in 
the catalog. We hope you will feel welcomed and encouraged 
to call or write us for help. Telephone numbers, addresses and a 
list of available publications are noted on the inside back cover . 



OAKLAND UNIVERSITY 

Ideally situated in fast-growing Oakland County, this young 
suburban university, now with approximately 400 faculty, has 
opened its Fall 1974 doors to over 10,000 registrants. 

These beautiful 1600-acres were amassed by automotive 
pioneer John F. Dodge. His widow subsequently married Alfred 
G. Wilson and in the late 20's they built their 100-room mansion 
Meadow Brook Hall on the estate. In 1957, the Wilsons gave all 
of Meadow Brook Farms and $2,000,000 to the State of Mich
igan to establish a new university. The doors of Michigan State 
University-Oakland were opened in 1959. 

The intervening years have seen much change including a new 
name, Oakland University. In 1970, the Michigan legislature 
granted Oakland its independence from Michigan State Univer
sity. Oakland now has its own eight-member Board of Trustees 
and its own President, 47-year-old Donald D. O'Dowd. 
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Oakland's progress in creating relevant education can be 
exemplified by its respected School of Engineering where under~ 
-graduates are broadly trained for greatest career versatility. In 
1970, Oakland received its first doctoral program in Systems 
Engineering. It further explores this broadening and interdisci
plinary concept to equip the candidate for today's most com
plex technological problems. 

Oakland already offers master's programs in eighteen fields. 
last year, master's programs in Management, Guidance and 
Counseling and History were introduced. For Fall1974, an M.A. 
in Area Studies and an ~.S. in Biology are new. 

In the Fall of 1973, the School of Education offered its latest 
master's program in Early Childhood Education as well as a 
minor in Physical Education and a degree program in Human 
Resources Development. For Fall 1974t an undergraduate 
program in language Arts has been addea. 

The College of Arts and Sciences has many new programs in
cluding Theatre Arts, Judaic Studies, Journalism, and the Health 
Sciences. A pre-nursing program anticipates a soon-to-be 
approved B.S.N . in Nursing. For Fall 1974, Classical Civilization 
is new along with African Studies and Afro-American Studies. 

The School of Performing Arts plans to add a master's program 
to the Academy of Dramatic Art now a two~year diploma
granting program for professional careers in the theatre. 

A fast-growing Evening Program provides credit and degree 
offerings in most fields both on and off campus. The Continuing 
Education Division offers a hundred noncredit diploma pro
grams. The Division's Adult Counseling and leadership Training 
is recognized nationally. 

Over 1300 students live on 
campus, 500 of whom reside in 
a very successful freshman resi
dence hall program. Other 
living options include special 
"quiet" wings, and room-only 
and co-op plans. A sufficient 
number of students from Africa, 
the Middle East, Taiwan, Israel, 
Iraq, etc. has created an inter
national floor for the first time. 

The University is a member of 
the Great lakes Intercollegiate 
Athletic Conference. It is also 
the home of two professional 
enterprises, Meadow Brook Mu
sic Festival and Meadow Brook 
Theatre. 



CALENDAR 

1974 FALL SEMESTER 

August 26,27,28,29,30 Monday· Friday Registration 
September 3 Tuesday Classes begin 
November 28,29 Thursday, Friday Thanksgiving Recess 
December 2 Monday Classes resume 
December 11 Wed~y Classes end 
December 12, U, 16, 17,18 Thursday,Friday,Monday, 

Tuesday, Wednesday Final Examinations 
December 18 Wednesday Close of Fall Semester 

1975 WINTER SEMESTER 

january 2,3 
January 6 
March8-11 
March 12 
April15 
April16,17, 18,21,22 

April22 

Thursday,Friday 
Monday 
Saturday-Tuesday 
Wednesday. 
Tuesday 
Wednesday, Thu~ay, 
Friday, Monday, Tuesday 
Tuesday 

1975 SPRING SESSION 

April24,25 
April28 
May26 
May31 
june 19 
June 20,21 

Thursday,Friday 
Monday 
Monday 
Saturday 
Thursday 
Friday, Saturday 

1975 SUMMER SESSION 

June 23 
June 24 
]uly4 

August 13 
Augu5t 14,15 

••oates to be announced 

Monday 
Tuesday 
Friday 

Wednesday 
Thursday, friday 

Advance Registration 
Registration 
Classes begin 
Winter Recess 
Classes resume 
Classes end 

Final Examinations 
Close of Winter Semester 

Advance Registration 
Registration 
Classes begin 
Memorial Day (Holiday) 
Commencement 
Classes end 
Final Examinations 

Advance Registration 
Registration 
Classes begin 
Independence Day 
(Holiday) 
Classes end 
Final Examinations 
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ADMISSI.ON, ADVISING, 
REGISTRATION AND 

GRADING 

ADMISSION TO FRESHMAN STANDING 

Candidates for admission to the undergraduate degree programs 
of the university should have completed regular college prepara
tory work at the high school level or otherwise demonstrated 
sufficient academic preparation to begin or continue college 
work. Highly qualified students may be admitted to the univer
sity without regard to the pattern of subject matter completed 
at their high school. Students planning majors in the sciences, 
mathematics, engineering, or management, must present at 
least three years preparation in mathematics, including algebra, 
geometry, and trigonometry. Consideration for admission is 
based upon an applicant's total background including high 
school academic achievement, recommendations, aptitude test 
scores, educational goals, and potential for success at the univer
sity. 

Application forms are available from high school counselors or 
from the university Office of Admissions and should be com
pleted and submitted as early as possible in the senior year. Stu
dents who are residents of the State of Michigan are strongly 
urged to submit prior to registration either Scholastic Aptitude 
Tests (SAT) or scores from the American College Testing pro
gram (ACT). These test results will be used in advising candi
dates about courses of study and in assisting them to assess 
their qualifications for alternative course sequences in the cur
riculum. Students from states other than Michigan must pre
sent results from one of the aforementioned testing programs. 

ADMISSION OF TRANSFER STUDENTS 

Transfer students may enter Oakland University at four differ
ent times: Fall semester (September), Winter semester (Jan
uary), Spring session (April), and Summer session (June). Stu
dents are encouraged to have their applications submitted 
approximately six weeks before the beginning of the semester in 
which they wish to enroll. To be eligible to enter Oakland Uni
versity as a transfer student, a candidate must be in good stand-
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ing and eligible to return to their former educational institution. 
All transfer candidates must complete an application form, haye 
his or her dean of students complete the personal qualification 
form, and request the registrar of his or her institution to send 
an offical transcript of record. Each application will be consid
ered on its own merits. 

ADMISSION OF TRANSFER STUDENTS 
FROM MICHIGAN COMMUNITY COLLEGES 

Oakland University's baccalaureate programs are designed to 
accommodate students from the community colleges. Early ap
plication is recommended so that candidates can take advantage 
of all of the services extended to community college transfer stu
dents. It should be emphasized that transfer students from the 
community colleges are eligible for the same financial aid pro
grams and other services available to students who enter the 
university from high school. 

A student may transfer to the university as many as 62 semes
ter credit hours earned at a community college. Students whose 
academic records combine work at both two and four year insti
tutions may transfer only 62 semester credit hours if the last 
institution attended was a community or junior college. Trans
fer credit will be granted for those courses in which a student 
received a C or a 2.0 grade or better. Technical and applied 
science courses will be granted credit only where the courses are 
directly relevant to the student's intended major. 



RECOMMENDED PREPARATION FOR TRANSFER 

Oakland University participates in the Michigan Community 
College/Senior College Agreement. Graduates of consenting 
Michigan Public Community Colleges are considered to have met 
freshmen and sophomore general education requirements. 
Other transfer students may present a wide variety of course 
work for transfer credit. The university tries to offer maximum 
credit for courses already completed. Most community college 
transfer students concentrate on completing courses related to 
general education prior to transfer. Although the university at
tempts to allow maximum flexibility for meeting the general 
education requirements while at the community college, the 
transfer student is advised to choose courses in such a manner 
so as to meet the majority of the general education requirements 
prior to transfer. Oakland University general education course 
work is arranged in field groups. Perspective transfer students 
should try to take at least one course in four of the five field 
groups outside of the intended major. The field groups and the 
academic units sponsoring courses within them are: 

A. Symbolic Systems 
This group includes courses in. linguistics; mathematics; 
foreign language, or computer programming. 

B. Letters 
This group includes literature courses taught in English or 
any foreign language; history, philosophy; religious stud
ies; or classics. Courses may focus on Western or non
Western culture. 

C. Arts 
This group includes introductory courses in art. music, or 
theatre. Emphasis is placed in appreciation, history, ele
ments, forms, styles, and criticism. 

D. Social Sciences 
This group includes course work in either anthropology, 
economics, political science, psychology, or sociology. 
Teaching majors should choose one course in psychology. 

E. Area Studies 
This group includes any course which deals in the funda
mental principles, historical development or major achieve
ments of the non-Western civilizations of Africa, China, In
dia, or Japan; Latin America, or the Slavic Nations. 

F. Natural Science 
This group includes courses in Biology, Chemistry, Phys· 
ics, or Environmental Studies. 

11 
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It should be noted that the above listed general education 
courses serve merely as a guideline to the community college 
transfer student. Besides the general advising program, specific 
advising regarding course selection is available through the ap
propriate dean in the Schools of Engineering, Education, and 
Economics and Management. In most majors it is to the stu
dent's advantage to have as many of these requirements com
pleted as possible prior to transferring. However, the student 
need not have all general education requirements completed be
fore transferring. 

ADMISSION OF STUDENTS WHO ARE 
NOT CITIZENS OF THE UNITED STATES 

A student from abroad should write to the Director of Admis
sions, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063, at least 
one year before the time he or she wishes to be admitted. The 
candidate will be sent instructions and an application form 
which should be completed and returned at once. When the ap
plication is approved, the candidate will receive a certificate of 
admission to enter the university. This certificate is to be used 
to apply for the appropriate visa. Prior to the student's official 
registration, proof of adequate medical insurance plus a signed 
authorization for emergency medical treatment must be on file 
in the university health center. 

Students who are not citizens of the United States transfer
ring from other institutions to the university, must apply for 
permission to do so through the Immigration Office nearest 
them. Before applying for permission to transfer, the candidate 
must be in possession of a form I-20 from Oakland University. 

ADVANCED PLACEMENT 

Credit toward graduation is granted to students presenting evi
dence of satisfactory completion of courses in high school under 
the Advanced Placement Program of the College Entrance Ex
amination Board. Oakland gives credit for grades of 5 or 4 in the 
Advanced Placement examinations. If a grade of 3 or 2 is 
achieved, the examination is subject to review by the department 
concerned, which may grant advanced placement with or with
out credit toward graduation. 



CREDIT BY EXAM INA liON 

College Level Examination Program (CLEP): 
Credit toward graduation can be granted to students demon

strating competency in the various subjects tested in the Col
lege-Level Examination Program administered by the College 
Entrance Examination Board, Princeton, New Jersey 08540. 
Candidates who wish to use this test as an admissions credential 
should have their scores forwarded to the Director of Admis
sions, Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063. 

Accelerated Degree Program: 
Candidates entering Oakland University who have had no pre

vious college experience and who have demonstrated superior 
preparation and accomplishment can be considered for admis
sion into the Accelerated Degree Program of the University. Stu
dents who are successful in entering the program will be 
awarded credit toward graduation based on the College-Level 
Examination Program mentioned above to the extent that they 
will earn the baccalaureate in three academic years. Specific re
quirements for admission to the Accelerated Degree Program 
may be obtained from high school counselors or by contacting 
the Director of Admissions, Oakland University, Rochester, 
Michigan 4806i.J. 

APPLICA liON FOR ADMISSION TO 
UNDERGRADUATE PROVISIONAL AND 
GUEST ADMISSION STATUS 

Students enrolled at other colleges and universities may apply 
for guest admission status by filing the Michigan Uniform Un
dergraduate Guest Application blank, which is obtainable from 
the. registrar's office of their home institution. Students attend
ing Michigan colleges and universities are not required to submit 
transcripts. In addition, students attending colleges outside the 
State of Michigan may apply for guest admission by filing Oak
land University's guest application blank and arranging to have 
a transcript of grades forwarded to the Admissions Office. 

HEALTH CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENT 

As a condition of enrollment, all full-time students must com
plete a physical examination. The results of the examination 
should be recorded on the University health form, and this form 
must be submitted to the Health Center prior to enrollment. A 
full-time student is one who is carrying 10 or more credits. All 
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full-time transfer students may request that their physical ex
amination records be sent from their previous institutions if 

·these records are not more than a year old. 

All foreign students must have a physical examination form 
on file in the Health center; they must also have health insur
ance, which is available through a University program or which 
may take the form of a policy issued by a firm in their home 
country. 

ORIENTATION 

Orientation is designed to introduce new students to academic 
programs and to campus life at Oakland University. The sum
mer orientation program provides an opportunity for entering 
students to meet other students and faculty who can help them 
to anticipate the opportunities afforded by a university educa
tion and the responsibilities inherent in receiving education and 
the respDnsibilities inherent in receiving such an education. 
From these meetings students gain some insight into the distinc
tive character of Oakland University. At orientation students 
take placement 'tests, receive academic advising, register for 
classes, participate in campus activities, and attend information 
meetings which we hope are helpful in acclimating students to 
Oakland. All new students, except those from other states and 
foreign countries, are required to attend one of the summer or
ientation programs. Out-of•state and foreign students may parti
cipate in an orientation program after their arrival on campus 
immediately before entering classes in the fall . 

A fee of $35 is charged to cover the cost of the two-day fresh
man orientation sessions and the year-long freshman year pro
gram. New transfer students must attend a one-day special ad
vising session sometime in the summer. A fee of $10 is charged 
to cover the cost of orientation for transfer students. 



ACADEMIC ADVISING 
Students, depending upon class rank, receive assistance in plan· 
ning a program of studies through the freshman advising pro
gram or the departmental advising program. 

ADVISERS FOR FRESHMEN 

Academic advisers for first-year students are selected to provide 
special assistance to freshmen because of the problems and op
portunities that are unique to the freshman year. Each fresh
man is assigned a faculty adviser, and a student adviser who 
work jointly in assisting the new student to understand and ef
fectively deal with his or her new environment. SpeeifieaJly, 
some of the many functions of advisers for freshmen are: 

(a) To provide a meaningful description and interpretation of 
the academic programs at Oakland University. 
(b) To assist freshmen with the formulation and achievement 
of their educational objectives. 
(c) To help them become acclimated to university life (particu
larly to the academic programs), giving individual attention and 
guidance to those with special concerns. 
(d) To develop a personal understanding of and appreciation for 
each advisee as an individual in order to be able to facilitate his 
or her academic progress and personal development. 

Freshmen who have questions about the advising program 
should direct them to the Dean of Freshmen. 

ADVISERS FOR UPPERCLASSMEN 

From the end of the freshman year until the senior year each 
student is advised by the department in which he or she intends 
to major. A faculty member from each department is responsi
ble for the coordination of the advising functions for the depart
ment, and arrangements to meet with faculty advisers are 
scheduled through the departmental office. It is the adviser's 
function to help the student select courses, develop educational 
objectives and career interests, resolve problems related to aca
demic procedures, and derive the maximum benefit from the ed· 
ucational experience. It is the student's responsibility to arrange 
an appointment with an adviser at any time the student may 
have questions about his or her academic program. In addition 
to faculty advisers, most departments employ selected upper-
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class student advisers who are available to assist students with 
most questions and problems. 

Upperclassmen who have not indicated a preference for a ma
jor are advised by counselors in the Office of Student Services. 
Students who have questions about the Advising program should 
direct them to the Advising Office, 128 North Foundation Hall. 

READMISSION 

A student whose attendance at Oakland is interrupted for one or 
more semesters must apply for readmission. Readmission is au
tomatic for students who left the university in good standing 
and who have not attended another college or university. Appli
cation should be made to the Readmission Office, 154 North 
Foundation Hall at least one month prior to the beginning of the 
semester the student expects to re-enter. Students who have at
tended another college or university during their absence from 
Oakland must pay a $15 application fee. A check in this amount, 
payable to Oakland University, should accompany the applica
tion. 

COURSE AND CREDIT SYSTEM 

The unit of credit is the semester hour. Courses carry 4 credits 
unless otherwise specified. Normally, the maximum student 
registration is 16 to 18 credits a semester. With his or her advis
er's permission, however, a student who has completed 12 or 
more credits at Oakland may register for as many as 21 credits 
provided that his or her cumulative grade point average is at 
least 2.60. All other students may take more than 18 credits only 
as a result of a successful Petition of Exception. 

PETITION OF EXCEPTION 

Any student may request a waiver or modification of specific 
academic requirements. 

Students in the College of Arts and Sciences may obtain a 
Petition of Exception form in the Office of Student Services, 154 
North Foundation Hall. When it has been completed, counter
signed by a faculty member in the student's major department, 
and returned to the Office of Student Services, it will be referred 
to the Committee on Instruction. The student, the Registrar, and 
the student's academic adviser or major department will receive 
a copy of the petition containing the action taken by the commit
tee. 



Students in the School of Education, the School of Engineer
ing, and the School of Economics and Management may request 
petitions from their respective schools. The procedures are simi
lar to those outlined above. 

CHANGE OF COURSES 

Courses may be dropped at any time during the term the student 
decides not to complete a course. However, after the first two 
weeks of school, the student who decides to drop a course will 
receive an "N" grade. The dropping of courses for which refund 
of fees is claimed must be processed on a "drop-and-add" slip 
through the Office of the Registrar. (See also Refund of Fees pp. 
34, 35.) A student who wishes to drop a course after refund dead
lines should request assignment of an "N" grade from his or her 
instructor. 

An addition of courses or change of sections initiated by the 
student can be made after the end of the second week of classes. 

MODIFIED MAJOR 

Students taking certain majors may, if tney so choose, apply to 
their major departments for permission to modify the normal 
requirements for the major in order to suit individual programs. 
Written permission for specific modifications must be given by 
the department and filed by the student in the Office of the 
~egistrar. 

COURSE COMPETENCY 

Students may receive credit toward graduation designated as 
competency credit (graded on an SIN basis) on their transcripts 
for Oakland University courses, subject to the following provi
sions: 

1. That they register for the course at registration with permis
sion of the department chairman, dean, or program director 
of the academic unit responsible for the course. 

2. That they pass an appropriate competency examination not 
more than six weeks after registration closes. A student may 
receive up to 60 semester hours of competency credit based 
upon non-classroom experience. Ordinarily credit will not be 
permitted for a course when a student has acceptable credit 
for more advanced courses in the same area. The repeat 
course rule shall apply to repeating of such competency 
examinations. 
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REPEATING COURSES 

With the permission of his or her adviser, a student may be al
lowed to repeat a course. No course may be repeated more than 
twice, including repetition by competency examination. The last 
grade earned in a course (excluding grades of "N,) will be used to 
compute the student's grade point average. 

GRADES AND GRADE POINT SYSTEM 

Oakland University uses a numerical grading system in which 
the scale of grades rises by tenths from 1.0 to 4.0. The grade of 
1.0 is the lowest grade for which credit is assigned; however, 
grades from 1.0 to 1.9 inclusive are in the penalty range in that 
they fall below the minimum cumulative grade point average of 
2.0 required for graduation. Grades from 2.0 to 4.0 inclusive are 
in the range necessary to meet or exceed the minimum cumula
tive grade point average of 2.0 required for graduation. Thus, 
grades in the penalty range of 1.0 to 1.9 must be compensated for 
by grades in the range of 2.1 to 4.0 to the extent necessary to 
raise the cumulative grade point average to 2.0 or more. 

Oakland University numerical grades may be described as fol-
lows: 

4.0 
3.0 
2.0 
1.0 

excellent 
good 
satisfactory 
inadequate but receives credit 

!-Incomplete 

The "I" (Incomplete) grade is a temporary grade that may be 
given only after the thirteenth week in a course in which a stu
dent is unable to complete the required work because of severe 
hardship beyond the control of the student. An "I" grade does 
not become official until approved by the Provost. 

The "I" grade must be removed by completing the required 
work before the deadline set by the instructor but in no case 
l.ater than four weeks after the beginning of the next semester 
that the student is in residence, or a grade of "N" will be re
corded. If more than three semesters intervene before the stu
dent resumes residence, then the "I" grade becomes an "N" 
grade. 



N-NoGrade 

The grade of "N" (No grade) is assigned whenever a student reg
isters for a course but for any reason does not receive credit for 
that course (except when a temporary grade of "I" or "P" has 
been assigned). The "N" grade will appear on the grade report, 
but will not be recorded on the transcript of the student. 

P-Progress 

The grade of "P" (Progress) is a temporary grade that may be 
given only in a course that could not be completed in one semes
ter. A department that wishes to assign the grade of "P" must 
receive approval for such courses from the dean of the appro
priate school or college prior to the enrollment of students. Such 
courses are usually research projects. This grade is given only 
for work that is satisfactory in every respect; it is work for 
which students need more than one semester in order to com
plete the course. 

"P" grades must be removed within two calendar years from 
the date of assignment. If not removed within the time limit, the 
"P" will be changed to an "N". 

S-Satisfactory 

The grade of "S" (Satisfactory) is given in certain selected 
courses and is meant to imply 2.0 or better. This grade carries 
credit toward graduation but is not used in computation of the 
grade point average. 
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GRADE POINT AVERAGE 

A student's grade point average is computed by multiplying the 
grade received by the hours of credit for each course and dividing 
by the total credits carried in all semesters. If a course has been 
repeated, only the credits carried and points of the last grade 
earned are computed. Courses for which "I", "P", "S", or "N" are 
reported are not used in this computation. 

ACADEMIC RECORD 

A report of the student's grades in each course is sent to the 
student at the end of each semester. 

A student may be warned, placed on probation, or suspended 
from the University if his or her work is not satisfactory. 

A permanent record of all the student's courses, credits, and 
grades earned is kept at the Registrar's Office. Copies of the 
permanent record are available to the student upon request and 
payment of a small service charge. 

ACADEMIC HONORS 

At the end of each semester, students who have achieved a 
semester grade point average of 3.00 or higher in 12 hours of 
University credits will be recognized for their high academic 
achievement if they have received no "N" grades during the 
semester. 

Students with grade point averages of 3.00 to 3.59 will be sent 
Commendation letters. 

Students with grade point averages of 3.60-4.00 will be sent 
Semester Honors letters. 

Both the commendation and semester honors awards will be 
recorded on the student's transcript. 

UNIVERSITY HONORS* 

The three levels of University Honors. Cum Laude, Magna Cum 
Laude, and Summa Cum Laude, may be awarded to students 
with the following cumulative grade point averages: 

3.60-3.74 cum laude 
3.75-3.89 magna cum laude 
3.90-4.00 summa cum laude 



The awarding of the degree with University Honors will be 
based only on Oakland University credits, and the student must 
earn a minimum of 62 credit hours at Oakland to become eligible 
for University Honors. 

Only Bacalaureate Degree candidates are eligible for honors. 

All degrees and University Honors awards must be approved 
by the senate. 

*Adopted by the Academic Senate on Aprill7, 1974. 

ACADEMIC PROBATION 
AND DISMISSAL POLICY 

The academic probation and dismissal policy was revised in 
spring, 1971. A statement of the new policy is available from the 
Office of Student Services. 

SEPARATION FROM THE UNIVERSITY 

A student who is separated from the University is no longer offi
cially enrolled and does not have the privileges of a registered 
student. A student who has been separated from the University 
may apply for readmission through the Office of Student Serv
ices unless he or she has been informed that he or she will not 
be considered for readmission. 

WITHDRAWAL 

A student withdrawing from the University must do so through 
the Office of Student Services, 154 North Foundation Hall. The 
withdrawal must be presented to the Registrar for recording 
and authorization of any possible refund. All students who with
draw must be readmitted in order to register for classes. 

When a student withdraws from the University, a grade of 
"W" will be assigned in all courses. 
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COURSE FEES AND 
OTHER FEES 

General Policy 

The Board of Trustees of Oakland University reserves the right 
to change any and all rates of charge at such times as conditions 
or circumstances make change necessary. 

All charges are assessed and payable, in U.S. dollars, at regis
tration or otherwise hereinafter provided. Students are urged to 
use checks or money orders payable to Oakland University, 
rather than.cash, for the payment of charges. If checks or money 
orders are in excess of the required payments, the balance will 
be given to the student. 

COURSE FEES 

All course fees and special fees must be paid in full before a 
registration is considered final. Partial payment in connection 
with early registration is a service offered to students, but no 
registration is considered final until all fees are paid. 

Students who are residents of Michigan and register as under
graduates are assessed $20.50 per credit hour. Those who regis
ter as graduate students are assessed $28 per credit hour. 

All students who are not residents of Michigan are assessed $58 
per credit hour. 

SPECIAL FEES 

Undergraduates who register for 10 or more credits are charged 
an additional $16 ($10 student center fee, $5 activity fee, and $1 
Wilson Memorial Library fee). 

Undergraduates who register for less than 10 credits will be 
charged an additional $9.50 ($5 student center fee, $3.50 activity 
fee and $1 Wilson Memorial Library fee). 

Graduates who register for 10 or more credits are charged an 
additional $11 ($10 student center fee and $1 Wilson Memorial 
Library fee). 
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Special fees are also charged for applied music instruction and 
some laboratory courses. These fees are charged per course as 
follows: 

Studio Art, 100, 101 $10 
Biological Sciences 112, 114 10 
Chemistry 107, 117, 118 10 
Physics 158 10 
Engineering 172 10 
Computer Science 180, 182 10 
Education 585 10 
Education 597 25 
Applied Music 

Individual Instruction 60 
Group Instruction 15 

COURSE COMPETENCY BY 
EXAMINATION FEE 

Students who are residents of Michigan and register as under
graduates for course competency by examination are assessed 
$12 per credit. See p. 17 for course competency regulations. 
Those who register for course competency as graduate students 
are assessed $15 per credit hour. 

All students who are not residents of Michigan are assessed 
$33 per credit hour for course competency registrations. 

ENROLLMENT DEPOSIT 

Within three weeks after notification of admission, an enroll
ment deposit of $50 must be paid. This deposit will be applied 
directly to future course fees. For students applying for entr
ance to the Fall Semester one-half of the deposit is refundable 
if the university is notified before April 1 that the student does 
not intend to enroll. No refunds will be made after the date, and 
additional dates appropriate to other semesters will be an
nounced. 

APPLICATION FEE 

A fee of $15 must accompany all applications from students ap
plying to the degree programs of the university. This is a proc
essing fee which is paid only once and is not refundable. Guest 
and post-baccalaureate students are not required to pay this fee. 



LATE REGISTRATION FEE 

Students registering or payiJli initial fees after 8:00a.m. the day 
classes officially begin will be required to pay an additional, 
non-refundable fee of $15. Students who take courses exclusively 
within a program scheduled to register after the beginning of 
classes will not be required to pay the late registration fee if 
they register during the special registration period scheduled for 
such groups. 

ORIENT AT ION FEE 

A fee of $35 is charged to all freshman students to cover the cost 
of the two-day freshman orientation held in the summer. A fee 
of $10 is charged to transfer students for a one-day pre-school 
orientation for transfers. 

PARKING POLICIES AND FEES 

Throughout its campus development, Oakland University has 
continued to construct lighted and paved parking for all stu
dents. (See map at front of catalog). Because the State does not 
provide funds for parking lot construction, the University is 
obliged to charge faculty, staff and students a yearly fee nor
mally paid at fall registration. This fee is recommended by a 
Parking Commission, approved by the Board and the revenues 
are properly applied against the costs of parking lot construction 
and repair. The parking fee, $26.00 per year, includes the patrol 
services of public safety and normal cleaning and snow removal. 
Students who do not enter until Winter Semester are charged 
$13.00 for the remainder of the year; reduced fees of $8.00 and 
$4.00 are charged respectively for those who enter at Spring and 
at Summer Session. The Parking Commission understands that 
withdrawals from school may be for reasons which could entitle 
a person to a refund. 

COMMUTERS: About 85% of Oakland University daytime stu
dents commute and the special lots for commuters are located 
throughout the campus. Ride pool parking is arranged through 
Commuter, Services Office and with Public Safety. 

RESIDENTS: Students, staff or faculty who live on campus are 
authorized to use special parking lots at residence halls. 
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FEES FOR RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 

The Residence Halls are financially self-supporting. Room and 
Board fees reflect the actual cost of operation and are estab
lished by the University's B9ard of Trustees. The 1974-75 rate 
for Room and Board is $1350.for the academic year. Special op
tions such as: room only ($850), single rooms (additional $250), 
and cooperative housing ($680) are available to upperclass stu
dents. If the student signs a housing contract prior to or during 
the Fall Semester, that contract is binding for both the Fall and 
Winter Semesters. If the contract is signed during the Winter 
Semester of Spring or Summer Session, it is binding for the sin
gle semester or session. The Room and Board fee is due at regis
tration or may be paid in four installments, the first of which is 
due at registration. The second, third and fourth installments 
are due on the first day of the three months following registra
tion. If a student withdraws from the University, housing fees 
are refunded on a prorated basis. 



REFUND OF FEES 

A student who withdraws from the university or drops a course 
which reduces his or her tota) credit load will receive a refund of 
fees upon application to the appropriate office. Undergraduate 
students withdrawing from the university apply to the Office of 
Student Services. Graduate students withdrawing from the uni· 
versity apply to the Office of the Dean of Graduate Studies. 
Changes in enrollment are processed in the Office of the Regis
trar. The amount of refund will be based on the following 
schedule. 
Date Applkatian i1 R.c:elved Tuition ltefvnd 

Before the beginning of classes 100% 
After the beginning of classes and 
before the beginning of the second week 80% 
During the second week of classes 70% 
During the third week of classes 60% 
During the fourth week of classes 50% 
During the fifth week of classes 40% 
During the sixth week of classes 30% 
During the seventh week of classes 20% 
After the beginning of the eighth week of classes 0% 

The date the application is received in the proper office deter
mines the percentage of refund. 

OUT-OF-STATE TUITION RULES 
Students enrolling at Oakland University shall be classified as 
in-state or out-of-state students for purposes of assessing tuition 
charges. Normally a student who has resided in Michigan six 
months immediately preceding his or her first enrollment and 
who has no residence anywhere other than in the state of Michi
gan will be considered a resident for the purpose of assessing 
tuition charges. Students who have not established a Michigan 
residence will be registered as out-of-state students. It is the 
student's responsibility to register under the proper in-state or 
out-of-state classification. Questions regarding residence mat
ters may be directed to Chairman, Out-of-State Rules Commit
tee, 263 South Foundation Hall, Oakland University, Rochester, 
Michigan 48063. 
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FINANCIAL AID 
AND SCHOLARSHIPS 

SCOPE OF THE PROGRAM 

Oakland University offers aid to students who do not have suffi
cient funds to finance their education. This aid is offered in the 
form of grants in aid, Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, 
National Direct Student Loans, College Work-Study Program 
employment, and Oakland University Student Employment. 
There are also some seholan~hip awards based on ability and 
achievement. 

PROCEDURES FOR APPLICATION 
AND RENEWAL OF AID 

The University, as a member of the College Scholarship Service, 
requires all students seeking assistance to file a confidential 
financial statement with that organization. Forms for this pur
pose may be obtained from the applicant's high school or from 
the University. In addition, the University requires that appli
cants provide the Oakland University Application for Financial 
Aid, and a copy of the most recently filed federal income tax 
forms 1040 with the corresponding W2 forms. 

Stipends vary, and may range from an amount equal to full 
tuition, room and board, to a minimal amount, depending on the 
degree of financial need demonstrated in the application. 

In order to renew aid each year, students must submit an ap
pHcation along with the financial statement and the tax forms. 
Oakland University Scholarship Aid is offered for a maximum of 
eight semesters. 

SCHOLARSHIP 

Oakland University has a comprehensive scholarship program 
designed specifically for the student who has demonstrated out
standing academic achievement or who has contributed signifi
cantly to extra-curricular activities while in high school or col
lege. These scholarships vary in amount, but outstandiDg 
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freshmen or transfer students may be awarded up to an amount 
equal to full tuition, room and board. Further, Oakland Univer
sity offers a competitive scholarship program which is open to 
all high school seniors. The competitive examination is held 
annually during the month of November. It is not necessary for a 
student to have been admitted to Oakland to participate in the 
competition. Winners for these premium scholarships are se
lected by a scholarship committee. 

Scholarships amounting to approximately one-half tuition are 
awarded annually to upperclass students in recognition of ex
traordinary academic accomplishments. 

FINANCIAL AID FOR TRANSFER STUDENTS 

In addition to the scholarship programs described above, Oak
land University also offers a full range of financial assistance 
programs to the transfer student. This aid is offered in the form 
of Oakland University Grants, National Direct Student Loans, 
College Work Study employment, and Oakland University Stu
dent Employment. The amount of the stipends depends upon the 
degree of demonstrated financial need. 

SPECIAL AND ENDOWED SCHOLARSHIPS 

Funds for the Oakland University Grant and .Scholarship Pro
grams are derived from the general budget, from gifts from indi
viduals, groups and corporations, and from the fund-raising 
efforts of the Oakland University Scholarship Committee for 
Macomb County. Scholarships are also provided from the follow
ing endowment funds: 

Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Anibal Scholarship 
Mary Fogarty Anibal and Eleanor Anibal Burgum Memorial 

Scholarship 
Campbeii-Ewald Scholarship 
George H. Gardner Scholarship 
Mr. C. Allen Harlan Scholarship 
Herbert M. Heidenreich Scholarship Fund 
Ormond E. Hunt Scholarship Fund 
Mr. and Mrs. Roger M. Kyes Scholarihip 
Harry A. MacDonald Memorial Scholarship 
Mildred Byars Matthews Memorial Scholarship 
Oakland University Women's Club Scholarship Fund 
Pontiac Central High School Scholarship 
Village Women's Club of Birmingham Scholarship 



Ruth E. Wagner Scholarship Fund 
A. Glen Wilson Scholarship 
Matilda R. Wilson Memorial Honor Scholarship 
Thomas E. Wilson Scholarship 

Additionally tliese scholarships are offered each year: 

Alvin M. Bentley Foundation Award 
Sally Borus Piano Award 
General Motors Scholarship 
Lee Grekin Memorial Scholarship 
Don Iodice Grant·in·aid for Foreign Study 
Isaac Jones Memorial Scholarship 
Oakland Alumni Association Upperclass Scholarship 
Gladys B. Rapoport Scholarship 
Friends of Teruko Yamasaki Award 

LOANS 

The University participates in two government loan programs, 
the Federally Insured Guaranteed Student Loan Program and 
the National Direct Student Loan Program. Both of these offer 
loans at low interest rates and long repayment periods. 

Loans for personal and emergency needs, but not for payment 
of regular University fees for tuition, room and board or other 
fees that can be anticipated, are provided from gifts from the 
following individuals and groups. 

Century Brick Loan Fund 
Davis R. Robson Memorial Loan Fund 
Pontiac Kiwanis Club Loan Fund 
C. Allen Harlan Loan Fund 
H. H. Corson Loan Fund 
Joan Selby Memorial Loan Fund 
Greater Pontiac Centennial Student Loan Fund 
Li Russ Club Student Loan Fund 
Walter K. Willman Loan Fund 
W. Everett Grinnell Loan Fund 
Oakland County Engineering Society Loan Fund 
Student Activities Coordinating Council Loan Fund 
John A. MacDonald Loan Fund 
Lathrup Village Women's Clu_b Fund 
Piety Hill Chapter of the Daughters of the American 

Revolution of Birmingham Loan .Fund 
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Paul Solonika Loan Fund 
William Spickler Memorial Loan Fund 
George N. Higgins Loan Fund 
James Mangrum Loan Fund 
Pat Dandurand Memorial Loan Fund 
Civitan Loan Fund 
Alumni Loan Fund 
Insurance Women of Detroit, Inc. Loan Fund 
Michael Werenski Memorial Loan Fund 
Mark Platt Memorial Loan Fund 
Women's Literary Club of Pontiac Loan Fund 

PART-TIME EMPLOYMENT 
Although demand usually exceeds supply, on-campus jobs of 
varying kinds and durations are provided for students who wish 
to work during the school year. Students seeking employment 
should register for this in the Financial Aid Office. Most stu
dents who have part-time employment work between ten and 
twenty hours per week. 



RESIDENCE HALLS: 
FACILITIES AND COSTS 

The University provides on-campus residence halls planned and 
administered to relate to and enhance the students' academic 
experiences. A communal living experience with one's peers has 
been likened to a "laboratory for living" and has inherent value 
in the personal growth of most students. In accordance with a 
belief in this principle the University provides for on-campus 
residence and dining accomodations. All students are encour
aged to live on campus to take maximum advantage of the activi
ties and resources of the University community. 

Head Residents and Resident Assistants live in each hall and 
serve as advisers to individuals and student groups in their ad
justment to group living and to the total University environ
ment. Each Head Resident is responsible for the coordination of 
his hall's program and the work of his Resident Assistants. 
Head Residents are usually student personnel professionals or 
graduate students. Resident Assistants are student staff mem
bers of upperclass standing who have demonstrated success and 
leadership in University life. 
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RESIDENCE FACILITIES 

The University maintains seven residence halls which offer vari
~ty in program, accomodations, and size. They are attractively 
grouped on spacious wooded grounds overlooking a small lake 
and are all within convenient walking distance of classroom 
buildings, the Kresge Library, the Oakland Center, and the 
Sports and Recreation Building. Anibal House, Fitzgerald 
House, and Pryale House are L-shaped buildings with twenty
four double rooms in each wing; the wings are joined by a stu
dent lounge and an apartment for the Head Residents. Hill and 
Van Wagoner are six-story units containing 100 double rooms, a 
lobby, lounge, recreation room, and Head Resident's apartment. 
Vandenberg Hall is a seven-story twin-tower structure. It con
tains 285 double rooms, student lounges, multiple-use areas, 
study and seminar rooms, and recreation areas. The newest fa
cility, Hamlin Hall, completed in 1968, houses 676 students. A 
nine-story hall, it has a main lounge, a lounge on each floor, and 
several multipurpose areas. Hamlin and Vandenberg Halls pro
vide a variety of suite plans of accommodation. 

Facilities which are provided in each hall include telephones in 
each room or suite, token-operated washers and dryers, lounges 
with varying recreational facilities. Mail is picked up and deliv
ered twice daily. Rooms are furnished with study desks and 
lamps, bookshelves, wastebaskets, bulletin boards, single beds, 
pillows, dressers, wardrobes, and venetian blinds. Residents pro
vide their own blankets, bedspreads, throw rugs, and draperies. 
Lamps, electric blankets, clocks, radios, television sets, and rec
ord players are allowed subject to safety regulations, limitations 
of space, and consideration of others in their use. Maintenance 
service is provided by the University in common areas. Individ
ual residents assume responsibility for keeping their rooms 
cleaned and in order. 

FOOD SERVICE 

Food service for resident students is managed by Saga, Inc., a 
professional catering staff concerned with providing .nutrition
ally balanced, tasteful, and attractively served meals. The dining 
room in Vandenberg Hall provides cafeteria-style service for res
ident students and their guests. Special dinners, often featuring 
ethnic or nationality foods, are planned at regular intervals. Ar
rangements are often made for food service at a variety of stu
dent functions. The Oakland Center provides dining facilities for 
the entire community through a public cafeteria and grill which 
features a rathskeller. 



GENERAL POLICY 

To be eligible for University housing a student must be enrolled 
for a minimum of eight credit hours, except with the permission 
of the Director of Residence Halls. The Board of Trustees of the 
University requires that: 

A. All full-time unmarried students who have earned less than 
59 credit hours and who do not commute from the residence 
occupied solely by a single member family related to the stu
dent at the time of registration, must live in University Resi
dence Halls. 

B. Exceptions to this policy will be processed by a University 
administrAtive committee established for this purpose. Any 
exceptions which are granted to students under 18 must be 
a«ompanied by a written endorsement of exception from the 
parent or legal guardian of the student. 

Students must register the address of their actual residence 
with the Office of the Registrar and notify this Office of any 
change of residency which takes place during the school year. 
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CONTRACTS AND FEES 
FOR RESIDENTIAL SERVICES 

The residence halls are financially self-supported. Room and 
board fees reflect the actual cost of operation and are estab
lished by the University's Board of Trustees. The 1974-75 rate 
for room and board is $1350 for the academic year. Special op
tions such as: room only ($850), single rooms additional $250), 
and cooperative housing ($680) are available to upperclass stu
dents. If a student signs a housing contract prior to or during the 
Fall Semester, that contract is binding for both the Fall and 
Winter Semesters. If the contract is signed during the Winter 
Semester or Spring or Summer Session, it is binding for the sin
gle semester or session. The room and board fee is payable at 
registration each semester or in four payments, the first due at 
registration and the second, third and fourth due the first day of 
each of the following three months. If a student withdraws from 
the University, housing fees are refunded on a pro-rated basis. 

APPLICATION FOR RESIDENCE 

New students should request a prepayment reservation through 
the Admissions Office. A prepayment of $25 must accompany 
this request. This prepayment is credited to the first housing 
payment. Upon a student's acceptance at Oakland, his or her 
reservation will be processed by the Residence Halls Assignment 
Office. Notification of assignment will be given approximately 
two weeks before the beginning of each semester. Returning stu
dents may renew housing contracts through the Housing Office, 
448 Hamlin Hall. 

CHECK-IN 

Returning students may occupy their rooms the first day of reg
istration for each semester and session; new students beginning 
with the day preceding the first day of classes. Rooms and board 
are not provided during official recesses as listed in the Univer
sity calendar or between semesters. 



STUDENT SERVICES 
When a student arrives at the Oakland University campus, he or 
she finds that many persons are interested in helping him or her 
to enter effectively into college life. Some of the various student 
services and their operations are outlined in the sections follow
ing. 

Division of Student Affairs 

The primary objective of the Division of Student Affairs is to 
contribute to student development through a diversified pro
gram of educational services and activities. Opportunities are of
fered for students to receive assistance regarding personal and 
social problems, to experience group living, to share in student 
government, and to participate in cultural, intellectual, and so
cial activities. The functions of the Division include: general 
counseling; academic advising and support services; administra
tion of academic standing, withdrawal, and readmission poli
cies; student housing; financial aid; placement; student health; 
physical education; public safety; student activities; operation of 
the University Book Center and other ·facilities of the Oakland 
Center. Students who need assistance concerning student affairs 
or personal matters are encouraged to consult the staff members 
of the various service$ and agencies which are a part of this divi-
sion. 

Because services and agencies of the Division of Student Af· 
fairs relate to many areas and aspects of student life, reference 
to them is spread over many sections of this catalog. Scan the 
colored section of the catalog or refer to the index. 
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OFFICE OF SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

The Office of Special Programs is designed to provide academic 
support for the student who needs special assistance for a suc
cessful academic experience at Oakland. This Office is staffed 
with tutors, professionally trained counselors, and curriculum 
innovators. 

The office administers three centers which are located in Van
denberg Hall. Joint responsibility for these centers lies with the 
Department of Learning Skills and the Office of Special Pro
grams. 

.,, 
~:. ... 



Skill Development Center 

The Skill Development Center located in 155 Vandenberg Hall 
provides Oakland students with scheduled support seminars and 
tutorial assistance in an effort to maximize the students' 
chances for success. This particularized support is provided to 
complement and supplement the regular services of the Univer
sity. Although the center was initially designed to meet the 
needs of students assigned to the Office of Special Programs at 
the time of admission, it is open to all students in the University. 
To achieve the goal of assisting students to enjoy successful aca
demic experiences, individual and group counseling is provided. 
The counselors deal with personal-social problems and career
oriented advising to affect positively the attitude of students to 
education at Oakland University. 

A new dimension of the Skill Development Center is the hous
ing of numerous reference materials which can be checked out 
by students and returned for continued use with no cost to stu
dents. 

Reading Center 

The University Reading Center is available for students who 
wish to improve their reading and study skills. While many stu
dents who have difficulties in meeting their reading and study 
obligations can benefit from the help offered by the Center, oth
ers whose skills are already well developed, but who wish to im
prove them further, can benefit at least as much. A trained staff 
and special facilities are available in the Reading Center. Stu
dents may arrange appointments either directly or through re
ferral by their adviser, the Office of Student Services, or the 
Office of Psychological Services. 

Writing Center 

The Writing Center is designed to assist students in improving 
their writing competence. Members of the Learning Skills de
partment and a staff of graduate and undergraduate assistants 
accept students who enroll voluntarily in the Center and stu
dents who are referred by learning skills instructors or academic 
advisers. Students in the latter category are enrolled in Learning 
Skills 075, in which "S" (Satisfactory) or "N" (No grade) grades 
are awarded. 
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HEALTH CENTER 
AND STUDENT INSURANCE 

The Graham Health Center clinic is open Monday through Fri
day from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. If medical assistance is needed 
when clinic is closed, contact the University switchboard or Pub
lic Safety. 

A minimum fee of $3.00 is made for regularly enrolled stu
dents to see a physician. There is no charge to see a nurse. 

The University encourages each student to have adequate 
medical coverage either through a family plan or through the 
student insurance plan. Information concerning student insur
ance is mailed to all students in August. Foreign students must 
have proof of insurance as well as signed Authori~tion forMed
ical Treatment forms on file in the Health Center. 

It is recommended all students have a physical examination. 
All students should complete the Authorization far Medical 
Treatment forms. All foreign students and minors must fill in 
these cards. If you should need emergency medical or surgical 
treatment at local hospitals, it will be impossible for them to 
treat you without a signed Authoriza.tionjor Medical Treatment 
form. It is also important to have the name and telephone num
bers of your family physician in the event a case history should 
b~'> "equired by the personnel giving emergency treatment. 



UNIVERSITY -COMMUNITY COUNSELING & 
PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER 

The Counseling Center is staffed with clinica1 and counseling 
psychologists who provide specialized counseling, consultation, 
and psychotherapy to Oakland students and to members of the 
general community with personal and interpersonal problems. 
The Center also provides group therapy, marriage counseling, 
and child therapy. Use of the Center is voluntary and is available 
by appointment at a minimal charge. All personal material dis
cussed is held strictly confidential and does not become part of 
the student's academic record.-

TODDLER PROGRAM AND 
CHILD CARE CENTER 

Students who have children of toddler age - 15 months to 21h 
years - may enroll them in the Oakland Toddler Program. 
Complete information may be obtained from the Early Child
hood Education office or at the Toddler Program facility, located 
in the child care complex, located at the corner of Adams and 
Butler Roads. 

While attending classes students who have pre-school children 
- two and a half through five years old - may leave them for a 
small fee at the Child Care Center. Complete information may 
be obtained from the Child Care Center or at the Student Affairs 
Office when the center is not open. 

CAREER ADVISING 
AND PLACEMENT OFFICE 

The Career Advising and Placement Office provides counseling 
services to graduating seniors interested in career-oriented em
ployment in industry, business, government service, teaching, 
and other professional fields. It also provides seniors with an 
opportunity to have interviews with representatives of many 
companies, government agencies, and school systems who regu
larly recruit on campus. 

Also occupational guidance and counseling is available to all 
students as well as information on graduate and professional 
schools, and graduate school financial aid. A very complete 
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library containing descriptive material on career opportunities 
and the requirements for specific occupations is maintained for 
students' use. Students are encouraged to use these materials 
early in their educational careers. Also available through this 
office are forms for the following examinations: Federal Civil 
Service, National Teacher Exam, Graduate Record Exam, Law 
School Admission Test and Graduate Study in Business. 

Other services performed by this Office include alumni place
ment and assistance in securing part-time, off-campus, career
oriented employment. 

FOREIGN STUDENT OFFICE 

To date, Oakland University has in attendance about fifty in
ternational students both undergraduate and graduate. The For
eign Student Office was created specifically as a service to such 
students and is located in 127 North Foundation Hall. It is a 
center of information for questions concerning immigration re
quirements; personal, academic, and financial counseling; off
campus visits; and participation in community programs. 

INFORMATION ON STUDY ABROAD 

In addition to information on study abroad supplied by indi
vidual departments, the Study Abroad Office, 418 Wilson Hall, 
keeps a file on study and travel opportunities outside the United 
States for United States nationals. The Study Abroad Counselor 
has a library of information regarding travel, independent 
study, study programs offered by other accredited institutions, 
graduate and undergraduate programs, programs in English, 
and financial assistance for study abroad. Students considering 
spending time studying abroad are advised to begin gathering 
information as early as they can, since a great deal of corre
spondence is involved. 

VETERANS' BENEFITS 

Students eligible to attend the University under the various Pub
lic Laws providing veterans' benefits should keep in close contact 
with the Office of the Registrar. This Office provides advice and 
assistance to eligible veterans and is responsible for reporting to 
the Veterans' Administration. CQunseling and other supportive 
services are offered by the Veteran's counselor in 153 North 
Foundation Hall. 



STUDENT Ll FE 
Since intellectual and personal development derives from the 
students' cultural, social, and recreational activities as well as 
from their academic work, Oakland University seeks to provide 
the opportunities and the climate that will foster this develop
ment. Students are encouraged to participate in some phase of 
the University's comprehensive program of sports and recrea
tional activities although there is no required physical educa
tion. Similarly, the pattern of available cocurricular experiences 
and activities in publications, discussion groups, student govern
ment, music, dramatics, and cultural offerings is intended to 
enhance the student's abilities to think, speak, write, .organize, 
judge, and enjoy. Individual initiative is most important. Though 
help from faculty and staff is always available, students are res:- · 
ponsibly and creatively involved in shaping and directing mean
ingful campus activity. 

.• 

.: 
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS 

The program of extracurricular activities at Oakland University 
is designed for flexibility. Student interests, varying from year 
to year, determine the strength and scope of existing campus 
organizations as well as the initiation of new clubs and organiza
tions. Many opportunities exist for the active expression of di
verse interests and talents and for the development of new skills 
in leadership and committee work. 

During the past year, over 100 organizations have been active 
on Oakland's campus. Besides the various departmental and reli
gious organizations, Oakland fosters a large variety of special 
interest groups. Some of these are: academic organizations, FO
CUS-Oakland, PIRGIM, Association of Black Students, Estu
diantes de Ia Raza, Abstention Coffee House, Ski Club, Varsity 
Sports Club, Chess Club, Dance Workshop, Oakland Film Front, 
Management and Economic Community, Order of Leibowitz, 
etc. 

Any student who cannot locate a club which serves his/her 
particular interest is urged to form his/her own club through 
the Office for Student Organizations. The primary function of 
the Office for Student Organizations is assisting students and 
student organizations. Whether it is a problem concerning a prog
ram, policy or per~nal matter, the staff is pleased to offer any 
assistance possible. The Office for Student Organizations also 
provides the following services to students: duplicating facilities, 
Oakland Exchange, office space, ticket office, travel office, pos
ter and banner facilities, and many other services. 

STUDENT GOVERNMENT 

The student government on campus is the University Congress. 
Congress provides an excellent opportunity for students to chan
nel their wants, ideas and desires through a body which is very 
responsive to them. 

At present, the transient status of students, the administra
tive hassles, and the University and state bureaucracies create 
quite an exciting role for the Congress. In fact, these circum
stances can make things quite frustrating, but the birth of 
"new" ideas and ways of life for students make the frustration 
quite worthwhile and bearable. It's challenging, it's exciting, and 
it's hard - it's what you make it! 



COMMUTER SERVICES 

The Office of Commuter Services exists to meet the needs, repre
sent the interests of, and assist commuting students in finding 
a sense of community while at Oakland. Located in 118 Oakland 
Center, the staff stands ready to assist students- to cut 
hassles, to direct people to the person, office, or group that can 
best be of assistance, and to help students organize to achieve 
their goals at Oakland. Some of the services and programs are: 

• COMMUNICATIONS- Lunch sessions with small groups of 
the commuter population to gather ideas, share experiences, 
and plan special interest programs. 

• COMMUTER CONTACT - A monthly newsletter of events 
and programs. It is available at distribution points on 
campus. 

• DIALOGS - Once monthly, hold question and answer ses
sions with University administrators in a give-and-take for
mat. 

.. EMERGENCY ON-CAMPUS HOUSING- Available in Res-
idence Halls for a one- to two-week period. 

• LEGAL AID - Provides legal aid information for students. 
• LOCKERS - Available for rental in classroom buildings. 
• RESEARCH - Surveying of commuter interests. 
• RIDE POOL - Students are assisted in matching schedules 

within geographic areas so they can ride together. Ride pool 
members have a reserved parking lot, reduced rates, and less 
hassles in driving each day. 
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DRAMA 

The Student Enterprise Theatre (S.E.T.) is located at the south 
end of the campus in the Barn Theatre which was designed and 
constructed by students for students, faculty and staff. S.E.T. 
produces one major show per semester and encourages student, 
faculty and staff participation in all aspects of production. Re
cent productions include Kopit's Indians, Peter Weiss' Maratl 
Sade, Alice in Wonderland with an original student score, Stop 
the World -I Want to Get Off, and J.B. S.E.T. enables stu
dents, faculty and staff to have experiences in acting, direction, 
production, set design and construction, lighting and costuming. 
Previous experience is not required to work with the organiza
tion. For information, please call 377-2245. 

FILMS 

The Student Enterprise Film Society (S.E.F.S.) had its begin
ning as an outgrowth of random film showings on and off the 
campus. The society now has a regular weekly series with show
ings on Tuesday, Friday, Saturday and Sunday evenings. This 
encompasses a wide range of films from Art/Classic to the cur
rent run popular films. The goal of the society is to provide good 
and diversified films to the University community for entertain
ment as well as academic support programs. The society also has 
its own equipment for the producing of new or experimental 
films. For information, please call 377-2247. 

LECTURES 

The Student Enterprise Lectures (S.E.L.) invites to its campus 
each year outstanding scholars, artists, authors, leaders in pub
lic life, and molders of national opinion, in order that members 
of the University community may hear, discuss, and evaluate a 
range of informed points of view on subjects of major signifi
cance in Lecture/Demonstration formats. Speakers on previous 
series have included Senator Muskie, Bill Baird, Julian Bond, 
Jane Fonda, John K. Galbraith, Florence Kennedy, Ralph Na
der, Dick Gregory, and Arthur Koestler. For information, please 
call 377-2246. 



MUSIC 

Oakland University students may participate in several differ
ent musical groups and ensembles: Collegium Musicum, Oak
land Singers, University Chorus, University Concert Band, Uni
versity Orchestra and the Afram Jazz Ensemble. In addition, the 
Abstention Coffee House and the Student Concert Lecture Se
ries allow students to become involved in the booking, advertis
ing and arranging of concerts on campus. 

STUDENT VOLUNTEER PROJECTS 

Through Pontiac Tutorial (P.O.E.A.T.), Project Look Ahead, 
hospital volunteer work, and a variety of other projects under 
way or in the planning stages, students have !'lleaningful oppor
tunities to demonstrate their individual concern for their fellow 
man. Students have found that benefits realized from volunteer 
involvement more than adequately compensate for time spent. 

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS 

Students may gain experience in creative writing, editing and 
publishing through student publications. There are two active 
student publications: the student newspaper, FOCUS-Oakland, 
which is a vehicle for student opinion and offers experience in 
journalism, and Oaklawl Afflicted, a student periodical dealing 
with the arts, literature, and social comment on an off campus. 
Publications are in a period of evolutionary change at Oakland 
University and the field is now open for students to develop new 
and innovative publications. 
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THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION
ATHLETIC PROGRAM 

The Sports and Recreation Building provides a range of facilities 
for recreation; activities in eleven different sports can be carried 
on simultaneously. The building houses a collegiate-sized swim
ming pool with diving area; courts for tennis, handball, paddle
ball, badminton, squash, basketball and volleyball; equipment 
for fencing, gymnastics, modern dance, weight lifting, and wres
tling. There are also outdoor courts, playing fields, and a ski 
slope with tow. 

Oakland University's physical education program encompas
ses spontaneous and planned recreation; sports clubs; competi
tive intramural and extramural sports; and competitive intercol
legiate sports. The program is designed and organized as a 
service program for all students as well as for the faculty and 
staff. It is directed to the participating individual, rather than 
the spectator. Men and women with mutual interest in certain 
sports as well as recreational activities are encouraged to organ
ize and develop clubs for instruction, practice and competition 
both on and off campus. 

The facilities, equipment and ~upplies are available about 
fourteen hours a day. Individuals, couples and coed groups have 
the use of a variety of sports equipment in the various rooms of 
the Sports and Recreation Building or on the adjacent tennis 
courts and playfields. 

The competitive intramural sports program for students and 
for faculty and staff includes individual and team sports each 
term. Participants in the intramural team sports may represent 
dormitory wings or floors, commuter districts, recognized cam
pus clubs and organizations, or the faculty and staff. Partici
pants in individual sports may also represent the foregoing 
groups, or they may compete as individuals unattached to any 
group. Students who participate in the intramural sports pro
gram are given further opportunity to compete with students 
from other colleges and universities during each term. 

Club sports are sponsored in track, wrestling and ice hockey. 
Students interested in club sports compete with students from 
various colleges and universities as well a,s community groups. 

Students interested in intercollegiate sports competition are 
encouraged to compete in regularly scheduled intercollegiate 
contests in cross country, soccer, basketball, swimming, base
ball, golf and tennis. Oakland University competes with schools 



in the Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference of which 
we are a member, and other schools in Michigan, Indiana, Ohio, 
New York, Wisconsin, Illinois and Canada. Oakland is also a 
member of the NCAA College Division. 

Students interested in credit Physical Education classes 
should look under Education Department. 
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OAKLAND CENTER 

An integral part of the Student Life program at Oakland Univer
sity is the Oakland Center. Located close to the center of the 
campus, the Oakland Center is the focal point for social, cultural 
and recreational activities. Building facilities are available for 
use by members of the University community-students, fac
ulty, staff, alumni and friends of the University. The Oakland 
Center can accommodate a wide range of indoor activities from 
informal discussion groups to medium-size concerts. 

Oakland Center facilities include food service areas, open 
lounges, the Bookcenter, Charlie Brown's newsstand, informa
tion and candy counter, Commuter Services center, office space 
for student publications and student organizations, recreation 
games area, student advising office, student darkroom, barber
shop and laundry and dry cleaners. 

Among the food service areas are two cafeterias (South Cafe
teria and the Sunset Room), a dining room (The Oakland Room), 
a scramble service area (the Grill), a rathskeller, and rooms for 
snacks and short order food items. The rathskeller, popularly 
called the Abstention, is frequently used for impromptu gather
ings and for coffee house style entertainment. 

COMMUNITY HOUSE 

It has been said that college students hold at least one factor in 
common with all their classmates and that is an active search for 
learning through intense personal experience. For many stu
dents this intense personal experience may involve the use of 
drugs. It is also possible that many things about college life will 
cause the individual student problems and can lead to a certain 
amount of anxiety. Because of the growing pressures of college 
life, the University saw the need for a student/community or
ganization which would listen and help the student on an infor
mal level; hence, the creation of the Office of Drug Education 
and Abuse. 

Community House is the name of the helping agency of the 
Office of Drug Education and Abuse. Community House is a 
student staffed program with offices in the Oakland Center. The 
student staff is trained to deal with student/college related 
problems in drug use and many other areas. Community House 
is, in essence, a multipurpose facility to which all people, all 
problems, and all questions can be initially directed. The staff is 
alert to the functions of other programs within the University 
and will make referrals when appropriate. 



JUDICIAL SYSTEMS 

University conduct expectations are essential to an environment 
conducive to learning, to the protection of the University's edu
cational purposes, and to the maintenance of a reasonable level 
of order on campus. The university strives to maintain these 
standards through educational programs, counseling, and the 
promulgation of conduct standards. An important objective in 
the area of student behavior is to create a climate which fosters 
self control and observance of standards without great external 
direction. When this process fails or when circumstances in a 
conduct situation are particularly serious, appropriate action 
must be taken. -In such cases, an attempt is made to reach deci
sions which. are consistent with the educational objectives of the 
university and the developmental needs of the student. The Of
fice of Judicial Systems is charged with the responsibility of ad
judicating through committee hearings certain alleged miscon
ducts involving students at the university. Standards of 
procedural due process are carefully observed to assure that the 
fundamentals of fair play are followed in the adjudication of 
student conduct problems," 

MEADOW BROOK MUSIC FESTIVAL 

Oakland University has received international recognition for its 
Meadow Brook Music Festival, a nine-week season of concerts 
featuring the Detroit Symphony Orchestra and distinguished 
guest artists. Now in its second decade, the Music Festival was 
launched in 1964 with an all-classical format; it currently in
cludes a series of Friday night jazz and popular artists, Sunday 
evening pops concerts by the Detroit Symphony Orchestra, as 
well as a final week of jazz. 

Last season, the Detroit Symphony Orchestra was conducted 
by a presiigious array of internationally known guest conduc
tors, including Sixten Ehrling, Kazimierz Kord, Stanislaw Skro
waczewski, Yuri Ahronovitch, Andre Kostelanetz, and Antal 
Dorati, as well as its principal conductor, Aldo Ceccato. Out
standing guest soloists included Gary Graffman, Lorin Hol
lander, Eugene Istomin, Jerome Lowenthal, Michel Beroff, Rug
giero Ricci, Ilse von Alpenheim, and Anna Moffo. The popular 
Sunday "Pops" series featured Arthur Fiedler, Jack Benny, 
Richard Hayman, Morton Gould, Michael Dominico, John 
Green, Karan Armstrong, Richard Fredericks, Roger Williams, 
Franz Allers. Louise Russell, Vahan Khanzadian, and David 
Bar-Ill an. 
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The San Francisco Ballet received accolades for its three per
formances at Meadow Brook Festival in its first appearanc::es 
east of the Mississippi in over ten years. Ballets performed in
cluded "Harp Concerto," "Eternal Idol," "Schubertiade," plus 
the Michigan premiere of a new work entitled "Mother Blues". 

Last summer's jazz and popular concerts brought enthusiastic 
crowds to the Howard C. Baldwin Pavilion to hear such exciting 
artists as Tony Bennett, Woody Herman, George Shearing, 
Benny Goodman Sextet, AI Hirt, nostalgic Glenn Miller music 
featuring Ray McKinley, Ray Eberle, and the Modernaires with 
Paula Kelly, Earl "Fatha" Hines, Dizzy Gillespie, Anne Murray, 
Count Basie, Barbara McNair, Ramsey Lewis, Buddy Rich, Max 
Morath, and the Preservation Hall Jazz Band. 



MEADOW BROOK THEATRE 

One of the nation's leading resident professional theatres, Mea
dow Brook Theatre is internationally acclaimed as a distin
guished addition to the regional repertory movement that is revi
talizing American theatre. The Meadow Brook thrust stage and 
superb acoustics afford an intimate actor-audience relationship, 
with no seat more than 58 feet from the stage. The theatre occu
pies the entire north wing of Matilda R. Wilson Hall on the cam
pus of Oakland Univestity. 

The 1974-75 season will include eight plays and run from Octo
ber to May, each play being offered for three-and-a-half weeks 
at the Wilson Hall Theatre. For detailed schedule of perform
ance times, call the Meadow Brook Theatre Box Office at 
377-3300. Plays scheduled for the 1974-75 season in order of per
formance, are as follows: "Tonight at 8:30" by Noel Coward (Oct. 
10-Nov. 3); "Twelfth Night" by William Shakespeare (Nov. 
7-Dec. 1): "Harvey" by Mary Chase (Dec. 5-Dec. 29); "A Touch of 
the Poet" by Eugene O'Neill (Jan . .2--Jan. 26); "The Misanthrope" 
by Moliere (Jan. 30-Feb. 23); "See How They Run" by Phillip 
King (Feb. 27-Mar. 23); "Come Back, Little Sheba" by William 
Inge (Mar. 27-Apr. 20); and "The Drunkard" new version by Bro 
Herrod and Barry Manilow (Apr. ·Z4-May 18). 

MEADOW BROOK ART GALLEY 

The Meadow Brook Art G_allery presents exhibitions which fos
ter artistic sensitivity and high achievement in various fields of 
visual art. The Gallery's changing exhibitions and the perma
nent collection stress American and European art, art of the Far 
East, as well as the art of Africa, Oceania and pre-Columbian 
America. Showings of works by faculty members and students 
of the Department of Art and Art History are also presented. 
The scope of these activities illustrates the distinctive capabili
ties of the University's programs in cultural affairs. 

The Meadow Brook Art Gallery manifests its characteristics 
through a program reflecting scholarship and imaginative ex
perimental exhibitions. The recent exhibition, "Found Industrial 
Objects: Unintended Art" was a multi-media presentation of en
vironmental art of materials found in industry, together with 
music and modern dance, stimulating a vast audience. On the 
other hand, scholars and students participated in the prepara
tion and studies of "Chinese Fan Painting of Ming and Ching 
Dynasties", "Japanese Ink Painting of the Edo Period", and the 
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"Rajasthani Temple Hangings of the Krishna Cult." Gifts pre
sented by the former Governor G. Mennen Williams, Mr. and 
Mrs. Ernst Anspach of New York, and other individuals totaling 
nearly 300 pieces of African art, constitute the University's 
unique permanent collection. 

Active community involvement in the program of the art gal
lery is reflected in the exhibitions "Art of the Decade: 1960-1970" 
and "Form, Space, Energy" both showing contemporary paint
ings and sculptures from the collections of greater Detroit. Also, 
nationally known private collections such as the collection from 
Richard Brown Baker of New York, Mr. and Mrs. S. Brooks Bar
ron of Detroit are represented in "A Point of View", "Personal 
Preference" and "American Realism Post-Pop." 

In the 1974-75 season, the Meadow Brook Art Gallery will pre
sent prints by contemporary artists: selected from the Richard 
Brown Baker Collection a survey of the last two decades of con
temporary graphic art; "Minoru Yamasaki-A Retrospective" 
exhibition of internationally renowned architect from Detroit; 
and "Arts of the T'ang Dynasty" - ceramics and metal work 
from the 7th and 8th centuries of Chinese art; as well as exhibi
tions of art works by students and faculty members of the Depart
ment of Art and Art History. 



CAMPUS BUILDINGS 

Many changes in building use have been made in 1973 to accom
modate continuing growth at Oakland University. 

Although no new construction is evident, State fundings for 
Classroom-Office Building II and Public Safety and Service 
Building are forecast soon. 

Location for COB II is proposed east of Oakland Center. Public 
Safety and Service Building location is intended at the main 
entrance to campus off Squirrel Road and directly west of Han
nah Hall of Science (see map at front of catalog). 

North Foundation Hall ( 1959) 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. Wilson. Office of the President; 
Offices of the Vice Presidents for Public Affairs, for Student 
Affairs, for Business Affairs; Office of Assistant President for 
Campus Development; Office of the Dean of Student Affairs and 
staff offices; Office of Inventory and Property Control; class
room; Personnel Office; Office of the Registrar; Physical Plant 
Office; Space Utilization Office; Business Offices; Telephone Of
fice; Office of University Relations; University Services. 

South Foundation Hall ( 1959) 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Alfr'ed G. Wilson. Classrooms; Institutional 
Research Office; Student Congress Office; Division of Continu
ing Education Offices; Office of Assistant President for Plan
ning; News Services and Publications Office; offices (Classics, 
Linguistics, Speech Communication); Office of the Dean of Eve
ning Programs. 

Oakland Center ( 1959) 

Self-liquidating funds. Office of the Dean of Student Life; Stu
dent Activities Offices; University Bookcenter, Oakland Room 
and Commuter Services Office; Pickwick Games Area; barber 
shop; laundry and dry cleaners; Charlie Brown's Information 
Desk; Food Services Office; meeting, banquet, and conference 
facilities, lounges. 
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Kresge Library ( 1961) 

Gift of the Kresge Foundation. Library collections, offices, and 
services: Instructional Materials Center. 

John Hannah Hall of Sciences ( 1961} 

Funds appropriated by the State of Michigan. Classrooms and 
laboratories; faculty and staff offices (Chemistry, Physics, Psy
chology); University Instrument and Electronics Shops; Ship
ping and Reeeiving; Career Opportunities Program Office; Office 
of the Dean, Graduate Studies; Research Services Office. 

Sports and Recreation Building ( 1963} 

Self-liquidating funds. Faculty and staff offices (Physical Edu
cation); gymnasium; swimming pool; handball and squash 
courts. 

Charles F. Kettering Magnetics Laboratory ( 1963} 

Gift of the Kettering Foundation. Facilities of the Magnetics 
Laboratory. 

Howard C. Baldwin Memorial Pavilion ( 1964} 

Gifts from multiple foundation and other private sources. 
Roofed pavilion, site of the Meadow Brook Music Festival. 

Lui a C. Wilson Memorial Concert Shell ( 1964} 

Gift of Lula C. Wilson Trust. Acoustical shell at the Baldwin 
Pavilion. 

Trumbull Terrace ( 1965} 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. George T. Trumbull. Patio; food and service 
facilities for Baldwin Pavilion. 

Matilda R. Wilson Hall ( 1966) 

Funds appropriated by the State of Michigan. Faculty and staff 
offices (Art, English, Modern Languages, Philosophy); Meadow 
Brook Theatre; Meadow Brook Theatre Offices; Meadow Brook 
Festival Offices; University Art Gallery; Admissions, Place
ment, Financial Aids and Urban Affairs Offices. 



Dodge Hall of Engineering ( 1968) 

Funds appropriated by the State of Michigan and federal grants. 
Classrooms and laboratories; Computing and Data Processing 
Center; Office of the Dean, School of Engineering; faculty and 
staff offices (Allport C<>llege, Biological Sciences, Engineering, 
Political Science); Institute of Biological Sciences; Office of Re
search Service. 

Graham Health Center ( 1968) 

Self-liquidating funds. Health services. 

Paula and Woody Varner Hall ( 1970) 

Funds appropriated by the State of Michigan and a federal 
grant. Classrooms and recital hall. Office of the Dean, College of 
Arts and Sciences; Office of the Dean, School of Education; fac
ulty and staff offices (Academy of Dramatic Art, Education, 
Music, Sociology and Anthropology); Performing Arts Library; 
Audio Visual Department Office; Office of the Provost; Office of 
the Vice President for Academic Mfairs. 

Central Heating Plant ( 1971) 

Funds appropriated by the State of Michigan. 

Meadow Brook Hall 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G. Wilson. Office of the Dean, Divi
sion of Continuing Education. 

Oakland University Observatory ( 1974) 

Gift of the Oakland University Foundation. Located near Ket
tering Magnetics Laboratory. 

Implement Shed 

Motor Pool Office. 

Gate Hoose 

Public Safety Department; Credit Union. 
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Dodge Farm House 

Offices of Continuum Center for Adult Counseling and Leader
ship Training. 

RESIDENCE HALLS 
Fitzgerald House ( 1962) 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Harold A. Fitzgerald, and self-liquidating 
funds. 

Anibal House ( 1962) 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Anibal, and self-liquidating funds. 

Pryale House ( 1963) 

Gift of Mr. and Mrs. Harry M. Pryale, and self-liquidating 
funds. 

Hill House ( 1964) 

Gift of Mr. 0. E. Hunt. 

Van Wagoner Hall ( 1965) 

Self-liquidating funds. 

Vandenberg Hall ( 1966) 

Self-liquidating funds. Food Services Offices; New-Charter Col
lege Offices and Labs; Offices of the Dean, Faculty and Staff: 
Economics & Management; Faculty and Staff Offices: Mathe
matics; Faculty and Staff Offices: History & Area Studies; Fac
ulty and Staff Offices: Learning Skills; Skill Development Cen
ter and Offices. 

Hamlin Hall ( 1968) 

Self-liquidating funds. Residence Halls Offices; Freshman Resi
dence Hall. 
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COMMITTEES 

The College of Arts and Sciences offers instruction leading 
to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science 
and to the degrees of Master of Arts and Master of Science. 
Jointly with the School of Education it offers instruction 
leading to the degree of Master of Arts in Teaching. 

STANDING COMMITTEE OF THE 
FACUL TV OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Executive Committee 

Reuben Torch, Chairman 
Carl Barnes 
Peter Bertocci 
Gottfried Brieger 
Jerry Freeman 

Committee on Instruction 

Robert Donald. Chairman 
Manuel Pierson (ex .officio) 
Lowell Ruggles (ex officio) 
Robert Simmons (ex officio) 
Judith Brown 

Renate Gerulaitis 
Nigel Hampton 
Robert Howes 
Colin Palmer 

John Cowlishaw 
David Daniels 
Kenneth Harmon 
Jack Moeller 

STANDING COMMITTEES OF THE 
FACULTY OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Committee on Appointments and Promotions 

Reuben Torch, Chairman 
Melvin Cherno 
Joseph DeMent 
Peter Evarts 

Robert Facko 
Richard Tucker 
Robert Williamson 
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UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM 
IN ARTS AND SCIENCES 
GENERAL REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREES OF 
BACHELOR OF ARTS AND BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 

There are four sets of requirements which a student must fulfill 
in order to graduate with the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bach
elor of Science. These are: 

1. The Residence Requirement 
In order to graduate with the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bach
elor of Science, the student must; 

A. Have completed 124 credits. Bachelor of Science degrees in 
technological programs (Environmental Health Technology, 
Medical Technology and Medical Physics) require completion of 
128 credits (seep. 262). 

B. Have completed at least 32 of these credits at Oakland Univer
sity, of which at least 16 credits must be in his or her elected 
major. 

C. Have taken the last 8 credit hours needed to complete bacca
laureate requirements in residence at Oakland University. 

D. Have a cumulative grade-point-average of at least 2.0. 

E. Be in substantial compliance with all legal curricular require
ments. 

II. Requirement of Proficiency Certificate 
in English Composition 

A certificate of proficiency may be awarded by the Department 
of Learning Skills upon satisfactory achievement in an examina
tion at the time of entrance into the University. Any student 
unable to meet the required proficiency level may enroll in one 
of several Learning Skills courses to develop the writing skill 
necessary for certification. (For further details on Learning 
Skills courses, see p. 396). 

Ill. The General Education Requirement 
In order to graduate with the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bach
elor of Science, the student must: 

A. Satisfy the distribution requirement by completing 32 credits 
or more (as specified by his or her chosen major) in appropriate 
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departmental courses or in University courses or in equivalent 
programs in Allport College or New-Charter College. 

B. Have completed at least 8 elective credits. 

IV. Requirement of an Independent 
Concentration or an Elected Major 

In order to graduate, the student must have fulfilled all require
ments for an independent concentration or an elected major. 
(For details concerning the independent concentration seep. 66). 
The student electing a major must have at least a 2.0 average in 
the courses required for the major. (For further details concern
ing the major, see p. 68 and entries under particular depart
ments.) 

THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM 

The instructional program of each student seeking to fulfill the 
general requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Arts or Bach
elor of Science has two components; either general education dis
tribution requirement and an independent concentration or gen
eral education distribution requirement and a major. 

I. General Education Requirement 
II. Independent Concentration 

III. The Major 

1. General Education 
Distribution Requirement 

The distribution requirement for the baccalaureate in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences is designed to provide all undergradu
ates with minimal experience of the fields of letters, of the fine 
arts, of the social sciences, of the natural sciences, of symbolic 
systems, and of area studies. 

The academic departments and programs are arranged into 
six field groups, and students are expected to offer course work 
in at least four out of the five field groups outside their major 
field. The six·field groups are: 

A. Symbolic Systems D. Social Science 
B. Letters E. Area Studies 
C. Arts F. Natural Science 

The distribution requirement consists of 32 credits. Each stu
dent must complete a minimum of three credits in at least four 
of the five fields outside the major. 
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(It is within the authority of the major department to require 
courses in all fields as corequisites to major work.) No more than 
twelve credits in any one field will be counted toward fulfilling 
the distribution requirement. 

Any departmental or program course or courses may be used 
to satisfy the distribution requirement in the appropriate field 
group. Courses bearing the UC designation may be used to sat
isfy the distribution requirement in any appropriate field group. 
(The University Courses are non-departmental and general edu
cation courses which may be used to satisfy the general educa
tion requirement in the College of Arts and Sciences. For further 
information on these courses and the field distribution require
ments they satisfy, seep. 403). 

The distribution requirement for the baccalaureate in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences may also be satisfied by enrollment in, 
and completion of, the programs offered by Allport College, or 
New-Charter College. (For information on these programs, see 
p. 389). 

The courses satisfying requirements within field groups and 
the departments and programs offering courses within the 
groups are as follows: 
1. Field Group A. Symbolic Systems 
•Classics (courses marked GRK or LTN 114-115, 214-215; CLS 
3iO) · 
Computer and Information Science (courses marked CIS) 
Linguistics (courses marked LIN) 
Mathematics (courses marked MTH) 
Modern Languages and Literatures (courses marked ML, CHE, 
FRH, GRM, HBR, HIUR, IT, POR, RUS, SPN, SWA emphasiz.. 
ing grammar, composition and conversation) 
SCN 207 Semantics (crosslisted with LIN 207) 
2. Field Group B. Letters 
Classics (courses marked CLS; all literature courses marked 
LTN or GRK, excluding 114-115, 214-215. See Symbolic Sys
tems.) 
English (courses marked ENG) 
'History (courses marked HST) 
Philosophy and Religion (courses marked PHL or REL) 
Modern Languages and Literatures (CHE, FRH, GRM, RUS, 
SPN, TCL) 
(Only courses in literature either in translation or in the foreign 
language. Courses in literature offered by the Modern Language 
Department numbered 285, 286, 287 or having the letters MLT 

. are in English. 'fhe readings are translations. The cpurses sat-
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isfy the distribution requirement in Letters. Other language 
courses count in the Symbolic Systems group.) 
SCN 310 Philosophy of Rhetoric (cross-listed with PHL 240) 

•Special Note: The Claosfes Oep.rtment will not ~mit student!! to use oaly the fll'llt semester of an 
introductory langu01111 eourse (GRK or LTN 11') to aatiofy the oymbolic system• requiremeftt. Student. 
must either complete GRK or LTN 115 or show f)QUiva leftt competenoo by means of a prolicienq toot. 

3. Group C. Arts 
Art (Courses marked AH-Art History; SA-Studio Art) 
Music (Courses marked MUS) 
Theatre (UC 045 Introduction to Theatre; SCN 161, 162, 261, 
262, 273, 361, 363, 364, 365) 
4. Field Group D. Social Science 
Economics (courses marked ECN) 
Political Science (courses marked PS) 
Psychology (courses marked PSY) 
Sociology/ Anthropology (courses marked SOC or AN) 
ED 244,245 
ENV 151 
Speech Communication (courses marked SCN or JRN except 
SCN 207, see Symbolic Systems; and SCN 310, see Letters.) 
Social Studies 100 Introduction to Social Science 
5. Field Group E. Area Studies 
The Committee on Area Studies sponsors: 
AS 062 Introduction to China 
AS 063 Introduction to Japan 
AS 064 Introduction to Africa 
AS 066 Introduction to India 
AS 068 Introduction to Latin America 
AS 070 Introduction to the Slavic World 
(The Committee will also designate other courses that may 
count in this group.) 
6. Field Group F. Natural Science 
Biology (courses marked BIO) 
Chemistry (courses marked CHM) 
Physics (courses marked PHY) 
Environmental Studies (courses marked ENV, except ENV 151. 
See Social Sciences.) 
Science (courses marked SCI) 
Engineering (all courses marked EGR except 005, 108, 111) 

II. Independent Concentration 
(See also paragraph IV of the General Degree Requirements.) 
An independent concentration of courses may be offered in lieu 
of a customary major in partial fulfillment of the requirements 
for the Bachelu of Arts degree. The regulations governing such 
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an independent concentration in the College of Arts and Sciences 
are as follows: 

A. That the credits in an independent concentration be not less 
than 40 nor more than 60, such credits to be in courses above the 
introduc~ry level. 

B. That these 40 to 60 credits must be in an organized program 
of study exhibiting sufficient coherence and depth to warrant 
being offered in lieu of a standard concentration or major in 
partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts 
degree. 

C. That this program shall be developed in consultation with 
an adviser who has authority to recommend its approval by the 
Committee on Instruction and to attest to its satisfactory com
pletion for graduation purposes. 

D. That the Committee on Instruction (or a duly constituted 
committee established for the purpose) approve all such pro
grams (and subsequent modifications) and sponsor students in 
independent concentrations for the degree. 

E. That the Committee on Instruction be charged to develop 
procedures concerning independent concentrations. · 

F. That students electing to offer an independent concentra
_tion in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor 
of Arts degree must fulfill all requirements for the degree other 
than the requirement of an elected major. 

It should be noted further (a) that students entering as fresh
men will be admitted to the independent concentration program 
only after completion of 32 credits, and (b) that transfer stu
dents student with 32 or more credits may elect the independent 
concentration with the provision that their first term in this pro
gram is to be regarded as probationary. Any students wishing to 
combine an independent concentration with a teaching creden
tial should consult the School of Education and a major depart
ment in the College of Arts and Sciences to be sure that all perti
nent requirements are met. 

The specially authorized advisers for the independent concen
tration are: 

Professor F. James Clatworthy (Education and New-Charter 
College) 

Professor William D. Jaymes (Modern Languages and Litera
tures) 

Professor Steven Miller (Chemist1·y) 
Professor James Ozinga (Political Science) 
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Professor Philip Singer (Behavioral Science and Anthropol
ogy, see Allport College) 

Professor Robert Stern (Chemistry and New-Charter College) 

J!iach student is expected to present to his or her adviser a 
reasoned statement of motives for electing an independent con
centration and to propose a course program that he or she feels 
will help him or her achieve his or her educational objectives. 
The adviser will exercise his judgment concerning the educa
tional objectives and academic soundness of the proposed course 
of studies. He will help the student refine his or her proposal and 
guarantee its worth as a substitute for a major. This program is 
to be submitted to the Committee on Instruction, which may 
approve, disapprove, or modify the proposal. 

Students are encouraged to use the Fall Semester to plan their 
programs in consultation with authorized advisers, and to pre
sent their programs to the Committee on Instruction by Novem
ber 15 for action by the Committee prior to the beginning of the 
Winter Semester. 

Only in exceptional cases will programs be acted upon at the 
beginning of the Fall Semester. 

Ill. The Maior 
(See also paragraph III of the General Degree Requirements.) 
Each student seeking candidacy for the degree of Bachelor of 
Arts or Bachelor of Science who does not offer an independent 
concentration must choose a major and fulfill the specified re
quirements as prescribed by the relevant department or, in cer
tain cases, the relevant interdepartmental committee. 

A. The College of Arts and Sciences offers the following ma
jors. (For more detailed information, see material under each 
department. 
1. Art History 
2. Studio Art 
3. Biology 
4. Chemistry 
5. Classical Languages 
6. Latin 
7. Economics 
8. English 
9. History 

10. Linguistics 
11. Mathematics 

16. Russian Language 
and Civilization 

17. Spanish 
18. Latin American Languages 

and Civilization 
19. Music Theory and 

Composition 
20. Music History and 

literature 
21. Philosophy 
22. Physics 



12. Chinese Language 
and Civilization 

13. French 
14. German 
15. Russian 
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23. Political Science 
24. Psychology 
25. Sociology 
26. Anthropology 
27. Sociology and 

Anthropology 
28. Speech Communications 

B. The College offers the Bachelor of Science degree in the fol
lowing programs: 

Environmental Health 
Medical Technology 
Medical Physics 

For further details on these non-departmental majors, see p. 
262. 
C. The College offers secondary teaching majors under the aus
pices of the following departments. (For detailed information 
see material under each departmental entry and p. 325 of the 
section of this catalog devoted to the School of Education.) 

1. Biological Sciences 6. Mathematics 
2. Chemistry 7. Modern Languages 
3. Classical Languages and Literatures 

and Literatures Secondary teaching majors 
Secondary teaching major in French, German, Russian, 
in Latin only. and Spanish only. 

4. English 8. Music 
5. History 9. Physics 

D. Minors are not required by the General Degree Requirements 
for the degree of Bachelor of Arts. However, they are required 
Qf prospective secondary school teachers seeking certification by 
the Department of Education of the State of Michigan. Conse
quently, the following departments and interdepartmental 
groups make available minor programs for each students. (For 
more detailed information see material under each departmen
tal entry and p. 325 of the section of this catalog devoted to the 
School of Education. 

1. Art 
2. Biological Sciences 
3. Chemistry 
4. English 
5. History 
6. Mathematics 

7. Modern Languages 
and Literatures 

8. Physics 
9. Social Sciences 

10. Science 

E. The College offers an interde~artrnental secondary teaching 
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major under the auspices of the Committee on the Social Studies 
Pr9gram. This Committee also makes available a secondary 
teaching minor in social studies. (See pp. 278 and 325.) 

F. The College offers several standard concentrations in special 
programs which are pursued in conjunction with a departmental 
major. These concentrations are: 

1. Mrican Studies (see p. 251) 
2. Afro-American Studies (see p. 253) 
3. Archaeology (see p. 267) 
4. Computer and Information Sciences (seep. 268) 
5. East Asian Studies (see p. 254) 
6. Environmental Studies (see p. 268) 
7. Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences (seep. 270) 
8. Journalism (see p. 270) 
9. Judaic Studies (see p 270) 

10. L8-~in American Studies (see p. 259) 
11. Linguistics (see p. 271) 
12. Preprofessional Studies in Medicine and Dentistry 

(seep. 272) 
13. Public Management (see p. 295) 
14. Religious Studies (see p. 272) 
15. Slavic Studies (see p. 257) 
16. Social Justice and Corrections (see p. 275) 
18. Speech Communication (see p. 276) 
19. Theatre Arts (see p. 276) 
G. The College of Arts and Sciences through several depart
ments, through Allport College and New-Charter College offers 
various programs for off-campus study. (Seep. 281). 

H. The College offers work in science for elementary education 
m~ors. (See p. 282). 

MAJOR STANDING AND GENERAL 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJORS 
There are no College regulations governing admission to major 
standing or retention in m~or standing. Each department es
tablishes its own procedures in these areas. At the earliest possi
ble moment students should consult the chief advisor of the de
partment in which they wish to major to be sure they are eligible 
for departmental programs, are fulfilling the proper prerequis
ites and corequisites, and can meet all requirements for depart
mental sponsorship for the baccalaureate. Failure to consult the 
advisor and follow the appropriate sequence of courses may de
lay graduation. 
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Detailed requirements for majors, the departmental courses of 
instruction, and other pertinent information regarding depart
mental programs may be found under each department's entry. 

REGULATIONS GOVERNING COURSES 
1. All courses are assigned four credits unless otherwise speci
fied. 
2. A course sequence joined by a hyphen (e.g., GRK 114-115) 
must be taken in the order indicated. The first course in such a 
sequence is regarded as a prerequisite to that following. A de
partment has, however, the right to waive these and any other 
prerequisite course requirements. 

3. Course numbers se~arated by commas (e.g., HST 214, 215) 
indicate related courses, which may be taken in any order. De
partmental or program requirements may govern the order in 
certain cases, however. 

4. With the exception of University courses, a special series of 
course numbers such as 000 to 099 are reserved for courses spe
cially designed to enrich academic skills. (Not more than 16 
credit hours in such courses and in tutorial work may be pre
sented toward graduation requirements.) University ·Courses 
and courses numbered 100 to 299 are introductory or interme
diate undergraduate courses. Courses numbered 300 to 499 are 
advanced courses primarily for undergraduates. Courses num
bered 500 and above are primarily for graduate students. 

5. The Registrar reserves the right to cancel any course in 
which there is insufficient registration. 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
ART AND ART HISTORY 

CHAIRMAN: Carl F. Barnes, Jr. 

ARTS AND SCIENCES 
ART & ART HISTORY 

PROFESSORS: Carl F. Barnes, Jr. (Art History), John B. Cameron (Art 
History) 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS:John L. Beardman (Studio Art) 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: P. Michael Brakke (Studio Art), Rolph F. 
Glenn (Art History), Donald D. Keyes (Art History), Cecelia F. Klein (Art 
History), Alvern A. Lostetter, Jr. (Studio Art), Lawrence S. RiHenberg 
(Studio Art). 

The Department of Art & Art History offers programs of study 
leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with majors in art his
tory and in studio art. The department also offers a secondary 
teaching minor in art. 

The artists and historians who direct this program are dedicated 
to providing creative instruction both for majors and for non
majors. While the major in art is not career-oriented as such, the 
major receives preparation for graduate study in archaeology, 
art history, or studio art which may lead to a profession in col
lege teaching, museum curatorship, editorial work with art pub
lishing firms, fine arts conservation, or to the independent prac
tice of film-making, multi-media, painting, printmaking, and 
sculpture. 

The departmental program of instruction is strengthened 
through group visits to The Detroit Institute of Arts and other 
public and private collections, by the visits of artists who offer 
criticism of student work, and by guest lecturers. It also pre
sents an annual exhibition in the Meadow Brook Art Gallery of 
the best works by studio art majors and non-majors. 

The department offers a special program in archaeology and cul
tural conservation, the Institute in Tuscan Archaeology, each 
spring and summer session. Classes in the spring are held on the 
university campus and in the summer at the Castello di Span
nocchia, headquarters of The Etruscan Foundation, Inc., near 
Siena, Italy. University and adjunct specialists in archaeology, 
art history, conservation, and museology staff this program. 

In 1971 The Archives of Michigan Architecture were established 
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in the department. This research facility, at present limited in 
scope and materials, will expand to make available to students 
original documentation concerning the architectural heritage of 
Michigan and especially of the southeastern area of the state. 
Students enrolled in AH 350 and AH 450 are assigned projects 
related to these archives. 

Each year several majors and minors in art are selected to work 
as student assistants in the department. Appointed on the basis 
of responsibility and academic achievement, these students re
ceive training, for which they are remunerated, and experience 
useful for future graduate specialization and career work. 

1. Requirement for the Liberal Arts 
Maior in Art History 

AH 100, AH 262, AH 350, AH 490 and six additional departmen
tal courses in AH. a total of 40 credits, are required for the ma
jor. 

Required corequisites for the art history major are SA 100 and 
SA 101 or SA 100 and SA 130. 

There is no language requirement for the art history major. 
However, majors who anticipate doing graduate work in art his
tory are advised that most graduate programs require proof of 
reading competency in one or more foreign languages, generally 
German and/or French. 
ART HISTORY COURSES 

AH 100 Introduction to European Art (4 credits) 
Hlstory and analysis of the visual arts of western Europe 

AH 101 Great Masten of Painting (4 credits) 
The paintings and significa~~ce of selected artists in Europe and the United 
States from Leonardo de V'mci to Andy Warhol. Open to AH majors for elective 
credit only. 

AH 102 Introduction to African, Oceanic 
and American Indian Art 

(4 credits) 

Hlstory and analysis of the visual arts of the indigenous peoples of Africa, the 
Pacific basiD, and the Americas 

AH 104 Introduction to Asian Art (4 credits) 
Hlstory and analysis of the visual arts of Asia, especially those of India, China, 
and Japan.. 

AH 200 African Art (4 credits) 
The arts of the non-technocratic peoples of West, Central, and East Africa. 

AH 202 Oceanic Art (4 credits) 
The arts of the non-technocratic peoples of the Pacific basin. 
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AH 204 Pre-Columbian Art (4 credits) 
The arts of the Indians of Mexico, Central America, and South America prior to 
the Spanish Conquest. 

AH 206 North American Indian Art (4 credits) 
The arts of the Eskimo, the Northwest Coast, and Canadian Indians. 

AH 208 Afro-American Art (4 credits) 
The arts of black Americans of African descent produced in the United States 
since ca. A.D. 1700. 

AH 262 Modern Art (4 credits) 
The development of painting and sculpture in Europe in the 19th and first half of 
the 20th century and in the United States after World War I. 

AH 263 Modern Architecture and Urban Design. (4 credits) 
The development of architecture and urban planning in Europe and the United 
States since World War I. 
AH 290 Readings in Art History (2 credits) 
Specific reading projects in art history, art criticism, connoisseurship, and con
servation intended for but not limited to the non-major. Prerequisite: Permission 
of instructor. 

AH 300 Chinese Art (4 credits) 
The history of Chinese artistic expression in painting, sculpture, ceramica, and 
bronze from the Shang Dynasty, ca. 1550 B.C., to the founding of the Chinese 
Republic, A.D. 1912. 
Prerequisite: AH 104. 

AH lQl Japanese Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting in Japan from the 5th 
to the 19th .century A.D. 
Prerequisite: AH 104. 

AH 304 Japanese Painting (4 credits) 
The major styles of Japanese painting of the Heian period of the lOth through 
the 12th century A.D. through the Zen Buddhist artists, and the Kano and Nan
ga painters of the Edo period, A.D. 1615-1868. 

AH 312 Near-Eastern and Greek Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting in the pre-Hellenic Ae
gean civilizations and in classical Greece from 3500 B.C. until the period of Ro
man domination in the Mediterranean area, ca. 100 B.C. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 314 Etruscan and Roman Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting in Etruria and the Ro
man Republic and Empire from 600 B.C. until the relocation of the capital of 
Rome to Constantinople in A.D. 330. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 31 S Methods of Art Historical Archaeology (4 credits) 
The history and methodology of archaeology as a tool of art historical investiga
tion. This course will include clas3room lectures and field-work demonstration. 
Prerequisite: AH 100, Permission of Instructor. 

AH 316 Tuscan Archaeology (4 credits) 
Practice in the excavation and conservation of ancient and medieval sites in Tus-
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cany. This course is offered in Italy in the summer session. Corequisite: AH 317; 
Prerequisite: AH 100, AH 314, AH 315, and Permission of Instructor. 

AH 317 Museology and Conservation (4 credits) 
Practice in the conservation of art objects, the reconstruction of fragmented arti
facts, and the cataloging of archaeological finds. This course is offered in Italy 
in the summer session. 
Corequisite: AH 316, Prerequisite: AH 100, AH 314, AH 315, and Permission of 
Instrncttlr. 

AH 320 Byzantine Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, seulpture, and painting in the Eastern Roman 
Empire from A.D. 350 until the Turkish conquest of Constantinople in A.D. 1453. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 322 Early Medieval and Romanesque Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting in western Europe 
from A.D. 330 through the apex of Christian monasticism ca. A.D. 1150. 
Prerequsite: AH 100. 

AH 326 Gothic Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecutre, seulpture and painting in Western Europe 
from ca. A.D. 1150 through the period of the crusad.es and medieval urbanism, 
ca. A.D. 1400. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 330 Renaissance Art (4 cre~its) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting of western Europe dur
ing the Renaissance and Reformation from A.D. 1400 to A.D. 1600. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 340 Baroque Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting of western Europe and 
colonial South America during the period of absolute monarchy and the Counter 
Reformation from A.D. 1600 to A.D. 1800. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 350 American Art (4 credits) 
The development of architecture, sculpture, and painting of the United States 
from the beginning of artistic activity in the Atlantic coastal colonies, ca. A.D. 
1630, through the emergence of the mature artistry and international awareness 
of the late 19th century. 
Prerequisite: AH 100. 

AH 450 Michigan Architecture (4 credits) 
The domestic, public, and religious architecture of Michigan and the former 
Northwest Territories from A.D. 1701 to the present. 
Prerequisite: AH 100, AH 350. 

AH 490 Problems in Art History (4 or 8 credits) 
Directed research in specific subject areas of or approachea to art history. May 
be taken in different semesters under different instructors for a total of 8 credits 
or, with.permission of instructor and departmental chairman, may be taken in 
one semester for a total of 8 credits (in which case a ''P" grade may be given). 
Prerequisite: 12 credits of AH and permission of Instructor. 

2. Requirements for the Liberal Arts 
Major in Studio Art 

SA 100, SA 101, SA 200, SA 201, SA 300, SA 301, SA 400, SA 401, 
a total of 40 credits, are required for the major. 
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Required corequisites for the studio art major are either SA 130 
or AH 262, and eight additional credits in AH. 

Transfer students are accepted as majors in studio art and are 
assigned an appropriate level on the basis of a portfolio. 

STUDIO ART COURSES 

SA 100 Introduction to Studio Art, I (5 credits) 
Introduction to visual concepts and their relationships to various media and ex
pressive considerations. 

SA 101 Introduction to Studio Art, II (5 credits) 
Continuation of SA 100. 
Prerequisite: SA 100 or Permission of Instructor. 

SA 130 Art Since 1945 (4 credits) 
Critical analysis of the principal visual and thematic ideas in the visual arts of 
the United States and Europe since 1945. Lecture course. 

SA 200 General Compositional Elements, I (5 credits) 
Exploration of various elements of composition including color, field, line and 
scale. 
Prerequisite: SA 101 for studio art majors; Permission of Instructor for non
majors. 
SA 201 General Compositional Elements, II (5 credits) 
Continuation of SA .200. 
Prerequisite: SA 200 for studio art majors; Permission of [nstructor for non
majors. 

SA 205 Printmaking (5 credits) 
Basic approaches to the visual concepts, the various means of self-expression, 
and the techniques irrherent in the medium of printmaking. May be taken in 
different semesters for a total. of 10 credits. 

SA 206 Sculpture (5 credits) 
Basic approaches to the visual concepts, the various means of self-expression, 
and the techniques inherent in the medium of sculpture. May be taken in differ
ent semesters for a total of 10 credits: 

SA 300 Specific Compositional Elements, I (5 credits) 
Detailed exploration of specific elements of composition such as horizontals, 
modules, and environmentals. 
Prerequisite: SA 201 for studio art majors; Permission of Instructor for non
majors. 

SA 301 Specific Compositional Elements, II (5 credits) 
Continuation of SA 300. 
Prerequisite: SA 300 for studio art majors; Permission of Instructor for non
majors. 

SA 305 Workshop (5 credits) 
Investigation of the creative use of specific contemporary media such as audio 
and video tape, computers, and other electronic devices. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor. 
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SA 306 Principles of Fig~o~re Drawing (5 credits) 
Tbe traditional approacbea to nzu~ drawina. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

SA 400 Specific Media, I (5 credits) 
Independent exploration of one or two speeifi~ media. Portfolio will be judged at 
the end of the semester. 
Prerequisite: SA 801 for studio art majors; PermiB&ion of ln&trudor for non
majors. 

SA 401 Specific Media, II (.5 cr.dits) 
Continuation of SA 400. Portfolio will be judaed at the end of the semester. 
Pnreqoieite: SA 400 for studio art majon; ~ermiaion of Instructor for non
majora. 

3. Requirements for the 
Secondary Teaching Minor in Art 

AH 100, AH 262 or SA 130, AH 350, and two additional courses 
in AH or SA are required, making a total of 20 to 22 credits. 

Consult with the Dean of the School of Education for more de
tailed information. 

A secondary teaching major in art is not offered. 
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PROFESSORS: William C. Forbes; Clifford V. Harding, Adjund 
Professor; V. Everett Kinsey; V. N. Reddy; Reuben Torch; Walter L 
Wilson 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Francis M. Butterworth; John D. 
Cowlishaw; Moan J. Pak; John R. Reddan; Michael V. Riley; Nolin J. 
Unakar 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS:Madison B. Cole; Esther M. Goudsmit; R. 
Douglas Hunter; Paul A. Ketchum; Arun K. Roy; Barry S. Winkler 

LECTURERS: Philip T. Clampitt; James R. Wells 

The Department of Biological Sciences offers programs of study 
leading to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, 
and Master of Science. (For a description of the M.S. program 
see the Graduate Bulletin.) These programs prepare the student 
for graduate studies in the life sciences, laboratory and research 
work in industries concerned with biological materials, profes
sional careers in medicine, dentistry, nursing or other allied 
health areas, or science teaching in junior and senior high 
schools. This liberal arts program in biology is particularly well 
suited to the needs of the pre-medical student. 

The Department of Biological Sciences offers a diversified selec
tion of courses with its main strength being in Cell Biology, but 
also with courses and research programs in Biochemistry, Phys
iology, Morphology, Genetics, Botany, Ecology, Aquatic Biology, 
Invertebrate Zoology, Developmental Biology, and Microbiology. 
The student selects courses that suit his goals and interests and 
also has the opportunity to become involved in an undergraduate 
research program. Since modern biology requires physi
cochemical insight, co-requisite training in chemistry, physics 
and mathematics is required. 

Requirements for the B.S. Degree in Biology 

Forty credits in Biology from BIO 111 and above are required. 
This total must include at least seven lecture co_urses, (corre-
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sponding lecture and lab courses should normally be taken si
multaneously). In addition, two years of chemistry (one year of 
general chemistry - CHM 114, 115 expected - and one year of 
organic chemistry, and associated labs), mathematics through 
integral calculus (MTH 155), and a one-year calculus-requiring 
general physics course and lab are required. Finally, in addition 
to the formal course requirements, the student must complete 
one of the following three alternatives: (a) a senior paper based 
upon research performed under BIO 490, (b) a senior paper 
based upon a literature search on a research-oriented topic taken 
under a BIO 405, or (c) a comprehensive exam, testing breadth 
of knowledge in biology, and ability to express oneself in clear, 
scientific prose. 

Requirements for the B.A. Degree in Biology 

Forty credits in biology (from BIO 111 and above) are required. 
This total must include at least seven lecture courses (corre
sponding lecture and lab courses should normally be taken si
multaneously). In addition, 14 credits of chemistry (two semes
ters of general and one semester of organic chemistry, with 
associated labs), 10 credits in physics (two-semester general 
course and lab), and mathematics through a standard pre-calcu
lus course (MTH 123 or MTH 134) are required. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Maior in 
Biology 

Thirty-five credits in biology (from BIO 111 and above) are re
quired including at least six lecture courses. One year of general 
chemistry and associated labs, and mathematics through a stan
dard pre-calculus course (MTH 123 or MTH 134) and the follow
ing education courses: ED 244, 245; ED 428, and ED 455, are 
required. Minors in chemistry or physics, or a group minor in 
chemistry and physics (as listed under requirements for the 
teaching minor in science, p. 282) are recommended. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Minor in 
Biology 

Twenty credits in biology (from BIO 111 and above) are required. 
LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR IN BIOLOGY (BS or BA) 
(A Typical Program) 

Semester 1 
BIO 111,112 

Semester 2 
BIO 113, 114 



Chern 104 or 114, 117 
Distribution Requirement 
Learning Skills or Math 

Semester 3 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Chern 203, 206 
Distribution Requirement 
Math or elective 

SemesterS 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Physics 101 or 151 
Distribution Requirement 
Foreign Language or elective 

Semester7 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 
Elective 
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Chern 105, 107 or 115, 118 
Distribution Requirement 
Learning Skills or Math 

Semester4 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Distribution Requirement 
Math or elective 
Chern 204, 207 or elective 

Semester 6 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Physics 102 (or 152) and 158 
Distribution Requirement 
Foreign Language or elective 

SemesterS 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 
Elective 

The choice of chemistry, math and physics courses should be 
made with care. Chern. 114, 115 should be chosen by students 
with strong interest and aptitude in chemistry, and who desire 
a particularly rigorous sequence. Chern. 104, 105 offers special 
emphasis on biochemical applications. Students planning on 
graduate work or professions requiring a strong mathematical 
training are urged to take Math 154-155 and Physics 151, 152. 
Students with insufficient background to enter Math 154-155 
may take Math 134 which provides the background for Math 154. 
Placement examinations are given in Math and Chern to enter
ing freshmen to assist in course selection. German, French or 
Russian is recommended but not required. 

SECONDARY TEACHING MAJOR IN BIOLOGY WITH A GROUP 
MINOR IN CHEMISTRY AND PHYSICS · 
(A Typical Program) 

Semester 1 
BIO 111,112 
CHEM 104 or 114, 117 
Distribution Requirement 
Learning Skills or Math 

Semester3 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Chern 203, 206 
ED244 
Math or elective 

Semester 2 
BIO 113, 114 
Chern 105, 107 or 115, 118 
Distribution Requirement 
Learning Skills or Math 

Semester 4 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Distribution Requirement 
ED245 
Math or elective 
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Semester 5 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Physics 101 or 151 
Distribution Requirement 
Foreign Language or elective 
Semester 7 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 
Elective 

Semester 6 
BIO Lecture and Lab 
Physics 102 (152) and 158 
Distribution Requirement 
Foreign Language or elective 
Semester 8 
ED428 
ED455 

See paragraph in above section on proper choice of math, physics 
and chemistry course. 
The following courses are open to all students and are ordinarily 
not counted toward the biology major or minor requirements. 
(They may be used to satisfy a natural science Field Group Dis
tribution by nonscience majors). 

BIO 104 Biology of the Human (4 credits) 
The biology of man. Cells, tissues, organs, conduction, contraction, circulation of 
blood and lymph, breathing, will be discussed. Offered in the Fall and Winter 
semester. 

BIO 105 Biology of the Human (4 credits) 
Digestion, excretion, the endocrine system and reproduction will be discllll9ed. 
Offered in the Fall and Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 104 or permission of the Instructor. 

BIO 1 08 Bio-engineering ( 4 credits) 
Selected topics to introduce students of engineering to biological systems. Con
trol and communication, mechanics of locomotion, rheology of circulation, excre
tion, respiration, systems approach to biomedical problems will be discussed. 
Usually taught in the Winter Semester. 

The following courses are designed particularly for the biology major and minor 
and for other majors in the sciences. 

BIO 111 Biology (4 credits) 
Subjects covered this term are at the level of molecular and cell biology: cell 
ultrastructure, enzymology, metabolism, genetics, cell division, chemical em
bryology. Emphasis is placed on several basic biological concepts, facts upon 
which these concepts are based, and also the directions which present research 
are taking. A year of high school chemistry is strongly recommended. BIO 113 
may be taken before BIO 111. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

BIO 112 Biology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 111. 

BIO 113 Biology (4 credits) 
Continuation of BlO 111. 1'he taxonomy, anatomy and physiology of plants and 
animals. The principles governing animal and plant ecology and evolution. Of
fered in the Winter Semester. 

BIO 114 Biology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 113. 
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810 121 Introductory Microbiology (4 credits) 
A survey course emphasizing the relationship between microorganisms and 
man. The topics covered will include microbial structure and function; nutrition, 
growth and genetic systems in microorganisms; host-parasite relationships; 
basic principles of immunology; antimicrobial agents; microorganisms and the 
environment. Classification of bacteria, algae, slime molds and protozoa. Offered 
in the Fall Semester. 
No prerequisites. 

810 201 Human Anatomy (4 credits) 
and Physiology I 

A detailed study of general physiological principles and mechanisms. Emphasis 
will be focused on the functional anatomy and normal physiology of the nervous, 
locomotor and eardiovll$eular systems. 
Prerequisite BIO 111. 

810 202 Human Anatomy and (1 credit) 
Physiology Laboratory I 

A detailed study of the structure of the human body as the basis of normal 
function. Dissections, charts, models, and some demonstrations will be coordi
nated with lectures presented in BIO 201. 
To accompany BIO 201. 

810 203 Human Anatomy and (4 credits) 
Physiology II 

A continuation of BIO 201 with emphasis on the respiratory, excretory, gastroin
testinal and reproductive systems. 
Prerequisite BIO 201. 

810 204 Human Anatomy and 
Physiology Laboratory II 

A continuation of BIO 202. 
To accompany BIO 203. 

(1 credit) 

810 221 Physiology (4 credits) 
A detailed study of general physiological principles. Primary emphll$ill will be 
focused on the following topics: characterization of the internal environment; 
bio-energetics; transport of material across the cell membrane; osmoregulation; 
respiration; conduction; contraction; circulation. Offered in the Fall, Winter and 
Spring Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113. 

810 222 Anatomy and 
Physiology Laboratory 

A detailed study of vertebrate anatomy and physiology. 
'Jo accompany BIO 221. 

( 1 credit) 

810 223 Histology (4 credits) 
The microscopic anatomy and histochemistry of vertebrate tissues and organs, 
in relation to t issue function. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113. 

810 224 Histology laboratory (2 credits) 
To accompany BIO 223. 
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BIO 225 Elementary Biophysics and (4 credits) 
Cellular Biochemistry 

The principles and techniques of molecular biology which are basic to discus
sions in the intermediate and advanced courses. Topics covered include: structure 
and function of macromolecules, cellular organization, biological energy, 
molecular genetics, and related techniques. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

BIO 226 Elementary Biophysics and ( 1 credit) 
Cellular Biochemistry Laboratory 

To accompany BIO 225. 

BIO 237 Botany (4 credits) 
A course in plant biology including topics on gross and microscopic structure, 
physiological processes, reproduction, and development. Diversity within the 
plant kingdom and evolutionary history are also discussed. Offered in the Fall 
Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113. 

BIO 238 Botany Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 237. 

BIO 241 Plant Morphology (4 credits) 
Structure, reproductive mechanisms, and evolutionary relationships of the plant 
groups. mtrastructure of cells and their walls. Preparation of flant materials 
for .microscopic examination. Cytochemistry and histogenesis o selected speci
mens. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113. 

BIO 242 Plant Morphology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 241. 

BIO 243 Plant Physiology (4 credits) 
Mineral nutrition, absorption and translocation, metabolism, hormonal control, 
dormancy, growth and reproduction, and physiological responses to the environ
ment. 
Prerequisite: BIO 241. 
BIO 244 Plant Physiology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 243. 

BIO 247· Invertebrate Zoology (4 credits) 
Comparative study of major invertebrate groups, with particular reference to 
their evolution. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113. 

BIO 248 Invertebrate Zoology Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 247. 

810 249 Endocrinology (4 credits) 
An integrated study of the vertebrate endocrine systems with emphasis on their 
interrelationship, control, and mechanism of action. Offered m the Winter 
Semester. 
Prerequi"aite: BiO 225 or 221. 

810 250 Endocrinology Laboratory (2 credits) 
T(} accompany BIO 249. Individual research projects. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

810 301 Ecology (4 credits) 
Basic principles of environmental biology, illustrated through field study with 
applications to Man. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
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prerequisite: BIO 113 or permission of the Instructor. 

BIO 302 Ecology Laboratory {1 credit) 
to accompany BIO 301. 

BIO 309 Parasitology {4 credits) 
A survey of parasitic relationships: taxonomy and anatomy of involved org· 
anisms, life cycles, nutrition, pathology, immunology, and preventive methods. 
Opoortunity for individual projects. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 

BIO 310 Parasitology Laboratory (1 credit) 
Observation and description of type specimens, post mortem of selected animals, 
histological techniques in slide preparation. 

BIO 323 Developmental Biology {4 credits) 
The principles of embryology and related topics. A consideration of events in the 
progressive development of the egg into the adult organism. The physiological 
aspects of morphogenesis, differentiation, growth and regeneration will be in
cluded. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: BIO 113, 114. 
Corequisite: BIO 324. 

BIO 324 Developmental Biology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 323. A study of the anatomy of developing vertebrate ani
mals. Individual and group research projects in experimental morphogenesis. 
Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Corequisite: BIO 323. 

BIO 331 Microbiology (4 credits) 
A discussion of the classification, morphology and physiology of mic
roorganisms. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 113, and one year of chemistry. 

BIO 332 Microbiology Laboratory (2 credits) 
To accompany BIO 331. 

BIO 341 Genetics (4 credits) 
The physical and chemical basis of inheritance. Selected topics in human genet
ics, microbial genetics, biochemical genetics, and cytogenetics. Two lab options 
are available; see BIO 342 and BIO 345. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 225. 

BIO 342 Genetics Laboratory {1 credit) 
A series of short experiments to demonstrate basic genetic principles to accom
pany BIO 341. 

BIO 343 Aquatic Biology (4 credits) 
. A general study of energy flow and biomass production up the trophic series, 
including energy transfer and limiting factors at each level. The finite nature of, 
aquatic resources and their exploitation in relation to the future protein re
quirements of man will be explained and examined. Offered in the Fall Semes
ter. 
Prerequisites: BIO 111, 112, 113, 114. 

BIO 345 Experimental genetics (2 credits) 
An innovative approach to learning genetics where the student working on an 
individual research project not only will learn some of the buic principles of 
genetics but also will obtain preliminary experience in biological research. To be 
offered with BIO 341. 
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BIO 350 Physiology of the (2 credits) 
Central Nervous System 

A course on the functional organization and integrative operation of the central 
nervous system. Topics include neuronal activity, synaptic transmission, re
gional network properties, organization of cerebral function, sensation (in
cluding special senses) and control of motor activity. 
Prerequisite: Introductory Biology course or equivalent. 

BIO 355 Visual Physiology (2 credits) 
A course primarily on the structure and function of the vertebrate visual system. 
fopics include optical properties of the eye, absorption of light energy by photo
pigments, transduction processes in photoreceptor cells, transmission and encod
ing of visual information through the retina, lateral geniculate body, visual cor
tex and associative structures, dark and light adaptation, color vision. 
Prerequisite: BIO 111 or equivalent. 

B10 405 Special Topics (2, 3, or 4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

BIO 407 Cellular Biochemistry (4 credits) 
An advanced level discussion of the cellular function in the perspective of the 
recent developments in molecular biology. The topics to be covered include ma
cromolecular chemistry, enzymol~, metabolic interrelationships, subcellular 
organelles, protein and nucleic ac1d biosynthesis and cellular control mecha
nisms. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisites: BIO 225, CHM 204, PHY 102. 

BIO 408 Cellular Biochemistry Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 407. An introduction to modern research techniques in bioch
emistry. The laboratory work will include: different chromatographic techniques 
(paper, column, thin layers, etc.), electrophoresis and immunoelectrophoresis, 
enzyme chemistry (purification and kinetic analysis), ultracentrifugation and 
cell fractionation, isolation and density gradient analysis of the nucleic acids. 

BIO 411 Experimental Embryology (4 credits) 
Lectures and student seminars on current topics in gametogenesis, fertilization 
and development. Emphasis is on the critical evaluation of current and classical 
publications. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: BIO 323 and permission of the Instructor. 

BIO 412 Laborotory in Experimental Embryology(1 or 2 credits) 
The development of a variety of living embryos will be followed. When the stages 
of normal development have been observed, an experimental analysis of some 
aspect of embryogenesis will be undertaken. 
Corequisite: BIO 411. 

BIO 415 Differentiation (4 credits) 
A consideration of the theories relating to the control of differentiation and de
velopment. 
Prerequisite: BIO 323. 

BIO 425 Biophysics (4 credits) 
An examination of the relationship of biology to the other sciences. Quantitative 
analysis of living systems will be emphasized, particularly at the cellular and 
sub-cellular levels. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: BIO 225 or equivalent, calculus, organic chemistry, and general 
physics. 

BIO 426 Biophysics Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 425. 
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810 429 Cytochemistry (4 credits) 
A survey of ~hniques currently used in microscopy to analyze the distribution 
and quantity of specific chemicals within cells and their organelles. Techniques 
included are: specific staining reactions, enzyme digestion, metabolic inhibition, 
and autoradiography. 
Prerequisites: BIO 223, 224 and permission of the Instructor. 
810 430 Cytochemistry Laboratory (2 credits) 
To accompany BIO 429. Individual research projects employing cytochemical 
~hniques to study and compare the chemical compositions of several types of 
cells. 

810 435 Developmental Genetics (4 uedits) 
An integrated discussion of the concepts of modern aspects of genetics derived 
from molecular and microbial systems, and their application to the problems of 
development in multicellular organisms. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 341 and 342, BIO 323, 225 and 226 or permission of the Instruc
tor. 

810 436 Developmental Genetics Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 435. 

810 437 Virology (4 credits) 
Molecular biology of viruses, predominantly bacterial 
Prerequisite: BIO 225, 331 or 341. 

810 438 Virology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 437. 

810 441 Microbial Genetics (4 credit) 
A discussion of the genetics of microbial systems, including molds bacteria, 
protozoa. and vil'UlleS. ' 
Prerequisites: BIO 331 and BIO 341. 

810 442 Microbial Genetics Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 441. 

810 445 Ultrastructure (4 credits) 
A consideration of the fine structure of cells and cell products as revealed by 
electron microscopy and other procedures. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: BIO 223 and permission of the Instructor. 

810 446 Ultrastructure Laboratory (2 credits) 
To accompany BIO 445. 

810 455 Seminar (4 credits) 
Discussion of recent publications in the biological sciences. 

810 463 Cell Biology (4 credits) 
Prerequisites: BIO 223 and permission of the Instructor. 

810 464 Cell Biology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 463. 

BIO 471 Advanced Physiology-Nerve (4 credits) 
Review and analysis of the modern concepts of membrane excitation phenomena 
of nerve and synapse. Electrophysiological phenomena discussed mostly at cellu
lar and molecular levels. Offered in the Fall Semester in alternate years. 
Prerequisites: BIO 221 and permission of the Instructor. 

810 472 Advanced Physiology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 471. An introduction to research techniquES in electropbysiol-
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ogy. Work will include: use of oscilloscope, amplifiers, and stimulator; extracel· 
lular potential recording technique; microelectrode technique. 

810 473 Advanced Physiology-Muscle (4 credits) 
Review and analysis of the modern concepts of muscular activity and molecular 
mechanism of contraction. The discussions will include the ultrastructural corre
lation of muscle function and mechanics, biochemical approaches to elucidate 
energetics of muscle contraction, theories of molecular basis of muscular con
traction. Offered in the Fall Semester in alternate years. 
·Prerequisites: BIO 221 and permission of tbe Instructor. 

810 474 Advanced Physiology Laboratory (1 credit) 
To accompany BIO 473. An introduction to research techniques in muscle phy
siology. Work will include: neuromuscular transmission study; isometric force 
measurements; isotonic lever design problems; length-tension, force-velocity re
lations; stress-strain relations of series elastic component; contractile properties 
of isolated actomyosin system and glycerinated muscle fiber. 

810 490 Individual Laboratory Work (2, 3 or 4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

810 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 credits) 
Assisting in presenting a course, usually a laboratory course, to underclassmen. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 
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PROFESSORS: Gottfried Brieger; Kenneth M. Harmon; Lewis N. Pino; 
Paul Tomboulian 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Julien Genyeo; Steven R. Miller; Frederick 
W. Obear; Joe W. Russell; Robert L. Stern; Robert C. Taylor 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: Parbury P. Schmidt; Michael D. Sevilla; 
Donald C. Young 

The Oakland University chemistry programs offer students the 
laboratories, equipment, and research opportunities typically 
found in larger universities, while retaining the strong emphasis 
on undergraduate education and informality of student-faculty 
relations characteristic of smaller liberal arts colleges. The De
partment offers both highly profesional and interdisciplinary 
chemistry programs while retaining the liberal arts dedication 
to developing the highest intellectual and creative potential of its 
students. Oakland University and the Department of Chemistry 
are accredited by the American Chemical Society. The Depart
ment of Chemistry offers programs of study leading to the de
grees of Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Science, and Master of 
Science. For details of the graduate programs, see the Graduate 
Bulletin. 

The Department is pleased to offer credit through the Ad
vanced Placement Program. (See p.OO) Entering students inter
ested in this option should consult with a departmental adviser 
well in advance of their first registration. 

Requirements for the Maior in Chemistry (Bachelor of 
Science) 

This program is highly structured and provides excellent profes
sional preparation in chemistry, physics, and mathematks ei
ther for graduate study or for industrial work. Well-pre,.ared 
students who regularly attend the Spring Sessions (April-mid 
June) may also obtain the degree of Master of Science in chemis
try in four calendar years. 
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Forty-eight credits in chemistry are required. These must in
clude the basic courses: CHM 114, 115, 117, 118, 217, 218, 234, 
and 235, or their equivalents; the intermediate courses: CHM 
312,317,344,345, and 348; and two advanced lecture courses and 
two advanced laboratory courses in chemistry. Twenty-six cred
its in mathematics and physcis are required. These must include 
MTH 154, 155, 254, PHY 151, 152, and 158, or their equivalents, 
and one additional MTH or PHY course at the 200-level or 
higher. Students completing this program ordinarily are 
awarded the Bachelor of Science (B.S.) degree. They may, how
ever, petition the Department to receive the Bachelor of Arts 
(B.A.) degree. 

GRM 114-115 or RUS 114-115, introductory courses in German 
or Russian, are recommended for students planning to go on to 
graduate study and research in chemistry. 

American Chemical Society Certification 

The Department of Chemistry faculty, facilities, and curricu
lum meet the criteria of the American Chemical Society. Thus 
the Department is empowered to certify chemistry students as 
eligible for membership in the Society. Certification is granted 
to students who have successfully completed the requirements 
for the (B.S.) major in chemistry, including an advanced course 
in analytical chemistry. Foreign language study is recom
mended. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Maior in Chemistry 
(Bachelor of Arts) 

This curriculum is a flexible program with a minimum of spe
cific requirements and a maximum of electives. It is designed for 
those students who prefer to plan much of their own programs. 
This curriculum should be selected by chemistry students with 
strong interests in biochemistry, chemical physics, environmen
tal studies, technical-business careers, technical-legal careers, 
and medicine. 

Thirty-four credits in chemistry are required. These must in
clude the basic courses: CHM 104, 105, 107, 203, 204, 206, 207, 
217, or their equivalents; intermediate course CHM 305 or 344; 
and at least one other lecture course and one laboratory course 
in chemistry at the 300-level or higher. Also MTH 154, 155, PHY 
151, 152, 158, or their equivalents, are required. 
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Admission to Major Standing in the Chemistry 
Department 

In order to be considered for graduation with a Bachelor of 
Science or Bachelor of Arts degree in chemistry, the student 
must be admitted to major standing by the Department at least
three (3) semesters prior to graduation. This is necessary in or
der to ensure both student and department that all require
ments will be met in time. Students should make application by 
obtaining and filling out the appropriate form at the Chemistry 
Department Office, or by a similar communication in written 
form to any member of the chemistry faculty, during their fifth 
semester. A student will be admitted to major standing after 
successful completion of a total of thirty (30) credits in chemis
try, physics, and mathematics. 

Concentration in Premedical Studies 

Students may complete requirements for both a chemistry 
major and a concentration in premedical studies by simply add
ing the required 15 credits in biology courses. The concentration 
in premedical studies is further described on page 272. 

Concentration in Environmental Studies 

By a suitable choice of courses in the liberal arts (B.A.} chem
istry major and a minimum of 20 credits in environmental stud
ies courses, a concentration may be completed. For those desir
ing more training in environmentally related techniques, the 
requirements for the chemistry major may be reduced by apply
ing for a modified major (see below) and substituting environ
mental studies courses for chemistry courses. Consult the pro
gram director or departmental advisor for details. 

Options in Environmental Health, Biochemistry, 
Industrial Chemistry, Forensic Chemistry, Chemical 
Physics 

Students may emphasize one of more of the applied fields of 
chemistry by either 1) electing appropriate courses in addition to 
the regular major curriculum, or 2) fashioning a more indi
vidualized program of study through the modified major proce
dure (see below). Consult the departmental advisor for details. 
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Modified Majors in Chemistry 

Any student may petition the department for a modification 
of t he requirements for the degree. Modifications may consist of 
1) substitutions of courses of other departments for required 
chemistry courses, or 2) reduction of total credit required in 
chemistry or related fields. Modified majors are often used in 
programs where students choose to emphasize areas outside 
chemistry. Petitions for modification of degree requirements are 
not automatically approved, so the student is well advised to con
sult the departmental advisor concerning appropriate modifica
tions. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Major in 
Chemistry 

Thirty credits in chemistry are required. These must include 
CHM 104, 105, 107, 203,204, 206, 207,217, and 305, or their equi· 
valents. Also MTH 154 and 155 are required, as are ED 244, 245, 
428, and 455. A minor is required; a group Biology-Physics mi
nor, consisting of twelve credits in Physics and twelve credits in 
Biology is recommended. Admission to major standing must be 
attained at least one semester prior to registering for ED 455. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Minor in 
Chemistry 

Twenty credits in chemistry courses are required. 

Departmental Honors may be awarded to graduating 
seniors in chemistry who have been recommended for 
honors by their research advisors and have completed all 
required science courses with consistently high grades. 

Placement in Introductory Chemistry Courses 

Three first-year courses (CHM 104, 114, 124) are provided for 
the introduction of chemical principles to students at three levels 
of mathematical and physical sophistication. In order to assure 
the best choice of course, each student must take the University 
Mathematics Proficie~cy test before registering for any of these 
courses. Placement is based on the results of this test, and high 
school science and mathematics experience. Consult the depart
ment or class schedule for details. 

CHM 104-1 OS Introductory Chemistry (4 credits each) 
Introdur.tory study o! the basic conrepts of chemical theory and elementary prin
dpies of pNblem solving, as required for further work in _?rganic and biochem-
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istry, materials science, physics, and related courses. 
Recommended preparation: Two years of high school mathematics and one year 
of high school science. 
Prerequisite: See "Placement in Introductory Chemistry CoursesN above. 

CHM 1 07 Introductory Chemistry Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
Experiments which illustrate fundamental chemical principles and introduce 
modern laboratory techniques; methods of analys'is and physical properties of 
compounds. 
Prerequisite: CHM 104. Accompanies CHM 105. 

CHM 114-11 5 General Chemistry (4 credits each) 
A study of the basic C.()ltcepts of chemical thoory, together with the development 
of problem-sofving skills necessary to deal with quantitative aspects of sto
ichiometry, states of matter, elementary atomic and molecular structure, ther
mochemistry, equilibrium, and kinetics of reactions. 
Recommended preparation: Two years of high school mathematies and one year 
of high school chemistry. 
Prerequisite: See uPlacement in Introductory Chemistry Course3" above. 
Corequisite: MTH 134-135, or 154-155. 

CHM 117-118 Chemistry Laboratory ( 1 credit each) 
Introductory experiments in various areas of chemistry. Basic techniques of sep
arations and qualitative analysis. 
Pre- or corequisite: CHM 114-115 or CHM 124-125. 

CHM 124-125 General Chemistry (4 credits) 
Review of the basic concepts and principles of quantitative problem solving as in 
CHM 114-115. Because of higher degree of preparation of students in this course, 
much class time will be devoted to in-depth study of special aspects of chemistry 
of current interest. Calculus will be used as needed. Recommended preparation: 
Three years of high school mathematics, one year of high school chemistry, and 
one year of high school physics. 
Prerequisite: See "Placement in Introductory Chemistry Courses" above. 
Corequisite: Registration in MTH 154-155. 

CHM 191 Computer Techniques for Chemistry (2 credits) 
Applications of computer programming to special problems in chemistry. ·Stu
dents will learn sufficient expertise in Fortran programming to permit them to 
use several numerical methods to solve problems of properties of gases, reaction 
rates, complex equilibria, spectroscopic analysis, and molecular orbital calcula
tions. 
Prerequisite: One year of college chemistry or two years of high school chemis
try. 

CHM 201 Introduction to Organic and 
Biological Chemistry 

(4 credits) 

A one-semester study of the structure and reactivity or organic molecules. The 
biochemical functioning of carbohydrates, proteins, lipids, and nucleic acids are 
emphasized. CHM 104 (or 114) and CHM 201 constitute a complete course pro
gram for students who must learn the ba.sies of organic and biochemistry within 
two semesters. CHM 201 is not applicable as chemistry credit for biology, chem
istry, physics majors, pre-medical students, or secondary-education minor in 
chemistry. 
Prerequisite: CHM 104 or 114. 

CHM 203-204 Introductory Organic Chemistry (4 credits) 
Study of the basics of organic nomenclature, structure, and reactions. Stereo
ehemistry, mechanisms of reactions, synthe:~is pathways, and biopolymers will 
be emphasized. -
Prerequisite: CHM 105 or 115. 
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C::HM 206-207 Introductory Organic Chemistry ( 1 credit each) 
Laboratory 

Training in the basic techniques of synthesis, degradation, separation, and iden
tification of organic substances. Some experience with natural products in
cluded: 
Prerequisite: CHM 107 or 117 
Corequisite: CHM 203-204 

CHM 209 Chemical Laboratory Techniques (2 credits) 
A comprehensive introduction to chemical laboratory practices with emphasis on 
clinical aspects. Experiments are chosen to illustrate techniques and principles 
of synthesis, analysis, separation, and measurements of physical properties. 
Prerequisite: CHM 201. 

CHM 217 Introductory A.nalytical Chemistry ( 1 credit lecture, 
2 cre~its laboratory) 

Classroom and laboratory practice in the fundamentals of gravimetry, titrime
try, polarography, spectrophotometry, and complex equilibrium systems. 
Prerequisite: CHM 118 or CHM 207. 

CHM 218 Introductory Synthesis Laboratory (2 credits) 
Preparation of organic and inorganic compounds with emphasis on laboratory 
techniques and skills. Methods of purification, separation, and handling of mate
rials. Simple applications of instrumental methods (IR, UVJ NMR, and GC) and 
computer file searching in identification of compounds. 
Prerequisites: CHM 217, CHM 234. 

CHM 234-235 Structure and Reactivity (4 credits each) 
Functional groups, reaction mechanisms, stereochemistry, rearrangements, po
lymers, and natural products. 
Prerequisites: CHM 105 or 115. 

CHM 261 Radioisotope Chemistry ( 1 credit lecture, 
2 credits laboratory) 

Classroom study of nuclear structure, reactions, and decay schemes. Laboratory 
practice in the measurement of radioactivity, safety precautions, radioisotope 
handling techniques, and tracer applications. 
Prerequisite: CHM 217 and MTH 155. 

CHM 271 Environmental Chemistry (4 credits) 
Application of chemical principles to the studr of selected current problems of 
environmental concern. Will include the basts of eutrophication, combustion 
chemistry, pesticide activity, and chemical-ecological relationship!!. 
Prerequisites: CHM 203 or 234. Identical with ENV 271. 

CHM 290 Introduction to Research ( 1, 2, or 4 credits) 
Introduction to laboratory research for students with no previous experience in 
research. (May be repeated for credit. Graded S/N) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor is required. 

CHM 305 Introductory Physical Chemistry (4 credits) 
A one-semester study of the thermodynamics and kinetics of chemical reactions, 
transport properties and irreversible processes. Emphasis is placed on solving 
physical-chemical problems related to biological systems. 
Prerequisites: CHM 105 or 115, PHY 102 or 151, MTH 122 or 154 (MTH course 
may be taken as corequisite.) 

CHM 312 Inorganic Chemistry (4 credits) 
A study of the CO)llpounds of the representative elements and transition metals, 
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emphasizing structure, bonding, and reaction mechanisms. 
Prerequisite: CHM 305 or 344. 

CHM 317 Inorganic Chemistry Laboratory (2 credits) 
Advanced preparatory techniques; methods of purification and analysis. 
Prerequisite or eorequisite: CHM 312 and 218. 

CHM 344-345 Physical Chemistry (4 credits each) 
Macroscopic systems: thermodynamics, equilibrium properties, transport proJ.t
erties, and kinetics. Microscopic systems: quantum mechanics, bonding. mulecu
lar structure, statistical thermodynamics. 
Prerequisites: CHM 116, MTH 155, PHY 152. Students may take CHM 345 after 
passing CHM 305, on condition of instructor's permission. 

CHM 348 Physical Chemistry laboratory (2 credits) 
Experimental measurements of thermodynamic, equilibrium, and kinetic prop
erties of selected chemical systems. Emphasis on quality of data, analysis of 
error, and validity of results. 
Prerequisites: CHM 305 or 344 and PHY 158. 

CHM 351 Biochemistry (4 credits) 
An introduction to molecular biology and the chemistry of biological macromole
cules; proteins and nucleic acids, enzymology, bio-energetics, and metabolic 
eyc:les. 
Prerequisite: CHM 235 or 204. 

CHM 357-358 Biochemistry laboratory (2 credits each) 
Training in the techniques of extraction, separation, identif"leation, and mea
surement of activity of substances of biological importance. 
Prerequisite (or corequisite): CHM 351. 

CHM 372 Air Chemistry (4 credits) 
A technical evaluation of the nature and composition of the earth's atmoaphere. 
both in its natural state and as it bas been affected by man. Some discussion of 
air pollution control will be included. Identical with ENV 372. 
Prerequisite: CHM 203 or 234 and 305 or 344. 

CHM 373 Aquatic Chemistry (4 credits) 
A technical introduction to the nature and composition of aU types and bodies 
of water, including streams, rivers, lakes and oceans. Some discussion of water 
pollution control will be included. Identical with ENV 373. 
Prerequisite: CHM 203 or 234 and 305 or 344. 

CHM 400 Seminar (1 credit) 
Weekly discussion of all fields of current interest in chemistry. (May be taken 
two different semesters for credit. Graded SIN) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
CHM 405 Selected Topics (1,2,4, or 6 credits) 
Advanced study in special areas: seminars, laboratory work, and readings. (May 
be repeated for credit.) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor is required prior to registration. 

CHM 413 Advanced Inorganic Chemistry (4 credits) 
Chemical applications of group theory with special emphasis on inorganic and 
organo-metallic chemistry. MO theory and VB theory, introduction to ligand
field theory, and molecular vibrational and electronic spectroscopy. 
Prerequisite: CHM 312 and 345. 
CHM 422 Advanced Analytical Chemistry (4 credits) 
Detailed treatment of theory and applications of modern analytical methods. 
Prerequisite: CHM 344. 
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CHM 426 Electroanalytical Chemistry ( 1 credit lecture, 
2 credits laboratory) 

Basic electronics, passive networks, Laplace Transforms, operational amplifier 
circuits, building of instruments with emphasis on electroanalytical instrumen
tation. Lectures and laboratory. 
Prerequisite: CHM 217 or equivalent, PHY 158; pre- or corequisite CHM 344. 

CHM 434 Advanced Organic Chemistry (4 credits) 
Detailed discussion of aspects of modern synthetic methods, stereochemistry, 
and reaction mechanisms. 
Prerequisite CHM 204 or 235. 

CHM 444 Advanced Physical Chemistry (4 credits) 
Application of quantum mechanics and statistical mechanics to chemical kinet
ics, molecular structure, and molecular spectroscopy. 
Prerequisite: CHM 345. 

CHM 448 Spectroscopy Laboratory (2 credits) 
Experimental techniques of spec~copy: infrared, ultraviolet, nuclear magnetic 
resonance, electron spin resonance, mass spectroscopy. 
Prerequisite or corequisite: CHM 444. 

CHM 452 Advanced Biochemistry (4 credits) 
Topics in intermediary metabolism, cellular regulation, and molecular genetics. 
Prerequisite: CHM 351 or BIO 407. 

CHM 487 Advanced Preparations (2 or 4 credits) 
Specialized laboratory work in selected areas emphasizing advanced techniques. 
Prequisite: Permission of the instructor is required prior to registration. 

CHM 490 Research (1,2,4,6, or 8 credits) 
Laboratory practice in research for undergraduates. (May be repeated for credit. 
Graded SIN) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor is required prior to registration. 

CHM 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 or 4 credits) 
Directed participation in the teaching of selected undergraduate chemistry 
courses. (May be repeated for credit, but credit for this course does not apply 
toward departmental graduation requirements. Graded S/N) 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

Chemistry courses on the 500-level are primarily graduate-level 
courses available to well-prepared undergraduate students with 
permission of the Department. These courses may be offered as 
reading courses on a tutorial basis or as small lecture courses. 
Details may be found in the Graduate Catalog. 
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ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Stephen C. Shucord; Cherryl A. Wagner 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR: Peter J. Binkert 

LECTURE~: David R. Cole 

The goal of the Classics curriculum is to transmit and interpret 
the ideas, ideals and institutions of Western antiquity to the 
student of the twentieth century. Those who wish to pursue 
their interest in studying the culture of Greece and Rome are 
able to do so either by intensive study of the original languages 
and literatures or by a broad-based selection of largely non-lan
guage courses in ancient mythology, religion, philosophy, his
tory, poetry and art offered by the Classics and other depart
ments. 

In conveying to the student a sense of cqntinuity between the 
ancient past and the present, the Department also tries to foster 
an appreciation of the triumphs and failures of ancient life and 
thought. Quite apart from studying Greece and Rome for their 
influence on modern civilization, however, there is the joy of 
studying Classics for their special and intrinsic interest. In order 
to understand that no period of history has ever produced 
greater human achievement than just the half millenium be
tween 450 B.C. to 50 A.D., it is necessary to study the life and 
works of tragedians like Aeschylus, Sophocles and Euripides, 
comedians like Aristophanes and Plautus, historians like Thucy
dides and Tacitus, philosphers like Plato and Aristotle, orators 
like Demosthenes and Cicero, as well as military geniuses and 
politicians like Alexander and Caesar. 

Because of the importance of Latin and Greek to the English 
and Romance languages, the Department strongly recommends 
to these majors that they consider at least a year of Latin and/or 
Greek as an elective sometime during their undergraduate ca
reer. For humanities and other students with an interest in 
classical civilization, the Department recommends general sur
vey courses. 

Students majoring in the Department study the works of anti-
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quity in the original languages, usually in small tutorials based 
on the content of a classics course (history, literature, mythol
ogy, philosophy). They may be planning to go on to graduate 
school in one of these fields, in classical studies, or in a profes
sional field (such as law or politics) which requires an under
standing of man's behavior in the light of his traditions and in
fluences. Others are preparing to be Latin or humanities 
teachers and to help keep alive the classical past and its rele
vance to modern problems. In each case students should consult 
carefully on what courses outside the major are most appro
priate to their purposes. 

The Department of Classical Languages and Literatures of
fers .programs of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts 
with liberal arts major in classical languages, liberal arts major 
in Latin, a secondary teaching major in Latin, and a new major 
in Classical Civilization. 

PROGRAMS: 

1 Requirements for the Liberal Arts Maior in Classical 
Languages 

Thirty-six credits are required, to be chosen from the depart
mental offerings in Latin (in courses beyond LTN 215), in Greek, 
arid in classics or ancient history. A typical classics major would 
include: 12 credits in Latin; 12-16credits in Greek (GRK 114-115, 
GRK 214-215); 8-12 credits in classics (CLS 312, 339, 340, etc.). 
This major is usually taken together with a concentration in a 
discipline such· as ancient history, conceptual history, linguis
tics, or literature. Those planning graduate work should plan 
their program with their departmental adviser so that their de
gree includes at least 20 credits in Greek and 20 credits in their 
concentration. Admission to major standing requires successful 
completion of the English proficiency requirement and the com
pletion of LTN 215 (either by course work or by proficiency ex
amination). 

2 Requirements for the Liberal Arts Maior in Latin 

The same as the major in classical languages except that the 36 
required credits are made up without any courses in Greek. 

3 Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Maior in 
Latin 

Thirty-two credits in _!.at!n and classics or ancient history are 
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required, including 20 credits in Latin (in courses beyond LTN 
215) and 12 credits in classics. The following education courses 
are required: ED 244, ED 245, ED 428, ED 455; a minor concen
tration in language arts or in (ancient) history is strongly ad
vised. Admission to major standing requires successful comple
tion of the English proficiency requirement, the completion of 
LTN 215 (either by course work or by proficiency examination), 
acceptance by the Department, and concurrent acceptance into 
the Teacher Education Program. 

4 Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in Classical 
Civilization 

Forty-eight credits of required and prescribed electives 
as follow: 

Required: 
(1) CLS 100 Introduction to Classical Civilization (4 credits) 

(2) Three semesters of Classical Greek (i.e., completion of GRK 
214) to be taken in: 

GRK 114 Elementary Greek (4 credits) 
GRK 115 Elementary Greek (4 credits) 
GRK 214 Intermediate Greek (4 credits) 

or 
Three semesters of Classical Latin (i.e., completion of LTN 
214) to be taken in: 

LTN 114 Elementary Latin (4 credits) 
LTN 115 Elementary Latin (4 credits) 
LTN 214 Intermediate Latin (4 credits) 

(3) Two courses from the following (at least one course must be 
elected from each series): 

CLS 130 ( -=HST 230) The Dynamics of Ancient Civilization: 
Egypt, Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece (4 credits) 

CLS 131 (-= HST 231) The Dynamics of Ancient Civilization: 
Rome and the Mediterranean (4 credits) 

CLS 203 Survey of Greek Literature (4 credits) 
CLS 205 Survey of Roman Literature (4 credits) 

Electives: 

(1) Three courses to be chosen, in consultation with a depart· 
mental advisor, from the following: 

CLS 150 Introduction to Greek and Roman Archaeology 
(4 credits) 
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CLS 204 ( =PHL 204) Classical Greek Philosophy (4 credits) 
CLS 212 (=AH 312) Near-Eastern and Greek Art (4 credits) 
CLS 214(=AH 314) Etruscan and Roman Art (4 credits) 
CLS 310 Structure of the Indo-European Languages 

(4 credits) 
CLS 312 (=ENG 312) Classical Mythology (4 credits) 

PHL 205 Hellenistic and Medieval Philosophy (4 credits) 
PHL 382 Ancient and Medieval Philosophers (4 credits) 

(2) Three courses to be chosen, in consultation with a depart
mental advisor, from the following: 

CLS 324 The Ancient Historians (4 credits) 
CLS 337 (=HST 337) Hellenic Greece (4 credits) 
CLS 339 (=HST 339) Republican Rome (4 credits) 
CLS 340 (=HST 340) Imperial Rome (4 credits) 
CLS 396 (=HST 396) The Ancient Near East: 

The World of the Bible (4 credits) 
CLS 397 (=HST 397) History of the Second Jewish 

Commonwealth (4 credits) 

CLS 300 Topics in Classical Literature ( 4 credits) 
CLS 317 The Classical Tradition (4 credits) 
CLS 490 Directed Reading in Classical Civilization 

(4, 8 or 12 credits) 

GRK 215-480 (4 credits per course) 
LTN 215-480 (4 credits per course) 

Classics Major with a Concentration in Linguistics 

Five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and five courses (20 
credits) in classics. 

The courses in linguistics should include LIN 301, LIN 302, 
LIN 403, LIN 404, and one elective. 

The courses in classics should include two courses in the Latin 
language beyond Latin 215, two courses in the Greek language 
(Greek 114 and Greek 115 or beyond), and one elective. 

CLS 100 Introduction to (4 credits) 
Classical Civilization 

Survey of the artistic, lit.lrary, philosophical and institutional heritage left to the 
modern world by ancient Gree<:e and Rome 
Prerequisites: None. Open to all undergraduates. 

CLS 102 Studies in Vocabulary and Etymology (4 credits) 
A basic course in vocabulary building. Topics include: the origin of scientific and 
literary terms; foreign phrases in current use; borrowing of words into English 
from other languages, particularly Latin and Greek; synonyms and antonyms; 
and the relationship between meaning and culture, and meaning and context. 
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CLS 130, 131 The Dynamics of Ancient Civilization (4 credits) 
A comparative examination of the major ancient societies in the light of the 
origins, characteristics and development of political institutions, the methods of 
integration of the individual in society, and the responses of the various societies 
to contact with, and incorporation of, foreign groups and ideas. 
CLS 130/HST 230 Egypt, Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece. 
CLS 131/HST 231 Rome and the Mediterranean. 

CLS 150 Introduction to Greek and Roman (4 credits) 
Archaeology 

A general introduction to the literary, cultural and historical importance of 
classical Greek and Roman archaeology on our modern understanding of classi
cal antiquity. 

CLS 203 Survey of Greek Literature (4 credits) 
Survey of the m~or writers of Greece. All works in translation. Recommended 
for freshmen and sophomores. 

CLS 204 Classical Greek Philosophy (4 credits) 
Identical with PHL 204. 

CLS 205 Survey of Roman Literature (4 credits) 
Survey of the major write~ of Rome. All works in translation. Recommended for 
freshmen and sophomores. 

CLS 211 An Introduction to Old Testament Literature(4 credits) 
A study of the types of literature found in the Old Testament. Identical with 
ENG 211 and REL 211. 

CLS 212 Near-Eastern and Greek Art (4 credits) 
Identical with AH 312. 

CLS 214 Eturscan and Roman Art (4 credits) 
Identical with AH 314. 

CLS 300 Topics in Classical Literature (4 credits) 
Examination of the origin, development and influence of specifiC classical 
genres, including epic, lyric, tragic and comic poetry, satire, oratory, and the 
ancient novel. Recommended primarily for juniors and seniors with background 
in literature. Offered at least one semester per year. 

CLS 310 The Structure of the Indo-European (4 credits) 
Languages 

A comprehensive investigation of the structure of the Indo-European languages 
with particular emphasis on Greek, Latin and Sanskrit. Topics to be discussed 
include: the origin of the Indo-European peoples, the development of Indo-Euro
pean scholarship, and the linguistic analysis of the major branches of the Indo
European language family. Offered every second fall . 
Prerequisites: None. 

~LS 312 Classical Mythology (4 credits) 
The principal Greek and Roman myths and their uses in classical and poet-classi
cal art and literature. Offered each winter Semester. Identical with ENG 312. 
Note: Oakland University students majoring in English may count this course 
toward their major. 

CLS 317 The Classical Tradition (4 credits) 
A study of the <;)asai.:al influence on Western culture. While some attention is 
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given to the visual arts, the main emphasis is on the classical traditions in West
ern literature. 

CLS 324 The Ancient Historians (4 credits) 
The aims, methods, achievements, and limitations or ancient historiography 
studied through a reading of the most prominent ancient historians in transla
tion. 

CLS 337 Hellenic Greece (4 credits) 
Greek history from the Bronze Age through the Peloponnesian War. Identical 
with HST 337. 

CLS 339 Republican Rome (4 credits) 
Roman history from the regal period to the end of the Republic. Identical with 
HST 339. 

CLS 340 Imperial Rome (4 credits) 
Roman history from the principate of Augustus to the fall of the western empire. 
Identical with HST 340. 

CLS 382 Ancient and Medieval Philosophers 
Identical with PHL 382. 

CLS 396 The Ancient Near East 
The World of the Bible 

Identical with HST 396. 

CLS 397 History of the Second Jewish 
Commonwealth 

Identical with HST 397. 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

CLS 490 Directed Reading in (4,8 or 12 credits) 
Classical Civilization 

Independent study for senior Classical Civilization majors only in areas not cov
ered in regular course offerings. 

GRK 114-115 Elementary Greek (4 credits each 
forms and rvammatical structures of classical Greek, together with simple con
nected reading. 

GRK 214-215 Intermediate Greek (4 credits each) 
Review of grammar, training in translation from and into Greek, and the read
ing of simple literary works, including selections from Plato, Euripides, and 
Homer. 
Prerequisite: GRK 115 or an equivalent proficiency. 

GRK 320 Selections from Greek Literature (4 credits) 
A reading course, offered every semester as a tutorial in association with the 
classics courses offered in that semester. May be taken for one or more 
semesters. 
Prerequisite: GRK 215 or an equivalent proficiency. 

GRK 480 Advanced Greek (4 credits) 
Tutorial study of individual authors, selected themes, or problems associated 
with the subject matter of a classics course. May be taken for one or more 
semesters. 
Prerequisite: GRK 320 (4 or more credits). 

GRK 490 Independent Study: Greek (4 credits) 
Individual reading and research for advanced classics majors. Taught by 
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LTN 114-115 Elementary Latin (4 credits each) 
Forms and grammatical structures of classical Latin, together with simple con
nected reading. Designed for students with no prior knowledge of Latin. 

LTN 214-215 Intermediate Latin (4 credits each) 
Review of grammar, training in translation from and into Latin, and the reading 
of single literary works, including selections from Vergil and medieval or 
renaissance Latin. 
Prerequisite: LTN 115 or an equivalent proficiency. 

LTN 300 Topics in Latin Language (4 credits) 
Areas of study, such as Latin composition or grammar, selected by the instruc
tor. Offered every winter term. 
Prerequisite: Equivalent of two years of College Latin or instructor's approval. 

LTN 320 Seledions from Latin Literature (4 credits) 
A reading course, offered every semester as a tutorial in association with the 
classics courses offered in that semester. May be taken for one or more 
semesters. 
Prerequisite: LTN 215 or an equivalent proficiency. 

LTN 480 Advanced Latin (4 credits) 
Tutorial study of individual authors, selected themes, or problems associated 
with the subject matter of a classics course. May be taken for one or more semes
ters. Offered every semester. 
Prerequisite: LTN 320 (3 or more credits). 

L TN 490 Independent Study: Latin (4 credits) 
Individual reading and research for advanced Classics majors. Taught by 
arrangement. 
Prerequisite. Consent of the Instructor. 
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The curriculum for the liberal arts major in economics com
bines an emphasis on the concepts and tools of economics, the 
hard analytical approach of economics, a broad general educa
tion, and the freedom to take several courses in other areas of 
interest to the student. The student learns to apply economic 
analysis to major problems that face the nation and the world 
today: the economic development of our cities; the delivery of 
health care; the "energy crisis"; environmental degradation; 
changes in international trade and finance~ the role of the mul
tinational corporations~ the economic development of less-devel
oped countries; the operation of alternative economic systems; 
and other areas of concern. 

CAREERS 

An education in economics is an excellent background for pro
fessional education in graduate schools of business administra
tion, public administration, or management, and in law schools. 
For students who plan to enter the work force directly after 
graduation, the economics degree will provide entree to manage
ment training programs in larger companies and employment in 
government and other not-for-profit institutions. To be em
ployed as a professional economist or to teach economics, a stu
dent normally has to proceed on to graduate school and obtain 
at least a master's degree in economics - and preferably a doc
torate. 
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PROGRAM IN ECONOMICS 

The liberal arts program in economics leads to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts and is offered in the College of Arts and 
Sciences under the direction of the economics faculty of the 
School of Economics and Management. Students taking liberal 
arts majors, including the economi~ major, must satisfy the 
appropriate degree requirements in the College of Arts and 
Sciences as described in this catalog. Economics majors may sat
isfy the University's general education requirements for gradua
tion by either p~ticipating in the College of Arts and Sciences' 
General Education "':'rogram (see page 63 of this catalog) or by 
participating in the program of one of the inner colleges - All
port College or New Charter College (see page 389 of this cata
log). 

All students majoring in economics should consult periodi
cally with a faculty or student adviser in the School of Econom
ics and Management or with the Chairman of the Department of 
Economics. 
Mathematics and Social Science Cognate Courses 

To obtain a back.groWld in mathematics and another social 
science discipline, the student is required to take the following: 

Credits 
MTH 121-1.22 Introductory Mathematics for the Life 8 

and Social Sciences or MTH 154-155 
(Calculus) 

Social Science The student must take 2 courses for 8 
which he qualifies from one of the fol
lowing social sciences: Political Science, 
Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, 
and Speech Communication (except 
SCN 310). 

TOTAL 16 
The two mathematics courses in the economics program fulf'ill 

as Symbolic Systems courses two of the eight distribution 
courses required in the College of Arts and Sciences' General 
Education Program. 

ECONOMICS CORE PROGRAM 
The required economics courses are: Credits 

ECN 100-101 Introduction to Economics I and II . . . . . . . . . . 8 
ECN 210 Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences . . . 5 
ECN 216 Microeconomic Analysis ..... . .............. 4 
ECN 217 Macroeconomic Analysis . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
ECN 418 Selected Topics in Economics 
or ECN 480 Policy or Seminar in Economics . . . . . . . . . . . . 4 
TOTAL IN ECONOMICS CORE PROGRAM ...... · ...... . . 25 
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The student completes his/her work in economics by electing 
at least four (4) additional courses (16 credits) in economics elec
tives numbered ECN 300 or higher. Two of these economics 
electives must be numbered ECN 400 or higher. The directed 
readings, independent study, and tutoring courses (ECN 392, 
494, 490 and 497) may not be used as these required economics 
electives. 
Electives 

To complete the required total of 124 credits necessary for grad
uation, the student may elect any courses in the University for 
which he/she is eligible to enroll. 

CONCENTRATIONS FOR ECONOMICS MAJORS 

To guide the student in the selection of economics electives 
and to allow him/her to develop an interest in a specific area, 
several concentrations are available to the economics major. 
These concentrations represent a set of four to seven courses 
beyond those required for the economics major that will (!'iv~ +;he 
student a solid introduction to another academic area. 

The following concentrations are available to economics 
majors. Other concentrations may become available in the fu
ture. 

1. Mro-American Studies-The standard concentration in 
Afro-American Studies for the economics major is a mini
mum of 28 credits, specified as follows: AS 064, HST 291, 292, 
and at least 16 credits from an approved list given on page 251 
of this catalog. 

2. Computer and Information Science-The standard concen
tration in Computer and Information Science for economics 
majors is 16 credits, specified as follows: MGT 205 or CIS 180, 
CIS 181, ECN 300 or· ECN 444, and MGT 305. Other combina
tions of courses may be acceptable. See page 268 of this cata
log. 

3. Environmental Studies-The standard concentration in 
Environmental Studies for economics majors is 20 credits, 
specified as follows: ENV 151, 181, 182, 202, and ENV 305 or 
ECN 208. See page 254 of this catalog. 

4. Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences-The standard con
centration in Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences for the eco
nomics major is 20 credits specified as follows: AC 101-102, 
AC 250-251, and either AC 400, AN 420, or SOC 368. See page 
270 of this catalog. 
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5. Journalism-The standard concentration in Journalism for 
economics majors is the successful completion of 20 credits in 
journalism courses, including JRN 200 (News Writing). See 
page 270 of this catalog. 

6. Public and Societal Systems-The standard program in the 
School of Engineering's concentration in Public and Societal 
Systems for the economics major is to complete 20 credits 
from an approved set of courses. Of the 20 credits, the student 
must take PSS 100 and PSS 200 (an introductory course and a 
seminar in Public and Societal Systems), and at least eight (8) 
credits of the non-economics courses from the list on page 
272 of this catalog. 

7. Public Management-The standard concentration in Public 
Management for economics majors is at least 29 credits, spec
ified as follows: PS 100, 205, 251, and 351; ECN 336; MGT200; 
and MGT 436. See page 295 of this catalog. 

8. Social Justice and Corrections-The standard concentra
tion in Social Justice and Corrections for the economics major 
is 20 credits, specified as follows: SOC 430 (Internship for 4 or 
8 credits); the rest of the credits to be chosen from SOC 320, 
325, 327, or PS 343, and SOC 430. See page 275 of this catalog. 

RECOMMENDED COURSES FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED 
IN GRADUATE STUDY 

Students who expect to go on to graduate school in economics 
or management should obtain as strong a foundation as possible 
in mathematics, economic theory, and the social sciences. To
ward this goal, it is suggested that such students 

a. take the MTH 154-155 (Calculus) sequence and very seri
ously consider taking advanced courses in mathematics; 

b. take ECN 405 (Econometrics) and ECN 417 (Advanced Eco
nomic Theory). 

Those seriously interested in going on to graduate work are 
urged to consult an adviser early concerning their programs. 
LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR IN ECONOMICS 
(A Typical Program) 
Semester 1 
Learning Skills/Elective 
MTH 121 (or MTH 154) 
ECN 100 
Distribution Requirement 
Semester 3 
ECN 216 
ECN 210 (or MGT 210) 
Distribution Requiremen't 
Elective 

Semester 2 
Learning Skills/Elective 

MTH 122 (or MTH 155) 
ECN 101 
Distribution Requirement 
Semester 4 
ECN217 

Distribution Requirement 
Social Sciences Requirement 
Elective 



Semester 5 
Economics Elective (300 level) 
Social Science Requirement 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 
Semester 7 
Economics Elective (400 level) 
Economics Elective ( 400 level) 
Elective 
Elective 
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Semester 6 
Economics Elective (300 level) 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 
Elective 
Semester 8 
ECN 480 or ECN 418 
Elective 
Elective 
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Modifications to the Economics program may be sought by 
petitioning the Chairman of the Department of Economics. If 
the requested changes to the above program are significant, the 
chairman may ask the student to work toward a Bachelor of 
Arts with an independent concentration. (See page 66 of this 
catalog.) 

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR STANDING 
Admission to major standing in economics requires: (a) certi

fication of English proficiency; (b) completion of ECN 100-101, 
ECN 210, ECN 216, ECN 217, MTH 121-122 (or equivalent); (c) 
completion of 56 credits or more; and (d) at least a 2.00 cumula
tive grade point average overall and in courses in the major. 
CONCENTRATIONS IN ECONOMICS FOR 
FOR NON-ECONOMICS MAJORS* 
1. Concentration in Economics 

Students in other majors who wish to combine their major 
with an introduction to economic theory and its application to 
the l?roblems of this world may obtain a concentration in eco
nomics. The concentration in economics requires that a student 
take 20-21 credits, includin~ ECN 100-101, two 300-level electives 
in economics, and a statistics course (either ECN 210, MTH 125, 
SOC 203, PS 222, or PSY 252). For further information, contact 
the Concentration coordinator, Mr. John Tower. 
2. Concentration in International Economics 

Students who wish to combine a knowledge of interna
tional economics with their major may take the followin~ con
centration in international economics. This concentration IS spe
cifically designed for foreign language and Area StudieS 
students. The concentration in international economics requires 
that a student take 20-21 credits, including ECN 100-101, ECN 
323, ECN 423, and a statistics course (either ECN 210, MTH 125, 
SOC 203, PS 222, or PSY 252). For further information, contact 
the Concentration coordinator, Mr. E. Botsas. 
COURSE OFFERINGS IN ECONOMICS 
Basic Courses 

The following courses are part of the basic program of the 
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economics major and will be offered each year. Under special 
circumstances, the prerequisites and corequisites for a certain 
course may be waived. 
• Approval for these concentrations is now pending in the College. Students may 

inquire about formal admiSl!ion to the Concentration in Winter Semester, 
1974-75. 

ECN 100 Introduction to Economics I (4 credits) 
An introduction. to the tools and analysis of economics in four modules: a) intro
duction to the methodology and tools of economic analysis; b) elementary analy
sis of the market system (microeconomics); c) elementary analysis of the deter
mination of national income, employment, and the price level (macroeconomics); 
and d) the application of economic analysis to poverty, urban problems, interna
tional trade, environmental degradation, or other spe<:ific areas. 

ECN 101 Introduction to Economics II (4 credits) 
A continuation of ECN 100 with four more modules: a) the instruments used in 
economic policy and their control by economic institutions, i.e., accounting for 
the firm and GNP accounting; b) statistics; c) computers and computer program
ming; and d) a project of the student's choice. 

ECN 169 Introduction to the Political Economy (4 credits) 
of Capitalism 

An introduction to the economic analysis of the capitalist economy using the 
tools and perspectives of both traditional and radical economists. Topics include: 
a) microeconomics-the development of the market system, monopoly, discrimi
nation, pollution, and poverty; b) macroeconomics-control of the level of eco
nomic activity, unemployment, inflation, defense spending, growth and under
development, and imperialism; and c) alternative economic systems. 

This course is not open to majors in economics or management. 

ECN 210 Statistical Methods for (5 credits) 
the Social Sciences 

Statistical techniques useful in business and economic analysis. Emphasis is on 
statistical inference, including hypothesis testing, estimation, and regression 
techniques. Ordinarily offered in the Fall, Winter, and Spring Semesters. 
Prerequisites: MTH 122. 

ECN 216 Microeconomic Analysis (4 credits) 
Intermediate analysis of pricing, resource allocation, and income distribution at 
the level of the individual firm, industry, and household-consuming unit. Ordi
narily offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101 or equivalent. 
Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 122. 

ECN 217 Macroeconomic Analysis ( 4 credits) 
The construction, analysis, and interpretation of models of aggregate economic 
behavior, including policy implications of alternative models. Ordinarily offered 
in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101 or equivalent. 
Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 121. 

Economics Electives 

Following is a list of economics electives which have been of
fered by members of the faculty in the past three years. Stu
den~ should use this ljst as a guide to what has been offered and 
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what could be offered. H some students desire to take a given 
course on the list or a course in addition to those on the list, they 
should petition the Department of Economics or a faculty mem
ber in the Department in an attempt to have the course offered. 
Any new course offering, any change in the description of a 
course, or any change in the prerequisites for a course will be 
announced in a supplementary bulletin published during the ad
vising period for a given semester. Under special circumstances, 
the prerequisites and corequisites for a course may be waived. 

The following 200-level economics electives are designed for 
students not majoring in economics or management. They may 
be taken by economics or management majors, but they may not 
be used as one of the four (4) required electives in the major. 
ECN 208 Economics of the Environment (4 credits) 
AppliCAtion of the tools of economic analysis to the problems of energy, ecology, 
:and the environment. Topic:s include: measures of the quality of life, the environ
ment as a fixed resource. limits to economic growth. tbe economics of externali
ties and public: goods. cost-bene£rt analysis, and the analysis of public policy and 
the enYironment. 
Prerequisites: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 

ECN 220 Minority Economic Development (4 credits) 
Anal19is ol the current economic status of minority groups in America, market 
COIIIeqllences of discriminations, evaluation of alternative strategies for eco
nomic development. and the critical review of recent public economic policies and 
their impact on chauge. 
PrereqUisites: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 

ECN 221 Economics of the (4 credits) 
Afro-American Experience 

Applic:ation of the tools of economic analysis to tbe current economic status of 
~Americana, tbe economic hiatory of Afro-Americans, the market consequ
ences of disc:rimination, the evaluation of alternative strategies for economic de
velopmeDt. and the critical review of recent public economic policies and their 
impact on change. 

ECN 223 The Indian Economy (4 credits) 
The economic problems of developing nations in the context of the Indian econ-

~te: Permission of the instructor. 

ECN 225 American Economic Growth (4 credits) 
and Development 

Study of the people, institutions, events, and overall trends in tbe American 
economy since colonial times. Emphasizes qualitative and quantitative patterns 
of change in resource organization for social and private goals. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

ECN 251 The Soviet Economy (4 credits) 
The history of Soviet economic development; analysis of the principles of opera
tion of the Soviet economy, with emphasis on planning techniques; the relation
ship betw~ administrative structure and decision-making; and problems of re
source alloca1ion. 
Prerequisite: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 
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The following 300-level economics electives are designed for 
majors in economics and management. Major standing is nqt 
required to take these courses, but some of the courses will have 
specific prerequisites or corequisites. Non-majors may take 
these courses if they meet the prerequisites. 

ECN 300 Systems Analysis (4 credits) 
Emphasis on the identification of goals and the use of resources for achievi!ijl 
goals through the application of analytical and quantitative tools developed in. 
earlier courses to problems drawn from a variety of experiences, e.g., financial 
management, marketing, production, capital budgeting, ete. The course is de
signed to develop students' skills in the use of tools, to facilitate the transfer
ability of these skills, and to enhance the students' abilities to develop new skills 
as required by a given situation. Identical with MGT 300. Ordinarily offered in 
the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

ECN 303 Economic Growth, Fluctuations, (4 credits) 
and Forecasting 

Analysis of the forces underlying economic growth in advanced nations. Study 
of business conditions and various factors affecting business fluctuations. Intro
duction to economic forecasting techniques for the individual firm and for the 
national economy. Identical with MGT 303. Ordinarily offered in the Fall Semes
ter. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 308 Urban-Regional Economics (4 credits) 
Applications of the tools of economic analysis to the problems of the determina
tion of the level, distribution, growth, and stability of income within and among 
urban regions. Study of the impact of these processes on spatial organiz.ation, 
transportation, industrial location, and the provision of public services. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 309 Metropolis: Problems and (4 credits) 
Policies 

A survey of the economics of urban problems in the United States. Includes the 
analysis of urban poverty, land use, transportation, and environmental quality; 
discussion of the economics of political fragmentation and the nature of national 
urban policy; and review of the state of the art in urban planning. Selected prob
lems of the Detroit area economy are examined. 
Prerequisite: ECN 308 or permission of the inatructor. 

ECN 321 Monetary and Fiscal Theory (4 credits) 
and Policy 

Analysis of modern monetary, banking, and fiscal theories and policies. The 
course investigates both domestic and international monetary analysis and poli
cies, and the relationship between monetary and fiscal policies as they affect the 
economy. Identical with MGT 321. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 322 Capital Markets (4 credits) 
Analysis of the operation of major financial institutions and markets; analysis 
of the sources and uses of funds for corporations and other organizations. Identi
cal with MGT 822. 
Prerequisites: ECN 216 and MGT 200. 
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An introduction to elementary international trade theory, the international 
monetary mechanism, exchange-rate regimes, the balance of payments, and eco
nomic interdependence. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 324 Business in the American (4 credits) 
Economy 

Public attitudes toward and government regulation of business in our free enter
prise society. Students are exposed to the legal, social, and moral responsibilities 
of business to the individual, the community, the society, and the government. 
The course explores the role of business in the current environment of rapid 
change, shortages, minority demands, demands for pollution controls, and vio
lence. Identical with MGT 324. 
Prerequisites: ECN 216. 

ECN 325 Industrial Organization (4 credits) 
The structure of American industry and the factors affecting it, with emphasis 
on economies of seale; barriers to entry; structure-behavior relationships, includ
ing pricing, product differentiation, and technical change; evaluation of perform
ance and implications for public policy. Identical with MGT 325. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

ECN 326 Economic Development (4 credits) 
Application of the tools of economic analysis to the problems of economic devel
opment and growth. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 327 African Economic Development (4 credits) 
The application of the tools of economic analysis to the historical development 
of African economies, current strategies for their economic development, and the 
role of tho developed countries. 
Prerequisite: ECN" 101. 

ECN 328 American Economic History (4 credits 
Models and case studies of selected events in the growth and development of the 
American economy from colonial times to the present. Emphasizes the evolution 
of historical thoug~t under the impact of economic analysis. 
Prerequisites: ECN 101 and ECN 210 q_r equivalent. 

ECN 336 Economics of the Public Sector (4 credits) 
A study of the role of the public sector and its impact on a market economy. 
Includes expenditure determination, revenue source analysis, and discussion of 
current problems. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

ECN 350 Economic Structures and Systems (4 credits) 
A comparative analysis of alternative forms of social organizations and how each 
attempts to solve the problems of resource allocation, pricing, income distribu
tion, and growth. Capitalism, market socialism, socialism, and the command 
economy are emphasized. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

ECN 368 Economics of Human Resources (4 credits) 
Economic analysis of the functioning of labor markets, with emphasis on invest
ment in human capital; the role of education; human capital development, the 
structure ~f unemployment; labor market differentiation by race, sex, and age; 
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the geographic and occupational mobility of labor; and the inflation-unemploy
ment trade-off. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216 or permission of the instrUctor. 

ECN 392 Directed Readings in Economics (2 credits) 
Independent but directed readings for junior and senior majors in areas of eco
nomics in which advanced courses are not available. Offered every semester. 
·Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

The following 400-level economics electives are designed for 
economics and management students who have achieved major 
standing. The economics major must elect at least two (2) of 
these courses (ECN 400 to ECN 467) as part of his/her major 
program. 

ECN 400 Advanced Systems Analysis (4 credits) 
The course engages topics in the modelling, instrumentation, and control of com
plex systems. Particular emphasis is placed on the speeiileation, testing, and 
implementation of policies in environments in which direc:t controls must be 
foregone in favor of educational control policies. Among the specif"JC areas in 
which applications may be found are marketing, education, weather modifica
tion, living resource management, and energy-nutrient use management. Identi
cal with MGT 400. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and ECN 300. 

ECN 405 Econometrics (4 credits) 
An introduction to the testing of economic models. expressed mathematically, by 
statistical methods. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

ECN 417 Advanced Economic Theory (4 credits) 
This course covers selected topics in the economic theory of resource allocation, 
economic growth, and stability. 
Prereouisite: Major standing. 

ECN 418 Selected Topics in Economic Policy (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 420 lntemational Trade and Finance (4 credits) 
The theories of international specialization and exchange, commercial policy, 
national income and balance of paymeatB, monetary relations, foreign invest
ment, and current issues of international economic policy. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 423 The Multinational Finn (4 credits) 
Analysis of the scope, structure, and environment (legal, social, political, and 
economic), with emphasis on management strategies of planning, marketing, 
location, and finance across cultural and national boundaries. 
Prerequisites: ECN 323 or major standing. 

ECN 433 labor-Management Relations (4 credits) 
Analysis of management-employee relations in modern industry; public policy 
in labor-management areas. Identical with MGT 333. 
Prerequisites: Major standing. 

ECN 442 Operations Research (4 credits) 
Operations research techniques are used in exploring problems selected from 
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several areas of organizational and business analysis. Identical with MGT 442. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 444 Simulation in Economics (4 credits) 
An introduction to the use of simulation techniques in eeonomie analysis. identi
cal with MGT 444. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

ECN 467 Economics of Health Care (4 credits) 
The application of the tools of economic analysis to the health care industry and 
government health care policy. The course examines the effects of the special 
characteristics of health care and the current organization of the medical serv
ices industry on the pattern of health care produced, its distribution, and the 
allocation of resources within the industry. Proposed changes in the current sys
tem, such as National Health Insurance, are examined and benefit/cost analysis 
applied to selected public policy problems, such as the public funding of medical 
research. Identical with MGT 467. 
Prerequisites: Major standing. 

ECN 480 Seminar (4 credits) 
Theses, individual topics, and readings. Ordinarily offered in the Winter Semes
ter. 
Prerequisites: Major standing. 

ECN 490 Independent Research (2 or 4 credits) 
Independent individual research on a topic chosen by the student and approved 
by the Committee on Instruction prior to the term in which the student elects 
this course. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Committee on Instruction. 

ECN 494 Independent Group Study (4 credits) 
Students in this course determine which current economic issues are of interest 
to them and then prepare programs for pursuing th~ issues in depth. The 
course consists primarily of student participation, but students may draw upon 
the faculty for consultation and direc~ion. Although,independent ~sear!!h is an 
integral part of the course, the maJOr emphasis 1s on class dtscusston and 
analysis. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Committee on Instruction. 

ECN 497 Apprentice Coll-se Teaching (2 credits) 
An elective course open to any well-qualified upperclassman who obtains the 
consent of a faculty member to assist that faculty member in presenting a regu
lar college course to undergraduates. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 
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The Department of English is dedicated to excellence of teaching 
and to that scholarly involvement upon which such teaching 
is based. The faculty is composed of scholars and teachers in 
British and American literary history, in the theory and criti
cism of literature and arts media employing language and para
literary forms, in linguistics, in creative and expository writing, 
and in the teaching of English. Our courses and programs are 
designed to introduce students to a number of significant liter
ary works, to encourage mastery of the principal scholarly and 
critical methods and approaches to the study of language and 
literature, to foster an informed and fully human response to 
literature, and to help students develop precision and flexibility 
in their use of the language. Our emi is that which Sir Philip 
sidney ascribes to imaginative literature itself-to teach and de
ilght-"delight to move men to take that goodnes in hande, 
which without delight they would flye as from a stranger; and 
teach, to make them know that goodnes whereunto they are 
mooved." 

The study of English language and literature is a humanistic 
enterprise, and the individual student's development of a per
sonal style which balances his interests, strengths, and human 
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commitments with the knowledge and skills appropriate to the 
discipline is of prime importance. The paths that lead to knowl
edge of literature and skillful use of language are several; our 
faculty and our programs reflect the diversity of approaches ap
propriate to the area of study. The student in a typical program 
will move from an introduction to basic critical ideas and meth
ods, toward knowledge of major writers, works, and literary 
kinds, into an upper-level concentration of courses chosen ac
cording to his personal and pre-professional interests and needs. 
Some students find the liberal arts major or the teaching major 
most appropriate. Others seek double majors or add-on concen
trations; still others elect cooperative concentrations in such 
areas as English/Linguistics; English/Journalism; and English/ 
Theatre Arts. 

Suggestions for a variety of major programs, for inter-depart
mental concentrations, and for English and Language Arts con
centrators and minors are available and fully described in the 
pamphlet, UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. All prospective students, 
majors or not, should pick up a copy in the office of the Depart
ment in Wilson Hall. The Department also publishes an ADVIS
ING MEMO, available in pre-registration periods. This docu
ment fully describes forthcoming offerings. Frequent 
consultation with faculty advisors of the Department of English 
is necessary to the selection of a program, appropriate to the 
individual student's interests and his post-college aims. Students 
preparing elsewhere for advanced work in English at Oakland 
are advised to work on university distribution requirements and 
to elect sophomore courses in advanced writing or survey courses 
in British or American literature. 

Listed below are undergraduate programs of study leading to 
the degree of Bachelor of Arts with major in English, major in 
English for teaching on the secondary level, major with concen
trations, and a secondary teaching minor in English. The De
partment offers programs leading to the degrees of Master of 
Arts in English and (in cooperation with the School of Educa
tion) Master of Arts in the Teaching of English. Programs and 
course offerings in these programs are fully described in the 
Graduate Bulletin. The Department grants advanced placement 
in accordance with university pollcy (see page 12 or this cata
logue). 

The Liberal Arts Major In English 

~nglish 140 (to be taken in either semester of the ·first year) 
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and nine additional courses (40 credits) selected from offerings 
in English are required. Of these nine, at least three must be 
300-level courses, and one must be a 400-level seminar. Individ
ual students must plan their programs in consultation with fac
ulty advisors in English. Many students supplement English 
majors with selected clusters of cognate courses, outlined in the 
pamphlet, UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED BY 
THE DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH. Suggested cognates 
strengthen the welcome English majors have traditionally re
ceived in post-rollege careers in occupations oriented to work 
with human beings or with language, and in graduate programs 
leading to college teaching of English, editing and publishing, 
library science, law, divinity, medicine, business and manage
ment, government service, personnel work, data processing, 
journalism, and advertising. 

Secondary Teaching Maior 
in English 

The teaching major is a program recently re-constructed by an 
interdisciplinary committee representing faculty, recent Oak
land graduates, and professional high school teachers. It is de
signed to prepare the student for the multiple demands placed 
on the teacher of English. Classroom experience in English and 
cognate fields leads to pre-professional work in the theory and 
methodology of teaching and a final full semester of internship 
in the public schools. The program requires ten courses (40 cred
its) in English, including English 140,210,241,242, either 224 or 
225, either 376 or 377, and 498. Two of the remaining three 
courses must be taken at the 3~level or above. Eight additional 
hours of courses in cognate fields are required, to include one 
course in the teaching of reading at the secondary level; and one 
course in speech, oral interpretation, or acting. Highly recom
mended is an additional four-hour course in speech, reading, lin
guistics, or ~nglish composition. 

The English Maior with 
a Special Concentration 

Modified majors and English majors with add-on concentra
tions are being developed and current information is available in 
UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS OFFERED BY THE DE
pARTMENT OF ENGLISH. Our modified English/Linguistics 
major, requiring six courses (24 credits) in English and Ameri
can literature and five courses (20 credits) in linguistics is listed 
under Linguistics offerings. The Department cooperates to aid 
students planning to combine an English major with pre-profes-
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sional concentrations such as Journalism, Pre-law, Religious 
Studies and Medicine. 

Secondary Teaching Minor in English 

English 140 and four other courses (20 credits) drawn from 
offerings in English. Three of these courses should be selected 
from the list of courses required in the teaching major, described 
above. 

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 

Courses numbered in the 100's (with the exception of English 
140) are directed to the needs of students seeking non-technical, 
liberally-oriented courses for fulfillment of the university's dis
tribution requirements or for use in minors and particular con
centrations. Courses on the 200-level offer broad introductions to 
literary materials and approaches basic to the study of English. 
Reading is often extensive, and they are conducted primarily 
through lecture. Junior standing or English 140 is prerequisite 
to 300-level courses, more intensive investigations into particular 
areas of English studies. These courses, the core of the program 
for majors, are open to advanced students according to their own 
special needs and their preparations in related disciplines. 
Courses in the theory and methods of literary history, criticism, 
and research, applied to problems presented by a specific topic 
or writer, are offered at the 400-level. They are designed for up
perclass majors. Graduate courses on the 500-level are open to 
senior majors by permission of the instructor and the Chairman 
of the Department. Seminars for graduate students only are 
listed as 600 courses. 
NOTE: All prerequisites may be waived by the Department, in accordance with 
University policy. Students should consult the course instructor. 

ENG 100 Masterpieces of World 
Literature 

(4 credits) 

A survey acquainting the student with some of the great books of the world. 
Classics in various traditions. Open to all students without prerequisite. 

ENG 105 Shakespeare (4 credits) 
A general introduction to representative dramatic works of Shakespeare. The 
course is designed for students seeking an English elective or a course to satisfy 
the Distribution Requirement in Letters. Open to all students without prerequis
ite. 

ENG 111 Modern Literature (4 credits) 
A general introduction to some phase of modern literature, the specific content 
to vary at the discretion of the instructor (Sample offerings might b.! Modern 
Drama, Modern American Fiction, Continental Literature, etc.) The course is 
designed for students seeking an English elective or a course to satisfy the Distri
bution Requirement in Letters. Open to all students without prerequisite. 
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ENG 120 Current Topics in Literature (4 credits) 
Literature concerning an issue or an area of contemporary concern to the general 
reader. The topic, announced at pre-registration, will focus in an area such as 
science fiction, popular literature, literature and the urban experience, the con
temporary artist and society. Open to all students without prerequisite. 

ENG 140 Introduction to Literary 
Studies 

(4 credits) 

Intensive practice in the techniques of reading literature and introduction to 
important basic concepts of criticism and commentary. Reserved for English 
majors and minors as their first departmental course. 
Prerequisite: Intention to major or minor in English .• 

ENG 200 Topics in Literature and (4 credits) 
Language 

Topics or problems selected by the instructor. 

ENG 201 Poetry (4 credits) 
Introduction to the analysis and enjoyment of poetry. Reading, leetun1, and dis
cussion, with opportunity for creative work. 

ENG 202 Epic (4 credits) 
Introduction to the analysis and enjoyment of the epic. Reading, lecture, and 
discussion, with opportunity for creative work. 
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ENG 207 Drama (4 credits) 
Introduction to the analysis and enjoyment of drama. Reading, leeture, and dis
cussion, with opportunity for creative work. 

ENG 208 Prose Forms: Non-fiction (4 credits) 
The course focus alternates between biography and autobiography in one semes
ter, and discursive prose forms like the essay in the next. Writing assignments 
offer opportunity for creative work in the form. 

ENG 209 Fiction (4 credits) 
Introduction to the informed enjoyment of fiction. Emphasis on only one form
the short story, or the novel, for example-at the discretion of the i!Uitructor. 

ENG 210 Fundamentals of Exposition (4 credits) 
A systematic approach to writing designed to enhance the student's own writing 
skills and also his ability to teach writing. 

ENG 211 An introduction to Old (4 credits) 
Testament Literature 

A study of the types of literature found in the Old Testament. Identical with CLS 
211 and REL 211. 

ENG 224 American Writers: (4 credits) 
The Nineteenth Century 

An introduction to American literature of the last century with emphasis on 
writers such as Hawthorne, Melville, Whitman, and Twain, who form the core 
of the American literary tradition. 

ENG 225 American Writers: (4 credits) 
The Twentieth Century 

A selective survey of modern and post-modern American writers, with attention 
to major works in several genres by such writers as Dreiser, Faulkner, Ellison, 
Stevens, and others. 
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ENG 240 Varieties of Literary (4 credits) 
Experience 

This course teaches the future elementary school teacher how to distinguish and 
analyze various types of literature, e.g., short stories, poems, folktales, and the 
like.. Attention to possible applications of materials and concepts to the teaching 
of lauguage arts. 

ENG 241 Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton: (4 credits) 
Selected Works 

Clo!e examination of major works by these three authors. 

ENG 242 From Classic to Romantic (4 credits) 
A dose examination of major texts of eighteenth and early nineteenth century 
English literature. 

ENG 250 Film: A Literary Approach (4 credits) 
'l'hls coune explores the dramatic and narrative content of classic and modern 
films by treatiDg such elements as theme, motif, symbol, imagery, structure, 
cbHaeterization. and .cultural and philosophical implications. The course may be 
offend on an SIN basis at the discretion of the instructor. 

ENG 285 Interdisciplinary Issues (4 credits) 
The reJationship of literature and literary study to a second discipline: science, 
pbilosophy, psychology, religion or the visual arts. The second area will vary 
from semester to semester. 
PremqWsite: ENG 140. 

ENG 300 Special Topics in Literature 
and Language 

Special problems or topics selected by the instructor. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

(4 credits) 

ENG 301 Studies in Literary Kinds (4 credits) 
The study of a single literary kind, whether genre (sueh as novel, lyric, or drama) 
or mode (such as tragedy or comedy) in an attempt to discover similarities and 
differenas among individual works studied as well as to relate the kind under 
discassion to the body of literature as a whole. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 307 Modern Drama (4 credits) 
Studies in English, American, and Continental drama since Ibsen. 
Pren!quisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 308 Playwriting (4 credits) 
A stndy of important plays from various historical periods, in various theatrical 
styfes; an exploration of the fundamental principles and techniques of dramatic 
writing for the stage. The last half of the course will be devoted exclusively to 
ste:d.eot saipts. Enrollment limited to 20. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

ENG 309 Scriptwriting (4 credits) 
A study of selected screenplays and films, exploring the fundamental principles 
and teclmiques of dramatic writing, with emphasis on the unique problems 
posed by a medium that is primarily visual. The last half of the course will be 
devoted to student scripts. Focus alternates between comedy and drama in dif
ferent semesters.. Students may elect both semesters (8 credits) or either semes
ter indepeudently (4 credits). Enrollment limited to 20. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 
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ENG 310 Workshop in Writing (4 credits) 
Intermediate-level workshop for apprentice writers in fictive or discursive 
modes. Workshop may be in poetry, essay, fiction, etc., the emphasis varying 
from semester to semester according to interest and wishes of instructor. 
Prerequisite: One of the following: ENG 201, 207, 208, 209, 210. 

ENG 311 Chaucer (4 credits) 
The m~or works, with emphasis on The Canterbury Tales and Troilus and Cri
seyde. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 312 Classical Mythology (4 credits) 
The principal Greek and Roman myths and their uses in classical and post-classi
cal art and literature. Offered each Winter Semester. Identical with CLS 312. 

ENG 313 Myth in Literature (4 credits) 
Study of the mythic eontent and/or structure of literature. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 315 Shakespeare (4 credits) 
Reading and discussion of a representative selection of the play and poetry. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 317 Early American Literature (4 credits) 
Studies in American literature before 1820. The course may concentrate on a 
type or movement within the period, at the discretion of the instructor. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 320 Development of American Poetry (4 credits) 
An introduction to American poetry, with emphasis on the seventeenth to the 
nineteenth centuries. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 322 Nineteenth Century American Fiction (4 credits) 
Selected readings in representative writers of the period. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

:::NG 324 Issues in American Literature (4 uedits) 
Study of literary works ranging across period and/or genre in their relation to 
a central issue, theme or problem in American literature.Representative topics 
are Romanticism, the Puritan Tradition, American Humor, and the Writer and 
American soeiety. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 332 Modern American Fiction (4 credits) 
Readings in American fiction from Henry James to the present. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 333 Modern American Poetry (4 credits) 
Studies in the poetry of the first half of the twentieth centruy. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 

ENG 340 Writing Now: Experimental Form (4 credits) 
Verbal arts in contemporary contexts. Writing and related arts-any or all combina
tions. Consideration of theory, and some emphasis on praxis. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 
ENG 341 Selected Ethnic Literature (4 credits) 
Reading and critical analysis of representative selections from American ethnic 
literature. Special attention to groupings such as American.Jewish, Native Ameri
can, e!-C., at discretion of instructor. Relation of ethnic literatures to dominant 
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national and international literary traditions considered. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140. 
ENG 342 Black American Writers (4 credits) 
A study of black literary figures and of the black experience in literature. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 353 Old English Language and Literature (4 credits) 
The literature of England from the beginning to the Norman Conquest. Primary 
focus on the Old English lyric and epic. An introduction to the language of the 
Anglo-Saxons, balanced with readings in modern translation. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 354 Medieval Literature (4 credits) 
Studies in English literature from the Norman Conquest to 1500, excluding 
Chaueer. Ballad, drama, romance, lyrics. Representative authors include the 
Pearl Poet, Langland, Scottish Chaucerians, Lydgate, and Malory. The course 
may concentrate on literature to 1350 or from 1350 to the Renaissance, at the 
discretion of the instructor. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 355 Literature of the English Renaissance (4 credits) 
Selected poetry and prose, non-dramatic; the Renaissance (roughly 1550-1660) as 
a historical and cultural phenomenon. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 356 Drama of the English Renaissance (4 credits) 
A survey of English drama (exclusive of Shakespeare) from 1590 to 1640. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 360 Seventeenth Century English Poetry (4 credits) 
A study of seventeenth century poetry with particular emphasis on the schools of 
Jonson and Donne. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 366 Restoration and Eighteenth Century Drama (4 credits) 
Study of Restoration comedy, tragedy, and the heroic play and/or the sentimen
tal drama of the eighteenth century. Consideration given to French Neo-classical 
drama and its impact on theatre in England. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 367 The Restoration and Eighteenth Century (4 credits) 
Studies in English poetry and prose from 1660 to 1800, with some attention to 
the development of the novel. Representative authors include Dryden, Swift, 
Pope, Johnsi>n, Richard!IOn, and Fielding. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 369 The English Novel (4 credits) 
A study of representative English novels. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 370 The Romantic Period (4 credits) 
Literature of the Romantic period with emphasis on major poets such as Word
sworth, Coleridge, Keats. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 371 Victorian Literature (4 credits) 
Selected writers of the middle and late nineteenth century. Emphasis may be on 
fiction, poetry, prose or the drama at the discretion of the instructor. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
ENG 375 Modern Literature (4 credits) 
Modern British, American, and/or Continental literature, with concentration on 
the work of a small number of writers. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 
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ENG 376 History of the English Language (4 credits) 
A detailed survey of the English language from its beginning to modern times. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 377 Moder.n English 'Grammar (4 credits) 
A survey of English structure, especially of syntax, with descriptions based on 
the work of important contemporary scholars. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 390 Literary Theory and Critical Methods (4 credits) 
Studies in modern critical methods, with particular emphMis on formal analy
sis, structuralism, and myth criticism. Practical application of critical ap
proaches and techniques. 
Prerequisite: ENG 140 

ENG 391 History of Literary Criticism (4 credits) 
The development of literary criticism, presented as a survey with emph8!1is on 
major theorists: Plato, Aristotle, Johnson, Coleridge, Arnold, Richards, Frye and 
others. Significant applications of theory examined. 
Prerequisite: ENG 14(1 
ENG 392 History and Theory of (4 credits) 

Film Criticism 
Study of major critical approaches to film such 8!1 those of Sergei Eisenstein, 
Peter Wollen, Gene YouJ:!gblood and selected Structuralists. 
Prerequisite: ENG 250, or a course in film. 
ENG 400 Advanced Topics in (4 credits) 

literature and language 
Advanced topics and problems selected by the instructor. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 

ENG 410 Imaginative Writing (4 credits) 
Designed to provide potential writers of fiction, poetry and/or drama with an 
opportunity to develop technical proficiency and to receive criticism of work in 
progress. The course may focus on one kind of writing, and the approach may 
shift from semester to semester at the pleasure of the instructor. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

ENG 439 Faulkner (4 credits) 
An intensive study of the fiction of William Faulkner, including attention to 
various critical approaches. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 

ENG 451 Major American Writers (4 credits) 
Studies in one or two American writers to be selected by the instructor. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 

ENG 452 Major British Writers (4 credits) 
Studies in one or two British writers to be selected by the instructor. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 

ENG 465 Shakespeare (4 credits) 
Intensive analysis of four or five of the plays. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 

ENG 466 Milton (4 credits) 
Selected early poems, including "On the Morning of Christ's Nativity," "Comus," 
"Lycidas"; some of the sonnets and prose treatises; Paradise Lost, Paradise Re- 1 

gained, and Samson Agonistes. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English 
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ENG 470 W. B. Yeats (4 credits) 
Interuiive reading of the poems, plays, essays, and autobiography of William 
Butler Yeata. Discussion. ; 
Prerequisite: Four courses in ~glish 

ENG 490 Advanced Criticism (4 credits) 
Intensive studies in criticism, often concentrating on a single school. 
Prerequisite: Four cou~ in English 

ENG 498 The Theories of Teaching Literature, (4 credits) 
Language and Composition 

An exploration of the theoretical approaches to the disciplines associated with 
the teaching of English in the secondary school. The course will treat the interre
lationship of the disciplines, the format of instruction which the theories pro
pose, the selection of appropriate materials, and the discussion and observation 
of innovative programs. 
Prerequisite: English Secondary Education Majors only. 

ENG 499 Independent Reading (2 or 4 credits) 
Directed reading or research based on permission of the instructor. A proposal 
for a course of study must be submitted in the semester preceding that in which 
the independent study is to be taken. Prospectus forms are available in the En
glish Department Office. Only three 499's may be credited toward the major. 
May be elected on an S/N grading basis. 
Prerequisite: Four courses in English and permission of the Instructor. 
Graduate Course OHerings 

Primarily for graduate students. Courses on the 500-level are 
open to selected senior majors by permission of the instructor 
and the Chairman of the Department. 
ENG 500 Advanced Topics in (4 credits) 

Literature and Language 
Special topics and problems as selected by the instructor. 
ENG 510 Literature and Composition (4 credits) 
Form and style in prose and poetry. Exploration of relationships among the 
study of literature, the study of language, and composition. Experience in writ
ing and criticism of writing. Designed for the teacher of English language and 
literature. 

ENG 515 Shakespeare Institute (4 credits) 
An intensive four-week consideration of Shakespeare's theatre and selected 
plays directed to the needs of secondary school teachers. Lectures, discussions, 
workshops, and trips to Stratford Productions. 
ENG 533 FormaiAnalysis · (4 credits) 
An intensive study of approaches to specific works of literature in and of them
selves and an examination of techniques appropriate to those approaches. 
ENG 534 Language History . (4 credits) 
An intensive study of the development of standard English through an examina
tion of texts that are representative of Early Modern English, Middle English, 
and Old English. 

ENG 541, 542 Literary History (4 credits) 
Work in a different literary period each semester with emphasis on concepts, 
approaches and methodology appropriate to the literary historian. Literature in 
historical perspective and in cultural and social contexts. Either semester may 
be elected independently. 
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ENG 561, 562 Literary Kinds (4 credits) 
Study in each semester of a single genre (such as novel. lyrie, or drama) or lllOde 
(tragedy, comedy, pastoral). Consideration ofsimilarities and differences among 
individual works, and of the relationship of the kind under discllliSion to the body 
of literature as a whole. Either semester may be elected independently. 

_ENG 597 Apprentice College Teaching (4 credits) 
An introduction to teaching English at the college leveL Internship with assigned 
professor in a course offered at Oakland or a cooperating community college. To 
be arranged in the semester preceding that in which the course is taken.. By 
permission only. 

ENG 600 Studies in language and literature (4 Credits) 

ENG 640 Studies in American Literature (4 credits) 

ENG 641 Studies in American literature (4 aedits) 

ENG 642 Studies in Old and Middle (4 credits) 
English literature 

ENG 643 Studies in Renaiuance literature (4 cred"Jts) 

ENG 644 Studies in 18th Century Literature (4 credits) 

ENG 645 Studies in 19th Century Literature (4 credits) 

ENG 646 Studies in Modern Literature (4 aecfits) 

ENG 647 Studies in The Strudure of English (4 credits) 

ENG 648 Studies in Literary Theory (4 aed"Jts) 

ENG 690 The Master's Proiect (4 credits) 
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PROFESSORS: Charles W. Akers, John Barnard, Richard M. Brace, 
Melvin Cherno, Robert C. Howes, George T. Matthews, W. Patrick 
Strauss, S. Bernard Thomas 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: De WittS. Dykes, Jr., Leonardas V. 
Gerulaitis, Gerald C. Heberle, Harold G. Lawrence, Paul M. Michaud, 
Anne H. Tripp, Richard P. Tucker 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: James D. Graham, Mary C. Korasch, 
Joseph A. Klaits, Roy A. Kotynek, Lawrence D. Orton, Carl R. Osthaus, 
Colin A. Palmer, I. Michael Solomon 

The Department of History consists of professional scholars 
engaged in the study of American, Afro-American, Latin Ameri
can, British, Eu·ropean, Russian, Chinese, Japanese, Southeast 
Asian, Indian, and African history and particularly of the intel
lectual, socio-economic, and institutional aspects of history. 
Such professional work combines factual knowledge with crea
tive speculation and interpretation, and proficiency in it encom
passes meticulous use of documentary evidence, disciplined im
agination, and the ability to write lucid, persuasive prose. 

The study of history at the undergraduate level has tradition
ally been considered one of the major paths to informed, inde
pendent, and effective citizenship. It leads most directly into col
lege teaching and other forms of professional historical 
scholarship. It also provides opportunities in elementary and 
secondary school teaching through the elementary education 
major and minor concentrations in History/Social Science and 
the secondary teaching minor in History. Moreover, its emphasis 
on broad knowledge, critical judgment, and precise writing of
fers excellent pre-professional preparation for many other ca
reers in government service, the law, the ministry, journalism, 
library and museum service, and business. Students who are in
terested in professional careers as historians should keep in 
mind that in graduate work they will ordinarily be expected to 
demonstrate competence in two modern foreign languages. 

The Department of History offers an undergraduate program 
of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts, and a gradu-
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ate program of study leading to the degree of Master of Arts. 
For further information on the graduate program, consult the 
Graduate Bulletin; address inquiries to the Graduate Commit
tee, Department of History. The student who majors in history 
should plan his or her course of study, in close consultation with 
a departmental advisor, following a pattern leading either to 
further study of history in graduate school or to enrollment in 
a postgraduate professional program. There is also a pattern for 
majors who wish to concentrate in Area Studies (see page 251). 

Students can select from a variety of history courses offered 
at night each semester. It is possible for students who work dur
ing the day to complete their degree programs in history entirely 
through the courses offered in the Evening Program. The De
partment of History grants advanced placement in accordance 
with the University policy as explained on p. ??? of this catalog. 

Majors who wish to qualify for departmental honors should 
submit an application to the History Honors Committee. There 
is no statutory lower grade point limit, but the Department has 
seldom, if ever, awarded honors to a major with less than a 3.5 
average in history courses. Submission of a paper, prepared in 
connection with regular course work and significantly more am
bitious in research and bibliographic scope than a book review, 
is required. The original of the paper, with the instructor's com
ments and grade, is stipulated, although in rare circumstances 
a xerox or other facsimile may be accepted. No more than one
third of the majors graduating in a given semester may be 
awarded departmental honors, according to University policy. 

Requirements for the Major in History 

The major in history, with the exception of the student with 
an Area Studies concentration, must complete ten courses (40 
credits) offered by the Department. A major may count no more 
than 8 credits in HST 100 (Topics in History), and no more than 
16 credits in independent study (HST 391, HST 491) for the ten 
course major. No specific courses are required in the major, but 
the student is advised to plan his or her major in consultation 
¥'ith a faculty adviser. Completing the major with an Area Stud
ies concentration requires six history courses (24 credits). A nor
mal program will involve work in more than one field of history. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Minor in His
tory 

Completing a teaching minor in history requires five Depart
ment of History courses (20 credits), including HST 214, 215. 
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Courses numbered 100-299 are introductory and survey 
courses. Courses numbered 300-399 are more advanced courses 
dealing with more narrowly defined periods or problems; a bet
ter historical background and a higher level of performance are 
expected of the student, who may specifically anticipate more 
writing and discussion than in the introductory courses. Courses 
numbered 400-499 are research courses designed for history ma
jors; the student is expected to have developed a good back
ground in the particular field of the research course through 
relevant work at the 100-299 and 300-399 levels. 

The prerequisites for the introductory and advanced under
graduate courses offered by the Department of History are as 
follows: 100-level courses: none; 200-level courses: none; 300-level 
courses: English proficiency certification plus special require
ments listed beneath the courses; 400-level courses: five or more 
courses in history including the special requirements listed be
neath the courses. All prerequisites may be waived by special 
permission of the course instructor. 

HST 100 Topics in History (4 credits) 
An introductory course to enable students to sample various historical problems 
and to develop critical judgment regarding the nature and use of historical evi
dence. Recommended for students with little or no background in college level 
history. Offered each semester. 

HST 201, 202 Introduction to (4 credits each) 
European History 

An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to European history 
from about A.D. 500 to the present, with an emphasis upon critical analysis of 
the basic economic, social, and political context of the successive transformations 
of Europe. 

HST 201 (Europe, 500-1715) is a survey of the Middle Ages, Renaissance, Refor
mation, and the Early Modem period through the Era of Louis XIV. Offered 
each semester. 
HST 202 (Europe, 1715-present) ia a survey o! European history from the En
lightenment to the modern age of industrialism, nationalism, and global conflict. 
Offered each semester. 
HST 214, 215 Introduction to American History (4 credits each) 
An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to American history 
from colonial timea to the present. 

HST 214 is a survey of American political, economic, and social history from the 
colonial period through the Reconstruction Era. Offered each seme.ster. 
HST 215 is a survey of American industrial growth, agricultural protest, experi
ments with imperialism, domestic reform, and world leadership from 1876 to the 
present. Offered each semester. 

HST 220 Modern American Culture (4 credits) 
A survey of the cl!ltural history of the United States from the nineteenth century 
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to the present. Emphasizes the concurrent development o( mass popular culture 
and avant-garde movements. Offered each year. 

HST 230, 231 The Dynamics of 
Ancient Civilization 

(4 credits) 

A comparative examination of the major ancient societies in the light of the 
origins, characteristics and development of political institutions, the methods·of 
integration of the individual in society, and the resPonses of the various societies 
to contact with and incorporation of foreign groups and ideas. 

HTS 230 Egypt, Mesopotamia, Israel, Greece 

HST 231 Rome and the Mediterranean 
Identical with CLS 130, 131 

HST 234, 235 History of England (4 credits each) 
and British Expansion 

An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to English and British 
history from the Middle Ages to the present. 

HST 234 is a study of the Middle Ages and the rise of parliamentary institutions, 
the Tudor revolution in government, the Reformation and the rise of Puritanism, 
the civil wars and the Glorious Revolution, and the culture of the Tudor and 
Stuart periods. 
HST 235 is a study of Britain. Under the Hanoverians in the eighteenth century, 
the age of industrialism, and reform in the nineteenth century, and Britain's role 
in world politics of the twentieth century. 

HST 251, 252 Introduction to Russian History (4 credits each) 
An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to Russian history from 
earliest times to the present. 

HST 251 is a study of the political, social, and intellectual history of the Russian 
nation from its origins to 1855. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

HST 252 is an analysis of the history of the decline of the Russian monarchy and 
the rise of the Soviet state from 1855 to the present. Offered in the Winter 
Semester. 

HST 254 Eastern European History (4 credits) 
The historical development of the peoples and states of East-Central Europe and 
the Balkans- Poland, Ukraine, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Rumania, Yugosla
via, and Bulgaria - from the Middle Ages to the present, with emphasis on the 
period since World War ll. 

HST 261, 262 Introduction to Latin (4 credits each) 
American History 

An integrated series of coun~es offering an introduction to Latin American his
tory from earliest times to the present. 

HST 261 is a survey of pre-Columbian and colonial Latin America to 1825, stress
ing the Hispanization of the society, its socio-economic institutions, the influence 
of the Enlightment, and the achievement of political independence. Offered in 
the Fall Semester. 
HST 262 is a survey of the national period of Latin America from 1825 to the 
present, emphasizing the problems of inetability, the growth of industrialization 
and the rise of the middle sectors, the emergence of nationalism and militarism, 
and the roots of social revolutionary ferment. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
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HST 277, 278 Survey of Japanese History (4 credits each) 
An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to Japanese history from 
pre-Buddhist times to the present. 

HST 277 is a survey of Japanese history from the pre-Buddhist period to the 
Tokugawas, with discussion of cultural and intellectual developments. Offered in 
the Fall Semester. 

HST 278 is a survey of modern Japanese history emphasizing Japan's response to 
the West, with special study comparing the Japanese and Chinese experiences. 
Offered in the Winter Semester. 

HST 280 History of Southeast Asia (4 credits) 
The rise of regional empires and Indian and Chinese cultural influence; the im
pact of the Western imperial powers, especially the British, French, and Ameri
can; and modern nationalisms, both secular and religious, both liberal and revo
lutionary. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 282 Introduction to the (4 credits) 
History of India 

A survey of the history of India from the earliest emergence of a recognizable 
Indian identity during the second millenium B. C. until the establishment of the 
Republic of India in 1948. Offered in the Fall Semester in alternate years. 

HST 286, 287 Survey of African History (4 credits each) 
An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to the social, political, 
economic, and technological developments in Africa from prehistoric times to 
1875. 

HST 286 considers the history of Africa (rom earliest times to the sixteenth 
century. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

HST 287 surveys the European colonization of Africa, the African slave trade to 
the Americas, and African resistance movements to imperialism from the six
teenth century to just prior to the partition of the continent at the Berlin Confer
ence. Offered in the Winter Semester. 

HST 291, 292 History of the (4 credits each) 
Afro-American People 

An integrated series of courses offering an introduction to the institutional, in
tellectual, and cultural developments within the Afro-American community, 
with special notice given to the political, economic, and social context in which 
such developments occur. 

HST 291 surveys the Afro-American experience from the African background 
through the Civil War period. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

HST 292 surveys the post-Civil War experience of the Afro-American people. 
Offered in the Winter Semester. 

HST 302 History of the American Worker (4 credits) 
in the Twentieth Century 

Study of the composition of the work force, the economic and social conditions 
of work, the rise of organized labor, the political programs and activities of work
ers and their responses to new technology and new economic structures, and the 
problems of the contemporary worker. Offered in alternate years. 
HST 306 Colonial and Revolutiona;y America (4 credits) 
The transplantation of European society to continentia! North America; the sul:r
sequent development of political, economic and social institutions in the colonies; 
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the Anglo-French struggle for the continent; and the American Revolution. Of. 
fered each Fall Semester. 

HST 307 American Religious History (4 credits) 
A study of the religious history of the American people with an emphasis on 
social aBJXleta. Within the general outline of chronological development, atten
tion is given to such selected topics as religious elements in immigration, the 
separation of church and state, denominationalism and sectarianism, religion 
and nationalism, religious leadership, and religion as an influence in social 
change. Offered each Winter Semester. Identical with REL 3<Y7. 

HST 310 The Young Republic and the Age of (4 credits) 
Jackson, 1787-1850 

The making of the Constitution, the social, political and economic development 
of the new nation and the subsequent force affecting expansion, social protest 
and sectionalism to 1850. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 312 The Civil War and Reconstruction, ( 4 credits) 
1850-1876 

The origins of secession, the wartime problems of the Union and the Confeder
acy, the principal military campaigns, the Reconstruction Era and the creation 
of a new Union, and the significance of the Civil War and Reconstruction in 
American history. Offered each year. 

HST 313 American History, 1876-1900 (4 credits) 
The New South, industrial consolidation, the origins of the modern labor move
ment, the rise of the city, immigration, agrarian protest movements, the busi· 
nessman's philosophy, and the challenge to laissez faire. Offered in alternate 
years. 

HST 314 American History, 1900-1928 (4 credits) 
The social, political, and economic developments in the United States during the 
progressive era and the decade of the 1920's. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 31 S American History since 1928 (4 credits) 
The myth of the New Era, the social and political impact of the Great Depres
sion, New Deal programs and radical alternatives, the isolationist-international
ist debate, modern Republicanism, and the New Frontier. Offered in alternate 
years. 

HST 316 American Intellectual (4 credits) 
History to 1 860 

The history of American thoUght from the colonial period to the Civil War, em
phasizing New England Puritanism, the transition from colonies to provinces, 
the era of the American Revolution, and the origins of modern America. Offered 
in the Fall Semester. 

HST 317 American Intellectual (4 credits) 
History since 1860 

Major intellectual trends in the United States from the Civil War to the present, 
including such topics as ideological conflict during the Civil War and Reconstruc
tion, the impact of evolutionary thought, and responses to industrialization and 
urbanization. Offered in the Winter Semester. 

HST 318 Topics in American Social History (4 credits) 
Selected topics in the history of popular ~liefs, social structure and organiza
tion, and the process of social change, including movements of reform. Offered 
in alternate years. 
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HST 319 History of the American South (4 credits) 
The South from colonial times to the 1960's, emphasizing the transition from the 
agrarian, slave South of the antebellum period to the modern South of the twen
tieth century. Offered each Winter Semester. 

HST 320 U. S. Diplomatic History to 1898 (4 credits) 
The origins, formulation, and development of American foreign policy and diplo
macy from the Revolution to the Spanish-American War, including such topics 
as neutrality and isolationism, the Monroe Doctrine, Manifest Destiny, and the 
Civil War. Offered in alternate yean. 

HST 321 U. S. Diplomatic History since 1898 (4 credits) 
American foreign policy and diplomacy from the Spanish-American War to the 
present, including such topics as American imperialism, Caribbean and Far 
Eastern policies, involvement in the world wan and the Cold War, and nuclear 
diplomacy. Offered in alternate years. 
HST 322 The Social History of (4 credits) 

American Education 
The educational impact of school, family, and church on American social and 
cultural life from the colonial period to the present.. Offered in alternate yean. 
HST 323 Advanced Study in (4 credits) 

Afro-American History 
This course follows a seminar format: group reading and discussion, combined 
with individual research, on such topics as the history of Afro-American history, 
interpretations of the Afro-American experience, bibliographical and research 
materials, materials and perspectives useful in the teaching of Afro-American 
history. Offered each year. 
Prerequisite: HST 292. 

HST 325 Medieval Europe (4 credits) 
The European Middle Ages from about A. D. 400 to 1300, with special emphasis 
on intellectual developments. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 326 The Italian Renaissance (4 credits) 
The European Renaissance period, with special emphasis on the Italian experi
ence. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 327 The Northern Renaissance (4 credits) 
European humanism, with special emphasis on the Lowlands, France, and Ger
many. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 328 Europe in the Sixteenth Century (4 credits) 
A comparative analysis of European society, including such themes as the varie
ties of humanism; the spiritual crisis of Christendom; the structure of the Re
naissance state and formulation of sovereignty, political rebellion, and social 
revolution; dynastic and ideological warfare; and the effects of the expansion of 
the West upon European society. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 329 Europe in the Seventeenth Century (4 credits) 
A comparative analysis of European society, including such themes as the artic
ulation of absolutism and constitutionalism, the emergence of the European 
states system, the origins of modern science and rationalism, the culture of the 
baroque, the development of commercial capitalism, and the tension between 
new bureaucratic standards of relationship and the personalized nature of pre
modern society. Offered in alternate yean. 

HST 334 Victorian and Edwardian England (4 credits) 
The political, cultural, and intellectual life of England from 1837 to the outbreak 
of World War I. 
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HST 335 Twentieth Century Britain (4 credits) 
The British adjustment to global wars, the later industrial revolution, mass de
mocracy, and social change. 

HST 337 Hellenic Greece (4 credits) 
Greek history from the Bronze Age to the Peloponnesian War. Identical with 
CLS 337. 

HST 339 Republican Rome (4 credits) 
Roman history from the regal period to the end of the Republic. Identical with 
CLS 339. 

HST 340 Imperial Rome (4 credits) 
Roman history from the principate of Augustus to the fall of the western empire. 
Identical with CLS 340. 

HST 341 Europe since 1914 (4 credits) 
An analysis of Europe in world perspective since World War I. Offered each 
year. 

HST 342 The Origins of Modern Germany (4 credits) 
The ancient and medieval roots of German civilization, the political fortunes of 
the Holy Roman Empire and its member states, the development of the concept 
of German nationality, and the rise of the German nation-state in the nineteenth 
century. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 343 Germany since 1870 (4 credits) 
The history of the German nation-state, concentrating on constitutional and po
litical developments in their social context. Offered each year. 

HST 345 France since 1789 (4 credits) 
The political development of modern France as a nation-state and the cultural 
and economic movements connected with French public life. Offered each year. 

HST 347 Tools of Historical Research (4 credits) 
A course to acquaint students of history with the auxiliary sciences of that disci
pline, with special emphasis on historical bibliography and the use of the library. 
Offered in alternate years. 
Pre.requisite: Junior standing. 

HST 348 Europe in the Eighteenth Century (4 credits) 
A comparative analysis of European society, including such themes as the old 
regime in Europe, the beginnings of industrial development and the resistance 
to modernization, the Enlightenment as a political and social movement, reform 
under the monarchy and the emergence of democratic ideologies, and the onset 
of the French Revolution. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 349 France in the Age of Absolutism (4 credits) 
and Enlightenment 

The ancien r~me in France from the end of the wars of religion to the beginning 
of the Revolution (1589-1789). Offered in alternate yearn. 

HST 350 European Intellectual History (4 credits) 
to 1800 

The main developments in European thought and their implications for art, liter
ature and social change, from the God-oriented world views of the Middle Ages 
to the application of Newtonian scientific concepts in the eighteenth-century 
Enlightenment. Emphasis will be on the reading of original materials. Offered 
in alternate years. 
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HST 351 European Intellectual History (4 credits) 
since 1800 

New ways o£ thinking established by European intellectuals of the nineteenth 
and twentieth centuries, especially in their critiques of the traditional rationalist 
assumptions of earlier ages and the broad cultural implications of their evolu
tionary, utilitarian, or existentialist attitudes and beliefs. Emphasis will be on 
the reading of original materials. Offered in alternate yearS. 
HST 352 Kiev and Muscovy (4 credits) 
Russian history from the ninth to the seventeenth century with emphasis on the 
origins of the Kievan state and society, the struggle against the steppes, and the 
formation of a centralized Russia under the leadership of Moscow. Offered every 
third year. 
Prerequisite: HST 251. 
HST 353 Imperial Russia (4 credits) 
Russian history from Peter the Great to the Bolshevik Revolution: the growth of 
Russian national power, westernization, serfdom and revolution. Offered in alt
ernate years. 
Prerequisite: HST 251 or HST 252. 
HST 354 Soviet Russia (4 credits) 
Russia and the Soviet Union from 1917 to the present: revolution and civil war, 
collectivization and industrialization, Stalinism, World War II, de-Stalinization, 
the Soviet Union and the world communist movement. Offered in alternate 
Vea.rtl. 
Prerequisite: HST 252. 
HST 359 Russian Intellectual History (4 credits) 

to Peter the Great 
Main intellectual and cultural developments in Russia prior to Peter the Great. 
The Russian Church and religious thought, literature, and the development of 
political ideology will be emphasized. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: HST 251 or HST 252. 
HST 360 · Russian Intellectual History (4 credits) 

since Peter the Great 
Main intellectual and cultural developments since Peter the Great, with empha· 
sis on the nineteenth century. Particular attention is devoted to the slavophiles, 
the westernizers, the populists and socialists, and several of the great realistic 
writers. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: HST 251 or HST 252. 
HST 363 History of Southern South America (4 credits) 
The social, political and economic history of Argentina, Brazil and Chile in the 
nineteenth and twentieth centuries; frontier expansion and Indian warfare, slav
ery and Empire in Brazil, regionalism, and nationalism, industrialization and 
urbanization, and international relations. Offered each year. 

HST 365 The Response to European (4 credits) 
Colonialism 

A comparative examination of the responses of the peoples of Africa and Latin 
America to European expansion, with emphasis on such themes as accultura· 
t ion, resistance movements, nationalism, and modernization. Offered in alter
nate years. 
Prerequisite: AS 064 or AS 068. 

HST 366 Slavery and Race Relations (4 credits) 
in the New World 

A comparative approach to the study of slavery in North America, Latin Amer
ica, and thl! Caribbean, and to the present state o! race relations in three areas. 
Offered in alternate yearS. 
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HST 367 Pre-Columbian and Colonial Mexico (4 credits) 
The seope and achievements of pr~lumbian Indian civilizations; the Spanish 
Conquest and its aftermath, the emergence of a multiracial society, the rise of 
creole nationalism and the achievement of political independence. Offered each 
year. 

HST 370 China: Beginnings to Mid-T'ang, 
ca. 750 

(4 credits) 

China's prehistoric and classical foundations, the first phase of imperial unifica
tion, the Han intellectual and state synthesis, and the aftermath of Han collapse, 
with special attention given to the effects of Buddhist, foreign, and heterodox 
native influences in the subsequent development of the T'ang cosmopolitan univ
ersal state. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: AS 062. 

HST 371 China: Mid-T'ang to the Peak of (4 credits) 
Manchu Power, ca. 1800 

The institutional, intellectual, and aesthetic responses to the failure of T'ang 
cosmopolitanism, the elaboration of gentry economic controls, neo-Confucian or
thodoxy, the literati ethos, and Chinese accommodations to the problems of for
eign encroachment and foreign rule. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisite: AS 062. 

HST 373 Nineteenth Century China (4 credits) 
Imperial China during the half century preceding the Opium War of 1839-42, 
China's growing crisis in the context of the massive Western impact during the 
second half of the nineteenth century, and the collapse of the traditional Chinese 
order in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Offered each year. 
Prerequisite: AS 062. 

HST 374 Nationalism and Communism in China (4 credits) 
The patterns of revolutionary nationalism in China from 1919 to the present, 
focusing on the Nationalist (Kuomintang) and Communist periods. Offered each 
year. 
Prerequisite: AS 062. 

HST 375 Topics in Chinese (4 credits) 
Intellectual History 

A historical investigation into Chinese philosophy from its emergence in the 
sixth century B. C. to the ascendancy of Confucianism during the Former Han 
Dynasty (208 B. C.-6 A. D.). Offered each Winter Semester. 

HST 376 History of Chinese Communism (4 credits) 
1921 to the Present 

The Chinese Communist movement from its initial emergence in the wake of the 
May Fourth Movement of 1919 to the current period of reassessment and con
solidation following the Cultural Revolution of the late 1960's. The course will 
focus on the Chinese Communist Party, as the organizer and vanguard of a social 
revolutionary armed struggle for power up to 1949, and as the leadership core of 
the People's Republic of China since that time. 

HST 381 History of Early India (4 credits) 
The history of India from the most ancient times to the coming of the Mughals in 
the early years of the sixteenth century. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

HST 382 The Muslim Tradition in India (4 credits) 
and Pakistan 

The establishment of Muslim Power and culture in South Asia, its accommoda-
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tion with Hindu culture, the Mughal empire and its decline, and the rise of mod
ern Islamic nationalism, leading to the creation of Pakistan and Bangia Desh. 
Offered in alternate years. 

HST 383 British Imperialism and Hindu (4 credits) 
Nationalism in India, 1740-1947 

India's political revolution in gaining independence against British imperialism. 
In contrast with China, India's failure to achieve the revolution of social and 
economic demoeracy. 
HST 386 African Socialism (4 credits) 
The ideologies, tactics, and techniques of various recent socialist revolutions in 
Africa and the relation of African socialist aims to traditional and colonial 
Africa as well as to other forms of socialist thought and practice. Offered each 
year. 

HST 387 Northwestern Africa (The Maghrib) (4 credits) 
since 1830 

The Maghrib from the time of the French occupation to the present. Offered at 
irregular intervals. 

HST 388 Twentieth Century Africa (4 credits) 
African resistance and nationalist movements from 1875 to the present and the 
development of Pan-Africanism and Negritude in colonial and contemporary 
times. 
Prerequisite: AS 064 or HST 287. 

HST 391 Directed Readings in History (4, 8, or 12 credits) 
Independent but directed readings designed for junior and senior majors in fields 
of history in which advanced courses are not available. Offered each semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

HST 396 The Ancient Near East: 
The World of the Bible 

(4 credits) 

The historical, geographic, sociologic:a.l, and intellectual environment reflected in 
the Bible, ~nning with ancient Mesopotamian and Egyptian civilization and 
concluding w1th the Hellenistic period. Identical with CLS 396. Offered at irregu
lar intervals. 

HST 397 History of the Second Jewish (4 credits) 
Commonwealth 

The historical events from the return from Babylon to the end of the Second 
Commonwealth (538 B. C. to 70 A. D.), includin_g a consideration of the Great 
Assembly, the emergence of the syn~e1 the Sanhedrin and Jewish sects, the 
origins of Christianity, and Greek-Roman-Jewish relations. Identical with CLS 
397. Offered at irregular intervals. 

HST 398 The Jew in the Middle Ages (4 credits) 
Emphasizes relationships between Jews and political authorities, but covers 
changes in the emotional, religious, practical, and legal contest of Jewish life 
from the early Middle Ages to the sixteenth century. Offered in alternate years. 

HST 400 Seminar: Advanced Topics in History (4 credits) 
Reading, research, and discussion on a selected historical topic or period. Since 
topics will vary from semester to semester, students should consult the Sehedule 
of Classes every term. Offered each year. May be repeated for credit. 

HST 481 Seminar in Historiography (4 credits) 
Reading and research in topics ana)y%ing the literature of historical inquiry and 
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writing from the Greeks to the present. Offered irregularly. 
Prerequisites: Four history courses. 

HST 491 Directed Research in History (4, 8, or 12 credits) 
Directed individual research designed for advanced history majora. Offered each 
semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

Graduate Courses 

Most 300-level courses may be taken for graduate credit as 
500-level courses. For additional information about these 
courses, students should consult the Graduate Bulletin. 

The following courses are normally restricted to graduate stu
dents. 
HST 591 Directed Reading (4 credits) 

HST 600 Comprehensive Examination (2 credits) 

HST 601 Colloquium in American History (4 credits) 

HST 602 Colloquium in Latin American History (4 credits) 

HST 603 Colloquium in European History (4 credits) 

HST 604 Colloquium in African History (4 credits) 

HST 605 Colloquium in East Asian History (4 credits) 

HST 606 Colloquium in South Asian History (4 credits) 

HST 691 Seminar in American History (4 credits) 

HST 692 Seminar in Latin American History (4 credits) 

HST 693 Seminar in European History (4 credits) 

HST 694 Seminar in African History (4 credits) 

HST 695 Seminar in East Asian History (4 credits) 

HST 696 Seminar in South Asian History (4 credits) 
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PROFESSOR: William Schwab (linguistics and English) 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: Peter J. Binkert {linguistics and Classics); 
Daniel H. Fullmer (linguistics and English); Gayle H. Partmann 
(linguistics and Sociology and Anthropology) 

ASSOCIATED FACULTY:Prof.: Donald C. Hildum (Speech 
Communication and Linguistics); Assoc. Prof.: John W. Barthel (German 
and Linguistics); Don Iodice (French and Linguistics); Asst. Prof.: Carlo 
Coppola (Hindi-Urdu and Linguistics) 

Linguistics is concerned with the objective study of language, 
language history, comparison of languages, and with theories 
about human languages and their implications in language ac
quisition and learning theory. As recent research has indicated, 
linguistics plays a pivotal role in studies dealing with the nature 
of the mind. Rapid expansion of knowledge in linguistics has 
involved such fields as anthropology, computer and information 
science, language teaching, speech pathology, sociology, and di
alectology, and has produced the new disciplines of biolinguis
tics, mathematical linguistics, psycholinguistics, and sociolin
guistics as exciting and viable fields. 

The Department of Linguistics offers programs of study leading 
to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with a liberal arts major in 
linguistics, a secondary teaching major in language arts 
and concentrations in linguistics on a joint basis with certain 
other departments in the College of Arts and Sciences. Students 
majoring in linguistics may complete their general education re
quirements through courses chosen from departmental offer
ings, from University courses, or in Allport College, or New
Charter College. Programs should be developed in consultation 
with an adviser. 

The linguistics major at Oakland University, with its cross-disci
plinary thrust, is designed to serve students who desire a general 
education or who wish to teach as well as those who may be 
disposed to graduate work in linguistics and related fields .. For 
both groups it should provide a broad, yet rigorous, program in 
the nature of language and human behavior and give a deeper 
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comprehension of the instrument that uniquely distinguishes 
man from all other living things. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in Linguistics 

Ten courses (40 credits) are required: seven courses in linguistics 
and three courses in a cognate field. Two of the seven courses in 
linguistics should be at the 100 or 200 level. Required courses 
include LIN 301 and 302. At least two courses must be selected 
from LIN 403, 404, and 410. 

Foreign Language 

Unless a concentration in speech communication has been se
lected, a liberal arts major in linguistics must complete two 
years' study, or the equivalent, oi a foreign language, either 
classical or modern. The language requirement may be fulfilled 
by course work or examination demonstrating proficiency in the 
foreign language beyond the fourth semester level. Students for 
whom English is a second language may consider English as a 
foreign language for purposes of the language requirement. The 
department recommends that students who satisfy their lan
guage requirement with a modern Indo-European langage con
sider studying a classical language (Latin or Greek) or a non
Indo-European language (Swahili, Hebrew, or Chinese) in addi
tion. 

Cognates 

Cognates are available in the College of Arts and Sciences in the 
following fields: anthropology, classical languages, foreign lan
guages, philosophy, and psychology. There is also a group of cog
nate studies, which emphasizes computer science, available in 
the School of Engineering. Other fields or special combinations 
may be approved by consultation with the departments con
cerned. 

Cognaoos selected from anthropology should include a course 
in language in culture (LIN/ AN 276). Cognates in English 
should include studies in the history and the structure of Eng
lish (ENG 376 and 377). Cognates in classical languages and in 
modern languages should be in a second foreign language, not in 
the same immediate language family as that chosen to fulfill the 
requirements of the major. (No two modern Germanic or mod
ern Romance languages, for example, would be acceptable.) Cog
nates in psychology should include a course in the psychology of 
communication (PSY 435). Cognates in philosophy should in
clude a course in logic (PHL 370) and in philosophy of language 
(PHL 375). Some cognate courses, if carefully selected, may be 
used to fulfill general education distribution requirements. 
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LIBERAL ARTS MAJOR IN LINGUISTICS 
(A Typical Program) 

Semester l 
Learning Skills 
LIN176 
Distribution Requirement 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester3 
Linguistics cognate 
Foreign language (114) 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

SemesterS 
LIN301 
Foreign language (214) 
Linguistics cognate 
Elective 

Semester7 
LIN Elective 
LIN 403 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

Semester2 
Learning Skills 
LIN177 
Distribution Requirement 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester4 
Linguistics cognate 
Foreign language (115) 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

SemesterS 
LIN302 
Foreign language (215) 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

SemesterS 
LIN404 
Elective 
Elective 
Elective 

SECONDARY TEACHING MAJOR IN LANGUAGE ARTS 
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A new teacher education major is available through the Depart
ment of Linguistics, combining selected courses from linguistics, 
English, speech communication, and education. The program 
provides a sound basis for teaching writing and critical reading 
of literature and of exposition. Attention is placed on an objec
tive understanding of how language works so that the future 
teacher may effectively guide students towards improved com
munication. 

The program includes the study of social and geographical di
alects in the United States, the relationship of language to cul
ture and subculture, standard and non-standard English gram
mars, the teaching of reading and writing, oral skills, and 
methods in literary analysis, as well as a survey of important 
American and English authors. 

The Major Sequence 

A total of fifty-six (56) credits is required. This includes twenty
four (24} credits in linguistics (including grammar), sixteen (16) 
credits in English literature, four ( 4) credits in advanced com-
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position, four (4) credits in speech communication, and eight (8) 
credits in reading. The course pattern required is the following: 

I. Linguistics and Reading 
Linguistics 176 The Nature of Language: Its Humanity 

or 
Linguistics 276 Language in Culture 
Linguistics 277 Sound Patterns of American English 
Linguistics 301 Linguistic Structures 
Linguistics 404 Grammatical Analysis 
Linguistics 420 Linguistics and Reading 
Education 338 Teaching Reading in the Content Area 
One (1) elective in linguistics 

II. English and Speech 
English 140 Introduction to Literary Studies 
English 210 Fundamentals of Exposition 
English 224 American Writers: The 19th Century 

or 
English 225 
English 241 

American Writers: The 20th Century 
Chaucer, Shakespeare, Milton: Selected 
Works 

One (1) course in speech communication 
(SCN 201 or SCN 250 recommended) 

One (1) elective in the field of English 

III. Minor 
A teaching minor must be elected. It may be a straight mi
nor such as speech communication, or a group, or interdis
ciplinary, minor such as social studies. If an English minor 
is elected, students must take eight (8) additional credits in 
linguistics. 

Secondary Teaching Ma,·or 
A typical program, inc uding a minor in Social Sciences, 
follows: 

Semester 1 
Learning Skills 
LIN 176 (or 276 
English 140 
Distribution req.* 

Semester 3 
Education 244 
LIN 277 
English 210 
Soc. Sci. minor 

Cr. 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 

Semester 2 
Learning Skills 
LIN 207 
English 224 or 225 
Distribution req. * 
Semester 4 
Education 245 
LIN 301 
Soc. Sci. minor 
ELECTIVE 

Cr. 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 



Semester 5 
LIN elective 
English 241 
Speech Communication 
Soc. Sci. minor 

Semester 7 
Education 338 
LIN 420 
Soc. Sci. minor 
ELECTIVE 

4 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
4 
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Semester 6 
LIN 404 
English lit. elective 
Soc. Sci. minor 
ELECTIVE 

Semester 8 
Education 428 
Education 455 

*Distribution requirements would be satisfied as follows: 
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4 
4 
4 

4 
12 

3 courses in Letters (English literature) 12 credits 
3 courses in Social Sciences 12 credits 
2 courses distributed in two out of 

Arts, Natural Sciences, and Area Studies 8 credits 
32 credits 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

In line with recent developments in the University, exceptionally 
well qualified students may arrange, with advisers, special pro
grams involving linguistics and other subjects and differing 
from the prescribed course sequences they would normally take 
upon declaring a major. For example, a student interested in 
sociology, anthropology, and linguistics might wish to arrange a 
viable program that provides the proper academic depth and ap
propriate training in all three areas. A student may also elect to 
graduate with a double major, one in linguistics and one in an
other subject, where the cognate area may serve partially to ful
fill the requirements for the other major. Individual programs 
must be approved by a special adviser and the Committee on 
Instruction of the College of Arts and Sciences. 

The linguistics Major with a Concentration in 
Computer and Information Science 

A modified linguistics major with a concentration in computer 
and information science is available for interested students. The 
concentrati~n in computer and information science requires: 

(a) six courses (24 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) four courses (20 credits) in computer and information 

science. 

The courses in linguistics are the same as for the liberal arts 
major except that only one course at the 100 or 200 level is 
required. 
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The four courses in computer and information science must 
include CIS 182, CIS 183, CIS 382, and one elective. 

In addition, the linguistics major with a concentration in com
puter and information science requires a course in symbolic 
logic (PHL 370) and at least one year of a foreign language. 

The Linguistics Major with a Concentration in 
Speech Communication 

A modified linguistics major with a concentration in speech 
communication is available for interested students. The concen
tration in speech communication requires: 

(a) six courses (24 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) five courses (20 credits) in speech communication. 

The courses in linguistics must include LIN 301, two of LIN 
260, LIN 277, or LIN 335, two of LIN 401, LIN 404, or LIN 407, 
and one elective. 

The five courses in speech communication must include SCN 
201 and four electives, with SCN 303 highly recommended. 

Programs for Concentrations in Linguistics 

Concentrations in linguistics are available on a joint basis 
with other departments in the College of Arts and Sciences. A 
wide range of such combinations is possible: Students may ma
jor in classical languages, English, modern languages, philoso
phy, psychology, sociology, and anthropology and may concen
trate in linguistics at the same time. (Other majors may also be 
considered.) But the student must first be admitted to a depart
mental major and secondly be accepted into the concentration 
upon application to the Department of Linguistics. 

Major in Anthropology 

The linguistics concentration for the anthropology major re
quires: 

(a) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) five courses (20 credits) in anthropology. 

The courses in anthropology must include AN 101 and AN 102, 
and any other three courses in anthropology. The five courses in 
linguistics should include LIN 276, LIN 301, LIN 302, and two 
other courses in linguistics. 
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The linguistics concentration for the classics major requires: 
(a) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) five courses (20 credits) in classics. 
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The courses in classics should include two courses in the Latin 
language beyond Latin 215, two courses in the Greek language .fl 
(Greek 114 and Greek 115 or beyond) and one elective. 

Major in English 

The linguistics concentration for the English major requires: 
(a) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) six courses (24 credits) in English and American literature. 

The courses in literature must include ENG 140 and any other 
five courses in English literature. The five courses in linguistics 
should include LIN 301, LIN 302, LIN 403, LIN 404, and one 
elective, either in linguistics or a course in English language 
history or grammar, sue~ as ENG 376 or 377. 

Major in Modern Languages 
(French, German, Russian, Spanish) 

The linguistics concentration for the French, German, Russian, 
or Spanish major requires: 

(a) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) six courses (24 credits) in French, German, Russian, or Span
ish language and literature beyond FRH, GRM, RUS, or SPN 
215. 

The modern language requirements are FRH, GRM, RUS, or 
SPN 311-312, 371, 372, 461 and one other course at the 400 level. 
The five courses in linguistics should include LIN 301, LIN 302, 
LIN 403, LIN 404, and one elective. In addition, the modern lan
guage major must take FRH GRM, RUS, or SPN 365, the ap
plied linguistics of a particular foreign language. 

Major in Philosophy 

The linguistics concentration for a philosophy major requires: 
(a) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) six courses (24 credits) in philosophy. 

The six courses in philosophy• must include PHL 101, PHL 370, 
and PHL 375. The five courses in linguistics should include LIN 
301, LIN 404, and three other electives in linguistics. 
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Major in Psychology 

The linguistics concentration for a psychology major requires: 
(a) four courses (16 credits) in linguistics, and 
(b) six courses (24 credits) in psychology. 

Four of the six psychology courses must be PSY 146, PSY 252, 
PSY 351 or 352, and PSY 335. Arrangements may be made for 
a psycholinguistics major to substitute a linguistics or other cog
nate course for one of the unspecified psychology courses. The 
linguistics courses must include LIN 301 in addition to three 
other electives at the 300 and 400 level. 

Major in Sociology 

The linguistics concentration for the sociology major requires: 
(a) six courses (24 credits) in sociology, and 
(b) five courses (20 credits) in linguistics. 

The courses in sociology must include SOC 100 and SOC 310, 
and any other four courses in sociology, though AN 410 may be 
substituted for one course in sociology. 

The courses in linguistics must include LIN 276, LIN 301, LIN 
277 or LIN 401, and two other courses above the 300 level to be 
elected in consultation with the Linguistics Department adviser. 

LIN 176 The Nature of Language: (4 credits) 
Its Humanity 

An introduction to language as a conceptual system and the interrelationships 
of language and other cultural subsystems; social dialeetology and lexicography; 
non-systematic semantics, writing systems, and other topics related to the na
ture of language are examined. 

LIN 177 The Nature of Language: (4 credits) 
Its Organization 

An introduction to phonological, syntactic, and semantic systems; geographical 
dialects; the history of language; language II(QUisition and language universals. 

LIN 200 Topics in Linguistics (4 credits) 
Topics and problems selected by the Instructor. 

LIN 207 Semantics (4 credits) 
A study of the processes which occur when the mind makes meaningful interpre
tations of the signs and symbols of messages and languages. Identical with SCN 
207. 

LIN 260 Biolinguistics (4 credits) 
The biology of language: Animal communication and evolution of man's-capacity 
for language; development of language in normal and abnormal children; anat
omy of vocal and auditory apparatus; disorders of speech and hearing; genetic 
aspeets of language. 
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LIN 276 Language in Culture (4 credits) 
Language viewed as cultural behavior; its system, acquisition, and use; its rela
tion to history and world view; language as both a reflection of, and influence on, 
attitudes and behavior; standard languages, social dialects, pidgins, and creoles; 
writing systems. Identical with AN 276. 
Prerequisites: LIN 176, or AN 101, or AN 102, or permission of the Instructor. 

LIN 277 Sound Patterns of American English (4 credits) 
The fundamentals of articulatory phonetics with studies in American social and 
geographic dialects. 

LIN 301 Introduction to Linguistic (4 credits) 
Structures 

An introduction to synchronic linguistic analysis, with structural problems in 
natural languages. 
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LIN 302 Historical Linguistics (4 credits) 
Diachronic linguistic analysis: language change, dialect geography, establish
ment of genealogical relationships, the reconstruction of earlier stages of lan
guages, and the relationship of language change to synchronic analysis. 
Prerequisites: LIN 301 or equivalent. 

Prerequisites: LIN 301 or equivalent. 

LIN 335 Psycholinguistics (4 credits) 
A study of the psychology of language, the accommodation between tbe cognitive 
and physical structure of human beings and the structure of language, the na
ture of the language learning process, and the consequences of language use. 
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PROFESSORS: Harvey J. Arnold (on leave Fall1974); Louis R. Bragg; 
John W. Dettman; George F. Feeman; William C. Hoffman; 
G. Philip Johnson; James H. McKay; Harvey A. Smith 
(on leave Fall1974) 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Ronald A. DeVore; Jon Foremke1 

Donald G. Maim; Irwin Schochetman (on leave Winter 1974}; 
Yei-Chiang Wu; Alfred Bartolucci; Richard Ewing; Jerrold Grossman; 
Richard Molnar; Louis J. Nachman (on leave, 1974-5) 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: J. Curtis Chipman; Robert Fontenot; 
Gerald Garfinkel; Robert Sharpley 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTOR: Raymond P. Guzman (Learning Skills & 
Mathematics) 

The Department of Mathematics offers programs of study lead
ing to the degrees of Bachelor of Arts with a liberal arts major in 
mathematics, Bachelor of Arts with a secondary teaching major 
in mathematics, Master of Arts in mathematics, and Master of 
Arts in Teaching in mathematics. In addition, the Department 
offers courses which are required or are used as electives in 
other programs of the University. For further information on 
graduate programs of the Department, see the Graduate Bulle-
tin. 

Students electing the liberal arts major in mathematics or the 
secondary teaching major in mathematics may complete their 
general education requirement in the College of Arts and 
Sciences, in Allport College or in New-Charter College. They 
should make their choice in consultation with their departmen
tal adviser and with the head of their chosen college. 

A student with strong interest and ability in mathematics 
should consider taking MTH 190, 191, 290, and 291. (MTH 190 
and 191 are for freshmen; MTH 290 and 291 are for sophomores.) 
These courses, which are to be taken concurrently with calculus, 
are designed to provide the student with an opportunity to ex
perience mathematics on a more sophisticated level than is 
usually found in freshman and sophomore mathematics courses. 
The courses are independent of each other; a student may take 
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any one of them at the appropriate level without having taken 
any of the preceding ones. 

Whether they be liberal arts majors or secondary education 
majors in mathematics, students are encouraged to take applied 
courses both inside and outside the department to become ac
quainted with the numerous ways in which mathematics is 
used. The greater the familiarity with applications of mathe
matics, the greater will be the possibilities of employment in a 
world which is becoming more mathematics-oriented each year. 
Courses in statistics, combinatorial mathematics, mathematical 
methods in the social sciences, numerical analysis, operations 
rese2rch, and mathematical science should be given high prior
ity as electives within the major program. Concentrations or mi
nors, or possibly even a second major, are available in computer 
science, the life sciences, the physical sciences, engineering, eco
nomics and management, the social sciences, and linguistics. 
For convenience, partial listings of suggested courses for various 
applied options are given below. Mathematics majors are advised 
to speak to department faculty before planning their programs. 

Proficiency Examinations and Advanced Placement 

Well-prepared freshmen who intend to major in mathematics 
should plan to take MTH 154 as early as possible. A proficiency 
examination will be given by the Department of Mathematics, 
and students judged ready for calculus may enroll in MTH 154. 
Others must first pass MTH 132-133 or one of the options listed 
under MTH 134; the Department of Mathematics will recom
mend the proper precalculus course in such cases for the individ
ual student. MTH 132-133 may be taken only with the permis
sion and advice of the Department of Mathematics. 

' 
Students -vho have not had trigonometry should plan to take a 

precalculus course before enrolling in MTH 154, regardless of 
the results of the proficiency examination. 

Freshmen who have had calculus in high school may apply to 
the Department for advanced placement. Those having scores of 
4 or 5 on the College Entrance Examination Board advanced 
placement test will receive credit for MTH 154-155. Others, in
cluding those with scores of 3, will receive credit or advanced 
placement as deemed appropriate for their backgrounds. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in 
Mathematics 

Forty (40) credits in mathematics are required for the major. 
Each student must take one of MTH 331, 351, or 451, and one of 
MTH 375 or 475 in his/her program. 
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The honors courses MTH 190, 191, 290, and 291 may count 
toward the major as separate one-credit courses. Apart from 
these honors courses only MTH 154, 155-, 254, 255, 322 and 
courses with MTH 254 as prerequisite may be used to satisfy the 
major requirement. 

Two science courses (8 credits) are required; these are to be 
taken in the same department. Four courses (16 credits) in a 
subject related to mathematics are also required. (These courses 
must be taken in a single area.) If they are taken in a science 
they may be used simultaneously to satisfy the requirement in 
science. 

Students planning to do graduate work in mathematics should 
take MTH 451 and MTH 475 in preference to MTH 351 and MTH 
375. In addition, they should take MTH 452, 461, 476, and as 
many other mathematics courses, including courses at the 500 
level, as their programs permit. 

Students who are planning to do graduate work in mathemat
ics should be aware that many graduate programs require read
ing knowledge of at least one foreign language for study beyond 
the master's degree level; it is important that such students in
clude language study in their undergrate program. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Major 
in Mathematics 

Course Requirements: 

Thirty-six (36) credit hours of course work in mathematics are 
required. Twenty-four hours (six courses) are required as fol
lows: 

2 semesters of elementary calculus (MTH 154-155) 
1 semester of linear algebra (MTH 254) 
1 semester of analysis (MTH 331 3.51, or 451) 
1 semester of abstract algebra (MTH 375 or 475) 
1 semester of geometry (MTH 361) 

The other twelve houri may be chosen from among MTH 255 
(Multivariable Calculus) or the Department offerings number
ing 322 or above. Each student must select one of MTH 322, 325, 
or 335 as part of his/her program. Only those courses which 
satisfy the liberal arts major in mathematics may be used to 
satisfy this requirement. 

A minor of 20 or 24 credits is required. If the minor is taken in 
one department, five courses (20 credits) are required. If the mi
nor is taken in an area, six courses are required. Courses may be 
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used to satisfy simultaneously minor requirements and distri
bution requirements. 

It is recommended that secondary majors take a course on 
reading at the secondary level with specific work on reading 
problems in mathematics, a course on learning theory, and a 
course on child growth and development with emphasis on the 
teenage years. 

Methods and Internship: 

Secondary Education mathematics majors are invited to partici
pate in tutorial efforts as early as the sophomore year. The re
quirements are as follows: 

1. Sophomore and/or Junior Year 

a. Students take Ed 244-245 (8 credits total) 

b. Students provide tutorial assistance at Oakland, with 
guidance from Math. faculty, in courses such as MTH 120, 
132, 133, 134, or the Skills Development Center. Each stu
dent in the program must register for MTH 497 Appren
tice Teaching for four ( 4) credits either in the fall or winter 
term. 

c. Winter term, Junior year (or after the accumulation of 80 
credits toward graduation). Each student in the program 
must register for Ed 428 Math Methods (4 credits), a com
bination of methods work at Oakland and tutorial work in 
selected public schools, the latter with guidance from 
teachers in those schools. 

2. Senior year (or after the accumulation of 96 credits toward 
graduation)- Fall Term Only. 

Students do internship in the field. Each student will spend a 
full semester as an intern. A weekly seminar at Oakland will be 
required with this internship. Each student will receive 12 cred
its for the semester under Ed 455 Math Internship. 
Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Minor 
in Mathematics · 

Five courses (20 credits) in mathematics are required, including 
MTH 154-155. It is recommended that the other courses be se
lected from MTH 226, 255, 322, 325, 326, 331, 335, 336, 351, 355, 
361, and 372, 373, 375, 415, and 422. (Only MTH 154, 155, and 
courses with MTH 155 as a prerequisite may be used to satisfy 
this requirement, except that the sequence MTH 190, 191, 290, 
291 or four 1-(!redit courses can be substituted for one 4-(!redit 
course.) 
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Suggestions For Applied Course Options For 
Mathematics Majors 

There are several applied options in the form of course combina
tions open to mathematics majors within the Mathematics De
partment as well as in other departments. To make students 
more aware of their existence, they are mentioned here. These 
options exercised in various combinations can enhance greatly a 
student's mathematical versatility, flexibility, and employabil
ity. In order to get the best combinations to fit their interests, 
students are advised to consult Department faculty members be
fore planning their programs. 
A. Mathematical Science 

1. Statistics and Probability 
Statisticians do a variety of things from collection of data 
to development of mathematical models of random pheno
mena. Their activities are as applied or as theoretical as 
they desire. They can make contributions in the physical 
sciences, the social sciences, public health, insurance, man
agement, public works, and other areas including theoreti
cal statistics. 
Suggested Courses: MTH 226, 325, 326, 425, 525, 526 

2. Operations Research 
Operations Research is the application of mathematical 
and scientific techniques to the problems of organizations. 
Students interested in this area should consider taking 
courses in engineering, economics, and management as 
well. 

Suggested Courses: MTH 322, 422, 463, 543, 544 

3. Mathematical Science 
Mathematical science is the study of dynamical systems 
and the fundamental mathematical structures of the physi
cal, life, and social sciences. 

Suggested Courses: MTH 331, 355, 431, 435, 465. 541. 542 

B. Computer and Information Science 

The computer is with us. The science of computing is open for 
development. Those involved in it place mathematical activity in 
the context of science as they make experimental and theoretical 
attacks on a wide variety of problems. 

For students majoring in mathematics, the requirements for 
the Concentration in Computer Science are 16 credits in Com-
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puter and Information Science (CIS) courses and four courses 
chosen from among MTH 322, MTH 325-326, MTH 331 or 351, 
MTH 335-336, or their 400-level equivalents. At least one 2-term 
sequence is required. The mathematics courses taken may also 
be used to satisfy some of the requirements of the liberal arts or 
secondary education major in mathematics. It is recommended 
that the sequence CIS 180-181-382 be completed early in the pro
gram. 

Students should note that MTH 263 Discrete Mathematics is 
on the list of required courses for the CIS major. 

C. Natural Sciences and Engineering 

1. Biological Sciences 

Some areas of biology are greatly expanded and improved 
by knowledge and proper use of appropriate mathematical 
methods, and a few are quite dependent on mathematics. 
Mathematical biology has arisen in recent years from the 
cross-breeding of the two areas. It deals with the mathe
matical interpretation of biological processes in physiology, 
genetics, ecology, and other areas. 

Suggested Courses: BIO 104-105, 108, 221, 225, 341, 473 

2. Physics 

Many opportunities are available to persons who can com
bine mathematics and physics. They can use their talents 
toward the solution of a wide variety of problems in the 
physical sciences and technology. 

Suggested Courses: PHY 151-152, 331, 361, 371, 381, 482, 
562 

3. Chemistry 

Mathematics and chemistry come together in a variety of 
ways, particularly in the areas of physical and analytical 
chemistry. Problems related to electron transfer are of spe
cial interest. 

Suggested Courses: CHM 115, 305, 324, 344, 345, 422, 444 
4. Engineering 

Mathematics and engineering have a large common ground 
in the areas of electronics and control, electromagnetics, 
energy flows and materials science. They complement each 
other strongly in computer and information science and in 
operations research. The latter refers to the process of d~
veloping theories and techniques to analyze mathematical 
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models of real world phenomena, both random and deter
ministic. 

Suggested Courses: EGR 215, 225, 344, 345, 361, 425, 427, 
431, 455, 448, 461 

D. Economics and Management 

This general area is concerned with the application of mathe
matical methods to the solution of problems in areas such as 
inventory control, investment c.nalysis, production control, mar
keting research, actuarial science, and economic analysis. 

Suggested Courses: MGT 200, 330, 340, 402, 405, 422 
ECON 100, 216, 217, 300, 350, 405 

E. The Social Sciences 

1. Sociology and Anthropology 
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Those interested in mathematical applications to sociology 
and anthropology deal with problems involving population 
analysis, human behavior, group characteristics for various 
socio-economic levels, and such things. The hybrid field 
mathematical sociology is relatively new on the scene and 
is open for development. 

Suggested Courses: SOC 100, 201, 202, 205, 231, 255 
AN 102, AN 221, AN 315 

2. Psychology 

Mathematical psychology is yet another hybrid field which 
has come into existence in recent years. Of special interest 
to teachers of mathematics or those interested in mathe
matics education within this broad field is the rapid growth 
of learning theory. Theories of learning mathematics are 
under intensive study and development at the present time. 

Suggested Courses: PSY 146, 335, 351, 352, 355, 435, 541, 
551 

Mathematics has also found its way into political science and 
other social sciences. It has been known to provide a solid foun
dation for law school. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 

Students should realize that while the Department will make 
every attempt to adhere to the scheduling of courses as pre
sented in this catalog, special circumstances may occasionally 
necessitate changes. They should further realize that the pro
gram is constantly under review toward improvement and up-
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dating of courses and options and thus the catalog may not be 
completely accurate because of timing. In such instances supple
mentary documents will be prepared and made available by the 
Department. Finally, on occasion some courses will be offered at 
times other than those indicated including, in particular, the 
Spring and Summer sessions. 
MTH 120 Preparation for Mathematics for (4 credits) 

the Life and Social Sciences 
A one-semester study of topics from algebra and geometry needed for entry into 
MTH 121 or MTH 123. Graded on an SIN basis. Requires permission of the 
Department. 

MTH 121-122 Introductory Mathematics (4 credits each) 
for the Social Sciences 

Mementary set theory, number systems, functions, linear systems, linear pro
gramming, matrices, and the basic concepts, theorems, and applications of 
calculus. 
Prerequisites: Three years of high school mathematics. 

MTH 123-124 Introductory Mathematics (4 credits each) 
for the Life sciences 

Emphasis on topics from elementary probability theory, statistics, and elemen
tary calculus with applications to biological problems. Introduction to the com
puter. 
Prerequisites: Three years of high school mathematics. 

MTH 125 Introduction to Probability and (4 credits) 
Statistics 

Elementary set theory, samplf! spaces, combinatorics, random variables, Che
byshev's inequality, Bernoulli trials, binomial distribution, joint distributions, 
and introduction to statistics. 
Prerequisites: Three years of high school mathematics. 

MTH 127-128 Mathematics Laboratory (0, 1,2 credits each) 
Two-hour weekly laboratory to accompany courses on mathematics for the life 
sciences (MTH 123-124) or the social sciences (MTH 121-122), respectively. 
Graded SIN. Credits applicable to graduation but not the major. 

MTH 132-133 Precalculus (4 credits each) 
A one or two semester study, as needed, of material required for entry into MTH 
134 or MTH 154, including selected topics from alegbra, geometry and trigono
metry. Graded on an S/N bas;"· Requires permission of the Department. 

MTH 134 Precalculus Mathematics (2-3-4 credits) 
A self-paced student-professor contract course covering material needed as a 
prerequisite to MTH 154-155. Course topics include algebraic manipulation, an
alytic geometry, elementary algebraic functions, exponential and logarithmic 
functions, trigonometric functions. Students placing in MTH 134 must complete 
one of the following 4-credit options before taking MTH 154: 1) MTH 134 (4 
credits), 2) MTH 134 (3 credits), MTH 136 (1 credit), 3) MTH 134 (2 credits), MTH 
135 (1 credit), MTH 136 (1 credit). Graded S/N. 
Prerequisite: Placement is determined by proficiency examination. 

MTH 135 Elementary Functions (1 credit) 
A continuation of Math 134 for those students receiving 2 credits in Math 134. 
A study of functions and their properties including algebraic functions, exlJI)nen
tial and logarithmic functions. Usually taken concurrently with MTH .136. 
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Prerequisite: MTH 134 (2 eredits) or satisfactory performance on plaeement ex
amination. 
MTH 136 Trigonometric Fundions (1 credit) 
A continuation of Math 134 for those students receiving 3 credits in MTH 134 or 
may be taken concurrently with MTH 135. A study of the trigonometric func
tions. Graded SIN. 
Prerequisite: MTH 134 (3 credits), satisfactory performance on proficiency ex
amination, or may he taken concurrently with 14TH 135. 

MTH 1 54-155 Calculus (4 credits each) 
A comprehensive study of analytic geometry ,limits, differentiation and integra
tion of functions of one real variable. Each is offered in the Fall and Wmter 
Semesters; MTH 155 is also offered in the Spring Session. 
Prerequisites: One of the options listed in MTH 134 or satisfactory performanee 
on a proficiency examination. 

MTH 157-158 Mathematics Laboratory (0,1,2 credits each) 
Two-hour weekly laboratory to aeoompany .MTH 154-155 (Calculus), respec
tively. Graded SIN. Credits applicable to graduation but not the maJor. 
MTH 185-186 Mathematics-an (4 credits each) 

Exploration into Undergraduate Topics 
An introduction to topies selected from probability, calculus, linear algebra, 
group theory, number theory, abstract algebra, topology, projective geometry, 
logic and foundations. The student will be expected to acquire familiarity and 
experience with abstract reasoning as it is applied in various areas of mathemat
ics. 
Prerequisites: Three years of high school mathematics and permission of the 
instructor. 
MTH 190 Topics in Mathematics (1 credit) 
Intended to provide the superior student with an introduction to the type of 
abstract reasoning used in advanced courses in mathematics. The course will be 
organized around one or more topics chosen from various areas of mathematics. 
Enrollment is limited to freshmen. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. MTH 15(, 155, 25(, or 255 must be 
taken concurrently. 
MTH 191 Topics in Mathematics (1 credit) 
Similar to MTH 190. Enrollment limited to freshmen. Offered in the Winter 
Semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. .MTH 155, 254, or 255 must be taken 
concurrently. 
MTH 226 Applied Statistics (4 credits) 
Introduction to statistics as applied to the physical, biological, and social 
sciences and to engineering. Applications of special distributions, non-paramet
ric techniques. Regr~ion analysis, and analysis of varianee. 
Prerequisite: MTH 122, MTH 124 or MTH 1M. 
MTH 254 Intermediate Calculus and (4 credits) 

Linear Algebra 
An introduction to linear analysis. Vectors, linear equations, linear transforma
tions, matrices, determinants, eigenvalues, linear differential equations. Offered 
in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: MTH 155. 
MTH 255 ·Intermediate Calculus (4 credits) 
A study of infinite series, multiple integration, differential calculus of scalar and 
·1ector fields, line and surface integrals. Offered in the Fall and Winter 
Semesters. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 
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MTH 257-258 Mathematics Laboratory (0, 1,2 credits each) 
Two-hour weekly laboratory to accompany MTH 254-255 (Linear Algebra and 
Calculus), respectively. Graded SIN. Credits applicable to graduation but not the 
major. 

MTH 263 Discrete Mathematics (4 credits) 
An introduction to discrete mathematical structures with particular emphasis 
on their application to computer and information science. Topics will be drawn 
from the areas of set theory and relations, Boolean algebras, strings, and graphs. 
Some prior programming experience is recommended. Course is required for CIS 
majors. 
Prerequisite: MTH 121 or MTH 154. 

MTH 290 Topics in Mathematics (1 credit) 
Similar to MTH 190. Enrollment limited to sophomores. Offered in the Fall 
Semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. MTH 254 or 255 must be taken 
concurrently. 

MTH 291 Topics in Mathematics (1 credit) 
Similar to MTH 190. Enrollment limited to sophomores. Offered in the Winter 
Semeeter. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. MTH 255 must be taken concur
rently. 

MTH 301 Elementary Set Theory and 
Arithmetic 

(2 credits) 

Set notation, subsets, union, intersection, cartesian product, Venn diagrams. 
Arithmetic of fractions, laws of signs. Solving linear equations in one variable. 
Enrollment is limited to majors in elementary education. Graded SIN. 
Prerequisite: Admission by Placement Exam. 

MTH 310 The Integers (2 credits) 
Ordinary and exotic algorithms for addition, subtraction, multiplication, and 
division. Radix Theory, historical numeration systems. Mathematics laboratory 
project. Enrollment is limited to majors in elementary education. 
Prerequisite: Appropriately high score on placement exam or MTH 301. 

MTH 311 The Rationals (2credits) 
The divisibility properties of the integers, primes, composites, units, the division 
algorithm. Rational numbers, equivalence of rational numbers, and operations 
on rational numbers. Various representations, including decimals, for rational 
numbers and algorithms for operating with these representations. Mathematics 
laboratory project. Enrollment is limited to majors in elementary education. 
Prerequisite: MTH 310. 

MTH 312 Intuitive Euclidean Geometry (2 credits) 
Basic notions-points, lines, planes, anKles, parallelism and perpendicularity, 
elementary geometry of the triangle, similarity, circles and regular polygons, 
figures in three-space. Mathematics laboratory project. Enrollment is limited to 
majors in elementary education. 
Prerequisite: MTH 301 or appropriately high score on placement exam. 

MTH 313 Geometry, Statistics, Probability (2 credits) 
Length, area, and volume. Measures of central tendency and dispersion, graphi
cal representation, the addition and multiplication principles of counting, proba
bilities of simple events. Mathematics laboratory project. Enrollment is limited 
to majors in elementary education. 
Prerequisite: MTH 312. 
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(4 credits) 

Formulation in mathematical terms of phenomena from the social seienees, solu
tion of the resulting mathematical problems, and the interpretation of results. 
Models will be drawn from economic theory, ecology, theoretical sociology, and 
management science. 
Prerequisites: MTH 122 or 154 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 325-326 Introduction to (4 credits each) 
Mathematical Statistics 

A study of random variables and distributions, random samplin~S, point estima
tion, interval estimation, tests of hypotheses, regression, and diStribution-free 
methods. The theory is illustrated through applications to various fields. 
Prerequisite: MTH 255. 

MTH 331 Advanced Calculus (4 credits) 
Review of vectorial concepts and formalism. Differential calculus of R n. Differ
ential forms, vector integral theorems, and Stokes' Theorem. Advanced topics in 
infinite series. Improper integrals and Laplace transforms. Computational as 
well as theoretical aspects will be emphasized. (This is an applied math alterna
tive to MTH 351.) 
Prerequisites: MTH 254 or MTH 255. 

MTH 335-336 Introduction to (4 credits each) 
Numerical Analysis 

An introduction to mathematical methods appropriate to computer work. Topics 
treated include interpolation, approximation, quadrature, solution of differen
tial equations, and matrix computation. 
Prerequisites: MTH 254 for 335; MTH 255 for 336. 

MTH 351 Introduction to Analysis (4 credits) 
A development of the properties of functions of one real variable, including a 
study of sequences, limits, continuity, differentiation, and integration. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 

MTH 352. Complex Variables (4 credits) 
Analytic functions, integral theorems, series expansions, and theory of residues. 
Prerequisite: MTH 255. 

MTH 355 Ordinary Differential (4 credits) 
Equations With Applications 

First order equations, systems of equations of first order, linear equations, 
power series methods, linear second order equations, self-adjoint equations. 
Prerequisites: MTH 254 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 361 Geometric Structures (4 credits) 
A study of topics from Euclidean geometry, projective geometry, non-Euclidean 
geometry, and transformation geometry. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 

MTH 372 Number Theory (4 credits) 
Number-theoretic functions, diophantine equations, congruences, and quadratic 
residues. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 

MTH 373 Advanced Matrix Algebra (4 credits) 
Matrices, determinants, inverse matrix, linear systems, matrix calculus, Jordan 
forms, special matrices, with applications. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 
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MTH 375 Introduction to Abstract (4 credits) 
Algebra -

An introduction to the basic concepts of abstract algebra, including groups, 
rings, and fields. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 

MTH 405 Special Topics (2 or 4 credits) 
Advanced study of some topic in mathematics. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 410 Elementary School Mathematics (4 credits) 
and the Computer 

Selected topics in mathematics useful to elementary sehool teachers in line with 
current curriculum developments. Computer assisted programs will be empha
sized. 
Prerequisites: MTH 314, or permission of tire Department. Enrollment is limited 
to majors in elementary education with a math/science concentration. 

MTH 41 S Foundations of Mathematics (4 credits) 
An examination of the logical foundations of mathematics including analysis of 
the axiomatic method, basic set theQry, cardinal and ordinal numbers, and the 
axiom of choice 
Prerequisites: MTH 351 or MTH 451 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 416 Concepts of Geometry (4 credits) 
A development of geometry from an algebraic and metric viewpoint, concentrat
ing on Euclidean geometry. Especially appropriate for Master of Arts in Teach
ing candidates. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 422 Mathematical Methods in (4 credits) 
Operations Research 

Decision problems in operations research, classical optimization techniques, 
mathematical programming, queueing thoory, game theory and decision mak
ing, gral?hs and networks. 
Prerequisites: MTH 331, MTH 373, or permission of the Department. 

MTH 425 Probability (4 credits) 
Combinatorial analysis, conditional probability, random 'iariables, generating 
functions, recurrent events, random walk problems, Markov chains, and stochas
tic processes. 
Prerequisites: MTH 325 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 431 Methods of Mathematical (4 credits) 
Physics 

Series solution o! ordinary differential equations, special functions, separation 
of variables in various coordinate systems, boundary value problems, eigenvalue 
problems, Fourier series and integrals, Laplaee transforms. 
Prerequisite: MTH 255. 

MTH 435 Introduction to Mathematical (4 credits) 
Science 

The alegbraic structures of scientific phenomena. Differential equations and dy
namical systems. Partial differential equations of the physical and life seiences. 
Introduction to mathematical modeling. 
Prerequiste: MTH 255. 
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MTH 451-452 Analysis (4 credits each) 
An introductory course in real analysis. Topics covered include the topology of 
R!'., limits, continuity, differentiation, Riemann integration, uniform continuity 
and convergence, Riemann-Stieltjes integration, and differentiation and integra
tion in ~ .. MTH 451 is offered in the Fall Semester; MTH 452 is offered in the 
Winter Seme~~ter. 
Prerequisite: MTH 255. 

MTH 461 General Topology (4 credits) 
A study of topological spaces and continuous functions. Separation and counta
bility 8roperties, connectedness, compactness, and local properties will be cov
ered. ffered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisites: MTH 351 or MTH 451 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 463 Graph Theory and Combinatorial (4 credits) 
Mathematics 

An introductory course in combinatorics. Topics covered will include techniques 
of enumeration, fundamental concepts of graph theory, and applications to 
transport networks, matching theory, and block design. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. . 

MTH 465 Differential Geometry (4 credits) 
Theory of curves and surfaces in Euclidean space with an introduction to the 
theory of matrix Lie groups. 
Prerequisite: MTH 255. 

MTH 475-476 Abstract Algebra (4 credits each) 
Algebra of sets and mappings, groups and homomorphisms, rings and ideals, 
factorization and divisibility, vector spaces, linear transpormations, fields and 
field extensions. MTH 475 is offered in the Fall Semester; MTH 476 is offered in 
the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254. 

MTH 490 Independent Study (2 or 4 credits) 
Research on some mathematical topic. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 497 Apprentice College (2 or 4 credits) 
Teaching 

Open to any well-qualified upperelassman who obtains consent of a faculty 
member to assist in presenting a regular college course. The apprentice should 
be capable of assuming limited classroom teaching duties. Required of secondary 
education math majors. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 505 Special Topics (4 credits) 
Study of selected topics at the graduate level. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 510 The Secondary Mathematics (4 credits) 
Curriculum 

This is a seminar course which will examine in depth some of the problems of 
the secondary mathematics curriculum. Topics discussed will be determined 
jointly by the instructor and the students. Emphasis will be in the role and 
responsibility of the secondary teacher in developing the curriculum. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 
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MTH 511 Mathematics for the Elementary 
School Teacher I 

(4 credits) 

Study of the structure of the real number system, elementary number theory, 
introduction to abstract mathematical structures. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 512 Mathematics for the (4 credits) 
Elementary School Teacher II 

Study of set theory, logic, probability theory, statistics, and topics in geometry. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 513 Topics in Elementary School (4 credits) 
Mathematics 

Topics in elementary mathematics selected in keeping with the latest trends in 
elementary school curriculum reform. Methods of teaching these topics are stud
ied simultaneously with the topics themselves for the purpose of creating appro
priate curriculum and testing materials. 
Prerequisites: MTH 314, 315, and 316 or MTH 511 and 512 or permission of the 
Department. 

MTH 514 Concepts in Abstract Algebra (4 credits) 
Designed for Master of Arts in Teaching candidates, Includes topics from 
groups, rings, fields, matrices, linear transformations, and v~tor spaces, Of
fered every other year. Alternates with MTH 517. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 516 Computers and Secondary (4 credits) 
Mathematics 

This course is an introduction to the computer with emphasis on use of the com
puter in secondary mathematics courses, along with selected mathematics labo
ratory activities. Especially appropriate for Master of Arts in Teaching Candi
dates. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 517 Concepts in Analysis (4 credits) 
Designed for Master of Arts in Teaching candidates. Includes a study of real and 
complex numbers, functions, limits, differentiation, integration, and infinite se
ries, with emphasis on careful proofs of theorems. Offered every other year. 
Alternates with MTH 514. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 519 Linear Mathematics and 
Mathematical Models 

(4 credits) 

This course will include topics from linear algebra, game theory, and linear pro
gramming with applications to the social sciences. Especially appropriate for 
Master of Arts in Teaching candidates. 
Prerequisites: MTH 254 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 525-526 Probability and (4 credits each) 
Statistics 

Combinatorial analysis, random variables, central limit theorem, recurrent 
events, distribution theory, sampling, statistical estimation, hypothesis testing, 
regression analysis, analysis of variance, and applications. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 531 Mathematical Methods in (4 credits) 
Engineering I 

Vector spaces and matrices, eigE:nvalue problems, applications to systems of dif
ferential equations, numerical method' in linear algebra. Infinite series, Taylor's 
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~rielJ, J)Qwer series methods in differential equations. Offered in the Fall Semes
ter. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department 

MTH 532 Mathematical Methods in (4 credits) 
Engineering II 

Functions of several variables, vector field theory, partial differential equations, 
ooundary value problems, Fourier series, and Fourier integrals. Offered in the 
Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 541-542 Advanced Mathematical (4 credits each) 
Science 

Structure of dynamical systems. Application to mechanics, wave motion, diffu
sion, and statistical mechanics. Dynamical systems and control theory in eco
nomics and the life sciences. Fundamental mathematical structures of the physi
cal, life, and social sciences. The role of probability and statistical inference. 
Prerequisites: MTH 465 or permission of the Department. 

MTH 543-544 Advanced Operations (4 credits each) 
Research I, II 

Convexity and optimization: Mathematical programming. Dynamic program
ming and the calculus of variations. Graph theory and networks. Game Theory. 
Queueing theory. The first term will be devoted to programming; the second 
term, to the other topics listed. Offered upon sufficient demand. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MTH 551-552 Real Analysis (4 credits each) 
The general theory of measure and integration, including development of the 
Lebesque integral, the classical Banach spaces, and elements of functional anal
ysis. 
Prerequisite: MTH 452. 

MTH 555-556 Complex Analysis (4 credits each) 
Analytic functions, Cauchy's theorem, representation theorems, analytic contin
uation, Riemann surfaces, conformal mapping. 
Prerequisite: MTH 452 

MTH 561-562 Topology (4 credits each) 
MTH 561 is an introduction to algebraic topology. To?ics covered include elem
entary homotopy and homology theory. MTH 562 w11! cover various topics in 
algebraic and general topology at the discretion of the instructor. 
Prerequisites: MTH 476 and MTH 461. 

MTH 571-572 Algebra (4 credits each) 
Group theory, rings and modules, linear and multilinear algebra, and field ex
tensions. Emphasis is placed, where possible, on categorical properties and func
torial relationships. 
Prerequisite: MTH 476. 

MTH 590 Directed Reading and (2, 4, 6, or 8 credits) 
Research 

PreNquisite: Permission of the Department. 
MTH 614 History of Mathematics (4 credits) 
Mathematics from ancient to modern times, its growth, development, and place 
in man's culture. Designed for MAT candidates. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 
MTH 625 Probability and Statistics (4 credits) 
Sample spaces, combinatorics, random variables, Chebyshev's inequality, Ber-
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noulli trials, binominal and normal distributions, joint distributions, introduc
tion to statistics. Selected mathematics laboratory activities. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 
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The aim of the modern language curriculum is to help students 
acquire competence in the language of a given country and, 
through the study of its literature and civilization, to acquaint 
them with the cultural background of that country. It also pre
pares students for professional graduate work, for teaching at 
the secondary and elementary levels, and for careers in the busi
ness world or government service. 

Students whose main interests lie in other fields may wish to 
investigate the advantages of combining them with competence 
in a foreign language. There are standard concentrations with 
Economics/Management and Linguistics." Such other majors as 
Area Studies, Political Science, English Literature, Art and Mu
sic are obviously enriched by a thorough knowledge of a foreign 
language. Students interested in study aboard, graduate work, 
or non-~cademic careers may get assistance in the Department 
from special advisors who are familiar with the possibilities in 
these areas. 
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A variety of approaches is used. In classes aimed at developing 
ability to speak, read, and write, instruction is integrated with 
work in a complete language laboratory. Most intermediate and 
advanced courses are conducted in the language concerned. 
There are courses where attention is focused on reading. Be
cause in these courses no time is devoted to aural comprehen
sion, writing, or speaking, progress in the single remaining skill 
can be much faster. 

The selection of language to study should be a reasoned, not 
a random one. It is usually best to continue with a language 
studied in high school. However, if students wish to learn alan
guage not widely taught at the secondary level, they should not 
hesitate to change. Those who need advice about these choices 
are urged to consult with a member of the Department. 

Placement Examinations 

Two language tests are administered by the Orientation Office. 
The Modern Language Aptitude Test is designed to indicate 
aural ability. Test results are used in helping students to select 
the 101 or 114 series courses in French, German, and Spanish. 
Students who enter Oakland University with previous work in 
French, German, or Spanish should take the placement test 
administered during the summer orientation. It tests skills ac
quired in the specific foreign language and helps to insure pro
per placement. Students are urged to consult with a member of 
the Department of Modern Languages about the results of the 
examination. 

Programs of Study 

The Department of Modern Languages and Literatures offers 
programs of study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with 
the following majors: the liberal arts major in a modern lan
guage; the liberal arts major in a modern language with a con
centration in linguistics, area studies or economics/manage
ment; the liberal arts majors in Chinese language and 
civilization, in Latin American languages and civilization, and in 
Russian language and civilization; and the secondary teaching 
major in a modern language. The Department also offers a sec
ondary teaching minor in a modern language and a modern lan
guage concentration for the elementary teacher. Students may, 
with the aid of an advisor, plan individual programs to satisfy 
the degree requirements 
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Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major 
in a Modern Language 

The requirement is 36 credits beyond 215 in the chosen language, 
its culture, and its literature. Ordinarily these include two sequ
ences, Composition and Conversation 311-312 and Introduction 
to Literature 371-372 (the sequences may be taken concur
rently), and five advanced courses at the 300-499 level. German 
majors are expected to take ENG 140 in their second or third 
year. Students are urged to elect courses in other literatures, 
history, philosophy, art, linguistics, and area studies related to 
their major. Those planning to do graduate work are strongly 
urged to begin study of a second language to be recommended by 
the Department. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in a 
Modern Language with a Concentration in 
Linguistics 

A modified major in a modern language with a concentration in 
linguistics is available for interested students. There are concen
trations in French and linguistics, German and linguistics, Rus
sian and linguistics, and Spanish and linguistics. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in a 
Modern Language with a concentration in 
Economics/ Management 

A major in a modern language with a concentration in Econom
ics/Management is available for interested students. It includes 
24 credits in the language beyond 215; ECN 100 and 101; MGT 
200; ECN/MGT 323 or 423. MGT 330 is desirable but not re
quired. There is a corequisite of two courses (8 credits) chosen 
from Civilization, History, Area Studies, Political Science, Tran
slation. The advanced language courses and corequisites must be 
chosen in consulation with a departmental advisor. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major in 
Chinese Language and Civilization 

The requirement in Chinese for this major is 36 credits, ordinar
ily CHE 114-115, 214-215, and four others selected from depart
mental offerings in consultation with an advisor. 20 credits in 
China area courses beyond AS 062 and including AS 490 are also 
required. For more information on this program, see the pro
grams offered by the Language and Area Center for East Asia 
on p. 254 of this catalog. 
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Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major 
in Latin American Languages and Civilization 

The requirement in Spanish for this major is 24 credits beyond 
SPN 214-215 selected from departmental offerings in consulta
tion with an advisor. An additional20 credits, including AS 490, 
focused on the latin American area and chosen from appropriate 
offerings from other departments within the College of Arts and 
Sciences, are also required. 

An alternative language requirement for this major is 16 cred
its in Spanish beyond SPN 214-215, and 15 credits in Portuguese 
language and literature. Other combinations of languages used 
in Latin America, such as French, (with Spanish), will be con
sidered. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major 
in Russian Language and Civilization 

The requirement in Russian for this major is 36 credits, ordinar
ily RUS 114-115, 214-215, and four others selected from depart
mental offerings in consultation with an advisor. 20 credits se
lected from Slavic studies course offerings and including AS 490 
are also required. For more information on this program, see the 
Slavic studies program on p. of this catalog. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Major 
in a Modern Language 

The requirement is 32 credits beyond 215 in the chosen language 
and its literature (French, German, Russian, Spanish). (No 
teaching major is offered in Chinese.) Ordinarily these include 
two sequences, Composition and Conversation 311-312 and Intro
duction to Literature 371, 372 (the sequences may be taken con
currently), 365, 461 and 8 additional credits at the 400-499 level. 
German majors are expected to take ENG 140 in their second or 
third year. In addition, 24 credits in education are required: ED 
244, 245, ED 428, and ED 455. 

Requirements for the Secondary Teaching Minor 
in a Modern Language 

The requirement is 20 credits in one language. Of these credits, 
16 must be reyond the 215level. These normally include Compos
ition and Conversation 311-312 and Advanced Composition and 
Conversation 461. The fourth course usually recommended is 
365, but 371 or 372 may be taken in its place. Students are 
strongly urged to take as many additional courses at the 300-499 
level as their schedules will permit. 
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Requirements for an Elementary Teaching 
Concentration 

The modern language concentration is designed for students 
who wish to teach a foreign language in the elementary grades 
or at the junior high school level. The requirements are 36 cred
its in one language (including elementary and intermediate 
courses). For complete details on other requirements, including 
courses in education, see p. 325. 
NOTE: All prerequisites may be waived by the Department, in 

accordance with University policy. Students should con
sult the course instructor. 

Chinese Language and Literature 
CHE 114-115 First Year Chinese (5 credits each) 
An introduction to modern Mandarin Chinese (Kuo-yu), emphasizing both con
versation and reading. 
114 is beginning Chinese; 115 is second semester. 

CHE 214-215 Second Year Chinese (5 credits each) 
Continued study of Kuo-yu with increasing emphasis on reading and composi· 
tion. May be conducted as a tutorial. 
Prerequisites: CHE 114-115. 

CHE 310 Literary Chinese (4 credits) 
Studies based upon literary texts of Confucius, Mo 'f-Lu, etc. 
Prerequisites: CHE 215. 

CHE 312 Advanced Pai-hua (4 credits) 
This will be an intensive course is spoken colloquial Chinese, with emphasis on 
grammatical constructions and sentence patterns. 
Prerequisites: CHE 215. 

CHE 320 Readings in Chinese Newspapers (4 credits) 
Selections from ne~papers of mainland China, Taiwan, and southeast Asia. 
Prerequisites: CHE 215. 

CHE 330 Readings in Chinese Communist (4 credits) 
Documents 

Studies in documentary style of Chinese, selected mainly from writings of twen· 
tieth century political leaders of China. 
Prerequi3ites: CHE 215. 

CHE 340 Twentieth Century Chinese (4 credits) 
Literature 

Studies in the modern pai-hua literature, including short-stories, poems, essays, 
pamphlets. 
Prerequisites: CHE 215. 

CHE 410 Traditional Chinese Fiction (4 credits) 
and Drama 

Studies in texts and criticism of classical drama from Yuan and other dynasties. 
Prerequisites: CHE 310, or CHE 320. 

CHE 421 Selected Classical Texts (4 credits) 
Studits of texts in advanced literary Chinese. 
Prerequisites: CHE 310 or CHE 312. 
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CHE 431 Classical Chinese Stories (4 credits) 
Studies of selected stories from different classical Chinese sources. 
Prerequisites: CHE 310 or CHE 312. 

CHE 440 Chinese Poetry (4 credits) 
Selections from either classical Tang and Sung Dynasty poems or from the post.. 
May-4th movement of poetry. 
Prerequisites: CHE 310, or CHE 320. 

CHE 490 Directed Readings and (2, 4, or 8 credits) 
Research in Chinese 

For students with a high degree of competence in the language. Might be con
ducted either in literary or in Modern Chinese. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Instructor. 

French Language and Literature 
FRH 007 La Puissance Treize (1 credit) 

(French Acting Troupe) 
Participation in French playlets performed both on and off campus. Work at all 
levels of competence. 
Prerequisites: One semester of French. 

FRH 1 01 Reading French, (4 credits each) 
First Semester 

FRH 1 02 Reading French, Second Semester 
Reading comprehension of French. Attention is not given to pronunciation or to 
understanding of the spoken language. 

FRH 114 First Semester French (5 credits each) 

FRH 115 Second Semester French 
Fundamentals of speaking, reading and writing French. A beginning course, in
tended for students who have never had French or who have had no more than 
one year of secondary school preparation. 

FRH 201 Reading French, 
Third Semester 

FRH 202 Reading French, Fourth Semester 

(4 credits each) 

Continued development of reading skill; extensive readings in cultural, literary, 
and scientific texts. Additional reading materials chosen according to class inter
ests. 
PreNQuisites: One year of college French or the equivalent. 

FRH 214 

FRH 215 

Third Semester French 

Fourth Semester French 

(5 credits each) 

Continued development of ability in spoken and written French; reading of liter
ary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: FRH 115 or the equivalent. 

FRH 216 Elementary French Conversation (2 credits) 
·ro develop the student's confidence in his ability to express ideas comprehensibly 
in French. Geared to first and second year students. 
Prerequisites: FRH 114 or equivalent. 
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(4 credits each) 

Man and society as seen in the works of representative authors from the Renaiss
ance to the present. Conducted in E""lish. 
FRH 285 covers the period from the Renaissance to the nineteenth century. 
FRH 286 deals with the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. 
Open to French majors as elective only; does not carry credit toward departmen
tal major. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

FRH 287 Black French Literature in 
Translation 

(4 credits) 

Selections from black authors in French-speaking Africa and the West Indies. 
Study of the expressions of African culture !rom the continent (North Africa, 
West Africa), as well as that literature developing in these different environ
ments: Martinique, Haiti, Guadeloupe. ReadinglJ, lectures, discussions in En
glish. Open to French majors as elective only; does not carry credit toward de
partmental major. 
Prereouisites: Sonhnmt~J"j\ stanllinv.. 

FRH 290 Directed Readings in French (2 or 4 credits) 
A reading course for non-majors interested in research in a particular area. Ap
proximately 50 hours of reading per credit; one conference weekly with the in
structor. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: FRH 202, or FRH 215. 
FRH 311-312 French Composition ( 4 credits each) 

and Conversation 
Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familiarizing 
him with idiomatic French. Intensive practice in oral and written composition as 
well as translation. Techniques of textual analysis and exposition are introduced. 
Conducted primarily in French. 
Prerequisites: FRH 215 or an appropriate placement examination score. Espe
cially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

FRH 313 French Phonetics (2 credits) 
Intensive group and individualized practice in the sound system of French, with 
specific reference to interference from English. Some emphasis upon spelling
pronunciation associations; phonemic transcription; mechanics of sound produc
tion and perception. Both written and laboratory work required. 
Prerequisites: FRH 215. 

FRH 316 Advanced French Conversation (2 credits) 
To develop the student's confidence in his ability to express ideas comprehensibly 
in French. FRH 316 provides a transition between the carefully structured drills 
of intermediate courses and free manipulation of the language. 
Prerequisites: FRH 215. 

FRH 350 French lheatre (4 credits) 
The study of French plays from various periods, with the _production of a play 
as a continuing class project. Lectures and discussions in French. 
Prerequisite: FRH 215. 

FRH 351 French Civilization (4 credits) 
An overview of contemporary life, education, and socio-economic conditions in 
France and other French-speaking countries. Conducted in French. 
Prerequisite: FRH 215. 

FRH 363 Translating French (4 credits) 
Translation from French to English of a wide variety of materials, ranging from 
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commercial and technical to literary. Individual students may choose ·to emph88-
ize the most appropriate areas. Study of both laoguagea will facilitate the con
version of French into accurate, idiomatic English. 
Prerequisite: FRH 201, 215, or equivalent. 

FRH 365 Applied Linguistics of French (4 credits) 
An introduction to modern linguistic insights with particular reference to teach
ing of the contemporary language; a brief survey of the development of modern 
French. Required for secondary teaching majors. Identical with LIN 365. 
Prerequisites: FRH 312. · 

FRH 369 Field Experiences in French Teaching(2, 4, 6, 8 credits) 
in the Lower the Lower Grades · 

Provides supervi$00 experiences in teaching French in the elementary school. 
Graded SIN. 
Prerequisite: FRH 115 or the equivalent. 

FRH 371-372 Introduction to (4 credits each) 
French Literature 

The study of masterpieces of French literature. Class work and oral and written 
reports in French. 
Prerequisites: FRH 215 or an appropriate placement examination score. Espe
cially qualified freshmen may be admitted. Instructor should be consulted if 
courses are to be taken out of sequence. 

FRH 404 French Films (4 credits) 
This course introduces the student to French culture and thought via the cine
matic medium. Lecture, film viewing and discussion. Whenever obtainable, the 
scenario will be read. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

FRH 411 Literature of the French (4 credits) 
Renaissance 

Literary, intellectual, and linguistic trends of this pivotal, turbulent period as 
seen in selected works of principal authors such as Rabelais and Montaigne. 
Conducted in French. 
Prerequisite: FRH 372. 

FRH 421 Seventeenth Century (4 credits) 
French Literature 

The development and character of French classicism. Studies in the principal 
authors: Racine, Moli~re, etc., of this contradictory period. Conducted in French. 
Prerequisite: FRH 372. 

FRH 431 Eighteenth Century (4 credits) 
French Literature 

The philosophical spirit of enlightenment and the encyclopedists, Diderot, Vol
taire, etc. The beginnings of romanticism with such authors as Rousseau and 
Mme. de Stael. Conducted in French 
Prerequisite: FRH 372. 

FRH 441 Nineteenth Century 
French Literature 

(4 credits) 

The flowering of romanticism and the beginnings of realism and naturalism. 
Hugo, Musset, Balzac, Stendhal, Zola, etc. Conducted in French. 
Prerequisite: FRH 372. 
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FRH 451 Twentieth Century French Novel (4 credits) 
Developments in the novel since the turn of the century. Primarily a study of 
Proust, Gide, Mauriac, Malraux, Camus, Sartre, and representative authors of 
the new school. Conducted in French. 
Prerequisites: FRH 372. 

FRH 452 Twentieth Century French Theatre (4 credits) 
Drama since the Theatre Libre. Theatrical innovations and reforms of Copeau, 
Jouvet, Baty, Dullin, and others. Primarily a study of Claude!, Giraudoux, An
ouilh, Montherlant, Camus, Sartre, and the recent experiments of Ionesco and 
Beckett. Conducted in French. 
Prerequisites: FRH 372. 

FRH 461 Advanced Composition and (4 credits) 
Conversation 

Intensive oral work designed to perfect conversational ability. Extensive written 
work to increase the student's skill in original composition. Analysis of style in 
selected passages from French authors. Strongly recommended !or all students, 
especially those ~Ianning to teach at the elementary level. Required for second
ary teaching majors. 
Prerequisite: FRH 312. 

FRH 480 Seminar in French (4 credits) 
Literature 

Study of individual authors, selected themes, or critical problems. 
Prerequisites: Major standing in French and permission of the instructor. 

FRH 490 Independent Reading and (2, 4, or 8 credits) 
Research 

Directed individual research and reading designed for advanced French majors. 
May be taken for one or more semesters. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

FRH 580 Seminar in French literature (4 credits) 

German language and Literature 

GRM 114 First Semester German (5 credits 
GRM 11 5 Second Semester German each) 
Fundamentals of speaking, reading and writing German. A beginning course 
intended for students who have never had German or who have had no more than 
one year of secondary school preparation. 

GRM 201 Reading German, Third Semester (4 credits 

GRM 202 Reading German, Fourth Semester each) 
Continued development of reading skill; extensive readings in cultural, literary, 
and scientific texts. Additional reading materials chosen according to class inter
ests. 
Prerequisites: Qne year of college German or the equivalent. 

GRM 214 Third Semester German (5 credits 
GRM 21 5 Fourth Semester German each) 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written German; reading of lit
erary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: GRM 115 or the equivalent. 
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GRM 285 German Literature in 
Translation 

(4 credits) 

A survey of German literature from the Enlightment to the present day. {.e(:. 
tures and readings in English. Open to German majors as elective only: does not 
carry credit toward departmental major. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

GRM 290 Directed Readings in German (2 or 4 credits) 
A reading course for non-majors interested in research in a particular area. Ap
proximately 50 hours of reading per credit; one conference weekly with the in
structor. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: GRM 202, or GRM 215. 

GRM 311-312 German Composition 
and Conversation 

(4 credits each) 

Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familiarizing 
him with idiomatic German. Intensive practice in oral and written composition 
as well as translation. Techiniques of textual analysis and exposition are intro
duced. Conducted primarily in German. 
Prerequisites: GRM 215 or an appropriate placement examination score. Espe
cially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

GRM 351 German Civilization (4 credits) 
A survey of civilization and culture in German speaking countries. The historical 
development will be traced through such topics as social structures, religion, 
philosophy, economics and the arts. Conducted in English. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

GRM 365 Applied Linguistics of German (4 credits) 
An introduction to modern linguistic insights with particular reference to teach
ing of the contemporary language; a brief survey of the development of modern 
German. Required for secondary teaching majors. Offered in the Winter semes
ter. Identical with LIN 365. 
Prerequisites: GRM 312. 

GRM 369 Field Experiences in (1, 2, 4 or 8 credits) 
German Teaching in the Lower Grades 

Provides supervised experiences in teaching German in the elementary school. 
Prerequisites: GRM 115 or the equivalent. Graded SIN. 

GRM 371, 372 Introduction to (4 credits each) 
German Literature 

Grm 371: Textual analysis of the various literary genres; techniques of literary 
interpretation; the use of secondary sources. Literary readings chosen from the 
period 1890 to the present. Classwork in German. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
GRM 372: A survey of representative literary works from the Middle Ages to 
1770. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: GRM 215 or the equivalent. 

GRM 407 German for the Classroom (4 credits) 
Practice in the active use of German as needed for conducting classroom activi
ties, with emphasis on pronunciation, grammar, vocabulary, and conversation. 
;c66.13Romanticism, Incorporation of audio-visual media, film, tape and slides in 
teaching. Strongly recommended for elementary and secondary teaching majors. 
Open to liberal arts majors as elective credit only. Offered in the winter semester 
only. 
Prerequisites: GRM 312 or equivalent 
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This sequence deals with representative works of Goethe, Schiller and their eon
temporaries which exemplify the intellectual and artistic currents of this period. 
Particular attention give to Goethe's Faust and Schiller's Wallenstein. 
Prerequisites: GRM 371 and 372. 

GRM 431 German Romanticism and Realism (4 credits) 
The literature of Romanticism and Poetic Realism, a study of the origin and 
development of these movements in the light of the political and philosophic 
background of the age, with special emphasis on the lyric poetry of Romaticism, 
the dramas of Kleist, Grillparzer, and Hebbel, and the Novelle of Poetic Realism. 
Conducted in German. 
Prerequisites: GRM 371 and 372. 

GRM 434 Naturalism, Impressionism, (4 credits) 
Expressionism 

German literature of the era 1880..1920, with analysis of selected texts from 
these periods. Conducted in German and offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisitea: GRM 371 and 372. 

GRM 452 Modern German Literature 
A survey of modern German drama, poetry and prose. 
Prerequisites: GRM 371 and 372. 

GRM 461 Advanced Composition and 
Conversation 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

Intensive oral work designed to perfect conversational ability. Extensive written 
work to increase the student's skill in original composition. Analysis of style in 
selected passages from German authors. Strongly recommended for all students, 
especially those planning to teach at the elementary level. Required for second
ary teaching majors. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: GRM 312. 

GRM 480 Germanistisches Proseminar (2 or 4 credits) 
Intensive investigation of some special aspects of German literature, stressing 
research and independent study. 
Prerequisites: Major standing in German and permission of the iMtructor. 

GRM 490 Independent Reading and 
Research 

(2, 4, or 8 credits) 

Directed individual research and reading designed for advanced German majors. 
May be taken for one or more semesters. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

HEBREW LANGUAGE 

HBR 114 First Semester Hebrew (5 credits each) 

HBR 115 Second Semester Hebrew 
Fundamentals of speaking, reading and writing Hebrew. Intended fvr students 
who have had no more than one year of secondary school preparation. 

HBR 214 Third Semester Hebrew (5 credits each) 
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HBR 215 Fourth Semester Hebrew 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written Hebrew; reading of liter
ary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: HBR 115 or the equivalent. 

HINDI-Urdu Language 
HIUR 114-11 S First Year Hindi-Urdu (5 credits each) 
An introduction to the basic structure of both Hindi and Urdu with an emphasis 
on both conversation and reading. The course will stress the core vocabulary 
common to both languages; in addition, both Devonagori and Persio-Arabic 
scripts will be used interchangeably. 

HIN 214-215 Second Year Hindi (5 credits each) 
A continuation of HIUR 114-115, with an emphasis on the literary and spoken 
language of Hindi. 

URD 214-215 Second Year Urdu (5 credits each) 
A continuation of HIUR 114·115, with an emphasis on the literary and spoken 
language of Urdu. 

HIN 311-312 Hindi Composition and (4 credits each) 
Conversation 

Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familiarizing 
him with idiomatic Hindi. Intensive practice in oral and written composition as 
well as translation. Techniques of textual analysis and exposition are introduced. 
Conducted primarily in Hindi. 
Prerequisites: HIU 215. 

URD 311-312 Urdu Composition and (4 credits each) 
Conversation 

Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familiarizing 
him with idiomatic Urdu. Intensive practice in oral and written composition as 
well as translation. Techiniques of textual analysis and exposition are intro
duced. Conducted primarily in Urdu. 
Prerequisites: Urdy 215. 

HIU 490 Independent Reading and (2, 4, or 8 credits) 
Reasearch 

Directed individual research and reading designed for advanced Hindu-Urdu ma
jors. May "be taken for one or more semesters. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the department. 

Italian language 
IT 114 First Semester Italian (5 credits each) 

IT 115 Second Semester Italian 
Fundamentals of speaking, reading and writing Italian. A beginning course in· 
tended for students who have had no Italian or who have had no more than one 
year of secondary school preparation. 

IT 214 Third Semester Italian (S credits each) 

IT 215 Fourth Semester Italian 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written Italian; reading of liter
ary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: IT 115 or the equivalent. 
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(5 credits each) 

Fundamen~ls of speaking, reading and writing Portuguese. A beginning course 
intended for students who have had no Portuguese or who have had no more than 
one year of secondary school preparation. 

POR 214 Third Semester Portuguese (5 credits) 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written Portuguese; reading of 
literary and cultural texts. Brazilian Portuguese is emphasized. 
Prerequisites: POR 115 or equivalent. 

POR 390 Directed Readings in Portuguese (2 or 4 credits) 
A reading course for students interested in research in a particular Portuguese 
language area. Especially suited to Area Studies majors. Bibliography to be de
termined by students and instructor. Discussions in Portuguese or English. 
Paper o~tional. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequ1sites: POR 214. 

Russian Language and Literature 
RUS 10 1 Reading Russian, First Semester (4 credits 

RUS 1 02 Reading Russian, Second Semester each) 
Reading comprehension of Russian. There will be a good deal of translation in
volved, and class attendance will be obligatory. Recommended for Area Studies. 

RUS 114 First Semester Russian (5 credits 

RUS 115 Second Semester Russian each) 
Fundamen~ls of speaking, reading and writing Russian. A beginning course 
intended for students who have had no Russian or who have had no more than 
one year of secondary school preparation. 

RUS 201 Reading Russian, Third Semester (4 credits 

RUS 202 Reading Russian, Fourth Semester each) 
Continued development of reading skill; extensive readings in cultural, literary, 
and scientific texts. Additional reading materials chosen according to class inter
ests. 
Prerequisite!: One year of college Russian or the equivalent. 

RUS 214 Third Semester Russian (5 credits each) 

RUS 215 Fourth Semester Russian 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written Russian; reading of lit· 
erary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: RUS 115 or the equivalent. Students may not receive credit for 
both RUS 201 and 214, or for both RUS 202 and 215. 

RUS 285 Masterpieces of Nineteenth Century (4 credits) 
Russian Literature in English Translation 

A study of the writings of Pushkin, Lermontov, Gogo!, Turgenev, Dostoevsky and 
Tolstoy as a reflection of cultural developments in Russia in the nineteenth cen-
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tury. Lectures and readings in English. Open to Russian majors as elective only; 
does not carry credit toward departmental major. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

RUS 286 Masterpieces of Modern Russian (4 credits) 
Literature in English Translation 

A study of the major literary movements in Russian in the post-revolutionary 
period from the Symbolists to Solzhenitsyn. Lectures and readings in English. 
Open to Russian majors as elective only; does not carry credit toward depart
mental major. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

RUS 287 Tolstoy in English Translation (2 credits) 
An examination of the major novels and shorter works, including their religious, 
philosophical and psychological significance. Lectures and readings in English. 
Open to Russian majors as elective only; does not carry credit toward de
partmental major. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

RUS 228 Dostoevsky in English Translation (2 credits) 
An examination of the major novels, short novels and journalistic writings with 
regard to their literary, philosophical, religious and psychological content. Lee· 
tures and readings in English. Open to Russian majors as elective only; does not 
carry credit toward departmental major. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

RUS 290 Directed Readings in Russian (2 or 4 credits) 
A reading course for non-majors interested in research in a particular area. Ap
proximately 50 hours of reading per credit; one conference weekly with the in· 
structor. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: RUS 216. 

RUS 311-312 Russian Composition and 
Conversation 

(4 credits each 

Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familarizing 
him with the idiomatic Russian. Intensive practice in oral and written composi
tion as well as translation. Techniques of textual analysis and exposition. Con
ducted primarily in Russian. 
Prerequisites: RUS 215 or evidence of proficiency and permission of the Depart· 
ment. Especially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

RUS 365 Applied Linguistics of Russian (4 credits) 
An introduction to modern linguistic insights with particular reference to teach
ing of the contemporary language; a brief survey of the development of modern 
Russian. Required for secondary teaching majors. Offered in the Winter Semes
ter. Identical with LIN 365. 
Prerequisites: RUS 312. 

RUS 371, 372 Introduction to Russian ( 4 credits each) 
Literature 

The study of masterpieces of Russian literature. Class work and oral and written 
reports in Russian. 
Prerequisites: RUS 215 or evidence of proficiency and permi$lJion of the Depart· 
ment. Especially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

RUS 400 Special Topics in Language (4 credits) 
Special problems or topics selected by the instructor. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisites: RUS 372, or RUS 462. 
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RUS 434 Russian Realism (4 credits) 
Russian realistic novel from 1840 to 1880. Selections from the major novelists. 
Conducted in Russian. 
Prerequisite: RUS 372. 

RUS 435 Chekhov and His Time (4 credits) 
Devoted mainly to Chekhov's prose but includes other prose writers of the time 
such as Garshin, Korolenko, Gorky. Conducted in Russian 
Prerequisite: RUS 872. 

RUS 441 Tolstoy (4 credits) 
Study o! Tolstoy's literary and moral development as reflected in his major 
works. Conducted in Russian. 
Prerequisite: RUS 372. 

RUS 442 Dostoevsky (4 credits) 
Study o! Dostoevsky's evolution as a writer and thinker. Conducted in Russian. 
Prerequisite: RUS 372. 

RUS 451 Modern Russian Prose (4 credits) 
Selected prose works from the beginning of the twentieth century. Included are 
works of pre-revolutionary, Soviet, and emigre authors. Conducted in Russian. 
Prerequisite: RUS 372. 

RUS 461-462 Advanced Composition 
and Conversation 

(4 credits each) 

Intensive oral work designed to perfect conversational ability with emphasis on 
phonetics and diction. Extensive written work along with analysis of style in 
selected passages from Russian authors. RUS 461 is recommended for elemen
tary teaching majors and is required !or secondary teaching majors. RUS 
461-462 is required for Russian majors in liberal arts. Offered in the Fall and 
Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: RUS 312. 

RUS 480 Seminar in Russian Literature (4 credits) 
Intensive investigation of some aspect of Russian literature. Offered in alternate 
years. 
Prerequisites: Major standing in Russian and permission of the instructor. 

RUS 490 Independent Reading and 
Research 

(2, 4, or 8 credits) 

Directed individual research and reading designed for advanced Russian majors. 
May be taken for one or more semesters. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

Spanish Language and Literature 
SPN 101 Reading Spanish, First Semester (4 credits 

SPN 1 02 Reading Spanish, Second Semester each) 
Reading comprehension of Spanish. There will be a good deal of translation in
volve•.l, and class attendance will be obligatory. 

SPN 105 Spanish for Doctors and Nurses (2 credits) 
Designed to prepare students in the medical field to communicate more effec
tively with Spanish-speaking patients. Basic rules of the language, practical 
phrases and technical vocabulary are taught. 
Prerequisites: None 
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SPN 114 First Semester Spanish 

SPN 11 5 Second Semester Spanish 

(5 credits each) 

Fundamentals of speaking, reading and writing Spanish. A beginning course 
intended for students who have had no Spanish or who have had no more than 
one year of secondary school preparation. 

SPN 201 Reading Spanish, Third Semester (4 credits 

SPN 202 Reading Spanish, Fourth Semester each) 
Continued development of reading skill; exten8ive readings in cultural, literary, 
and scientific texts. Additional reading materials chosen according to class inter
ests. 
Prerequi8ites: One year of college Spanish or the equivalent. 

SPN 214 Third Semester Spanish (5 credits each) 

SPN 21 5 Fourth Semester Spanish 
Continued development of ability in spoken and written Spanish; reading of lit
erary and cultural texts. 
Prerequisites: SPN 115 or the equivalent. 

SPN 285, 286 Spanish and Spanish (4 credits each 
American Literature in Translation 

SPN 285 will be a survey of Spanish literature from El Cid through the twentieth 
century 
SPN 286 will include major works from Latin America. Lectures and readings 
in English. Either course may be taken independently of the other. Open to 
Spanish majors as elective only; does not carry credit toward departmental ma
jor. 
Prerequisite$: Sophomore standing. 

SPN 290 Directed Readings in Spanish {2 or 4 credits) 
A reading course for non-majors. Approximately 50 hours of reading per credit; 
one conference weekly with instructor. May be repeated for credit 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

SPN 300 Composition and Conversation (4 credits) 
For overseas study program only. At third or fourth year level depending on 
student preparation 
Prerequisites: SPN 215. 

SPN 311-312 Spanish Composition 
and Conversation 

(4 credits each) 

Devoted to increasing the student's command of the language and familiarizing 
him with idiomatic Spanish. Intensive practice in oral and written composition 
as well as grammar and translation. Techniques of textual analysis and exposi
tion are introduced. Conducted primarily in Spanish. 
Prerequisites: SPN 215 or an appropriate score on a placement examination. 
Especially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

SPN 350 Spanish Theatre (2 or 4 credits) 
The study and presentation of Spanish plays with intensive drill in pronuncia
tion and intonation. The theatre as a literary genre and as a living experience. 
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May be repeated for credit. However, only 4 credits will count toward satisfac
tion of major requirements 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

SPN 351 Spanish Civilization (4 credits) 
An historical approach to Spanish culture and civilization, with particular em
phasis given to geography, social structure, philosophical thought, music, art, 
and architecture. Although it does not count toward the major, this course does 
satisfy the departmental history requirement. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

SPN 365 Applied Linguistics of Spanish (4 credits) 
An introduction to modern linguistic insights with particular reference to teach
ing of the contemporarY language; a brief survey of the development of modern 
Spanish. Required for secondary teaching majors. May not be taken to fulfill 
requirements for the liberal arts major, except by majors with a concentration in 
linguistics. Identical with LIN 365. 
Prerequisites: Junior standing. 

SPN 371, 372 Introduction to Spanish (4 credits each) 
Literature 

The study of masterpieces of Spanish literature. Classwork and oral and written 
reports in Spanish. 
Prerequisites: SPN 215 or an appropriate score on a placement examination. 
Especially qualified freshmen may be admitted. 

SPN 373 Introduction to Spanish (4 credita) 
American Literature 

A general survey of Spanish American literature !Xlmplemented with the reading 
and study of the masterpieces. 
Prerequisites: SPN 215. 

SPN 401 Literature of the Spanish Middle .(4 credits) 
Ages and Renaissance 

Masterworks of the period. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 4 12 The Quixote 
Detailed study of Cervantes' masterwork. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 424 The Golden Age 
Masterpieces of Spanish literature of the period. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 433 Spanish Literature of the 
Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries 

Masterworks of the period in peninsular literature. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

SPN 461 Advanced Composition and (4 credits) 
Conversation 

Intensive oral work designed to perfect conversational ability, with emr.hasis on 
phonetics and diction. Extensive written work to increase the students skill in 
original composition. Analysis of style in selected passages from Spanish au
thors. Stongly recommended for those planning to teach at the elementary level. 
Required for secondary teaching majors. 
Prerequisite: SPN 312. 
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SPN 462 Spanish American Literature I (4 credits) 
Masterworks of Spanillh American literature through the nineteenth century. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 463 Spanish American Literature II (4 credits) 
Masterworks of twentieth century Spanish American literature. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 472 Twentieth Century Spanish 
Literature 

Masterworks of the period in peninsular literature 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

(4 credits) 

SPN 476 Lyric Poetry (4 credits) 
Masterworks of Spanish Lyric poetry. A detailed study of one poet will occupy 
the latter part of the course. 
Prerequisite: SPN 372. 

SPN 480 Seminar in Spanish Literature (4 credits) 
Study of individual authors, seleeted themes, or critical problems. 

SPN 490 Independent Reading and (2 or 4 credits) 
Research 

Directed individual research and reading designed for advanced Spanish majors. 
May be taken for one or more semesters 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

SPN 499 Honors Course in Spanish (4 credits) 
An introduction to scholarly techniques as applied to a work, an author, or a 
genre. Admission by permission of the Department. 

Swahili Language 
SWA 114-115 First Year Swahili (5 credits each) 
An introduction to the basic structure of Swahili with an emphasis on both con
versation and reading. 

SWA 214-215 Second Year Swahili (5 credits each) 
A continuation of SWA 114-115 with increasing emphasis on reading and corn
position. 
Prerequisites: SWA 114-116. 

SWA 270 Readings in Swahili (4 or 8 credits) 
Study of selected texts pertaining to different aspects of Swahili cultural life. 
May be conducted as a tutorial and may be repeated for eredit. 
Prerequillites: SW A 215. 

Modern Language 
ML 191-192 Tutorial in Foreign (4 credits each) 

Language 
Instruction in the elements of a spoken or written foreign language such as Ara
bic, Bengali, Czech, Japanese, Sanskrit, Hausa, etc. for which no regular course 
sequence exists here. 
May be repeated for credit in a different language each time. 

ML 291-292 Intermediate Tutorial in (4 credits each) 
Foreign Language 

Intermediate work in a langu&lle and literature not normally taught at Oakland 
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ML 391-392 Advanced Tutorial in (4 credits each) 
Foreign Language 

Advanced work in a language and literature not normally taught at Oakland 
University or available only at lower levels. 
Prerequisites: Permission of the instructor. 

ML 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 or 4 credits) 
Supervised participation in the teaching of an undergraduate course in language 
or literature, together with discussion of teaching objectives and methods. Open 
to well-qualified upperclassmen capable of assuming limited classroom responsi
bility who have obtained the consent of a faculty member in this Department. 
Does not satisfy major requirements in modern languages nor professional re
quirements in education. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MLT 285 Topics in World Literature: . . . (4 credits) 
A theme of contemporary interest as it has been treated in different literary 
forms throughout the world and throughout the ages. 
Prerequisites: None. 

MLT 290 Foreign Language Readings (2 or 4 credits) 
in English Translation 

A tutorial for students desiring to read materials by foreign writers in the stu
dent's own field of interest. Topic and bibliography to be determined by the 
student and his instructor. Materials and discussions in English. May be re
peated for credit. 
Prerequisite: Permission.of the Department. 

MLT 350 Problems of Translation (4 credits) 
Lectures, discussion and practical work on questions of literal vs. free rendition, 
idiomatic usage, etc. Use of a variety of written forms: letters, pamphlets, arti
cles, historical documents, literary works. CQurse given in English and not appli
cable to major requirements for languages. 
Prerequisite: two years of a foreign language. 
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DEPARTMENT OF 
MUSIC 

ACTING CHAIRMAN: Raynold Allvin 

ARTS AND SCIENCES 1S? 
MUSIC 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Raynold Allvin; David Daniels; David 
DiChiera (on leave); Robert facko 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: Marvin Holladay; lyle Nordstrom; Clifford 
Pfeil; Flavio Varoni 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTORS: John Dovaras; Alice Engram 

APPLIED MUSIC INSTRUCTORS: James Allen (jazz drums); Paul Allen 
(trumpet); Donald Boker (oboe); Joan Berndt (woodwinds); Marcus 
Belgrave (jazz trumpet); Douglas Cornelsen (clarinet); Mario DiFiore 
(cello); LeRoy Fenstermacher (viola); Norman Fickett (percussion); Derek 
Francis (violin); Robert Gladstone (string boss);Wesley Jacobs (lower 
brass); Jack Kripl (saxophone); Lyell Lindsey (bassoon); Kent McDonald 
(piano/organ); Harold McKinney (jazz piano); Ervin Monroe (flute); 
Patricio Nordstrom (early instruments); Edward Pickens (jazz string 
bass); Robert Reberger (classical guitar); Samuel Sanders (jazz 
saxophone); Raymond Turner (trombone). 

The Department of Music is committed to the continuous evolu
tion and expansion of the entire music program and to the active 
participation of students in this evolution. The music curriculum 
is unique in many respects. For this reason, it is absolutely nec
essary to read the MUSIC HANDBOOK (available from the mu
sic office, room 312 Varner Hall) and to consult with a depart
mental advisor before beginning a music degree program. Note 
that all incoming freshmen and transfer students are expected 
to audition during the first week of classes in order to qualify for 
their chosen performing medium. 
STUDENT LIFE AND MUSIC 

Oakland students may participate in the following music ensem
bles: Collegium Musicum, Oakland University Singers, Univer
sity Chorus, Wind Ensemble, Afram Lab Band, University Or
chestra, Opera Workshop, Opera Chorus, and University 
Community Chorus. These ensembles may be taken for aca
demic credit, or as an extra-curricular activity. For further in
formation, see Department of Music course offerings. 
THE CERTIFICATE SYSTEM 

The Department of Music uses a certificate system which ena-
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bles majors to devise their own means of study, and to a consid
erable extent, their own course of study. Under this system, lev
els of achievement are required, but, with a few exceptions, 
courses and course sequences in the Department are not. Stu
dents may work toward the levels of achievement in a variety of 
ways: by taking the courses offered, by independent study, or by 
combining the two. 

To help students plan their course of study and determine 
their means of study, the music department publishes samples 
of the certificate examinations. It is the eventual passing of 
these certificate examinations, rather than the following of a 
particular sequence of departmental courses, that is required for 
any music major. The examinations also serve diagnostically: if 
students do not achieve the required level of proficiency, the re
sults identify the areas they need to study before trying again. 

PROGRAMS OF STUDY 

There are three degree programs now available for music ma
jors: 
1. Bachelor of Arts in Music: 

48 credits of music and the completion of four certificates: 
Theory, Ear Training, Music History and Literature, and Per
formance. 
2. Bachelor of Science in Music: 

A more intensive pre-professional training. 72 credits of music, 
and the successful completion of eight certificates: the four re
quired for the B.A. degree plus Performance Minor, Keyboard 
Proficiency, and two elective certificates such as Advanced 
Theory, composition, Advanced Music History, Instrumental 
Studies, Choral Studies, Church Music, Pedagogy, Jazz, Early 
Music, ·and Performance Honors. With the approval of the De
partment, students may design individualized certificates. 
3. Bachelor of Science in Music Education: 

For the prospective public school teacher. This program involves 
elementary and secondary teaching certification by the State of 
Michigan. 60 credits of music (plus practice teaching and the 
education courses and teaching minor required by the State) and 
the successful completion of eight certificates: the four required 
for the B.A. degree plus Performance Minor, Keyboard Profi
ciency, Music Education, and either Instrumental Studies or 
Choral Studies. 

All the above mentioned certificates are described in detail in 
the Music Handbook. 
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A typical program for a music student will include each semes
ter, applied music study on his major instrument or voice, a de
partmental ensemble, and a theory course (freshmen should se
lect MUS 210, or, for those students with weak background, 
MUS Ill). A class in keyboard technique (such as MUS 371) is 
strongly recommended for students without previous piano 
study. 
SYMBOLIC SYSTEMS REQUIREMENT 

The nature of the music profession makes proficiency in one or 
more foreign languages extremely useful. Therefore, music ma
jors must complete a fourth semester foreign language course, 
or demonstrate equivalent proficiency. German is particularly 
recommended for those interested in music theory or music his
tory; Italian is recommended for voice students. There are two 
exceptions to this requirement: 

1. Students interested in a field where computer programming 
may be useful (such as theory/composition) may satisfy this 
requirement with two semesters of computer programming 
and two semesters (or equivalent proficiency) of foreign 
language. 

2. For students in Music Education, this requirement is reduced 
by half, and may be satisfied in any of the following ways: 

a. Two semesters of a foreign language, or equivalent profi
ciency. 

b. Two four-credit courses in computer programming. 
Courses taken to satisfy this departmental requirement 
may also count toward the General Education Require
ment and/or the Secondary Teaching Minor. 

NOTE: All prerequisites may be waived by the Department, in 
accordance with University policy. Students should con
sult the course instructor. 

ENSEMBLES 
MUS 1 01 University Chorus ( 1 or 2 credits) 
Performance of the larger choral masterpieces from all music periods. 

MUS 102 Oakland University Singers (2 credits) 
Performance of a wide range of choral chamber repertoire from Renaissance to 
the present. Permission of the Instructor. 

MUS 103 Collegium Musicum (1 or 2 credits) 
Performance of Medieval, Renaissance, and Baroque music. Present groups in
clude the Renaissance Band, the Collegium Singers, the Renaissance Ensemble, 
and the Baroque Ensemble. Permission of the Instructor. 
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MUS 1 04 Wind Ensemble ( 1 or 2 credits) 
An exploration of the literature written for wind ensembles of various instru· 
mentation. Membership by audition. 

MUS 105 Opera Workshop ( 1, 2, or 3 credits) 
Study and experience in various forms of musical theatre. Students will be ap
prenticed to the Michigan Opera Theatre and will participate in some aspect of 
its professional productions. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MUS 106 University Orchestra ( 1 or 2 credits) 
Orchestral performance of repertoire from the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twen· 
tieth centuries. Several concerts per year, on and off campus. Accompaniments 
for solo concertos and various Univen~ity vocal groups. Membership by audition. 

MUS 107 Afram Lab Band ( 1 or 2 credits) 
A study of traditional and contemporary literature for large jazz ensembles 
within the Afro-American cultural context. Both conceptualization of the mate
rial and improvisational techniques will be explored and defined. 

MUS 1 08 University Community Chorus ( 1 or 2 credits) 
A festival-type mixed chorus for citizens of the surrounding communities, pos
sessing prior vocal experience. Performances of varied choral literature. Meets in 
the evening. 

MUS 1 09 Opera Chorus ( 1 or 2 credits) 
An ensemble which perform& in conjunction with the Michigan Opera Theatre. 
Permission of instructor. 

MUS 113 Guitar Ensemble ( 1 or 2 credits) 
A study of performance practice and techniques of classical guitar literature 
involving two or more playen1. 

MUS 220 Chamber Music (2 credits) 
Performing ensemble of various instrumentations. A wide spectrum of appro
priate music literature, medieval through contemporary. 

MUS 370 Accompanying ( 1 or 2 credits) 
Designed to help the pianist acquire a knowledge of the basic skills required in 
the ensemble situation. Representative vocal and instrumental compositions are 
studied, and emphasis is placed on rehean~al techniques and performance. 

MUS 420 Performance Seminar (2 or 4 credits) 
The performance of specific works as it is affected by theoretical analysis and 
stylistic-historical considerations. 
Prerequisite: Completion of the theory certificate; MUS-321 and MUS-322 rec· 
ommended. 
APPLIED MUSIC 
MUS 160-189 and MUS 191-196 are individually taught lessons, 2 
credits each, and involve an applied music fee. See page 24. 
MUS 160 Voice 

MUS 161 Piano 

MUS 162 Organ 

MUS 163 Harpsichord 



MUS 164 Violin 

MUS 165 Viola 

MUS 166 Violoncello 

MUS 167 String Bass 

MUS 168 Flute 

MUS 169 Oboe 

MUS 170 Clarinet 

MUS 171 Bassoon 

MUS 172 French Horn 

MUS 173 Trumpet 

MUS 174 Trombone 

MUS 175 Tuba 

MUS 176 Timpani 

MUS 177 Percussion 

MUS 178 Harp 

MUS 179 Guitar (Classical) 

MUS 180 Renaissance Winds 
(Krummhorns, RecQrders, etc.) 

MUS 181 Viola da Gamba 

MUS 182 Lute 

MUS 183 Recorder 

MUS 184 Saxophone 
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MUS 191 Piano (jazz) 

MUS 192 Guitar (jazz) 

MUS 193 Trumpet (jazz) 

MUS 194 Saxophone (jazz) 

MUS 195 Percussion (jazz) 

MUS 196 Dbl. Bass (jazz) 

MUS 189 Performance Honors (2 or 4 credits) 
A program of intensive study on the student's major instrument. May only be 
taken concurrently with one of the above applied music courses (MUS 160 
through MUS 184 and MUS 191 through MUS 196). 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MUS 190 Rock and Jazz Performance (3 credits) 
Study of instruments and/or voices as used in rock ensemble performances, in
cluding improvisation, arranging and composition for such ensembles, organiz
ing and directing, rehearsal techniques, and aesthetic expression in the rock me
dia. Usually offered in summer only. 
Pre~uisite: Permission of the instructor. 

The following applied music courses are group lessons, 2 credits 
each, and involve an applied music fee. See page ·u. 

MUS 360 Class Voice 
Elementary aspects of singing, including diction, breath control, projection, and 
repertoire. 

MUS 365 Class Recorder 

MUS 366 Class Viola da Gamba 

MUS 367 Class Lute 

MUS 368 Class Renaissance Winds 

MUS 371-372-373--374 Keyboard Technique 
Designed to develop the basic keyboard facility essential to the equipment of any 
musician and to acquaint him with keyboard literature. Music majors planning 
to register for this course should indicate such intention to the Department of 
Music at the time of their first registration in the University. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
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MUS 111 Beginning Musicianship (4 credits) 
An introduction to the techniques of reading and writing music, notation, pitch, 
and rhythmic organization, elementary sight singing, dictation, and keyboard 
familiarity . An elective course for non-music majors. 

MUS 112 Jazz Improvisation Workshop (2 credits) 
A laboratory in performance practice designed to increase improvisational skills 
indigenous to jazz performance and to systematically identify and use stylistic 
characteristics of various sub-categories of jazz. 

MUS 120 Ear Training (2 credits) 
Practice in sight-singing, aural analysis, and melodic, rhythmic, and harmonic 
dictation. Classroom drill and programmed lesson material on recorded tanes. 
Not open. to students enrolled in MUS 210. · 

MUS 210 Introduction to the Materials of Music (5 credits) 
The development of perceptive listening techniques and an awareness of musical 
styles. Solution o! musical problems in written work and laboratory sessions. 
Beginning ear training and the rudiments of tonal harmony. 

MUS 293 Composition (4 credits) 
Private lessons in composition and composition laboratory: Studies, exercises, 
and projects concerning creativity and craft in the composing of music. For 
freshmen and sophomores. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
MUS 310 Harmony (4 credits) 
The harmonic practice of the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Compos
ition and analysis in this style. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 314 Techniques of Musical Analysis (4 credits) 
Techniques of analysing works of various styles and periods, though with em
phasis on tonal music. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210; MUS 310 or MUS 315 recommended. 

MUS 315 Tonal Counterpoint (4 credits) 
The contrapuntal style of the eighteenth century; composition and analysis. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 410 Advanced Harmony (4 credits) 
Harmonic practice of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries; composi
tion and analysis in this style. 
Prerequisites: Either MUS 310, MUS 314, or MUS 315. 

MUS 411 Orchestration (4 credits) 
A study of the orchestral instruments and their use in various combinatioM, 
including full orchestra and band. 
Correlative courses: MUS 380, MUS 381, MUS 382, MUS 404, MUS 412. 
Prerequisites: Either MUS 310, MUS 814, or MUS 315. 

MUS 412 Twentieth Century Techniques (4 credits) 
Compositional practices in the twentieth century; composition and analysis. 
Prerequisites: Either MUS 310, MUS 314, or MUS 315. 

MUS 415 Modal Counterpoint (4 credits) 
The contrapuntal style of the sixteenth century. Analysis and composition in 
this style. Offered in alternate years. 
Prerequisites: Either MUS 310, MUS 314, or MUS 315. 
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MUS 493 Advanced Theory/Composition (4 credits) 
Private lessons in composition and composition laboratory: Studies, exercjses, 
and projects concerning creativity and craft in the composing of music. For jun
iors and seniors. May be repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite: MUS 412. 

MUSIC HISTORY and APPRECIATION 

MUS 100 Introduction to Music (4 credits) 
An introduction to the techniques of listening to great music, and a study of its 
elements, forms, and styles. Begins at the level of the student lacking previous 
musical experience. An elective course for non-music majors. 

MUS 250 World Music Survey (4 credits) 
An introduction to selected music cultures aimed at acquainting the student 
with a variety of musical functions and styles at various places and times. Em
phasis will be on demonstrations by means of live performances by visiting lec
turers and guest artists. 
Prerequisites: None. 

MUS 251 African Through 
Afro-Caribbean Music 

(4 credits) 

A study of African music and its transmutation into Afro-Caribbean music. The 
concentration in African traditions will be predominantly those of the West Af
rican cultures directly related to the transplantation into the Western Hemis
phere through slavery. 
Prerequisites: None. 

MUS 252 Afro-American Music (4 credits) 
A study of the evolution and development of the music culture of Afro-American 
people in the United States. An investigation into the origins and cultural roots 
of music of Afro-Americans and other American music. 
Prerequisites: None. 

MUS 321 Music History and 
Literature to 1750 

(4 credits) 

History and literature of music through the Baroque period. Designed primarily 
for music majora. Offered each fall semester. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 322 Music History and (4 credits) 
Literature Since 1750 

History and literature of music from 1750 to the present. Offered each winter 
semester. Designed primarily for music majors. 
Prereuqisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 331 Opera and Music Drama (4 credits) 
A study of music drama from the lyric drama of the ancient Greeks to the pre
sent. Suggested as an elective for non-music majors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 332 Symphonic Music (4 credits) 
A study of symphonic music from the pre-classic compositions of C.P.E. Bach to 
the present. Suggested as an elective for non-music majors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 333 Choral Music (4 credits) 
A study of choral music from the beginnings of choral polyphony in the early 
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fifteenth century to the present. Suggested as an elective for non-music majors 
as well a8 for music ma,Jors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 
MUS 342 Music in the Baroque Era (4 credits) 
A study of significant forms, composers, and nationalistic trends in the Baroque 
era. Suggested as an elective for non-music majors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 345 Twentieth Century Music (4 credits) 
A study of significant styles and composers from Debussy to the present. Sug
gested as an elective for non-music majors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210. 

MUS 346 The Music of Black Americans (4 credits) 
Contributions of the black race to the development of music in the United States. 
Investigation of the elements of African musical style in Afro-American music. 
What is black musical idiom? Folksong- secular and sacred. Formal composi
tion. Popular forms of music. Recommended as an elective for non-music majors 
as well as music majors. 

MUS 430 Music of the Religious Service (4 credits) 
The philosophical and psychological bases of music in religious services. Service 
planning and arranging, traditional and experimental, using media of sound pro
jection and multiple sensory methods. The effect of music on sacred texts. 
MUS 490 . l.ntroduction to Music Bibliography (4 credits) 
A course designed primarily for the music history and literature major. A rigor
ous and systematic introduction to basic research materials and methodology in 
musicology. 
Prerequisites: MUS 321, MUS 322, and a 400-level theory course. 

MUS 491 Directed Research in Music History (4 credits) 
A program of directed individual reading and research designed for advanced 
music history majors. 
Prerequisites: MUS 321, MUS 322, and a 400-level theory course. 

MUSIC EDUCATION 

MUS 149 Music as an Art and as (5 credits) 
an Elem. School Subject 

An introduction to the techniques of listening to music and of teaching music in 
the elementary school. Begins at a level for the student lacking previoWI musical 
experience. 

MUS 230 Studies in Choral Music (2 or 3 credits) 
Seminar, independent study, and performance of choral music including vocal 
production techniques, performance practices, and historical foundations. 
Usually offered in summer sessions only. 

MUS 231 Studies in Orchestral Music (2 or 3 credits) 
Seminars, independent study, and performance of orchestral music, including 
study of performance practices, theory, history, and chamber music of various 
periods. Usually offered in summer session only. 

MUS 232 Studies in Piano (2 or 3 credits) 
Performance & Literature 

Master class in performance of selected pir.oo works including historical per
formance practices, and technical considerations. Usually offered in summer 
session only. 
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MUS 245 Field Studies in (4 credits) 
Music Teaching & Learning 

The pedagogical foundations of teaching and learning music via lectures, discus
sions, simulations, games, and observations. Application of pedagogical theory 
to develop learning/teaching strategies appropriate to group and individual mu
sic instruction. The student will explore the instructional processes at the De
partment o! Music's music education laboratory school. 

MUS 380 Instrumental Methods (Strings) (4 credits) 
Designed to provide the teacher with basic facilities and pedagogical techniques 
for the string family. 

MUS 381 lnstrumer;~tal Methods (Woodwinds) (4 credits) 
Designed to provide the teacher with basic facilities and pedagogical techniques 
for the woodwind family. 

MUS 382 Instrumental Methods (Brass & Percussion) (4 credits) 
Designed to provide the teacher with basic facilities and pedagogical techniques 
for the brasses and per<:ussion. 

MUS 395 Conducting (4 credits) 
The basic techniques of conducting, including both instrumental and choral. Par
ticipants will elect to emphasize either instrumental or choral technique and will 
be assigned at least one hour per week as an assistant in University performing 
groups or public school ensembles. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210 and a 300-level theory course. 

MUS 401 Teaching Music in Elementary Schools (4 credits) 
The organization and content of the general voeal music class in the kindergarten 
and the (rrst six grades of elementary school. The development of musicality in 
the child through singing, playing instruments, listening to music, and partici
pating in rhythmic activities. Special emphasis on teaching music reading and 
ear training to young children 
Prerequisites: MUS 210 and a 300-level theory course. 
MUS 402 Teaching Music in Secondary Schools (2 credits) 
The content and organization of the complete secondary school curriculum and 
the role music assumes in it, including place and function of performing groups, 
general mwJic, music appreciation, music theory, and musical production. Coor
dination of the music program with other subject areas such as English, social 
studies, drama. Selection of appropriate repertoire and development o! the 
school music library. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210 and a 30Q-level theory course. 

MUS 403 Conducting Choral Music (2 credits) 
in Secondary Schools 

The organization and conducting of choral music in junior and senior high 
schools. The development of the adolescent and young adult voice. Problems of 
selection of repertoire. The selected choir, the mixed chorus, glee clubs, madrigal 
groups, and other small vocal ansembles. Historical style in choral singing, 
choral festivals and contests. 
Prerequisites: MUS 210 and a 300-level theory course. 

MUS 404 Conducting Instrumental Music (2 credits) 
in Secondary Schools 

The organization and conducting of instrumental music in junior and senior high 
schools. Repertoire, materials, and techniques of secondary school orehestras, 
bands, stage bands, and ensembles. Pedagogical principles appropriate to indi
vidual or group instruction 
Prerequisites: MUS 210 and a 300-level thoory course. 
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MUS 441-442 Music Pedagogy (4 credits each) 
Principles of music instruction for the studio teacher. The first semester will be 
devoted to a survey or the field and to observation. The second semester will be 
devoted to supervised teaching. 

MUS 450 Techniques and Materials of 
Jazz and Rock Instruction 

(3 credits) 

Repertory and pedagogy appropriate to rock instrumental and vocal ensemble 
instruction in the public schools. Extraction of aesthetic elements from rock 
media for use in musie appreciation, music thoory, and arts and humanities 
offerings at the secondary school level. Usually offered in the summer only. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

MUS 480 Advanced Studies in Choral (1, 2, or 3 credits 
Conducting and literature 

A program of independent and seminar work in advanced choral conducting. 
Emphasis is placed on interpretation of choral literature through research. Op
portunities are provided for conducting experience in choral lab groups. Usually 
offered in summer session only. 
Prerequisites: Choral conducting experience and one class in music history. 

MUS 481 Advanced Studies in Orchestral ( 1, 2, or 3 credits) 
Conducting and literature 

A program of independent and seminar work in advanced orchestral conducting. 
Emphasis is placed on interpretation o! orchestral literature through research. 
Opportunities are provided for conducting experience in a laboratory orchestra. 
Usually offered in summer session only. 
Prerequisites: Conducting experience, music history. 

MUS 494 Directed Research in Music Education (2 or 4 credits) 
A program of directed individual reading and research in technology of, innova
tion in, and psychology of music instruction. 
Prerequisites: Two courses from the series MUS 401, MUS 402, MUS 403, and 
MUS 404. 

MUS 496 Innovations in Music Instruction (3 credits) 
Innovative patterns of music instruction. Materials, methods and curricula ap
propriate to changing demands made on the public school music teachers. 
Usually offered in summer only. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

MUS 550 Repertory and Pedagogy of Jazz and Rock(2 credits) 
Rock instrumental, vocal and ensemble instructional methods including arrang
ing and composing for school rock groups, organization and administration of 
rock ensembles, and development of courses of study based on rock for secondary 
music appreciation, music theory, and humanities classes. The course is de
signed to develop instructional skills in teaching and using rock with secondary 
school students. Usually offered in the summer ~ions only. 

MUS 565 Advanced Study in Performance (2 or 3 credits) 
Practices 

The study of music literature of specific periods. The study of established per
formance characteristics unique to a musical period and/or a specific instru
ment. Detailed analysis of melodic material, harmonic implications, formal 
structure, rhythmic drive and textural balance will be used as the basis for es
tablishing foundations of appropriate interpretation. Usually offered in the sum
mer session only. 
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MUS 580 Advanced Choral Interpretation ( 1, 2, or 3 credits) 
and Conducting Techniques 

Study of the techniques and problems of correttly interpretini and conducting 
choral literature through style analysis, performance practices, choral tradition 
and vocal production. Usually offered in the summer session only. 

MUS 581 Advanced Instrumental (1, 2, or 3 credits) 
Interpretation and Conducting Techniques 

Study of the techniques and problems of cor~tly interpreting and conducting 
major orchestral works through style analysis, performance practices, and var
ious instrumentations, including works for a wide range of ensemble combina
tions. Usually offered in the summer session only. 

MUS 595 Innovations in Music Instruction (2 or 3 credits) 
Innovative patterns of music instruction. Materials, methods, and curricula ap
propriate to changing philosophies of music education and current research on 
learning and teaching. Emphasis on structuring learning encounters. Usually 
offered in the summer session only. 

INDEPENDENT STUDY 
MUS 295 Independent Study (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 credits) 
Normally for freshmen and sophomores. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MUS 495 Independent Study (2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 credits) 
Normally for juniors and seniors. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

MUS 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 credits) 
Supervises participation in the teaehing of an undelJI'aduate course in music, 
together with discussion of teaching methods and obJectives. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 
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Brunk, J. Clark Heston. 

ADJUNCT FACULTY: Prof. Charles E. Morton. 

Philosophy is one of the oldest, often one of the least understood 
of the liberal arts. The philosopher is interested in all aspects of 
human life, searching for the greatest possible clarity concern
ing the most fundamental questions. There is no one kind of 
philosophy; there are many kinds, each with its own value. Phi
losophy has always served two functions: the first is speculative, 
the attempt to formulate illuminating generalizations about 
science, art, religion, nature, society, and any other important 
topic; the second is critical, the unsparing examination of its 
own generalizations and those of others to uncover unfounded 
assumptions, faulty thinking, hidden implications, and inconsis
tencies. The study of philosophy is designed to encourage a spirit 
of curiosity, a sensitivity toward the uses of words, a sense of 
objective assessment toward oneself as well as others. Compe
tence in philosophy is solid training for advanced study in such 
fields as law> government, and public administration, as well as 
the ministry and teaching. 

The Department of Philosophy offers programs of study lead
ing to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with liberal arts major in 
philosophy, modified major, major in philosophy with concen
tration in area studies. major in philosophy with concentration 
in linguistics, and major in philosophy with concentration in 
religious studies. Majors in these programs may complete their 
general education requirement through courses chosen from de
partmental offerings, from University courses, or in the pro
grams of Allport College or New-Charter College. 

Requirements for the 
Liberal Arts Major in Philosophy 

Nine departmental courses(36 credits) are required, including 
PHL 101. The Department also offers a modified major in phi-
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losophy, modelled on the concentrations described below but tai
lored to the interests of the individual student. Such a modified 
major must include at least 24 credits in philosophy and will 
normally supplement t~ese with at least 20 credits from one or 
more other departments, chosen to form a coherent program 
with the philosophy courses taken. This program must have the 
suppOrt of one member of the Department of Philosophy, who 
will serve as adviser; and it must be approved by the chairman, 
normally by the end_of junior year. 

Departmental Honors 

Students who think they might qualify for departmental honors 
should submit an example of their philosophical writing to the 
chairman early in the semester before they expect to graduate. 
This should normally be a substantial paper written in PHL 395, 
but two or three papers written in other courses will be accepta
ble. If this work is judged to be of sufficiently high quality, it 
will be read by the rest of the Department, and a conference to 
discuss it with the student will be arranged. Departmental hon
ors are thus based upon written and oral achievement in philoso
phy, as well as general performance in courses. 

Requirements for the Major in Philosophy 
with Concentration in Area Studies 

(East Asian Studies or South Asian Studies) 

Six departmental courses (24 credits) are required, including 
PHL 101 and PHL 351 (for East Asian Studies) or PHL 352 (for 
South Asian Studies). For requirements in area studies, see p. 
251. 

Requirements for the Major in Philosophy 
with Concentration in Linguistics 

Six departmental courses (24 credits) are required, including 
PHL 101, PHL 370, and PHL 375. For requirements in linguis
tics, see p. 271. 

Requirements for the Major in Philosophy 
with Concentration in Religious Studies: 

Six departmental courses (24 credits) are required, including 
PHL 101 and PHL 225. For requ~rements in Religious Studies, 
see pg. 272. 
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AlllOO-level courses have no prerequisites; 200-level courses re
quire sophomore standing, or one previous course in philosophy; 
300-level courses require PHL 101, unless another course is indi
cated in the course description. Prerequisites may always be 
waived by permission of the instructor. 

PHL 100 Topics in Philosophy (4 credits) 
A study of one philosophic topic or problem, to be announced in the schedule of 
classes for each semester. 

PHL 101 Introduction to Philosophical Thinking (4 credits) 
Fundamental skills and questiollll in philosophy, including: how to read and 
write philosophy; what an argument is, and how to assess one; practice in clar
ifying concepts, such as absolute and relative, subjective and objective; similari
ties or differences between philosophy and other activities, such as science, reli
gion, psychology, debating, and bull sessions. Offered every semester. 

PHL 102 Introduction to Logic (4 credits) 
Study of the relationship between conclusions and statements offered in support 
of them. Will include some analysis of deductive arguments using some of the 
apparatus of modern symbolic logic, and may include the study of other kinds 
of arguments (e.g., analogical, inductive, practical) or of uses of language. Of
fered every semester. 

PHL 103 Introduction to Ethics (4 credits) 
Systematic reading and discussion of major ethical analyses of the distinction 
between right and wrong, good and evil. Appeals to custom, theology, happiness, 
reason, and human nature will be examined as offering viable criteria for judg
ments on contemporary issues of moral concern. Offered every year. 

PHL 204, 205, 206, 207 History of (4 credits each) 
Western Philosophy 

The development of systematic philosophical thought in the Western world from 
its beginnings in the Mediterranean region to the present, with extensive read
ings in the works of major philosophers. The four courses are: 
PHL 204: Classical Greek Philosophy (beginnings to Aristotle); 

Identical with CLS 204. 
PHL 205: Hellenistic and Medieval Philosophy (Stoics to the Renaissance); 
PHL 206: Early Modern Philosophy (Galileo to Kant); • 
PHL 207: Recent Philosophy (Hegel to the present). 
Each course may be taken separately, although together they present a contin
uous development. Offered in sequence, so that each course is offered every other 
year. 

201 

PHL 219 Aesthetics (4 credits) 
Systematic examination of the nature of aesthetic experience and aesthetic judg
ment in the appreciation of both nature and art. Critical analysis of major theo
ries, old and new, of the creation and structure of works of art, the psychology of 
aesthetic perception, and the logic and semantics of aesthetic judgment. Offered 
every other year. 

PHL 221 Theories of Justice, Power, and Freedom (4 credits) 
The meanings of central concepts in political philosophy, together with several 
closely related concepts such as those of law, authority, and the like, are exam
ined and analyzed through intensive readings in classic writings of political phi
losophers and through study of expecially crucial problems. Offered every other 
year. 
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PHL 225 Philosophy of Religion (4 credits) 
Examination of arguments for and agai113t the existence of God, the nature of 
religious language, the relations between religion and philosophy. Offered every 
other year. Identical with REL 225. 

PHL 240 Philosophy of Rhetoric (4 credits) 
The problem of "objectivity," philosophical justifications for a distinction be
tween persuasion and proof, between propaganda and information, etc., and the 
consequences of denying such a distinction. Readings will include Plato's Gor
gias, Aristotle's Rhetoric, and recent books and articles on reasoning and com
munication. Identical with SCN 310. 

PHL 250 Philosophies and Religions of Asia (4 credits) 
A study of the major religions of India, China, and Japan with emphasis on their 
philosophical significance. The course will cover Hinduism, Jainism, Confucian
ism, Taoism, and Buddhism (with special reference to Ch'an or Zen), and will 
deal with both the ancient traditions and some modern developments. Offered 
every year. Identical with REL 250. 

PHL 260 American Philosophy (4 credits) 
An historical survey of American Philosophy, from its beginnings in New Eng
land puritanism to the present day. Emphasia on Peirce, James, and Dewey. 
Offered every other year. 

PHL 317 Recent Theories of Ethics (4 credits) 
Theories of ethics and meta-ethics of the twentieth century, with emphasis on 
the analysis of ethical statements. Typical problems considered include the pos
sibility of supporting ethical claims, the place of reason, emotion, and persuasion 
in ethics, and ethical relativism. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 103. 

PHL 329 Philosophy of Science (4 credits) 
A study of the philosophical problems ariaing from critical reflection on the 
sciences. Typical topics: the structure of scientific explanation, the nature of 
scientific laws and theories, causality, com~rmation. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisites: PHL 101, and at least one course in physical science, either in high 
school or in college. 
PHL 333 Theories of Knowledge (4 credits) 
Critical examination of knowledge claims and of the types of justification given 
in their support. Typical topics are scepticism, empiricism, rationalism; the rela
tions between sensations, images, and concepts; meaning and truth; believing 
and knowing; intuition; limits of knowledge. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. 

PHL 337 Philosophy of Mind (4 credits) 
An examination of selected topics or works in the philosophical literature about 
mind. Some of these topics are: the nature of psychological explanation, the rela
tion of mind and body, thinking, motivation, emotions, action, concepts, remem
bering, images. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. 

PHL 340 Metaphysics (4 credits) 
An intensive study of selected influential attempts to characterize the basic fea
tures of the world, or of the analysis of basic concepts invloved in such character
izations of the world. Emphasis on reformulations of metaphysical problems, 
such as the relation between nature and mind, in the light of modern advances in 
scientific knowledge and sophistication. Offered every other year. 
Pr-erequisite: PHL 101. 
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PHL 351 Chinese Philosophy (4 credits) 
Systematic study of the rise and development of Chinese philosophy, with em
phasis on the classical (Chou) period. Confucianism, Taoism, Mohism, Legalism, 
the "Hundred Schools." The impact of Buddhism on Chinese philosophica[ think
ing will be examined. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 250. 

PHL 352 Indian Philosophy (4 credits) 
An examination of the presuppositions and doctrines of India's major philo
sophic systems. Both Indian logic and metaphysical speculation will be covered. 
Realistic, idealistic, pluralistic, dualistic, and monistic systems will be consid
ered, with some reference to contemporary developments. Offered every other 
year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 250 

PHL 355 Existentialism (4 credits) 
A study of several different types of existentialist philosophy, ranging from 
Kierkegaard to Sartre and Heidegger. Some attention may also be given to phen
omenology. Offered every ·~ther year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 207. 

PHL 357 Contemporary Analytic Philosophy (4 credits) 
A study of the main forms of twentieth century analytic philosophy and those 
philosophers who have had most influence in shaping it. Offered every other 
year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 207. 
PHL 365 Topics in Philosophy (4 credits) 
A study of one philosophic topic or problem which cuts across the usual divisions 
of the field. Offered every year. The instructor will announce the topic to be 
studied in the schedule of classes, and any prerequisites: normally PHL 101 is 
a minimal prerequisite. 

PHL 370 Symboaic Logic (4 credits) 
A study of standard first-order symbolic logic, emphasizing quantification 
theory and including identity theory and logical semantics, and possibly includ
ing an introduction to set theory and fonnal metatheory. The logical system is 
approached both as a formal system and as a theoretical analysis of human 
reasoning. Recommended as a companion course for all fields of study involving 
the use of formal models, and especially recommended for fields of study involv
ing language analysis. Offered every year. 
Prerequisites: PHL 102 or MTH 121 or CIS 180 or an equivalent. An Equivalent 
preparation could include experience in geometry, finite mathematics, probabil
ity calculus, computer programming, or some other formally rigorous study . . 

PHl 375 Philosophy of Language (4 credits) 
an inquiry into philosophical questions concerning the nature of natural lan
guage, with emphasis on the problem of meaning. Some consideration of the 
status of appeals to language in philosophical arguement. Offered every other 
year. 
Prerequisites: PHL 102 and one of either LIN 177 or SCN 201 or PHL 357. For 
accepted equivalents consult the instructor. 

PHL 382 A~cient and Medieval Philosophers (4 credits) 
An intensive study of the works of one major philosopher of the ancient or the 
medieval period. The spedfic philosopher to be considered will vary from year to 
year. May be repeated for credit. Offered every other year. Identical with CLS 
382. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 204 or 205, depending on the philos
opher studied. 
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PHL 383 Modern Philosophers (4 credits) 
An intensive study of the works of one major philosopher of the period from 1600 
to the present. The specific philosopher to be considered will vary from year to 
year. May be repeated for credit. Offered every other year. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101. Recommended: PHL 206 or 207, depending on the philos
opher studied. 

PHL 390 Directed Readings in Philosophy (2 credits) 
A tutorial, intended primarily (but not exclusively) for majors, in which a stu
dent may study a restricted topic of special interest to him which is not treated 
in regular courses, or which he wishes to pursue in greater detail. Students 
should have a clear idea of what they want to study before approaching a faculty 
member. The Department Chairman will often know best which professor the 
student should approach on a given topic. Graded "S" or "N". 
Prerequisite: PHL 101 and consent of the Department. 

PHL 395 Independent Study in Philosophy (4 credits) 
Essentialy the same as PHL 390, but in addition to reading and consultation 
with an instructor, the student will be expected to do some writing, normally 
including a substantial term paper. 
Prerequisite: PHL 101 and consent of the Department. 

PHL 497 Apprentice College Teaching (4 credits) 
A course open to any well-qualified philosophy student who obtains consent of 
a faculty member to assist in a regular college course. The apprentice should be 
capable of assuming limited teaching duties. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
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PROFESSORS: Abraham R. liboff, John M. McKinley, Ralph C. Mobley, 
Robert M. Williamson 

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR: Gifford G. Scott 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Norman Tepley, Paul A. Tipler, W. D. 
Wallace 

ADJUNCT ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Norman H. Horwitz 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR: Paul M. Doherty, Jeffry V. Mallow 

The courses of study offered by the Department of Physics are 
grouped into two categories-pre-professional career programs 
and individual courses for those students with broad interests in 
contemporary human culture. The latter are strongly recom
mended as experiences in science for students planning to go 
into a wide range of careers, including law, business, criminol
ogy, art history, music government, library science and journal
ism. 

Programs of study lead to the degrees of Bachelor of Science, 
Bachelor of Arts and Master of Science (described in the Gradu
ate Bulletin). The Bachelor of Science degree major in physics is 
intended primarily for students who plan to become professional 
scientists and qualifies them for graduate studies in the physical 
sciences or research positions in government and industry. 
Those students who also complete the Medical Physics Concen
tration will be able to seek a career in Medical Physics or in 
Medicine. The Bachelor of Arts degree major in physics in in
tended primarily for students with broader interests, who desire 
a less specialized background in physics, as for example, stu
dents who plan to take graduate work in a non-science field, or 
teach in secondary schools. The_ Bachelor of Arts degree program 
does not necessarily preclude a professional career in science if 
the student elects to supplement the program requirements with 
additional courses. 

Those students interested in a career in Physics and Public 
Policy are urged, early in their undergraduate work, to seek 
guidance in either the Department of Physics or Political 
Science. Specially selected students, with a double major in 
Physics and Political Science, may qualify for a senior year in
ternship in Washington or Lansing. 
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Requirements for the Bachelor of Science 
Major in Physics 

(a) 30 credits in physics courses at or above the 200 level, in
cluding either PHY 371 (Modern Physics) or PHY 472 (Quantum 
Mechanics 1). 

(b) PHY 158 Laboratory. 

(c) 16 credits of mathematics, at a level not below MTH 154. 

(d) 8 credits of Chemistry, at a level not below CHM 114. 

(e) 2 credits of computer programming, or equivalent experi
ence. 

(f) Fulfillment of all other University graduation require
ments. 

Requirements for the Concentration 
in -Medical Physics (see p. 265) 

A total of 128 credits is required, including, in basic science: 
PHY 150,151,152, 158,247,271,317,318,331,361,371,381;BIO 
111, 113, 221; CHM 114, 115, 117, 118, 203, 217, 305; MTH 154, 
155, 254, 255; CIS 180. For those medical physics students also 
wishing to meet the premedical requirements, an additional 
three credits-BIO 112, 114, and 222 should be taken. In the sen
ior year medical physics students attend a selected group of 
courses, amounting to 10 credits, given in Oakland County hospi
tals. Included are courses in Radiology, Nuclear Medicine, and 
Medical Instrumentation. An additional 4 credit in-hospital 
practicum is required of all medical physics students. 

Requirements for the Bachelor of Arts 
Major in Physics 

(a) 52 credits in physics, mathematics or chemistry of which, 

(b) at least 32 credits shall be in physics of which, 

(c) at least 22 credits shall be in courses with numbers above 
200. 

(d) Fulfillment of all other University graduation require
ments. 

Requirements for the Secondary 
Teaching Maior in Physics 

ED 244, 245, 428, 455, in addition to the requirements for the 
Bachelor of Arts major in physics. 
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Requirements for the Secondary 
Teaching Minor in Physics 

Twenty credits in physics are required. 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE MAJOR IN PHYSICS 

(A Typical Program) 
Fall 
Semester I 
CHM114 
CHM117 
MTH154 
PHY150 
Learning Skills or 
Distribution Requirement• 
Fall 
Semester3 
PHY152 
PHY158 
MTH254 
CIS 180 
Distribution Requirement• 
Fall 
SemesterS 
PHY318 
PHY331 
PHY351 
PHY371 
Distribution Requirement• 
Fall 
Semester7 
PHY 421** 
PHY·472** 
PHY 490** 
Elective 

Winter 
Semester2 
PHY151 
CHM115 
CHM118 
MTH155 
Learning Skills or 
Distribution Requirement• 
Winter 
Semester.( 
PHY271 
PHY317 
PHY361 
MTH255 

Winter 
Semester6 
PHY341 
PHY347 
PHY381 
MTH431** 
Distribution Requirement• 
Winter 
SemesterS 
PHY482** 
PHY 490** 
Elective 
Distribution Requirement• 

•For general education requirements, see pp. 64 . 

.. Suggested electives for students planning graduate work in Physics 

CONCENTRATION IN MEDICAL PHYSICS 

(A Typical Program) 

Fall 
Semester I 
PHY150 
MTH154 

Winter 
Semester2 
PHY151 
MTH155 

Spring 
_PHY158 
CHM 191 

207 
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CHM114 
CHM 117 
Learning Skills or 
Distribution 
Req uiremen t• 
fall 
Semester3 
PHY152 
BIO 111 
BI0112** 
CHM203 
Distribution 
Requirement• 

Fall 
SemesterS 
PHY318 
PHY331 
PHY371 
MTH254 

CHM115 
CHM118 
Learning Skills or 
Distribution 
Requirement• 
Winter 
Semester4 
PHY247 
PHY271 
BIO 113 
BI0114** 
CHM 305 

Spring 
BI0221 
BI0222** 

Distribution Requirement• 

Winter 
SemesterS 
PHY361 
PHY317 
PHY381 
MTH255 
CHM217 

Fall 
Semester? 
PHY 441 
PHY443 
PHY445 
Distribution Requirement• 

Winter . 
SemesterS 
PHY 442 
PHY 444 
PHY 490 
Elective 

*For general education requirements, see p. 265. 

•• Additional laboratory courses ~mmended for those students wishing also to 
meet the premedical requir~ments. 

Premedical students may fulfill their requirements in phys
ics by taking PHY 101-102 and PHY 158. These students are 
urged also to enroll in PHY 247 and PHY 271. 
PHY 101-102 General Physics (4 credits each) 
An introduction to classical and modern physics. Particle mechanics, wave mo
tion, electricity and magnetism, properties of atoms and atomic systems are 
considered. Calculus is not required. Not intended for students majoring in phys
ics, chemistry, engineering, or mathematics. 
Prerequisites for PHY 101: High school algebra and trigonometry or MTH 134. 
Prerequisites for PHY 102: PHY 101 or permission of the Instructor. 

Each of the following courses, numbered less than 150, but 
also including PHY 169, is designed for the non-science student 
who seeks an experience in science. These courses may be used 
to fulfill the general education requirement for the College of 
Arts and Sciences in Natural Science. 
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PHY 104 Classical Astronomy (4 credits) 
Early observations and theories. The universe as seen by Ptolemy and Coperni
cus and their concepts as refined by Brahe, Kepler, and Newton. Li~ht and opti
cal instruments. The earth-its place and motion in the universe. T1me and sea
sons. The moon-its mass, size, composition, and motion-eclipses. The 
planets-their mass, size, composition, and motion. Manned and un-manned ex
ploration of the moon and planets. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra with some trigonometry desirable. 

PHY 105 Modern Astronomy (4 credits) 
Stellar astronomy-energy production in the sun and stars. Properties of star
light. Classification of stars. Radio astronomy. Stellar evolution. Gravitational 
collapse. New astronomical objects-quasars, pulsars, radio galaxies. The prime
val fireball. Cosmology-origin, history, and future of the universe. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra with some trigonometry de,sirable. 

PHY 106 Earth Sciences I (4 credits) 
The earth as a planet: earth's orbit, rotation, time, maps, moon, tides, magnet
ism, atmosphere, solar radiation, meteorology, atmospheric circulation, ocean 
waters, world climates. Recommended for students in environmental studies, 
environmental health science, education m~ors, and as a general elective. 
Prerequisite: None 

PHY 107 Earth Sciences II (4 credits) 
A continuation of PHY 106: rocks and minerals, earth's interior, continental 
crusts, continental evolution, historial geology, soil water, weathering, runoff 
and floods, glaciers, wind, the soil, geologic maps. May be taken independently of 
PHY 106. 
Prerequisite: None 

PHY 115 Energy (4 credits) 
Basic physical principles of energy, sources, transmission, distribution. Political, 
economic and ecological considerations. 
Prerequisite: None 
PHY 121 Introduction to the Physics (4 cre~its) 

of Sensory Systems 
The senses as systeUU! which allow us to respond to external stimuli. How the 
senses function as detectors or transducers. Special emphasis on visual and audi
tory systems. Speech production and its acoustic characteristic and recognition. 
The physical properties of light and sound are presented in a lectu.re-demonstra
tion format which provides the student little prepared in physical science with 
an intuitive understanding of these phenomena. Vision and hearing are then 
related to the structure of the eye and ear and their response to light and sound. 
Recommended for psychology, biology and apeech communications students. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra. 
PHY 127 Human Aspects of Physical Science (4 credits) 
A lecture course designed primarily for the student wishing to explore the inter
action between the physical and social sciences. The format and emphasis will 
vary so as to reflect the impact of physics on contemporary man, particularly on 
his politics, economics and behavior, as well as his environment and well-being. 
Where necessary, non-rigorous explanations of relevant physical phenomena and 
processes will be interwoven into the lectures to provide balance and insight. 
Prerequisite: None 
PHY 147 Elementary Modular Electronics (4 credits) 
Practical applications course emphasizing recent development& in modular elec
tronics by means of lectures, demonstrations, and laboratory work. No formal 
background in electricity or college level mathematics required. Simple circuits, 
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work with readout device8 such as voltmeters, ammeters, recorders, oscilloscopes 
and counters; processing of biomedical signals from EKG, EEG, body and organ 
scanners, etc.; integrated circuit modules and types of problems encountered; 
digital and analog computer inputs. 
Prerequisi~: High school algebra. 

PHY 169 Physics in Science Fiction (4 credits) 
A study of physical principles as revealed by the extent to which science fiction 
authors observe or violate them. Selected readings, discussions, and written pa
pers. No mathematics required beyond algebra. Graded S. N. 
Prerequisite: High school algebra. 

The following courses are designed primarily for the physics 
major and for other majors in the sciences and engineering. 

PHY 150 Perspective and Method (4 credits) 
in Contemporary Physics 

A survey of and prelude to current work in physics: pulsars, neutron stars, black 
holes, quarks, gravitational radiation, membrane potentials, symmetries in na
ture, current analytical methods in physics and techniques of problem solving; 
evolving relation of the physicist to societal probleDll!. Strongly suggested for 
beginning physics majors; recommended as elective for all science students. 
Prerequisite: None 

PHY 151-152 Introductory Physics (4 credits each) 
Mechanics, electricity and magnetism, wave motion, and optics for science, 
mathematics, and engineering students. 
Prerequisite for PHY 151 is MTH 154. 
Prerequisite for PHY 152 is PHY 161. 
Corequisite for PHY 152 is MTH 155. 

PHY 158 Introductory Physics Laboratory (2 credits) 
Prerequisites: High school physics, PHY 101, or PHY 151; MTH 122 or MTH 154. 

PHY 247 Introduction to Scientific Instrumentation (4 credits) 
A lecture, demonstration and laboratory court1e in the use of various devices and 
techniques used in scientific research. Oscilloscopes, integrated circuits, opera
tional amplifiers, and recorders. Instruments for radioisotope work: scintillation 
detectors, counters and scalers. Emphasis is on principles of operation rather 
than specific measurement systeDll!. The laboratory experiments are related to 
the biological sciences as far as posaible; thus. the above devices will be used to 
look at EKG, EEG, nerve transmission, blood pressure and radioisotope label 
ling. 
Prerequisites: PHY 101, 102 or 161, 152 and one laboratory court1e in any science, 
or permiuion of instructor. 

PHY 271 Introduction to Atomic and Nuclear Physics(4 credits) 
A basic survey of atomic and nuclear physics, including elementary quantum 
effects, X-rays, wave-particle duality; uncertainty principle, relativity; the nu
clear atom, atomic and nuclear structure, neutrons, natural and induced radioac
tivity, nuclear geophysics; penetration of charged particles in matter, absorp
tion, range and energy, nuclear reactions, nuclear energy, cosmic rays, 
elementary particles; radiation applications, radiation dosimetry and protection; 
nuclear devices including scintillation detectors, photomultipliers, and pulse
height analysis. Recommended for all science and engineering students, espe
cially those in premedical studies, health sciences, medical physics, etc. 
Prerequisites: PHY 101. 102 or 151, 152. 
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PHY 305 Astrophysics (4 credits) 
Gravitation, the solar system, the stars, the galaxies. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, PHY 158. 

PHY 306 Observational Astronomy (2 credits) 
A lecture/laboratory course utilizing the Oakland Observatory, providing the 
student with basic training in astronomical techniques. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, PHY 158. 

PHY 317-318 Intermediate Laboratory (2 credits each) 
Optics, atomic physics, and nuclear physics experiments, shop techniques, vac
uum systems, error analysis. 
Prerequisite: PHY 158. 

PHY 325 Biophysical Science (4 credits) 
A lecture course, emphasizing the physics of living systems: thermodynamics in 
biology, information theory, theories of ageing, biomolecular structure, nerve 
conduction, radiation biology. X-ray diffraction, scintillation spectroscopr. elec
tron microscopy, laser light scattering and other physics techniques used m biol
ogy. 
Prerequisitee: PHY 102 or PHY 152, and MTH 155. 

PHY 331 Optics (4 credits) 
Geometrical optics, optical instruments, wave theory of reflection, refraction, 
interference, diffraction, and polarization of light. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, MTH 155. 

PHY 341 Electronics (4 credits) 
Circuit theory, vacuum tubes; transistors, power supplies, linear amplifiers, 
feedback, oscillators. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, PHY 158, MTH 155. 

PHY 347-348 Electronics Laboratory (2 credits each) 
A. C. Circuits and electronics experiments. 
Corequisite for PHY 347 is PHY 341. 

PHY 351 Intermediate Theoretical Physics (4 credits) 
Introduction to the topics and techniques common to intermediate· level physics 
courses. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152 and MTH 254. 

PHY 361 Mechanics I ( 4 credits) 
Applications of Newton's laws to particles, systems of particles, harmonic oscil
lators, central forces, accelerated reference frames, and rigid bodies. 
Prerequisite: PHY 152 
Corequisite: MTH 254 

PHY 371 Modern Physics (4 credits) 
Relativity, atomic physics, the experimental bases of quantum mechanics, and 
properties of nuclei. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, MTH 155. 

PHY 381 Electricity and Magnetism I (4 credits) 
The development of Maxwell's equations from the experimental laws of electric
ity and magnetism. Vector calculus, potential theory, boundary conditions on 
the electromagnetic field vectors, field energy, properties of dielectrics, conduc
tors, and magnetic materials. 
Prerequisites: PHY 152, MTH 254; MTH 255 desirable. 

PHY 400 Seminar (1 credit per semester) 
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PHY 405 Special Topics (2, 4, 6 credits) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

PHY 417-418 Advanced Laboratory (2 credits each) 
Methods of experimental physics. Experiments and projects in all areas of classi
cal and modern physics, with emphasis on research techniques and detailed anal
ysis of experimental data. 
Prerequisites: PHY 317-318, 341 and 347-348 or equivalent. 
Prerequisites or corequisites: PHY 331, 361 and 371, or equivalent. 

PHY 421 Thermodynamics (4 credits) 
The zeroth, first and se<:ond laws of thermodynamics with applications to pure 
substances. Introduction to the kinetic theory of gases and to statistical mechan
ics. 
Prerequisites: PHY 361, MTH 255. 

PHY 470 Relativity (4 credits) 
Special relativity in mechanics and electromagnetism. Introduction to general 
relativity and gravitation. 
Prerequisite: PHY 361 or PHY 371 or PHY 381. 

PHY 472 Quantum Mechanics I (4 credits) 
Principles of non-relativistic quantum mechanics, Schrodinger wave equation, 
expectation values of energy, position, momentum and angular-momentum oper
ators, spin, perturbation theory, identical particles-with applications to atomic 
systems. 
Pre~quisite5: PHY 361, MTH 255. 

PHY 482 Electricity and Magnetism II (4 credits) 
Multipole fields, solutions and Laplace and Poisson equations, electromagnetic 
waves in insulators and conductors, the derivation of the laws of optics from 
Maxwell's equations. 
Prerequisites: PHY 381, MTH 255. 

PHY 490 Independent Study and Research (2, 4, 6 credits) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department. 

Courses in physics on the 500 level are graduate courses avail
able to well-prepared undergraduate students with permission 
of the Department. 

PHY 522 Statistical Thermodynamics (4 credits) 
Review of classical thermodynamics. Kinetic theory, including transport pheno
mena. Introduction to classical and quantum statistical mechanics. 
Prerequisite8: PHY 421 

PHY 542 Advanced Electronics (4 credits) 
Selected topics in the analysis and design of electronic circuits. 
Prerequisite: PHY 341. 

PHY 548 Advanced Electronics Laboratory (2 credits) 
Prerequisite: PHY 348. 

PHY 552 Theoretical Physics (4 credits) 
Topics and techniques common to graduate level physic11 courses. 
Prerequisites: PHY 361, PHY 371, PHY 381. 
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PHY 562 Mechanics II (4 credits 
Methods of Lagrange and Hamilton, tensor algebra, rigid bodies in three dimen
sions, continuous media, and coupled systems. 
Prerequisites: PHY 361, MTH 255. 

PHY 565 Physics of Continuous Media (4 credits) 
An introduction to elasticity and fluid mechanics. 
Prerequisites: PHY 361 

PHY 573 Nuclear Physics (4 credits) 
The properties of ground and excited states of nuclei, nuclear reactions, funda
mental particles, nuclear forces, interaction of particles, and photons with mat
ter, and nuclear particle detectors. 
Prerequisite: PHY 472. 

PHY 574 Introduction to Solid State Physics (4 credits) 
An introduction to the thermal, electrical, and magnetic properties of solids 
(with emphasis on current experimental techniques), including periodic struc
ture, lattice dynamics, electron interactions and behavior, transport properties, 
the Fermi surface and optical behavior, and superconductivity. 
Prerequisite: PHY 472 or equivalent. 

Other advanced graduate courses in physics described in the 
Graduate Bulletin are: 

PHY 600 Seminar ( 1 credit) 

PHY 673 Quantum Mechanics II (4 credits 

PHY 674 Quantum Mechanics Ill (4 credits) 

PHY 690 Research (2 to 12 credits) 
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Political Science ofters a concentrated and systematic study of 
politics at all levels of government and in many different cul
tural and national settings. Policy-making, law, political behav
ior, administration, international politics, foreign governments, 
and theories and philosophies of government, are among the 
many topics explicated by these courses. The general educa
tional aim is to increase the student's awareness and under
standing of the broad realm of politicS and government. Many 
students electing this major wish to prepare for careers in public 
service, law, practical politics, or the teaching of government and 
social studies. The liberal arts degree is not designed as a voca
tional degree; however, there are course combinations and selec
tions that are appropriate for students with such defined career 
objectives. Presently available are concentrations i'n Public Man
agement, Area Studies, Computer Information Science, and 
Journalism. These alternatives are described below. 

Departmental honors are conferred upon graduates who suc
cessfully complete a PS 490 project and paper at the honors level 
during their senior year. The student seeking honors should ob
tain the permission of the Department prior to registering for a 
490 project. There are opportunities for advanced students to un
dertake independent readings and research under the PS 390 
and PS 490 numbers; these also require pre-enrollment in the 
Department office. 
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Requirements for the Liberal Arts Major 
in Political Science 

The major requires ten courses (40 credits) in political science 
including PS 100, PS 131, PS 222. These courses are offered ev
ery Fall and Winter semester. The rest of the major can be 
freely elected among the offerings of the Department as listed in 
this catalog except that no more than 12 credits of independent 
study (PS 290, PS 390, PS 490) may be offered toward the satis
faction of the major requirements. 

Recommended Courses for Freshmen 
and Prospective Majors 

For the freshman, or the general student with some interest in 
political science, the introductory courses American Politics (PS 
100) and Foreign Political Systems (PS 131) are recommended. 
U.S. Foreign Policy (PS 115) and Contemporary Political Issues 
(PS 110) are suited to both the general student and the prospec
tive major in the Department. PS 110 will deal selectively with 
a current political issue or topic as announced in the bulletin of 
classes each semester. Students might also consider Western 
Political Thought (PS 272, 273) or Communism (PS 277). Politi
cal science majors are required to take PS 100, PS 131 and PS 
222 and these should be taken before going on to upper level 
classes. 

Recommended Courses for Students Interested in 
Public Service or Governmental Courses 

For the student who seeks a career in government service it is 
advisable to pursue courses in aspects of American politics (PS 
301, 302), law (PS 241, 342, 343, 440, 441), public administration 
(PS 251, 351), local and metropolitan politics (PS 205) and policy 
analysis (PS 253, 400, 401). For a more complete acquisition of 
public administration skills, the student should enroll in the 
Public Management concentration. 

Concentration in Public Management 

The Department of Political Science, in co-operation with the 
School of Management, offers a concentration in Public Manage
ment. By the meshing of appropriate courses drawn from Politi
cal Science, Economics, Management and Mathematics the stu
dent will acquire skills essential to administrative 
responsibilities in government and other public and community 
agencies. Any major may undertake this program; for students 
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majoring in political science, the additional requirements to sat
isfy both the major and the concentration are here listed. 

Core Courses in Public Management 
PS 100 American Politics 
PS 205 Politics of the Local Community 
PS 251 Public Administration 
PS 351 Public Budgeting 
ECN 100, 101 Introduction to Economics I and II 
ECN 216 Microeconomic Analysis 
MGT 200, 201 Managerial Accounting 
MGT 436 Managerial Strategies 
M TH 121, 122 Introductory Mathematics for the Social Sciences 
Additional Courses Required to Complete 
Political Science Major 
PS 1 31 Foreign Political Systems 
PS 222 Measurement and Methodology 
PS 253 Public Policy Analysis 
Plus two other political science courses 

Students wishing to enroll in this concentration should consult 
with Professor Tower (Economics) or Professor Marz (Political 
Science). 

Recommended Courses for Students Interested in Law 
School 

The political science major interested in law school should elect 
the law courses given in the Department- Law and Politics (PS 
241), the American Legal System (PS 342 and PS 343), Interna
tional Law (PS 313) and, when offered; the Seminar in Public 
Law (PS 440, 441). The pre-law political science major may ob
tain more information by consulting the collection of law school 
catalogs maintained by the Department office and by contacting 
the Department's pre-law advisor. See page 280 of this catalog 
for advice to students planning legal careers. 

Recommended Courses for Students Interested 
in Graduate Study 

The undergraduate political science program may be pursued as 
a preparation for advanced graduate programs given at other 
universities. Some careers in public administration and planning 
require an M.A. degree, and university level teaching and re
search normally require the Ph. D. degree. Students with these 
career aspirations may acquire brochures from the Department 
office and are welcome to consult any of the faculty for more 
detailed information. 
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The Liberal Arts Political Science Maior 
and Concentrations 

It is possible to pursue the major in political science in combina
tion with one of a number of concentrations which are described 
elsewhere in this catalog. Included as options are the Speech 
Communication Concentration (see page 276), the concentration 
in Social Justice and Corrections (see page 275), the Computer 
·Information Science Concentration (see page 268), and the sev
eral area concentrations: East Asia, South Asia, Latin America, 
Africa, and the Slavic Area (see page 254). 
For students who wish to emphasize political science and pursue 
a secondary education career in social studies, the appropriate 
program information can be found on page 277 of this catalog. 

PS 100 Introduction to American Politics (4 credits) 
A study of the process of decision-making in the American national government 
and of the ways in which parties, groups and individuals work to produce public 
policy in Congress, the Presidency, and the courts. 

PS 110 Contemporary Political Issues (4 credits) 
Selected topics dealing with current political issues or public policy problems. 
The particular topic will be announced at the time of offering. The coune is 
designed for the general student and will be available with no prerequisites. 

PS 115 U.S. Foreign Policy (4 credits) 
Study of the foreign policy issues and challenges confronting the United States 
in the nuclear age, in the light of the historical evolution of American diplomacy, 
and of the limitations imposed upon foreign policy makers by public opinion and 
the exigencies of domestic politics. 

PS 131 Foreign Political Systems. (4 credits) 
Analysis of the polities and governmental systems of selected countries in the 
contemporary world; types chosen range from established constitutional democ
racies and totalitarian systems, to movements and regimes of new developing 
nations. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in the Spring Session. 

PS 163 Black Politics (4 credits) 
Analysis of Afro-Americans and their relationship to the American political sys
tem. Emphasis is given to Black political ideologies and thought, political organi
zations and strategies, and forms of political participation both electoral and 
non-electoral. 

PS 205 Politics of the Local Community (4 credits) 
Study of state and local governments, local political forces, trends in metropoli
tan and suburban politics, problems of planning in an age of urbanization. Of
fered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 213 International Politics (4 credits) 
Intensive interdisciplinary study of concepts and hypotheses basic to under
standing and analysis of relations among nations. The class may engage in a 
simulation exercise in international conflict and in the analysis of a number of 
actual cases to gain experience in the application of the hypotheses studied. Of
fered in the Fall or Winter Semester. 
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PS 221 Systematic Political Analysis (4 credits) 
An introduction to formal models in political science. Offered in the l<'all and 
Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisites: Sophomore standing. 

PS 222 Measurement and Methodology (4 credits) 
An introduction to the design of research, the measurement of political varia
bles, and the analysis of data. 
Prerequisite: One course in political science. 

PS 241 Law and Politics (4 credits) 
A broad survey of the function of law and legal systems in the political onler. 
The student will be exposed to the classic jurisprudential, historical, anthropol
ogical, and comparative treatments of the subject. Offered in the Fall and Winter 
Semesters. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

PS 251 Public Administration (4 credits) 
Intensive study of government in action, with special attention to policy formula
tion, organization, personnel administration, supervision, coordination, adminis
trative control, and accountability. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 253 Political and Economic Analysis (4 credits) 
of Public Policy 

This course treats normative and empirical analysis of problems in political 
economy as a technique for studying public policy. Topics covered include cur
rent U.S. budgets, agricultural policy, environmental policy, and classical prob
lems of political economy such as Arrow's Impossibility Theorem and Pareto 
optimality. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 271 American Political Thought (4 credits) 
The writings of prominent American thinkers and statesmen whose ideas have 
influenced the development of the American polity will be considered. Selected 
texts by European thinkers may also be exammed with a view to their influence 
on America. Not offered on any set schedule. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

• 272, 273 Western Political Thought (4 credits each) 
•. two semester survey of Western political philosophy. Each major philosopher, 
from Plato to Marx, is placed in his political setting so as to show the intern:la
tionships between philosopher's environment ahd his ideas. Offered regularly 
Fall and Winter Semesters. 

PS 277 Communism (4 credits) 
The development of revolutionary socialism from early Marxism to the present 
day. The course analyzes the relevance of Marxism to a variety of contemporary 
revolutionary situations. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

PS 2.90 Political Science Laboratory• (2 or 4 credits) 
From time to time, collateral, independent work of various kinds will be offered 
to students in conjunction with regular departmental courses. These opportuni
ties may be limited to students enrolled in particular courses and may be re
stricted to political science majors. Such work may be taken more than once. Not 
offered on any set schedule. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor before registration. 
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PS 301 American Presidency and the 
Executive Process 

(4 credits) 

A study of presidential politics, decision-making, and leadership in the Amer
ican political system. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 302 Legislative Process and (4 credits) 
Public Policy 

A study of legislative behavior and decision-making, emphasizing the problems 
of public policy development in the American political system. Offered in the 
Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 313 International Law (4 credits) 
An intensive examination of the principles and organization of modern interna
tional law. Attention is given to the growing fields of ocean resource, outer space, 
environmental protection, and information law. 
Prerequisite: PS 213 

PS 320 Laboratory in Empirical Methods (4 credits) 
An examination of and training in empirical methodology. Topics covered in
clude social science data management, two or three batch and .conversational 
statistical packages, some computer programming, some statistics not covered in 
PS 222, and different modes of empirical political science research. 
Prerequisite: PS 222 

PS 330 Comparative Political Theory (4 credits) 
An examination of the various approaches and theories that are used in compar
ative political research, including theories of development and modernization. 
Prerequisite: PS 131, PS 222 

PS 331 The Political Systems of 
Britain and Canada 

(4 credits) 

An analysis and comparison of British and Canadian politics, parties, parlia
ment, politicking and public policy. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 

PS 332 Politics of the Middle East (4 credits) 
and North Africa 

Examination of the politics of the Middle East and North Africa. The cultural 
and historical factors that influence the contemporary politics of the area will be 
emphasized. Topics include religion, social structures, economic problems, the 
impact of the West, and the Arab-Israel conflict. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 
PS 333 African Politics (4 credits) 
Examination of politics of sel~ted African states. The primary focus of the 
course is on political development. Attention is given to traditional and colonial 
politics as well as to individuals, groups, and institutions that make up the pre
sent political process. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 

PS 334 Political Systems of Southern Asia (4 credits) 
Examination of the elements of political life in India and Pakistan. The cultural, 
historical, social, and economic factors that influence contemporary political in
stitutions; the issues; and the processes by which political conflicts are resolved 
will be studied. Politics in Ceylon, Nepal, and Himalayan border kingdoms may 
also be considered. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 
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PS 335 Politics of Latin America (4 credits) 
Analysis of the political systems of Latin America and the historical, social, and 
economic factors underlying them. The major countries are studied intensively, 
and a comparative approach is used to examine the variations from democracy 
to dictatorship and the political instability that characterizes the area. Offered 
in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 

PS 337 The Soviet Political System (4 credits) 
A descriptive analysis of the Soviet society as a political system; its origins, 
institutions, and political behavior. Trends and developments in the system will 
be assessed, and comparisons with other political systems will be undertaken. 
Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 
PS 338 Modern Chinese Politics (4 credits) 
An analysis of the rise of social movements in China after the breakdown of the 
traditional order; the emergence of the Nationalist and Communist regimes and 
the triumph of the Communists; the political processes of the People's Republic 
of China, emphasizing the role of elites in policy formation, ideology, mass sup
port, and the exercise of central power. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 

PS 339 Sino-Soviet Relations (4 credits) 
The relations between the People's Republic of China and U.S.S.R., emphasizing 
the reaction to the Russian experience by the leaders of China and the split 
between the U.S.S.R. and the People's Republic. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 131 

PS 342 American Legal System 1: (4 credits) 
Principles and Processes 

A study of the various institutions of the American legal system with emphasis 
on the specific policy-making toob of the judicial process. 
Prerequisite: PS 100 

PS 343 American Legal System II: (4 credits) 
Constitutional Law and Civil Liberties 

A broad survey of American constitutional law. Special emphasis will be placed 
on civil rights and liberties in America as defined and protected by the judiciary. 
Primary emphasis on United States Supreme Court decisions dealing with free
doms of speech, religion and privacy; rights of the accused; racial, ethnic and 
sexual discrimination. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 241 or PS 343 

PS 351 Public Budgeting (4 credits) 
A study of the budgeting process in complex institutions, with special reference 
to various modern budgetary systems. Stresses the 11M! of control over flow of 
funds as an instrument in control of policy. 
Prerequisite: PS 251 

PS 362 Electoral Processes (4 credits) 
The study of electoral systems, political parties, and the voting behavior of indi
viduals and groups, with special attention to U.S. political experience. 
Prerequisite: PS 100, PS 222 

PS 365 Public Opinion (4 credits) 
A study of the formation, communication, and change of the politically relevant 
opinions of individuals and groups in modern societies and of the ways in which 
these opinions lead to political actions. Offered in the Fall Semester. 
Prerequisite: PS 100, PS 222 
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PS 381 Formal Political Theory (4 credits) 
The role of theory in the study of politics; the use of formal models and systems 
theories; examination of the problems of developing a science of politics and ita 
relationship to value and policy questions. 
Prerequisite: PS 221 

PS 390 Directed Readings* (2 or 4 credits) 
Readings not normally covered in existing course offerings. Directed on an indi
vidual basis. Consent of the Department and permission of the instructor re
quired before registration 

SEMINARS 

From time to time, the Department offers seminar courses at 
the advanced level in which a topic or problem is studied in 
depth, and in which individual student research of a significant 
sort is presented for analysis and criticism. The seminar titles 
refer to the broad fields of political science within which the 
problem falls; the precise problems to be studied will be an
nounced by the Department at the time the seminars are of
fered. 
PS 400, 401 Seminar in Pubilc Policy (4 credits each) 

PS 410, 411 Seminar in World Politics (4 credits each) 

PS 420, 421 Seminar in Political Behavior (4 credits each) 

PS 430, 431 Seminar in the Comparative Study(4 credits each) 
of Political Systems 

PS 440, 441 Seminar in Public Law 

PS 480, 481 Seminar in Political Theory 

PS 490* Special Topics or 
Directed Research 

(4 credits each) 

(4 credits each) 

(2, 4, or 8 credits) 

Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in the Spring and Summer Ses
sions. 
Prerequisites: All 400-level courses require consent of the Department before 
registration. 
•Note: Students are limited to 8 credits of independent study (PS 290, PS 390, 
or PS 490) in any one semester. 
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PROFESSORS: Edward A. Bonte(, David C. Beardslee, Harvey Burdick, 
Donald C. Hildum, Booz Kahana 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Jean S. Broun, Daniel N. Braunstein, Max 
Brill, Kenneth H. Coffman, Peter Jommers-Murdoch, Booz Kahana, 
David G. Lowy, Ralph Schilloce, David W. Shontz, Irving Torgoff 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: RobertS. Fink, Algeo 0. Harrison, Allen K. 
Hess, leonard Ireland, Gary A. Klein, Virginia E. O'Leary, Dean G. 
Purcell, F. Edward Rice, Amos Spector, David M. Stonner, Harold 
Zepelin 

'fhe undergraduate Psychology program leads to the degree of 
Bachelor of Arts with a Liberal Arts Major in Psychology. The 
Psychology Department has no specific course requirements for 
a major in the department. The single requirement is that the 
student satisfactorily complete 36 credit hours of course work in 
Psychology. 

The Psychology Department recognizes that students are indi
vidually quite different one from the other. Nevertheless we have 
planned our curriculum with at least four general "types" of stu
dents in mind, figuring that it is better to think of four types 
than to think of just one, called ''the student." Our types are: (A) 
the student who plans, after obtaining his or her B.A. in Psy
chology, to find employment rather than continuing with formal 
education; (B) the student who wants to become a professional 
psychologist, and therefore plans to go to a graduate school in 
psychology; (C) the student who plans to go on in a field, other 
than psychology, that requires further formal training; and (D) 
the student who is not sure why he or she is majoring in psychol
ogy. The pamphlet Majoring in Psychology at Oakland Uni
versity discusses these types of students further, and makes 
suggestions to each type as to specific courses which he or she 
might take. This pamphlet is available through the Psychology 
Office, Room 357 Hannah Hall. It discusses majoring in psychol
ogy in more detail. Modifications in curriculum, etc., semester 
by semester, are indicated in new versions of the pamphlet 
which are printed as the need arises. The student majoring in 
psychology or contemplating doing so should obtain a copy of 
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this pamphlet. 
For programs leading to the degree of Master of Arts in Clini

cal Psychology, in Developmental Psychology, or in General Psy
chology from Oakland University, see the Oakland University 
Graduate Bulletin, available from the Graduate Office, Room 
201 Hannah Hall. 

NOTES 

At the present time, "Concentrations" of various sorts are 
being considered within the Psychology Department, and in con
junction with other departments where this seems advisable. 
Concentrations are groups of courses taken together which give 
a more integrated picture of certain aspects of psychology. As 
part of each concentration there will be opportunities for field 
work. These concentrations will be announced in the pamphlet 
Majoring in Psychology at Oakland University as they may 
be developed. 

Juniors and Seniors are particularly encouraged to do re
search projects under the course numbers PSY 480 to 485. Re
search experienCe is at the heart of contemporary psychology. 
Psychology students are also strongly encouraged to volunteer to 
serve as subjects for some of the ongoing research. In all cases 
once the data is collected subjects will be provided with an ex
planation of the rationale behind the research. The experience of 
serving as a subject should be valuable. 

A student majoring in psychology who wishes to earn depart
mental honors must submit, approximately six weeks before the 
end of his or her last semester, an application for honors. Appli-

- cation blanks, having the exact deadline date, are available at the 
Psychology Department office. The application calls for a list of 
psychology courses taken, together with an indication of instruc
tors and grades, plus a selection of written materials submitted 
earlier in courses or produced especially for this application. The 

· written material may consist of anything which the applicant 
feels will enhance his or her chances of being awarded honors. 
Independent laboratory or field work will be given special notice. 
Applications will be read by a departmental committee which is 
empowered to grant honors to no more than one third of any 
year's departmental graduates. 

DEPARTMENT COURSES AND PREREQUISITES 

Individual courses in the Psychology curriculum have prere
quisites which are intended to be as meaningful as we can make 
them and as minimal as is reasonable. The prerequisites also 
indicate the general level at which the course is conceived. 
Courses generally are more advanced as the numbering goes 
from 100 courses towards 500 courses. 
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PSY 130 Introduction to Social Psychology (4 credits) 
Observational, experimental and analytical techniques for the objective study of 
relationships among men and the effects of these relationships upon the partici
pants in them. The analysis of social functions and roles; the study of the devel
opment and change of attitudes, beliefs, and values; the influence of social 
IO"OUDS on the individual; and the development of personality in relation to the 
social milieu are considered. Formerly listed as UC054. 
Prerequisite: None 

PSY 146 Foundations of Contemporary Psychology (4 credits) 
The basic processes studied by psychologists. Topics include the central psycho
logical processes of learning, perceiving, remembering, thinking, emotion, moti
vation, etc. Also looks at the comparative and physiological approaches to these 
topics. 
Prerequisite: None 

PSY 215" Psychological and Field Studies 
in Education 

(4 credits) 

Psychological factors involved in learning and development are examined in lec
tures, class discussions, and observations of teaching. These observations may be 
of actual teaching in the schools, or they may be observations of video tapes of 
teaching. Identical with ED 245. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 220 Abnormal Psychology (4 credits) 
The psychodynamics of abnormal behavior, clinical types, methods of investiga
tion, and principles of psychotherapy. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 221 Coping Strategies in the (4 credits) 
Normal Personality 

Characteristics of healthy personality in the following dimensions: (1) need grat
ification; (2) reality contact; (3) interpersonal relationships and (4) growth. Cop
ing strategies in a crisis situation. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 230 Environmental Psychology (4 credits) 
The relationship between behavior and the man-defined environment. Topics in
clude: human ecology, basic psychological processes and the environment, indi
vidual needs in the organization of the environment, social institution and envi
ronmental planning. 
Prerequisite: One PSY course 

PSY 232 Psychology of Women (4 credits) 
Psychological variables that repeatedly differentiate women from men, such as 
passivity, dependence, and lack of self esteem, will be examined in light of exist
ing psychological theory and research. Topics will include sex differences in per
sonality and learning ability, dependence, passivity, identification, role conflict 
and achievement motivation. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 235 Organizational Behavior I (4 credits) 
The relationships between individuals and organizations. Applications from gen
eral social and industrial psychology to the management of work performance 
evaluation, supervision, influence of informal work groups, and behavioral 
change are surveyed both empirically and theoretically. In all cases, development 
of the student as an analytical consumer of behavioral data will be stressed. 
Identical to MGT 330. 
Prerequisite: None 
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PSY 236 Organizational Behavior II (4 credits) 
Social Psychology of Organization Behavior. Implications for organizational 
management of group behavior. Theoretical and empirical approaches to issues 
such as communication, decision-making, power and authority, conflict, organi
zational change, leadership, and organizational climate. Emphasis will be placed 
on developing the student as an analytical consumer of data. Identical to MGT 
331. 
Prerequisite: PSY 235 or MGT 330 

PSY 241 Individual Differences (4 credits) 
Intellectual, motivational, and personality differences associated with age, social 
roles, sex, ethnic and racial groups, and social class. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 246 Applied Psychology (4 credits) 
The areas in which "psychology~ has been put to work, such as childrearing, 
teaching and training methods, personality and aptitude testing, sensitivity 
training, human engineering, environmental design, animal behavior, etc. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 252 Statistics and Research Design (4 credits) 
The principal statistical procedures commonly employed in research in the social 
sciences. Emphasis is given to the design of experimental studies, problems of 
sampling and control of variables, and psychological measurement. Two years of 
high school mathematics are recommended. 
Prerequisite: PSY 146 

PSY 253 Computers and Society (4 credits) 
An introduction to the use of computers in education, medicine, and the behav
ioral sciences. Emphasis will be on assessing the impact of computers on the 
quality of life for individuals in our society now and in the future. No previous 
knowledge of computers is required. 
Prerequisite: None 

PSY 271 Child Development (4 credits) 
Theory and principles of the develofment of the child from birth to puberty. 
Selected topics include: maturationa processes, learning and motivation, intel
ligence, the self concept, and child-rearing practices. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 273 Psychology of Adolescence and Youth (4 credits) 
The adolescent experience and the transition to adulthood, as influenced by phy
siological change, intellectual growth, and social attitudes, form the subject mat
ter of this course. Among the topics considered are the quest for identity, juven
ile delinquency, drug use, the youth culture, relationships between generations, 
and vocational choice. 
Prerequisites: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 274 Psychology of Adulthood and Aging (4 credits) 
Psychological change, from young adulthood to death, is the subject matter of 
this course. Potentials for psychological growth and sources of crisis are consid
ered along with such topics as changes in intellectual processes, attitudes to
wards aging, retirement, and the needs of the aged. 
Prerequisites: PSY 130 or PSY 146 

PSY 300 through 309 Topics in Psychology (4 credits) 
These courses will be offered occasionally by faculty members wishing to explore 
special topics of current interest which are not listed among our regular offer
ings, either on their own initiative or at the request of a group of students. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
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PSY 320 Theories of Personality (4 credits) 
Major theories of human personality development and principles of personality 
theory building. 
Prerequisite: PSY 146 and 2 other Psychology courses. 

PSY 321 Experimental Psychopathology (4 credits) 
Basic philosophy of science, issues in design and methodology of psychological 
research with application to abnormal behavior. Experience in data collection. 
Prerequisite: PSY 220 and PSY 252. 

PSY 330 Research Methods in Social Psychology (4 credits) 
Theory and techniques of survey research, field experiments, laboratory experi
ments and field studies will be covered. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 and PSY 252 

PSY 335 Psycholinguistics (4 credits) 
The psychology of language, pointing up the accommodation between the cogni
tive and physical structure of human beings and the structure of language, the 
nature of the language learning process, and t.'te consequences of language use. 
Identical with LIN 335. 
Prerequisite: One course in Psychology and one course in Linguistics, or permis
sion of the instructor. 

PSY 340 History and Systems of Psychology (4 credits) 
How Psychology came to be as it is. From the beginning to the great Experi
ments and the Schools of Psychology. From the Schools to World War II. From 
World War II to the present. Men, experiments, theories. 
Prerequisites: PSY 146 and two other psychology courses other than PSY 252. 

PSY 350 Motivation (4 credits) 
The nature of physiological and behavioral mechanisms that control an organ
ism's reaction to the demands of its environment. 
Prerequisite: PSY 146 

PSY 351 Learning, Memory and Thinking (4 credits) 
Approaches to learning, memory, and thinking processes. Includes such topics as 
conditioning, problem solving, verbal behavior, storage systems, and organiza
tion. 
Prerequisites: PSY 146 and PSY 252 

PSY 352 Sensation and Perception (4 credits) 
Approaches to the basic sensory systems and perceptual processes. 
Prerequisites: PSY 146 and PSY 252 

PSY 354 Comparative Psychology (4 credits) 
The literature on sub-human animal behavior with reference to its relevance for 
the understanding of behavior in general. Looks at a range of species from 
amoeba and the insects up to the primates. Looks at ''basic process' behaviors, 
abnormal behaviors, social behaviors, etc. An introductory course in Biology is 
recommended. 
Prerequisites: PSY 146 and PSY 252. 

PSY 355 Physiological Psychology (4 credits) 
The physiological mechanisms underlying the behavior of organisms, including 
man. Treats such topics as the structure of the nervous system and the principle 
chemistry of the body. Deals with the physiology of learning, memory, percep
tion, motivation, emotion, etc. An introductory course in Biology is recom
mended. 
Prerequisites: PSY 146 and PSY 252. 
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PSY 427 Advanced Personality (4 credits) 
The development and functioning of the adult person, with emphasis on experi
mental and clinical approaches to understanding. 
Prerequisite: PSY 820. 

PSY 430 Advanced Social Psychology (4 credits) 
Critical study of selected areas in social psychology conducted by all members 
of social psychology staff. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

PSY 433 Attitudes and Opinions (4 credits) 
The nature and functions of attitudes, the relations between attitudes and per
sonality and between attitudes and behavior. Attitude measurement, the forma
tion of attitudes, and attitude change, including strategies for persuasion. The 
manipulation of attitudes and opinions through advertising and political propa
ganda. 
Prerequisites: 4 courses in Psychology (PSY 130 and PSY 330 recommended) 

PSY 435 Psychology of Communication (4 credits) 
Selected topics from among the following: the nature and origin of language; 
structural syntactics and semantics and their psychological significance; tran
slation; persuasion; mass communication, including its sources, determinants, 
organization, messages, and effects. 
Prerequisite: PSY 130 or PSY 146. 

PSY 45 1 Experiments in the Basic Processes (4 credits) 
Empirical and theoretical investigation of issues in learning, perception, think
ing, physiological psychology, and animal behavior, with research projects. 
Prerequisite: PSY 321 or 330 or 351 or 352. 

PSY 471 Socialization in the Family (4 credits 
Some of the areas of research and theory on socialization process. Areas of focus: 
attachment and separation, conscience development, sex-role identity, ego-ident
ity, etc. Role of principal agents: e.g., family, peers, school, etc. 
Prerequisite: PSY 271. 

PSY 480 through 485 Readings and 
Research Projects 

(2 or 4 credits) 

Individual readings or laboratory research on a topic mutually agreed upon by 
a student and a member of the psychology department faculty. (The course num
bers will be rotated from one term to another.) 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

PSY 510 Developmental Psychology (4 credits) 
Description and evaluation of the principles and theories of development from 
birth to maturity. Maturational processes, learning, and emotional disturbances 
will be some of the issues considered. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor or acceptance into MAT program. 

PSY 512 Tests and Measurement (4 credits) 
Theories of measurement and evaluation. Construction and examination of tests 
of ability, achievement, interests, and special attitudes. Objective tests of person
ality. 
Prerequisite: Permission of Instructor or acceptance into MAT program. 

PSY 513 Psychopathology of Childhood (4 credits) 
The psychopathology of children and adolescents, emphasizing dynamic and cog
nitive-perceptual-motor variables. 
Prerequisite: PSY 510 or PSY 512, or acceptance into MAT program in special 
education, or psychology major or permission of instructor. 
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PSY 520 Advanced Psychopathology (4 credits) 
Theories of psychopathology, research literature and in-depth review of ap
proaches to classification and definition of deviant behavior in adults and chil
dren. 
Prerequwtea: PSY 220 and PSY 320. 
PSY 540 Behavior Theory and Learning (4 credits) 
Conditioning, reinforcement, punishment, drives, and transfer of training will be 
studied in their relationship to such complex human processes as education, psy
chotherapy, and the development of motives. 
Prerequisites: PSY 252, 351, and two more psychology courses and/or acceptance 
into the graduate program. 

PSY 541 Advanced General Psychology (4 credits) 
Covers same material as PSY 146 but more thoroughly. Adds material on other 
common psychological topics sueh as developmental, personality and testing, ab
normal, and social psychology. Also looks at other less familiar topics. Aimed at 
student who plans to go on and wants to pause and pick up a total and rounded 
picture of the field. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

PSY 551 Advanced Statistics (4 credits) 
Following a review of descriptive and simple inferential statistics, major empha
sis will be given to analysis of variance procedures and non-parametric statistics. 
An introduction to functions and procedures of factor analysis will also be pre· 
sen ted. 
Prerequisite: PSY 252 

PSY 570 Social and Personality Development (4 credits) 
Major contemporary theoretical, research, and applied activity focusing on fami
lial and extra-familial socialization, parent-child relations, peer influences, and 
the impact of social change on personality development. This material will be 
integrated with field experiences in relevant settings. 
Prerequisite: PSY 271 and permission of instructor/or acceptance into graduate 
program. 

PSY 571 Perceptual and Cognitive Development (4 credits) 
Major contemporary theoretical, research, and applied activity in the develop
mental nature of perception, learning, reasoning, concept formation, cognitive 
style problem-solving behavior, and language. This material will be integrated 
with field experiences in relevant settingll. 
Prez·equisite: PSY 271 and four more psychology courses and permission of in
structor and/or acceptance into graduate program. 

PSY 572 Psychology of Adolescence and Aging (4 credits) 
Significant structural, functional, and behavioral changes during adolescence 
and old age. This material will be integrated with field experiences in relevant 
settings. 
Prerequisite: PSY 271 and permission of instructor/or acceptance into graduate 
program. 

PSY 575 Theories of Development (4 credits) 
Major issues and theories concerning the development process from birth to old 
age. The approaches of such theorists as Lewin, Freud, Piaget, Erikson, and 
leading exponents of social-learning theory will be examined. 
Prerequisite: PSY 271 and permission of instructor/or acceptance into graduate 
program. 

PSY 590 through 595 Seminar (4 credits) 
These seminars will be offered occasionally by faculty members wishing to ex
plore special topics not listed among our regular offerings, either on their own 
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initiative or at the request of a group of students. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

PSY 597, 598 Apprentice College Teaching (4 credits) 
Supervised participation in the teaching of an undergraduate course in psychol
ogy, together with discussion of teaching objectives and methods. Only one of 
these courses may be offered in fulfillment of departmental requirements. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Instructor. 

NOTE: The Department of Psychology offers several other courses which are not 
listed here because they are graduate program courses and are not open to un
dergraduates. 
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CHAIRMAN: Nahum Z. Medalia 

PROFESSORS: Nahum Z. Medalia, JesseR. Pitts 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Harry Gold 
ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: Peter J. Bertocci, William Bezdek, 
Judith K. Brown, James Dow, Karen Sacks, Jacqueline Scherer, 
Amal Vinogradov 
INSTRUCTORS: Edward J. Slawski, Richard E. Senter, 
Richard B. Stamps 

ASSOCIATED FACULTY PROFESSOR: Philip Singer 

The Department of Sociology and Anthropology participates 
in several degree programs, each of which is designed to provide 
the maximum degree of flexibility to serve the student's interest 
while, at the same time, providing the substantive background 
required to prepare the student for a career in his chosen field. 

Requirements for Majors in Sociology and 
Anthropology Programs: 

Major in Sociology. SOC 100 and nine other courses (40 credits) in 
sociology. Of these nine courses, two may be taken in anthropol
ogy. 
Major in Anthropology. AN 101, AN 102, and eight other courses 
(40 credits) in anthropology. Of these eight courses, two may be 
taken in sociology. (LIN 301, Linguistic Structures, may be sub
stituted for one departmental course.) 
Major in Sociology and Anthropology. SOC 100, AN 101, AN 102, 
four additional courses (28 credits) in sociology, and three addi
tional courses (12 credits) in anthropology. 
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Modified Major in Sociology with Concentration in Area Studies. 
SOC 100, five additional courses (24 credits) in sociology, and five 
courses (20 credits) in area studies concentration (South or East 
Asia). For more information on this program see the concentra
tion in area studies, on page 254 of this catalog. 
Modified Major in Anthropology with Concentration in Area Stud
ies. AN 101, AN 102, four additional courses (24 credits) in area 
studies concentration (South or East Asia). 
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Modified Major in Anthropology with Concentration in Linguistics. 
AN 101, AN 102, three additional courses (20 credits) in anthro
pology, and five courses (20 credits) in linguistics. For further 
information on this program see the concentration in linguistics 
on page 271 of this· catalog. 
Modified Major in Sociology with Concentration in Linguistics. 
a. Six courses (24 credits) in sociology, including SOC 100 and 

SOC 310. AN 410 - Ethology may be substituted for one 
course in sociology. 

b. Five courses (20 credits) in linguistics, to be selected in con-
sultation with Linguistics Department adviser. 

Modified Major in Sociology-Anthropology with Concentration in 
Speech Communication. 
a. Six courses (24 credits) in sociology-anthropology to include 

SOC 100 or AN 102. 
b. Four courses (16 credits) in speech communication to include 

SCN 201, and 371. 

Major in Sociology with Concentration in Social Justice and Correc
tions; See page 275 of this catalog. 
Major in Sociology with Concentration in Health Behavioral 
Sciences: See page 270 of this catalog. 
Modified major in Sociology-Anthropology with Concentration in 
Religious Studies. 
a. Six courses (24 credits) in Sociology-Anthropology to include 

Soc 100 or AN 102. 
b. Five courses (20 credits) in Religious Studies. 
AN 271 and SOC 305 may be counted either under a. or b. Stu
dents choosing this concentration should take at least one, pre
ferably both of these courses. 
NOTE: All prerequisites may be waived by the Department, in 
accordance with University policy. Students should consult the 
course instructor. 

ANTHROPOLOGY 

AN 101 Evolution of Man and Culture (4 credits) 
Introduction to physical anthropology and archaeology as applied to the evolu
tion of man and culture. Stress placed upon man's development in adaptation to 
his environment. 

AN 1 02 Man in Culture and Society (4 credits) 
Introduction to cultural and social anthropology with emphasis placed upon the 
continuing adaptation of man to his environment and especially the interactions 
among culture, society, and natural environment. 

AN 200 Advanced Social Anthropology (4 credits) 
Examines social structure and social organization in anthropological perspective. 
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Entails the study of economic, political, religious, and kinship systems in the 
social life of man. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 221 Subsistence and Technology in (4 credits) 
Non-Industrial Society 

Subsistence activities and techpologies will be considered in relationship to the 
natural and social setting in which they are practiced. Emphasis will be placed 
on the adaptation of man to his environment, the variations in that adaptation, 
and the accommodation of other aspects of culture to the food quest. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 231 Child Rearing in Cross-Cultural Perspective (4 credits) 
Child rearing practices will be examined in their cross~ultural diversity and 
with emphasis on their educational role. The rearing of non-human primate 
young will be considered as well as the socialization practices of certain western 
sub-cultures and non-western societies. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 241 Culture and Personality (4 credits) 
Although the culture and personality approach of the past will be considered, 
emphasis will be on more recent psychological anthropology. A broad range of 
psychological phenomena will be viewed in relationship to culture and from a 
cross-cultural perspective. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 251 Peasant Society and Culture (4 credits) 
Studies the peasant as a social type as well as his role in the making of great 
civilizations. Emphasis placed upon the forces for change in peasant societies, 
especially in the non-Western world. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 271 Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion (4 credits) 
This course will study man's social and personal interaction with beings, crea
tures, and forces that manifest powers beyond those of ordinary people. The folk 
beliefs of non-literate people will be given special attention; the transformation 
of social systems by religious movements will be investigated; and anthropologi
cal theories of magic, witchcraft, and religion will be examined as they relate to 
these and other topics. Identical with REL 271. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 or sophomore standing or above. 

AN 276 Language in Culture (4 credits) 
Language viewed as cultural behavior; its system, acquisition, and use; its rela
tion to history and world view; language as both a reflection of, and influence on, 
attitudes and behavior; standard languages, social dialects, pidgins, and creoles; 
writing systems. Identical with LIN 276. 
Prerequisite: LIN 176, or AN 101. or AN 102 

AN 281 Primate Behavior (4 credits) 
Emphasis will be placed on the various bi()-social factors which aid the non
human primates (prosimians, monkeys, and apes) in their adaptation to the envi
ronment. Obviously, the implications for human behavior will underscore the 
discussion. In addition, an attempt will be made not only to involve the student in 
the classroom but also in actual field studies. 
Prerequisite: AN 101 

AN 31 S Cognitive Anthropology (4 credits) 
The branch of anthropology which studies culture from within, as it is perceived 
by the people who live it, rather than from without, as it is perceived by an 
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outside observer. Includes ethnoscience, ethnographic semantics, and systematic 
ethnography. Involves work with symbolic systems. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 
AN 320 Systems of Wealth and Power in (4 credits) 

Anthropological Perspective 
This course focuses on the concepts and methods of political and economic an
thropoloy. These two subfields of the discipline will be presented in a manner 
emphasizing the interrelatedness of political and economic phenomena, with 
particular reference to preindustrial, non-Western societies. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 321 Problems of Social and Economic Change in (4 credits) 
Developing Societies 

The role of anthropology in the implementation of programs of socio-economic 
development is examined, using examples from non-Western areas. The activi
ties of the United Nations and of national governments in the development field 
are reviewed. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 
AN 336 Sex Roles (4 credits) 
A look at male and female "nature" in our own and other societies; comparative 
analysis of sex roles and status in tribal and class societies; and modern anthro
pological and sociological theorie11 on sex role and status differences. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 or AN 102 
AN 340 Culture and Personality in Indian Society (4 credits) 
Selected theories of personality are analyzed in relation to national character 
and to an understanding of Hindu personality and cultural milieu. The persist
ence of basic Hindu personality and cultural communities is also examined. 
Prerequisite: AN 241 or Allport College Introduction to Behavioral Sciences 

AN 352 Survey of African Peoples and Cultures (4 credits) 
A general survey of the geography, history, economy, society, religions and polit
ical systems of selected indigenous peoples of Africa. Part of the course will 
cover the events of the period of European contact. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 353 Anthropology of North America (4 credits) 
and the Middle East 

This course focuses on the Arab peoples and their neighbors, with emphasis on 
socio-cultural systems, group relations and social change. The role of Islam as a 
cultural unifier of these peoples will be discussed. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 
AN 361 The Peoples of India (4 credits) 
A survey of contemporary society and culture on the Indian subcontinent, with 
special focus on India, Pakistan and Bangladesh. Emphasis is placed on social 
structure, folk religion and the problems of socio-cultural change. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 or AS 066 
AN 370 Archaeology of Mesoamerica (4 credits) 
Students will be introduced to the pre-Hispanic culture history of Mexico and 
Guatemala, focusing on the major Indian civilizations - the Aztecs and Mayas 
- and their neighboring and derivative cultures. Detailed discussion of the ma
jor archaeological sites will be presented. 
Prerequisite: AN 101, AN 102 
AN 371 Cultures of MesoameriCa (4 credits) 
Reviews anthropological studies of Indian and Mestizo societies in Mexico and 
Guatemala. This course will examine the separate socio-economic patterns of 
these two social types and also their integration into a dualistic SOCial system. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 
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AN 372 Indians of South America (4 credits) 
A survey of the cultures of the native South Americans. Includes warriors of the 
jungles, peasanta and herders of the mountains, nomads of the plains and forests 
and subsistence fishermen of the southern coasta. Special cultural institutions 
include ritual warfare, cannibalism, dual social organization, shamanism, and 
female initiation. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 
AN 380 Archaeology of North America (4 credits) 
A survey course which will examine evolution of native North American cultures 
(including Mesoamerica) from 50,000 B.C. to 1500 A.D. Emphasis will be placed 
on the development of culture areas due to ecological factors as indicated by the 
archaeological record. 
Prerequisite: AN 101 

AN 381 Indigenous Peoples of North America (4 credits) 
Selected culture areas of North America will be considered. Emphasis will be 
placed on the adaptation of certain North American Indian societies and Eskimo 
societies to western contact. 
Prerequisite: AN 102 

AN 382 Advanced Physical Anthropology (4 credits) 
A comparative study of the emergence and diversification of the human species 
in relation to the morphology and ecology of both modern and fossil man. Based 
upon modern evolutionary and ecological theory, the course will consider such 
topics as the physical and physiological variation (sex, race, and age), climatic 
adaption, and population genetics of Hominids through time and space. 
Prerequisite: AN 101 

AN 383 Methods in Anthropological Archaeology (4 credits) 
Students will engage in actual field research, including site location, excavation 
and artifact analysis and conservation. Instruction in methods under supervision 
of instructor. May be repeated once for credit. 
Prerequisite: AN 101 

AN 400 History of Anthropological Theory (4 credits) 
Traces the historical development of theory in anthropology. Emphasis placed 
upon recurring problems of theoretical and empirical import to the growth of the 
discipline as a whole. 
Prerequisite: AN 200 

AN 410 Communication, Ethology and Man (4 credits) 
Human ethology explores the animal in the human and what prefigures the 
human in animals. In relating recent ethological (animal behavior) findings and 
human socio-cultural data, the course will cover such topics as verbal and non
verbal communication, culture or tradition, spatial relationships, sexuality, ri
tual, group structure and the definition of social situations. Communication, 
where used as an organizing concept for the course, will be anthropologically 
defined. 
No prerequisite. 

AN 420 Ethnopsychiatry (4 credits) 
Presenta and analyzes cross-culturally the socio-cultural context of mental ill
ness and the forms of its institutional and medical care. It draws on: 
a. The relevance of family relationships and child-rearing practices to mental 

illness and the cultural response to mental illne$6; 
b. Socio-cultural variables in physician-patient, indigenous healer-patient rela

tionship; 
c. t he special problems of acculturation and culture change faced by people of 

emerging countries and America's poor. 
Prerequisite: Three sociology or anthropology courses. 
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AN 480 Independent Study and Research (2 or 4 credits) 
A tutorial in which the student will pursue a course of reading and research with 
the instructor. May be repeated only once for credit. 
Prerequisite: Major standing in anthropology or related majors and written per 
mission of the instructor. 

AN 490 Current Problems in Anthropology (2 or 4 credits) 
An advanced seminar in which a topic or problem is studied in depth. Each 
seminar requires students to do independent readings and writing. 
Prerequisite: Major standing in anthropology or related majors and written per 
mission of instructor. 
SOCIOLOGY 

SOC 1 00 Introduction to Sociology (4 credits) 
An introduction to the basic principles, concepts, and theories of sociology relat
ing to the study of man as a participant in group life. Particular attention is 
given to social structure, cultural processes and patterns, BOcialization and per
sonality development, social stratification, collective behavior, population, and 
the major institutional areas. 

SOC 200 Introduction to Sociology of Education (4 credits) 
Desi~ed primarily for the secondary education major, this course examines the 
pubhc school system within the context of contemporary social, political, and 
economic realities. Discusses unionization, the bureaucratic structure of the 
school, informal organizations within the school, and the special problems of 
minority groups. 
Prerequisites: SOC 100 and ED 224. 

SOC 201 Population Theory and Problems (4 credits) 
Provides an historical analysis of world population growth, focusing upon the 
relationships among population si~. population policy, and social and economic 
development. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 

SOC 202 Character and Social Structure (4 credits) 
A study of the relationship of the individual to society from the point of view of 
the impact of society upon the individual. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 

SOC 203 Social Statistics (4 credits) 
Discusses the role of quantification and statistical reasoning in the interpreta
tion of social data. Considers basic descriptive techniques-tables, percentages, 
averages, correlations, and measures of dispersion. Introduces basic ideas of sta
tistical inference-sampling, hypothesis testing, and probability statements. 
Considers basic properties of the binomial and normal distributions, and exam
ines the more common non-parametric statistics used in analyzing survey data. 
Requires two years of high school mathematics or its equivalent. 

SOC 205 Sociology of Social Problems (4 credits) 
An introductory survey of social problems in areas such as race relations, pov
erty, delinquency and crime; comparison of sociological with journalistic, theo
logical, and political-legal approaches to social problems. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 

SOC 231 Racial and Cultural Relations (4 credits) 
A study of racial, national, and religious groups, particularly those of the United 
States. Emphasis will be placed on their historical development, on special prob
lems of adjustment and assimilation, and on specific present-day problems and 
trends. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 
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SOC 255 Industrial Sociology (4 credits) 
A study of the relatioll!lhip between industrial and business organizations and 
the community; the history of industrial sociology; the study of occupations; the 
social structure of business and industrial organizations; labor unions, and infor
mal work groups' and the character of occupational life in America. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 260 Urban Sociology (4 credits) 
The social structure, culture, and ecology of early and contemporary urban com
munities; institutional responses to the problems of modern urban life. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 300 Social Stratification in Cross-Cultural (4 credits) 
Perspective 

A course which examines the concepts of class, caste, and race in terms of social 
conflict and social integration. Students will study these problems in a cross
cultural perspective placing emphasis upon comparative materials. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 

SOC 304 Sociology of Poverty and Social Welfare (4 credits) 
Survey of the development of social welfare programs in the United States, and 
introduction to methods and procedures developed to deal with problems of pov· 
erty. After a general over-view of the field, students study some of the basic 
techinques used in such areas as case work, community organization, and agency 
programming. A final, third component of the course will be an analysis and 
evaluation of current policy debates in social welfare programs. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 
SOC 305 Sociology of Religion (4 credits) 
An analysis of the changing relationship between social structure and religion. 
Comparative materials will be examined from pre-industrial societies, Europe 
during the Protestant Reformation, and the ron temporary United States. Identi
cal with REL 305. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 307 Methods of Social Research (4 credits) 
Examines problems and techniques of measurement in contemporary sociolOgi
cal research. Principle concern is with a survey of the diversity of methods avail· 
able to the sociologist - unobstrusive measures, participant observation, inter· 
views, questionnaires, surveys and experiments. Examines the relationship 
between social research and social theory. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 310 Contemporary Sociological Theory (4 credits) 
A study of contemporary sociological theory starting with Veblen, G. H. Mead, 
and W. I. Thomas and examining the works of R. K. Merton, Talcott Parsons, 
Seymour Lipset, William Goode, and S. N. Eisenstadt. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 311 Classical Sociological Theories (4 credits) 
A study of classical sociological theory stressing the works of Comte, Marx, Dur
kheim, Pareto, Weber, Simmel, and Freud. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 320 Sociology of Crime and Punishment (4 credits) 
A study of the various forms of deviance, from illness and juvenile delinquency to 
habitual crime; and an analysis of sociological theories developed to explain the 
phenomenon of crime. A study of modes of control from hospitals to penitentiar
iea. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 
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SOC 325 Corrective and Rehabilitative Institutions (4 credits) 
A study of correctional institutions in terms of their levels of security, and levels 
and types of resocialization pressures. Using a case method approach, problems 
of interaction within the institution are analyzed, e.g. between inmate and in
mate, inmate to guard, guard to supervisor, supervisor to rehabilitation special
ist. Other topics studied include the development of inmate subcultures and the 
dynamics of crisis (e.g. riots) and equilibrium in correctional institutions. 
Prerequisite: SOC 320. 

SOC 327 Police and Society (4 credits} 
A study of police techniques and problems; of deviant citizen-police relations, 
and of social control in a field where power is high and visibility is relatively low. 
Topics studied include: the defenses against corruption, the containment concept 
of police as against the crusading concept of police, personality types in police 
work, police work in conditions of high racial tension. 
Prerequisite: SOC 320. 

SOC 330 The Sociology of Youth (4 credits) 
A cross-cultural analysis of the emerging youth culture in industrial societies. 
Emphasis will be placed upon the economic, social and political consequences for 
the rest of society of the emergence of this youth culture. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 335 The Family (4 credits) 
A comparative and historical treatment of the background of contemporary 
problems of this institution. Function, forms, and processes are discussed. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 336 Sex Roles in Modern Society (4 credits) 
An examination of the effects of ideological and technological change on the 
statuses, occupations, and relationships of males and females in various stages 
of life. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 341 Social Change (4 credits) 
The prediction and explanation of social changes in society. Special attention 
may be given to such mechanisms of change as crowds, publics, mass move
ments, social movements, revolutions. Implications for social action are dis
cussed. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 355 Sociology of Occupations and Professions (4 credits) 
An analysis of the structure of ~or occupations and especially of the major 
professions, in terms of their publics, their mandates, their clients, and the ca
reer lines they offer. Comparisons between "incomplete professions," such as 
nursing and undertaking, and full-fledged professions are made. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 360 Political Sociology (4 credits) 
An analysis of the sociological factors which influence the distribution of power 
within a society. Political communication, the maintenance of consensus, the 
process of revolution, the structure of political parties, and the emergence of new 
states will be studied; emphasis will vary according to the research interests of 
the instructor. 
·Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 368 Sociology of Medical Practice (4 credits) 
This course will analyze the structure of the medical profession, its changes from 
"black-bag" practice to group and hospital-centered practice; alBo the process of 
medical training, induction into practice and colleagueship and strains that are 
modally encountered by physicians in their professional career. Paramedical 
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professions will also be coMidered, such as chiropractors, optometrists, nuning. 
"paramedics." 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 370 Communities (4 credih) 
Community is examined in both empirical and theoretical contexts, with an em
phasis upon contemporary experiments, recent political and social interpreta
tions of community development, and changing patterns of communal interac
tion. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 371 Forms and EHects of Mass Communication(4 credits) 
The course emphasizes three aspects of mass communicatiou research and 
theory: analysis of the objectives and techniques of disseminating ideu and in
formation through the mass media; the evaluation of the influence of the media 
on the values and policy preferences of a variety of individuals, social groupe and 
institutions; and the design and application of research methods and models for 
the study of the forms and effects of mass communications. Identical with SCN 
871. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 or sophomore standing or above. 

SOC 373 Social Control of Mass Media (4 credits) 
This course is designed to provide an indepth understanding of the m~or sociol
ogical factors which control the informational content of the various secton of 
the mass media. Attention will be focused on differences between the structures 
and processes of control in the print and electronic sectors of the media. Students 
will be expected to develop such an understanding both through assigned read
ings and empirical investigations. Identical with SCN 873. 
Prerequisite: SOC 871. 

SOC 380 Sociology of Bureaucracy (4 credits) 
A study of bureaucratic forms of organization. Systematic study of theories of 
bureaucracy and theories of organizational change. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100. 

SOC 385 Sociology of the Courts (4 credits) 
The courts are analyzed from the sociological perspective. The roles of judges, 
court officers, jury, and attornies are described in the context of their profes
sional matrix. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100, SOC 320. 

SOC 400 Higher Education as a (4 credits) 
Socializing Institution 

Discussion· of concepts and research methodologies developed in the study of 
socializing institutions, with particular reference to higher education as a field 
of inquiry. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100, SOC 200. 
SOC 402 Small Groups (4 credits) 
Principle concern is the study of face-to-faee relations and the informal under
standings, codes, and conventions which they generate in modern social systems. 
The small group is considered as the intersection between personality and the 
social system. Examines purely social groups as well as problem-1:10lving groups, 
therapy groups, and sensitivity groups. Considers the dynamics of individuality, 
leadership, conformity and esprit de corps in a group setting. Identical with SCN 
402. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 
SOC 430 Internship in Social Justice (4 or 8 credits) 

and Corrections 
Field placement and supervision of students in police, prison, and parole organi-
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zations and agencies. 
Prerequisite: Enrollment in Social Justice and Corrections Concentration; and 
written permission of the instructor. 

SOC 435 Juvenile Delinquency and (4 credits) 
Its Social Control 

Nature and types of juvenile delinquency. The relation of juvenile delinquency to 
universal stress of adolescence and to specific social situations. Description and 
evaluation of methods for preventing delinquency or its recurrence. 
Prerequisite: SOC 320 

SOC 470 Field Studies in Sociology: (4 credits) 
Urban Workshop 

Course will attempt to develop students' skills of sociological analysis and inter
pretation through placement as participant observers in a variety of Detroit Met
ropolitan social service organi:l.ations. Students will meet periodically with in
structor for discussion of field activities and of background readings. Four/eight 
hours/week of field activity will be expected; and written reports of the field 
study required. Field placements and class meetings to be arranged by instruc
tor. Open to majors in Sociology-Anthropology; to others by permission of in
structor. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and completion of any one of the following courses: 
soc 200, 231, 255, 200, 300, 320, 835, 355, 380. 

SOC 480 Independent Study and Research (2 or 4 credits) 
A tutorial in which the student will pursue a course of reading and research with 
the instructor. 
Prerequisite: Major standing in sociology and written permission of the instruc
tor. 

SOC 490 Special Topics in Sociology (2 or 4 credits) 
An advanced seminar in which a topic or problem is studied in depth. Each 
seminar requires students to do inde~ndent reading and writing. 
Prerequisites: Major standing in sociology and written permission of the in
structor. 
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CHAIRMAN: Adeline Hirschfeld-Medalio 

PROFESSORS: Donald C. Hildum; William White (Director, Journalism 
Program) 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR: Adeline Hirschfeld -Medalio 

ASSOCIATED FACULTY: 
Professor~: Maurice F. Brown (English); Richard J. Burke (Philosophy) • 

Assistant Professors: William E. Bezdek (Sociology); David Saint
Amour (French) 

Instructor: Edward J. Slowski (Sociology) 

Visiting Lecturers: Thomas A. Aston (Student Life); Will iam W . 
Connellan (Office, President); Jerry l. Dohlmann (Academy of Dramatic 
Art); Robert A. Dearth (Office, President); David Robert Kanter 
(Meadow Brook Theatre); Elizabeth Orion (ADA): Fred D. Thompson 
(ADA); James R. Tompkins Ill (ADA); Richard White (Audio Visual) 
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The Department of Speech Communication offers programs of 
study leading to the degree of Bachelor of Arts with the opportu
nity to concentrate in several areas. Courses are available in pub
lic and interpersonal communication, rhetoric, voice and articu
lation, group and organizational communication, theatre, oral 
interpretation and readers theatre, mass media analysis and 
production, journalism, and speech education. The various pro
grams offered by this department are described below. 
The Department of Speech Communication stands ready to 
serve the non-speech major, the general Oakland University stu
dent, as well. Communication training can enhance almost any 
career, and certainly life in general. Though there are many spe
cific careers open to students with speech communication 
knowledge and abilities, it is important to remember that the 
student with a solid liberal arts background and a demonstrable 
ability to communicate well will fit comfortably into many jobs. 

Requirements for the Liberal Arts Maior in 
Speech Communication 

The major in speech communication consists of seven courses (28 
credits) in SCN (or crosslisted) courses, and three courses (12 
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credits) in cognate areas. The seven SCN courses must include 
either 201 or 305, 303, and one 400 level course. 

Requirements for a Teaching Minor in 
Speech Communication 

With this minor, secondary education graduates will be pre
pared to teach speech communication courses and direct speech 
activities such as theatre and forensics. Such background is an 
invaluable aid to all teachers, especially in the new elective curri
cula of today's high schools. 
Education courses: 24 hours including ED 244, 245, 428 Teaching 
of the Major Field, ED 455 Internship (8 or 12 hours). Also in
cluded in the education package might be SCN 321 Speech Com
munication for the Secondary Teacher, SCN 172 Media Hard
ware: Educational and Creative, and SCN 420 (ED 590) 
Extemporaction and Theatre Games. 
The major subject may be English, Language Arts (proposed), or 
Social Studies, though not necessarily limited to these three 
choices. Required for the Minor in Speech Communication are 20 
or 24 hours which must include either SCN 201 or 305, and SCN 
230 or proven competency in voice and articulation. A table of 
recommended clusters of courses for various teaching combina
tions is available in the Speech Communication office. 

CONCENTRATIONS IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 

Requirements for a Concentration in Journalism 

(N.B. A major in journalism will be proposed after this catalog 
goes to press. Interested students may get information about it 
from any member of the department.) 
A student may earn a concentration in journalisr'l by success
fully completing 20 hours of journalism courst•s, including 
Newswriting (JRN 200). In addition, a student must complete a 
regular major in another discipline and fulfill university general 
education requirements. A student may not earn a concentra
tion in journalism and a major in speech communication. How
ever, journalism courses are applicable to a speech communica
tion major. All JRN courses are applicable to a journalism 
concentration. They are listed below, following the SCN courses. 
SCN 371 and 373 are also applicable. 

Requirements for a Concentration in Theatre Arts 

In concentrating in Theatre Arts the student may choose from 
one of three possible emphases: 
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1. Emphasis in Literature for the Theatre. A program designed 
for students who wish to construct a core of studies 
allowing them maximum opportunities for learning about 
drama and theatre. The concentration permits students to 
develop a more enriched background for enjoying and 
understanding both past and present dramatic narrative. 
Those students who wish to take the concentration while 
obtaining a teaching certificate should consult with their 
departmental adviser. 

2. Emphasis in Dramatic Performance and Direction. A .Program 
designed to focus students in community, recreatiOnal, 
educational, or pre-professional theatre with the emphasis 
on performing or direction. 

3. Emphasis in Production: Technical Aspects. A program to focus 
students into community, recreational, educational and pre
professional theatre with emphasis on design and technical 
aspects. 

Courses, drawn from a variety of university departments in ad
dition to the Speech Communication Department, are supple
mented with internships andpractice in the Student Enterprise 
Theatre and Meadow Brook Theatre. . 
Where the concentration falls within a Speech Communication 
major, two courses are required, UC 045 and SCN 303. Details of 
speciftc course recommendations are available in the depart
ment office. 

CONCENTRATIONS IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 
WITH MODIFIED MAJORS. 

Students may concentrate in SCN with modified majors in Lin
guistics, Political Science, Psychology, and Sociology. 
Major in Linguistics with a Concentration 
in Speech Communication 

The Speech Communication concentration for the Linguistics 
major requires: 
(a) Six courses (24 credits) in Linguistics including 

LIN 301 Introduction to Linguistic Structures 
Any two of, 
LIN 260 Biolinguistics 
LIN 277 Sound Patterns of American English 
LIN 335 Psycholinguistics · 
Any two of, 
LIN 401 Phonetics 
LIN 404 Grammatical Analysis 
LIN 407 Semantic Theory 
One elective 
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(b) Five course (20 credits) in Speech Communication including 
SCN 201 
SCN 303 highly recommended 

Major in Political Science with a Concentration 
in Speech Communication 

The Speech Communication concentration for the Political 
Science major requires: 
(a) Six courses (24 credits) in Political Science 
(b) Four courses (16 credits) in Speech Communication 
With this combination students can prepare for government 
service, pre-law, politics, and careers in the media. 

Major in Psychology with a Concentration 
in Speech Communication 

The Speech Communication concentration for the Psychology 
major requires: 
(a) Six courses (24 credits) in psychology, including 

PSY 146 Foundations of Contemporary Psychology 
PSY 130 Introduction to Social Psychology 
Any two of: 
PSY 320 Theories of Personality 
PSY 350 Motivation 
PSY 351 Learning, Memory, Thinking 
PSY 352 Sensation and Perception 
Either: 
PSY 335 Psycholinguistics 
PSY 435 Psychology of Communication 

(b) Four courses (16 credits) in Speech Communication, includ
ing: 
SCN 201 

This curriculum provides preparation for careers in the helping 
professions, particularly where one-to-one and small group work 
is required. 

Major in Sociology Anthropology with a 
Concentration in Speech Communication 

The Speech Communication concentration for the Sociology An
thropology major requires: 
(a) Six courses (24 credits) in Sociology Anthropology including 

SOC 100 or AN 102. 
(b) four courses (16 credits) in Speech Communication, includ

ing: 
SCN 201 Effective Speech Communication 
SCN 371 Forms and Effects of Mass Communication 
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With this combination, students are prepared for a wide range 
of career possibilities in community service occupations, urban 
communications, and social studies teaching. 

Speech Communication and the General Education 
Distribution Requirement 

All Speech Communication (SCN) and Journalism (JRN) courses 
satisfy the General Education Distribution Requirement within 
the Social Science field group with the exception of SCN 310 
crosslisted with PHL 240, Philosophy of Rhetoric, which falls 
within the Letters group, and those specified SCN courses on 
Theatre which fall within the Arts group. 
NOTE: All prerequisites may be waived by the Department, in accordance with 
University policy. Students should consult the course instructor. 
SCN 121 Speech Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
Improvement of oral or speech skills in the context of the total linguistic experi
ence, including reading, writing, and listening comprehension, with emphasis on 
oral composition, vocabulary, grammar, pronunciation, and articulation. Activi
ties designed to meet individual needs. May be taken for three semesters of 
credit. 

SCN 1 SO Introduction of Visual Media ( 4 credits) 
Study of the relationship of film and television to art, literature, and communi
cation theory. Team taught by Studio Art, English, and Speech Communication. 
Identical with SA 160, Eng. 150. 

SCN 161 Fundamentals of Acting (4 credits) 
An introduction to the basic theories of acting techniques ranging from improv
isation to Stanislavski with emphasis geared towards onstage performance. 
~light connections to historical linkage in styles and their ouquowth. from their 
specific cultures will be made. The student will partake in one major production. 
SCN 162 Advanced Acting (4 credits) 
An in-depth exploration into the basic material covered in SCN 161 with each 
student performing in a major production and providing a research paper on a 
given acting style. 
Prerequisite: SCN 161 

SCN 172 Media Hardware (4 credits) 
A working knowledge of the instruments used in mass media: operation, mainte
nance, and dealing with malfunctions. Recommended for education majors. 

SCN 200 Topics in Speech Communication (4 credits) 
Topics and problems selected by the instructor, an opportunity for personnel in 
other disciplines to offer courses in specialized interest or on topics of current 
relevance. 

SCN 201 EHective Speech Communication (4 credits) 
Theory and practice in communication with emphasis on the adaptations re
quired by particular goals, audiences and occasions. Through the researching, 
organizing, writing, and delivery of classroom and extraclassroom communica
tions, students are prepared for a variety of communicative situations and needs. 
Videotaped student speeches and classroom interaction aid in identifying, and 
thereby correcting or enhancing, individual personality and delivery character· 
ists. 
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SCN 202 Group Dynamics and Communication (4 credits) 
Group dynamics, discussion, problem solving; influence of group structure, 
norms, roles, leadership, and climate on the processes of group communication 
and collaborative decision making. Identical with HI 363. 

SCN 207 Semantics (4 credits) 
A study of the processes which occur when the mind makes meaninjl!ul interpre
tations of the signs and symbols of messages and languages. Identical with LIN 
207. 

SCN 230 Voice and Articulation (4 credits) 
Theory and applications in voice, articulation and pronunciation. 

SCN 250 Oral Interpretation (4 credits) 
Oral expression of literature - prose, poetry, and drama - based on intellec
tual, emotional, and aesthetic analysis. 

SCN 261 Technical Laboratory (4 credtis) 
A general survey in the actual techniques of scenery and costume, construction 
and lighting, including proper usage of tools and hardware in these three areas. 
Twenty hours of work on a major production is required. Recommended after 
uc 045. 

SCN 262 Technical Design Laboratory (4 credits) 
A basic knowledge of drafting and rendering for stage scenery and costumes will 
be covered as well as t he development of lighting plots. Twenty hours of work on 
a major production is required. 

SCN 273 Introduction to Cinematography (4 credits) 
Exploration of the essential elements of film as a medium, its capabilities and 
limitations. Practical application in studio and/or field work. 
Prerequisite: SCN 172 

SCN 274 Introduction to Television Production (4 crediti) 
Exploration of the essential elements of television as a medium, its capabilities 
and limitations. Pracical application in studio and/or field work. 
Prerequisite: SCN 172 

SCN 301 Persuasion (4 credits) 
Analysis of persuasion in current SQciety; psychological bases of persuasion; eth
ical considerations; and distinctions between debate and persuasive argument. 
Prerequisite: SCN 201 

SCN 303. Introduction to Communication Theory ( 4 credits) 
Models of the communication process, principles of coding and translation, and 
sanity in communication. The use of perSQnal and impersonal channels, and the 
significance of their verbal and nonverbal modes, in e:ommunicating in various 
forms to different ends, in situations ranging from the intra-personal to culture-
wide. · 

SCN 304 Oral and Written Communication (4 credits) 
in Organizations 

Communication theory and practice within the context of the organizational sys
tem of interdependent individuals and groups. 

SCN 305 Interpersonal Communication (4 credits) 
The elements, purposes, and patterns of interpersonal communication and the 
effects of these on the persons involved. Theory together with laboratory experi
ences, as appropriate, in such one-to-one relationships as interviewing, decision
making, tutoring. 
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SCN 310 Philosophy of Rhetoric (4 credits) 
The problem of "objectivity," philosophical justifications for a distinction be
tween persuasion and proof, between propaganda and information, etc., and the 
consequences of denying such a distinction. Readings will include Plato's Gor
gias, Aristotle's Rhetoric, and recent books and articles on reasoning and com
munication. Identical with PHL 240. 

SCN 311 Rhetorical Analysis and (4 credits) 
Speech Composition 

Principles and methods of oral composition, emphasizing the content, arrange
ment, and style oC public address with application in the construction and deliv
ery of public speeches. 
Prerequisite: SCN 201 

SCN 320 Speech Communication for the (4 credits) 
Elementary Teacher 

Ljnguistic development of the child (emotional, physical and cognitive) as it ril: 
lates to symbol-using behaviors, and methodology relating to specific communi
cative objectives. 
SCN 321 Speech Communication for the ( 4 credits) 

Secondary Teacher 
Principles and practices designed to improve the speech habits of the teacher, to 
supply sp4!Cial skills for classroom and professional use, and to assist prospective 
teachers in acquiring basic, usable techniques for speech improvement in the 
classroom. 

SCN 350 Readers, Chamber, and Media Theatre ( 4 credih) 
Group forms of oral interpretation. Intensifying meaning through added move
ment, media, and music. 
Prerequisites: SCN 250 or SCN 161 

SCN 361 Mime ( 4 credits) 
An introduction to the art of gesture and movement. Some classical and tradi
tional forms will be explored with most of the emphasis pointing to the active 
involvement with a mime's space. The final project will be a mime presentation. 
Identical with NC 211. 

SCN 363-364-365 Practicum in Rehearsal 
and Performance 

( 4 credits each) 

An intensive production practicum where the student's major workload is con
cerned with the actual development of a student theatre production. Each stu
dent will keep a running log concentrating on character development, design 
conception and execution, or prompt script. These materials will then be com
piled and placed in the archives for future reference. This course may be re
peated for the maximum total of 12 credits. 

SCN 366 Costuming and Makeup 
Theory and Practicum. 
Prerequisite: SCN 261. 

SCN 371 Forms and Effects of Mass 
Communication 

( 4 credits) 

( 4 credits) 

The course emphasizes three aspects of mass communications research and 
theory: analysis of the objectives and techniques of disseminating ideas and in
formation through the mass media; the evaluation of the influence of the media 
on the values and policy preferences of a variety of individuals, social groups and 
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institutions; and the aesign and application of research methods and models for 
the study of the forms and effects of mass communications. Identical with SOC 
371. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 or sophomore standing and above. 

SCN 373 Social Control of Mass Media (4 credits) 
This course is designed to provide an indepth understanding of the major sociol
ogical factors which control the informational content of the various sectors of 
the mass media. Attention will be focused on differences between the structures 
and processes of control in the print and electronic sectors of the media. Students 
will be expected to develop such an understanding both through assigned read
ings and empirical investigations. Identical with SOC 373. 
Prerequisites: SCN 371 or permission of instructor. 

SCN 402 Small Groups ( 4 credits) 
Principle concern is the study of face-to-face relations and the informal under
standings, codes, and conventions which they generate in modern social systems. 
The small group is considered as the intersection between personality and the 
social system. Examines purely social groups as well as problem-solving groups, 
therapy groups, and sensitivity groups. Considers the dynamics of individuality, 
leadership, conformity and esprit de corps in a group setting. Identical with SOC 
402. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 

SCN 403 Communicative Networks (4 credits) 
The patterns of contact and information transfer in human groups, ranging from 
the sociometric patterns of small groups to the formal and informal networks of 
organizations, to the large scale exchanges of mass societies, all in connection 
with basic social relationships. We will consider also the interaction of these 
networks with their typical media and contents, and the combined effects of 
networks and contents on their users. 
Prerequisite: SCN 303 

SCN 420 Extemporaction and Theatre Games (4 credits) 
Group interaction experiences such as improvisation, simulation, roleplaying, 
sociodrama, creative dramatics, story and readers theatre, and educational 
games. Includes application of these techniques for group leadership, teaching, 
and theatre performance. Identical with ED 590. 

SCN 430 Speech Science ( 4 credits) 
The physical aspects of speech symbols, their production and reception. Identical 
with LIN 410. 

SCN 460 Theatre Production for School ( 4 credits) 
and Community 

Theatre production coordination, including such aspects as choice of scripts, 
casting, direction, staging, lighting, costuming, box office, and publicity. 

SCN 461 Advanced Stage Design 
The concept of stage design, rendering, and drafting. 
Prerequisites: SCN 261, 262. 

(4 credits) 

SCN 462 Direction Practicum for the Stage, ( 4 credits) 
Film, Television 

An exploration into the different methods of direction necessary in each of the 
three media. Scenarios will be developed utilizing students from SCN 161. 
Prerequisites: SCN 161, 261, 271. 
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SCN 464 Costume Design ( 4 credits) 
Introduction tO costume history; drafting, cutting and construction, as well as 
the technique of rendering. 
Prerequisite: SCN 366. 

SCN 471 Workshop in Contemporary (4 credits) 
Communications 

A course providing a bridge between academic learning and professional applica
tions in speech communication forms and media. Included within the practicuin
seminar format of the works hip will be fieldwork, observation, and lecture-dem
onstrations with selected professionals in and from a variety of job settings. 

SCN 480 Special Topics Seminar ( 4 credits) 
Group study of topics of special interest chosen by departmental faculty and 
students. May be repeated for credit with instructor's permission. 
Prerequisites: Three SCN courses, or permission of instructor. 

SCN 490 Independent Study (2, 4, or 8 credits) 
Special research projects in speech communication. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

SCN 491 Internship ( 4, 8, or 12 credits) 
Practical experience working with professionals in a variety of performing arts 
and mass communications settings. 
Prerequisite: Permission of supervising faculty. 
JRN 210 Investigative Reporting (2 credits) 
Gathering information through wide reading and interviewing, and writing ob
jective, indepth news reports and background on social, political, and economic 
subjects of current interest and concern. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 
JRN 211 Public Affairs Reporting (2 credits) 
News coverage of federal, state and local criminal and civil court trials, legisla
tive bodies, city and county and other government agencies, writing labor stories 
and stock market news. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200 and PS 100. 

JRN 212 Feature Writing (2 credits) 
Practice in writing newspaper and magazine non-fiction features, such as hu
man interest stories, biographical and personality sketches, how-to-do-it arti
cles, and other forms; a study of the purposes, styles, various types and f.e(:h
niques of the feature story. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 
JRN 220 Editorial Writing (2 credits) 
Preparing and writing newspaper opinion and commentary usually found on the 
editorial page; a study o! the forms and techniques of editorials and the editorial 
page. 
Prerequisiw: JRN 200. 

JRN 221 Reviewing: Books, Theatre, Movies (2 credits) 
Writing newspaper reviews of literature, the stage and the screen from recent 
publications, live productions, and films. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200; and one of the following: ENG 100, 111, 201,207,209,224, 
225. 
JRN 230 Radio-Television News (2 credits) 
Fundamentals and techniques of preparing news for broadcasting, especially the 
different demands of electronic journalism !rom those of the print media. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 
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JRN 231 Public Relations and the Media (2 credits) 
A study of the function of agency, industrial, business, and institutional rela
tions with the public through newspapers, radio, television and other media, 
especially concerning press information; preparation of copy and some attention 
to employee publications. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 240 Journalism Laboratory (2 credits) 
Work on campus publications under the supervision of an instructor; the course 
may be repeated once. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 300 Newspaper Editing (4 credits) 
Principles and practice of the newspaper copydesk: copy reading, headline writ
ing, makeup and typography; preparing copy for the printer; some attention to 
the new and developing devices in the print shop, such as those involving the 
computer. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 303 Law of the Press (4 credits) 
State and federal laws dealing with libel, contempt of court, right of privacy, 
copyright, and other legal matters affecting newspapers, radio and television, 
and other media. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 330 News Photography (2 credits) 
Fundamentals of black and white photographic production; practice in taking 
still pictures of people and events for use in newspapers and news magazines; 
dark room laboratory work in developing photos. 

JRN 331 Media Management (2 credits) 
Business, corporation and legal problems in the front office operation of weekly 
and daily newspapers, industrial and employee magazines, and radio and televi
sion stations. 
PrP.rP.quisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 400 Special Topics in Journalism (4 credits) 
Various specialties offered to students with the subject changing from semester 
to semester, with some opportunity for independent study. 
Prerequisite: JRN 200. 

JRN 404 Journalism Internship (4, 8, or 12 credits) 
A full or part-time internship on a weekly or daily newspaper, radio or television 
station, or with a public relations office for a semester. Required of all journal
ism majors and open only to them, usually taken in the student's senior year. 
Prerequisites: JRN 200, 300, and two other jornalism courses. 
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AREA STUDIES COMMITTEE: Carlo Coppola (Modern Languages
South Asia); Barbara A. Gallow (Learning SkiJ/s-Afro-American 
Studies); James D. Graham (History-Africa}; Kathryn M. McArdle 
(Modern Languages-Latin America); James R. Ozinga (Political 
Science-Russia); Amitendranath Tagore (Modern Languages): 
S. Bernard Thomas (History-Chino) 
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The area studies programs are dedicated to the understanding of 
living civilizations whose various aspects - art, government, 
history, language, literature, music, social organization - are 
studied in the traditional departments of the university. A concen
tration in one of the areas offered might be considered by any 
student who, from intellectual curiosity, seeks an integrated 
view of a civilization as well as by a student who looks forward to 
a career in government servi~. journalism, teaching, residence 
or work abroad, or to graduate study with an area emphasis. 
Oakland University offers area programs in African studies, Af
ro-American studies, East Asian studies (China and Japan), 
Latin American studies, Slavic studies (Russia and Eastern Eu
rope), and South Asian studies (India, Pakistan, Bangladesh). 

I. THE AFRICAN STUDIES PROGRAM 
FACULTY: James D. Graham (History), Coordinator; Cordell W. Block 
(Learning Skills); Richard M. Broce (History); lawrence T. Farley 
(Political Science): William C. Forbes (Biological Sciences): 
Karl D. Gregory (Economics and Management): Marvin D. Holladay 
(Music); James W. Hughes (Education): Mary Korasch (History); 
Vincent B. Khopoyo (Political Science); Cecelia F. Klein (Art History): 
Harold G. lawrence (History); Benon J. Turyahikoyo-Rugyema (History) 

The Concentration in African Studies 

The concentration, w-hich consists of ten courses (40 credits), is 
offered in conjunction with a full major )h any department. 
Course requirements are AS 064, two years (16-20 credits) of 
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Swahili or Arabic, • AS 384, and four other courses from the 
following list, including one course from each of the following 
groups: (1) AN 352, HST 286, HST 287, (2) AH 200, MUS 251, 
FRH 287, (3) PS 332, PS 333. 
•Until Oakland offers Swahili or Arabic on a regular basis, this 
requirement may be met by completion of 20 hours of French, 
Portuguese, or other courses approved by the African studies 
staff. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) 
AH 200 African Art 

AN 352 Survey of African Peoples and Cultures 

810 309 Parasitology 

ECN 327 African Economic Development 

ED 581 Teaching about Africa in the Public Schools 

FRH 287 Black French Literature in Translation 

HST 286, 287 Survey of African History 

HST 365 Response to European Imperialism 

HST 386 African Socialism 

HST 387 Northwestern Africa (the Maghrib) since 1830 

HST 388 Twentieth Century Africa 

LIN 301 Introduction to Linguistic Structures 

LIN 428 The Teaching of English as a Foreign Language 

MUS 251 African through Afro-Caribbean Music 

PS 332 Politics of the Middle East and North Africa 

PS 333 African Politics 



AS 064 

AS 300 

AS 384 

AS 390 

Introduction of Africa 

Special Topics in Area Studies 

Seminar in African Studies 
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Directed Readings in Area Studies 

AS 490 Directed Research in Area Studies 
(Seep. !!? for descriptions of AS 064, 300, 384, 390, 490.) 

II. THE AFRO-AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM 

FACULTY: Barbara A. Gallow (Learning Skills), Coordinator; James H. 
Bullock (Learning Skills); Robert L. Donald (English); DeWitt 5. Dykes 
(History); James D. Graham (History); Karl D. Gregory (Economics and 
Management); Marvin D. Holladay (Music); Mary Karasch (History); 
Vincent A. Khapoya (Political Science); Cecelia F. Klein (Art History); 
Gadis Nowell (Economics and Management), Carl R. Osthavs (History); 
Colin A. Palmer (History) 

The Concentration in Afro-American Studies 
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The concentration, which consists of seven courses (28 credits), 
is offered in conjunction with a full major in any department. 
Required courses are AS 064, HST 291, HST 292, AS 380, and 
one course from each of the following groups: (1) AH 208, ENG 
342, MUS 346, (2) PS 163, ECN 221, SOC 231, (3) AS 300, AS 390, 
HST 319, HST 323, HST 366, 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) 
AH 208 Afro-American Art 

AN 353 Anthropology of North America and the Middle East 

ECN 221 Economics of the Afro-American Experience 

ENG 342 Black American Writers 

HST 291, 292 History of the Afro-American People 

HST 319 History of the American South 

HST 323 Advanced Study in Afro-American History 
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HST 366 Slavery and Race Relations in the New World 

MUS 346 The Music of Black Americans 

PS 163 Black Politics 

SOC 231 Racial and Cultural Relations 

AS 300 Special Topics in Area Studies 
(Field Studies in the Afro-American Experience) 

AS 380 Seminar in Afro-American Studies 

AS 390 Directed Readings in Area Studies 

AS 490 Directed Research in Area Studies 
(See p. ?!~ for descriptions of AS 064, 300, 380, 390, and 490.) 

Ill THE EAST ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM 
FACULTY: S. Bernard Thoma$ (History), Coordinator; 
Sheldon L. Appleton (Political Science); Ralph F. Glenn (Art History); 
Robert C. H~we (History); Janet Krompart (East Asian Librarian); 
John Marney (Chinese Language and Literature); Paul M. Michaud 
(History); Shih-Chen Peng (Chinese Language and Literature); 
John E. Rue (Political Srience); I. Michael Solomon (History); 
Amitendranath Togore (Chinese Language and Literature); 
Robert Wargo (Philosophy) 

Program Options and Requirements 

Admission to the following programs in East Asian studies re
quires successful completion of AS 062 or AS 063 and two semes
ters (10 credits) of Chinese. Interested students should consult 
with the coordinator of East Asian studies as early in their col
lege careers as possible. 

Major in Chinese Language and Civilization 

The requirement for this major is eight courses (36 credits), ordi
narily CHE 114-115, 214-215, and four other courses in Chinese 
selected in consultation with an adviser. Five area courses (20 
credits), selected from the following list and including AS 490, 
are also required. 

The Concentration in East Asian Studies 

The concentration is offered in combination with a modified de
partmental major in anthropology, art and art history, history, 
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political science, philosophy, or sociology. The requirements are: 
six courses (24 credits) in the major department, two years (20 
credits) of Chinese language, and five additional area courses (20 
credits) from the following list, including AS 490. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) 

Chinese Language and Literature courses (See Modern Languages 
and Literatures) 
AH 1 04 Introduction to Asian Art 

AH 300 Chinese Art 

AH 301 Japanese Art 

AH 304 Japanese Painting 

HST 277 Japan to 1800 

HST 278 Japan since 1800 

HST 370 China: Beginnings to Mid-T'ang, ca. 750 

HST 371 China: Mid-T'ang to the Peak of 
Manchu Power, ca. 1800 

HST 373 Nineteenth Century China 

HST 374 Nationalism and Communism in China 

HST 375 Topics in Chinese Intellectual History 

HST 376 History of Chinese Communism, 1921-present 

PHL 250 Philosophies and Religions of Asia 

PHL 3 51 Chinese Philosophy 

PS 338 Modern Chinese Politics 

PS 339 Sino-Soviet Relations 
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AS 062 Introduction to China 

AS 063 Introduction to Japan 

AS 300 Special Topics in Area Studies 

AS 381 Seminar in East Asian Studies 

AS 390 Directed Readings in Area Studies 

AS 490 Directed Research in Area Studies 
(Seep. ??? for descriptions of AS 062, 063, 300, 381, 390, and 490.) 

IV. THE SOUTH ASIAN STUDIES PROGRAM 

FACULTY: Carlo Coppola (Modern Languages), Coordinator; 
Peter J. Bertocci (Sociology and Anthropology); Richard W. Brooks 
(Philosophy); Ralph F. Glenn (Art History); Brion W . Coyer (Political 
Science); Bruce Harker (Education); John Hurd, II {Economics); 
Paul M. Michaud (History); Munibur Rohman (Modern Long(Jages); 
Amitendranoth Togore (Modern Languages); Richard P. Tucker 
(History). 

The Concentration in South Asian Studies 

The concentration is offered in combination with a modified de
partmental major in anthropology, art and art history, history, 
political science, philosophy, or sociology. The requirements are: 
six courses (24 credits) in the major department, two years (20 
credits) of an Indian language, and five additional area courses 
(20 credits) from the following list, including AS 490. 

J 
Formal admission to the concentration requires completion of 
AS 066 and two semesters (10 credits) of an Indian language. 
Interested students should consult with the coordinator of South 
Asian studies as early in their college careers as possible 

COURSE OFFERINGS 

(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) 

Hindi-Urdu Language and Literature courses (See Modern 
Langua~es and Literatures) 
(In special cases Sanskrit or Bengali may constitute an 
alternative to Hindi-Urdu, with consent of the coordinator of 
South Asian studies.) 



AH 1 04 Introduction to Asian Art 

AN 361 The Peoples of India 

ECN 223 The Indian Economy 

HST 280 History of Southeast Asia 
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HST 282 Introduction to the History of India 

HST 381 History of Early India 

HST 382 The Muslim Tradition in India and Pakistan 

HST 383 British Imperialism and Hindu 
Nationalism in India, 17 40-1947 

PHL 250 Philosophies and Religions of Asia 

PHL 352 Indian Philosophy 

PS 334 Political Systems of Southern Asia 

SOC 300 Social Stratification in Cross-Cultural Perspective 

AS 066 Introduction to India 

AS 300 Special Topics in Area Studies 

AS 382 Seminar in South Asian Studies 

AS 390 Directed Readings in Area Studies 

AS 490 Directed Research in Area Studies 
(See p. ??? for descriptions of AS 066, 300, 382, 390, and 490.) 

V. THE SLAVIC STUDIES PROGRAM 
FACULTY: James R. Ozinga (Political Science), Coordinator; 
Lee M. Corrigan (Ru$sian language and Literature}; Jerry M. Freemon 
(Runion Language and literature); Alice Gorlin (Economics); 
Robert C . Howes (History); Dmytro ljewliw (Russian Language and 
Literature); Helen Kovach (Russian Language and literature); 
Lawrence D. Orton (History) 

257 
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PROGRAM OPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 

Admission to the following programs in Slavic studies requires 
completion of AS 070 and two semesters (8-10 credits) of Rus
sian. Interested students should consult with the coordinator of 
the Slavic studies program as early in their college careers as 
possible. 

Major in Russian Language and Civilization 

The requirement of this major is eight courses (32-36 credits) in 
Russian, ordinarily RUS 114-115, 214-215, and four other 
courses in Russian selected in consultation with an adviser. Five 
area courses (20 credits) selected from the following list and in
cluding AS 490 are also required. 
The Concentration in Slavic Studies 

The concentration is offered in combination with a modified de
partmental major in anthropology, history, political science, 
philosophy, or sociology. The requirements are: six courses (24 
credits) in the major department, two years (16-20 credits) of 
Russian language, and five additional area courses (20 credits) 
from the following list, including HST 251 or 252, PS 337, and 
AS 490. 
COURSE OFFERINGS 
(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) Russian Language and Literature Courses (See 
Modern Languages and Literatures) 
AH 320 Byzantine Art 

HST 251, 252 Introduction to Russian History 

HST 254 Eastern European History 

HST 352 Kiev and Muscovy 

HST 353 Imperial Russia 

HST 354 Soviet Russia 

HST 359 Russian Intellectual History to Peter the Great 

HST 360 Russian Intellectual History since Peter the Great 

PS277 Communism 



PS 337 

PS 339 

AS 070 

AS 300 

AS 383 

AS 386 

AS 390 

AS 490 
(Seep. 

·The Soviet Political System 

Sino-Soviet Relations 

Introduction to the Slavic World 

Special Topics in Area Studies 

Seminar in Slavic Studies 

Slavic Folk Studies (2 credits) 

ARTS AND SCIENCES 
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Directed Readings in Area Studies 

Directed Research in Area Studies 
for descriptions of AS 070, 300, 383, 386, 390, and 490.) 
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VI. THE LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES PROGRAM 

FACULTY: Karthryn McArdle (Spanish), Coordinator; William C. Bryant 
(Spanish); James W. Dow (Anthropology); Edward J. Heubel (Political 
Science); Mary C. Karasch (History), Cecelia F. Klein (Art History); 
Richard Mazzara (French, Portuguese); Mariano Palla res (Spanish, 
Portuguese); Colin A. Palmer (History) 

PROGRAM OPTIONS AND REQUIREMENTS 
Admission to the following programs in Latin American studies 
requires compl~tion of AS 068 and two semesters (8-10 credits) 
of Spanish, Portuguese or French. Interested students should 
consult with the coordinator of Latin American studies as early 
in their college careers as possible. 

Major in latin American languages and Civilization 

fhe requirement in Spanish for this major is a minimum of six 
::ourses (24 credits) beyond SPN 214-215 selected from depart
mental offerings in consultation with an adviser. Five area 
~ourses (20 credits) selected from the following list and including 
AS 490 are also required. 
An alternative language requirement for this major is four 
courses (16 credits) in Spanish beyond SPN 214-215, and three 
courses (15 credits) in Portuguese language and literature. Other 
combinations of languages used in Latin America, such as 
French (with Spanish) will be considered. 
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The Concentration in Latin American Studies 

The concentration is offered in combination with a modified de
partmental major in anthropology, art and art history, history, 
political science, philosophy, or sociology. The requirements are: 
six courses (24 credits) in the major department, two years 
(16-20 credits) of Spanish language, AS 068, and five additional 
area courses (20 credits) from the following list, including AS 
490. 

COURSE OFFERINGS 
(For detailed course descriptions, see entries under individual 
departments.) Spanish and Portuguese Language and Litera
ture Courses (See Modern Languages and Literatures) 
AH 204 Pre-Columbian Art 

AN 371 Cultures of Mesoamerica 

AN 372 Indians of South America 

HST 261, 262 Introduction to Latin American History 

HST 363 History of Southern South America 

HST 365 The Response to European Colonialism 

HST 366 Slavery and Race Relations in the New World 

HST 367 Pre-Columbian and Colonial Mexico 

PS 335 Politics of Latin America 

SPN 286 Spanish and Spanish-American Literature in 
Translation 

SPN 462 Spanish American Literature I 

SPN 463 Spanish American Literature II 

AS 068 Introduction to Latin America 

AS 300 Special Topics in Area Studies 

AS 368 Summer Program in Mexican Studies 



AS 385 

AS 390 

AS 490 
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Seminar in Latin American Studies 

Directed Readings in Area Studies 

Directed Research in Area Studies 

VII. INTERDEPARTMENTAL COURSES OFFERED TOWARD 
THE AREA CONCENTRATIONS 

AS 062 Introduction to China (4 credits) 
A study o! the traditional civilization and modern development of China. Topics 
include history, philosophy and religion, literature and the arts, government, 
and social organization. 

AS 063 Introduction to Japan (4 credits) 
A study of the traditional civilization and modern development of Japan. Topics 
include history, philosophy and religion, literature and the arts, government, 
and social organization. 

AS 064 Introduction to Africa (4 credits) 
An introduction to the geography and ecology of Africa and the history and 
cultures of African pooples. Attention will be directed also to social organization; 
economic, political, and religious systems; and problems of social change. 

AS 066 Introduction to India (4 credits) 
A study of the traditional civilization and modern development of the Indian 
subcontinent. Topics include philosophy and religion, literature and the arts, 
history, political structure, and social organization. 

AS 068 Introduction to Latin America (4 credits) 
A study of the traditional and modern forces in Latin America, the cultures of 
Indian, European, and African peoples, and a survey of contemporary social and 
political problems of the area. 

AS 070 Introduction to the Slavic World (4 credits) 
A study of the traditional civilization and modern development of the Slavic 
peoples with special emphasis on the Russians. Topics include ethnography, his
tory, literature and the arts, political organization, and the role of the Soviet bloc 
in the modern world. 

AS 300 Special Topics in Area Studies (4 credits) 
Interdisciplinary study of a foreign area, or a particular aspect of a foreign area, 
for which no regular course offerings exist. May be repeated once for a total of 8 
credits. 

AS 368 Summer Program in Mexican Studies (8 credits) 
Oakland faculty cooperate with Mexican faculty to present a set of summer 
courses focusing on Mexican culture: history, art, political and social problems, 
folk arts, archaeology, Chicano Studies, intensive language and Mexican litera
ture. Approach emphasizes comparisons with U.S. culture and field work. 
Courses conducted in both Spanish and English. May be repeated once for addi
tional credits with the consent of the coordinator of Latin American studies. 

AS 380 Seminar in Afro-American Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with the Afro-American experience. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 
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AS 381 Seminar in East Asian Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with East Asia. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

AS 382 Seminar in South Asian Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with South Asia. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

AS 383 Seminar in Slavic Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with the Slavic area. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

AS 384 Seminar in African Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with Africa. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

AS 385 Seminar in Latin American Studies (4 credits) 
Offered to supplement departmental area courses. An intensive study of selected 
topics dealing with Latin America. May be taken more than once. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

AS 386 Slavic Folk Studies (2 credits) 
An intensive survey of the traditional music, songs, dances, and costumes of 
selected Slavic cultures. Ineludes participation in the Slavic Folk Ensemble. May 
be repeated once for a total of 4 credits. 

AS 390 Directed Readings in Area Studies(2, 4, 6, or 8 credits) 
Readings from diverse disciplines with focus on a student's area of specializa
tion. Conducted on a tutorial basis by an instructor chosen by the student. Re
quires approval of the chairman of the Committee on Area Studies prior to regis
tration. 
Prerequisites: Permission of the Department and the instructor. 

AS 490 Directed Research in Area Studies(2, 4, 6, or 8 credits) 
Reseach relating to the student's area of specialization including completion of 
a senior essay or research paper. May be offered as a seminar or as a tutorial. 
Supervised by an instructor from the Area Studies staff. Approval of the instruc
tor and of the chairman of the Committee on Area Studies are required prior to 
registration. 
Prerequisites: Senior standing, admission to an area concentration, and permis
sion of the Department and the instructor. 

COMMITTEE ON HEALTH SCIENCES PROFESSIONS: Moon J. Pak, 
CHAIRMAN 
Boaz Kahana (Psychology); Abraham R. Liboff (Physics-Medical Physics); 
Moon J. Pak (Biological Sciences); Nolin J. Unakar (Biological Sciences
Medical Technology); Paul Tomboulian (Chemistry-Environmental health). 

Oakland University offers three interdepartmental major pro
grams leading to a B.S. degree. These are: Environmental 
Health, Medical Physics and Medical Technology. These majors 
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are among a number of health-related baccalaureate programs 
keyed to state and national needs. Programs currently under 
consideration to be implemented in the future include: Biomedi
cal Engineering, Physician's Assistant, Physical Therapy and 
others. A ~year baccalaureate Nursing program will begin its 
first class m fall, 1974. (see p. 402). Some of these majors differ 
from other undergraduate major programs in the College of 
Arts and Sciences in that most graduates in Health Sciences 
have clear and definite career orientation. Hence, some aspects 
of these programs, such as total credit requirement, general edu
cation requirement and off-campus practicum experience are at 
variance with the general practices in the College of Arts and 
Sciences. 

Graduates of some health science programs are required to 
take certification or licensing examinations. In such programs 
a judicious effort has been made to follow guidelines set by ex
ternal agencies. On-the-job and clinical training is provided to 
make students employable in specific health fields. 

I. ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM 

PROGRAM COORDINATOR: Paul Tomboulion (Chemistry) 

These programs prepare students as environmental specialists 
for a wide variety of professional opportunities existing mainly 
in government and industry. Graduates of the programs should 
be able to identify and offer technical solutions of the broad 
range of environmental problems which impact on human 
health and well-being. These include such areas as occupational 
health, air resources, water resources, land resources, environ
mental planning. 

The multi-dimensional nature of these disciplines requires stu
dents with a broad scientific inclination and a bias toward public 
service. A total of 128 credits is required for the bachelor's de
gree, of which 24 credits are in the general education category. 
The program is divided into three parts: introductory, interme
diate, advanced. 

The introductory core program courses total 35 credits: 
BIO 111, 112, 113, 114 
CHM 104, 105, 107, 203, 204 
MTH 123-124 or 134-154 
The intermediate components of the core programs would 
usually include approximately 30 credits, often including: 
BIO 221, 222, 301, 381 
CHM 217,351 
PHY 101, 102, 158 
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The advanced courses would be selected for the particular option 
or specialization desired. 

Specialization in Occupational Health and Safety 

Building upon the core program, this specialization provides a 
combination of subject matter and experiences designed to pre
pare students for professional careers relating human health 
and safety factors to working conditions. The recent increased 
emphasis on improving occupational health and safety has gen
erated many opportunities in industry, government, public 
health, and environmental control agencies. Students learn first 
to recognize and evaluate environmental hazards and identify 
potential problems. This is followed by training in sampling, 
monitoring, and controlling harmful and dangerous agents. Fin
ally students learn corrective procedures and prescriptive meth
ods for control or elimination of undesirable occupational health 
and safety conditions and practices. Emphasis is on air and wa
ter pollutants, noise, radiation hazards, and disease vectors. 
Techniques of assessing actual and potential risks of exposure to 
environmental hazards are evaluated, along with philosophies, 
methodologies, and applications of tolerances, thresholds, and 
limits. 

Although the details of the curricula and courses are still 
being developed, the program will be based upon the core 
courses, emphasizing specialization in the junior and senior 
years, Anticipated upper-level offerings would include the areas 
of public health, epidemiology, toxicology, and occupational 
health internship. 

Specialization in Environmental and Resource Manage
ment 

Adding to the core program, students in this option emphasize 
the management of resources as they affect human health and 
well-being. Individualized academic curricula are possible pro
viding a maximum of flexibility to match interests, talents, and 
subject specialties. Opportunities for study in air pollution, wa
ter pollution, demography, land resource management, control 
applications, and planning functions are anticipated. Profes
sional careers are available for graduates in planning agencies, 
industry, and government. Alternatively, program options offer 
ideal training for a variety of graduate school opportunities in 
environmental studies, planning, natural resource management, 
and environmental and public health. 

Curricular details are in the developmental stages, but ad-
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vanced offerings might include courses in environmental chemis
try, air and water chemistry, radiation physics, ecology, urban 
studies, environmental engineering, political science, earth 
sciences. 

Interested students should consult the program coordinator 
for advising or for specific information on course and program 

II. MEDICAL PHYSICS PROGRAM 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Abraham R. liboff (Physics) 

Medical physics is a relatively new health-related professional 
program, which is concerned with the use of physical techniques 
in the diagnosis and treatment of disease. In the past the subject 
was most closely associated with radiation therapy in the devel
opment of which it played a vital part. Today it also includes the 
physical aspects of X-ray diagnosis, nuclear medicine, radiation 
safety, ultrasonics, lasers, thermography, image intensification, 
EKG and EEG. It is also involved in related areas such as patient 
monitoring, and general medical instrumentation. In addition to 
clinical duties surrounding these techniques, medical physicists 
are engaged in research and development, consultation and serv
ice, and teaching of residents, hospital personnel and undergrad
uates. Most of the progress made in the last decade in both diag
nosing and in treating cancer can be directly traced to the 
increasing use of physics in medicine. 

A total of 128 credits is required for the B.S. in Medical Phys
ics, of which 24 credits are in the general education category. A 
core of physics courses is required around which relevant biol
ogy, chemistry, and mathematics courses are added. During the 
fourth year, students take part in an internship at a local hospi
tal and, along with hospital residents, take courses in such areas 
as physics, radiology, nuclear medicine, and medical instrumen
tation. Interested students must consult with the program direc
tor to obtain specific information on the required courses and to 
receive counselling. 
1. General Education (24 credits): 

a) Up to 8 credits in English Composition may be presented 
as part of the 24 credits in General Education. 

b) The student must complete at least four credits in three 
of the four designated field groups, and at least eight 
credits in one of the field groups. The field groups are 
Arts, Letters, Social Science, and Area Studies. 

2. Major course work may include: 
BIO 111, 112, 113, 114, 221, 222 
CHM 114, 115, 117, 118, 203, 217, 305 
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MTH 154, 155, 254, 255 
PHY 150, 151, 152, 158, 317, 318, 331, 371, 381 
CIS 180 

Ill. MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM 

PROGRAM DIRECTOR: Nolin J. Unakar (Biological Sciences) 

The program prepares students for highly professional health 
career opportunities in clinical pathology laboratories in hospi
tals. Medical technologists work under the supervision of a path
ologist and are primarily responsible for the operation of the 
laboratory, performing a wide variety of tests on which physi
cians base their diagnosis of a disease and formulate therapeutic 
plans. They also direct the work of medical laboratory techni
cians and laboratory assistants whose scope of training is much 
less extensive. 

Medical technology students take a three-year academic pro
gram at Oakland based on the educational guidelines set forth 
by the Council on Medical Education of the American Medical 
Association; the fourth year is spent in an affiliated and ap
proved Hospital School of Medical Technology. This is followed 
by the national certification examination to become a registered 
medical technologist and the eligibility for the bachelor's degree 
from the University. It should be pointed out that the completion 
of the medical technology program is contingent upon the stu
dent's successful admission to one of the Hospital Schools of 
Medical Technology affiliated with the University. 

Currently, the following Hospital Schools of Medical Technol
ogy are affiliated with Oakland University: 
1. Crittenton Hospital, Rochester, Michigan 
2. Pontiac General Hospital, Pontiac, Michigan 
3. Providence Hospital, Southfield, Michigan 
4. St. Joseph Mercy Hospital, Pontiac, Michigan 
5. William Beaumont Hospital, Royal Oak, Michigan 

A total of 128 credits is required for the B.S. in Medical Tech
nology, of which 24 credits are in the general education category 
and 28 credits are earned in the fourth-year hospital internship. 
Interested students must consult with the program director to 
obtain specific information on the required courses and to re
ceive counselling. 
1. General Education (24 credits) 

b) The student must complete at least four credits in three 
of the four designated field groups, and at least eight 
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credits in one of the field groups. The field groups are 
Arts, Letters, Social Science, and Area Studies. 

2. Major course work may inc! ude: 
BIO 111, 112, 113, 114, 221, 222, 223, 224, 407, 408, Medical 
Microbiology, Immunology 
CHM 104, 105, 107, 203, 204, 206, 207 
MTH 123 or 134 
PHY 101, 102, 158 

CONCENTRATION IN ARCHAEOLOGY 
CHAIRMAN: Gottfried Brieger (Chemistry) 

This concentration is designed to prepare students for graduate 
study in· archaeology as well as for students interested in an 
interdisciplinary approach to man's cultural development 
viewed from a historical, aesthetic, and scientific perspective. 

The concentration consists essentially of three major parts: a 
basic core, presenting fundamental concepts in anthropology, 
art, history, and aesthetics; a field distribution, providing an in
troduction to New and Old World archaeology; and a practicum, 
including a course in archaeological methods as well as field 
term. A minimum of 28 credits are required for this program. 
REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Core (all courses required) 

AN 101 Evolution of Man and Culture 
CLS 100 Introduction to Classical Civilization 
AH 314 Etruscan and Roman Art 

2. Distribution (one course from each group) 
A. Old World Archaeology: 

AH 312 Near-Eastern and Greek Art 
CLS 130, 131 The Dynamics of Ancient Civilization 
CLS 150 Introduction to Greek and Roman Archaeology 

B. New World Archaeology: 
AH 204 Pre-Columbian Art 
AH 206 North-American Indian Art 
AN 370 Archaeology of Mesoamerica 
AN 371 Cultures of Mesoamerica 
AN 380 Archaeology of North America 
HST 306 Colonial and Revolutionary America 
HST 367 Pre-Columbian and Colonial Mexico 

3. Methods and Field Term (one course in each area) 
AH 315 Methods in Art Historical Archaeology 
AH 316 Tuscan Archaeology 
AH 317 Museology and Conservation 
AN 383 Methods in Anthropological Archaeology 
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In addition to the courses listed above, there are a number of 
other courses recommended for those interested in further ex
panding their background. These include: AH 320, 322, 326; AN 
352, 372, 381; HST 261, 262, 325, 328, 329. 
Please see Department entries for full descriptions of these 
courses. 
CONCENTRATION IN COMPUTER 
AND INFORMATION SCIENCE. 
CHAIRMAN: David E. Boddy (Engineering) 

In addition to usage in the natural sciences, business, and engi
neering, the digital computer now finds wide application in the 
social sciences, arts and letters, and education. The main objec
tive of the Computer and Information Science Concentration is 
to provide an opportunity for students in the natural sciences, 
economics and management, education, the social sciences, arts 
and letters and engineering to add preparation in the area of 
computers to their major field of study. The student, in consul
tation with the Concentration Committee, would shape the Con
centration to fit his or her needs. The background achieved in 
this way would allow students to develop computer applications 
for problems in their area of specialization, thereby preparing 
them for research in their major field of study, for positions in 
industry and government, and for further academic work. 
For further details on requirements and courses, see p. 375. 

CONCENTRATION IN 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDIES 
COORDINATOR: Paul Tomboulian (Chemistry) 
The Environmental Studies program is mtended to introduce 
students to modes of thought and action relative to environmen
tal issues. Students learn to identify and evaluate alternative 
solutions to environmental problems. Short and long range im
plication of human activities are analyzed, as they affect re
sources and public policy. 

Four broad areas of inquiry are included in these studies: 
(1) application of science and technology to environmental 

quality and resources; 
(2) impact of human settlements on ecosystems and human 

welfare; 
(3) implications of human life support activities, including 

food, transportation and planning; and 
(4) Use, reuse, and depletion of physical and biological re

sources. 
Through a multidisciplinary approach, problem-solving meth

ods, decision-making programs, and benefit-risk analyses can 
best be understood. Thus the program does not offer a major, 
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but concentrations are available in conjunction with existing 
majors in cooperating departments. Programs of individualized 
independent study and field work are a frequent feature of these 
concentrations. Interested students are encouraged to consult 
with their major department, or the program coordinator. 

Courses of related interest in many departments are often 
suitable for inclusion in an environment studies concentration. 
These include, but are not limited to: AN 102, AN 265, AH 362, 
BIO 237, BIO 301, BIO 343, ECN 225, ECN 308, ECN 309, PSY 
205, PSY 230, SOC 201, SOC 370, EGR 415, HST 316, 317, HST 
350, 351, PHL 219, PHY 106-107. 
ENV 151 Introduction to Environmental Studies (4 credits) 
A general introduction to selected social and political aspects of typical environ
mental issues. Topics chosen from current literature and taught predominantly 
by social science faculty. (This course may be used to satisfy part of the Distribu
tion Requirement in social science.) 

ENV 181 Introduction to Environmental Studies (4 credits) 
A general introduction to selected scientific and technical aspects of typical envi
ronmental issues. Topics chosen from current literature and taught predomi
nantly by science faculty. (This course may be used to satisfy part of the Distri
bution Requirement in natural science.) 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

ENV 182 Introductory Environmental Topics (4 credits) 
A course complementing ENV 181 .emphasizing selected areas of resource use 
and management. Content varies &(COrding to semester. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

ENV 212 Energy and the Environment (4 credits) 
Basic facts of energy: its sources, forms, the roles it plays, and its ultimate sinks. 
Emphasis is placed on learning the laws that limit energy utilization, the energy 
flow patterns that affect human welfare, the effects of energy use on the envi
ronment, and the facts and alternatives associated with current energy-related 
problems. 
Prerequisite: ENV 181. Two years of high-scool mathematics desirable. 

ENV 221 Subsistence and Technology (4 credits) 
Subsistence activities and technologies will be considered in relationship to the 
natural and social setting in which they are practiced. Emphasis will be placed 
on the adaptation of man to his environment, the variations in that adaptation, 
and the accommodation of other aspects of culture to the food quest. Identical 
with AN 221. 
Prerequisite: AN 102, or permission of the instructor. 

ENV 271 Environmental Chemistry (4 credits) 
Application of chemical principles to the study of selected current problems of 
environmentAl concern. Will mclude the basis of eutrophication, combustion 
chemistry, pesticide activity, and cbemical-ecological relationships. Identical 
with CHM 271. 
Prerequisites: CHM 203 or 234. 

ENV 305 Selected Topics (2, 4, 6 or 8 credits) 
Studies in special areas, often individually arranged. May be repeated 'tor credit. 
Preparation of study plan and approval of the instructor listed is required prior 
to registration. (Graded S/N). 
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ENV 313 Problems of Energy and Environment (5 credits) 
Methods of determination of environmental costs of current energy consumption 
in agriculture, electric power generation, nuclear waste disposal, transportation, 
and industry. Advantages and disadvantages of alternative energy sources, con
sumption patterns, and conservation efforts are examined. 
Prerequisite: CHM 105 or 115 or 125 or PHY 152. 

ENV 362 lmpaci of Urbanization (4 credits) 
A scientifically-based environmental impact analysis of urbanization. Includes 
a consideration of the climate, hydrology, soils, physiography, and ecological 
relationships in suburban, urban, and metropolitan areas. 
Prerequisite: junior standing. Prior experience in metropolitan studies desirable. 

ENV 372 Air Chemistry (4 credits) 
A technical evaluation of the nature and composition of the earth's atmosphere, 
both in its natural state and as it has been affected by man. Some diseussion of 
air pollution control will be included. Identical with CHM 372. 
Prerequisite: CHM 203 and 305 or equivalent. 

ENV 37.3 Aquatic Chemistry (4 credits) 
A technical introduction to the nature and composition of all types and bodies 
of water, including streams, rivers, lakes, and oceans. Some discussion of water 
pollution control will be included. l~e!ltical with CHM 373. 
Prerequisite: CHM 203 and 305, or equivalent.' 

CONCENTRATION IN HEALTH-MEDICAL BEHAVIORAL 
SCIENCES 
CHAIRMAN: Carl Vann (Behoviorial Sciences and Political Science) 

Course work and practica in the behavioral sciences as they re
late to the fields of health and medicine. This concentration is 
particularly relevant for students in preprofessional programs. 
See the entries under Allport College (p. 389). 

CONCENTRATION IN JOURNALISM 

CHAIRMAN: William White 

This concentration provides courses helpful to students inter
ested in careers in journalism. Please see the entries under the 
Department of Speech Communication (p. 241). 

CONCENTRATION IN JUDAIC STUDIES 

CHAIRMAN: Peter G. Evarts (English and Learning Skills) 

For students interested in acquiring a background in Jewish cul
tural traditions, the University, in cooperation with the! Mid
rasha College of Jewish Studies, • provides a pattern of cour::;es 
which offers an opportunity to study in some depth the litera
ture, philosophy, history, and religion of the Jewish people. This 
concentration is recommended as a valuable adjunct to majors in 
all areas, perhaps especially pertinent to humanities and social 
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science majors. Interested students should see the concentration 
chairman for further information. 

Requirements: 

1. admission to the program 
2. completion of 20 credits chosen from the following courses or 

from courses approved by the concentration chairman: 
CLS/ENG/REL 211 Introduction Old Testament Literature 
CLS/HST 396 Ancient Near East: World of Bible 
CLS/HST 397 History of the Second Jewish 

ENG 341 
HST ~98 
REL 202 

Commonwealth 
Survey American/Jewish Literature 
Jew in the Middle Ages 
The Jewish Tradition 

See department entries for full description of these courses. 
*The Midrasha is an undergraduate institution located in South
field, Michigan, which specializes in Hebraic and Judaic studies. 
It provides intensive academic and profession training and 
grants both the degree of Bachelor of Hebrew Literature and the 
degree of Bachelor of Jewish Studies. 

CONCENTRATIONS IN LINGUISTICS 

CHAIRMAN: William Schwab (Li."guistics and English) 

Students may combine majors in Anthropology, Classics, En
glish, Modern Languages, Philosophy, Psychology, and So
ciology with formal studies in linguistics, and emphasize either 
theoretical or applied phases. It is possible, for example, for a 
foreign language major to attain a fair measure of expertise in 
the teaching of English as a foreign language by a judicious se
lection of courses offered by the Department of Linguistics. 
Clusters of courses such as biolinguistics and neurolinguistics 
may be of interest to those in the health sciences. Speech majors 
may wish to emphasize studies in the structure of sounds. Other 
students with majors not listed here are invited to discuss spe
cial programs in linguistics to suit their needs. 

For more detailed information on linguistics concentrations, 
see pp. 141. Interested students are invited to discuss their plans 
with t"e chairman of the concentration. 
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CONCENTRATION IN PREPROFESSIONAL STUDIES 
IN MEDICINE AND DENTISTRY 

CHAIRMAN: Moon J. Pok (Biological Sciences); Gottfried Brieger 
(Chemistry); Allen K. Hess (Psychology); John R. Reddon (Biological 
Sciences); Robert L. Stern (Chemistry); Nolin J. Unakar (Biological 
Sciences); Barry Winkler (Biological Sciences). 
Students intending to pursue careers in the medical, osteo
pathic, or dental professions are expected to complete a concen
tration consisting of the following series of courses: 
(a) Biology: 15 credits, including laboratories. 
(b) Chemistry: 20 credits, including laboratories. 
(c) Mathematics: 8 credits. 
(d) Physics: 10 credits, including laboratories. 

This represents the minimum requirements for admission to 
the various medical, osteopathic and dental schools in Michigan 
and elsewhere. This concentration does not constitute a major. 
Students must elect a major from among those offered by the 
university. Interested students must consult the advisory com
mittee so as to receive counseling and assistance in planning 
their academic programs. 

CONCENTRATION IN PUBLIC AND SOCIETAL SYSTEMS 

CONCENTRATION COMMITTEE: Robert H. Edgerton (Engineering), 
Chairman 

The Concentration in Public and Societal Systems is offered by 
the School of Engineering and is available to students through
out the University. The concentration promotes inter
disciplinary work among engineers, economists, sociologists, 
managers and assists in the preparation of students with major 
career objectives in areas of public concern such as health-care 
delivery, pollution control, public safety, urban planning, envi
ronmental and resource management. Systems analysis and de
sign methods are employed in many of these fields. The charac
teristic elements and components of each of these fields of 
specialization differ but there is a unifying basis for understand
ing and communication particularly in the area of public serv
ices and community development. 
For further details on requirements and courses, see pp_. 383. 

CONCENTRATION IN RELIGIOUS STUDIES 

CHAIRMAN: Richard J. Burke (Philosophy) 

The Religious Studies Program offers a series of courses on reli-
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gion, both Western and Eastern, both traditional and contempo
rary. These courses do not seek to confirm or attack any particu
lar religious point of view; they are taught in the same scholarly 
and objective spirit as the other courses in the University, and 
aim at understanding a pervasive human phenomenon. They are 
grouped into two types of courses: historical studies and system
atic studies (see below). Most of the courses are identical with 
courses in various departments (PHL 225, SOC 305, etc.), and 
have whatever prerequisites are indicated in the departmental 
listing. Courses with REL 200 numbers only require sophomore 
standing (28 or more credits); courses with REL 300 numbers 
only require in addition one previous course in Religious Studies 
at Oakland. 
At present, the Program offers a Concentration in Religious 
Studies, consisting of at least 20 credits in Religion, which may 
be taken jointly with a modified major (24 credits) in either Phi
losophy or Sociology-Anthropology, or with a full major in any 
department of the College of Arts and Sciences. Combinations 
which make good sense, besides those two, would be with His
tory, English, Psychology, Classics, or Modern Languages and 
Literatures. Students wishing to make Religion the focus of an 
Independent Concentration will receive the support of the Com
mittee on Religious Studies. Interested students should see the 
Concentration Chairman for further information. 
Policy Regarding Transfer Credits 

Credit will generally be given for courses taken in accredited 
colleges when the content of those courses is demonstrably simi
lar to the content of a course offered in the Religious Studies 
Program of Oakland University. Credit will generally not be 
given for courses taken at an unaccredited institution or for 
courses with a content for which Oakland University has no rea
sonable substitute. The content, not simply the title, of the 
course must be described by a student seeking transfer of cred
its. 

Historical Studies: 
REL 200 Topics in the Historical Study of Religion (4 credits) 
The topic varies. Sample topics include: The New Testament, Medieval Mysti
cism, Early Buddhism, The Protestant Reformation, Christ and Caesar, 18th 
and 19th Century Attacks on Religion. May be repeated for credit. 

REL 202 The Jewish Tradition (4 credits) 
. Selected ideas and institutions in the development of Judaism from its pre-exilic 

roots to the present. Offered every two years. 

REL 203 The Christian Tradition (4 credits) 
Study of the most important Christian ideas and institutions from Jesus to the 
present. Offered every two years. 
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REL 204 The Islamic Tradition (4 credits) 
Selected ideas and institutions in the history of Islam. Offered every two years. 

REL 211 Old Testament Literature (4 credits) 
A study of the types of literature found in the Old Testament. Identical with 
ENG 211 and CLS 211. Offered every two years. 

REL 250 Philosophies and Religions of Asia (4 credits) 
A study of the major religions of India, China, and Japan with emphasis on their 
philosophical significance. The course will cover Hinduism, Jainism, Confucian
ism, Taoism, and Buddhism (with special reference to Ch'an or Zen) and will deal 
with both the ancient traditions and some modern developments. 
Identical with PHL 250. Offered every year. 

REL 295 Contemporary Religious Movements (4 credits) 
Begins with a review of institutional religion in America, then surveys under
ground church movements, Zen, Yoga, TM, and others. Field work possible. 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

REL 307 American Religious History (4 credits) 
A study of the religious history of the American people with an emphasis on 
social aspects. Within the general outline of chronological development, atten
tion is given to such selected topics as religious elements in imm~ation, the 
separation of church and state, denominationalism and sectariarnnm, religion 
and nationalism, religious leadership, and religion as an influence in social 
change. Offered each winter. Identical with HST 307. 
Prerequisite: two courses in American history, or permission of instructor. Sys
tem·atic Studies: 

REL 220 Topics in the Systematic Study of Religion (4 credits) 
The topic varies. Sample topics include: Mythology, Psychoanalysis and Religion, 
Religion and Education, Types of Religious Communities, Shamanism, the Hero. 
May be repeated for credit. 

REL 225 Philosophy of Religion (4 credits) 
Examination of arguments for and against the existence of God, the nature of 
religious language, the role and structure of religious concepts, the relations 
between religion and philosophy. Identical with PHL 225. Offered every two 
years. 

REL 227 Psychology of Religion (4 credits) 
Basic data of religious experience in its relation to motivation, cognitive struc
ture, and personality; problems of religious symbolism, verbal and nonverbal; 
dynamics of religious movements; growth, propagation, and preservation of or
thodoxy; varieties of reform. Offered every two years. 

REL 229 Religion and Literature (4 credits) 
Study of a few masterpieces of world religious literature, such as Greek tragedy, 
Hindu epic, Dante, Milton, with an attempt to generalize about the use of reli
gious themes in literature, and about literature as an expression of religious 
belief. Offered every two years. 

REL 271 Magic, Witchcraft, and Religion (4 credits) 
A study of man's social and personal interaction with beings, creatures, and 
forces who manifest powers beyond those of ordinary people. The folk beliefs of 
non-literate people will be given special attention; the transformation of social 
systems by religious movements will be investigated; and anthropological theo
ries of magic, witchcraft, and religion will be examined as they relate to these 
and other topics. Identical with AN 271. Offered every year. 
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REL 291 Religion and Contemporary Moral Problems(4 credits) 
Investigation of the theological and ethical reasons for the emergency of a new 
attitude toward moral questions. Protestant, Catholic, Jewish and secular view
point.!~ on some of these: love, sex, civil disobedience, criminal punishment, vio-
lence, war, suicide, death. Offered every two years. 

REL 305 Sociology of Religion (4 credits) 
An analysis of the changing relationship between social structure and religion. 
Comparative materials will be examined from pre-industrial societies, Europe 
during the Protestant Reformation, and the contemporary United States. Identi
cal with SOC 305. Offered every year. 
Prerequisite: SOC 100 or permission of the instructor. 

RE. 390 Directed Readings in the Study of Religion (4 credits) 
Individual study of a topic not covered by regular courses, with the guidance of a 
faculty tutor. May be. repeated for credit. 
Prerequisite: One prior course in Religious Studies at Oakland and consent of the 
Concentrati6n Chairman. 

Suggested Collateral Courses: 

CLS 312 

HST 325 

HST 397 

PHL 205 

Classical Mythology. Identical with ENG 312. 

Medieval Europe 

The Second Jewish Commonwealth. Identical with 
CLS 397 

Hellenistic and Medieval Philosophy 

CONCENTRATION IN SOCIAL JUSTICE AND 
CORRECTIONS 

CHAIRMAN: JesseR. Pitts (Sociology and Anthropology) 

This concentration requires a minimum of 20 credits and is in
tended to be taken in conjunction with a full major in any de
partment of the College. It will provide career-oriented educa
tion for students interested in the social forces producing 
delinquency and crime; in the evaltJ.ation of social planning for 
crime prevention and control; and in the operation of police or
ganizations and correctional institutions. 

REQUIREMENTS: 
1. Admission to the program, 
2. Completion of a core program of 12 credits chosen from the 

following courses: 
SOC 320 Sociology of Crime and Punishment 

soc 325 Corrective and Rehabilitative institutions 

275 
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soc 327 

soc 435 

PS 241 

PS 343 

Police and Society 

Juvenile Delinquency and Its Social Control 

Law and Politics 

American Legal System II: Civil Rights and 
Civil Liberties 

3. Completion of SOC 430-Internship in Social Justice and Cor-
rections ( 4 or 8 credits) 

See department entries for full description of these courses. 
With permission of concentration chairman, substitutions in the 
core program may be made from the following list. 

PSY 220 Abnormal Psychology 

PSY 273 Psychology of Adolescence and Youth 

PS 342 American Legal System 1: Principles and Processes 

PHL 221 Theories of Justice, Power, and Freedom 

soc 330 Sociology of Youth 

soc 385 Sociology of the Courts 

CONCENTRATION IN SPEECH COMMUNICATION 

CHAIRMAN: Adeline Hirschfeld-Medalia 

For information about concentrations in Speech Communication 
available in conjunction with many department majors, please 
see the entries under Speech Communication (p. 242). 

CONCENTRATION IN THEATER ARTS 

CHAIRMAN: Adeline Hirschfeld-Medalia 

Course work and practica in three areas (theatrical literature, 
dramatic performance and direction, and the technical aspects 
of production) provide theatrical knowledge and experience valu
able for students interested in careers in theatre or in teaching. 
See the Department of Speech Communication for program de
tails (p. 242). 
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The Social Studies Program prepares students to teach injun
ior and senior high schools. Students of the program graduate 
with a Bachelor of Arts degree with teacher certification. · 
The Social Studies Major 

The program provides for a required core of social science ex
periences with concentrated study in three social science content 
areas. A total of forty (40) credits is required for a social studies 
major. 

Core Program in the Social Sciences: 

SS100 Introduction to Social Sciences 

ss 200 Inquiry Skills for the Social Scientist 

Sixteen (16) credits in political science, evenly distributed be
tween "American Politics" and "Non-American/Comparative 
Politics." 

Sixteen (16) credits in history, evenly distributed between 
"American History" and "World History." 

Students in the Social Studies Program must choose from 
among a number of associated minors, i.e. sociology, psychology, 
history, political science.2 Should a student elect to minor in ei
ther political science or history, sixteen (16) credits in another 
social science or from an interdisciplinary social science group 
must be substituted in the major. 

In addition to the major sequence of courses, a core of thirty
six (36) credits called a "Professional Component" is required. 
This sequence of courses has two major thrusts: 1) to move stu
dents through a developmental sequence of experiences that lead 
from one-to-one tutoring to full-time classroom teaching, and 2) 
to place students preparing to teach social studies into early and 
consistent contact with students and other environmental fac
tors in junior and senior high school classrooms. 

'This m~or is awaiting Michigan Department of Education approval. For infor
mation on its current status, please contact the Director of the Social Studies 
Program, 413 Varner Hall. 
'A series of disciplinary minors have been developed in cooperation with the 
departments of Sociology/ Anthropology, Political Science and Psychology. At 
the present time, these minors await Michigan Department of Education ap
proval. 
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Core Experiences for the "Professional Component" 

ED 100 

ED 200 

ED 244 

ED 245 

ED 370 

ED 428 

ED 454 

ED 455 

Tutoring Experiences in Social Studies 

Micro-teaching in Social Studies 

Social and Philosophical Issues in Education 

Psychological and Field Studies in Education 

Field Problems in Social Science 

Teaching in the Major Field: Social Studies 

Skill Development Laboratories for Teaching Social 
Studies 

Internship 

The Social Studies Minor 

To get a minor in Social Studies one must complete the intro
ductory course SS 100 Introduction to Social Sciences and 
twenty (20) additional credits from among courses in the social 
sciences (anthropology, economics, history, political science, 
psychology, social studies, and sociology). A total of twenty-four 
(24) credits is required for this minor. At least three courses 
must be taken at the 200 level or higher. 

Recommended: 
No less than eight (8) credits should be concentrated in each 
of two (2) of the social sciences identified above. 
Example: 

Political Science .. . ..... . .... .. ... . ... eight (8) credits 

Sociology .. .................. . .... . .. eight (8) credits 

Remaining credits may be taken from among the social science 
areas other than those in which the student has chosen to con
centrate. (Area studies, geography, and environmental studies 
courses accepted for social science distribution requirements 
may also constitute these 'remaining credits'.) 
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SS 100: Introduction to Social Sciences ( 4 credits) 
This introductory course to an interdisciplinary program in social science pro
vides an overview of the philosophical and historical development of individual 
social science disciplines (psychology, sociology, anthropology, political science, 
history, economics, and geography). Students may examine key concepts, meth
ods, and scholarly literature in these fields and apply their work to selected 
current issues through interdisciplinary models. 
This course is required of all social studies majors and minors. SS 100 may be 
used to satisfy the general education requirement in Social Science. 

SS 200: Inquiry Skills for the Social Scientist ( 4 credits) 
This course continues the interdisciplinary focus begun in SS 100. 
Current issues form its content. Students are expected to apply interdisciplinary 
investigative models to these issues in an effort to effect problem !Oiution. Stu
dents will be provided a short-term 'field' assignment. This course is required of 
all social studies majors. 
Prerequisite: SS 100. 
ED 100: Tutoring Experience in Social Studies (2 credits) 
Students will be placed in schools to work with teachers and secondary students. 
It is expected that forty to fifty hours will be spent with cooperating teachers, 
and that schedules will be arranged by the student, cooperating teacher, and 
university coordinator for regular time commitments. Experiences may range 
from observation of teachers in classroom settings and work with classroom 
management procedures, to tutoring and work as teacher aids. Occasional work
shops may be necessary to acquire appropriate skills. It is hoped that considera
tion can be given to individual priorities for ED 100 enrollees. Transportation is 
to be arranged by the student. 
Prerequisite: NONE (To be taken in Freshman year, if at all possible, as an entry 
into the secondary Social Studies Program. 
•For course descriptions not presented in this section, please see the description 
provided by the appropriate individual departments. 

ED 200 Micro-Teaching in Social Studies (2 credits) 
Students will be placed in schools to work with teachers and secondary students. 
It is expected that forty to fifty hours will be committed to a cooperating teacher 
to work as tutors, teacher aids, leaders of small and large group discussions and 
simulation games, aids in micro-teachin~ (mini-courses), and some regular class
room instruction. It is hoped consideration can be given to individual priorities. 
Transportation is to be arranged by the student. 
Prerequisite: ED 100 (To be taken in Sophomore year, if possible.) 
Transfer students and others wishing to carry ED 100 and ED 200 together must 
obtain instructor's permission. 
ED 370 Field Problems in Social Science (4 credits) 
This course is designed to assist prospective social studies teachers in the identi
fication and solution of instructional problems. Major emphasis is placed on 
"use" of student background to solve problems peculiar to students and teachers 
of social studies. Students in the course operate through a written contract 
agreed upon by themselves, an appropriate public, private and/or parochial 
school official, and the appropriate representative of the Social Studies Program. 
Prerequisite: ED 200. 
ED 428 Teaching of the Major field (4 credits) 
Content and methodology appropriate to the student's major field. Organization 
of programs and courses, bibliography of the field, and techniques of instruction 
receive special emphasis. 
Prerequisite: ED 245, ED 370. 
This is a full-semester course for students of the Social Studies Program. It must 
be taken one semester before student teaching. 
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ED 454 Skill Development Laboratories for (4 credits) 
Teaching Social Studies 

This course is required of all social studies interns. It is designed as a series of 
workshops, seminars, and individual meetings focusing on the interests and con
cerns that come from a full-time teaching assignment. Throughout the course, 
interns will be a) exposed to innovative teaching strategies and materials devel
oped by local and national social studies teachers-consultants, and b) provided 
with background for handling special problems with which they are confronted 
once in the classroom on a regular basis, i.e. discipline, human interaction, sex
ism, racism, student use of drugs, etc. 
Interns will attend a minimum number of sessions depending upon interest, 
need and/or referral by an instructional consultant of the Social Studies Pro
gram. 
Prerequisite: Must be taken concurrently with ED 455. 

ED 455 Internship (12 credits) 
Supervised teaching in-the public schools. Students spend approximately four
teen (14) weeks in public school classrooms and participate in such further activi
ties as a supervising teacher may direet. 
Prerequisite: ED 245, ED 428. 
A student must perform his/her internship in his/her last or next to last semes
ter (a last semester is one in which a student needs to complete no more than 16 
credits to satisfy all graduation requirements.) Except for ED 454, a student 
may not take any other course work concurrently with ED 455. 
PROSPECTIVE STUDENT TEACHERS MUST REGISTER AT THE STU
DENT TEACHING OFFICE AT THE BEGINNING OF THE SEMESTER 
PRIOR TO HIS/HER STUDENT TEACHING. 

PRE-LAW STUDIES 

ADVISOR: Thomas W. Church, Jr. (Political Science) 

There is no formalized "pre-law" curriculum at Oakland because 
no set of specific courses is necessary for either admission to, or 
success in, American law schools. Students planning to attend 
law school after graduation should major in a field in which they 
have both interest and aptitude; the actual field is considerably 
less important for admission than the overall success of the stu
dent in his college training as measured by cumulative grade 
point average and scores on the Law School Aptitude Test ad
ministered early in the senior year. Rather than mastery of any 
particular subject matter, law school requires of the incoming 
student certain basic skills, particularly the ability to think logi
cally and to express one's self orally and in writing in a coherent 
and precise manner. No one academic discipline possesses a mo
nopoly on development of these abilities. The }?est advice to stu
dents planning legal careers is to choose courses that emphasize 
analytical thinking and critical writing, and to do well in them. 
If there are any specific courses that might be recommended to 
pre-law students because of the subject matter, they would be 
courses which deal with the operation of American institutions: 
particularly the basic courses in American politics, American 
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history and economics. For those students interested in general 
questions about law or legal techniques - from the perspective 
of the liberal arts and not as a technical discipline as taught in 
law school - the following courses should be of some interest. 
It must be emphasized, however, that none of these courses is in 
any way required for, or restricted to, pre-law students. 
Philosophy 221 Theories of Justice, Power and Freedom 

Political Science 241 Law and Politics 

Political Science 272, 273 Western Political Thought 

Political Science 342, 343 American Legal S15tem; 
Principles and Processes 
Civil Rights and Civil liberties 

Sociology 320 Sociology of Crime and Punishment 

Both the Library and the Department of Political Science maintain a ooUection 
of law sehool catalogs; a member of the Department of Political Science serves 
as the pre-law advisor for students with specific questions or problems. Booklets 
containillJ( application forms for the Law School Aptitude Test should be ob
tained early in the senior year from the Career Advising and Placement Office 
(201 Wilson) or the Political Science Department (656 Vandenberg). 

OTHER CONCENTRATIONS 
For other concentrations associated with major programs please 
see departmental program descriptions. 

OFF-CAMPUS STUDY PROGRAMS 

Oakland University offers a variety of opportunities for off-cam
pus study. They include participation in overseas study pro
grams, the field term semester offered to students of New
Charter College, a field-praeticum in Health-Medical Behavioral 
Sciences offered by Allport College, and the Community Service 
courses. For information on these programs see the respective 
Catalog entries. 

The College of Arts & Sciences administers an off-campus in
dependent study program open to all students in good standing 
who have successfully completed two semesters at Oakland Uni
versity. This program allows a student to propose his or her own 
course of study for the semester off-campus, provided he or she 
has received the support and the involvement of three faculty 
members and the approval of the dean. The following standards 
and procedures apply to this program: 
(1) Any undergraduate student in good standing will be eligible 
to participate in the program after the completion of two semes
ters in residence. 
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(2) A written proposal describing a course of activity will be pre
pared by a student applicant prior to beginning the program. 
(3) This proposal and the off-campus work it describes must re
ceive the support and involvement of at least three members of 
the faculty and the approval of the dean. 
(4) All arrangements for off-campus work must be completed 
and filed by the end of the advising period in the semester 
preceding the semester of off-campus study. 
(5) It is expected that part of the preparatory work will include 
the designation of course equivalents totaling at least eight cred
its for the independent study to be accomplished. This is to be 
effected by negotiation with the supporting faculty members. 
(6) Whenever credit is sought toward the completion of a major, 
the department, through its chairman, must agree to the value 
of the independent work. 
(7) The Dean of the College will require a release from parents 
absolving the University of responsibility for the well-being of 
students under eighteen years of age while they are participat
ing in off-campus independent study. 
(8) The initial approval of a program for a student will be for one 
semester with the provision that the student may request an 
extension of the program for additional semesters. 
(9) The student must be registered at Oakland University and 
pay the required fees during the period of independent study. 

Students interested in overseas study programs sponsored by 
other universities and organizations, both domestic and foreign, 
should contact the Overseas Study Information Center located in 
the Office of the Dean of Students. Information on work-study 
opportunities sponsored by institutions other than Oakland Uni
versity can be obtained from the Placement Office and from the 
Department of Modern Languages and Literatures. 

MISCELLANEOUS SCIENCE COURSES 

For the General Education Distribution 
Requirement or the Elementary Education Majors 

The Teaching Minor in Science requires a minimum of 24 cred
its, selected from courses offered by the Departments of Biologi
cal Sciences, Chemistry, and Physics. Course selections must 
cover two of the three disciplines and must include 12 credits in 
each discipline applied to the minor. Hence the following options 
are available: chemistry-biology; chemistry-physics; biology-
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physics. All courses must be at the levels of BIO 111, CHM 104, 
PHY 101, or above, and they may not include courses in the di
cipline of the student's major. 
SCI 305 Science in the Elementary School ( 4 credits) 
Content and methodology appropriate to students in the elementary education 
program. 
Prerequisite: Major standing in elementary education. 

SCI 505 Basic Concepts and New ( 4 credits) 
Developments in Science 

Basic concepts in science and science methodology. An intensive study of one 
science area (e.g. biology, chemistry, physics, etc.) and a study of the new curri
cula in science for the elementary school. 
Prerequisite; Admission to course in a graduate program in elementary educa
tion or permission of the Instructor. 

SCI 515 Environmental Education- (2 credits) 
Higgins Lake 

Conducted under the auspices of the Michigan Department of Natural Resources 
at the Higgins Lake Conservation School. Staffed by DNR personnel and faculty 
members from Michigan universities. Aims to provide information and metho
dology for the educator on land use, water resources, types of pollution, and 
other aspects of the environment. Treats contemporary problems with scientific 
analysis in a socio-economic context. Would propel the educator into an action 
phase in his own community. A resident course for one week, Sunday p.m. 
through Friday. Available for any one of five weeks during the summer. Details 
available. • 

GRADUATE STUDIES IN THE 
COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 
The following departments or programs offer instruction lead
ing to the degree of Master of Arts: 

Area Studies 
English 
History 
Mathematics 
Psychology 

The following departments offer instruction leading to the de-
gree of Master of Science: 

Biological Sciences 
Chemistry 
Physics 

The following departments, jointly with the School of Educa
tion, offer instruction leading to the degree of Master of Arts in 
Teaching: 

English 
Mathematics 

For further information concerning these programs, see the 
Graduate Catalog. 
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SCHOOL OF 
ECONOMICS 
AND MANAGEMENT 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN: 

Norton C. Seeber, Dean 
Eleftherios N. Botsas, Chairman, Department of Economics 
Harvey A. Shapiro, Assistant to the Dean 

PROFESSORS: Robbin R. Hough; Sid Mittra; Norton C. Seeber; 
Andrew C. Stedry (Visiting) 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Eleftherios N. Botsos; Daniel N. Braunstein; 
Karl D. Gregory; John E. Tower; Alan G. Weinstein 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: David P. Doane; Alice C. Gorlin; Douglas 
D. Gregory; John Hurd II; Kenneth B. Moberg; Gadis Nowell; Richard 
M. Reese; Richard M. Steers; Eugene F. Stone; Kenneth C. Young 

INSTRUCTORS: Diane B. Herker; Harvey A. Shapiro; Socrates Tountas 

ADJUNCT PROFESSOR: Theodore 0. Yntema 

VISITING LECTURERS: Paul Banos; Jack Parrish; Charles T. Weber 

The School of Economics and Management offers several pro
grams for persons interested in obtaining the skills and informa
tion necessary for the management of profit-making businesses, 
not-for-profit enterprises (e.g., health care institutions, educa
tional institutions, cooperative societies), and governmental 
units. The student may elect one of the following programs as 
the basis for his/her education in management and economics: 

1. Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in Management. 

2. Bachelor of Science {B.S.) in Management combined 
with a concentration in a specific field of management: 

Accounting/Finance; Human Resources Management; or Public 
Management. The School is developing concentrations in other 
functional areas. 
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3. Bachelor of Science (B.S.) in Management combined 
with a concentration in an area outside of the School of 
Economics and Management: 

Afro-American Studies; Computer and Information Sciences; 
Environmental Studies; Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences; 
Journalism; Public and Societal Systems; or Social Justice and 
Corrections. 

4. Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) in Economics with or without 
one of the concentrations in the areas outside of the 
School of Economics and Management 

The concentrations are listed under (3) above. 

5. Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with an independent con
centration from the School of Economics and Manage
ment 

A program designed for the explicit needs of the student. 

6. Bachelor of Science (B.S.) or Arts (B.A.) in another 
School at Oakland University with a concentration in 
management or economics. 

7. Masters of Science in Management (M.S.M.): 

Outstanding students who have already received a Bachelors de
gree or are entering their senior year with their major require
ments completed may be eligible to enter the Masters of Science 
in Management (M.S.M.) nrogram in the School of Economics 
and Management. (See page 306 and also consult the Graduate 
Catalog.) 

These management and economics programs are detailed in 
the following pages. 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM LEADING TO 
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 

The management program provides an education for manage
ment (i.e., the effective use of resources for defined objectives) 
rather than an education which describes the practices and insti
tutions of business. Our program aims to develop the transfera
ble skills which make adaptive and innovative learners, and it 
enables graduates to understand and manage changing situa
tions, whether these be in profit-oriented enterprises or in not
for-profit enterprises, public or private. In this program, a gen-
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eral education is combined with the development of analytical 
approaches which will enable the student to find new answers to 
the increasingly complex and changing problems faced by man
agers and technical personnel in both private business and pub
lic organizations. Because education for management is a con
tinuing process throughout a management career, the program 
seeks to give students the kind of experience that will provide the 
foundation for adaptability within our rapidly changing modern 
environment. 

The management major obtains the background necessary for 
entering into many positions in business, government, and ad
ministration, industry training programs or graduate schools of 
management. The program's emphasis on analysis and analyti
cal tools, such as the computer, opens the way to positions in 
many areas of rapidly developing technology and expanding em
ployment opportunities. 

To aid in obtaining initial entry into various positions in busi
ness, government, and other institutions, the management pro
gram offers the student opportunity to concentrate elective work 
either in a functional area of management or in some area of 
academic interest outside of management. 

Curriculum Changes 

The curriculum described below will be effective for students 
entering the University in 1974-75 and after. Students enrolled 
prior to 1974 may, at their option, satisfy either the present or 
the older requirements for graduation (but they need not satisfy 
both sets of requirements). Further amplification of this rule 
and any other curriculum changes may be obtained from depart
mental advisers. 

PROGRAM IN MANAGEMENT 

The normal program in management consists of five parts: 

1. General Education 
(including two courses 
in Learning Skills) 

2. Management Major 
Requirements: 
a. C~ate Courses in 

Economics and 
Mathematics 

Percentage of 
Courses Credits Total Credits 

9 36 29% 

5 20 16% 
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b. Management Core 
Program 8 32 26% 

c. Management/Economics 
Eleetives 4 16 13% 

3. Eleetives 5 20 16% 

TOTAL FOR DEGREE 31 124 100% 

The various parts of the program are explained in the following 
sections. 
1. GENERAl EDUCATION 

Oakland University requires all undergraduates in degree pro
grams to participate in a set of courses designed to provide a 
broad intelleetual experience in liberal education. Management 
students usually satisfy this general education requirement by 
meeting the requirements described below or by participating in 
the program of Allport College, or New-Charter College. 

The School of Economics and Management requires that each 
student take at least seven courses (28 credits) in general educa
tion, distributed as follows: 

(a.) Learning Skills (0-8 credits) 
The student must obtain a certificate of proficiency in English 
composition from the Department of Learning Skills. The stu
dent may obtain this certification by passing an examination 
upon entering Oakland; otherwise, he/she will be required to 
take courses in the Department of Learning Skills until he/she 
earns the certification of proficiency in English (normally two 
courses). 

(b.) Distribution Requirements 
The student must take at least one course in each of the follow
ing four fields within the College of Arts and Sciences. 

(1) Arts (4 credits) 
.MJ.y courses for which the student qualifies that is offered by 
the departments of Art History, Studio Art, or Music, or UC 045 
(Introduction to Theater). 

(2) LeHers (4 credits) 
.MJ.y course for which the student qualifies that is offered by the 
departments of English, History, Philosophy, or Religious Stud
ies, or any course in literature offere«t by the departments of 
Classics and Modern Languages and Literatures, or SCN 310 
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(Philosophy of Rhetoric), or ED 244 (Social and Philosophic Is
sues in Education). 

(3) Natural Sciences (4 credits) 
Any course for which the student qualifies that is offered by the 
departments of Biology, Chemistry, or Physics, any course in 
Science or Environmental Studies (except ENV 151), or any 
course in Engineering (EGR). 

(4) Area Studies (4 credits) 
Any one of the following introductory Area Studies courses: 
China (AS 062), Japan (AS 063), Africa (AS 064), India (AS 066), 
Latin America (AS 068), and the Slavic World (AS 070). 

(c.) Distribution Elective (4 credits) 
In addition to the courses required above the student must elect 
one more general education course fro~ the four fields listed 
above or from the courses in Symbolic Systems. The Symbolic 
Systems field covers any course from the following departments 
not required for the management major and for which the stu
dent qualifies: Computer and Information Science, Mathemat
ics, Linguistics, and the language courses offered by the depart
ments of Classics and Modern Languages. 

(d.) Social Science (8 credits) 

The student must take two courses for which he qualifies from 
one of the following social sciences departments: Political 
Science, Psychology, Sociology, Anthropology, and Speech Com
munication (except SCN 310). 

These distribution courses may be taken in any year of the 
student's program. 

2. MANAGEMENT MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 

a. Economics and Mathematics Cognate Courses 
To obtain a basic set of skills useful in management, the student 
is required to take the following: 

ECN 100-101 
ECN 216 
MTH 121-122 

Introduction to Economics I and ll 
Microeconomic Analysis 
Introductory Mathematics for the 
Social Sciences or MTH 154-155 
(Calculus) 

Credits 

8 
4 

8 

TOTAL 20 

The mathematics and quantitative methods requirement for a 
degree in management consists of two parts. The first part is a 
2-course sequence (MTH 121-122 or MTH 154-155), designed to 
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develop the fundamental mathematical skills used in subsequent 
courses in the management program. Depending upon the re
sults of placement testing, some students may be advised to take 
MTH 120 before beginning the MTH 121-122 sequence or they 
may be advised to take MTH 134 before beginning the MTH 
154-155 sequence. 

The second part of this requirement consists of one course in 
intermediate-level quantitative methods. To meet this require
ment, the student may select any one of the following courses as 
part of the management core program: MGT 340, MGT 305, 
MGT 442, ECN 405, or MTH 322. 

The appropriate choice from the above alternatives will de
pend upon the student's overall educational and career plans. 
Students who expect to go on to graduate school should obtain 
as strong a foundation in economics, mathematics, and quanti
tative methods as possible. Toward this goal, it is suggested that 
such students take the MTH 154-155 sequence (Calculus), fol
lowed later either by MGT 340 or by MTH 322. 

All students are urged to consult a faculty adviser as early as 
possible concerning their programs. 
b. Management Core Program 

The required management core program consists of the follow-
ing courses: 

MGT 200 
MGT 203 

MGT 210 
MGT 300 
MGT 330 
MGT 331 
MGT 435 or 
MGT 436 

Credits 

Managerial Accounting 
BASIC Programming (or any other 
course in computer programming) 
Statistical Methods for Management 
Management Systems Analysis 
Organizational Behavior I 
Organizational Behavior II 
Management Strategies and Policies or 
Public Management Strategies and 
Policies 

5 

2 
5 
4 
4 
4 

4 
Choice of a Quantitative Methods course: 

MGT 340 Quantitative Methods of Management 

MGT 305 
MGT 442 
ECN 405 
MTH 322 

Science 
Computer Systems for Problem Solving 
Operations Research 4 
Econometrics 
Mathematical Models in the Social 
Science 
TOTAL IN 
MANAGEMENT CORE PROGRAM 32 
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c. Management/Economics Electives 

The student completes his/her work in management by electing 
four additional courses (16 credits) offered by the School of Eco
nomics and Management. These electives must be chosen from 
among ECN 217 and the economics or management courses 
numbered 300 or higher. At least two of the courses must be at 
the 400 level. It is recommended that the student take at least 
one elective from those based on macroeconomics: either ECN 
217, ECN/MGT 303, or ECN/MGT 321. To guide the student in 
the selection of these electives and to allow him/her to indicate 
his/her area of interest, concentrations in Accounting/Finance, 
Human Resources Management, and Public Management have 
been developed. (See pages 293-295 of this catalog for details.) 

3. ELECTIVES 

To complete the required total of 124 credits necessary for grad
uation, the student may elect any courses in the University for 
which he/she is· eligible to enroll. To guide the student in the 
selection of these electives and to allow him/her to indicate his/ 
her area of interest, the School of Economics and Management 
has joined with other units of the University in offering several 
concentrations in areas outside of management. The concentra
tions currently available to the management major are described 
on pages 293 of this catalog. 

Modifications to the management program may be sought by 
petitioning the Committee on Instruction of the School of Eco
nomics and Management. If the requested changes to the above 
program are significant, the Committee may ask the student to 
work toward a Bachelor of Science with an independent concen
tration. (See pages 297 of this catalog.) 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF 
BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 

A student with a major in management must meet the follow
ing requirements in order to graduate: 
a. Have completed at least 124 credits. 
b. Have completed 32 credits at Oakland University. A student 

must normally be registered at Oakland University for at 
least 8 credits during the semester in which the degree is to 
be conferred. 

c. Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.00 in 
courses taken at Oakland University and in courses in the 
major, including the cognate courses. 

d. Have completed at least 8 credits in electives. 
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e. Have completed the program detailed above under General 
Education and Management Major Requirements. 

f. Be in substantial compliance with all legal curricular re
quirements. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR STANDING 

Admission to major standing requires: (a) certification in En
glish proficiency; (b) the completion of ECN 100-101, ECN 216, 
MGT 200, MGT 210, and MTH 121-122 (or equivalent); (c) the 
completion of 56 credits; and (d) a cumulative grade point aver
age of 2.00 overall and in management, economics, and required 
math courses. 

BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 
(A Typical Program): 

Semester 1 Credits Semester2 Credits 
Learning Skills 4 Learning Skills 4 
ECN100 4 ECN 101 4 
MTH 121 (or MTH 154) 4 MTH 122· (or MTH 155) 4 
Letters Distribution Arts Distribution 

Requirement ...! Requirement 4 
16 16 

Semester 3 Semester 4 

MGT200 5 MGT210 5 
MGT203 2 ECN216 4 
Social Science Social Science 

Distribution Distribution 
Requirement 4 Requirement 4 

Natural Science Area Studies 
Distribution Distribution 
Requirement ....1 Requirement 4 

15 i7 
Semester 5 Semester 6 

MGT300 4 Quantitative Methods 
MGT330 4 Course (MGT 340, 

_MGT 305, MGT 442, 
MGT/ECN 300-level ECN 405, MTH 322 4 

Elective 4 MGT331 4 
Distribution Elective 4 MGT/ECN 300-level 

Elective 4 
Elective 4 

16 I6 
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Semester 7 

MGT/ECN 400-level 
Elective 

Elective 
Elective 
Elective 

4 
4 
4 
4 

16 

Semester 8 
MGT 435 
MGT/ECN 400-level 

Elective 
Elective 

CONCENTRATIONS FOR MANAGEMENT MAJORS 

a. Concentrations in Specific Areas of Management (Internal 
Concentrations) 

4 

4 
4 

12 

To guide the student in the selection of his/her management 
electives the School of Economics and Management has devel
oped the following concentrations in specific management areas. 
These concentrations typically consist of a suggested set of 16-25 
credits of ECN/MGT courses which will provide the student 
with a more extensive training in some specific functional field 
of management. 

1. Concentration in Accounting/Finance 

The concentration in Accounting/Finance aims at developing 
the specific skills, modes of analysis, and institutional informa
tion useful in working in the accounting and finance areas of a 
profitmaking business or not-for-profit enterprise. It is designed 
for students who plan to enter the financial areas of enterprises 
and not as a preparation for a career as a certified public accoun
tant (CPA). The current concentration program includes ad
vanced work in accounting and basic and advanced work in fi
nance. 

The concentration in Accounting/Finance consists of six 
courses (25 credits) specified as follows: 

MGT 200 

MGT 310 

MGT 311 

Managerial Accounting (required in the 
management program) 

Cost Accounting and Budgeting 

Intermediate Accounting 

Credits 

5 

4 

4 

MGT 322 Managerial Finance I 4 
Two courses from the following list of electives at least one of 
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which is a 400-level course: 
MGT 320 Personal Financial Management 

MGT 321 

ECN 323 

MGT 411 

MGT 412 

MGT 421 

MGT 422 

MGT 423 

Monetary and Fiscal Theory and Policy 

International Economic Relations 

Auditing 

Behavioral Effects of 
Accounting Information 

Investment Analysis 

Managerial Finance II 

The Multinational Firm 

8 

25 

For further information on the concentration in Accounting/ 
Finance. see the concentration coordinator, Mr. John Tower. 

2. Concentration in Human Resources Management 

The concentration in Human Resources Management aims at 
developing the requisite skills to administer the various person
nel functions in organizations. It is designed primarily ·for 
students who intend to pursue careers where the management of 
people at work is a central concern (e.g., personnel management, 
labor relations, first-line supervision, etc.). Emphasis will be 
placed on acquiring an in-depth understanding of the tools and 
techniques used in the acquisition, development, and utilization 
of an organization's human resources. As such, the program will 
include broad coverage of such topics as personnel psychology, 
personnel administration, labor-management relations, etc., in 
addition to a basic knowledge of organizational behavior. 

The concentration in Human Resources Management consists 
of six courses (24 credits) specified as follows: 

Credits 

MGT 330-331 Organizational Behavior 1-11 8 
(required in the management program) 
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MGT 433 Labor-Management Relations 

MGT 434 Management of Human Resources 
Two courses from among the following: 

MGT 430 

MGT 431 

MGT 432 

ECN 368 

Assessment of Organizational 
Behavior 

Leadership and Group Performance 

Motivation and Work Behavior 

The Economics of Human Resources 

4 

4 

8 

24 

Students wishing to pursue this concentration are advised to 
take MGT 330 and MGT 331 in their second year. For further 
information on the concentration in Human Resources Manage
ment, see the concentration coordinator, Mr. Richard Steers. 

3. Concentration in Public Management 

The concentration in Public Management is offered jointly 
with the Department of Political Science. It is designed to pro
vide the student with a more extensive understanding of the in
stitutions of the political system and of governmental agencies. 
The student obtains some of the particular skills and per
spectives that relate to working for non-profit enterprises and, 
in particular, governmental units. 

The concentration in Public Management consists of six 
courses (24 credits) specified as follows: 

Credits 
ECN 336 The Economics of the Public Sector 4 

PS 100 American Politics 4 

PS 205 Politics of the Local Community 4 

PS 251 Public Administration 4 

PS 351 Public Budgeting 4 

MGT 436 Public Management Strategies and Policies 4 

24 
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For further information on the concentration in Public Manage
ment, see the concentration coordinator, Mr. Karl Gregory. 

b. Concentration in Areas Outside of Management and Economics 
(External Concentrations) 

To guide the student in the selection of his/her general electives, 
the management major may participate in one of a set of concen
trations developed by departments outside of the School of Eco
nomics and Management or by the School jointly with another 
department in the University. These concentrations typically 
consist of a set of 4-6 courses (16 to 24 credits) taken in courses 
outside of the management major. The concentrations that have 
been developed for the 1974-75 academic year are described 
briefly in the following section. Other external concentrations 
are under development for introduction in future years. 

1. Afro-American Studies - The standard concentration 
in Mro-American Studies for the management major is a mini
mum of seven courses (28 credits) from an approved list given on 
page 253 of this catalog. 

2. Computer and Information Science - The standard 
concentration in Computer and Information Science for majors 
is four courses (16 credits) specified as follows: MGT 205 or CIS 
180, CIS 181, MGT 300 or MGT 444, and MGT 305. Other combi
nations of courses may be acceptable, see page 268 of this cata
log. 
3. Environmental Studies - The standard concentration 
in Environmental Studies for management majors is five 
courses (20 credits) specified as follows: ENV 151, 181, 182, 202, 
and ENV 305 or ECN 208. See page 268 of this catalog. 

4. Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences - The standard 
concentration in Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences for the 
management major is five courses (20 credits) specified as fol
lows: AC 101-102, AC 250-251, and either AC 400, AN 420, or 
SOC 368. See page 270 of this catalog. 

5. Journalism - The standard concentration in Journalism 
for management majors is to successfully complete five courses 
(20 credits) in journalism courses including SCN 276 (News Writ
ing). See page 270 of this catalog. 

6. Public and Societal Systems - The standard program 
in the School of Engineering concentration in Public and Socie
tal Systems for management ma.iors is to complete five courses 
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(20 credits) from an approved set of courses. Of the 20 credits, 
the student must take PSS 100 and PSS 200 (an introductory 
course and a seminar in Public and Societal Systems), and at 
least eight (8) credits from outside management. See page 383 of 
this catalog. 

7. Social Justice and Corrections - The standard concen
tration in Social Justice and Corrections for the management 
major is 20 credits specified as follows: SOC 430 (Internship for 4 
or 8 credits); and the rest of the credits chosen from SOC 221, 
325, 327, PS 343, and SOC 430. See page 275 of this catalog. 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM LEADING TO 
THE BACHELOR OF SCIENCE (INDEPENDENT 
CONCENTRATION) 

Students wishing to pursue special interests may develop inde
pendent concentrations leading to the degree of Bachelor of 
Science in the School of Economics and Mangement. This inde
pendent concentration will be designed by the student and one 
or more faculty advisers. A Plan of Work is to be submitted as 
early as possible by the student and his/her advisers to the Com
mittee on Instruction. The approval of the·Plan of Work by the 
Committee is required for all independent concentrations and 
for any deviation from the Plan of Work. 

The student with an independent concentration must meet the 
following requirements in order to graduate: 
a. Have completed at least 124 credits. 
b. Have completed 32 credits at Oakland University. A student 

must normally be registered at Oakland University for at 
least 8 credits during the semester in which the degree is to 
be conferred. 

c. Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.00 in 
courses taken at Oakland University and in courses in the 
concentration. 

d. Have completed at least 8 credits in electives. 
e. Have obtained certification of his/her English proficiency. 
f. Have completed at least 28 credits in the General Education 

Program detailed above, or have completed an equivalent 
number of credits in Allport College or New-Charter College. 

g. Have successfully completed a Plan of Work that was devel
oped with a faculty adviser or advisers and that was approved 
by the Committee on Instruction of the School of Economics 
and Management. 
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h. Be in substantial compliance with all legal curricular require
ments. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR STANDING 

Admission to major standing requires: (a) certification in En
glish proficiency; (b) a total of 56 credits completed; (c) a cumu
lative grade point average of 2.00 or better; and (d) an approved 
Plan of Work. 

CONCENTRATIONS IN MANAGEMENT OR 
ECONOMICS FOR OTHER MAJORS 

For students who are majors in another discipline or school 
but want an introduction to the concepts, tools, analytical tech
nique, and institutions of economics or management, the School 
of Economics and Management offers concentrations in econom
ics or management. These concentrations may be taken with a 
wide range of other majors including: Area Studies, Liberal 
Arts, Modern Language, Engineering, and Computer Science. 

The concentrations offered are as follows: 
a. Concentration in Economics: 

For Engineering majors, see page 381 of this catalog. For 
other majors, see page 296 of this catalog. 

b. Concentration in International Economics: 
For Area Studies, Modern Languages and other majors, see 
page 251 of this catalog. 

c. Concentration in Management: 
For Engineering majors, see page 381 of this catalog. For 
other majors, see page 296 of this catalog. 

d. Concentration in International Management. 
For Area Studies, Modern Language and other majors, see 
page 251 of this catalog. 

1. Concentration in Management 
for Non-Management Majors 

For students in other majors who would like to combine their 
major with an introduction to the skills, analytical technique, 
and instutional material obtained in management courses, the 
School of Economics and Management offers a concentration in 
management. The concentration in management requires that a 
student take six courses (25 credi4!). The courses required are as 
follows: 
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ECN 1 00-1 01 Introduction to Economics 1-11 

MGT 200 Managerial Accounting 

MGT 330 Organizational Behaviour I 

Two ( 2) MGT Electives ( 300-level) 

Credits 

8 

s 
4 

8 

25 

For further information, see the concentration coordinator, 
Mr. John Tower. 

2. Concentration in International Management 
for Non-Management Maiors 

For students in other majors, in particular Modern Languages 
and Area Studies, who would like to combine their major with 
an introduction to the skills, analytical technique and institu
tional material related to international management and the 
multinational firm, the School of Economics and Management 
offers the concentration in international management. The con
centration in international management requires that the stu
dent take six courses (25 credits) as follows: 

Credits 
ECN 100-101 lntrodyction to Economics 1-11 8 

ECN 323 International Economic Relations 4 
MGT 200 Managerial Accounting 5 
MGT 330 Organizational Behavior I 4 
MGT 423 The Multinational Firm 4 

25 

For further information, see the concentration coordinator, 
Mr. E. Botsas. 

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAM LEADING TO THE 
BACHELOR OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 

The curriculum for the liberal arts major in economics com
bines an emphasis on the concepts and tools of economics, the 
hard analytical approach of economics, a broad general educa
tion, and the freedom to take several courses in other areas of 
interest to the student. The student learns to apply economic 
analysis to major problems that face the nation and the world 
today: the economic development of our cities; the delivery of 
health care; the "energy crisis"; environmental degradation; in
ternational trade and finance; the role of the multinational cor-
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porations; the economic development of less-developed countries; 
the operation of alternative economic systems; and other areas 
of concern. 

An education in economics is an excellent background for pro
fessional education in graduate schools of business adminstra
tion, public administration, or management, and in law schools. 
For students who plan to enter the work force directly after 
graduation, the economics degree will provide entree to manage
ment training programs in larger companies, to civil service jobs 
in government, and to employment in other not-for-profit insti
tutions. To be employed as a professional economist, or to teach 
economics, a student normally will have to proceed on to gradu
ate school and obtain at least a masters degree in economics and 
preferably a doctorate. 

PROGRAM IN ECONOMICS 

The normal program in economics consists of five parts: 

1. General Education 
(including two Learning 
Skills Courses) 

2. Economics Major 
Requirements: 

a. Cognate Courses in 
Mathematics and the 
Social Sciences 

b. Economics Core 
Program 

c. Economics Electives 

3. Electives 

TOTAL FOR DEGREE 

Percentage of 
Courses Credits Total Credits 

8 32 26% 

4 16 13% 

6 25 20% 

4 16 13% 

9 35 28% --
31 124 100% 

The various parts of the program are explained in the follow
ing sections. 
1. GENERAL EDUCATION 

Oakland University requires all undergraduates in degree pro
grams to participate in a set of courses designed to provide a 
broad, intellectual experience in liberal education. Economics 
students can satisfy this general education component by meet
ing the requirements of the College of Arts and Sciences or by 
participating in the program of Alloort Colle.rze. or New-Charter 
College (see pp. 389 of this catalog for details of these inner col-
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leges). The College of Arts and Sciences general education re
quirements, as they apply specifically to economics majors, are 
described below. 

The College of Arts and Sciences requires that the economics 
major take at least 6 courses (24 credits) in general education, 
distributed as follows: 

( 1) Learning Skills ( 0-8 credits) 
The student must obtain a certificate of proficiency in English 
composition from the Department of Learning Skills. The stu
dent may obtain this certification by passing an examination 
upon entering Oakland; otherwise, he will be required to take 
courses in the Department of Learning Skills to earn this certifi
cation (normally 2 courses). 

(2) Distrubution Requirements ( 12 credits) 
The student must take at lease one course in 3 of the following 
four fields within the College of Arts and Sciences: 
(a) Arts ( 4 credits) 
Any course for which the student qualifies that is offered by the 
departments of Art History, Studio Art, or Music, or UC 045 
(Introduction to Theater). 

(b) Letters ( 4 credits) 
Any course for which the student qualifies that is offered by the 
departments of English, History, Philosophy or Religious 
Studies, or the literature courses of the departments of Classics 
and Modern Languages and Literatures, or SCN 310 (Philosophy 
of Rhetoric) or ED 244 (Social and Philosophical Issues in Edu
cation). 

' ' 
(c) Natural Sciences ( 4 credits) 
Any course for which the student qualifies that is offered by the 
departments of Biology, Chemistry, or Physics, or any course in 
Science or Environmental Studies (except ENV 151). 

(d) Area Studies ( 4 credits) 
Any one of the following introductory Area Studies courses: 
China (AS 062), Japan (AS 063), Africa (AS 064), India (AS 066), 
Latin America (AS 068), and the Slavic World (AS 070). 

(3) Distribution Electives ( 12 credits) 
In addition to the courses required above, the student must elect 
3 more general education courses from the four fields listed 
above or from the courses in Symbolic Systems. The Symbolic 
Systems field covers any course for which the student qualifies 
which is not required for the major and offered by the following 
departments: Computer and Information Science, Mathematics, 
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Linguistics, or the language courses offered by the departments 
of Classics and Modern Languages. The student is limited to us
ing a total of 3 courses in a field including required courses to 
meet this requirement. 

These distribution courses are normally taken throughout the 
student's program. 

2. ECONOMICS MAJOR REQUIREMENTS 
a. Mathematics and Social Science Cognate Courses 

To obtain a background in mathematics and another social 
science discipline, the student is required to take the following: 

Credits 

MTH 121-22 Introductory Mathematics for 

Social 
Science 

Social Sciences or MTH 154-55 (Calculus) 

The student must take 2 courses for which 
he qualifies from one of the following social 
sciences: Political Science, Psychology, 
Sociology, Anthropology, and Speech Communication 
(except SCN 310) 

8 

8 

TOTAL 16 

The two mathematics courses in the economics program ful
fill, as Symbolic Systems courses, two of the eight distribution 
courses required in the College of Arts and Sciences' General 
Education Program. 
b. Economic& Core Program 
The required economics courses are: Credits 

ECN 100-101 

ECN 210 

ECN 216 

ECN 217 

Introduction to Economics I and II 

Statistical Methods for the Social Sciences 

Microeconomic Analysis 

Macroeconomic Analysis 

8 

5 

4 

4 

ECN 418/ECN 480 Selected Topics in Economic 
Policy/or Seminar in Economics 

4 

c. Economics Electives 

TOTAL IN 
ECONOMICS CORE 
PROGRAM 25 

The student completes his or her work in economics by electing 
at least four (4) additional courses (16 credits) in economics elec
tives numbered ECN 300 or higher. Two of these economics 
electives must be numbered ECN 400 or higher. The directed 
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readings, independent study, and tutoring courses (ECN 390,-
494, 490, and 497) may not be used as these required economics 
electives. 
3. ELECTIVES 
To complete the required total of 124 credits necessary for 
graduat1on, the student may elect any courses in the University 
for which he/she is eligible to enroll. 

CONCENTRATIONS FOR ECONOMICS MAJORS 
To guide the student in the selection of the economics electives 

and to allow the student to develop an interest in a specific area, 
several concentrations are available to the economics major. 
These concentrations represent a set of four to seven courses 
beyond those required for the economics major that will give the 
student a solid introduction to another academic area. 

The following concentrations are available to economics 
majors. Other concentrations may become available in the 
future. 
a. Afro-American Studies -The standard concentration in 
Afro-American Studies for the economics major is a minimum 
of 24 credits as follows: AS 064, HST 291-292, and at least 16 
credits from an approved list given on page 253 of this catalog. 

b. Computer and Information Science - The Concen
tration in Computer and Information Science for economics ma
jors is 16 credits as follows: MGT 205 or CIS 180, CIS 181, ECN 
300 or ECN 444, and MGT 305. Other combinations of courses 
may be acceptable. See page 268 of this catalog. 
c. Environmental Studies - The standard concentration in 
Environmental Studies for economics majors is 20 credits speci
fied as follows: ENV 151, 181,182,202, and ENV 305 or ECN 208. 
See page 268 of this catalog. 

d. Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences - The standard 
concentration in Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences for the eco
nomics major is 20 credits as follows: AC 101-102, AC 250-251, 
and either AC 400, AN 420, or SOC 368. See page 270 of this 
catalog. 

e. Journalism - The standard concentration in Journalism 
for economics majors is to successfully complete 20 credits in 
journalism courses including JRN 200 (News writing). See page 
270 of this catalog. 

f. Public and Societal Systems- The standard program in 
the School of Engineering's concentration in Public and Societal 
Systems for the economics major is to complete 20 credits from 
an approved set of courses. Of the 20 credits, the student must 
take PSS 100 and PSS 200 (an introductory course and a seminar 
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in Public and Societal Systems), and at least eight (8) credits of 
non-economics courses from the list. On page 383 of this catalog. 

g. Public Management - The standard concentration in 
Public Management for economics majors is at least 29 credits 
specified as follows: PS 100, 205, 251, and 351; ECN 336, MGT 
200; and MGT 436. See page 295 of this catalog. 

h. Social Justice and Corrections - The standard con
centration in Social Justice and Corrections for the economics 
major is 20 credits as follows: SOC 430 (Internship for 4 or 8 
credits); the rest of the credits should be chosen from SOC 320, 
325, 327, or PS 343, and SOC 430. See page 275 of this catalog. 
RECOMMENDED COURSES FOR STUDENTS INTERESTED IN 
GRADUATE STUDY 

Students who expect to go on to graduate school in economics 
or management should obtain as strong a foundation as possible 
in mathematics, economic theory, and the social sciences. To
ward this goal, it is suggested that such students 
a. take the MTH 154-155 (Calculus) sequence and very seriously 

consider taking advanced courses in mathematics; 
b. take ECN 405 (Econometrics) and ECN 417 (Advanced Eco

nomic Theory). 
Those seriously interested in going on to graduate work are 

urged to consult an advisor early concerning their programs. 
UBERAL ARTS MAJOR IN ECONOMICS 
(A Typical Program) 

Semester 1 Credits Semester 2 Credits 
Learning Skills/Elective 4 Learning Skills/Elective 4 
MTH 121 (or MTH 154) 4 MTH 122 (or MTH 155) 4 
ECN 100 4 ECN 101 4 
Distribution Requirement 4 Distribution Requirement _j 

Semester 3 
ECN 216 
ECN 210 (or MGT 210) 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

Semester 5 
Economics Elective 
(300 level) 
Social Science Requirement 
Distribution Requirement 
Elective 

16 16 
Semester 4 

4 ECN 217 4 
5 Distribution Requirement 4 
4 Social Science Requirement 4 
4 Elective 4 

17 16 
Semester 6 
Economics Elective 

4 (300 level) 
4 Distribution Requirement 
4 Elective 
4 Elective 

16 

4 
4 
4 

...i 
16 



Semester 7 
Economics Elective 
(400 level) 
Economics Elective 
(400 level) 
Elective 
Elective 

SCHOOL OF 
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Semester 8 
ECN 480 or ECN 418 

4 Elective 
Elective 

4 
4 
3 

4 
4 

_4 
16 11 

Modifications to the Economics program may be sought by 
petitioning the chairman of the Department of Economics. If the 
requested changes to the above program are significant, the 
chairman may ask the student to work toward a Bachelor of 
Arts with an independent concentration. (See page 105 of this 
catalog.) 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE OF BACHELOR 
OF ARTS IN ECONOMICS 

A student with a major in economics must meet the following 
requirements in order to graduate: 
1. Have completed at least 124 credits. 
2. Have completed 32 credits at Oakland University. A student 

must normally be registered at Oakland University for at 
least 8 credits during the semester in which the degree is to 
be conferred. 

3. Have a cumulative grade point average of at least 2.00 in 
courses taken at Oakland University and in courses in the 
major. 

4. Have completed at least 8 credits in electives. 
5. Have completed the program detailed above under General 

Education and Economics Major Requirements. 
6. Be in substantial compliance with all legal curricular require

ments. 
REQUIREMENTS FOR MAJOR STANDING 

Admission to major standing in economics requires: (a) certi
fication of English proficiency; (b) completion of ECN 100-101, 
ECN 210, ECN 216, ECN 217, MTH 121-122 (or equivalent); (c) 
completion of 56 credits or more; and (d) at least a 2.00 cumula
tive grade point average overall and in major courses. 

CONCENTRATIONS IN ECONOMICS 
FOR NON-ECONOMICS MAJORS 

1. Concentration in Economics 
Students in other majors who would like to combine their ma

jor with an introduction to economic theory and its application 

305 
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to the problems of this world may obtain a concentration in e~
nomics. The concentration in economics requires that a student 
take 20-21 credits, including ECN 100-101, two 300-level electives 
in economics, and a statistics course (either ECN 210, SOC 203, 
PS 222, PSY 252, or MTH 125). For further information, contact 
the concentration coordinator, Mr. John Tower. 

2. Concentration in International Economics 
Students who wish to combine a knowledge of international 

economics with their major may take a concentration in interna
tional economics. This concentration is specifically appropriate 
for foreign language and Area Studies students. The concentra
tion in international economics requires that a student take 
20-21 credits, including ECN 100-101, ECN 323, ECN 423, and a 
statistics course (either ECN 210, SOC 203, PS 222, PSY 252, or 
MTH 125). For further information, contact Mr. E. Botsas, the 
concentration coordinator. 

MASTER OF SCIENCE IN MANAGEMENT 

Oakland University offers a program leading to the Master of 
Science in Management. The program stresses recognized com
mon elements in management rather than concentrating on nar
row traditional specialties. It is designed to educate students for 
managerial roles in either the private or public and not-for
profit sectors of the economy. In the program, learning experi
ences are designed to integrate areas of economics, behavioral 
science, and quantitative methods with functional aspects of 
managerial problems. At the same time, students are prepared 
for entry-level jobs in both private and public sectors. Such an 
outlook is consistent with current advanced thinking on manage
ment education as P-xpressed by academic, business, and public
sector leaders. 

Program of Study 

The Master of Science in Management (M.S.M.) program, con
sisting of 48 semester-hours of credit, is designed primarily for 
students with little or no prior academic experience in manage
ment or business administration. A typical entering class may 
consist of substantial numbers of undergraduate majors from 
the social and natural sciences, engineering, and the humanities, 
as well as from other majors. Undergraduate majors in business 
administration may in some circumstances be admitted. Out
standing seniors who have completed their major requirements 
may be admitted to the M.S.r.f. program. Such students should 
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contact the Office of the Dean of the School of Economics and 
Management for evaluation of their credentials. 

Students may elect to enter the program on a full-time or 
part-time basis. "Full time" is defined as twelve-credit hours in 
both the Fall and Wil1ter terms for a period of two years. "Part 
time" is for students who wish to take two courses in the Fall, 
two courses in the Winter, and one course in each of the Spring 
and Summer sessions for two years. Thus, all students, whether 
full time or part time, can complete the program in two calendar 
years. Students will not be admitted to take courses on a 
piece-meal, one course at a time, basis. For the 1975-1975 aca
demic year, courses for part-time students will be offered from 
4:00 to 6:00p.m., Monday through Thursday. 

For further information concerning the Master's program, in
terested persons should contact the Graduate Office or the Of
fice of the Dean of the School of Economics and Management. 

COURSE OFFERINGS IN MANAGEMENT 
BASIC COURSES 

The following 200-level management courses are part of the core 
program for the management major and will be offered each 
Fall and Winter and in either the Spring or Summer. The stu
dent should take these courses in his/her sophomore year (28-58 
credits) or as soon after entering Oakland as possible. Under 
special circumstances, the prerequisites for a course may be 
waived. 
MGT 200 Managerial Accounting ( 5 credits) 
Introduction to management information systems as aids to decision-making 
and for the identification, quantification, and communication of managerial in
formation. The course will include accounting and other internal management 
languages. 

MGT 203 BASIC Programming (2 credits) 
This course is an introduction to computer programming using the BASIC com
puter language and interacting through remote teletype terminals directly with 
the Burroughs 5~ computer on campus. 

MGT 205 Introduction to Computer Problem-Solving(4 credits) 
Introduction to the use of a computer as a tool in solving problems. Student.<! 
learn the BASIC and FORTRAN languages in an interactive time-sharing environ· 
ment and are required to demonstrate proficiency through assigned problems. 
Ordinarily offered in the Fall semester. 
Prerequisites: Knowledge of high school algebra. 

MGT 210 Statistical Methods for Management (5 credits) 
Statistical techniques useful in business and economic analysis. Emphasis on 
statistical inference, including hypothesis testing, estimation, and regression 
techniques. Identical with ECN 210. 
Prerequisites: MTH 122 or MTH 154. 
MANAGEMENT ELECTIVES 

The following is a list and description o~ the upper-level required 
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and the elective courses offered in the past three years in man
agement. Students should use this list of elective courses as a 
guide to what has been offered and what could be offered. If 
some students desire to take a given course on the list or a course 
in addition to those on the list, they should petition the Depart
ment or a faculty member in an attempt to have the course of
fered. Any new course offering, change in the description of a 
course, or any change in the prerequisites for a course will be 
announced in a supplementary bulletin published during the ad
vising period for a given semester. Under special circumstances, 
the prerequisites and corequisites for a course may be waived. 
The following 300-level management courses should be taken 
by the student in his/her junior year (59-90 credits). The 
300-level management electives are designed for management 
majors and students with concentrations in management. Major 
standing is not required for these courses but some of the 
courses will have specific prerequisites or corequisites. A stu
dent should have his basic courses completed before taking these 
courses. Non-majors may elect these courses if they meet the 
prerequisites. 
MGT 300 Management Systems Analysis (4 credits) 
Emphasi:tes the identification of. goals and the use of resources for achieving 
goals through the application of analytical and quantitative tools developed in 
earlier courses to problems drawn from a variety of experiences, e.g., financial 
management, marketing, production, capital budgeting, etc. The course is de
signed to develop students' skills in the use of tools, to facilitate the transferabil
ity of these skills, and to enhance their ability to develop new skills as required 
by a given situation. Identical with ECN 300. Ordinarily offered in the Fall and 
Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

MGT 303 Economic Growth, Fluctuations, (4 credits) 
and Forecasting 

Analysis of the forces underlying economic growth in advanced nations. Study 
of business conditions and various factors affecting business fluctuationa. Intro
duction to economic forecasting techniques for the individual firm and for the 
national economy. Identical with ECN 303. Ordinarily offered in the Fall semes
ter. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

MGT 305 Computer Systems for Problem-Solving (4 credits) 
This is an advanced communications and problem-solving course in which stu
dents learn how to specify and design systems for computers. The course con
sists of field studies by groups of students which will lead to computerized proto
type !Kllutions of "real-world" problems. Oral and written skills will be stressed 
in the preparation of all the materials by the groups. 
Prerequisites: Programming experience in a higher level language (i.e., BASIC 
or FORTRAN). 

MGT 310 Cost Accounting and Budgeting ( 4 credits) 
An in-depth analysis of accounting as a system to provide information for opti
mal managerial decisions and their implementation. Topics covered will include 
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an analysis of various accounting planning and control models with a view to
ward effective and efficient cost control. 
Prerequisite: MG'r200. 
MGT 311 Intermediate Accounting (4 credits) 
An in-depth study of selected problems in accounting. Emphasis will be placed 
on external reporting and the use of accounting as the language of the financial 
community. 
Prerequisite: MGT 310. 

MGT 320 Personal Financial Management (4 credits) 
Students learn how to approach financial resource allocation problems. It is as
serted that personalll&vings, life and other forms of insurance, real estate, in
vestments, purchases of stocks and bonds, and other forms of financial invest
ment are alternative ways of "spending'' one's disposable income. Each form of 
investment/saving is ranked according to risk/return criteria and students are 
taught to apply the systems approach to personal money management. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

MGT 321 Monetary and Fiscal Theory and Policy (4 credits) 
Analysis of modern monetary, banking, and fiscal theories and policies. The 
course investigates both domestic and international monetary analysis and poli
cies, and the relationship between monetary and fiscal policies as they effect the 
economy. Identical with ECN 321. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

MGT 322 Managerial Finance I (4 credits) 
Analysis of the operation of major financial institutions and markets. The 
sources and uses of funds for corporations and other organizations. Identical 
with ECN 322. 
Prerequisites: ECN 216 and MGT 200. 

MGT 324 Business in the American Economy (4 credits) 
Public attitudes toward business and government regulation of business in our 
free enterprise society. Students are exposed to legal, social, and moral responsi
bilities of busineSl! to the individual, the community, the society, and the govern
ment. The course will explore the role of business in the current environment of 
rapid change, shortages, minority demands, demands for pollution controls, and 
violence. Identical with ECN 324. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

MGT 325 Industrial Organization (4 credits) 
The structure of American indW!try and the factors affect.ing it. The course will 
emphasize economies of scale; barriers to entry; structure-behavior relation
ships, including pricing, product differentiation, and technical change; evalua
tion of performance and implications for public policy. Identical with ECN 325. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 
MGT 330 Organizational Behavior I (4 credits) 
An exploration of the theoretical and empirical issues surrounding organiza
tional management as it is related to such individual and organizational proc
esses as perception, learning, motivation, communication, decision making, lead
ership, and power and authority. In all cases, the development of the student as 
an analytical consumer of data will be stresied. Identical toPSY 235. Ordinarily 
offered in the Fall and Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: MGT 210 suggested but not required. 

MGT 331 Organizational Behavior II (4 credits) 
An analysis of organizational management and its relationship to group behav
ior, organizational conflict and change, personnel development, and general sys
tem functioning. Emphasis is on the theoretical and empirical issues from gen
eral social and industrial psychology. Identical toPSY 236. Ordinarily offered in 
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the Fall and Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: MGT 330. 

MGT 340 Quantitative Methods of (4 credits) 
Management Science 

Applications of statistics, linear programming, and other quantitative tech
niques to management problems. 
Prerequisites: MTH 122 and MGT 210. 

MGT 390 Apprentice College Teaching (2 credits) 
An electrive course open to any well qualified upperclassman who wins consent 
of a faculty member in his major field to assist in presenting a regular college 
course to underclassmen. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

MGT 392 Directed Readings in Economics (2 credits) 
Indpendent but directed readings for junior and senior majors in fields of eco-

. nomics in which advanced courses are not available. Offered every semester. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

The following 400-level management electives are designed 
for management students that have achieved major standing. 
The management major must elect at least two (2) of these 
courses (MGT 400 to MGT 467) as part of his/her major pro
gram. 
MGT 400 Advanced Systems Analysis (4 credits) 
The course engages topics in the modelling, instrumentation, and control of com
plex systems. Particular emphasis is placed on the specification, testing, and 
implementation of policies in environments in which direct controls must be 
foregone in favor of eduational control policies. Among the specific areas in 
which applications may be found are marketing, education, weather modifica
tion, living resource management, and energy-nutrient use management. Identi
cal with ECN 400. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and MGT 300. 

MGT 402 Marketing and Consumer Behavior (4 credits) 
Analysis of consumer behavior and its significance for market analysis. The rela
tionship between market structure and marketing behavior. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 
MGT 403 Marketing Management (4 credits) 
An in-depth study of a selected topic relevant to the management of the market
ing function. Topics that may be covered include: marketing and society; adver
tising and the mass media; institutional marketing; distribution channel man
agement; promotional policies. This course may be repeated when a different 
topic is covered. 
Prerequisites: MGT 402 and major standing. 

·MGT 411 Auditing (4 credits) 
An introduction to the obje<:tives, techniques, and standards of internal and ex
ternal audits of the accounts of an enterprise. The "jlenerally accepted auditing 
standards" will be critically examined. 
Prerequisites: MGT 311 and major standing. 

MGT 412 Behavioral Effects of (4 credits) 
Accounting Information 

An ex!lmination of the application of the results of behavioral science to account-
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ing, budgeting, and other management information and control systems. 
Prerequisites: MGT 310 and major standing. 

311 

MGT 421 Investment Analysis (4 credits) 
The coune provides a comprehensive treatment of the important aspects of 
security analysis and portfolio theory. Four areas will be covered: A) the scope of 
investment management, organized securities markets, and the influence of the 
macropolicy instruments on the money and capital markets; b) the analytical 
procedures for appraising securities; c) portfolio analysis; and d) the assessment 
of capital market efficiency. 
Prerequisites: MGT 322 and major standing. 

MGT 422 Managerial Finance II (4 credits) 
The application of the tools of financial analysis to specific cases in the financial 
management of corporate businesses and not-for-profit enterpri!I'!S. 
Prerequisites: MGT 322, MGT-200 and major standing. 

MGT 423 The Multinational Firm (4 credits) 
Analysis of the scope, structure, and environment (legal, social, political, and 
economic) with emphasis on management strategies of planning, marketing, lo
cation, and finance across cultural and national boundaries. Identical with ECN 
4.23. 
Prerequisites: ECN 423 or major standing. 

MGT 424 The Legal Environment of Enterprise (4 credits) 
The objective of this course is to familiarize the student with the legal frame
work in which business decisions are made and the types of economic conflict 
and political activity that has created this framework. Topics to be covered in
clude: contracts; anti-trust legislation; conflict resolution; and regulatory agen
cies. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

MGT 430 Assessment of Organizational Behavior (4 credits) 
Use of findings and methods of various behavioral research strategies as input 
for managerial problem-solving. Comparison of case, experimental, survey, cor
relational, and other approaches. Issues of reliability and validity of data and 
research bias. Review of various methods of individual and organizational mea
surement devices, including industrial tests, morale surveys, etc. Practical exper
ience in the collection and evaluation of data will be included. 
Prerequisites: MGT 331 and major standing. 

MGT 431 Leadership and Group Performance (4 credits) 
A comprehensive examination of selected theories of leadership. Emphasis on 
relevant empirical evidence and application of the theories to case studies which 
involve leadership behavior and group functioning. 
Prerequisites: MGT 331 and major standing. 

MGT 432 Motivation and Work Behavior (4 credits) 
Analysis and discussion of individual and organizational factors affecting em
ployee motivation, performance, and satisfaction in the work environment. 
Based on a review of several contemporary theories of work motivation, the 
course will focus primarily on the analysis of interrelationships betwen motiva
tional processes and other important variables in the organizational milieu. Top
ics to be covered inelude: the role of leadership; job design; environmental varia
tion; compensation policies; goal-setting techniques; and group influences as 
each affects ~mployee attitudes and behavior. 
Prerequisites: MGT 331 and major standing. 
MGT 433 Labor-Management Relations (4 credits) 
Analysis of management-employee relations in modern industry. Topics covered 
include: factors influencing the supply and demand for labor; evolution and gov-
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ernment of trade unions; procedures and economic impact of collective bargain
ing; public policy concerning labor and management relations. Identical with 
ECN 433. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

MGT 434 Management of Human Resources (4 cr"edits) 
Exploration and analysis of the role of the personnel function in modern organi
zations. Topics covered include: job analysis and design; manpower planning; 
recruitment, selection, and placement; employee training and development; per
formance analysis and appraisal; compensation policies and practices; employee 
information systems; and personnel research techniques. Emphasis will be 
placed throughout the course on viewing each topic both from a psychological 
and from a managerial standpoint. 
Prerequisites:. MGT 330, MGT 331 and major standing. 

MGT 435 Management Strategies and Policies (4 credits) 
The application of management tools of economics, statistics, organizational be
havior, accounting. and quantitative methods to the systematic analysis of or
ganizational case studies. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and senior status. 

MGT 436 Public Management Strategies 
and Policies 

(4 credits) 

The application of the management tools of economics, political science, statis
tics, accounting, and organizational behavior to the systematic analysis of case 
studies drawn from experience in the governmental sector or other not-for-profit 
enterprisee. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and senior status. 

MGT 442 Operations Research (4 credits) 
Operations research techniques are used in exploring problems selected from 
several areas of organizational and business analysis. Identical with ECN 442. 
Prerequisites: Major standing. 

MGT 443 Production Management (4 credits) 
Analysis of the economic problems encountered in the management of produc
tion processes in general manufacturing and service industries. Tools such as 
mathematical programming, statistical analysis, and Monte Carlo methods will 
be used to solve problems of inventory management, quality control. plant and 
equipment investment, facility location, operations scheduling, etc. 
Prerequisites: MGT 340 and major standing. 

MGT 444 Simulation in Management (4 credits) 
An introduction to the use of simulation techniques in management analysis. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

MGT 467 Health Care Organization (4 credits) 
The application of the tools of economic analysis to the health care industry-and 
government health care policy. The class will examine the effecf3 of the special 
characteristics of health care and the current organization of the medical serv
ices industry on the pattern of health care produced, its distribution, and the 
allocation of resources within the indusrty. Proposed changes in the current sys
tem, such as National Health Insurance, will be examined and benefit/cost anal
ysis will be applied to selected public policy problems such as the public funding 
of medical research. 
Prerequisites: Major standing. 

MGT 490 Independent Research (2 or 4 credits) 
Offered every semester. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 
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MGT 494 Independent Group Study (4 credits) 
Students in this course detennine which current menagement issues are of inter
est to them and prepare a program for pursuing these issues in d~pth. The course 
consists primarily of student participation, but students may draw upon the 
faculty for consultation and direction. Although independent research is an inte
gral part of the course, the major emphasis is on class discussion and analysis. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Committee on Instruction. 

COURSE OFFERINGS IN ECONOMICS 
BASIC COURSES 

The following courses are part of the basic program of the eco
nomics major and will be offered each year. Under special cir
cumstances, the prerequisites and corequisites for a course may 
be waived. 
ECN 100 Introduction to Economics I (4 credits) 
An introduction to the tools and analysis of economics in four modules:a) intro
duction to the methodology and tools of economic analysis; b) elementary analy
sis of the market system (microeconomics); c) elementary analysis of the deter
mination of national income, employment, and the price level (macroeconmics); 
and d) the application of economic analysis to poverty, urban problems, interna
tional trade, environmental degradation, or other specific areas. 

ECN 101 Introduction to Economics II (4 credits) 
A continuation of ECN 100 with four more modules: a) the instruments used in 
economic policy and their control by economic institutions, i.e., accounting for 
the firm and GNP accounting; b) statistics; c) computers and computer program
ming; and d) a project of the student's choice. 

ECN 169 Introduction to the Political Economy ( 4 credits) 
of Capitalism 

An introduction to the economic analysis of the capitalist economy using the 
tools and perspectives of both the traditional and radical economists. TopiC3 in
clude: a) microeconomics-the development of the market system, monopoly, 
discrimination, pollution, and poverty; b) macroeconomics-control of the level 
of economic activity, unemployment, inflation, defense spending, growth and 
under-development, and imperialism; and c) alternative economic systems. 
This course is not open to majors in economiC3 or management. 

ECN 210 Statistical Methods for the (5 credits) 
Social Sciences 

Statistical techniques useful in business and economic analysis. Emphasis on 
Statistical inference, including hypothesis testing, estimation, and rew-ession 
techniques. Ordinarily offered in tlie Fall, Winter, and Spring semesters. Identi
cal with MGT 210. 
Prerequisite: MTH 122. 

ECN 216 Microeconomic Analysis ( 4 credits) 
Intermediate analysis of pricing, resource allocation, and income distribution at 
the level of the individual firm, industry, and household consuming unit. Ordi
narily offered in the Fall and Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101 or equivalent. 
Prerequisite or c;orequisite: MTH 122. 
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ECN 217 Macroeconomic Analysis (4 credits) 
The construction, analysis, and interpretation of models of aggregate economic 
behavior, including the policy implications of alternative models. Ordinarily of
fered in the Fall and Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101 or equivalent. 
Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 121. 

ECONOMICS ELECTIVES 

Following is a list of economics electives which have been offered 
by members of the faculty in the past three years. Students 
should use this list as a guide to what has been offered and what 
could be offered. If some students desire to take a given course 
on the list or a course in addition to those on the list, they should 
petition the department or a faculty member in an attempt to 
have the course offered. Any new course offering, change in the 
description of a course, or any change in the prerequisites for a 
course will be announced in a supplementary bulletin published 
during the advising period for a given semester. Under special 
circumstances the prerequisites and corequisites for a course 
may be waived. 
The following 200-level economics electives are designed for 
students not majoring in economics or management. They may 
be taken by economics or management majors but they cannot 
be used as one of the four (4) required electives in the major. 
ECN 208 Economics of the Environment (4 credits) 
Application of the tools of economical analysis to the problems of energy, ecol
ogy, and the environment. Topics covered include: measures of the quality of life; 
the environment as a fixed resource; the limits to economic growth; the econom
ics of externalities and public goods; cost-benefit analysis; the analysis of public 
policy and the environment. 
Prerequisites: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 

ECN 220 Minority Economic Development (4 credits) 
Analysis of the current economic status of minority groups in America, market 
consequences of discrimination, evaluation of alternative strategies for economic 
development, and the critical review of recent public economic policies and their 
impact on change. 
Prerequisites: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 

ECN 221 Economics of the Afro-American (4 credits) 
Experience 

Application of the tools of economic analysis to: the current economic status of 
Afro-Americans; the economic history of Afro-Americans; the market conse
quences of discrimination; the evaluation of alternative strategies for economic 
development; and the critical review of recent public economic policies and their 
impact on change. 

ECN 223 The Indian Economy (4 credits) 
The economic problems of developing nations in the context of the Indian econ
omy. 
Prerequisites: Permission of the instructor. 
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ECN 225 American Economic Growth (4 credits) 
and Development 

Study of the people, institutions, events, and overall trends in the American 
economy since colonial times. EmphasizeJJ qualitative and quantitative patterns 
of change in resource organitation for social and private goals . 
Prerequisite: Sophomore standing. 

ECN 251 The Soviet Economy (4 credits) 
The history of Soviet economic development; analysis of the principles of opera
tion of the Soviet economy, with emphasis on planning techniques, the relation
ship between administrative structure and decision-making, and problems of re
source allocation. 
Prerequisites: ECN 100 or ECN 169. 

The following 300-level economics electives are designed for 
majors in economics and management. Major standing is not 
required to take these courses, but some of them will have spe
cific prerequisites or corequisites. Non-majors may take these 
courses if they meet the prerequisites. 

ECN 300 Systems Analysis (4 credits) 
Emphasize the identification of goals and the use of resources for achieving goals 
through the application of analytical and quantitative tools developed in earlier 
courses to problems drawn from a variety of experiences, e.g., financial manage
ment, marketing, production, capital budgeting, ete. The course is designed to 
develop students' skills in the use of tools, to facilitate the transferability of 
these skills, and to enhance their ability to develop new skills as required by a 
given situation. Identical with MGT 300. Ordinarily offered in the Fall and Win
ter semesters. 
Prerequisite: EC~ 216. 

ECN 303 Economic Growth, Fluctuations, (4 credits) 
and Forecasting 

Analysis of the forces underlying economic growth in advanced nations. Study 
of business conditions and various factors affecting business fluctuations. Intro
duction to economic forecasting techniques for the individual firm and for the 
national economy. Identical with MGT 303. Ordinarily offered in the Fall semes
ter. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 308 Urban-Regional Economics (4 credits) 
Application of the tools of economic analysis to the problems of the determina
tion of the level, distribution, growth, and stability of income within and among 
urban regions. Study of the impact of these processes on spatial organization, 
transportation.,~. industrial location, and the provision of public serviees. 
Prerequisite: ~eN 101. 

ECN 309 Metropolis: Problems and Policies (4 credits) 
A survey of the economics of urban problems in the United States. Includes the 
analysis of urban poverty, land use, transportation, and environmental quality; 
discussion of the economics of political fragmentation and the nature of national 
urban policy; review of the state of the art in urban planning. Selected problems 
of the Detroit area economy are examined. 
Prerequisite: ECN 308 or permission of the instructor. 
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ECN 321 Monetary and Fiscal Theory and Policy (4 credits) 
Analysis of modern monetary, banking, and fiscal theories and policies. The 
course investigates both domestic and international monetary analysis and poli
cies, and the relationship between monetary and fiscal policies as they effect the 
economy. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 322 Capital Markets (4 credits) 
Analysis of the operation of major financial institutions and markets. The 
sources and JlBeS of funds for corporations and other organizations. Identical 
with MGT 322. 
Prerequisites: ECN 216 and MGT 200. 

ECN 323 International Economic Relations (4 credits) 
An introduction to elementary international trade theory, the international 
monetary mechanism, exchange-rate regimes, the balance of payments, and eco
nomic interdependence. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 324 Business in the American Economy (4 credits) 
Public attitudes toward the government regulation of business in our free enter
prise society. Students are exposed to legal, social, and moral responsibilities of 
business to the individual, the community, the society, and the government. The 
course explores the role of business in the current environment of rapid change, 
shortages, minority demands, demands of pollution controls and violence. 
Prerequisite: ECN 2f6. 

ECN 325 Industrial Organization (4 credits) 
The structure of American industry and the factors affecting it, with emphasis 
on economies of scale; barriers to entry; structure-behavior relationships, includ
ing pricing, product differentiation, and technical change; evaluation of perform
ance and implications for public policy. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 
ECN 326 Economic Development ( 4 credits) 
Application of the tools of economic analysis to the problems of economic devel
opment andgrowth. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 327 African Economic Development ( 4 credits) 
The application of the tools of economic analysis to: the historical development of 
African economies; the evaluation of current strategies for their economic devel
opment; and the role of the developed countries. 
Prerequisite: ECN 101. 

ECN 328 American Economic History ( 4 credits) 
Models and case studies of selected events in the growth and development of the 
American economy from colonial times to the present. Emphasizes the evolution 
of historical thought under the impact of economic analysis. 
Prerequisites: ECN 101 and ECN 210 or equivalent. 

ECN 336 Economics of the Public Sector ( 4 credits) 
A study of the role and impact of the public sector in a market economy. Includes 
expenditure determination, revenue source analysis, and discussion of current 
problems. 
Prerequisite: ECN 216. 

ECN 350 Economic Structures and Systems ( 4 credits) 
A comparative analysis of alternative forms of social organizations and how each 
attempts to solve the problems of resource allocation, pricing, income distribu
tion, and growth. Capitalism, market socialism, socialism, and the command 
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ECN 368 Economics of Human Resources (4 credits) 
Eoonomic analysis of the functioning of labor markets, with emphasis on invest
ment in human capital; the role of education; human capital development, the 
structure of unemployment; labor market differentiation by race, sex, and age; 
the geographic and occupational mobility of labor; and the inflation-unemploy
ment trade-off. 
Prerequisites: ECN 216 or permission of the instructor. 

ECN 392 Directed Readings in Economics (2 credits) 
Independent but directed readings for junior and senior majors in fields of eco
nomics in which advanced courses are not available. Offered every semester. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

The following 400-level economics electives are designed for ec
onomics and management students that have achieved major 
standing. The economics major must elect at least two (2) of 
these courses (ECN 400 to ECN 467) as part of his major pro
gram. 
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ECN 400 Advanced Systems Analysis ( 4 credits) 
The course engages topics in the modelling, instrumentation, and control of oom
plex systems. Particular emphasis is placed on the specification, testing, and 
implementation of policies in environments in which direct controls must be 
foregone in favor of educational control policies. Among the specific areas in 
which applications may be found are marketing, education, weather modifica
tion, living resource management, and energy-nutrient use management. Identi
cal with MGT 400. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and ECN 300. 

ECN 405 Econometrics ( 4 credits) 
An introduction to the testing of economic models, expressed mathematically, by 
statistical methods. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

ECN 417 Advanced Economic Theory ( 4 credits) 
This course oovers selected topics in the economic theory of resource allocation, 
economic growth, and stability. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 
ECN 418 Selected Topics in Economic Policy ( 4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 420 International Trade and Finance (4 credits) 
The theory of international specialization and exchange, commercial policy, na
tional income and balance of payments, monetary relations, foreign investment, 
and current issues of international economic policy. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 423 The Multinational Firm ( 4 credits) 
Analysis of the scope, structure, and environment (legal, social, political, and 
economic) with emphasis on management strategies of planning, marketing, lo
cation, and flnance across cultural and national boundaries. 
Prerequisites: ECN 323 or major standing. 

ECN 433 labor-Management Relations ( 4 credits) 
Analysis of management-employee relations in modern industry. Topics covered 
include: factors influencing the supply and demand for labor; evolution and gov-
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ernment of trade unions; procedures and economic impact of collective bargain
ing; public policy concerning labor and management relations. Identical with 
MGT 433. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 422 Operations Research ( 4 credits) 
Operation~t re~tearch techniques are used in exploring problems selected from 
several areas of organizational and business analysis. Identical with MGT 442. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 444 Simulation in Economics ( 4 credits) 
An introduction to the use of simulation techniques in economic analysis. Identi
cal wit.h l'.l:GT 444 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 

ECN 467 Economics of Health Care ( 4 credits) 
The application of the tools of economic analysi11 to the health care industry and 
government health care policy. The class will examine the effects of the special 
characteristics of health care and the current organization of the medical serv
ices indu~ttry on the pattern of health care produced, its distribution, and the 
allocation of resources within the industry. Proposed changes in the current sys
tem, such as National Health Insurance, are examined and benefit/cost analysis 
applied to selected public policy problems, such as the public funding of medical 
research. Identical with MGT 467. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 480 Seminar in Economics ( 4 credits) 
Theses, individual topics, and readings. Ordinarily offered in the Winter semes
ter. 
Prerequisite: Major standing. 

ECN 490 Independent Research (2 or 4 credits) 
Independent individual research on a topic chosen by the student and approved 
by the Committee on In~ttruction prior to the term in which the student elects 
this course. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Committee on Instruction. 

ECN 494 Independent Group Study ( 4 credits) 
Students in this course determine which current economic issues are of interest 
to them and prepare a program for pursuing these issues in depth. The course 
consists primarily of student participation, but students may draw upon the 
faculty for consultation and direction. Although independent research is an inte
gral part of the C91!~. the major emphasi~t is on class diseussion and analysis. 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the Committee on Instruction. 

ECN 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 credits) 
An elective course open to any well qualified upperclassman who wins consent 
of a faculty member in his major field to assist in presenting a regular college 
course to underclassmen 
Prerequisites: Major standing and permission of the instructor. 
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THE UNDERGRADUATE 
PROGRAMS 
The School of Education offers programs which prepare stu
dents for careers in teaching as well as related human service 
activities. 

I. TEACHING CAREERS 
The School of Education offers a B.S. degree in Elementary Edu
cation. • This program enables a person to secure a Michigan 
teaching credential which certifies one to teach all subjects in 
grades K through 8, as well as the 9th grade subject areas of 
one's major or minor fields. 

Students in this B.S. program must take the planned program in 
Elementary Education. This planned program in Elementary 
Education has been developed along a competency-based teacher 
education model. A student must also concentrate in either one 
major field or two minor fields outside of education. 

The course work included within the planned program in Ele
mentary Education plus the major or minor fields complete all 
University minimum requirements for graduation except the 
124 credit-hour requirement. Additional course hours in free 
electives or optional professional concentrations may be needed 
by a student in order to complete all University graduation re
quirements. 

•subject to the approval of the State of Michigan Department of 
Education. Pending such approval, students complete the B. A. 
program in Elementary Education. 

B.S. IN ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
THE DEGREE PROGRAM 

LEARNING SKILLS, 1 00, 1 0 1 

GENERAL EDUCATION 

*ENG 240 Varieties of 
Literary Experience 

*SCI 105 Science Skills for an 
Everchanging World 

*LIN 176 The Nature of Language 
*MTH 310 The Integers 
*MTH 311 The Rationals 

(2) 

4cr. 

4 cr. 
4cr. 

(2) 4 cr. 

0-8 cr. 
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*MUS 149 Music-as an Art and 
as an elementary 
School Subject 

Choice of any one. 
•ss 100 Introduction to Social 

Science 
*AS 062 Introduction to 

China 
*AS 063 Introduction to 

Japan 
*AS 064 Introduction to 

Africa 
*AS 066· Introduction to 

India 
*AS 068 Introduction to 

Latin America 
*AS 070 Introduction to 

Slavic World 

CORE PROGRAM 

1. FOUNDATION 
ED 110 Public Education for 

5 cr. 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

(4) 

{4) 

(4) 

(4) 4 cr. 

the Future 4 cr. 
*2. PHILOSOPHY, SOCIOLOGY, ANTHROPOLOGY, 

HISTORY COMPONENT 
ED 210a Philosophical Analysis 2cr. 
ED 210b School and Society 2 cr. 
Choice of any two: 
ED250a Educational 

Implications (2) 
ED250b History of Public 

Education (2) 
ED 250c Private and Parochial 

Schooling (2) 
ED 250d The Formal Education 

of Women (2) 
ED 250e Schooling and Social 

Stratification (2) 
ED250f Education and Moral 

Development (2) 
ED 250g Political Issues in 

Contemporary 
Education (2) 

25 cr. 
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3. HUMAN BEHAVIOR COMPONENT 
ED215a Learning: Theory 

and Process 
ED215b Developmental 

Psychology 
ED255a The Teacher and the 

Atypical Child 
ED255b Testing and 

Assessment 
ED420 Interaction Labor-

a tory for Teacher 
Development 

CHILDHOOD CURRICULUM STUDIES 
*ED383 

331 
*MTH312 

*MTH313 

*PE 163 
*PE263 

*PE264 

*SCI305 

*SS470 

Language Arts/Reading 
Intuitive Eclidean 
Geometry 
Geometry, Statistics, 
Probability 
Movement Education 
Teaching Physical Education 
and Play Activity, 
Pre-school to Grade 3 
or 
Teaching Physical Education 
and Recreation Activity, 
Grades 4 through 6 
Teaching Science in 
Elementary School 
Teaching Social Studies 
in the Elementary 
School 

PRACTICUM 
ED455 Internship 

FREE ELECTIVE (Optional Concentration) 

ADDITIONAL HOURS TO COMPLETE 
MAJORS/MINORS 

•These courses are included in the majors/minors. 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(2) 

(4) 12 cr. 24 cr. 

8~r. 

2cr. 

2cr. 
2cr. 

2cr. 

4cr. 

4 cr. 24 cr. 

12 cr. 

12 cr. 

20 cr. 

125cr. 
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A TYPICAL FOUR-YEAR PROGRAM 

Fall Winter 

NEW STUDENTS 
LS 100 4 cr. LS 101 4cr. 
MTH 310,311 4cr. SCI 105 4cr. 
ss 100or AS 4 cr. MUS 149 5cr11 

ED 110 4 cr. ED 210a & b 4 cr. 

LIN 176 4cr. ENG 240 4 cr. 
ED 250 a-h 4cr. ED 255 a & b 4cr. 
ED 215a & b 4 cr. MTH 312,313 4 cr. 
Major/Minor 4 cr. PE 163 2cr. 

PE 263 or 264 2cr. 
ED 420 4 cr. SCI 305 4 cr. 
ED 333,331 8cr. ss 470 4cr. 
Major/Minor 4 cr. Major /Minor 8cr. 

Free electives (Optional ED 455 12 cr. 
concentration) 12cr. 

Major/Minor ' 4 cr. 

A TYPICAL JUNIORS TRANSFER PROGRAM 

Fall Winter 

ED 110 4 cr. ED 250 a-h 4 cr. 
ED 210 a & b 4 cr. ED 215 a & b 4 cr. 
MTH 310,311 SCI 305 4 cr. 

or PE 163 2 cr. 
MTH 312,313 4 cr. PE 263 or 264 2 cr. 
ss 470 4 cr. 
ED 255 a & b 4 cr. ED 455 12 cr. 
ED 420 4 cr. 
ED 333, 331 8 cr. 

MAJOR/MINOR CONCENTRATIONS 

A student must choose either one major or two minors for this 
B.S. Program in Elementary Education. 

MAJOR OPTIONS - 36 credits 
Fine Arts 
History /Social Science 
Language Arts 
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Mathematics 
"'Math/Science 
Modern Languages 
Natural Sciences 

MINOR OPTIONS - 24 credits 
Fine Arts 
Health/Physical Education 
History/Social Science 
Mathematics 

"'Math/Science 
Natural Sciences 

*This combined Math/Science grouping only certifies a person to teach science 
in the 9th grade. 

Please see your faculty advisor for specific course requirements within these 
major/minor fields. 

Optional Professional Concentrations 

Students wishing to enhance the quality and breadth of their 
teaching credential may choose to use their free electives in one 
of a number of twelve (12) hour professional concentrations. At 
present these are available in the following fields: 

Early Childhood Education 
Foundations of Education 
Guidance and Counseling 
International Education/~mester Abroad 
Reading 
Special Education 

NOTE: Students interested in further information about Professional Concen
trations should contact a member of the School of Education who specializes in 
the area of interest. 

Advisement 

It is important that students interested in this Elementary Edu
cation Program contact their faculty advisor for professional 
curriculum advisement. General information is also available at 
the Office of Teacher Education, Room 330 Varner Hall. 

SECONDARY EDUCATION 

The College of Arts and Sciences offers B. A. degrees with certi
fication for secondary teaching credentials provided by the 
School of Education. 
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A variety of teaching major and minor options for secondary 
teaching certification are offered through the departments of 
the College of Arts and Sciences. Specific major-minor require
ments are listed in those departmental listings. Further inquir
ies regarding program details should be made to the major-mi
nor departmental advisor in the College of Arts and Sciences. 
Secondary teaching majors are available in the following subject 
areas: 

Biology 
Chemistry 
English 
French 
Social Studies 

German 
Language Arts 
Latin 
Mathematics 

Secondary Teaching Minors 

Music 
Physics 
Russian 
Spanish 

Ten teaching minors are available to the prospective secondary 
school teacher in the following subject areas: 
Art Physics 
Biology .,..Political Science 
Chemistry **Psychology 
English Science 
Mathematics Social Studies 
Modern Languages **Sociology 

••These minors.are for Social Studies majors only. 

SPONSORSHIP FOR MICHIGAN 
TEACHER CERTIFICATION 

The State Department of Education certifies teachers in Michi
gan. It issues provisional certification to. candidates deemed 
qualified by colleges and universities. This Provisional Certifi
cate can be converted to a Continuing Certificate after a period 
of teaching and additional studies. Oakland University sponsors 
its graduates for the Provisional Elementary and the Provisional 
Secondary Certificate if the following requirements are met: 
1. Completion of a University baccalaureate program with a 

teaching major (including the required professional sequence) 
and one appropriate minor. 

2. An internship (ED 455) grade of 2.5 or better. 
3. Demonstrated proficiency in the use ·of English. The criteria 

of acceptability may be ascertained by consulting the School 
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of Education office. Students should satisfy this requirement 
before the senior year to allow time to remove deficiencies. 

Students applying for State certification must be accepted to a 
degree program within the School of Education. We do not ac
cept students who seek only State certification. 
Graduate students who desire State Certification must complete 
all degree requirements before they can do their student teach
ing. Students who can complete all degree requirements either 
in the Spring or Summer sessions may schedule student teach
ing in the Winter term prior to completing their degree. 

NOTE: Students who expect to teach in a state other than Michi
gan should ascertain what requirements beyond those of Michi
gan that state demands. It is the responsibility of the student to 
plan his/her program accordingly. 

II. HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT 
The School of Education offers a B.S. degree with a major in 
Human Resources Development. 
This program is designed to prepare students for service-action 
careers related to human problems, services, and social change. 
It provides an opportunity to acquire knowledge and skills which 
are usable in a wide range of human service activities. This in
cludes a selection from areas such as: child care and early child
hood education; youth guidance and assistance; manpower coun
seling and related manpower development services, such as 
career and employability development, vocational guidance and 
rehabilitation, and adult education; and assistance to persons 
regarding life adjustment needs and community needs, such as, 
problems in drug abuses and alcoholism, community and cul
tural relations, corrections and law enforcement, family and hu
man effectiveness, community mental health, and assistance to 
the aged. 
A major goal is to develop potential leaders who have the analyt
ic abilities, communication and organization skills, and the ex
perimental know-how to respond to human needs in an era of 
rapid social change. The basic approach which permeates the 
program is the joining of understanding, skills, and service. 
Problem-solving and decision-making abilities are developed 
within a framework of practical field experiences and an on-the
job internship. 
Students may select a major concentration in either Early Child
hood Education or Manpower Development. Also, additional 
specializations are being planned. This program does not lead to 
teacher certification. 
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Entering freshmen planning to major in Human Resources De
velopment are encouraged to take advantage of opportunities to 
work with people- children, youth, unemployed, aged, etc. Vol
unteer work is available in child care, youth assistance, recrea
tion, services for the handicapped, nursing homes, religious so
cial service groups, mental health institutions, and various 
community agencies which can provide valuable experience and 
career orientation for students who are interested in human 
services. 

Agency Employees 

Many persons who take courses in the Human Resources Devel
opment curriculum are mature adults who are employed by 
community agencies or business and industry and desire to fur
ther their education to increase competency in their work and 
for the purpose of career mobility. They may be admitted to 
course work in the program upon recommendation of their em
ployer or other person with related professional qualifications. 

Transfer Students 

Students who follow a planned program at another institution of 
higher education in a human development area with an empha
sis on social science courses (anthropology, economics, political 
science, psychology and sociology), plus other general education 
courses will usually find that such preparation will apply to
ward the Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Human 
Resources Development. No more than 62 semester hours of 
community college credit is accepted toward the degree require
ments. 

Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science 

Candidates for the degree of Bachelor of Science with a major in 
Human Resources Development must meet the following re
quirements: 

1. Satisfaction of all University graduation requirements, in
cluding the standards set for writing proficiency. 

2. A general education distribution requirement of at least" 32 
credits with credit in at least five of the six designated field 
groups. The field groups are: Area Studies, Arts, Letters, 
Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and Symbolic Systems. 
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3. A concentration in Early Childhood Education or Manpower 
Development which consists of: 
a. 24-28 credits in an area of specialization 
b. 24-28 credits in supporting cognate courses 
c. 8-12 credits in practicum or internship 

for a total of 60 credits 
d. 24-32 credits in elective courses 

Proficiency Testing 

The terms used above stating the degree requirements mean ei
ther to establish credit in a course by earning a passing grade in 
the course, by passing a competency examination or by receiving 
transfer credit from another institution. In certain circum
stances a course requirement may be formally waived by a suc
cessful Petition of Exception to the Committee on Instruction of 
the School of Education. 

Writing Proficiency 

Students majoring in Human Resources Development must 
demonstrate proficiency in writing by passing an essay test pre
pared and graded by the Department of Learning Skills. Fresh
men will have an opportunity to take the test before commenc
ing their first semester. If a student passes the test no further 
course work in English Composition will be required. Students 
not achieving the proficiency standard will be advised to take 
certain English Composition courses offered by the Department 
of Learning Skills prior to another attempt at the essay test. 
Transfer students will be deemed to have met the writing profi
ciency standard upon presentation of two college level courses 
(at least 6 credits) in English Comoosition. 
GENERAL EDUCATION 
The general education distribution requirement provides a foun
dation in academic areas of the student's choice and a broaden
ing intellectual experience in liberal education. 
Students who major in Human Resources Development must 
complete a total of 32 credits, with credit in at least five of the 
six designated field groups. The field groups are: Area Studies, 
Arts, Letters, Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and Symbolic 
Systems. Suggested courses are as follows: 
1. Area Studies-UC 064 or UC 068 
2. Arts-UC 045, AH 262, MUS 100 or MUS 111 
3. Letters-ENG 111, HST 215, HST 262, HST 292, 

REL 200 or PH 403 
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4. Natural Sciences-ENV 181, 810 104, EGR 1 00, 
SCI 131-4, or SCI 141-2 

5. Social Sciences-UC 054, PSY 146, AN 102, SOC 100, 
ECN TOO, PS 100, ENV 151, ED 244 or ED 245 

6. Symbolic Systems-CIS 180, LIN 176, MTH 121-122, 
SPN 114-115 

A full explanation of courses which are accepted for general edu
cation is listed under the heading-Distribution Requirements. 
It is also possible for students to meet the general education 
requirements by enrollment in Allport or New-Charter College. 

Concentration in Early Childhood Education 

The concentration in Early Childhood Education offered 
through the major in Human Resources Development provides 
education for work in daycare centers, preparation to train par
ents, mothers, and para-professionals who care for children in 
various settings; skills for the development, evaluation and licen
sure of one's ability to deal effectively with young children and 
their families in settings which do not require teacher certifica
tion. 
Students may select a minimum of 24-28 credits from the series 
of early childhood courses. See Director of Human Resources 
Development for specifics. 

Requirements 

The concentration in Early Childhood Education for the Human 
Resources Development major must include a total of 60 credits 
distributed as follows: 
1. Area of Specialization. A minimum of 24-28 credits from the 

following: ED 222 or ED 322, ED 223, ED 224, ED 225, ED 
324, ED 325, and ED 326 

2. Supporting Cognate Courses. A minimum of 24-28 credits 
including: 

a. AN 102 or SOC 100, PSY 271, and either AN 231 or PSY 
471 or SOC 335, 12 credits 

b. A selection from the following: AN 102, SOC 100, AN 
231, AN/LIN 276, HRD 301, HRD 302, HRD 401, HRD 
402, SOC 335, PSY/LIN 335, AN/SOC 336, PSY 471, and 
additional courses which are related to the development 
of children, selected with the assistance of an advisor, 
such as, courses in art, communications, drama, linguis
tics, literature, modern lan~ages, music, physical edu
cation, psychology, and sociOlogy/anthropology, 12_16 

credits 
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3. Internship in Early Childhood Education. 
ED 456 or equivalent 

Concentration in Manpower Development 

8-12 credits 

The concentration in Manpower Development was developed 
cooperatively with employers from community agencies and is 
designed to prepare personnel to function in a variety of human 
service and related professional roles. The applied course content 
in Human Interaction and in Human Resources Development is 
based upon performance objectives which require the applica
tion of theory and knowledge and the use of human development 
skills and techniques. 
Students have an opportunity to develop competencies for effec
tive work with youth and adults through practical field experi
ences, special problems, and internship courses. Students may 
choose preparation in areas such as: Manpower Specialist and 
counseling work, drug abuse and alcoholism, youth assistance, 
social justice and corrections, vocational guidance and rehabili
tation, community mental health, family and human effective
ness, human interaction, and assistance to the aged. 
Opportunities for employment will continue to depend largely 
upon the willingness and capability of government to provide 
positions. Many who are currently employed in manpower devel
opment and related human services take course work in this pro
gram for the purpose of job upgrading. Some occupations in so
cial service fields require graduate work, however, many persons 
are employed who have a Bachelor's degree or less. Field experi
ence courses, community service work, and internships usually 
provide contacts which may lead to employment. 

Requirements 

The concentration in Manpower Development for the major in 
Human Resources Development must include a total of 60 cred
its distributed as follows: 

1. Area of Specialization. A minimum of 24-28 credits including: 
a. A minimum of 8 credits in Human Interaction (courses 

marked HI) 
b. A minimum of 8 credits in Human Resources Development 

(courses marked HRD) 
c. Other courses in Human Interaction or Human Resources 

Development, 8-12 credits 
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2. Supporting Cognate Courses. A minimum of 24-28 credits 
including: 

a. One course in Psychology, not including UC 054 or PSY 146 
b. One course in Sociology or Anthropology, not including SIC 

100 or AN l02 

c. HRD 401-0rganizational Analysis and 
Change Process 

SOC 341-Social Change or other related 
course, such as: ECN 368, ECN 309, PS 205, 
SOC 205, SOC 336, or SOC 370 

d. HRD 301, HRD 302, HRD 402 or other courses in econom
ics, linguistics, management, political science, psychology, 
sociology/anthropology, or speech communication to com
plete the cognate requirements. 

3. Research or Statistics. One course must be applied to either of 
the above groups which includes a research of statistical com
ponent, such as: HRD 369, HRD 390, PSY 252, SOC 203, or 
soc 307. 

4. Internship in Human Resources Development HRD 490 or 
equivalent 8-12 credits. 

UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 

ED 100 Tutoring Experience in 
Social Studies 

(2 credits) 

Students will be placed in schools to work with teachers and secondary students. 
It is expected that forty to fifty hours will be spent with cooperating teachers, 
and that schedules will be arranged by the students, cooperating teacher, and 
university coordinator for regular time commitments. Experiences may range 
from observation of teachers in classroom settings and work with classroom 
management procedures to tutoring and work as teacher aides. Occasional work
shops may be necessary to acquire appropriate skills. It is hoped that considera
tion can be given to individual priorities for ED 100 enrollees. Transportation is 
to be arranged by the student. 
Prerequisite: NONE (To be taken in Freshman year, if at all possible, as an entry 
illto the secondary social studies program.) 
(SCI 105-see page in catalog) 

ED 11 0 Public Education for the Future ( 4 credits) 
The purpose of the course is to familiarize students with teaching as a profession 
in its multi-faceted aspects. Students will be oriented to Oakland's competency
based program. Field exposure to educational and social programs in the de
prived areas will be an integral part of the experience. Students will be assisted 
in the decision-making process of choosing a teaching career. 

ED 200 Micro-Teaching in Social Studies ( 2 credits) 
Students will be placed in schools to work with teachers and secondary students. 
It is expected that forty to fifty hours will be committed to a cooperating teacher 
to work as tutors, teacher aides, leaders of small and large group discussions and 
simulation games, aides in micro teaching (mini-courses), and some regular 
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classroom instruction. It is hoped consideration can be given to individual priori
ties·. Transportation is to be arranged by students. 
Prerequisite: ED 100 (To be taken in Sophomore year, if possible.) Transfer stu
dents and others wishing to carry ED 100 and ED 200 together must obtain 
instructor's permission. 

ED 210a Philosophical Analysis of 
Educational Problems 

(2 credits) 

The purpose of this course is to prepare a teacher-in-training to be competent in 
elementary skills of philosophical analysis and their applications to resolving 
education problems. Studentll will be allowed to choose between three alternative 
ways of learning and exhibiting the skills of philosophical analysis. To be taken 
concurrently with ED 210b. This course replaces ED 244 for Elementary Educa
tion students. 
Prerequsite: ED 110 

ED 21 Ob The School and Society ( 2 credits) 
The purpose of this course is to acquaint the teacher-in-training with the basic 
skills of social science research and their application to the study of schooling, 
especially in relation to social policy and to other social institutions. Students 
will be allowed to choose between four alternative ways of learning and exhibit
ing the skills of sociological analysis. To be taken concurrently with ED 210a. 
This course replaces ED 244 for Elementary Education students. 
Prerequisite: ED 110 

ED 21Sa Learning: Theory and Practice 
for Teachers 

(2 credits) 

This course will incorporate and place into perspective learning, behavior modifi
cation, and acquisition from the Naive Psychologies and Biological Theories; as 
well as, wholistic, social learning, associationistic, and empiricistic models. The 
course will emphasize material and available media relevant to learning in group 
settings as well as the constraints imposed on teachers in public practice. This 
course is to be taken concurrently with ED 215b. This course replaces ED 245 for 
Elementary Education students. 
PrereQuisite: ED 110 
ED 21 Sb Development Psychology · ( 2 credits) 

for Teaching 
This course will contain a selection of major ideas concerning maturation growth 
in stages from conception to maturity with an emphasis on the effects of varied 
qualities of experience during the childhood period. This course is to be taken 
concurrently with ED 215a. This course replaces ED 245 for Elementary Educa
tion students. 
Prerequisite: ED 110. 

ED 222 Early Childhood Development- (2, 4, 6 
Experiences with Young Child or 8 credits) 

Combines observation and analysis of child behavior with participation or work 
experiences in settings with young children. Instruction, observation, and experi
ence are primarily focused on children and their developmental needs in the 
context of the particular setting. Provides assistance in recognizing individual 
growth patterns and planning experiences to enhance each child's development. 

ED 223 Physical and Social Environment in ( 4 credits) 
Early Childhood Programs 

Emphasizes the awareness of the various aspects of the social and physical envi
ronment for young children. Includes analysis of what makes a healthful pleas
ant physical environment and how the roles and interpersonal relationships of 
various staff members contribute to this environment. Provides for study of the 
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center team, including volunteers, para-professionals, teachers, directors, nutri
tionists, consultants and referral resources as they relate to the effectiveness of 
the centers program. 

ED 224 Early Childhood Programming- ( 4 credits) 
Activities for the Young Child. 

Demonstration, planning, and participation in activities for physical, social, and 
intellectual development. Uses of various media and material5, supportive play 
activities, and specific art, music, science, langualle, and other educational activi
ties for young children. Provides a basic repertoire of skills for the early child
hood staff member. 

ED 225 Health and Nutrition
Childhood 

( 4 credits) 

Includes knowledge of basic health and safety requirements and of basic nutriti
onal and dietary needs for optimum development, with special emphasis on these 
as they relate to early childhood. Practical questions of menu planning, and uses 
of foods as aids to cognitive learning will be stressed as well as methods for 
creating a healthful and safe environment. Discussion of basic signs of illness 
and methods and sources of referral for children with special health or nutri
tional needs. 

ED 244 Social and Philosophical Issues 
in Education 

(4 credits) 

Education is viewed in broad perspective, as both an interpersonal activity and 
a social institution. An attempt is made to deal with the often implicit assump
tions that underlie policy and action decisions. Among questions pursued are 
those about the social meaning of the schooling process, the open- and closed
classroom, the role of the teacher, the necessity or relevance of various curricula; 
the politics of education, historical traditions, contemporary critiques, and the 
ultimate and immediate aims of education. 

ED 245 Psychological and Field (4 credits) 
Studies in Education 

Psychological factors involved in learning and development are examined in lectu
res, class discussions, and observations of teaching. These observations may be 
of actual teaching in the schools, or they may be observations of video tapes of 
teaching. 
IDENTICAL WITH PSY 215. 

ED 250a Educational Implications of Family ( 2 credits) 
Roles and Child Rearing Practices 

This course will acquaint the student with the educational implications of an
thropological, sociological and psychological analyses of child-rearing practices 
in different cultures. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 
ED 250b History of Public Education ( 2 credits) 

in the U.S. 
This course will acquaint the student with the social, philosophical and historical 
ideas and events which led to the origin and development of the public school in 
the U.S. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 250c Private and Parochial Schooling (2 credits) 
in the U.S. 

This course will acquaint the student with the social historical and philosophical 
origins, trends, effectiveness, and future possibilities of private and parochial 
schools in the U.S. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 216. 
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ED 250d The Formal Education of Women ( 2 credits) 
This course will acquaint the student with the effect.'! of the formal and informal 
structure of the school on the development of women in contemporary society. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 250e Schooling and Social 
Stratification 

(2 credits) 

This course will acquaint the student with the role of public schooling in theory 
and in practice as it relates to patterns of social stratification in the U.S. and 
other nations. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 250f Education and Moral (2 credits) 
Development 

This course will prepare a teacher-in-training to be competent in understanding 
and guiding the moral development of the child. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 250g Political Issues in Contemporary ( 2 credits) 
Education 

This will be a forum on politically current and controversial educational issues 
of the day, using film, outside speakers, field trips, and symposia. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 250h Independent Study (2 credits) 
The purpose of this course is to give students the opportunity to pursue a prob
lem of particular interest to themselves, using the skills of philosophical and 
sociological analysis in the conceptualizAtion and analysis of an educational is
sue. Students will work in groups or individually under the guidance of a teacher 
or teachers. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 255a Identifying and Diagnosing Learning and (2 credits) 
Behavior Problems in Children 

Students will demonstrate knowledge of individual differences among normal 
school population; develop competency in the delivery of educational services to 
handicapped persons; demonstrate understanding of various theoretical models 
of behavior (e.g. psychodynamic, behavioral, ecological, and biological) and dem
onstrate knowledge of the various Statutes, Guidelines and Rules that govern 
Special Education programs and services in the State of Michigan. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 255b Testing and Assessment for Teachers (2 credits) 
The purpose of this course is to prepare a teacher-in-training to make effec-tive 
use of formal, informal and teacher-created assessment techniques in the proc
ess of planning, implementing and evaluating instruction. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215. 

(SCI 305-see page in catalog) 

ED 321 The Teacher and the Atypical Child ( 4 credits) 
The identification and management of atypical children in a regular elementary 
classroom setting. The course will deal particularly with those children requiring 
special management techniques and some modification of curriculum. These 
children may be hyperactive or withdrawn; they may have emotional, percep
tual, or learning problems; or they may be gifted. Sections on parental assistance 
in handling atypical children and on school and community services available for 
diagnosis and referral will be included. 
Prerequisite: ED 244 and ED 245 or ED 210 and 215. 
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ED 322 Introduction to Early Childhood: ( 4 credits) 
Theory and Practice 

Provides a basic introduction to the field of early childhood, including the period 
from birth to age 8. Three major areas will be emphasized: growth and develop
ment of infants and young children, analysis of optimal learning environments 
for the young child, and methods and materials which facilitate learning in early 
childhood. Special emphasis will be placed on providing students with experience 
with infants and young children of a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds in 
group and individual settings, and in relating theoretical lrnowledge to these 
practicum experiences. Probably 2 hours per class, 2 hours lab per week. 
Prerequisite: ED 245 or PSY 271 or permission of instructor. 

ED 323 Education of the Spanish-Speaking ( 4 credits) 
in the United States 

This course is intended to provide an opportunity for teachers and other educa
tors to become familiar with the negative and positive aspects of Latino Educa
tion. Lectures, readings, and discussions will deal with background information 
about the Spanish-speaking in the U.S.; the problems that confront Latinos in 
the educational system; and the effective and promising approaches to educating 
the Spanish-speaking. 
Prerequisite: ED 244, ED 245 or permission of the instructor. 

ED 324 Parent and Community Involvement in ( 4 credits) 
Early Childhood Programs 

In-depth study of home/school coordination and education. Development of 
skills and sensitivities in the areas of parent education, parent-teacher confer
ences, utilization of parents in the classroom, and working with parents in the 
home. Exploration of roles of community agencies and community advisory com
mittees in meeting needs of young children. Discussion and practice in the above 
areas, as well as an overview of parent-teacher-community relationships in the 
past and present, intergeneration contacts, exploration of aspects of parental 
and professional goals and values, control of children's educational experiences, 
and where there can be cooperation between parents and teachers. Includes an 
introduction to training parents for family day-care roles and exploration of 
family-based child care models. 

ED 325 Learning Environment in ( 4 credits) 
Early Childhood 

In-depth study of the learning environment and curriculum in early childhood 
education, including theoretical and practical aspects. Analysis of curriculum 
areas as they relate to individual children's needs and to the total learning envi
ronment. Child assessment and diagnostic techniques and development of pro
grams which are appropriate for individual needs. Specific curricular methods 
relate to perceptual, physical, cognitive, language, social and emotional develop
ment, and discussion of the contribution to learning of play and individual free 
choice activities, as well as teacher directed and planned individual and group 
activities. 

ED 326 Introduction to Early Childhood ( 4 credits) 
Program Operation 

Provides an overview of types of program operation in early childhood, including 
private, industrial, cooperative, governmentally funded programs, such as Head
start, Follow Through, and the current legislation pertinent to early childhood. 
Direction and administration methods for various types of programs, under
standing of budgets and initial acquaintance with the format and types of pro
posals necessary for funded programs. Basic knowledge of licensing require
ments, assessment of needs and determination of financial feasibility of private, 
industrial and cooperative programs. Practical problems of direction of a center, 
hiring and training staff, handling administrative problems. The course is de-
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signed w give teachers and child care development majors the necessary back
ground information which will enable them w work on committees planning 
early childhood programs and also w have basic skills necessary w direct pro
grams which are in operation. 

ED 331 Teaching and Reading ( 4 credits) 
Intensive preparation for the teaching of reading skills in the elementary grades. 
Identification of reading readiness, problems of program construction, and a 
variety of teaching methods are among the topics of the course. 
Prerequisite: ED 210 and ED 215 or ED 244 and 245.t 

ED 322 Lit~;~rature for children ( 4 credits) 
The course treats literature for children as part of the mainstream of literature. 
Students will learn w apply basic concepts of criticism w the study of literary 
works for children, in order to develop the ability to select and use quality books 
appropriate to the needs and developmental levels of children 
Prerequisite: ED 244, ED 245 or ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 333 Teaching the language arts ( 4 credits) 
Preparation for the teaching of language arts in the elementary, middle, and 
early secondary schools. Teaching of composition, creative writing, oral language 
development, listening, spelling, reading, and the application of linguistic princi
ples to reading and writing are among the topics covered in this course. 
Prerequisite: ED 245. 

ED 338 Teaching reading in the (4 credits) 
content areas 

A basic course in reading for students planning to teach in secondary schools. 
Course content will deal with the nature of the reading process and methods and 
materials for teaching the reading of English, social studies, and other subjects 
to junior and senior high school students. 
(NOT OPEN TO ELEMENTARY EDUCATION MAJORS.) 

ED 369 Field experiences in (2, 4, 6 
guidance or 8 credits) 

Provides supervised experiences in a variety of helping relationships in work 
settings, such as schools, employment offices, social service agencies, and in in
dustry. Includes an orientation to various local community cultural settings and 
life styles. Experiences emphasize the process in helping young people and adults 
adjust to education or work experience. Includes on-campus seminars. IDENTI
CAL WITH HRD 869. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the instructor. 

ED 370 Field Problems in Social Science ( 4 credits) 
This course is designed to assist prospective social studies teachers in the identi
fication and solution of instructional problems. Major emphasis is placed on 
"use" of student background to solve problems peculiar to students and teachers 
of social studies. Students in the course operate through a written contract 
agreed upon by themselves, an appropriate public, private and/or parochial 
school official, and the appropriate representative of the Social Studies Program. 
Prerequisite: ED 200. 

ED 420 Interaction laboratory for teacher ( 4 credits) 
development 

This course is designed to acquaint students with the importance of human rela
tions skills in teaching; to provide students with exposure to the kinds of inter
personal problems which arise with pupils, parents, and fellow teachers within a 
school setting; and to help students acquire a clearer understanding of the flexi
ble line separating personal and professional behavior. The activities of the !abo-
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ratory involve the student in role-playing, simulated games, and action-oriented 
problem solving. 
Prerequisite: ED 210, ED 215, ED 250, ED 255. 

337 

ED 428 Teaching of the major field (4 credits) 
Content and methodology appropriate to the student's major field. Organization 
of programs and courses, bibliography of the field, and techniques of instruction 
receive special emphasis. 
Prerequisite: ED 244, ED 245. 
Must be taken concurrently with ED 455, except when other provisions have been 
made by the major department. 

ED 430 The public school in urban America ( 4 credits) 
The course d,eals with the role of schools in contemporary urban America, with 
special emphaais on the relationship between the school and the urban ethos, 
social stratification, racial identities, and the functioning of the school in the 
urban ecology. In addition, discussions will include considerations of curriculum, 
organization, financing, and the legal status of education. 
Prerequisite: ED 244, ED 245 or ED 210, ED 215. 

ED 433 Teaching in the elementary school (4 credits) 
Content and methodology of instruction in the elementary school. Includes ex
tensive field observation in schools. This course is designed to supplement spe
cialized courses in the teaching fields. 
Prerequisite: ED 244, ED 245, SCI 305, ED 331, MTH 314. 
Must be taken concurrently with ED 455. 

ED 454 Skill Development Laboratories for ( 4 credits) 
Teaching Social Studies 

This course is required of all social studies interns. It is designed as a series of 
workshops, seminars, and individual meetings focusing on the interests and con
cerns that come from a full-time teaching assignment. Throughout the course, 
interns will be a) exposed to innovative teaching strategies and materials devel
oped by local and national social studies teachers-consultants, and b) provided 
with background for handling special problems with which they are confronted 
once in the classroom on a regular basis, i.e. discipline, human interaction, sex
ism, racism, student use of drugs, etc. 
Interns will attend a minimum number of sessions depending upon interest, 
need and/or referral by an instructional consultant of the Social Studies Pro
gram. 
Prerequillite: Must~ taken concurrently with ED 455. 

ED 455 Internship ( 12 credits) 
For Elementary Education students, the internship during the fifteen week 
semester may be divided into two segments facilitating a dual assignment for 
those students demonstrating the need and readiness. Throughout the semester, 
seminars will be held which will focus on the general concerns of the student 
interns regarding their student teaching experience. For Secondary Education 
students, the students will spend approximately fifty days in public school class
rooms and participate in such further activities as a supervising teaching may 
direct. The course includes a seminar dealing with problems of instruction. 
Prerequisite: For Elementary Education students: ED 420. For Secondary Edu
cation students: ED 244, ED 245, concurrent registration in ED 428, and permis
sion of both the student's major department and the School of Education. A 
student must perform his/her internship in his/her last or next to last semester 
(a last semester is one in which a student needs to complete no more thanl6 
credits to satisfy all graduation requirements). A student must sign up for his/ 
her internship one semester in advance. Except for ED 428, a student may not 
take any other course work concurrently with ED 455. 
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ED456 Internship in early childhood 
education 

( 8-12 credits) 

Culmination of the early childhood education program in which the student 
works in practicu.m settinp, such as, day-care center, nursery school, elemen
tary school. or other early childhood programs. The experiences will be designed 
so that the students gradually assume total responsibility for an intensive field 
experience. At least one of the settings will be a team situation. 
Prerequisite: 20 credits in early childhood education courses and permission of 
instructor. 
ED460 Special Project in Guidance (2, 4, 6 

or 8 credits) 
Deals with specialized interests in various phases of guidance and personnel 
work. The specific topics of study will be determined by the student's particular 
interests. The course may be taken more than once, but for no more than a total 
of 8 credits. May be elected for independent study. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

ED 463 Group Procedures in Helping (2, 4, 6 
Relationships or 8 credits) 

Includes a study of procedures used in small groups where individuals are helped 
to better understand themselves and others, to adjust to life situations, and to 
deal effectively with others in interpersonal relationships. Experience in such a 
group setting is provided as a m~or requirement of the course. Students are 
given an introduction to techniques they may use to provide support and help for 
others in a group situation. IDENTICAL WITH ID 463. 
Prerequisite: ED 420 or permission of instructor. 

ED 464 Teaching in Manpower Education Programs (2, 4, 6 
or 8 credits) 

Emphasizes the principles and basic teaching skills required in Manpower Edu
cation Programs. The student will develop skills in stating instructional objec
tives, planning activities appropriate for the attainment of the objectives and 
techniques of evaluating instructional outcomes. The importance of developing 
a sensitivity to the feelings, ideas and reactions of the students will be stressed. 
Experiences in the teaching process will be provided through simulation and 
internships in programs, such as, General Education Development classes and 
Manpower Orientation classes. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 
ED 490 Independent Study and Research (2 or 4 credits) 
A program of directed individual reading and research. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department of Teacher Edueation. Such permis
sion will be granted only if a student presents written evidence that a faculty 
member has consented to supervise his/her study. 

ED 497 Apprentice College Teaching (2 or 4 credits) 
An elective course open to any welH}ualified upperclassman who wins consent 
of a faculty member to assist in presenting a regular college course to under
classmen. The apprentice should be capable of assuming limited classroom 
teaching duties. 
Prerequisite: Permission of the Department of Teacher Education. Such permis
sion will be granted only if a student presents written evidence that a faculty 
member bas accepted him/her as an apprentice. 

HUMAN INTERACTION COURSES 
HI 261 Fundamentals of Human lnteradion (2 or 4 credits) 
Provides an introduction to individual and small group interaction. Considera-
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tion is given to interpersonal communication, group processes, group member
ship, group leadership, techniques of developing and maintaining and helping 
relationship, decision-making, observation and listening skills, change processes, 
personal growth processes, and self awareness. The course assists students to 
develop awareness of their potential and provides preparation to operate more 
effectively in community service activities. Role-playing, demonstrations, video 
TOOQrdings, simulations and other experiential activities constitute a mlijor por
tion of the instructional program. 

HI 361 Techniques of the Helping Interview (2 or 4 credits) 
Emphasizes listening and observation skills, establishing mutual trust and ac
ceptance, and providing support in a one-to-one relationship to help persons in 
decision-making and to find success in personal endeavors, such as education or 
employment. Students will learn to recognize applicant's needs for additional 
supportive services. Includes an introduction to the philosophy, theory andre
search of the helping relationship. Techniques of instruction include role-play
ing, simulation, interaction analysis, and experience with actual clients. (NOTE: 
This course is cross-listed with SCN 305.) 
Prerequisite: HI 261 or HI 363 or permission of instructor. 

HI 363 Dynamics of Human Relationships in (2 or 4 credits) 
Education and Work Settings 

Deals with interpersonal relationships among students and teachers, employees 
and supervisors, and peers, in various settings such as: schools, industry, adult 
training c:lasses, community agencies, government offices, and in groups of 
teams of co-workers. Introduces sociological and psychological theories of dy
namics of human group behavior which can be applied personnaly by students 
in their current or future work relationships. Emphasized application of these 
concepts with persons who are being helped to find success in their education 
and work. 
(NOTE: This course is croas-listed with SCN 202.) 

HI 461 Introduction to Counseling (4 credits) 
Covers theories and practices in the field of guidance and counseling. An em
phasis can be elected in preparation for work with certain groups such as: youth, 
adults, disadvantaged persons, offenders, persons from a certain culture or eth
nic groups, etc. Includes opportunity for simulated and authentic experiences. 
Requirements inc:lude the development of basic competencies. 
Prerequisite: HI 361 and HI 363 or permission of instructor. 

HI 463 Group Procedures in Helping (2, 4, 6 or 
Relationships 8 credits) 

In;:ludes a study of procedures used in small groups where individuals are helped 
to better understand themselves and others, to adjust to life situations, and to 
deal effectively with others in interpersonal relationships. Experience in such 
group setting is provided as a major requirement of the course. Students are 
given an introduction to techniques they may use to provide support and help for 
others in a group situation. IDENTICAL WITH ED 463. 
Prerequisite: HI 363 or permission of instructor. 

HI 464 Techniques of Consultation (4 credits) 
Deals with techniques of consultation designed to help teachers, parents, fami
lies, employers, peers, pre-professionals, volunteers, and other significant per
sons in the lives of human resources development clients to support and facilitate 
client growth. Includes preparation to provide human effectiveness training, be
havior modification and decision-making skills for those who are engaged in the 
process of helping children, youth, adults, or the aged to become more self suffi
cient and to s.uccessfully function in society. 
Prerequisite: Two courses in Human Interaction or equivalent. 
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HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT COURSES 

HRD 301 The Nature of Man (4 credits) 
A study of the variety of ways in which human nature has been understood, with 
special attention given to the Behavioral, Humanistic, Marxist and Christian 
beliefs about man and their implications for policies and practices in the teach
ing and helping professions. The aim of this course is to develop tolerance for 
alternative views of man, rather than propagate one view. 

HRD 30~ Ethical Studies of Personal Crises (4 credits) 
A study of the personal crises often encountered in our lives, viewed from the 
perspective of the ethical and religious questions which often arise for those in 
education and the helping professions and their clients. Such issues as sexu~l 
morality, birth control, abortion, suicide, death, violence, criminal punishment 
and civil disobedience will be studied as well as the nature of love and loving 
relationships. Alternative ethical and religious viewpoints will be offered so that 
students may increase their understanding and tolerance of viewpoints they do 
not personally hold. 

HRD 331 Introduction to Community 
Mental Health 

(4 credits) 

Includes a critical examination of current mental health treatment programs in 
local institutions, community mental health centers, and family-care programs. 
Covers the role of social and cultural factors in the cause of mental illness. Intro
duces roles in the helping process as a member of a treatment team in group 
and/or individual situations ;~.nd provides experience in carrying out some facet 
of a treatment plan under supervision. 

HRD 335 Problems of Drug Abuse and (4 credits) 
Alcoholism 

A comprehensive study of the modes of prevention and treatment programs for 
substance abuse. Readings and reports include basic information about various 
drugs and alcohol, inc:luding history, categories and definitions, misuse, abuse, 
legitimate use, laws, attitudes and reasons people abuse drugs. Covers materials 
prepared for drug information education, films, and literature, and a review of 
current research regarding the effects of drug abuse and alcoholism and related 
social problems. Provides a study of Methodone maintenance programs, support 
programs such as Synanon, and volunteer paraprofessional services including: 
hotline services, referral services, and work on a counseling team, employability 
development team, etc. Reviews legal and ethical practices, confidentiality, etc. 

HRD 362 Assessment of Youth and Adults (4 credits) 
Concerns an overview of techniques used in the assessment of youth and adults 
for purposes of deciding upon and implementing educational, occupational, and 
personal-social goals. Students will be introduced to measurement terminology 
as well as techniques of test administration and interpretation. Tools for a!l8e88· 
ing aptitudes, interests, abilities and attitudes will be studied. Emphasis will be 
placed upon the synthesis of data in the form of case studies and in case confer· 
ences. 

HRD 364 Career Development and Community (2 or 4 credits) 
Resources 

Covers sources of occupational, educational and personal-social information and 
techniques for using guidance information in the helping t~rocess. Establishes a 
repertoire of knowledge about community agencies and resources, manpower 
programs, educational and on-the-job training opportuniti~s. and labor market 
trends. Students gather firsthand information from site visitations as well as 
through audio visual and printed media. 
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HRD 365 Student Resources Development (2 or 4 credits} 
Provides a general overview of the process, philosophy, practice. organization 
and evaluation of adult student resource development work in coi\eges and uni
versities, as well as practical supervised experience in typical higher education 
settings, such as, admissions, career advising, residential livil'_g, financial aid, 
student organizations, student support services, and orientation programs. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

HRD 366 Techniques of Human Resources (2 or 4 credits) 
Development 

An introductory course intended to provide basic preparation to individuals for 
work in public service in the emerging field of human resources development. 
Emphasis is placed upon cooper11tion among pre-professional and professional 
workers such as: interviewers, coaches, counsslor trainees, manpower special
ists, work and training specialists, employment counselors, teachers, and com
munity agency personnel, including employability developmental work to assist 
disadvantaged youth and adults from urban and rural areas and various cultural 
backgrounds to discover and develop their fullest potential and social usefulness. 

HRD 367 Employability Development Procedures(2 or 4 credits) 
Covers procedures to assist persons to make a transition from education or un
employment to work and development of skills to seek, obtain, and hold a job. 
Includes guidance practices to provide support and serve as an advocate for un
employed, underemployed, and disadvantaged persons, and an introduction to 
job development procedures and services. 
Prerequisite: 8 credits in ill or HRD courses or permission of instructor. 
HRD 368 Work and Training Development (2 or 4 credits) 
Concerns contact work with employers and educators to develop jobs and train
ing courses for persons who are enrolled in employability development and re
lated manpower training programs and other agency applicants. Stresses ap
praisal of the needs of employers for persons with certain performance skills, 
development of on-the-job training programs and related education, and trainee 
follow-up and support. 
Prerequisite: 12 credits in HI or HRD courses or permission of instructor. 

HRD 369 Field Work in Human Resources (2, 4, 6 or 
Development 8 credits) 

Provides supervised experiences in a variety of helping relationships in work 
settings such as schools, employment offices, social services agencies, and in 
industry. It includes an orientation to various local community cultural settings 
and life styles. Experiences emphasize the process of helping young people and 
adults adjust to education or work experience. 

HRD 390 Special Project in Human Resources (2, 4, 6 or 
Development 8 credits) 

A program of directed reading, research, and study in an aspect of human re
sources development work. May be elected for independent study or may be 
taught as a workshop based upon selected topics and issues in the field. The 
course may be taken more than once, but for no more than a total of 8 credits. 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

HRD 401 Organizational Analysis and Change (4 credits) 
Process 

Covers a study of the structure of organizations designed to provide human serv
ices and development and the process of affecting changes which facilitate im
proved individual client development. Concerns the assigned role of counselors, 
teachers, and other helpers within agencies and schools which often interferes 
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with their helping functions. Anecdotal reports, case studies and simulated situ
ations will be used to study characteristics of such interference and to develop 
strategies helpers can use in various settings to re-structure their role and func
tion and/or agency policy to best solve current social problems. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and two courses in ED, HI, or HRD. 

HRD 402 Human Services Delivery and (4 credits) 
Evaluation 

Covers systems analysis and experimental design for program development and 
research in human services. Emphasizes skills in developing performance objec
tives and in organizing and writing proposals for program development, includ
ing management plans, evaluation plans, and budget development. Provides an 
opportunity to participate in the systems design for the delivery of a proposed 
human service or educational program. 
Prerequisite: Junior standing and two courses in ED, HI, or HRD. 

HRD 467 · Workshop (2 or 4 credits) 
Provides an opportunity for community agency personnel and students engaged 
in preparation for applied human resources development work to develop various 
aspeets of human services programs and practices. Sections are offered as 
needed for topice or areas of emphasis which meet the current objectives and/or 
requests of agency or business and industry employers and directors of training 
programs for personnel skilled in human resources development. Course may be 
taken more than once for a maximum of 8 credits. 
Prerequisite: Course work or experience in the workshop topic. 

HRD 469 Seminar (2 or 4 credits) 
The course is conducted in traditional seminar fashion. The scope is predefined 
and based upon a broad topic in the human resources development field. Class 
members select areas for reading and research and share in contributing their 
findings to the group. Visiting consultants as well as the instructor provide direc
tion and relevant content. Course may be taken more than once for a maximum 
of 8 credits. 
Prerequisite: Course work or experience in the seminar topic. 
HRD 490 Internship in Human Resources (8 or 12 credits) 

Development 
Provides an opportunity for a culminating learning experience where a student 
may apply what he has learned in a supervised experience in some phase of 
human resources development work with youth and adults as an intern in a 
community agency program. 
Prerequisite: 24 credits in m and/or HRD courses and permission of instructor. 

HEALTH-PHYSICAL EDUCATION, DANCE, RECREATION 
AND SPORTS SKILLS AND THEORIES 
The Department of Physical Education and Athletics offers a 
wide variety of activity and theory courses in health-physical 
education, dance, recreation and sports for credit. Eight (8) 
credit hours may be applied to the graduation requirements of 
the University. The various term schedules will offer a selection 
from the list of courses following: (For further information and 
requirements for specialized areas please contact the depart
ment in the Sports and Recreation Building, 377-3190). 
PE 1 01 Physical Conditioning and (2 credits) 

Special Activity 
The principles and the participation in warmup exercises, circuit-interval-weight 
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CQnditioning with opportunity for participation in individual-dual-team sports 
activities. 

PE 111 Swimming and Diving (2 credits) 
The principles, safety precautions, and procedures and the participation in the 
basic, intermediate and advanced swimming and diving skills. 

PE 113 Skin and Scuba Diving (2 credits) 
The principles, safety precautions, and procedures and the participation in basic 
and advanced skills in skin and scuba diving. 

PE 121 Tennis and Volleyball (2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, courtesy, rules and 
strategy. Includes participation in the buic and advanced skills of tennis and 
volleyball. 

PE 151 Golf and Badminton (2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, courtesy, rules and 
strategy. Includes participation in the basic and advanced skills of golf and bad
minton. 

PE 152 Handball, Paddleball (2 credits) 
and Squash 

To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, courtesy, rules and 
strategy. Includes participation in the basic and advanced skills of handball, 
paddleball, and squuh. 

PE 161 Beginning Gymnastics (2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, supplies, equipment, and safety rules. 
Includes participation in the basic fundamentals in conditioning, tumbling. 
stunts and apparatus. 

PE 162 Advanced Gymnastics (2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, and safety rules. 
Includes participation in advanced gymnastic skills and routines on the various 
items of apparatus. 

PE 163 Movement Education, Low 
Organized Games and Leadup 
Adivities to Movement Skills 

(2 credits) 

Perceptual-Motor Development and Sensory-Motor Development Activities and 
their relevancy to movement in low organized games and leadup activities and 
games for baliic sports skills. 

PE 171 Elementary Dance and Movement (2 credits) 
Introduction to elementary forms of dance and movement, space, time and en
ergy through movement exploration and improvisation. Student gains awareness 
of his own body and its relationship to the environment through movement. 

PE 172 Advanced Dance and Movement (2 credits) 
More advanced course in dance movement covering various dance forms such as 
primitive ballet, modem dance and period styles. Movement improvisation and 
exploration leading to compositional styles of dance. Student learns to choreo:
graph movement into an artistically valid form. 
Prerequisite: PE 171 or equivalent required. 

PE 1 80 Judo (2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, safety rules and pro
cedures. Includes participation in basic and advanced judo skills. 
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PE 182 Karate ( 2 credits) 
To develop awareness of the facilities, equipment, supplies, safety rules and pro
cedures. Includes participation in basic and advanced Karate skills. 

PE 202 Introduction, History and 
Orientation to Health-Physical 
Education and Allied Fieldi 

(2 credits) 

To provide opportunity for knowledge, interpretation, and understanding of 
health eduCiLtion, physical education, dance, intramural sports, extramural 
sports, sports clubs, school and community recreation, and interscholastic com
petitive athletics for boys and girls in the total school program. 

PE 207 American Red Cross Advanced (4 credits) 
First. Aid and Prevention and 
Care of Activity-Oriented Injuries 

To provide opportunities for knowledge, interpretation, understanding, and 
practice in the immediate and temporary care given to persons, victims of acci
dent or sudden illneas until the services of a physician can be obtained. Further 
to aid in approaches and procedures of "safety proofing" facilities, equipment, 
supplies and participants in Physical Education, Recreation, and Athletic Activi
ties and the coordination with the Medieal Profession in the care of the injured or 
sick participants. 

PE 211 American Red Cross Senior Life- (4 credits) 
saving and Water SafPty Instruc-
tor Course. 

Principles and procedures for swimming, lifesaving and water safety with suc
cessful participation, including physical skills examination and written exami
nation. ARC Certification upon successful completion of course. 
PE 212 Teaching and Coaching Competitive- (4 credits) 

Aquatic Activities-Water Safety 
Instructors and/or Lifesaving 

Philosophy, theory and instruction in basic and advanced skills of swimming and 
diving, synchronized swimming, and water games, with emphasis on condition
inll. trainin~r. scheduling and pertinent necessities. 
PE 221 Teaching and Coaching Baseball (2 credits) 
Philosophy, theory and practice in the fundamental skills of the game, condi
tioning, training, offensive and defensive strategy, and setting up practice sched
ules and drills. 

PE 223 Teaching and Coaching Basketball (2 credits) 
Philosophy, theory and practice in the fundamental skills of the game, mental 
and physical conditioning, training, offensive and defensive systems, and strat
egy, and setting up practice schedules and drills. 

PE 231 Teaching and Coaching Football (2 credits) 
Philosophy, theory and practice in the fundamental skills of the game, mental 
and physical conditioning, training, offensive and defensive systems, and strat
egy, and setting up practice schedules and drills. 

PE 233 Teaching and Coaching Soccer (2 credits) 
Philosophy, theory and practice in the fundamental skills of the game, condition
ing, training, offensive and defensive systems, strategy, and setting up practice 
schedules and skill drills. 
PE 243 Teaching and Coaching Golf, (2 credits) 

Bowling and Archery 
Philosophy, theory and practice in basic and advanced skills with strategy of 
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PE 251 Teaching and Coaching Cross (2 credits) 
Country Track and Field 

Philosophy, theory and practice in basic and advanced skills of the various 
events, with emphasis on conditioning, training, form and technique. 

PE 261 Teaching and Coaching (2 credits) 
Gymnastics 

Philosophy, theory and practice in basic and advanced skills of the various appa
ratus and tumbling events with emphasis on conditioning and training form and 
technique. 

PE 263 Teaching Physical Education (2 credits) 
and Play Activities for Children 
Pre-school through Grade 3 

Philosophy, theory and practice in activities compatible with the felt needs, 
growth and development patterns and possible interests at various levels for 
classroom, multi-purpose room, gymnasium and playground. 

PE 264 Teaching Physical Education and (2 credits) 
Recreation Activities for Children Grades 4, 5 and 6 

Philosophy, theory and practice in activities, compatible with the felt needs, 
growth and development patterns, and possible interests with emphasis on low 
organized games and leadup activities for team games. 

PE 265 Teaching Physical Education, (2 credits) 
Recreation and Play Activities 
for the Atypical Individual 

Philosophy and theory of various approaches and techniques. Planning and or
ganizing and implementing activities compatible with the verying abilities and 
interests of atypical children. 

PE 271 Teaching Dance and (4 credits) 
Movement 

Theory, approaches, techniques of creative dance and movement for children and 
teenagers with emphasis on creativity in presenting movement studies and an 
opportunity for teaching children. 

PE 272 Teaching Dance Composition (4 credits) 
and Production 

Theory and study of choreography through exploration, improvisation, and use 
of compositional forms to include an actual production. 

PE 281 Sports Officiating for (4 credits) 
Men and Women 

Philosophy and theory of sports officiating with study of rules and officiating 
procedures and actual participation in officiating situations in baseball, basket
ball, football, swimming, track, tennis and volleyball. 

PE 291 Recreation Programming and (2 credits) 
Leadership for All Ages 

Philosophy and theory of recreation and play, including facilities, equipment 
and supplies, with emphasis on quiet and active events and games with an oppor
tunity to give leadership in same. 

PE 293 The Psychology and Sociology (2 credits) 
of Sports and Coaching of Sports 

History and theory of the value of sports and the potential value of sports as 
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. related by philosophers, psychologists, psychiatrists, medical doctors, educators, 
coaches and others to our personal, community, state, national and international 
participation. The ramifications and problems of coaching various age groups 
and sexes in individual and team sports. 

PE 301 The Physical Education, Play, (4 credits) 
Dance, and Recreation Program 
for the Elementary School. 

Philosophy and theory of the title items in the total educational program of the 
elementary school through reading, discussion and evaluation of curriculum and 
course of study materials of the State Department of Education or Public In
struction and state school districts, plus interaction in lecture and discussion 
with area administrative, supervising and teaching personnel 

PE 304 Exercise Physiology ( 4 credits) 
This course examines the effects of exercise and physical training on the physio
logical systems of the body. Particular emphasis is placed on the cardio-respira
tory systems. Course content includes muscle contraction mechanisms, circula
tory and respiratory adjustment during exercise, environmental aspects of 
exercise, fatigue, training procedures and nutrition for athletes. Laboratory ex
periences are provided for the purpose of developing insiglit into the dynamics of 
human performance. 

P.E 312 The Organization, Promotion and (4 credits) 
Administration of Aquatic Programs 
and the Operation and Management of 
Aquatic Facilities 

Philosophy and theory of the title items through reading and discussion of arti
cles, promotional pamphlets, State Department of Health Rules and Regula
tions, textbooks; guest operators' lectures and discussion; observation trips; and 
actual participation in management and operation approaches and procedures. 

PE 321 The Organization, Promotion and (4 credits) 
Administration of Physical Education 
and Athletic Programs and Allied 
Areas in the Secondary Schools 

Philosophy and theory of the title items in the total education program of the 
secondary schools through reading, discussion and evaluation of curriculum and 
course of study materials of many State High School Athletic and Activity Asso
ciations, plus interaction in lecture and discussion with area coaches and direc
tors. 

PE 491 Problem Solving in Physical (4 credits) 
Education, Recreation and 
Competitive Athletics 

Survey of past, present or possible future areas of concern with opJI')rtunity to 
seek solutions through group observation, group visitation and interaction with 
area professionals, group interaction with visiting professionals, with the possi
bility of group majority and minority reports. 

PE 493 Cooperative-Independent Study ( credits) 
in Physical Education, Dance, 
Recreation, or Competitive Athletics 

Cooperative-independent study, student and instructor, with student recognizing 
a concern or concerns, outlining same and possible steps to a solution, building a 
bibliography and reading, building an observation schedule and observing, build
ing an interview schedule and interviewing, consulting with instructor on regular 
basis, and completing written summation. 
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(4 credits) 

Opportunity for individual students to delve into philosophy, theory and practice 
in areas of concern with observation and possible participation in the area of 
concern and the sharing of the experience with the group Qn a regular basis. 
NOTE: BIO 104 Biology of the Human (4 credits) is one of the necessary CORE 
COURSES. 

THE GRADUATE PROGRAMS 
The School of Education offers programs leading to the Master 
of Arts in Teaching degree in four areas: Early Childhood Edu
cation, Elementary Education, Reading and Language Arts 
Education, and Special Education. The Master of Arts degree is 
offered in Guidance and Counseling. In addition, the College of 
Arts and Sciences and the School of Education jointly sponsor 
secondary education candidates for the Degree of Master of Arts 
in Teaching. Secondary education programs are available in En
glish and Mathematics. (Students interested in these programs 
should consult the announcements of the College of Arts and 
Sciences.) 
For students who are not immediately interested in enrolling in 
a degree program but wish to meet the State of Michigan's re- · 
quirements for the Continuing Certificate, eighteen-hour 
planned programs are also available. (See the School of Educa
tion Graduate Bulletin for further details and descriptions of 
programs.) 

OVERVIEW OF THE DEGREE OF 
MASTER OF ARTS IN TEACHING: 
Early Childhood Education 

The master's program in Early Childhood Education is designed 
to train teachers to work with young children, ages 0-9. It com
bines theoretical knowledge with observation and participation 
in clinical, community and school practicum settings. 
The academic program stresses the linguistic and psychological 
aspects of children's language development; the sociological and 
anthropological foundations of child development; and the medi
cal and psychological bases of physiological and mental growth. 
The total program is based upon the premise that a strong aca
demic program must be balanced with an equally strong practi
cum emphasis. Practicum experiences are available in a variety 
of settings including hospitals, nursery schools, day care .cen
ters, kindergartens and primary grade classrooms, predomi
nantly in urban areas. 
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Elementary Education 

The Master's Program in Ele~I~f!ntary Education has been de
signed for the benefit of professional elementary classroom 
teachers. The program allows for a broad general coverage of 
courses to strengthen the knowledge and skills needed by a 
classroom teacher. Within a general framework, The student 
designs a program for his/ her own persona.l needs. 

Only two courses are required in the Elementary Education 
Master's program. Education 510: Introductory Seminar in 
Elementary Education is designed to assist one in developing 
basic understanding and skills which facilitate learning in the 
remainder of the program. Education 699. Master's Project or 
Thesis is normally taken near the completion of the program. 
Knowledge and skills gained during one's course of study are 
applied in solving a problem of individual concern. 
The remaining seven (7) courses may be chosen by the student 
(with advisor approval) to personalize his/her program. Courses 
must include four (4) general categories within the offerings of 
the School of Education. 

Reading/Language Arts Education 

The Master's Program in Reading/Language Arts Education is 
one of the broadest and most diversified in the nation. The ma
jority of the twelve hundred students currently enrolled in the 
program are teachers who intend to remain with their classroom 
responsibilities. Their reasons for enrolling in the program vary, 
but a major one lies in the fact that relatively few other fields of 
study are so directly practical and relevant to their daily teach
ing concerns. 
Although the program is classroom-centered, students who 
choose to do so may prepare themselves for other positions of 
responsibility. A number of graduates are now functioning as 
reading specialists, consultants, college teachers of reading, spe
cial project directors, supervisors, and principals. 
The base sequence consists of twenty-four (24) semester hours 
which are required of all Master's degree candidates. It is de
signed to meet standards provided for reading specialists by the 
International Reading Association and assists one in attaining 
basic competencies in three areas. Also, in conjunction with the 
Special Education Area there is a forty-four (44) credit hour 
M.A.T. Program which includes a Learning Disability endorse
ment. 
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The Master's Program in Special Education provides an opportu
nity for students to design a balanced program consistent with 
their educational background and career goals. These individual
ized programs assist one in developing the necessary skills re
quired to meet professional demands within the special class
room or resource room, as well as fulfilling the need for regular 
classroom teachers who can better meet the needs of children 
who have moderate learning and/or behavior problems. 
As a part of the thirty-six (36) hour program leading to the Mas
ter of Arts in Teaching-Special Education, certification is rec
ommended in the area of teaching emotionally disturbed chil
dren or in the area of teaching learning disabled children. 

OVERVIEW OF THE DEGREE OF 
MASTER OF ARTS: Guidance and Counseling 

The Master's Program in Guidance and Counseling is dedicated 
to the education of effective persons to work in helping roles 
with children, youth, parents and other adults in school and 
community settings. The program emphasizes techniques for fa
cilitating the development of human beings through all the de
velopmental phases of life. Methodologies for personalizing and 
humanizing life processes and experiences are stressed. Two 
areas of emphasis are available: Elementary and Middle 
School Coun3eling and Counseling Youth and Adults. 

The program requires a minimum of thirty-six semester hours 
and must include course work in seven areas: (a) basic guidance 
and human services, (b) group procedures, (c) assessment and 
evaluation, (d) techniques of counseling, (e) guidance informa
tion and career development, (f) consulation, and (g) practical 
application of counseling and guidance in a supervised field set
ting. The balance of the program may include electives in eco
nomics, education, psychology, or sociology. Persons who com
plete the program, and who hold a valid teaching certificate, 
may be recommended for endorsement as school counselors. 

GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 
ED 500 Foundations of Reading Instruction (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program. 

ED 501 Introduction to the Education of (4 credits) 
Exceptional Children 

Prerequisite: Graduate standing. 

ED 502 Skills and Competencies for Teachers (4 credits) 
of Exceptional Children Prerequisite: ED 501 
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ED 503 The Educational Philosophy of (4 credits) 
John Dewey 

Prerequisite: For graduate students, admission to course in any graduate pro
gram; for under-graduate students, PHL 101 or ED 244 or permission of instruc
tor. 

ED 504 literary Portrayals of Educational 
Encounters 

Prerequisite: Graduate standing. 
(MTH 505-See page??? in catalog) 
(SCI 505-See page??? in catalog) 

ED 509 The School and the Disadvantaged 
Child 

Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

(4 credits) 

(2 or 4 credits) 

ED 510 Introductory Seminar in Elementary (4 credits) 
Education -

(NOTE: Required of all students in the MAT Elementary Education Program. 
Should be taken within the first 8 hours of course work.) 

ED 511 Interaction Analysis (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to a graduate program or permission of instructor. 

ED 5 12 Curriculum DevelOpment in the 
· Public School. 

( MTH 513-See l'81le !?fin catalog} 

ED 513 

ED 514 

ED 515 

ED 521 

The Organization of the Elementary 
School 

Classroom Diagnosis and Correction 

The Modern British Primary School 

Special Education in the Regular 
Classroom 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

ED 522 Behavior Modification Techniques for (4 credits) 
Classroom Management 

Prerequisite: Bachelor's degree and current teaching experience. 

ED 523 Educational Procedures for Children (4 credits) 
with learning Disabilities 

Prerequisite: One year's teaching experience. 

ED 524 Perception in the School Setting (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Graduate atanding. 

ED 527 Problems in Educating Mentally (4 credits) 
Handicapped Children 

Prereq1.1iaite: Graduate standing. 
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ED 530 Workshop in Reading (4 or 8 credits) 
(NOTE: Students may register for this course once or twice, up to a tots! of 8 
credits.) 

ED 531 

ED 532 

Current Trends in the Teaching 
of Reading 

Teaching Reading in the 
Primary Grades 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

ED 533 Teaching Reading in the (4 credits) 
Upper Grades 

Prerequisite: Admission to course in any graduate program or permission of 
instructor. 

ED 534 Language Arts Instruction in the (4 credits) 
Elementary School 

Prerequisite: ED 331 or ED 531 or equivale~t preparation in reading instruction. 

ED 535 Forum on Reading and the (4 or 8 credits) 
Language Arts 

ED 536 Teaching Reading to the (4 credits) 
Special Child 

Prerequisite: ED 521 or permission of in.structor. 

ED 537 Teaching-Learning Strategies for Reading (4 credits) 
and Related Language Arts Instructors 

Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program or permission of instructor. 

ED 538 Reading Development in Junior and (4 credits) 
Senior High Schools 

Prequisite: Admission to graduate program or peimission of instructor. 

ED 540 Theories of Early Childhood Education (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program. 

ED 542 Applied Developmental Principles (4 or 8 credits) 
Early Childhood 

Prequisiie: Admission into graduate program or permission of instructor. 

ED 543 Teacher as Child Advocate and Adult (4 credits) 
Educator Early Childhood 

Prerequisite: ED 540, ED 542 or permission of instructor. 

ED 544 Play as a Learning Medium (4 credits) 

ED 545 Administration and Direction of Early (4 credits) 
Childhood Programs 

Prerequisite: ED 640, ED 542 or permission of instructor. 

ED 546 Workshop in Early Childhood (4 or 8 credits) 
Curriculum 
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ED 554 Interaction Laboratory for Teacher (4 credits) 
Development 

~requisite: ED 245. 

ED 555 Practicum for Teachers of the Urban-Rural (4 credits) 
Disadvantaged 

Prerequiste: Open to graduate students enrolled in special projects. 

ED 560 Special Problems in Guidance and ( 2, 4, 6 or 
Personnel Work 8 credits) 

Prerequiste: PermiBBion of instructor. 

ED 561 Guidance and Counseling for Children 

ED 562 Assessment of Children 

ED 563 Group Procedures in Guidance 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor 

ED 564 Delivery of Human Services 

ED 567 Workshop in Guidance and Personnel 
Services 

Prerequisite: Permission of instructor. 

ED 563 Group Procedures in Guidance 
for Children 

ED 571 Children's Books in the Elementary 
School Curriculum 

Prerequisite: ED 332 or ED 570 or permission of instructor. 

ED 572 Storytelling and Creative Dramatics 
Prerequisite: ED 332 or ED 570 or permiBSion of instructor. 

ED 574 Literature for the young child 
Prerequisite: ED 332 or ED 570 or permiBSion of instructor. 

ED 581 Teaching about Black Africa in the 
Public Schools 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(2, 4, 6 or 
8 credits) 

( 4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 .credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

Prerequisite: AdmiBBion to a graduate program or permiBBion of instructor. 

ED 582 Play Productions for Secondary School (4 credits) 
Teachers 

ED 583 The Middle School (2 or 4 credits) 
Prerequisite: ED 512. 

ED 5 84 The Open Classroom (2 or 4 credits) 

ED 585 The Law and Public Education (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: PermiBSion of instructor. 
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ED 586 Education of the Spanish-Speaking (4 credits) 
of the United States 

(Same 88 ED 823) 
Prerequisite: Admi.Asion to the graduate program. 

ED 587 Social Studies in the Elementary (4 credits) 
School (SS 570) 

Prerequisite: ED 245 and acceptance into a graduate or certification program. 

ED 588 Supervisory Skills for Cooperating (4 credits) 
Teachers 

Prerequisite: Graduate standing. 

ED 589) Unified Science and Mathematics (2 or 4 credits) 
Prerequisite: A<J.mission into graduate program. 

ED 590 Special Problems in Education (2, 4, 6 or 
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8 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in any graduate program or permission of 
department. 

ED 591 Ecology of the Classroom (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: PermiS8ion of instructor of acceptance into any graduate program. 

ED 592 Research Tecniques in Education (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Acceptance in a master's program in Education or permiS8ion of 
instructor. 
ED 597 Oakland University /Greenfield Village 

Practicum in the Social Studies 
Prerequisite: ED 587 (SS 570) or permiS8ion of instructor. 

ED 60 1 History of Education 
Prerequisite: AdmiS8ion to any graduate program. 

ED 602 Philosophy of Education 
Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program. 

ED 603 Cross-Cultural Studies in Education 
Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program. 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

(4 credits) 

ED 604 Sociology of Education (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: AdmiS8ion to graduate program. 

ED 611 Problems in Elementary Education (4 or 8 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in a graduate program in elementary educa
tion or in reading instruction. 

ED 612 Curriculum Studies (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in a graduate program in elementary educa
tion or in reading instruction. 

ED 620 Social Deviancy in Special and (4 credits) 
Regular Education 

Prerequisite: AdmiS8ion to graduate program in Special Education or permis
sion of instructor. 
ED 621 Management and Curriculum for (4 credits) 

Emotionally Disturbed Children 
Prerequisite: ED 521 and one graduate course in psychology. 
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ED622 Practicum in Special Education (2, 4, 6 or 
8 credits) 

Prerequisite: Completion of all other requirements for the MAT in Special Edu
cation or permission of instructor. 

ED 623 Seminar in Special Education (2 uedits) 
Must be taken simultaneously with ED 622. 

ED 624 Directed Teaching in Special (6 credits) 
Education 

Prerequisite: Acceptance to degree c:andidaey in a master's program in Special 
Edueation and approval by the director of the Special Education Program. 

ED 625 Transactional Analysis in the (4 credits) 
Oassroom 

ED 627 Physical and Social Competencies of (4 credits) 
Handicapped Children 

Prerequisite: Admission to graduate program in Special Education or permis
sion of instructor. 

ED 630 Seminar in Reading (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Two courses in reading instruction and permission of instructor. 

ED 631 Problems in Reading Instruction (4 or 8 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in a MAT program and at least one previous 
course in reading-instruction. 

ED 632 Diagnosis of Reading Disabilities (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in a MAT program and ED 500. 

ED 633 Correction of Reading Disabilities (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to course in a MAT program and ED 500 and ED 632. 

ED 634 Advanced Study of Classroom Strategies in (4 credits) 
an Integrated Language Arts Curriculum 

Prerequisite: ED 53'1 recommended, but not required. 

ED 635 Organization of Reading Programs (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: ED 632, ED 633 or permission of instructor. 

ED 650 Practicum in Early Childhood Education (4 or 8 credits) 
Prerequisite: Completion of all other requirements for a degree program or per
mission of instructor. 

ED 661 Techniques of Counseling (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to the program in Guidance and Counseling or permis
sion of instructor. 

ED 662 Assessment of Youth and Adults (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: 'rJlree 500-level courses in Guidance and Counseling or permission 
of instructor. 

ED 663 Advanced Group Counseling 
Prerequisite: ED 563 or permission of instructor. 

(4 credits) 

ED 664 Consultation in Pupil Personnel Work (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to the program in Guidance and Counseling and ED 661 
or permission of instructor. 
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ED 665 Guidance Information and Career (4 credits) 
Development 

Prerequisite: Admission to program in Guidance and Coulllleling or permission 
of instructor. 

ED 666 Practicum in Guidance and Counseling (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to the program in Guidance and Coulllleling or permis
sion of instructor. 

ED 699 Terminal Project (4 credits) 
Prerequisite: Admission to a graduate program in elementary education or read
ing instruction and written approval of the student's guidance committee. Stu
dents should request such approval from their advisors early in the Fall semester 
for registration in the Winter semester, and early in the Winter semester for 
registration in the Spring, Summer, or Fall semesters. During the preparation 
of the Terminal Project, students must present the completed project no less 
than two weeks before the end of classes in the term of graduation. 
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PROFESSORS: Benjamin F. Cheydleur; David H. Evons; William G. 
Hammerle; Richard E. Haskell; John Carroll Hill; Joseph D. Hovonesian; 
Keith R. Kleckner; Paul R. Paslay; Howard R. Witt 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: David E. Boddy; Robert H. Edgerton; 
Glenn A. Jackson; Gilbert L. Wedekind; Tung H. Weng; Michael J. 
Wozny 
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VISITING ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR: Josette Morel 

ADJUNCT PROFESSORS: John G. Gievers; Ralph M. Grant; Kenneth 
A. Meade; Keeve M. Siegel 

BOARD OF VISITORS 

357 

The Board of Visitors for the School of Engineering are lead
ers of industry in southeast Michigan. They assist the School of 
Engineering in developing educational and research programs to 
meet the rapidly expanding requirements in the technical world. 
The Board is available as a body or individually for consultation 
and advice on such matters as curriculum, facilities, equipment 
requirements, special subjects, and long-range planning. 
Members of the Board are: 

Dr. Paul F. Chenea, Vice President Research laboratories, General Motors 
Corporation 

Dr. Robert R. Johnson, Vice President of Engineering, Burroughs Corpora· 
tion 
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Mr. H. L. Misch, Vice President, Engineering Staff, Ford Motor Company 

Dr. E. N. Petrick, Ch.ief ScientistfTeehnical Director of Laboratorie~, U.S. 
Army Tank Automotive Command 

Mr. C. B. Sung, President and Chief Executive Officer, Cleveland Metal 
Abrasive, Inc. 

Mr. F. J. Winchell, Vice President of Engineering Staff, General Motors 
Corporation 

Undergraduate Programs 

Two easily distinguishable activities are included in the under
graduate School of Engineering. The first activity is general en
gineering while the second is computer and information science. 
Students may take a major in either of these programs. In the 
first case they receive the degree of Bachelor of Science with a 
major in Engineering and in the second case the degree of Bache
lor of Science with a major in Computer and Information 
Science. Although these are the only two baccalaureate pro
grams offered by the School of Engineering there are"several 
variations and alternatives described below in detail. A bit of 
clarification may help the reader better understand these varia
tions and alternatives before the details are given. 

There are Concentrations available to Engineering students at 
their option. Students who pursue these concentrations receive 
the Bachelor of Science degree with a major in Engineering, but, 
their transcript also explicitly indicates that the degree was 
awarded "with a Concentration in Electronics," for example. 
Some of the concentrations available to engineering majors are 
offered by the School of Engineering while others are not. The 
current areas of concentrations offered for engineering majors 
by the School of Engineering are Electronics, Systems Engineer
ing, Mechanical and Thermal Sciences, and Computer and Infor
mation Science. The concentrations for Engineering majors of
fered outside the School of Engineering are in Economics, 
Management, and premedical studies. 

A number of concentrations and cognates are being developed 
for students majoring in Computer and Information Science. 
Details will be made available as they receive approval. 

For students who do not wish to follow the Engineering or 
Computer and Information Sciences programs as majors, the 
School of Engineering offers two concentrations for non-majors. 
The first of these is in Computer and Information Science while 
the second is in Public and Societal Systems. 

Finally several options are available for engineering majors. 
These options, which are given in the section on Career Prepara~ 
tion in Engineering, are not officially recorded on a student's 
transcript. They are listed to indicate courses which might be of 
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interest to students with specific career plans. There are enough 
electives available to accommodate the options. Students are en
couraged to develop an educational program in engineering that 
complements the central general engineering program. 

Writing Proficiency 

All Oakland University students must demonstrate profi
ciency in writing by passing an essay test prepared and graded 
by the Department of Learning Skills. Freshmen will have an 
opportunity to take the test before commencing their first 
semester. If a student passes the test no further course work in 
English composition will be required. Students not achieving the 
proficiency standard will be counseled to take certain English 
composition courses offered by the Department of Learning 
Skills prior to another attempt at the essay test. 

Transfer students will be deemed to have met the writing pro
ficiency standard upon presentation of two college level courses 
(at least 6 credits) in English composition. 

General education 
Oakland University requires all undergraduates in degree pro

grams to share in a series of courses distributed so as to provide 
a broadening intellectual experience in liberal education. 

To satisfy the general education requirements students with 
a major in Engineering or in Computer and Information Science 
must: 
1. Complete 24 credit hours in General Education courses. Up to 

eight hours in English composition courses may be presented 
as part of the 24 credits in General Education. 

2. Complete at least four credit hours in three of the four desig
nated field groups, and at least eight credit hours in one of the 
field groups. The field groups are Arts, Letters, Social Science 
and Area Studies. Academic units sponsoring the field groups 
are: 
Arts: Art, Music, Theater 
Letters: Classics (literature courses in translation or in the 
foreign language), English, History, Modern Languages and 
Literatures, Philosophy and Religion 
Social Sciences: Economics, Economics and Management, Po
litical Science, Psychology, Sociology/ Anthropology, Speech 
Communication. The specific courses ENV 151, ED 244, 245, 
and SS 100 are included in this category. 
Area Studies: Interdepartmental Committee on Area Studies 
(African Studies, East Asian Studies, South Asian Studies, 
Latin American Studies, Slavic Studies) 
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It is also possible to meet the general education requirements 
by enrollment in Allport College or New-Charter CollegP Engi
neering students taking one of these latter options, however, 
may find they need more than eight semesters in which to meet 
the requirements for the degree of Bachelor of Science. 

Proficiency testing 

The term "complete'' as used in stating degree requirements 
means either to establish credit in a course by earning a passing 
grade in the course, by passing a competency examination or by 
receiving transfer credit from another institution. In certain cir
cumstances a course requirement may be formally waived by a 
successful "Petition of Exception" to the Committee on Instruc
tion of the School of Engineering, "Petition of Exception" forms 
for Engineering students and Computer and Information 
Science students may be obtained from the office of the Dean of 
the School of Engineering. 

UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM 
IN ENGINEERING 

The engineering program at Oakland University is of an inter
disciplinary form and is designed to educate students to plan a 
successful career in today's industrial based society. Graduates 
are prepared to enter the traditional fields of product design, 
development, manufacture, sales, service and systems analysis, 
the newer areas of application such as transportation and pollu
tion control, or to continue their education through graduate 
study. A growing number of students also find that their under
graduate engineering education provides excellent preparation 
for careers such as business, law, and medicine. 

Traditionally, engineering schools are organized around spe
cialties such as civil, electrical, mechanical and chemical engi
neering. These departments have a well-defined job to do and 
there continues to be a demand for their graduates with rather 
highly specialized interests. However, today's engineering is be
coming much more interdisciplinary in nature and is largely 
concerned with applications of engineering principles to the so
lution of problems that do not fit in a single specialized category. 

The Oakland engineering curriculum places particular empha
sis on the fundamentals of science and mathematics as well as 
engineering. During the freshman and sophomore years, each 
engineering student takes work in the calculus and the physical 
sciences as a foundation for later study. In the final two years, 
students round out their program by electing courses from des
ignated groups in the life and physical sciences. 
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Starting in the first semester of the freshman year, each stu
dent takes a series of ten basic (core) engineering courses rang
ing from an introduction to engineering design, through thermo
dynamics and electronics to the mechanics of materials. 
Computers are extensively applied in these courses and labora
tory work is an essential part of each. In addition the core pro
gram of technical courses in mathematics, science and engineer
ing provides both the solid academic base essential to every well 
prepared engineer and insight into the various areas of engineer
ing application. 

The schedule is arranged so that a stude~t takes at least one 
engineering course each semester, starting in the freshman 
year. This early introduction to the engineering approach to 
problem solving provides career motivation and alleviates con
centration of technical courses late in a student's program. 

Because of the impact of computers on engineering, Oakland's 
program ensures that each engine~ring student has access to 
computers and is trained in their application to engineering 
problems. A required course in programming and problem solv
ing is taken in the freshman year. A Burroughs B5500 time 
shared machine, with r.emote terminals located around the cam
pus, is available for student use. The School of Engineering has 
its own IBM machine for use by students in more advanced 
courses. This machine along with an EAI 690 analog computer 
may be operated in hybrid mode. 

About the middle of the junior year each engineering student, 
in consultation with his or her faculty adviser elects an advanced 
course sequence to meet career objectives. Twelve hours of credit 
in 400 level engineering (senior level) courses are required to 
make up this sequence. Additional 400 level courses may be 
taken if the student so elects. By means of these courses the 
student gains the unders~i:iding, self-reliance and maturity to 
approach the practical problems that confront a practicing engi
neer. Regular advanced courses at the 400 level are available in 
such areas as electronics, control systems, computer science, 
materials and the thermal sciences. The Senior Engineering 
Project (EGR 409) is. elected by many seniors as a part of their 
advanced sequence. In this course, the student and his or her 
professor agree upon a design project, the schedule for comple
tion, the cost of materials and labor involved, and the number of 
credits to be earned by the student. 

Special topics courses (~GR 405) are also available to give the 
student opportunity for further in-depth study in areas of par
ticular interest. By arrangement with other departments engi
neering students may also study advanced biology and chemis
try, nuclear physics, mathematical analysis or business 
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administration. This advanced work may take the form of for
mal courses, seminars, experiemental laboratory work or inde
pendent study projects lasting as long as two semesters. 

Accreditation 

The undergraduate engineering program of Oakland Univer
sity has been fully accredit;ed'by the North Central Association 
of Colleges and Secondary School and by the Engineers' Council 
for Professional Develop~nt, which is the official accrediting 
agency for the engineering profession in the United States and 
Canada. 

PREPARATION FOR ADMISSION 

Entering Freshmen 

Entering freshmen planning to major in engineering should 
present at least three years of high school mathematics, includ
ing one-half unit of trigonometry. Additional high school 
courses in mathematics, the laboratory sciences, and English 
are most desirable. Preparation in elementary drafting and ma
chine shop practice is useful but not necessary. 

Transfer Students 

Courses in mathematics, English, and the physical sciences 
essential to the study of engineering are available in many lib
eral arts colleges and community colleges. Often these are of
fered as a part of a complete two-year program designed to meet 
the requirements for study of engineering at the professional 
level in other colleges and universities. 

Students with any amount of college credit will be considered 
for transfer admission. However, since the engineering program 
at Oakland University is based on a strong foundation in mathe
matics and the physical sciences, a student planning to transfer 
into it should carefully consider the advantages of completing 
such basic pre-engineering programs before applying for trans
fer. 

As many as possible of the following credits should be pre
sented for transfer: analytic geometry and calculus including 
linear algebra and differential equations (four courses); introduc
tory college physics covering mechanics, electricity and magnet
ism, heat, wave motion and optics and using the calculus in its 
instruction (two courses); college chemistry (one or two courses). 
Other credits presented in mathematics, science, or engineering 
will be evaluated with reference to courses required for gradua-
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tion in the engineering curriculum at Oakland University. Tech
nician course credits are not generally applicable tO these re
quirements. Students must have a grade of "C" or better. in each 
course presented for transfer credit. 

Students planning to transfer are encouraged to accumulate 
equivalents of certain general education requirements of the 
Oakland University engineering program outlined on p. 364, but 
not at the expense of the mathematics and physical science re
quirements outlined in the preceding paragraph. Generally com
munity college graduates with the associate in arts degree have 
satisfied the general education requirements of the School of 
Engineering. 

See p. 9 for other information regarding admission of transfer 
students. 

REQUIREMENTS FOR THE DEGREE 
OF BACHELOR OF SCIENCE 
WITH A MAJOR IN ENGINEERING . 

A student with a major in engineering must meet the following 
requirements in order to graduate: 
1. Have completed at least 128 creditA. 
2. Have completed 32 credits at Oakland University. At least 

16 of these credits must be in required engineering courses. 
3. Have taken the last 8 credit hours needed to complete bac

calaureate requirements in residence at Oakland Univer
sity. 

4. Have a cumulative grade point average in courses taken at 
Oakland University of at least 2.0. 

5. Have demonstrated writing proficiency by meeting the uni
versity standard in English composition. 

6. Have completed the general education requirement speci
fied by the School of Engineering. 

( 24 credits). 
7. Have completed the engineering core program, which con

sists of EGR 101, 172, 215, 216, 225, 241, 326, 344, 345, and 
361 ( 38 credits). 

8. Have completed the science and mathematics core program 
consisting of CHM 104 (or CHM 114 or CHM 124); CIS 180; 
MTH 154, 155, 254, and 255; and PHY 151, 152, and 15S. 

(34 credits). 

9. Have completed the elective package which consists of: 
(a) 24 credit hours of directed electives (a list of approved 

directed electives is given below) distributed over 
three groups: 
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Group 1-At least 12 credit hours in 400 level engi
neering courses chosen to meet career objectives. 
Group II-At least 4 credit hours chosen from the ap
proved list of courses in Life, Environmental and So
cial Sciences. 
Group III-At least 4 credit hours chosen from the 
approved list of courses in Mathematics and Physical 
Sciences. 

The remaining 4 credit hours may be chosen from any of 
the above three groups. 
(b) 8 credit hours of free electives. 

10. Have attained a cumulative grade point average of at least 
2.0 in the engineering core courses and the 400 level di
rected elective courses. 

11. Have completed an application for degree card at the Office 
of the Registrar. 

12. Be in substantial compliance with all legal curricular re
quirements. 

DIRECTED ELECTIVES 

The following courses are approved as directed electives for 
students in engineering: 

Life, Environmental & 
Social Sciences 

Biology courses numbered 
111 and higher 
Environmental courses 
numbered 181 and higher 
ECN 216, 217 and Economics 
courses numbered 300 and 
higher 
Management courses 
numbered 300 and higher 
Political Science courses 
numbered 241 and higher 
Psychology courses numbered 
220 and higher 
Anthropology and Sociology 
courses numbered 200 and 
higher 

Mathematics & Physical 
Sciences 

All Chemistry courses except: 
CHM 104, 114, 124 and 191. 
MTH 226, MTH 263 
and mathematics courses 
numbered 325 and higher 
PHY 271 _and Physics courses 
numbered 317 and higher. 

CAREER PREPARATION IN ENGINEERING 

The engineering program at Oakland University is designed to 
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prepare students for the maximum possible latitude in the 
choice of industrial careers; it al!io prepares students who wish 
to enter outstanding graduate schools. Serving both these goals, 
the engineering core program and advanced electives combine to 
form an overall program at Oakland University that is equiva
lent in scope and depth to the typical requirements in specialized 
curricula in other fine schools of engineering. The School of En
gineering at Oakland University, however, does not force a stu
dent to make a premature choice of career specialization. The 
student, in consultation w:ith his or her adviser, selects a sched
ule of advanced elective courses in the area of his or her choice 
in the junior year. 

Engineering students interested in a medical or dental career 
should complete the concentration in premedical studies. Fur
ther details are given under inderdepartmental programs on 
page 272. 

Listed here are some of the typical programs available to engi
neering students. 

Computer and information science 

Students majoring in engineering and interested in computer 
science may pursue an option in this area by choosing advanced 
electives such as Applied Numerical Methods (EGR 480), Hybrid 
Computation and Simulation (EGR 481), Switching Theory 
(EGR 485) and Design of Digital Systems (EGR 488). A concen
tration in Computer and Information Science is available for en
gineering students. Requirements are completion of CIS 181, 
CIS 290, EGR 488 and two courses from Group A and one addi
tional course from Group A or Group B. 

Group A: EGR 426, EGR 480, EGR 485, an approved EGR 
409 project 

Group B: CIS 382, CIS 385 
Further details are on this concentration are presented on p. 380. 

Electronics and electrical engineering 

The student preparing for a career in electronics or electrical 
engineering should make .advanced course selections from 
among Analog, Digital and Optical Filtering (EGR 425), Ad
vanced Electronics (EGR 426), Communication Systems (EGR 
427), Automatic Control Systems (EGR 431), Electric and Mag
netic Fields (EGR 445), and Electronic Devices (EGR 473). A con
centration in Electronics is offered. It requires completion of 
EGR 425, EGR 426, EGR 473, and one of EGR 427, EGR 431, 
EGR 445, EGR 488 or an approved EGR 409_project. Additional 
information is provided on p. 382. 
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Systems engineering 

As preparation for a career in systems engineering the stu
dent should elect advanced courses such as Analog, Digital and 
Optical Filtering (EGR 425), Automatic Control Systems (EGR 
431), Analysis of Nonlinear Systems (EGR 432), Production Sys
tems (EGR 436), Fluid and Thermal Systems (EGR 453), Ap
plied Numerical Methods (EGR 480), and Design of Digital Sys
tems (EGR 488). A concentration in systems engineering may be 
earned by completing EGR 431, EGR 432, EGR 436, and one of 
EGR 425, EGR 450, EGR 453, EGR 480, EGR 481, EGR 488 or 
an approved EGR 409 project. Further details of the concentra
tion are given on p. 384. 

Fluid and thermal sciences and mechanica_l engineering 

Engineers working in the fluid and thermal sciences area of 
mechanical engineering are concerned with the anaylsis and de
sign of systems associated with the conversion and transport of 
mass, momentum and energy. In addition to the core program a 
student interested in this area of engineering should consider 
electing Thermal Energy Transport (EGR 448), Fluid Transport 
(EGR 449), and Fluid and Thermal Systems (EGR 453). Further 
work in mechanical engineering is available through Energy 
Conversion (EGR 454), Advanced Mechanics of Materials (EGR 
461) and Mechanical Properties of Materials (EGR 462). A con
centration in Mechanical and Thermal Sciences may be earned 
by completing 16 credits which must be chosen from the follow
ing: 

(a) At least 12 credit hours from among EGR 448, EGR 
449, EGR 453, EGR 454, EGR 461, EGR 462 and ap
proved EGR 405 and EGR 409 courses. 

(b) Not more than 4 credit hours chosen from EGR 431 
and EGR 480. 

Further details on the concentration are given on p. 382. 

Engineering management 

Engineering students in technical sales and management are 
advised to choose Production Systems (EGR 436) among their 
advanced electives. They may obtain further work in economics 
or management by pursuing either the Concentration in Eco
nomics or the Concentration in Management, which are offered 
by the School of Economics and Management. These concentra
tions are descril?ed further on p. 381. By careful selection of gen
eral education courses, free electives, and directed electives in 
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the Life, Environmental and Social Science category engineering 
students may complete one of these concentrations within the 
regular framework of the engineering program. 

Other fields 

Students with other career interests may augment their gen
eral engineering program with appropriate electives. For exam
ple, an interest in environmental engineering may be empha
sized by pursuing the concentration in Environmental Studies 
offered by the College of of Arts and Sciences. Bio-engineering 
and engineering chemistry may be emphasized through coopera
tive ventures with the Department of Biological Science or the 
Department of Chemistry. Since the prerequisites and electives 
appropriate to these areas vary widely, interested students are 
urged to consult their advisers early in their program to plan 
their course selection. Prospective students should consult the 
Assistant Dean of Engineering for Undergraduate Programs on 
the availability of preparation for any particular field of inter
est. 

PLAN OF STUDY 

To assure orderly progress towards satisfying degree require
ments each engineering student who has earned more than 56 
credits is encouraged to fill out a Plan of Study. The Plan of 
Study form is a timetable of courses to be taken for undergradu
ate credit. It is usually submitted during the semester in which 
the students completes 56 credits. Transfer students should sub
mit a Plan of Study at the time they enter Oakland, regardless 
of the number of credits earned. The forms are completed by the 
student in consultation with his or her adviser, and they are then 
approved by the Dean's Office. Acceptance of the Plan of Study 
indicates approval by the School of the student's program. In 
rare cases students who failed to seek advisers concurrence of 
their program or fill out a Plan of Study have encountered diffi
culties in completing the degree requirements on schedule. 

A TYPICAL ENGINEERING PROGRAMt 

Semester 1 
English Composition or 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR 172 or EGR 101 * 
MTH 154 or 134 
CHM 104, 114, or 124 

Semester 2 
English Composition or 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR 101 or EGR 172* 
MTH 155 or 154 
CIS 180 
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Semester 3 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR 215 
MTH 254 or 155 
PHY 151 

Semester 5 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR225 
EGR 241 
MTH 255 or Free Elective•• 

Semester 7 
EGR 344 
EGR 361 
Directed Elective••• 
Directed Elective••• 

Semester 4 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR 216 (2 credits) 
MTH 255 or 254 
PHY152 
PHY 158 (2 credits) 

Semester 6 
Distribution Requirement 
EGR 326 
EGR 345 
Directed Elective••• 

Semester 8 
Directed Elective*** 
Directed Elective••• 
Directed Elective• •• 
Free Elective•• 

tThe schedule listed for the last four semesters is suggestive only. Each student in 
consultation with his adviser will develop a program to meet graduation require
ments and the individual needs and interests of the student. 

•Students taking MTH 134 in Semester 1 should take EGR 101 in Semester 1 and 
EGR 172 in Semester 2. Students taking MTH 154 in Semester 1 should take 
EGR 172 in Semester 1 and EGR 101 in Semester 2 . 

.. Free electives may be chosen from any credit courses offered by the university. 
·~·Directed Electives to meet Part 9 of the degree requirements as given on 
p. 363. Courses permitted in Group II and Group lli of Directed Electives are 
listed on p. 364. 

REGULATIONS GOVERNING COURSES 

A course sequence joined by a hyphen (e.g., MTH 154-155) must 
be taken in the order indicated. The first course in such a se
quence is regarded as a prerequisite to that following. A depart
ment or school has, however, the right to waive these and any 
other prerequisite course requirements. 

2. Course numbers separated by commas (e.g., HST 214, 215) 
indicate related courses, which may be taken in any order. De
partmental or program requirements may govern the order in 
certain cases, however. 
3. University Courses and courses numbered 100 to 299 are in
troductory or intermediate undergraduate courses. Courses 
numbered 300 to 499 are advanced courses primarily for under
graduates. 

Courses numbered 500 and above are primarily for graduate 
students. 
4. The Registrar reserves the right to cancel any course in 
which there is insufficient registration. 
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UNDERGRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS IN ENGINEERING 

Note: Engineering courses other than EGR 005, 108, 111 and 263, may be used 
to satisfy the Natural Science distribution requirement for students in the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences. 

EGR 005 Pre-engineering Topics (4 credits) 
Graphical data reduction, statistics, economics, energy, and thermodynamics as 
well as human factors and information concepts are applied to the solution of 
engineering design problems. Offered in the Summer S~sion. 

EGR 101 Introduction to Engineering (4 credits) 
Design (Core) 

Graphical data reduction, statistics, e<XJnomics, energy, and thermodynamics as 
well as human factors and information concepts are applied to the solution of 
engineering design problems. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 

EGR 1 08 Drawing (2 credits) 
Introduction to the use of drafting instruments and drafting procedures. Geome
tric construction, geometric projection, dimensioning, tolerancing and graphical 
symbols. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: ~naent of the instructor 

EGR 111 Shop Practice (2 credits) 
Introduction to basic machining principles and machine shop techniques, use of 
lathes, milling machines and other power machines. Emphasis is on practical 
experience. Offered in the Fall Semester. 

EGR 172 Properties of Materials (Core) (4 credits) 
The atomic, molecular, and crystalline structure of solids, including a desc-ip
tion of x-ray analysis, metallography, and other methods for determining struc
ture; correlation of structure with the electric, magnetic, and mechanical proper
ties of solids. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 

EGR 205 Engineering Topics (4 credits) 
Introductory and intermediate study in special areas. 

(a) On an individual basis. In this self-study format the student must obtain, 
prior to registration, the approval of the instructor who will s~pervise the 
work. 

(b) In a scheduled class format. Courses in this format are offered only as the 
occasion demands. 

May be taken more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in 
the Spring and Summer Sessions. 

EGR 209 Engineering Project (2 or 4 credits) 
Introductory work on laboratory projects; topics to be chosen by the student in 
consultation with an instructor prior to registration in the course. May be taken 
more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in the Spring and 
Summer Sessions. 

EGR 215 Statics (Core) (4 credits) 
A vector treatment of mechanics which includes particle statics, equilibrium of 
rigid bodies, structures, centroids, friction, virtual work and moments of inertia. 
Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisites or corequisites: MTH 154 and PHY 151 

EGR 216 Dynamics (Core) (2 credits) 
A vector approach to the kinematics and kinetics of particles and rigid bodies. 
Analytical and numerical solutions o! dynamical systems. Offered in the Fall 
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and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: EGR 215 

EGR 225 Lumped-Parameter Linear (4 credits) 
Systems (Core) 

A unified approach for steady-state and transient analysis of electrical, mechan
ical, fluid, and thermal lumped-parameter linear S)'lltems. Network elements 
and formulation procedures for differential equations. Analogies, phasors, 
impedance concept, natural and furced behavior, resonance, complex frequency 
plane, Laplace transforms, frequency response, network theorems. Use of 
analog and digital computers to solve differential equations for these systems. 
Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisites: EGR 216, PHY 152, and MTH 155. 

EGR 241 Thermodynamics (Core) · (4 credits) 
Introduction to fundamental concepts, thermal energy, thermodynamic proper
ties and equilibrium, basic physical laws of thermodynamics; entropy and its 
consequences, reversible energy transfers in both open and closed systems; appli
cation of thermodynamics to systems involving energy conversion and transport. 
Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisites: CHM 104, 114 or 124 
Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 254 

EGR 263 Modern Architecture and Urban Design • (4 credits) 
A study of architecture from the mid-nineteenth century to the present day. 
Additional topics include the importance of engineering, the development of 
structural materials, and development of city planning. Identical with AH 263. 

EGR 326 Electronic Circuit Design (Core) (4 credits) 
Analysis and desigri of solid-state electronic circuits. Non-linear dissipative char
acteristics, large-signal analysis of amplifiers, small-signal analysis of active 
two ports, voltage amplification, transducers, feedback. Offered in the Fall and 
Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: EGR 225 
Prerequisite or corequisite: MTH 254 

EGR 344 Fields and Waves (Core) (4 credits) 
Introduction to distributed parameter systems and wave phenomena; strings, 
transmission lines, scalar and vector waves, interference and diffraction, Fourier 
analysis, introduction to the electromagnetic field. Offered in the Fall and Win
ter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: EGR 225, MTH 254 
EGR 345 Introduction to Fluid and Thermal (4 credits) 

Energy Transport (Core) 
Fundamentals of fluid mechanics, properties of fluids, conservation principles; 
viscous and inviscid flow; laminar and turbulent flow; boundary layer theory; 
basic concepts of heat transfer; fundamental modes: conduction, convection, and 
thermal radiation; applications to problems of engineering interest. Offered in 
the Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisite: EGR 241 
EGR 361 Mechanics of Materials (Core) (4 credits) 
An introduction to the mechanics of deformable bodies; the distribution of stress 
and strain in beams, shafts, columns, pressure vessels, and other structural ele
ments. Yield and fracture criteria of materials with applications to design. Ex
perimental and computer-generated solutions to complex stress analysis prob
lems, including laboratory use of strain gages, photoelasticity, etc. Offered in the 
Fall and Winter Semesters. 
Prerequisites: EGR 215 and MTH 155 
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EGR 400 Engineering Seminar (1 credit) 
Lectures and discussions conducted by members of the faculty, graduate stu
dents, and invited speakers from industry and other universities. Various topiC!! 
will be covered, but emphasis will be on current research interests of the School. 
May be taken for a maximum of 2 credit hours. Offered in the Fall and Winter 
Semesters. 

EGR 405 Special Topics (4 credits) 
Advanced study in special areas. 
(a) On an individual basis. In this self-study format the student must obtain, 

prior to registration, the approval of the instructor who will supervise the 
work. 

(b) In a scheduled class format. Courses in this format are offered only as the 
occasion demands. 

May be taken more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in 
the Spring and Summer Sessions. 

EGR 409 Senior Engineering Project (2, 4, 6, or 8 credits) 
Independent work on advanced laboratory projects; topic to be chosen by the 
student in consultation with an instructor prior to registration in the course. 
May be taken more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter Semesters and in 
the Spring and Summer Sessions. 

EGR 415 Environmental Engineering (4 credits) 
A course in design directed at the inclusion of environmental factors. Considera
tion is given to resources and recycling in terms of available energy require
ments. Economic-thermodynamic combined factors are introduced and related 
to environmental decisions. The course uses field trips and guest speakers to 
illustrate problems and solutions in environmental situations. A group or indi
vidual project is required by participating students. This project usually involves 
the design or modeling of a system with consideration of energy, environment 
and economiC!!, other projects include experimental work related to environmen
tal concerns and the development of new techniques for waste treatment. Of
fered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: CHM 114 or equivalent and EGR 241. 

EGR 425 Analog, Digital and Optical Filtering (4 credits) 
Analog, digital and optical filtering techniques for one and two dimensional data 
studied from a common theoretical viewpoint. Lowpass, highpass, and bandpass 
filtering in the time and spatial domains. Continuous and discrete Fourier trans
forms. Offered in the Fall semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 326, EGR 344 

EGR 426 Advanced Electronics (4 credits) 
Fundamentals of linear and diode wave-sh~pin_g networla!. Design and analysis 
of electronic switching circuits with emphasis on the design of digital circuits. 
Included are multivibrators and logic circuits. Additional topiC!! include reson
ant-load amplifiers, frequency response and impedance matching. Offered in the 
Fall semester. 
Prerequisite: EGR 326 

EGR 427 Communication Systems (4 credits) 
An introduction to the problem of communication in the presence of noise. Intro
ductory probability, random processes, with application to the characterization 
and analysis of noise and random signals. Amplitude and frequency modulation 
systems, pulse modulation techniques, and the elements of detection theory. 
Prerequisites: EGR 344 or EGR 425. 

EGR 431 Automatic Control Systems (4 credits) 
Review of basic methods for determining the equations of motion of various 
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types of linear components and systems. Transient response to deterministic 
inputs and the definition of Lagrangian stability. Tbe root locus method. Open
and closed-loop frequency response. Bode and Nyquist diagrams. ComPensating 
networks. Use of analog computers in control system design. Offered in the Fall 
semester .. 
Prerequisite3: MTH 255 and EGR 326 
EGR 432 Analysis of Nonlinear Systems (4 credits) 
Analysis of nonlinear physical systems with engineering applications. Phase
plane analysis for autonomous systems; singular points, characterization of 
equilibrium points. Stability analysis via theorems of Liapunov, existence of 
limit cycles, harmonic analysis and describing functions. Offered in the Fall 
semester. 
Prerequisite: EGR 225 
EGR 436 Production Systems (4 credits) 
This course includes quantitative methods for analyzing general types of sys
tems. The focus is on production or manufacturing systems. Topics include basic 
economics, production scheduling, inventory control, resource allocat ion, conges
tive aspects of systems, quality control, and tolerancing. Offered in the Winter 
semester. 
Prerequisite: MTH 254 

EGR 445 Electric and Magnetic Fields (4 credits) 
Introduction to the fundamental concepts of electric and magnetic fields. Funda
mental laws, basic postulate3, Maxwell's equations. Electrostatics, magnetic 
fields of steady currents, time varying fields, waves, transmission lines, reflec
tion and refraction at interfaces, guided waves, radiation and elementary radia
tors. Use of computers for solution of practical problems. 
Prerequisite: EGR 344 

EGR 448 Thermal Energy Transport (4 credits) 
n. continued study of the basic concepts, properties, and descriptions of the three 
fundamental modes of heat transfer (conduction, convection, and thermal radia
tion); theoretical, numerical, and analogical methods of analysis of steady, tran
sient, single- and multi-dimensional problems; with laboratory. Offered in the 
Winter semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 345 and MTH 255; or consent of the instructor. 

EGR 449 Fluid Transport (4 credits) 
A continued study of the fundamentals of fluid mechanics and their applica
tions; potential flow of inviscid fluids, laminar and turbulent boundary layer 
theory, compressible flow; similarity, modeling, and dimensional analysis. Of
fered in the Fall semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 345 and MTH 255; or consent of the instructor. 

EGR 450 Coherent Optics (4 credits) 
Current developments in the field of coherent optics; two-dimensional Fourier 
analysis; scalar diffraction theory; Fourier transforming and imaging properties 
of lenses; interference and partial coherence; recent advances in holography and 
optical data processing. 
Prerequisite: EGR 344 

EGR 453 Fluid and Thermal Systems (4 credits) 
A study of various systems involving fluid and thermal phenomena, including 
systems associated with conventional and unconventional energy conversion, 
fluid and thermal energy transport, environmental pollution and its abatement, 
and associated measurement and control devices. Emphasis is placed on system
atically applying basic integral, differential, and lumped parameter modeling 
techniques as a means of formulating theoretical descriptions of such systems 
for the purposes of analysis, design, and optimization. The course is structured 
to bridge the boundaries of conventional engineering disciplines. Offered in the 
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Prerequisites: EGR 241, EGR 345, or equivalent introductory courses in Classical 
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, and Heat Transfer. 

EGR 454 Energy Conversion (4 credits) 
A study of various processes and systems associated with conventional and un
conventional energy conversion; fuel processing, chemical to thermal conver
sions, nuclear to thermal conversions, thermal to mechanical conversions, solar 
and geothermal conversion processes, thermoelectric devices, fuel cells, etc. 
Prerequisites: EGR 241, EGR 345 or equivalent introductory courses in Clusical 
Thermodynamics, Fluid Mechanics, and Heat Transfer 

EGR 461 Advanced Mechanics of Materials ( 4 credits) 
Advanced topics in mechanics, such ae beams on elaetic foundations, curved and 
composite hearne, theory of plates, membrane theory of shells, torsion of non
circular cross-sections, thick~wall cylinders, contact stresses, stress concentra
tions, energy methods and introduction to stability. Offered in the Fall semester. 
Prerequisite: EGR 361 

EGR 462 Mechanical Properties of Materials (4 credits) 
Mechanical behaviour of materials with an emphasis on defect structures in met
als. True stress-strain properties of real materials. Plastic deformation and frac
ture of metals and non-metals - dislocations, mechanical twinning and slip 
phenomena. Theories of yield strength and fracture and phenomenological 
fatigue behaviour. Work hardening theories for metals and strengthening mech
anisms in solids. Offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisite: EGR 361 

EGR 473 Electronic Devices (4 credits) 
A study of the principles of operation of various electronic devices including 
paesive circuit elements, vacuum devices, gaseous devices, semiconductor devices 
and quantum electronic devices. Laboratory experiments include the measure· 
ment of the operating characteristics of such devices as vacuum tube triodes, 
voltage regulator tube8, semiconductor diodes, photoconductivity, junction tran
sistors, field effect transistors and lasers. Offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 326, EGR 344 

EGR 480 Applied Numerical Methods ( 4 credits) 
The application of digital computer numerical methods to engineering problems. 
Classical methods for solving general algebraic equations, polynomial factoring, 
Runge-Kutta and predictor corrector methods for solution of ordinary differen
tial equations and matrix computer methods. Also included are various contem
porary methods such as Laplace transform inversion, Latin Squares techniques, 
partial differential equations and the Fast Fourier Transform. Emphasis is 
placed on student development of general purpose subroutines for use in engi
neering applications. Identical with CIS 480. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 225, CIS 180. 

EGR 481 Hybrid Computation and Simulation ( 4 credits) 
An introduction to the application of hybrid and iterative analog computing tech· 
n!ques to large scale engineering problems. Sampling, split simulation, nonli
near"function generation, time delay generation, parameter optimization, partial 
differential equations, and error analysis of hybrid computing systems. 
PrequiBites: EGR 326 or consent of the instructor 

EGR 485 Switching Theory ( 4 credits) 
Boolean algebraic symbolization for nets of binary switched circuits such as 
counters, timers, and coders for typical computer subsystems. Constructive com
putation of nonredundant expansions by formal matrix methods are considered 
and translated into laboratory devices with building block computer elements for 
computation and on-line data reduction. Introduction to sequential switching 
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decomposition for control and programming of systems. Offered in the Fall 
semeeter. 
Prerequisites: EGR 326 or consent of the instructor 

EGR 488 Design of Digital Systems ( 4 credits) 
Development of the components and tecllniques at the gate and flipflop level 
needed to design digital systems for instrumentation, communication, control 
and related fields. Topics covered include combinational logic circuits, memory 
devices, sequential circuits, organization of digital systems, system input-output 
considerations and algorithmic processes. Offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisites: EGR 326 or consent of the instructor. 

GRADUATE CURRICULUM IN ENGINEERING 

For detailed descriptions of graduate courses and admission 
requirements, see the Graduate Bulletin. The School of Engi
neering presently offers instruction leading to the "degrees of 
Master of Science and Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering, and 
to the Professional Development degree. Options may be pur
sued in system engineering, energy transport and electromag
netics, and optical engineering. 

GRADUATE COURSE OFFERINGS 

EGR 500 Graduate Seminar ( 1 credit) 

EGR 505 Special Topics in Engineering ( 4 credits) 

EGR 509 Engineering Design Project 
(2, 4, 6, 8, 1 fl, or 12 credits) 

EGR 510 Introduction to Continuum Mechanics (4 credits) 

EGR 520 Systems Analysis and Models (4 credits) 

EGR 521 Engineering Optimization ( 4 credits) 

EGR 530 Engineering Probability and Statistics ( 4 credits) 

EGR 531 Operations Research ( 4 credits) 

EGR 535 Large Scale Systems ( 4 credits) 

EGR 540 Electromagnetic Signals and Waves ( 4 credits) 

EGR 548 Thermal Energy Transport (4 credits) 

EGR 549 Fluid Transport ( 4 credits) 
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EGR 550 Coherent Optics (4 credits) 

EGR 551 Convective Transport Phenomena (4 credits) 

EGR 552 Thermal Transport Phenomena (4 credits) 

EGR 553 Fluid and Thermal Systems (4 credits) 

EGR 555 Energy and Information Systems (4 credits) 

EGR 561 Advanced Mechanics of Materials (4 credits) 

EGR 562 Mechanical Properties of Materials (4 credits) 

EGR 572 Electronic Properties of Materials (4 credits) 

EGR 573 Solid-State Electronic Devices (4 credits) 

EGR 580 Applied Numerical Methods (4 credits) 

EGR 581 Hybrid Computation and Simulation (4 credits) 

EGR 585 Switching Theory (4 credits) 

EGR 586 Computer Architedure (4 credits) 

EGR 609 Doctoral Thesis Research (2, 4, 6, 8, 1 0 or 12 credits) 

Professional Development Program 
EGR 901 Engineering Systems Analysis (4 credits) 

EGR 902 Digital Computer Methods ( 4 credits) 

EGR 903 Analog and Hybrid Computer Methods ( 4 credits) 

UNDERGRADUATE CURRICULUM IN COMPUTER AND 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 

The program in Computer and Information Science, which 
leads to the degree of Bachelor of Science, has as its main thrust 
the provision of a thorough, in-depth, background in computer 
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and information science while allowing individual students max
imum opportunity to shape their program to meet individual 
needs and interests. 

The digital computer has come to assume a central role in our 
society and nearly all phases of business, commerce, industry, 
education and research employ the computer as an important 
tool. Persons interacting with computers have diversified com
plementary interests and thus a viable computer and informa
tion science program is one which encourages a broad outlook 
and multi-disciplinary viewpoint. The Oakland program has 
been designed to provide a broad educational experience in addi
tion to the requisite technological training for persons working 
in the computer field. The multi-disciplinary viewpoint is en
couraged by having faculty from various departments of the uni
versity participate in the planning of the CIS program and in 
teaching CIS courses. 

The first two years of the program were first offered in 
1973-1974. The third year of the program will first be offered in 
1974-1975 and the complete program will be available in 
1975-1976. 
Requirements for the Degree of Bachelor of Science 
in Computer and Information Science 

A student with a major in Computer and Information Science 
must meet the following requirements in order to graduate: 
1. Have completed at least 124 credits. 
2. Have completed 32 credits at Oakland University. 
3. Have taken the last 8 credits to complete baccalaureate re

quirements in residence at Oakland University. 
4. Have a cumulative grade point average in courses taken at 

Oakland University of at least 2.0. 
5. Have demonstrated writing proficiency by meeting the Uni

versity standard in English composition. 
6. Have completed 24 credits to satisfy the General Education 

requirement as specified on p. 365. 
7. Have completed at least 36 credits in Computer and Infor

mation Science courses including CIS 180, 181, 290, 382 and 
385. The remaining 16 credits are to be chosen by the student 
subject to the written approval of his or her CIS advisor. 

8. Have completed one of the following two mathematics sequ
ences: 
(a) MTH 154, MTH 155, MTH 254, MTH 263 or 
(b) MTH 121, MTH 122, MTH 263. 

9. Have completed MTH 226 or MTH 325 or an approved course 
in statistics in the student's cognate area. 

10. Have completed 8 credits in biology, physics or chemistry 
such as 
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CHM 104 and 105 or 114 and 115 or 124 and 125 or 
PHY 101 and 102 or 151 and 152 or 
BIO 104 and 105 or 111 and 113. 

11. Have completed 2o credits beyond requirements 8, 9, and 10 
in approved course work in a cognate area such as linguis
tics, engineering, mathematics, economics, management, 
operations research, public and societal systems, and 
science. 

12. Have a cumulative grade point average of 2.0 in courses 
taken in satisfaction of requirement 7 above. 

13. Have completed an application for degree card at the Office 
of the Registrar. 

14. Be in .substantial compliance with all legal curricular re
quirements. 

A TYPICAL PROGRAM IN COMPUTER AND 
INFORMATION SCIENCE 

Semester 1 
CIS 180 
MTH 154 or MTH 121 
Science 
English Composition or 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 3 
CIS 290 
MTH 254 or Elective 
Statistics 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 5 
CIS 382 
Cognate Elective 
Elective 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 7 
400 Level CIS course 

(to be specified) 
Cognate Elective 
Elective 
Elective 
•or other 200 level CIS elective 

Semester 2 
CIS 181 
MTH 155 or MTH 122 
Science 
English Composition or 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 4 
CIS 220"' 
MTH 263 
Cognate Elective 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 6 
CIS 385 
Cognate Elective 
Elective 
Distribution Requirement 

Semester 8 
CIS Elective 

CIS Elective 
Cognate Elective 
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Undergraduate ~ourse Offerings in Computer 
and Information Science 

CIS 180 Introduction to Computer Science I (4 credits) 
An introduction to digital computers and digital computation; problem solving 
and elementary applications; algorithmic programming languages such as 
BASIC and FORTRAN. Offered in the Fall and Winter semesters and in the 
Spring Session. This course presumes a good background in high sehool mathe
matics. Students lacking such background or interest in mathematics should 
enroll in CIS 182. Credit will not be granted for both CIS 180 and CIS 182. 

CIS 181 Introduction to Computer Science II (4 credits) 
An introduction to numerical methods; data structures and non-numerical appli
cations; another important algorithmic language such as ALGOL. Offered in the 
FaJI and Winter semesters. 
Prerequisite: CIS 180 
C'.orequisite: MTH 121 or MTH 154 

as 182-183 Introduction to Computer Programming ( 4 credits 
and Non-numeric Applications each) 

An introduction to computer programming and problem solving using algo
rithmic languages such as BASIC, FORTRAN, and ALGOL; elementary applica
tions in statistics; non-numeric applications such as text processing and editing; 
textual analysis; information retrieval; applications in business, social sciences 
and the humanities. This course is designed for &tudents with minimal back
ground and/or interest in mathc!matics. Credit will not be granted for both CIS 
180 and CIS 182. CIS 182 is offered in the Fall semester and the Summer BeSBion. 
CIS 183 is offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisite: At least two years of high school mathematics are strongly recom
mended. 

CIS 205 Sptt~ial Topics in Computer and 
Information Science 

(4 credits) 

Introductory and intermediate topics in special areas of Computer and Informa
tion Science. 
(a) On an individual basis. In this self-&tudy format the student must obtain, 

prior to registration, the approval of the instructor who will supervise the 
work. 

(b) In a scheduled class format. Courses in this format are offered only as the 
occasion demands. 

May be taken more than once. Offered in the FaJI and Winter semesters and in 
the Spring and Summer sessions. 

CIS 209 Project in Computer and Information (2 or 4 credits) 
Science 

Independent project work in computer and information science. Topic to be cho
sen in advance of registration by the student in consultation with an instructor. 
May be taken more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter semester and in 
the Spring and Summer sessions. 

CIS 220 Management Information Systems ( 4 credits) 
Introduction to the structure, design and use of large-scale, computer-based in
formation systems in the business environment. Includes contemporary data 
base concepts utilizing mass storage devices. Emphasizes case studies involving 
the COBOL programming language. Offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisite: CIS 180 or CIS 182 or knowledge of FORTRAN or equivalent pro
gramming language. 
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CIS 290 Introduction to Computer Organization ( 4 credits) 
and Assembly Programming 

An introduction to the internal structure and operation of a digital computer. 
Hardware organization; machine language; instruction execution; digital arith
metic; addressing techniques; digital representations of data. Assembly lan
guage; macro and micro-programming; program segmentation and linkage. Sev
eral assembly programs will be written by the student. Offered in the Fall 
semester. 
Prerequisite: CIS 180 or CIS 182 or working knowledge of a general purpose 
programming language. 

CIS 382 Introduction to Information Structures ( 4 credits) 
An introduction to information structures and their application in digital com
puter programming. Topics include linear lists, trees, lists and their various re-
presentations using sequential and linked allocation. Emphasis is p:aced on the 
application of these general con~pts to particular programming problems in 
data manipulation, discrete simulation, and formal symbolic manipulation. Of
fered in the Fall semester. 
Prerequisite: CIS 181 or CIS 183 

CIS 385 Programming Languages ( 4 credits) 
Formal definition of programming languages, including specification of syntax 
and semantics. Global properties of algorithmic languages includil}g scope of 
definitions, storage allocation, statement grouping, internal and external pro
gram blocks, binding time of constituents, functions, subroutines, coroutines 
and tasb. Comparison of general purpose languages and categorization and 
comparison of the more important languages for list processing, string manipu
lation and simulation. Offered in the Winter semester. 
Prerequisites: The three courses-CIS 180, 181, 290, or a working knowledge of 
two general purpose languages and an assembly language. 

CIS 405 Advanced Special Topics in Computer 
and Information Science 

( 4 credits) 

Advanced study in special areas of Computer and Information Scien~. 
(a) On an individual basis. In this self-study format the student must obtain, 

prior to registration, the approval of the instructor who will supervise the 
work. 

(b) In a scheduled class format. Courses in this format are offered only as the 
occasion demands. 

May be taken more than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter semesters and in 
the Spring and Summer sessions. 

CIS 409 Directed Research in Computer ( 2, 4, 6, or 8 credits) 
and Information Science 

Independent work on advanced projects. Topic to be chosen in ad van~ of regis-· 
tration by the student in consultation with an instructor. May be taken more 
than once. Offered in the Fall and Winter semesters and in the Spring and Sum-
CIS 480 Applied Numerical Methods ( 4 credits) 
The application of digital computer numerical methods to engineering problems. 
Classical methods for solving general algebraic equations, polynomial factoring, 
Runge--Kutta and predictor corrector methods for solution of ordinary differen
tial equations and matrix computer methods. Also included are various contem
porary methods such as Laplace transform inversion. Latin Squares techniques, 
partial differential equations and the Fast Fourier Transform. Emphasis is 
placed on student development of general purpose subroutines for use in engi
neering applications. Identical with EGR 480. Offered in the Winter Semester. 
Prerequisite: A basic knowledge of differential equations and a good working 
knowledge of a general purpose language such as FORTRAN. 
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CIS 582 Introduction to Computer Programming ( 4 credits) 
and Problem Solving 

An introduction to computer programming and problem solving using algo
rithmic languages such as BASIC, FORTRAN and ALGOL. Emphasis is placed 
on applications in elementary statistics. This course is intended for students in 
education. Not open to Engineering and Computer Science majors. Offered in the 
Fall Semester and the Summer Session. 
Prerequisites: Two years of high school mathematics are strongly recommended. 

INTERDEPARTMENTAL PROGRAMS 
AND CONCENTRATIONS 

Students who wish to add an established concentration or oth
erwise participate in an interdepartmental program must apply 
to the chairman of the appropriate concentration committee or 
of the department involved. 

Multiple Concentrations 

Students may earn more than one concentration, however, en
gineering students interested in the concentrations in Computer 
and Information Science, Electronics, Mechanical and Thermal 
Sciences, and Systems Engineering should note that not more 
than one 400-level course may be counted toward more than one 
concentration. 

Concentration in Computer and Information Science 

Chairman of the Concentration Committee: David E. Boddy (Engineering) 
Concentration Committee: Charles Allan (Computer Services), Benjamin 
Cheydleur (Engineering), Curtis Chipman (Mathematics), Richard Haskell 
(Engineering), Glenn Jackson (Engineering), John Marks (Political Science), 
John McKinley (Physics), Harvey Shapiro (Economics/Management), and 
Robert Simmons (Arts and Sciences). 

The Concentration in Computer Science is offered by the 
School of Engineering and is available on a joint basis to stu
dents within a department of the College of Arts and Sciences or 
the School of Economics and Managment as well as to students 
in the School of Engineering. Many such combinations are feasi
ble. With a major in mathematics, physics, chemistry, biology, 
or economics, a student may wish to emphasize numerical and 
scientific computing aspects of computer science. With a major 
in English, modern languages, history, philosophy, psychology, 
sociology, or anthropology, a student may wish to take courses 
in the computer science concentration that emphasize non-nu
merical and symbolic data processing, language translation, 
and list processing. With a major in economics and manage
ment, a student may wish to take courses oriented toward appli-
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cation of computers in management data processing. 

To participate in the Concentration in Computer Science the 
student must have completed 32 credit hours, including at least 
one CIS course, and must have obtained the approval of an au
thorized adviser for the concentration. The student should apply 
to the committee for the concentration in Computer and Infor
mation Science by completing the application forms available in 
Room 248 Dodge Hall. The student's program will then be devel
oped by joint action of the student, the departmental adviser and 
the committee. 

A minimum of 16 credits in approved courses (including at 
least 8 credits in CIS courses) is required in the concentration, 
with the possibility of additional work being required in some 
instances. 

The course offerings in Computer and Information Science are 
listed on p. 378 of this catalog. 

For students with a major in engineering the minimum re
quirements for the concentration is completion of CIS 181, CIS 
290, EGR 488 and two courses from Group A and one additional 
course from either Group A or Group B. 

Group A: EGR 409*, EGR 426, EGR 480, EGR 485 
Group B: CIS 382, 385 

•The EGR 409 must be a four credit project which has been approved for the 
concentration by a member of the CIS Concentration Committee. 
The four (4) credit elective requirement in Life, E:nvironmental 
and Social Sciences will be waived for engineering students com
pleting this concentration. 

Concentrations in Econ~mics and Management 

Coordinator of the Concentrations: John E. Tower 
(Economics and Management) 

Concentrations in Economics and Management are available 
to students majoring in engineering through the School of Eco
nomics and Management. 
Requirements for the concentrations are: 
Economics Concentration: ECN 100 or ECN 169, ECN 210, ECN 
216, ECN 217, 4 credit ECN elective ( 20 credits) 
Management Concentration; ECN 100 or ECN 169, MqT 200-201, 
MGT 210-211, MGT 330, 4 credit ECN or MGT elective 

(22 credits) 
Descriptions of the ECN and MGT courses ore provided on p. 299 of 
this catalog. 
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Concentration in Electronics 

Concentration Coordinator: H. R. Witt 
Concentration Committee: D. H. Evans, D. R. Falkenburg, R. E. Haskell, 
J. C. Hill, K. R. Kleckner, T. H. Weng, H. R. Witt, and M. J. Wozny. 
The electronics concentration has been designed to permit stu
dents to acquire greater depth in the area of circuit analysis and 
design. Minimal requirements for the concentration are a com
pletion of: 

(a) EGR 425, EGR 426, EGR 473 
(b) and one of EGR 427, EGR 431, EGR 445, EGR 488 or EGR 

409* ( 4 credits). 
• Acceptance of EGR (09 is contingent upon the project being directed 
and approved for the concentration by a member of the Electronics Con
centration Committee, or it must be approved by the Electronics Concen
tration Committee. 

Requirement (b) may also be satisfied by any other 400-level 
course chosen by the student in consultation with his/her ad
visor and which has priqr approval of the Electronics Concentra
tion Committee. 

Concentration in Mechanical and Thermal Sciences 

Concentration Coordinator: H. R. Witt 
Concentration Committee: R. H. Edgerton, J. G. Gievers, R. M. Grant, W. 
G. Hammerle, J. D. Hovanesian, K. A. Meade, P. R. Paslay, and G. L. 
Wedekind. 

The Concentration in Mechanical and Thermal Sciences em
phasizes the students' preparation for career opportunities in 
the areas of mechanics, materials, energy conversion and trans
port, fluid and thermal systems, and other aspects of mechani
cal engineering. Minimum requirements for the concentration 
are: 

(a) 16 credit hours taken from among EGR 405*, EGR 409*, 
EGR 448, EGR 449, EGR 453, EGR 454, EGR 461 and 
EGR 462, or 

(b) 12 credit hours taken from (a) and an additional four 
credit hours from EGR 431, EGR 480 or any other 
400-level course selected by the student in consultation 
with his/her advisor and with prior approval of the me
chanical and thermal science concentration committee. 

*EGR (05 and EGR 409 courses must be directed and approved for the concen
tration by a member of the Concentration Committee or they must have prior 
approval of the Concentration Committee. 

Concentration in Premedical Studies 

Engineering students planning a career in the medical or den-
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tal profession should complete the concentration in premedical 
studies. This concentration is offered through the College of 
Arts and Sciences, and its detailed requirements are given on 
p. 272. 

It is intended to satisfy·the minimum requirements for admis
sion to the various medical and dental schools in Michigan and 
elsewhere. By careful selection of elective courses students may 
complete requirements for the premedical concentration while 
also satisfying the requirements for the degree in engineering. 
The premedical concentration may be completed by taking the 
courses beyond the science and mathematics courses specified 
for the core program in engineering as follows: 

(a) Biology: 2 courses (10 credits), including laboratories. 
(b) Chemistry: 3 courses (15 credits), including laboratories. 

By proper selection of these courses in consultation with 
his or her adviser the student may fulfill advanced elec
tive requirements in the engineering program while also 
meeting the requirements of the premedical concentra
tion. 

Concentration in Public and Societal Systems 

Concentration Committee: Robert H. Edgerton (Engineering), Chairman; 
Donald R. Falkenburg (Engineering); William F. Moorhouse (Education); 
Lon Polk (Economics) 

The Concentration in Public and Societal Systems is offered 
by the School of Engineering and is available to students 
throughout the University. The Concentration promotes inter
disciplinary work among engineers, economists, sociologists, 
managers and assists in the preparation of students with major 
career objectives in areas of public concern such as health-care 
delivery, pollution control, public safety, urban planning, envi
ronmental and resource management. Systems analysis and de
sign methods are employed in many of these fields. The charac
teristic elements and components of each of these fields of 
specialization differ but there is a unifying basis for understand
ing and communication particularly in the area of public serv
ices and community development. 

The concentration includes courses taught in the College of 
Arts/Sciences, and Schools of Economics/Management, and En
gineering, combined to strengthen the students' (multidiscipli
nary) background needed for work on societal problems. 

The minimum course requriement for the concentration in 
Public and Societal Systems is 20 hours. The following two 
courses are required of all participating students: 
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PSS 1 OU Public and Societal Systems ( 4 credits) 
Methods of engineering and systems analysis are introduced as tools for solving 
public and societal problems. Typical examples in environment, health care deliv
ery law enforcement, recreation and education will be discussed. Emphasis is 
pl~ed on the development of new strategies of change and the implementation 
of technological innovations. 

PSS 200 Public and Societal Systems Seminar ( 4 credits) 
In choosing courses for the remaining twelve credits, at least 

eight credits must be selected from appropriate courses outside 
the student's major field. Students must have their program of 
study approved by their adviser with concurrence of the Public 
and Societal Systems Concentration Committee. Any academic 
unit may require more than these minimum requirements and 
may impose further restrictions on course selection. 

Concentration in Systems Engineering 

Conc:eptration Coordinator: H. R. Witt 
Concentration Committee: D. H. Evans, D. R. Falkenburg, R. E. Haskell, J. 
C. Hill, K. R. Kleckner, T. H. Weng, H. R. Witt and M. J. Wozny 

The Concentration in Systems Engineering is directed to
wards students wishing further study in the analysis and con
trol of a variety of industrial systems. Minimal requirements for 
the concentration are completion of 

(a) EGR 431, EGR 432, EGR 436 and 
(b) one of EGR 425, EGR 450, EGR 453, EGR 480, EGR 481, 

EGR 488 or EGR 409* (4 credits). 
• Acceptance of EGR 409 is contingent upon the project being directed 
and approved for the concentration by a member of the Systems Con
centration Committee or it must be approved .by the Systems Concen
tration Committee. 

Requirement (b) may also be satisfied by any other 400-level 
course chosen by the student in consultation with his/her ad
viser and which has prior approval of the Systems Concentra
tion Committee. 
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SCHOOL OF 
PERFORMING ARTS 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN: 
Terence E. Kilburn, Associate Dean 
Jerry L. Dahlmann, Administrative Dire<:tor 
Alfred Ruscio, Artistic Director 
Thomas F. Kirchner, Administrative Assistant 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: 
W. W. Kent; Terence Kilburn; Alfred Ruscio. 

LECTURERS: 
Alexander Gray; Elisabeth Orion; James R. Tompkins; Jessica Woods. 

ARTIST-TEACHERS: 
Kate Williamson; Istvan Danosi; Worth Mallory. 
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The School of Performing Arts is a unique training academy 
which provides the student-artist with contemporary and classi
cal programs designed to challenge and enrich his talent. The 
goal of the school is to sharpen the creative instrument and pre
pare young artists to contribute to the professional performing 
arts. A distinguished faculty consisting of successful performers 
with a desire and ability to teach offers unusual advantages to 
students of exceptional talent and potential. Because some mem
bers of the faculty are artists-in-residence, permanent senior 
teacher-performers, or visiting artists of the Meadow Brook 
Theatre or the Meadow Brook Music Festival, the· training of 
students is directly linked with the current practices and stand
ards of the finest professional artists. The close relationship of 
the university's professional performing arts enterprises affords 
to the corresponding training courses of the school both models 
and masters. 

All courses of the school embody the highest quality of train
ing to prepare young artists for careers on the theatrical or con
cert stage. The criterion of achievement is excellence; the crite
rion of excellence is based on competitive professional 
performance. Every effort is made to encourage in students a 
sense of the artist's responsibilities in society and to develop a 
concept of the performing arts as vital to the sound cultural 
health of society. Graduates who demonstrate exceptional abili
ties and who reach requisite standards of performance may be 
invited to join the professional performing arts enterprises of 
Oakland University. 
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The faculty of the School of Performing Arts is authorized to 
develop its own standards for performance, curriculum, admis
sion, and graduation. These standards reflect the realities of 
competitive professional performance. No formal stipulation is 
made concerning the qualifications of candidates, but these pro
grams best suit emergent actors and concert artists wishing to 
concentrate on the development of skills. Moreover, experience 
shows that the more mature students derive most benefit from 
intensive training. Provided students have a natural talent, the 
better their general education before entering professional 
training, the better are their chances of success. Candidates for 
admission must distinguish themselves in competitive perform
ance and auditions. It is not expected that students will under- · 
take other academic work while training in the programs of the 
School of Performing Arts. 

The School of Performing Arts, through its relationship with 
resident performing artists in the theatre and festival, has 
launched two highly successful professional training courses. 
The Academy of Dramatic Art offers an intensive tw~year act
ing program. It selects many of its faculty from professionals 
associated with the resident company of the Meadow Brook 
Theatre. A high standard of performance is expected in all as
pects of the training, and those who demonstrate the required 
excellence are eligible for the Academy's Diploma in Dramatic 
Art. 

Summer institutes in the School of Performing Arts offer 
short-term workshops and master classes in music and the 
dance. The unique concepts pioneered and developed by these 
summer programs exemplify Oakland's meritorious con
tributions to performing arts education. 

The scope of the School of Performing Arts continues to 
broaden. The academy's distinctive instructional capabilities 
have been augmented by university courses expressly designed 
to introduce the theatre to students in the university's general 
education program. These courses provide a vital link between 
Oakland's undergraduate curricula and the endeavors of the 
academy and of the theatre. Plans are under way for profes
sional training in music and in the dance, as well as for master 
classes in the other performing arts. As essential elements of a 
comprehensive enterprise in the performing arts, television and 
film are cited for later inclusion. Both present and future pro
grams of professional training will extend and deepen the sign if
icant contribution Oakland University seeks to make to the larg
er community through its dynamic and diversifying center for 
the performing arts. 
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The School of Performing Arts endeavors, then, to concentrate 
on the diversification and refinement of professional skills; it 
also assumes a major responsibility for the development of 
knowledgeable, alert audiences of tomorrow. The confluence of 
these concerns, to elevate performance capability and to foster 
artistic sensitivity and awareness, marks the larger purpose of 
the university in entering this area. 

ACADEMY OF 
DRAMA TIC ART 
ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTOR: 
Jerry l. Dahlmann 

ARTISTIC DIRECTOR: 
Alfred Ruscio 

FACULTY: 
Alexander N. Gray; Terence E. Kilburn; Elisabeth Orion; Alfred Ruscio; 
Fred D. Thompson; James R. Tompkins; Jessica A. Woods. 

The Academy of Dramatic Art provides practical training in act
ing for students who intend to make their career in the profes
sional theatre. Intensive training in voice and speech, movement, 
and acting techniques are coordinated to assure that the various 
elements of acting unite in an overall design for developing the 
actor's craft. The disciplines and experience of the resident pro
fessional actors and the diversified professional experience of 
other mem hers of the faculty help to shape and sharpen the 
emergent talents of Academy students. The culmination of the 
training is the opportunity for senior students to refine profes
sional acting techniques through public performances of classic 
and contemporary plays produced by the Academy's Studio 
Company. 

A distinguished faculty is chosen from among professional ac
tors and directors with a vocation to teach. Specialized classes in 
style and technique complement the normal curriculum and 
have been given by distinguished artists from leading theatres -
such as the Tyrone Guthrie Theatre ~nd Stratforf Festival 
Theatre - and acting schools in North America. Many actors 
and directors of the Meadow Brook Theatre also give specialized 
classes to complement the basic academy training program. 

Carefully controlled class size permits the close individual at
tention that students need to cultivate the discipline necessary 
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in the professional theatre. Full professional training requires a 
minimum period of two years, and candidates must be prepared 
to remain as full-time students for that period of time. Those 
who complete 64 credits and who satisfactorily pass each semes
ter's examinations are eligible for the Academy's Diploma of 
Dramatic Art. Outstanding students receive an Honors Di
ploma. Provided the candidate has a natural talent for acting, 
the minimum educational requirement for entry is a high school 
diploma or its equivalent. Those who successfully pass competi
tive entrance auditions are admitted to the academy. The caliber 
of training, together with the stimulus of the close link with the 
resident professional company of the Meadow Brook Theatre, 
places graduates at an advantage in seeking professional em
ployment. 

Graduates have been invited to join the resident company of 
the Meadow Brook Theatre. Many others are now members of 
leading professional repertory companies across the nation, as 
well as appearing on television, in motion pictures, and on the 
Broadway stage. 

All communications concerning the professional actor train
ing program and requests for information on applications for 
audition should be directed to the Administrative Director of the 
Academy of Dramatic Art, 130 Varner Hall, Oakland Univer
sity, Rochester, Michigan 48063. 
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The following academic units report directly to the Vice Provost: 
Allport College 
Evening Program 
Department of Learning Skills 
New-Charter College 
Nursing Program 
University Center for Community and Human 

Development 
University Courses 
Graduate Study 

ALLPORT COLLEGE 
CHAIRMAN: Carl R. Vann 

FACULTY: Phillip Singer; Elizabeth Titus; Carl R. Vann 

ADJUNCT FACULTY: Enrique Araneto, Jr.; Elliot Beitner; Ralph Cash; 
Daniel E. DeSole; George R. Gerber; Donald W. Loria; Melvyn 
Rubenfire; 

Allport College is an inner college program founded in 1969 with 
the goal to provide throughout the undergraduate years, both 
student-faculty contact and collateral program affiliations, 
courses, and activities. 

Behavioral sciences and their interrelationships with the 
health sciences and humanities are central to the program of 
Allport College. The Allport curriculum will focus on the study 
of two major aspects of the behavioral sciences; analysis of the 
basic facts of human behavior, individual and cultural and the 
application of these facts in areas such as education, health care 
and administration, communications and the problems of 
emerging countries. 

Allport College does not offer a major in behavioral sciences; 
its program may be pursued in conjunction with a major in arts 
and sciences departments. However, Allport College is prepared 
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to sponsor a student in an independent concentration with a be
havioral science emphasis. 

Allport College does sponsor a concentration in health-medi
cal behavioral sciences which may be pursued in combination 
with any major or independent concentration. It is described be
low. 

These options should be of particular appeal to pre-profes
sional students in medicine, law and the health-related profes
sions. For further information concerning independent concen
trations see pp. 262-280, and consult Prof. Singer.· 

The college usP-s various disciplines to relate: culture and per
sonality; language, culture, and behavior; various modes of insti
tutional behavior (e.g., pOlitical, bureaucratic, family, commu
nity, national, and international); science and technology and 
their impact on the human organism and organization; and their 
interconnections with institutional and scientific enterprises. 
Optional off-campus research and internship are available in the 
Unites States and overseas as applied aspects of the educational 
objectives. 

Concentration in Health Medical 
Behaviorial Sciences 

A unique opportunity provided by Allport College is a concentra
tion in health-medical behavioral science!!. This program is 
planned to be taken in conjunction with a regular departmen
tal major or independent concentration. Its purpose is to offer 
the multi-disciplinary perspective of the behavioral sciences on 
the many and varied .aspects of the health-medical disciplines, 
problems and concerns. It provides a cross-cultural as well as an 
American perspective. It" is especially relevant to students seek
ing careers in health related fields and also offers significant 
insights and opportunities for study to students pursuing pro
grams of general education, administration and law. 

Requirements for the concentration in the health-medical 
behavioral sciences are twenty (20) credits to be chosen from: 

AC-101-102 
AC-200 
AC-250-251 
AC-400 

AN-420 4 

SOC-368 

Introduction to the behavioral sciences 
Health-Care dimensions 
Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences 
Field Practicum in Health-Medical Behavioral 
Sciences 
Ethnopsychiatry 
Sociology of Medical Practice 
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Students in the pre-medical program and majors in any of the 
natural seiences, with advisors' approval, may count four credits 
of their major course work toward this concentration. 

With advisors' approval, other introductory courses in the so-
.cial sciences may be substituted for AC-101-102 in this concen
tration. Additionally, it is also possible to substitute eight cred
its of AC-400 for AC-101-102 or four credits of AC-400 for AC-
250-251. 

Individual programs and advising are available through All
port College faculty. Allport faculty are also available for advice 
and assistance in placement for a variety of off-campus field 
study opportunities. 

Students en.rt>lled in .. .he Allport College program will be ex
pected to meet all the regular academic requirements of the Col
lege of Arts and Sciences (see p. 63) but they will be able to 
fulfill many of these requirements by taking courses especially 
planned and taught by the Allport College faculty. In the fresh
man year each student will be required to enroll in a two-semes
ter Introduction to Behavioral Sciences (AC 101-102). This se-

, quence satisfies the university distribution requirements in the 
social sciences. It also meets introductory course requirements 
in some social science departments. 

Sophomore students may take university courses meeting 
other distribution requirements under the direction of Allport 
College and with the cooperation of the departments. These 
courses are developed in close relationship to a program of guest 
scholars. These adjunct scholars will visit the campus for periods 
of several days during which they will have extensive contacts 
with students and facuity. 

The Allport College experience also offers throughout the four 
years an opportunity for off-campus study. Th~ programs 
may be initiated by individual students. Allport also has devel
oped a number of on-going off-campus programs in which stu
dents work on-the-job and under the supervision of profession
als. 
DISTINCTIVE FEA lURES OF THE ALLPORT 
COUEGE PROGRAM 
•. :I'his academic program is especially designed to provide the 
students with an experience relevant to the contemporary world. 
• The use of small classes and tutorial experiences is coupled 
with large-group activities. Among the group events are tradi
tional activities such as lectures and debates, as well as some
what unusual cultural demonstrations and participatory activi
ties. 
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• Students in Allport College are afforded opportunities for off
campus applied research. 

• Upon completion of the Introduction to Behavioral Sciences 
(AC 101-102), students of the college may, with the cooperation 
of the academic departments involved, proceed directly to ad
vanced course work. 

• All incoming first year students may apply for admission to 
Allport College. The program of Allport College is also available 
for transfer and upper-division students. Students planning on 
majors with specially detailed requirements should consult with 
their advisers; the college is willing to discuss adjustments. Deci
sions on admission will be made prior to the Fall Semester. En
rollment is limited. 

• Allport offers a unique faculty which blends the health pro
fessions with the social-behavioral sciences. 

ALLPORT COLLEGE COURSE OFFERINGS 

AC 101-102 Introduction to 
Behavioral Sciences 

( 4 credits each) 

An introduction to the methods, data, and insights of the behavioral sciences 
with emphasis on anthropological, sociological, ethological, and political re
search. The implications and relevance of these basic and applied studies for the 
behavior of individuals, groups, and nations are examined. (This is a two-semes
ter course. It is required of all students in Allport College and meets the social 
sciences distribution requirement. AC 101-102 is also open to any student at 
Oakland University on an elective basis.) 

AC 103-1 04 Preceptorial ( 4 credits each) 
An exploration in depth of a significant issue in the behavioral sciences empha
sizing group discussion and individual contributions. 

AC 200 Health Care Dimension ( 4 credits) 
A survey of the development, present status and dynamics of the American 
health care system emphasizing the structure of the various health professions 
and the problems, opportunities and constraints related to the various modes of 
health care delivery and professionalism. Role choice and role integration in the 
various health care fields will be studied. Also examined will be the relationships 
between the health care cultures and the personality and professional roles of 
health care practitioners. Additional topics will deal with issues involving hospi
tals, health care teams, planning, public policy, client relationships and factors 
llffecting_health. 
AC 202 Research Techniques and ( 4 ~red its) 

Behavioral Sciences 
This course is designed to teach in depth the reference materials and resear;.:Jt 
methods for the various disciplines in the behavioral sciences. 

AC 205 Evaluation of Music (4 credits) 
A course designed to encourage active, discriminating listening and based on the 
premise that verbalization about one's auditory experiences can lead to enhanced 
enjoyment and understanding. 
Prerequisite: MUS 100 
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( 4 credits) 

The study of human behavior, institutions, professions and professionalism in 
the health-medical fields. Emphasis is placed on issues such as: concepts of 
health and illness, death and dying, the sick role, doctor-patient relationships, 

. organization and delivery of health care, legal and ethical problems and culture 
and the politics of health and health care and many related concerns. 

AC 300 Applied Research ( 4, 8, 12 or 16 credits) 
in the Behavioral Sciences 

A semester of independent study and applied researcll undertaken away from 
the University. Projects will be developed in cooperation with and supervised by 
Allport faculty within the framework of methodology and explanation in the 
behavioral sciences. 
Prerequisites: AC 101-102, or permission of instructor. 

AC 400 Field Practicum in ( 4, 8, 12 or 16 credits) 
Health-Medical Behavioral Sciences 

Intended primarily for students seeking careers in health related fields, this 
course offers the opportunity for a supervised field placement experience com
bined with an academic content and individually guided research. Placements 
are made through special arrangements with various hospitals, government and 
voluntary health agencies, comprehensive medical service organizations, 
pharmaceutical companies and other community agencies. 

AC 499 Senior Seminar in Behavioral Sciences {4 credits) 

EVENING PROGRAM 
OFFICE OF THE DEAN: Billie C. DeMont, Dean; Ralph Schilloce, 
Assistant Dean; Kevin T. Kenney, Administrative Assistant 

Oakland University's degree granting Evening Program of
fered its first courses in the fall of 1972. Today, the Evening 
Program is a multi-faceted operation offering credit courses at 
various sites in Oakland, Macomb, and Wayne counties in addi
tion to the university's main campus in Rochester. 
The Evening Program consists of two main components: 

Undergraduate degree programs and courses taught after 4:00 
p.m. at the University's main campus in Rochester. 

Undergraduate extension courses or credit institutes off the 
university main campus. 

ADMISSION. 

Procedures for admission to the evening program are identical 
to those for day or full time students. Prospective evening stu
dents should consult the requirements for admission presented 
elsewhere in the catalog, and see non-matriculating require
ments for admission detailed below. Applications for undergrad
uate admission may be secured by calling the Office of Admis
sions, 377-3360. 
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NON-MATRICULATING ADMISSION. 

Evening students should attempt to apply for admission at 
least two weeks before the beginning of classes. However, those 
students unable to secure regular admission before the date of 
registration of a given semester or session may register as a non
matriculating student. Non-matriculating students receive full 
credit for the courses in which they are enrolled while they are 
non-matriculating. During the semester in which a student is 
non-matriculating, the student should submit a completed appli
cation for admission along with the $15.00 application fee. High 
school and college transfer records should accompany the appli
cation for regular admission. 

No degree-seeking student should remain non-matriculating 
for more than one semester or session. 
REGISTRATION. 

Evening students may participate in preregistration and regu
lar registration at the times announced for each semester. This 
information may be obtained by contacting the Evening Pro
gram office at 377-4010. 

READMISSION. 

Evening students who must withdraw from the university 
should formally contact the Office of Student Services, 154 
North Foundation Hall. All students who withdraw in fall or 
winter must apply for readmission in the Office of Student Serv
ices. Application should be made prior to the date of registration 
in the term in which the student wishes to enroll. 

FEES. 

Tuition and miscellaneous fees for evening students taking on
campus campus courses are identical to the fee schedule pub
lished elsewhere in this catalog. Tuition for off-campus courses 
is computed at the rate of $26.50 per credit hour. 

ON-CAMPUS EVENING PROGRAMS. 

The on-campus Evening Program permits students to earn un
dergraduate degrees exclusively at night in ten major areas: 

-Economics - Management 
-Engineering -Political Science 
-English -Psychology 
-History -Sociology 
-Human Resources -Speech Communications 

Development 
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Concentrations are offered in Journalism, Theater Arts and 
Social Justice and Corrections. 

In addition, general education courses are offered in eighteen 
other program areas, they are: 

-Anthropology 
-Art History 
-Biology 
-Chemistry 
-Classics 
-Computer and Information 

Sciences 
-Education 
-Environmental Studies 

EVENING EXTENSION. 

-Human Interaction 
-Linguistics 
-Learning Skills 
-Mathematics 
-Music 
-Philosophy 

-Physical Education 
-Religious Studies 

Oakland University has three regular undergraduate exten
sion sites, they are: 

PONTIAC 

Whitmer Human Resources Center 
60 Parkhurst St. Pontiac, Michigan 48053 
(located behind Pontiac City Hall) 
telephone no. 335-9461 

ROYAL OAK. 

Shrine High School 
3500 West Thirteen Mile Road, Royal Oak, Michigan 
(one block west of Woodward) 
telephone no. 549-2925 

WARREN. 

General Motors Technical Center 
Chicago and Van Dyke 
Warren, Michigan 
telephone no. 575-1595 

In addition, other extension sites are offered from time to 
time based upon the request of employers who desire a particu
lar course or institute conducted for a group of their employees 
at a particular site. 

Oakland University's extension program has been warmly re
ceived by business, government and private agencies who rely 
upon it to provide specialized instruction to the personnel in 
their organizations. The flexibility of the University Extension 
Program is such that most courses can be taught at the employ
er's plant or office in coordination with the activities of the or-
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ganization. In addition, course content can be structured to ad
dress a particular need or goal identified by the organization. 

Courses of this nature, as with all University extension 
courses, qualify for tuition refund programs offered by the em
ploying agency. 

Notification of these sites is contained in the schedule of 
classes published each semester. 

Copies of the evening schedule of classes are available upon 
request from: 

Office of the Evening Program 
264 South Foundation Hall 
Rochester, Michigan 48063 
Phone-(Area Code 313) 377-4010 
8:00 a.m.-8:00 p.m., Monday-Thursday 
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m., Friday 

DEPARTMENT OF 
LEARNING SKILLS 

CHAIRMAN Peter G. Evarts 

PROFESSORS: Peter G. Evarts 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: James H. Bullock; Barbaro A. Gallow; 
Barbara B. Hamilton; Mary Ann Vosgerchion; David R. Weinberg 

ADJUNCT ASSIST ANT PROFESSOR: George A. Jackson 

INSTRUCTORS: N. Z. Bryant; Rose M. Cooper 

SPECIAL INSTRUCTORS: Cordell W. Black; Bernadette Dickerson; 
Raymond P. Guzman; Margaret Kurzmon 

STAFF OF READING CENTER: Rose M. Cooper Barbaro A. Gallow 

STAFF OF SKILL DEVELOPMENT CENTER: George A. Jackson, 
Director of Special Programs; Margaret Kurzman, Co-ordinator of 
Tutorial Services 

The Department of Learning Skills helps freshmen in the uni
versity acquire basic learning skills necessary for the perform
ance of college level academic work. While the emphasis in de
partmental courses is on coherent and generally effective 
writing, all modes of communication, including library search 
skills and research and annotation are included within the 
curricula of learning skills courses. 
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Students are placed in learning skills courses according to the 
results of pre-registration diagnostic testing and, unless ex
empted, are encouraged to enroll in a two-course sequence in the 
form and content of composition. The courses are so designed 
that a student who completes the sequence should also be able 
to meet the university's certification of proficiency in writing for 
graduation: 

The Department of Learning Skills also staffs and maintains a 
Reading and Development Center for students who need extra 
help in these specific skills. Students may use the center on a 
voluntary basis or upon referral by their instructors for short, 
non-credit courses, or they may be assigned to the center for 
regular credit tutorial courses. 

Although courses in learning skills do not fulfill specific distri
bution requirements, they do count toward graduation. Stu
dents who are enrolled in courses below the 100-level should be 
in close contact with their advisors, however, to insure that they 
do not exceed the specific limitation of four such courses count
ing toward the completion of the baccalaureate. 

COURSE OFFERINGS: 

The following courses, with the exception of LS 200, represent 
the core writing, reading and study skills courses for freshmen 
students. Students are assigned to the courses on the basis of 
diagnostic tests, and should enroll in the course assigned at or
ientation or registration. 

LS 050 BASIC WRITING SKILLS I. ( 4 credits) 
A coune, limited to twelve students per section, in writing and related study 
skills (reading; note-taking; library; discussion) intended to prepare students to 
enter the regular LS writing program. Graded SIN. Enrollment by assignment. 
No prerequisite. 

LS 060 SUPERVISED STUDY ( 1 credit) 
A seven-week course offered within the Skill Development Center. The student 
is assigned to a tutor for a regular and concentrated series of le880nB in the study 
techniques associated with a variety of subjects including mathematics, biology, 
physics and composition. 
No prerequisite. 

LS 075 TUTORIAL IN WRITING SKILLS (4 credits) 
A one-to-one course in writing. Instruction by the faculty of Learning Skills for 
at least six hours per week (2 hours conference, 4 hours preparation). May be 
taken separately or in conjunction with LS 050, LS 100, or LS 101. Graded SIN. 
Open to all students by referral and permission of staff. Hours arranged. 
No prerequisite. 
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LS 076 TUTORIAL IN READING SKILLS ( 4 credits) 
A course, designed for students who have problems in reading, utilizing the serv
ices of the Reading Center. It is offered on a one-to-one basis and includes initial 
diagnosis of reading difficulty and an individualized program of study. 
No prerequisite. 

LS 100 BASIC WRITING SKILLS II ( 4 credits) 
A course emphasizing the formal and functional elements in expository writing. 
Students are introduced to syntactic and rhetorical patterns of the English sen
tence and related patterns of paragraph development. Graded SIN. Enrollment 
by as~~ignment. 
No prerequisite. 

LS 101 BASIC WRITING SKILLS Ill ( 4 credits) 
A course emphasizing the development of extended rhetorical structures, with 
focus on organizational patterns and the principles of logic, coherence, and unity. 
The course introduces students to techniques of persuasive argument and to fun
damental methods of research and annotation. Graded SIN. Enrollment by as
signment. 
Prerequisite: LS 100 or permission of staff. 

LS 105 EFFICIENT READING ( 1 credit) 
This seven-week course is designed for the able reader. Any student who enrolls 
should: comprehend basic material, have established a working vocabulary for 
the course, and have a primary need for more effecient study habits. Topics 
included in the course are: skimming/scanning techniques, adjustment of rate, 
spotting authors' patterns of organization, drawing inferences and conclusions 
before and during reading, proper use of textbooks. 

NEW-CHARTER COLLEGE 

CO-CHAIRMEN: F. James Clatworthy, Robert l. Stern 

PROFESSORS: Edward A. Bantel 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Marc. E. Briod; Richard W. Brooks, F. 
James Clatworthy; Leonardas V. Gerulaitis; Robert l. Stern 

ASSISTANT PROFESSORS: Peter J. Bertocci; William C. Fish; James D. 
Graham; Edward M. Liddle; Karen Sacks; Ronald M. Swartz 

INSTRUCTORS: Thomas Aston; Carol Halsted; Peg Kurzman; Mary Ann 
Brownlee Vosgerchian 

New-Charter College is a unique program where all Oakland 
University students may take one or more courses. Any thirty
two credits completed in New-Charter College satisfy all the 
General Education Distribution Requirements. New-Charter 
College also provides for a flexible independent concentration 
that can be tailored to the student's needs or vocational aspira
tions. 

New-Charter College provides an outstanding faculty repre-
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sentative of the social sciences, sciences and humanities. In addi
tion, we provide an environment and atmosphere that is respon
sive to people and dedicated to helping you discover the 
excitement of learning. 

New-Charter is geared to fulfilling the Chinese proverb: 
I hear and I forget; 
I see and I remember; 
I do and I understand. 

We are do'ers, and if you want more out of your education
consider New-Charter. 

SPECIAL FEATURES 
FRESHMAN YEAR: 

Students define themselves as New-Charter College students by 
taking eight credits in the program their first semester. This 
may be done in three different ways: 

(1) By taking an eight credit core course (see description below) 
(2) By taking an eight credit core program (two four credit 

courses listed below) 
(3) By taking any eight credits offered by New-Charter College 

with permission of the chairman. 

CORE COURSE (Fall Semester) 
NCC 100 (8 credits) 
This course is an interdisciplinary look at some problem areas of inherent inter
est to students and faculty. In keeping with the interest of holistic studies (cross 
disciplinary explorations of important subject matter) the College offers an eight 
credit course each Fall which is team taught by two or three faculty who come 
from different disciplines. A student learns from this experience how to look at a 
problem from different points of view and how the subject matter in a course is 
really part of many different disciplines. 

Some possible topics for the Core Course include human sexuality, environ
ment, global futures, therapeutic methods, radical polities, women's liberation 
and racism. 

COR if PROGRAM (Fall Semester) 

NCC 120 Creative Expression Workshop ( 4 credits) 
Using yourself as the artistic medium of expression you will be exploring com
munication with yourself and others within the structured form of dance and 
drama. Music and visual elements will be used to implement the expression and 
all other media of expression will be used where appropriate and possible. 

NCC 121 Images of Man (Fall semester) ( 4 credits) 
Literary sources are used to explore the similarities and differences between the 
lives of people in other cultures and our own lives. Novels, myths, biographies, 
essays, and plays are read from such diverse cultures as West Africa, American 
Indian, Ancient Greece, Ancient Indian, and Medieval Europe. 
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FURTHER COURSES: 

For incoming freshmen who wish to opt out of either the Core 
Course or the Core Program, or continuing or transfer students 
who need to complete their General Education Requirements, or 
who want to begin putting together an Independent Concentra
tion, New-Charter College offers the following: 
NCC 122 Personal Worlds (Winter Semester) ( 4 credits) 
Literary sources are used to explore the fantastic, mythic, dreamlike quality of 
personal worlds. Analogies are drawn between the bizarre lives of others and the 
stranger within ourselves. Sources may include Kafka, Hesse, Vonnegut, Beck
ett, Camus, Ionesco, and others. 

NCC 1 SX Forum (Winter) ( 2, 4 credits) 
A topical course, which may be taken for 2 or 4 hours credit. Speakers from the 
greater Detroit area are invited to express their views about specific problems 
which they have been actively involved in trying to alleviate. Students taking the 
Forum for full credit are expected to undertake extra reading assignments and 
concrete forms of community involvement, in addition to participating in regular 
Forum discussion. 

NCC 2XX Seminars (Fall and Winter) ( 4 credits) 
Each semester the College offers a number (three to eight) of small, intimate 
seminars centered around topics of interest to students and faculty. These 
classes involve extensive student participation and are geared to helping students 
become more self-actualized by giving them opportunities to manage their own 
learning environment. Some recent titles of Seminars include: "The World 
Game", ''Ways of Knowing", "Alienation and Pacification", "Advanced Chess", 
"Better Things for Better Living", "Creativity", "Remedial Wisdom", "Energy 
Crisis!?" "Feminism Past and Present'', and "Perspectives on Psychical Re
search". 
NCC 211 Group Experimental ( 4 credits) 

Theatre (Winter) 
A survey of major experiments in 20th century theatre will lay the theoretical 
ground work for the class's experiences. Theatre pieces will be developed mainly 
through improvisation with inspiration coming from: 1) social, political, or 
aesthetic problems, 2) texts, paintings, or scores, 3) scripts from within the 
group. 
NCC 212 Mime ( 2, 4 credits) 
An active examination of the techniques and styles of classical mime, dealing 
specifically with the spiritual preparation for mime and the practice of mask 
making. Offered occasionally. 
NCC 240 Dance Appreciation (Winter) ( 4 credits) 
Investigation of dance through history with emphasis on contemporary trends in 
this art. Course will include study of function of dance in a culture (dance ethnol
ogy), evolution and development of theatrical dance and the relationship of dance 
to other art forms. Also included will be discussion of dance artists, criticism, 
literature, aestheti<;S and notation. Use of films and attendance of dance concerts 
would be vital to the total experience. 

NCC 300 Science Workshop/ ( 4 credits) 
Contract (Fall, Winter) 

This workshop will present two possible approaches for satisfying the basic re
quirements. One involves a scheduled series of seminars and laboratory sessions, 
the other features the writing of an individual contract fitting the student's own 
interests and perceived needs. The workshop will be of practical value for the 
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non-science major and will offer the science mlijor an opportunity to pursue his 
own research interests. 

Advanced Study: 

For those students who wish to supplement a departmental ma
jor, or for those students completing an Independent Concentra
tion worked out in conjunction with their Advisor (Clatworthy 
or Stern) the following opportunities are available: 
NCC 302 Field Term (Fall, ( 12 credits) 

Winter, Spring-Summer) 
New-Charter College Field Term pioneered off-campus study at Oakland Univer
sity and offers a student an opportunity to gain valuable academic and experien
tial knowledge in a learning environment chosen by and beneficial to the student. 
Field Terms have been done with well known free schools such as Pinehinge 
(Maine), Schole (California), Green Valley (Florida); an alternative newspaper in 
Atlanta, Georgia (The Great Speckled Bird) or the New York Times; a civil 
rights and community support group for blacks in Kenbridge, Virginia; residen
tial treatment centers for emotionally disturbed children (Browndale); a prison 
support group in Chicago; the Center for Responsive Law (Nader's group); Aslo 
Theatre in Florida and Santa Fe Opera Company in New Mexico; working for 
Senators and Congressmen; and overseas Field Terms in Israel, Belize (British 
Honduras), Jamaica, Italy, and Great Britain. The possibilities are only limited 
by your imagination, energy, and enthusiasm. 

NCC 305 (Fall) 
NCC 306 (Winter) Community Studies 

Contract 
( 4 credits each) 

An opportunity to develop and execute projects or research studies in a wide 
range of areas including, but not limited to: Public Interest Research, Commu
nity Organizations, Urban Organic Gardening, Minority Rights, Student Rights, 
Senior Citizen & Gray Panther Movement, Day Care and Consumer Information 
Studies. The student, or group of students, will be required to work out a Learn
ing Contract in conjunction with a supervising faculty member and approved by 
the Chairman of New-Charter College. 

NCC 307 Forum Leadership Training (Fall) (4 credits) 
An advanced class designed specifically for those students selected to be table 
leaders in the NCC Forum 
Prerequisite: Permission of instructor 

NCC 311 (Fall) 
NCC 312 (Winter) Creative Arts 

Contract 
( 4 credits each) 

An opportunity to develop and execute projects or research studies in a wide 
range of areas including, but not limited to: Dance, Music, Theatre (Acting or 
fheatre Productions), Commercial Art, Studio Art, Experimental Architecture 
:Domes, Inflatables), and synergistic programs in Art, Dance, Music and 
fheatre. The student, or group of students, will be required to work out a Learn
ing Contract in conjunction with a supervising faculty member and approved by 
the Chairman of New-Charter College. 

NCC 313 Experimental Theatre Laboratory ( 1 credit) 
Continuation of theatre experiences including ensemble improvisation construc
tions, such as street theatre, collages, revues and new production approaches to 
scripted ma'terial. 
Prerequisites: improvisational experience equivalent to extemporation, creative 
dramatics, mime, etc. 
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NURSING PROGRAM 
PROGRAM SUPERVISOR: Moon Joe Pak 

Oakland University is actively designing a baccalaureate pro
gram in nursing, planned to result in the award of the Bachelor 
of Science in Nursing degree. The program has been approved by 
the State Board of Education and by the University's Board of 
Trustees. Approval by the Michigan Board of Nursing is pend
ing. 

The B.S.N. curriculum will not start until the academic year 
1975-76. Students interested in the B.S.N. curriculum should 
take the following typical schedule in 1974-75: 

Fall 1974 Winter 1975 
BIO III 
CHM 104 
PSYCH 146 
(or SOC 100) 
LS 100 

or 
AC200 

4 BIO 201 
4 BIO 202 (Lab) 
4 CHM 201 

4 

soc 100 
(or PSYCH 146) 
LS 101 (HCD) 

or 
AC200 

or 
Elective 

4 
1 
4 
4 

4 

Students who do not take LS 100 in the Fall should take AC 
200: Health Care Dimensions; students who take LS 101 in the 
Winter should do so in those sections labelled HCD; students 
who do not take LS 101 in the Winter, should take AC 200: HCD. 

Fall Winter 
BIO 203 4 BIO 231 4 
BIO 204 (Lab) 1 BIO 232 (Lab) 1 
CHM 209 (Lab; may be 2 Elective (either 4 

taken either Fall or Fall or Winter 
Winter) depending on when 

PSYCH 271 4 CHM 204 is taken) 
Announcements will be made, as plans for the B.S.N. curricu

lum are developed. 

UNIVERSITY CENTER FOR 
COMMUNITY AND HUMAN 
DEVELOPMENT 
DIRECTOR: Wilma Bledsoe 

The University Center for Community and Human Development 
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is an academic agency that seeks to coordinate relations among 
various on-campus academic programs and off-campus commu
nity interests. The center offers the university's community 
service course sequence: 

COMMUNITY SERVICE 
cs 201-202 Community Service ( 8 credits each) 

A program devoted primarily to volunteer service activity in the local commu
nity. A regular but modified schedule of class meetings and a series of academic 
assignments will also be required. Students will be placed in a service activity of 
their own interest, as approved by the instructor and the placement coordinator 
of the program. Admission is. by application only, as submitted during the 
semester preceding enrollment in the course. 
Prerequisites: A minimal grade point average of 2.0 and the completion of at 
least 28 credits prior to enrollment, or the permission of the instructor and the 
placement coordinator. 

For further information consult the Director of the Center for 
Community and Human Development. 

UNIVERSITY COURSES 
rhe University courses are designed to provide an extensive ex
:>erience of the principal intellectual elements of a liberal and 
1nspecialized education in arts, in lette~n the social sciences, 
md in the natural sciences, and mathematics. The courses, all of 
.vhich carry four credits, fall into hree divisions: (1) courses 
.vhich fulfill distribution requiremen (2) exploratories, (3) col-
oquia. Brief explanations of these divis1 follow: 

University Courses are non-departmental, gen ~ation 
:ourses occasionally offered. They may be presented to ~ 
listribution requirements for specific fi.eld groups in the general """· 
legree requirements for baccalaureates in Arts and Sciences, 
~conomics-Management, Education, and Engineering unless 
:pecified to the contrary by those faculties. 

iymbolic Systems 
JC 085 Mathematics 
• course for non-science majors which emphasizes the creative and deductive 
,ature of mathematics. Material is selected from set theory, logic, number sys
ems, algebra, geometry, topology, and axiomatics. Not open to those with pre
ious credit in mathematics except with permission of the Department of Mathe
utics. 
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Letters 
uc 018 Western Literature 
Lectures on the literary traditions, forms, and conventions of the West, enabling 
the student to acquire a sound foundation for the understanding and judgment 
of literature. 

uc 036 Western Institutions 
Lectures on exploration of the development of characteristic political, social, and 
economic institutions of Western society in the context of those ideas which have 
been advanced to explain, understand, or justify them. Beyond providing a sense 
of fact, the course develops the skills of critical injury into complex historical 
situations. 

UC 037 Western Philosophy 
Lectures on some of the great attempts of Western man to give meaning and 
significance to his life, to justify his activities, and to diseover the foundations 
of his beliefs. 

Fine Arts 
UC 045 Introduction to Theatre 
An introduction to all aspects of the theatre, including; the place and function 
of the theatre in both soeiety and world art, history of the theatre, production, 
dramatic literature and criticism. 

Natural Science 
UC 086, UC 087, UC 088, UC 089 Science 
Courses for non-seience majors which provide knowledge and appreciation of 
science through readings, discussions, demonstrations, and laboratory work. 

uc 086 
Selected topics in modern biology. The course will involve a discussion of the 
nature of living things at various levels of biological organization from molecules 
to man. Examples will be drawn from the following topics -molecular biology, 
reproduction, inheritance, embryonic development, structure and function of the 
adult organism, evolution, the relationship of the organism to the environment, 
and the potential danger of man's influence on the environment. 

UC 087 and UC 088 
These courses will deal with selected topics which emphasize the ramifications 
of the effects of science and technology of man and his environment. 

uc 089 
Selected topics in physics and/or astronomy chosen to illustrate the aims, devel
opment, and limitations of science. This course is especially designed for, and 
open only to, non-science majors. High school algebra is a prerequisite. 

Exploratories 

Exploratories may be taught by faculty representing all aca
demic units in the University. Classes are designed to permit an 
orderly but autonomous examination of a subject, a topic, or an 
area of intellectual concern chosen by the instructor. Further, 
exploratories are limited in size to enable meaningful discussion 
between students and instructors. These classes may be elected 
by freshmen and sophomores and may be used to meet the gen-
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eral education distribution requirement if the course number 
carries the specific field group letter designation (e.g. an explor
atory designated UC OlE would be counted toward fulfilling the 
distribution requirement in Area Studies). 

Exploratories carry out four credits each and are offered in the 
following groups: 

UC 01 A Symbolic Systems 
Study of materials from the fields of foreign languages, linguistics, computer 
science, and mathematics to gain some familiarity with the structure and use of 
a system of sumbols other than the English language. 

UC 01 B Letters 
Studies from a variety of viewpoints of the unique interpretation of human ex
perience which literature represents; of the nature and development of signifi
cant social institutions and ideas of the ancient and modern world; and of at
tempts to organize knowledge and explain phenomena according to diverse 
philosophic or religious convictions. 

UC OlC Fine Arts 
Studies in art, music or theatre designed to enhance the student's disciplined 
understanding of and engagement in the experience of visual and auditory modes 
of art. 

UC OlD Social Science 
An exploration of selected problems, ideas, issues, or topics under the direction 
of faculty drawn primarily from the social science fields of anthropology, eco
nomics, political science, psychology, and sociology. 

UC OlE Area Studies 
An exploration of selected problems, ideas, issues, or topics in African, Chinese, 
Indian, Latin American or Slavic studies under the direction of faculty drawn 
from the area studies program. 

UC 01 F Natural Science 
Studies in selected areas of the natural sciences. These exploratories, taught by 
faculty drawn primarily from the fields of biology, chemistry, engineering, and 
physics, are designed for students with no necessary previous preparation in 
mathematics or the natural sciences. 

COLLOQUIA 

fhe colloquia are limited in enrollment and deal with significant 
~ross-disciplinary issues of broad import. They are designed to 
)rovide an opportunity for junior and senior students to study 
>Utside their major fields in any one of the last four semesters 
>f their residence. The colloquia (UC 09A-F) are offered by fac
llty drawn from all disciplines and emphasize discussion, read
ng, research and writing. Colloquia may be use.d to meet the 
listribution requirement if the course number carries the spe
:ific field group letter designation (e.g. a colloquium designated 
JC 09B would be counted toward fulfilling the distribution re
tuirement in Letters). Each colloquium will study intensively a 
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broad problem of perennial or contemporary concern; students 
will be expected to contribute to the discussion the insights of 
whatever disciplines they have studied and thus will gain an idea 
of their broader relevance. 

Colloquia carry four credits each and are offered in the following 
groups: 

UC 09A Symbolic Systems 
Studies of broad topics in linguistics, computer science, and mathematics and of 
the relations between areas and other human activities. 

UC 098 Letters 
Studies in literature, history, philosophy or religion as they relate to a variety 
of issues in human experience. 

UC 09C Fine Arts 
Studies in the arts and their relation to broad human and social problems. 

UC 09D Social Science 
Studies of contemporary social problems, conducted by faculty drawn primarily 
from the social and behavioral sciences: anthropology, economics, psychology, 
sociology, and political science. 

UC 09E Area Studies 
Studies of current problems in Mrica, India, China, Latin America, or the Slavic 
world and· of the relations between these areas and North America and Europe in 
the present and future. 

UC 09F Natural Science 
Studies of scientific issues of broad significance and of the role of science and 
technology in the modern world. 

UNIVERSITY FORUM 
Students may take one or two 2-credit courses designated Uni
versity Forum as elective credits. Each time the University 
Forum is offered as elective credits. Each time the University 
Forum is offered it will be devoted to the study of a new subject. 
The course may be repeated for credit only once for a total of 4 
credits. 

UC 04 University Forum 
Each University Forum will explore in lecture format current views on a subject 
of topical importance and interest. each course will be represented by faculty 
drawn from multiple discplines. Visiting experts will address the classes, and 
films will be used as resource material. Open to all students who have completed 
28 or more credits. 

GRADUATE STUDY 
DEAN: G. Philip Johnson 

ASSIST ANT DEAN: William H. Jones 
Course offerings and programs of study beyond the baccalau
reate level constitute a major Oakland University enterprise. 
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Most schools and departments offer some form of graduate 
work, and in nearly all cases these offerings comprise courses 
and research sufficient for the satisfaction of requirements for 
advanced degrees. There are available at present one doctoral 
program and eighteen master's programs. Additional programs 
at both degree levels are in prospect. 
In each of the programs the University seeks to provide its stu
dents with intellectual challenge and opportunity for scholarly 
and professional growth. Its substantial resources in faculty, re
search facilities and support functions are all directed to these 
ends. A graduate progra~ should not be solely a collection of 
courses and certainly should not be such if the courses are only 
casually related to each other. Rather it should be a carefully 
structured combination of studies and research designed .in the 
aggregate to serve specific needs of the student. Students share 
with their advisers responsibility for constructing programs of 
study manifesting this character. They can expect close atten
tion for the faculty while planning their studies and while pur
suing them. In turn they should ask of themselves wholehearted 
commitment to the programs' demands. 
Details of the programs and regulations of the Graduate Coun
cil, which governs graduate work, appear in the Graduate Cata
log. Copies of the catalog are available from the Office of Gradu
ate Study. Prospective students should in addition consult the 
school or department in which they wish to study. 
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DIVISION OF 
CONTINUING 
EDUCATION 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN: Lowell R. Eklund, Dean; Harry B. Von Hook, 
Jr., Assistant Dean for Courses; Audrey I. Marriner, Director of 
Marketing & Public Relations; Virginia Menzies, Registrar; Margaret 
Twyman, Manager, Meadow Brook Hall. 

ADMINISTRATORS: Elinor Waters, Director, Continuum Center; Janice 
Guerriero, Director, Business Education; Dorothy C. Owen, Dire<:tor, 
Conference Services; G. Don Stevens, Dire<:tor, Labor Edu<:ation Servi<:e, 
Harry B. Van Hook, Jr., Dire<:tor, Management Education Programs; G. 
Gordon Walker, Dire<:tor, Real Estate Programs. 

It is generally recognized that education is a never-ending 
process and extending service to adults in the community has 
been an integral part of Oakland University's program and phi
losophy since its founding. The Division of Continuing Educa
tion was the first of the university's academic divisions to ini
tiate its programs in September 1958. The many programs of the 
division, which include courses, conferences, review and licen
sing classes, and special events help people to perform effectively 
in their mature roles as wo~kers, parents and citizens. 

Because adults are self-directed and bring their life experi
ences to the classroom, they enter into learning with mature 
intentions to apply this learning to life situations. Course inter
ests of adults tend to be both immediate and relevant to every
day life situations. 

The division continuously revises its course offerings to meet 
the stated needs of adults of all ages in the community whether 
they be personal or job related. Recent high school graduates 
also find that the division offers them relevant and practical 
courses and diploma programs. The division responds to the idea 
that education is truly a lifelong process. Adults of all ages have 
the desire to contim~e to learn and they learn best in a setting 
that allows them to contribute to the learning activity. 
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PREREQUISITES 

The division offers diploma programs, courses, independent 
study and conferences in professional and cultural subjects at 
university content level. However, the division differs from other 
academic units of the university in that its only prerequisite for 
taking courses is the desire to learn. 

Courses and informational brochures on diploma programs 
are available upon request. Call 377-3120, or write the Division 
of Continuing Education, Oakland University, Rochester, Michi
gan 48063. 

EVENING DIPLOMA (Noncredit) PROGRAMS 

The division offers diploma programs for adults who wish to 
undertake a sustained program of studies in management, plas
tics technology, real estate and for medical office and ophthal
mogicaVoptometric assistants. The division also offers the 
Graduate Realtors Institute, Certified Public Accountant Re-
view and Certificate in Data Processing Programs. · 

EVENING NONCREDIT COURSES 

A program of noncredit courses, which includes old and new 
courses, is offered each fall, winter and spring. On campus over 
100 courses are offered in business and investment, communica
tion, computers, liberal arts, management, medical office, 
ophthalmological/optometric office, plastics technology, psy
chology and real estate. 

INDEPENDENT STUDY (Correspondence) 

Independent study (correspondence) diploma programs in com
munication, supervision, management, and marketing courses 
in real estate licensing preparation are available at any time. 

CUSTOMIZED PROGRAMS AND COURSES 

In addition, the division conducts numerous customized pro
grams and courses designed specifically to meet the needs of 
business, government and social agencies. These are held both 
on-campus and on-site. 
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The Continuing Education Unit (CEU) is a national measure
ment unit and is defined as 1 CEU per 10 classroom hours or 
equivalent. CEU's are used for recording, transfer and recogni
tion of participation in noncredit courses. All courses offered by 
the division carry the CEU. 

CONFERENCES 

Conferences on various subjects are held throughout the year. 
Conference subjects range from the problems of widows and di
vorcees to real estate a,ppraisal. Local issues such as air pollution 
control and problems of senior citizens are studied by officials 
and leaders of the community with the objective of mounting 
action programs leading to solutions or improvement. 

LABOR EDUCATION 

Noncredit courses, seminars and conferences are conducted for 
building trades, industrial and public employees. 

ADULT COUNSELING 
AND LEADERSHIP TRAINING 

The Continuum Center for Adult Counseling and Leadership 
Training is an adult guidance center which offers both counsel
ing services and leadership training opportunities to individuals 
and organizations. 

CULTURAL AND CONFERENCE CENTER 

Meadow Brook Hall, the University's cultural and conference 
center, is administered by the Division of Continuing EducaHon. 
The 100-room mansion, a remarkable revival of Tudor architec
ture, is open for public viewing and dining every Sundar j -4 p.m. 
For information on group tours and daytime or residentiai C<m· 
ferences, write the hall or call 377-3140. 
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LIBRARIES 

OFFICE OF THE DEAN: GE'orge l. Gardiner, Dean; Robert G. Gaylor, 
Associate Dean; Nancy S. Covert, Assistant to the Dean. 

PROFESSORS: George l. Gardiner 

ASSOCIATE PROFESSORS: Robert G. Gaylor; lois l. Reilly. 

ASSIST ANT PROFESSORS: louise M. Bugg; Nancy S. Covert; Jennie B. 
Cross; Eileen E. Hitchingham; Melbourne Jordan; John Kok; Janet A. 
Krompart; Richard L. Pettengill; Ann M. Pogony; Suzanne M. Tipler; 
Elizabeth A. Titus. 

INSTRUCTORS: Donna A. Atkins; Sylvia M. Csiffary; S. Rita Sparks. 

LECTURER: Margaret S. McDonald. 
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The faculty direct, staff and maintain the university Libraries 
and their collections of books and related materials. With the 
advice of members of the other organized faculties, the library 
faculty select materials to be added to the library's collections 
and are responsible for the acquisition, preparation, and organi
zation of these materials. 

Faculty of the libraries hold appointments as public services or 
technical services librarians. The Division of Technical Services 
is a centralized unit, responsible for acquiring, cataloging, and 
preparing books, periodicals, microforms, documents, and other 
kinds of library materials. The Division of Public Services offers 
a variety of direct services to the Library's users. 

The faculty in both library divisions are responsive to the educa
tional thrusts of the university and are active participants in the 
academic enterprise. They provide classroom as well as one-to
one instruction for students in the use of the library and assist 
them in mastering techniques for the retrieval of information 
from a variety of bibliographic sources. 

Similarly, the library faculty provide assistance to teachers and 
scholars in a variety of ways, making every effort to secure for 
them the library materials needed to support programs of in
struction and research. 

Since the faculty of the library are also responsible for research 
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outside of the immediate specialties of bibliographic support of 
current curricula and faculty research, they are concerned to 
develop holdings, for example, in interdisciplinary and general
ized works of reference and in other bibliographic source materi
als. Moreover, as a library constitutes a trust for the future, li
brarians search out, evaluate, and sometimes acquire collections 
of rare or out-of-print books, periodicals, and documents in or
der to round out the informational resources of the university 
both in and beyond areas of immediate curricular concern. 

Library faculty are involved in continuing research in various 
areas of academic librarianship. Specialists in the performing 
arts, the sciences, government documents, general reference, 
cataloging and classification, and in the development of library 
collections are represented on the faculty . As active members of 
state, regional, and national professional associations, they 
make persistant efforts to provide better services, develop collec
tions of high quality and increase the excellence of the univer
sity. 

THE LIBRARIES 

Oakland University's library collections are housed in Kresge Li
brary and in the Performing Arts Library (in Varner Hall) 
which contains a specialized collection of materials on the per
formance of music, theatre, and the dance. The Kresge Library, 
completed in 1961, resulted from the generous $1.5 million gift 
from the Kresge Foundation. The collection of the University 
Libraries now contain approximately 260,000 volumes, 190,000 
units of microfilm, and 6,000 recordings on disc or tape - all in 
open stacks. The Matilda R. Wilson Memorial Collection of 
works on reference, amassed through gifts of money from the 
university's students, constitutes a large part of the collections 
and provides a substantial research facility. Other remarkable 
special collections include one of the largest collections in the 
Midwest of underground newspapers, and the Hicks Collection 
of books by and about women. 

The library offers many services to its users. They include the 
specialized Performing Arts Library; a microform reading 
room; a Documents Department, housing both Federal and 
State of Michigan documents; a science area in which are con
centrated the monographs, indexes, periodicals, and abstracts 
that pertain to this broad subject field; a General Reference De
nartment; a Circulation Department with a computerized check
~lltsyst<!m; a Serials Department in charge of about 30,000 peri
odical volumes as well as other serial holdings and an emergent 
. ·.:adio-Visual Center. 
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OFFICERS OF INSTRUCTION 
DONALD D. O'DOWD President 
A.B., Dartmouth College; Professor of Psychology 
M.A., Harvard University; Ph.d., Harvard University 

FREDERICK W. OBEAR Vice President for Academic Affairs 
B.S. , Lowell Technological Institute; Provost 
Ph.D., University of New Hampshire Asst. Professor of Chemistry 

THE FACULTY 

CHARLES WESLEY AKERS Professor of History 
A.B., Eastern Nazarene College; A.M., Boston University; 
Ph.D., Boston University 

RA YNOLD L. ALL VIN Associate Professor of Music 
Acting Chairman, Department of Music 

A.B., San Jose State College; M.A., San Jose State College; 
D.M.A., Stanford University 

DONALD E. ANCTIL Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A. San Francisco State Univ. ; M.A. San Jose State Univ. 
Ed. D. Utah State University 

HERBERT APPLEMAN 
B.A., Harvard University 
M.A., Columbia University 

Lecturer in English 

SHELDON L. APPLETON Professor of Political Science 
B.A., New York University; M . .A., New York University; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

ENRIQUE ARANETA. JR. 
Assoc. In Arts, University of the 

Philippines 

Adjunct Prof. of Human Behavior 
Allport College 

M.D., University of the Philippines 

DANIEL P. ARMSTRONG Instructor in English 
B.A. , Marian College; M.A. , Indiana University 

HARVEY J. ARNOLD Professor of Mathematics 
B.A. , Queen's University; M.A., Queen's University; 
M.A., Princeton University; Ph.D., Princeton University 
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TOM ASTON Adjunct Asst. Professor of Speech Communication 
Western Washington State University 
Wayne State University 

DONNA A. ATKINS 
A.B., University of Michigan; 
A.M.L.S., University of Michigan 

JOHN W. ATLAS 
B.S. , Wayne State University 
M.E.d., Wayne State University 
Ed.D. , Wayne State University 

BONNY A. AVERY 
B.A. , Michigan State University 
M.S.L.S., Wayne State University 

EDWARD A. BANTEL 
B.A. , Columbia University; 
M.A., Columbia University; 
Ed.D., Columbia University 

Library Faculty Instructor 
University Library 

Assistant Professor . of Education 

Visiting Instructor in Library 

Professor of Education 
Professor of Psychology 

(Faculty of Education) 

V. JOHN BARNARD Professor of History 
B.A., Oberlin COllege; M.A., University of Chicago; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 

CARL F. BARNES, JR. Professor of Art History & Archeology 
Chairman, Department of Art and Art History & Archeology 

B.A., Washington and Lee University; 
M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., Columbia University 

RICHARD F. BARRON 
B.S., State University College 

at Geneseo, New York; 
M.Ed., University of Arizona 
Ph.D., Syracuse University 

Assistant Professor of Education 
Director of Graduate Programs 

JOHN W. BARTHEL Associate Prof. of German NA Linguistics 
B.S., University of Illinois; Ph.D. , University of Illinois 

JOHN L. BEARDMAN Associate Professor of Art 
A.B., Oberlin College; M.A. , Southern Illinois University; 
M.F.A., Southern Illinois University 

DAVID C. BEARDSLEE Professor of Psychology 
B.A., Swarthmore College; Dir., Office of Institutional Research 
M.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., Universi ty of Michigan 

JAMES W. BEERS 
B.A. Johns Hopkins University; 
M.A. University 'of Virginia 

Instructor in Education 



ELLIOTT L. BEITNER 
B.A., Wayne University 
J.D., Wayne State University 
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Adjunct Prof. of Behavioral Sciences 
Allport College 

PETER J. BERTOCCI Assistant Professor of Anthropology 
B.A., Bates College; M.A., The Johns Hopkins University; 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

WILLIAM E. BEZDEK Assistant Professor of Sociofogy 
B.S., Bradley University; M.A., Bradley University; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 

JANE M. BINGHAM Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., Central Michigan University 
M.A., Michigan State University 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

PETER J. BINKERT Assistant Prof. of Linguistics & Classics 
B.A., Rutgers University; M.A. , University of Michigan; 
Ph.D. , University of Michigan 

CORDELL W. BLACK Special Instructor in Learning Skills 
B.A., St. Augustine College; M.A., Wayne State University 

GLORIA T. BLATT Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., University of Cincinnati 
M.A., Michigan State University 
Ph.D. , Michigan State University 

ROBERT N. BLOCKOVICH Assistant Professor of Psychology 
A.B., Pennsylvania State University; 
M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

DAVID E. BODDY 
B.S.M.E., Purdue University 
M.S.E .• Purdue University 
Ph.D .• Purdue University 

EUGENE H. BOLDON 
B.S., Wayne State University 
M.S., University of Michigan 

PAUL BANAS 
B.A. , University of Connecticut 
M.A., University of Minnesota 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

ELEFTHERIOS N. BOTSAS 
B.S., Univeisity of Detroit; 
M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

Associate Professor of Engineering 

Associate Professor of Education 
Asst. Director of Intercollegiate 

Athletics 
Head Basketball Coach 

Visiting Lecturer in Economics 
and Management 

Associate Professor of 
Economics and Management 

(Faculty of Economics
Management 
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D. ANITA BOZARDT Assistant Prof. of Education 
B.S., University of Georgia 
M.Ed., University of Georgia 
E.Sp., University of Georgia 

RICHARD M. BRACE 
A.B., University of California (Berkeley); 
M.A., University of California (Berkeley); 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 

Professor of History 

LOUIS R. BRAGG Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., West Virginia University; M.S., West Virginia University; 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 

P. MICHAEL BRAKKE Assistant Professor of Art 
B.A. , University of Minnesota; M.F.A., Yale University 

JEAN S. BRAUN Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.A., University of Michigan; M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

DANIEL N. BRAUNSTEIN 
A.B., Cornell University 
M.S., Purdue University 
Ph.D., Purdue University 

DAVID C. BRICKER 
B.A, Amherst College; 

Associate Professor of Economics 
and Psychology 

Associate Professor of Education 
(Faculty of Education) 

M.A. T., The Johns Hopkins University; 
Ph.D., The Johns Hopkins University 

GOTTFRIED BRIEGER Professor of Chemistry 
B.A., Harvard University; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 

MAX BRILL Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.Sc., Ohio State University; Ph.D., University of Cincinnati 

MARC E. BRIOD Associate Professor of Education 
B.A., Haverford College; (Faculty of Education) 
M.A., Northwestern University; Ph.D., Northwestern 

University 

CHARLES M. BROH Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Marshall University; M.A., Western Reserve University; 
Ph.D., Case Western Reserve University 

RICHARD W. BROOKS Associate Professor of Philosophy 
B.S., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

JUDITH K. BROWN Assistant Professor of Anthropology 
B.S., Cornell University; Ed.M., Harvard University; 
Ed.D., Harvard University 
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MAURICE F. BROWN Professor of English 
B.A., Lawrence College; M.A., Harvard University; 
Ph.D .• Harvard University 

CHARLES E. BROWNELL, JR. 
B.A., Oakland University; 
M.A., University of Delaware 

CONRAD G. BRUNK 
B.A. ; Wheaton College 
M.A., Northwestem University 

N. Z. BRYANT, JR. 
B.A., Western Michigan University; 
M.A., Western Michigan University 

Assistant Professor of 
Art History 

Instructor in Philosophy 

Instructor 
Learning Skills 

WILLIAM C. BRYANT Associate Professor of Spanish 
B.A.. University of Michigan; M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Cafifornia (Berkeley) 

LOUISE M. BUGG 
B.A. , Univers;ty of Michigan 
A.M.L.S., University of Michigan 

JAMES H. BULLOCK 
B.A., Temple University 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

Assistant Provost 
Assistant Professor 

Learning Skills 

DOLORES M. BURDICK Associate Professor of French 
B.A., University of Wisconsin; M.A., University of Wisconsin; 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 

HARVEY BURDICK Professor of Psychology 
B.A.·. Syracuse University; Ph.D .• University of Minnesota 

RICHARD J . BURKE Professor of Philosophy 
Chairman, Department of Philosophy 

A.B., Georgetown University; Ph.D., University of Chicago 

FRANCIS M. BUTTERWORTH Professor of Biological 
Sciences 

B.A.. Columbia University; Ph.D., Northwestern University 

HAROLD C. CAFONE Professor of Education 
B.A., Brooklyn College; (Faculty of Education) 
M.A., Columbia University; Ed.D., University of Arizona 

DENIS M. CALLEWAERT 
B.S., University of Detroit 
Ph. D., Wayne State University 

Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
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JOHN B. CAMERON Professor of Art History 
B.A., Princeton Univers ity; 
License es Lettres, University of Paris; 
Diploma d'etudes superieures, University of Paris; 
M.A., Yale University; Ph.D., Yale University 

RALPH CASH 
B.S .• Pennsylvania State Univ. 
M.D., University of Pennsylvania 

Adjunct Assoc. Professor of 
Behavioral Sciences 

Allport College 

THOMAS W. CASSTEVENS Professor of Political Science 
B.A., Reed College; Ph.D., Michigan State University 

FREDERICK D. CHANDLER 
B.A. , Emmanuel College 
M.A. , University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor of Education 

MELVIN CHERNO Professor of History 
B.A., Stanford University; Chairman, Department of History 
M.A., University of Chicago; Ph.D., Stanford University 

BENJAMIN F. CHEYDLEUR 
B.A., University of Wisconsin 

Professor of Engineering 

J . CURTIS CHIPMAN Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., Yale University; M.A., Dartmouth College; 
Ph.D., Dartmouth College 

ROBERT J . CHRISTINA Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S .• Bloomsburg State Colfege 
M.S., Syracuse University 
Ph.D., Syracuse University 

THOMAS W. CHURCH Assistant Professor of 
A.B., Whitman College. Political Science 
M.A., Cornell University; Ph.D., Cornell University 

PHILIP T. CLAMPITT Visiting Lecturer in Biological Sciences 
B.A., Cornell; M.S., University of Iowa; 
Ph.D., University of Iowa 

F. JAMES CLATWO~THY 
B.A., University of Michigan; 
M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

Associate Professor of Education 
Co-Chairman, New-Charter 

Cof/ege 
(Faculty of Education) 

KENNETH H. COFFMAN Vice President for Student Affairs 
B.S., Greenville College; Associate Professor of Psychology 
M.S., Illinois State University; Ph.D., Northwestern University 

DAVID R. COLE Instructor in Classics 
B.A., Grinnell 
M.A., Stanford 
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GEORGE E. COON Professor of Education 
B.A., University of Michigan 
M.A., University of Michigan 
Ed. D., Wayne State University 

ROSE MARIE COOPER Instructor in Learning Skills 
B.A., Oakland University (Eiem. Ed.) 
M.A. T. Oakland University (Reading) 

CARLO COPPOLA Assistant Professor 
of Hindi-Urdu and Linguistics 

B.S., John Carroll University; M.A., University of Chicago 

LEE M. CORRIGAN Special Instructor in Russian 
A.B., University of California (Los Angeles); 
A.M., Indiana University; M.A., Middlebury College 

JILL P. COURTNEY 
B.A., Butler University 

NANCY S. COVERT 
B.A., Oakland University 
A.M.LS., University of Michigan 

Lecturer in Movement 
Academy of Dramatic Art 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

JOHN D. COWLISHAW Assoc. Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.S. , University of Michigan; M.S. University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., Pennsylvania State University 

RONALD L. CRAMER 
Th.B., Baptist Bible Seminary 
M.S., SUNY College of Cortland 
Ph.D., University of Delaware 

JENNIE B. CROSS 
B.A., Harding College 
A.M.L.S., University of Michigan 

SYLVIA M. CSIFFARY 
B.A., George Washington University 
M.L.S., Indiana University 

JACK A. CUMBEE 
B.S., Auburn University 

Professor of Education 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

Instructor 
University Library 

Asst. Prof. of Philosophy 

JOHN P. CUTTS Professor of English 
B.A., University of Reading; M.A., University of Reading; 
B.A., Cambridge University; Ph.D., University of Birmingham 
DAVID W. DANIELS Associate Professor of Music 
A.B., Oberlin College; M.A., Boston University; 
M.F.A., University of Iowa; Ph.D., University of Iowa 

ISTVAN DANOSI Artist-Teacher, School of Performing Arts 
B.C., Budapest, Hungary 
Master, Budapest, Hungary 
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JOSEPH W. DEMENT Professor of English 
Chairman, Department of English 

A.B., University of Redlands; Ph.D., Indiana University 

BILLIE DEMONT 

B.S., University of Tennessee 
M.S., University of Tennessee 
Ed.D., University of Tennessee 

Assistant Professor of Education 
& Behavioral Science 
and Assistant Provost 

DANIEL E. DeSOLE Adjunct Prof. of Human Behavior-Psychiatry 
A.B., Marietta College Alfport College 
M.D., University of Cincinnati 

JOHN W. DETTMAN Professor of Mathematics 
A.B., Oberlin College; M.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology; 
Ph.D., Carnegie Institute of Technology 

RONALD A. DeVORE Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Eastern Michigan University; Ph.D., Ohio State University 

DAVID Dl CHIERA Associate Professor of Music 
B.A., University of California (Los Angeles) 
M.A., University of California (Los Angeles) 
Ph.D., University of California (Los Angeles) 

BERNADETTE DICKERSON 
B.S., Ohio State University 

Special Instructor 
(Dept. of Learning Skills) 

DAVID P. DOANE Assistant Professor of Economics 
(Faculty of Economics-Management) 

B.A., University of Kansas; M.S., Purdue University; 
Ph.D., Purdue University 

ROBERT l. DONALD Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Xavier University; M.A., University of Detroit 

PAUL MICHAEL DOHERTY Assistant Professor of Physics 
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

JOHN N. DOVARAS Special Instructor in Music 
B.M., Boston University; M.M., Northwestern University 

JAMES W. DOW Assistant Professor of Anthropology 
B.S., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
M.A., Brandeis University; Ph.D., Brandeis University 

ALFRED J. DuBRUCK Professor of French 
B.A., University of Michigan ; M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

DeWITT S. DYKES, JR. Associate Professor of History 
B.A. , Fisk University; M.A., University of Michigan 
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M.A., University of Arizona 
Ed.D., University of Arizona 
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. Assistant Professor of Education 

JANE EBERWEIN Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Emmanuel College; Ph.D., Brown University 

ROBERT T. EBERWEIN Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., University of Michigan; M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

LOWELL R. EKLUND 

B.S., Michigan State University 
M.S., Syracuse University 
Ph. D., Syracuse University 

Associate Professor 
of Continuing Education 

Dean of Continuing Education 

ROBERT H. EDGERTON Associate Professor of Engineering 
B.S., University of Connecticut; (Faculty of Engineering) 
M.S., University of Connecticut; Ph.D .• Cornell University 

J. HAROLD ELLENS 
A.B .• Galvin College 
B.D., Galvin Seminary 
Th.M., Princeton University 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

Assistant Professor of 
Speech Communication 

ALICE ENGRAM Special Instructor in Music 
B.A., Hillsdale College; M.M., University of Colorado 

CAROLYN EPPERLY Instructor in Education 
A.B. Grinnell College; M.A. University of Minnesota 

DAVID H. EVANS 
B.S., Lehigh University 
Ph.D., Brown University 

Professor of Engineering 

PETER G. EVARTS Professor of English and Learning Skills 
Chairman, Department of Learning Skills 

B.A., Eastern Michigan University; M.A., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

RICHARD E. EWING Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., University of Texas at Austin 
M.A., University of Texas at Austin 
Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin 

ROBERT I. FACKO Associate Professor of Music 
B.M., University of Illinois; M.A., University of lllinois; 
Ed.D., Columbia University 
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DONALD R. FALKENBURG Assistant Professor of Engineering 
B.M.E., Clarkston College of Tech. 
M.S., Clarkston· College of Tech. 
Ph.D., Case Western Reserve 

LAWRENCE T. FARLEY Instructor in Political Science 
B.A., Seattle University; M.A., University of Denver 

GEORGE F. FEEMAN Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Muhlenberg College; Chairman, Department of Mathematics 
M.S., Lehigh University; Ph.D., Lehigh University 

JOEL S. FINK Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., Boston University 
B.J.Ed., Hebrew Teachers College 
Ed.M., Harvard Graduate School 
Ph.D., Boston University 

WILLIAM C. FISH Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., Amherst College; B.D., Yale University; (Faculty of Education) 
Ed.D., Columbia University 

THOMAS FITZSIMMONS Professor of English 
B.A. , Stanford University; M.A., Columbia University 

ROBERT A. FONTENOT Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.S. , Louisiana State University; Ph.D., Louisiana State University 

WILLIAM C. FORBES Professor of Biological Sciences 
A.B. , Kent State University; M.A., Kent State University; 
M.A., Columbia University; Ed.D., Columbia University; 
Ph.D .• University of Connecticut 

JERRY M. FREEMAN Assistant Professor of Russian 
B.A., Wayne State University; M.A., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

THOMAS B. FRIEDMAN 
B.S., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor of 
Biological Sciences 

JON FROEMKE Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., University of Nebraska; M.A., University of Nebraska; 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 

DANIEL H. FULLMER Assistant Professor of Linquistics & English 
B.A., Oakland University; M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

PAUL L. FURNAS 
A.B., Occidental College 
M.A., California State University 
A.M., Stanforq University 

Instructor in Music 



BARBARA ANN GALLOW 
A.B., Anne Marie College; 
M.A., Brandeis University; 
C.A.S., Harvard School of Education 
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Assistant Professor 
Learning Skills 

GEORGE L. GARDINER Professor of the University Ubrary 
A.B., Fisk University; Dean of the University Library 
M.A., University of Chicago; C.A.S., University of Chicago 

GERALD GARFINKEL Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
A.B .• Columbia University; Ph.D., Cornell University 

ROBERT G. GAYLOR 
B.A., Michigan State University 
M.L.S., University of Oklahoma 

Associate Professor 
Associate Dean 

University Library 

JULIEN GENDELL Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.A., Swarthmore College; Ph.D., Cornell University 

GEORGE T. GERBER Adjunct Associate Professor of Human 
B.S., University of Detroit 
M.D., Wayne State University 

Behavior 
Allport College 

LEONARDAS V. GERULAITIS Associate Professor of History 
B.A., University of Michigan; M.A., University of Michigan; 
M.A.L.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., University of Michigan 

RENATE GERULAITIS 
B.Ed., University of Toledo 
M.A., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

Associate Professor of German 

JOHN G. GIEVERS Adjunct Professor 
Abitur, Uebigs Oberrealschule of Engineering 
Dip/om lngenieur, M.S.E.E .• Technical University Darmstadt 
Doctor lngenieur, Ph.D., Technical University Darmstadt 

RALPH F. GLENN Assistant Professor of Art History 
A.B .• University of Michigan; A.M., University of Michigan; 
A.M., Harvard University 

DAVID T. GLICK Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education 
and Manager Adult Education-Edison Institute 

B.A., Capital University (Ohio) 

HARRY GOLD Associate Professor of Sociology 
B.A., Wayne State University; M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

ALICE C. GORLIN Assistant Professor of Economics 
B.A.. Wellesley College; (Faculty of Economics-Management) 
M.A., Univers;ty of Michigan; Ph.D .• University of Michigan 
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ESTHER M. GOUDSMIT 
B.A., University of Michigan; 
M.S., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D .• University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor of 
Biological Sciences 

SIDNEY W. GRABER Professor of Education 
B.A., Wayne State University 
M.A., Wayne State University; Ed.D .• Wayne State University 

JAMES D. GRAHAM Assistant Professor of History 
A.B., Dartmouth Co/lege; M.A.. Northwestern University; 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 

RALPH M. GRANT 
B.S .• University of Michigan 
M.S., University of Michigan 

Adjunct Professor 
of Engineering 

Ph.D., Technical University of Netherlands 

ALEXANDER N. GRAY Lecturer in Acting 
Honors Diploma & Teaching Certificate, London Academy of Music 
& Dramatic Art 

ROBERT K. GRAY 
B.Mus .. Juilliard 
M.Mus., Juilliard 

Assistant Professor of Music 

DOUGLAS D. GREGORY Assistant Professor of Management 
A.B., University of Rhode Island 
M.S., Northwestern University 

KARL D. GREGORY Associate Professor of Economics 
and Management (Faculty of 

B.A., Wayne State University Economics-Management) 
M.A., Wayne State University; Ph.D., University of Michigan 

JERROLD W. GROSSMAN 
B.A., Stanford University 
M.S., Stanford University 

Assistant Professor of 
Mathematics 

Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

RAYMOND P. GUZMAN 
B.S., University of California (L.A.) 
M.A., University of California (L.A.) 

HARRY T. HAHN 
B.A., Kutztown State College 
M.Ed., Temple University 
Ed.D., Temple University 

CAROL HALSTEAD 
B.S., University of Michigan 

Lecturer in Mathematics 

Professor of Education 
Director of School Services 

Instructor in Education 

BARBARA B. HAMIL TON Instructor in Learning Skills 
B.A., Cornell University; M.A., Michigan State University 
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WILLIAM D. HAMLIN Instructor in Education 
B.S., University of Maine; M.Ed .• University of Maine; 
Ed.D., Wayne State University 

WILLIAM G. HAMMERLE 
B.S. , California Institute of Technology; 
Ph.D., Princeton University 

Professor of Engineering 
(Faculty of Engineering) 

W. DORSEY HAMMOND Associate Professor of Education 
B.A., Washington College 
M.Ed., University of Delaware 
Ph.D., University of Delaware 

NIGEL HAMPTON Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., Livingston State College; M.A. , University of Connecticut; 
PhD., University of Connecticut 

BRUCE R. HARKER 
A.B. , Oberlin College 
M.A., University of Chicago 
Ph.D. , University of Chicago 

Assistant Professor of Education 

KENNETH M. HARMON Professor of Chemistry 
B.A. , San Jose State College; Ph.D., University of Washington 

ALGEA 0 . HARRISON Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.S., Bluefield State College; M.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

JAMES F. HART 
B.A., St. Francis College 

RICHARD E. HASKELL 
B.E.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic lnst. 
M.S.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic lnst. 
Ph.D., Rensselaer Polytechnic lnst. 

Instructor in English 

Professor of Engineering 

GERALD C. HEBERLE Associate Professor of History 
B.A., University of Dayton; M.A., University of Cincinnati; 
Ph.D., Ohio State University 

JOHN R. HECKERL Assistant Professor of Education 
A.B., Westminister College; M.S., University of Michigan; 
Ed.S., University of Michigan; Ph.D., University of Michigan 

DIANE B. HERKER 
B.B.A., University of Wisconsin 
M.B.A., University of Wisconsin 

Instructor in Management 

ALLEN K. HESS Instructor in Psychology 
B.A. , City College of New York, Manhattan; 
M.A., University of Kentucky 
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J. CLARK HESTON 
B.A., Bucknell University 

LASZLO J . HETENYI 
B.A. , Pennsylvania State University 
M.A., University of Michigan 
Ed.D., Michigan State University 

Instructor in Philosophy 

Professor of Education 
Dean of School of Education 

EDWARD J. HEUBEL Professor of Political Science 
B.A., Yale University; Chairman, Department of Political Science 
M.A., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

MARY ETTA HIGHT Visiting Assistant Professor of Biological 
Sciences 

B.S. Morris Harvey Col/ege 
M.S., Wayne State University 
Ph .D., Wayne State University 

DONALD C. HILDUM Professor of Speech Communication 
A.B. , Princeton University; M.A., Harvard University; 
Ph.D, Harvard University 

JOHN CARROLL HILL 
B.E.E. , University of Louisvilfe 
M.S.E.E., University of S. California 
Ph.D. , Purdue University 

Professor of Engineering 

ADELINE G. HIRSCHFIELD-MEDALIA Assoc. Prof. of Speech 
Chairman, Department of Speech Communication 

B.A. , University of Michigan; M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

EILEEN E. HITCHINGHAM 
B.S., Chestnut Hill College 
M. L.S., Western Michigan University 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

WILLIAM C. HOFFMAN Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., University of California (Berkeley) ; 
M.A., University of California (Los Angeles); 
Ph.D. , University of California (Los Angeles) 

MARVIN D. HOLLADAY 
B.M., Phillips University 

Assistant Professor of Music 

WILLIAM F. HORWATH Assistant Professor of English 
B.A. , Moravian College; M.A. , University of Michigan; 
Ph .D., University of Michigan 

NORMAN H. HORWITZ Adjunct Associate Professor of Physics 
B.S., Wayne State University 
M.S. , Wayne State University 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 
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ROBBIN R. HOUGH Professor of Economics and Management 
. (Faculty of Economics-Management) 

B.A., Montana State University; 
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

M. PATRICIA HOUTZ Adjunct Associate Professor of Education 
and Assistant Vice President of Student Affairs 

B.A., Susquehanna University 
M.S., Pennsylvania State University 
Ed.D., Pennsylvania State University 

JOSEPH D. HOVANESIAN Professor of Engineering 
B.S., Michigan State University; M.S., Michigan State University; 
Ph.D. , Michigan State University 

ROBERT C. HOWES 
A.B., Stetson University; 
M.A., Cornell University; 
Ph. D. , Cornell University 

Professor of History 
Chairman, Committee on Area Studies 

Director, Language and Area Center 
for East Asia 

JAMES F. HOYLE 
A.B., Kenyon College 
Ph.D., Princeton University 

Professor of English 

JAMES W. HUGHES Professor of Education 
B.S., State University College (Buffalo, N.Y.) Director of Teacher 
MA., University of New Mexico Education 
Ed.D., University of New Mexico 

YAU YANG HUNG Assistant Professor of Engineering 
B.S. , University of Hong Kong 
M.S., Oakland University 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

R. DOUGLAS HUNTER Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
A.B., Marietta College, Ph.D.,Syracuse University 

JOHN HURD II Assistant Professor of Economics 
B.A., Yale University; (Faculty of Economics-Management) 
Ph.D .• University of Pennsylvania 

DMYTRO IJEWLJW Associate Professor of Russian 
B.A. , Kiev Pedagogical Institute; 
M.A. , Ukrainian Research lnstitvte; 
M.A., University of Montreal; Ph.D. , University of Ottawa 

DON R. IODICE Associate Professor of French and Linguistics 
B.A., Yale University; M.A. T., Yale University 

LEONARD C. IRELAND Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A., University of Michigan; 
M.A., State University of New York at Buffalo; 
Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo 
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GEORGE A. JACKSON Adjunct Assistant Professor of Learning 
Skills 

B.A., Bethune Cookman College 
M.A., North Carolina A & T State University 

GLENN A. JACKSON Associate Professor of Engineering 
A.A., Burlington College; B.S.E.E., University of Denver; 
M.S.E.E., University of Denver; Ph.D., University of Michigan 

PETER JAMMERS-MURDOCH Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.S., University of Manchester, England; 
M.A., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill; 
Ph.D., University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill 

WILLIAM 0. JAYMES Assistant Professor of French 
A.B., Franklin and Marshall College; Ph.D., University of Kansas 

G. PHILIP JOHNSON Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., University of Minnesota; Dean, Graduate Study 
M.A., University of Minnesota; Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

PATRICK J. JOHNSON 
Ph.B., University of Detroit 
M.A., University of Detroit 
Ed.D., Wayne State University 

Associate Professor of Education 

BEVERLY F. JONES Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., University of Michigan ,- M.A., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

WILLIAM H. JONES Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education 
and Special Assistant to the President-

B.S., Eastern Michigan University Community College Relations 
M.A., University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

MELBOURNE JORDAN 
B.A., University of Texas (Austin) 
M.L.S., University of Texas (Austin) 

Assistant Professor 

WILLIAM J. JORNS Adjunct Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., Northern Michigan University 
M.A., Northern Michigan University 
Ed.Sp., Wayne State University 

BOAZ KAHANA Professor of Psychology 
B.A., Yeshiva University; Chairman, Department of Psychology 
M.S., Yeshiva University; Ph.D., University of Chicago 

MARY C. KARASCH Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., Rosary College; M.A., University of Wisconsin ; 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 
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MICHAEL J. KENNEY Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., San Diego State College Asst. Director of Teacher Education 
M.A., Michigan State University 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

W. W. KENT Associate Professor of Performing Arts 
General Director, Office of Cultural Affairs 

B.M.E., University of Kansas; M.M., University of Illinois 

PAUL A. KETCHUM Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.S., Bates College; Ph.D., University of Massachusetts 

MICHAEL J. KENNEY Assistant Professor of Education 
Assistant Director of Efementary Education and Field Services 

B.A., San Diego State College; M.A., Michigan State University; 
Ph.D. Michigan State University 

DONALD DALLAS KEYES Assistant Professor of Art History 
B.S., Yale University 
M.A., New York University Institute of Fine Arts 
Ph.D., New York University Institute of Fine Arts 

VINCENT B. KHAPOYA Assistant Professor Political Science 
B.S., Oregon State University; M.A., University of Denver 

TERRENCE E. KILBURN Associate Professor of Dramatic Art, 
School of Performing Arts 

Associate Dean, Theatre Arts, Artistic Director, 
Meadow Brook Theatre 

Professional artist in residence; 
actor and director in London and New York 

V. EVERETI KINSEY Professor of Biological Sciences 
Director, Institute of Biological Sciences 

B.S., University of Pittsburgh; Ph.D. , University of Pittsburgh 

JOSEPH A. KLAITS Assistant Professor of History 
A.B., Columbia University; A.M., University of Minnesota; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

KEITH R. KLECKNER 
B.E., Cornell University 
Ph.D., Cornell University 

Professor of Engineering 
Assistant Dean of Engineering 

CECELIA F. KLEIN Assistant Professor of Art History 
A.B., Oberlin College; M.A., Oberlin College; 
Ph.D., Columbia University 

GARY A. KLEIN Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A., City College of New York; M.S., University of Pittsburgh; 
Ph.D., University of Pittsburgh 
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JOHN KOK 
B.A. , University of Michigan 
M.A., University of Toledo 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 
A.M.LA., University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

ROY A. KOTYNEK Associate Professor of History 
B.A., University of Illinois; M.A., Northwestern University; 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 

HELEN KOVACH Professor of Russian 
Law Diploma, University of Belgrade; 
Teaching Certificate in Russian, Karlov University, Prague; 
Ph.D., Elizabeth University, Pees, Hungary 

CATHERINE KOZUBEI 

Teachers Diploma, Central School of 
Speech and Drama (London); 

B.A. and M.A., University of Michigan 

Lecturer in Voice 
Academy of Dramatic Art 

JANET A. KROMPART Assistant Professor of the Library 
A.B., University of California (Berkeley); 
M.S., University of California (Berkeley) 

ROBERT J. KROMPART Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., Hamilton College; M.A., University of California (Berkeley); 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 

MARGARET L. KURZMAN Special Instructor (Learning Skills) 
B.A., Michigan State University; M.A., Oakland University 

GRANVIL C. KYKER, JR. Assistant Professor of Physics 
Sc.B., Brown University; Ph.D .• Duke University 

HAROLD G. LAWRENCE Associate Professor of History 
B.A., Wayne State University; M.Ed., Wayne State University 

HOLLIE L. LEPLEY Professor of Education 
M.S., University of Wisconsin Associate Dir. of Physical Education 
Ph .B., Carol/ College Golf Coach 

ABRAHAM R. LIBOFF Professor pf Physics 
B.S., Brooklyn College; Chairman, Department of Physics 
M.S., New York University; Ph.D., New York University 

EDWARD M. LIDDLE Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., Montclair State College 
M.S., Purdue University 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

CHARLES LINDEMAN Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.S., State University of New York at Albany 
Ph.D., State University of New York at Albany 
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CARMINE R. LINSALATA Professor of Spanish 
B.A., Ohio State University; M.A. , Ohio State University; 
Ph.D., University of Texas 

ALVERN A. LOSTETTER, JR. Assistant Professor of Art 
B.F.A., Yale University; M.F.A., Yale University 

DONALD W. LORIA Adjunct Professor of Behavioral Sciences 
B.A., Wayne State University Allport College 
L/.B & J.D., Wayne State University 
M.A., Wayne State University ~ 

JACQUELINE I. LOUGHEED Associate Professor of Education 
B.S., Wayne State University 
M.S., Wayne State University 
Ed.Sp., Wayne State University 
Ed.D., Wayne State University 

DAVID G. LOWY Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.A., Drake University; Clinical Psychologist, 

Office of Psychological Services 
M.A., City College of New York; Ph.D., University of Tennessee 

WORTH MALLORY Artist-Teacher, School of Performing Arts 
B.S., Eastern Michigan University 
M.Ed., Wayne State University 

GEOFFREY V. MALLOW 
A.B .• Columbia University 
M.S., Northwestern University 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 

Assistant Professor of Physics 

DONALD G. MALM Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Northwestern University; A.M .• Brown University; 
Ph.D .. Brown University 
JOHN S. MARKS Asst. Prof. of Political Science 
B.A., University of Massachusetts 

JOHN MARNEY Assistant Professor of Chinese 
B.A., University of London,· Diploma of Education, Oxford Univ.; 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 
WILLIAM I. MARTIN, JR. Adjunct Professor of Education 
B.A., Kansas State Teachers College 
M.A., Northwestern University 
Ph.D., Northwestern University 

ROGER H. MARZ Professor of Political Science 
B.S., Illinois Institute of Technology; M.A., Michigan State Univ.; 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

DAVID W. MASCITELLI Associate Professor of English 
B.A., Middlebury College; M.A., Duke University; 
Ph.D., Duke University 
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ANNA R. MASSACESI Special Instructor in Spanish 
B.A., Oakland University; M.A., University of Michigan 

ADA B. MATHER 
Honors Graduate, Guidha/1 School 

of Music and Drama, London 

Special Instructor in Acting 
Academy of Dramatic Art 

GEORGE T. MATTHEWS Professor of History 
A.B., Columbia University; Vice Provost 
M.A., Columbia University; Ph.D., Columbia University 

RICHARD A. MAZZARA Professor of French 
B.A., Queens College; M.A., The Johns Hopkins University; 
Ph.D., University of Kansas 

KATHRYN M. McARDLE Associate Professor of Spanish 
B.A., Marygrove College; M.A., University of Puerto Rico; 
Ph.D., Universidad Central de Madrid 

ETHEL M. McCULLOUGH 
B.A., Wayne State University 

MARGARET S. McDONALD 
B.A., Michigan State University 
M.S.L.S., University of N. Carolina 

Special Instructor in Reading 
(Reading-Writing Center) 

Lecturer 
University Library 

JAMES H. McKAY Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Seattle University; M.S., University of Washington; 
Ph.D., University of Washington 

JOHN M. McKINLEY Professor of Physics 
B.S., University of Kansas; Ph.D., University of Illinois 

AGNES C. McMENEMY Adjunct Associate Professor of Nursing 
B.S., University of Detroit Assistant to the Provost for Nursing 
M.S.Ed., University of Detroit 

KENNETH A. MEADE Adjunct Professor 
B.A., Eastern Michigan University of Engineering 
M.S., University of Michigan Assistant Assistant to the Dean 
Sc.D., {Honorary) Eastern Michigan U. of Engineering 

NAHUM Z. MEDALIA Professor of Sociology 
Chairman, Department of Sociology and Anthropology 

A.B., Harvard College; M.A., University of Missouri; 
Ph.D., Harvard University 

PAUL M. MICHAUD Associate Professor of History 
B.A., College of Rimouslci; M.A., University of Chicago; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 

STEVEN R. MILLER Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., Case Institute of Technology; 
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 
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Instructor in Education 

JOANNE MINOR Instructor in Education 
B.S., University of Kansas; M.A., Peabody Teachers College 

SIDDHESHWAR MITTRA Professor of Economics 
(Faculty of Economics-Management) 

B.Com., Agra University (India); M. Com .. Agra University (India); 
Ph.D., University of Florida 

KENNETH MOBERG Asst. Professor of Economics & Management 
B.S~. Illinois Institute of Technology 
M.B.A., 11/iriois Institute of Technology 
M.S., Purdue 
Ph.D., Purdue 

RALPH C. MOBLEY Professor of Physics 
B.S.E.E., Lawrence Institute of Technology; 
M.S., University of Wisconsin; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 

JACK R. MOELLER Professor of German 
B.A., Oberlin College; M.A., Princeton University; 
Ph.p., Princeton University 

WILLIAM F. MOORHOUSE Associate Professor of Education 
B.A., Univ. of Nebraska Dir. of Human Resources Development 
M.Ed., University of Colorado 
Ed.D., University of Wyoming 

JOSETTE MOREL Visiting Assistant Professor of Engineering 
Diploma d'lngenieur, /nstitut des Sciences del 'lngenieur 
M,S., /flinois Institute of Technology 
Ph.D .• Illinois Institute of Technology 

DONALD E. MORSE Professor of English 
A.B., Williams College; M.A., University of Connecticut; 
Ph.D., University of Connecticut 

CHARLES E. MORTON Adjunct Professor of Philosophy 
B.A.. Morehouse College; B.D .• Union Theological Seminary; 
Ph.D., Columbia University 
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BRIAN F. MURPHY Assistant Professor of English 
B.A., University of Detroit; M.A., University of Detroit; 
A.M., Harvard University 

LOUIS J . NACHMAN Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.Sc., Ohio State University; Ph.D .• Ohio State University 

NORBERT W. NOELDECHEN Special Instructor in German 
B.A., Wayne State University; M.A., Wayne State University 
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LYLE E. NORDSTROM Assistant Professor of Music 
A.B., Maca/ester College; M.A., Stanford University; 
D.M.A.., Stanford University 

GADIS NOWELL Assistant Professor of Management 
B.A., Morris Brown College 
M.D.A., Atlanta University 

VIRGINIA E. O'LEARY Assistant Professor of Psychology 
B.A. , Chatham College; M.A. , Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

ELIZABETH ORION Lecturer in Acting, Period Technique 
Diploma, Central School of Speech and Costuming 
Training and Dramatic Art, London 

LAWRENCE D. ORTON Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., Stanford University; M.A. , Stanford University; 
Ph.D., Indiana University 

CARL R. OSTHAUS Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., Kalamazoo College; M.A., University of Chicago; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 

MARY LOUISE OTTO Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., Indiana University; M.A. T., Indiana University; 
Ed.D., Indiana University 

JAMES R. OZINGA Associate Professor of Political Science 
B.A., Calvin College; M.A. , Western Michigan University; 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

MOON JAE PAK 
B.M~S., Yonsei Univ. 

(Seoul, Korea); 

Associate Professor Biological Sciences 
Asst. to the Provost for Health Sciences 

M.D. , Yonsei University; 
Ph.D., University of Minnesota 

MARIANO PALLARES Instructor in Spanish 
B.A., Brooklyn College (UNY); M.A., University of Wisconsin 

COLIN A. PALMER Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., University of the West Indies; M.A., University of Wisconsin; 
Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 

GERALDINE M. PALMER 
B.A., Oakland University 
M.A. T., Oakland University 

JACK PARRISH 
B.A., Coe College 
M.A., Ohio State University 
Ph.D., Ohio State University 

Adjunct Assistant Professor 
of Education 

Visiting Lecturer In Management 
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GAYLE H. PARTMANN Assistant Professor of Linguistics 
B.A., University of California at Davis 
M.A. , Stanford University 
Ph.D., Stanford University 

PAUL R. PASLAY 
B.S., Louisiana State University 
M.S. , Rice Institute 

Professor of Engineering 
Dean of Engineering 

Sc.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

ROBERT G. PAYNE Associate Professor of Education 
(Faculty of Education) 

B.A., Western Michigan University; M.A., Michigan State University; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

SHIH-CHEN PENG Special Instructor in Chinese 
B.A., Taiwan Normal University; M.A., Seton Hall 

RICHARD L. PETTENGILL 
A.B .• Bowdoin College 
M.S.L.$., Columbia University 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

WILLIAM G. PFAFF Instructor in Education and Baseball Coach 
B.A. , Washington-Jefferson College 
M.S., University of Toronto 

CLIFFORD I. PFEIL Assistant Professor of Music 
B.M., American ConsetYatory of Music: B.A., Roosevelt University; 
M.M. , University of Arizona; Ph.D., Michigan State University 

LEWIS N. PINO Professor of Chemistry 
Director, Research and Instructional Services 

A.B., University of Buffalo; Ph.D., University of Buffalo 

JESSE R. PITTS Professor of Sociology 
B.A. , Harvard University; M.A., Harvard University; 
Ph.D., Harvard University 

ANN M. POGANY 
B.A., Marygrove College 
A.M.L.S., University of Michigan 

DEAN G. PURSELL 
A.B., Humboldt State College 
A.M., University of Cincinnati 
Ph.D., University of Toronto 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

Assistant Professor of Psychology 

MUNIBAR RAHMAN Associate Professor of Hindi-Urdu 
B.A., Aligarth Muslim University; M.A. , Aligarth Muslim University; 
Ph.D., University of London 

JOHN R. REDDAN Associate Professor of Biological Sciences 
A.B., St. Michael's College; 
Ph.D., University of Vermont 
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V. N. REDDY Professor of Biological Sciences 
Assistant Director, Institute of Biological Sciences 

B.S., University of Madras (India); 
M.S. , Fordham University; Ph.D., Fordham University 

RICHARDS M. REESE 
B.B.A., University of Texas at Austin; 
M.B.A. University of Texas at Austin; 
Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin 

LOIS L. REILLY 
B.A., Eastern Michigan University 
M.S.L.S., Western Reserve University 
M.A., University of Michigan 

Assistant Professor of 
Management 

Associate Professor 
University Library 

F. EDWARD RICE Assistant Professor of Psychology 
Associate Director, Office of Psychological Services 

B.A., Denison University; M.A., Ohio University; 
Ph.D., Michigan State University 

RODERIC E. RIGHTER 
A.B., Ashland College 
B.S., Ashland College 
M.Ed., Bowling Green State University 
Ed.D., Wayne State University 

Professor of Education 

MICHAEL V. RILEY Associate Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.A. , Cambridge University; M.A., Cambridge University; 
Ph.D., Liverpool University 

LAWRENCE S. RITTENBERG Assistant Professor of Art 
B.F.A., University of Rhode Island; M.F.A., Yale University 

JOHN T. ROMEO Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.A., Hamilton College 
M.S., University of Idaho 
Ph.D., University of Texas, Austin 

JOAN G. ROSEN Associate Professor of English 
B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Wayne State University 

ARUN K. ROY Associate Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.Sc., University of Calcutta; M.Sc., University of Calcutta; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

MELVYN RUBENFIRE 
B.S., Wayne State University 
M.D., Wayne State University 

Sciences 
Allport College 

JOHN E. RUE Professor of Political Science 
B.A., University of Minnesota; M.A., University of Minnesota; 
Ph .D., University of Minnesota 
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ALFRED RUSCIO Artistic Director, Academy of Dramatic Art and 
B.A. , Staley College Associate Professor of Theatre Arts 
Certificate, Neighborhood Playhouse, New York 

JOEL W. RUSSEL Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.A., Northwestern University; 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 

DAVID SAINT-AMOUR Assistant Professor of French 
B.A., University of Wisconsin ; M.A. , University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., University of Michig_an 

KAREN SACKS Assistant Professor of Anthropology 
B.A., Brandeis University; M.A., Harvard University; 
Ph.D .• University of Michigan 

JACQUELINE R. SCHERER Assistant Professor of Sociology 
B.A., Barnard College; M.A., Wayne State University; 
Ph.D., Syracuse University 

RALPH J. SCHILLACE Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.A., Fenn College; M.A., University of Cincinnati; Asst. Dean 
Ph.D., University of Cincinnati for Spring and Summer Sessions 

JAMES C. SCHMIDT Assistant Professor of Education 
A.B., University of Michigan 
M.Ed., Wayne State University 
Ph.D .• Wayne State University 

PARBURY P. SCHMIDT Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.A., Kalamazoo CoJ/ege; M.A., Wake Forest College; 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

IRWIN SCHOCHETMAN Associate Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., City College of New York; M.A., Columbia University; 
Ph.D. , University of Maryland 

VIRGINIA M. SCHULDENBERG Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., Mount Mary College 
M.Ed. , University of Missouri 
Ph.D., University of Missouri 

WILLIAM SCHWAB Professor of Linguistics and English 
B.A., Bethany College; Chairman, Department of Linguistics 
M.S., University of Wisconsin ; Ph. D., University of Wisconsin 

HELEN J. SCHWARTZ Assistant Professor o f English 
B.A., Cornell University; M.A. , University of Washington; 
Ph.D., University of Washington 

NORTON C. SEEBER Professor of Economics and Management 
Dean, School of Economics and Management 

B.S., University of Colorado; M.A. , University of Colorado; 
Ph.D., University of California (Berkeley) 
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RICHARD H. SENTER, JR. 
A.B., Columbia University 
M.A.. University of Michigan 

Instructor in Sociology 

MICHAEL D. SEVILLA Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.S., San Jose State College; Ph.D., University of Washington 

DAVID W. SHANTS Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.A., Bethel College; M.S., Purdue University; 
Ph.D., Purdue University 

HARVEY A. SHAPIRO Special Instructor in Management 
B.S., Carnegie-Mel/on University Assistant to the Dean, 

School of Economics and Management 
ROBERT C. SHARPLEY Ill Assistant Professor of Mathematics 
B.A., University of Texas; M.A., University of Texas; 
Ph.D., University of Texas at Austin 

STEPHEN C. SHUCARD Associate Professor of Classics 
Chairman, Department of Classics 

B.A., Brooklyn College; Ph.D., University of Illinois 

KEEVE M. SIEGEL 
B.S .• Rensselaer Polytechnic lnst.; 
M.S .• Rensselaer Polytechnic lnst. 

Adjunct Professor 
of Engineering 

ROBERT E. SIMMONS Professor of German 
Associate Dean for Instruction. 

A.B., Stanford University; College of Arts and Sciences 
A.M., Stanford University; Ph.D., Stanford University 

PHILIP SINGER Professor of Behavioral Sciences 
(Allport College) and Anthropology 

B.S., Syracuse University; Ph.D., Syracuse University 

EDWARD J. SLAWSKI, JR. Instructor in Sociology 
B.A., Loyola College, Baltimore; M.A., University of Chicago 

CHRISTINE S. SLOANE Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
B.S .• College of William & Mary 
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

DAVID G. SMITH Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A.. University of Akron 
M.Ed., University of Vermont 
Ed.D., Indiana University 

DIANE E. SMITH Instructor in Education 
B.A., Virginia Union University; 
M.A.. Howard University 

HARVEY A. SMITH Professor of Mathematics 
B.S., Lehigh University; M.S., University of Pennsylvania; 
A.M., University of Pennsylvania; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania 
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I. MICHAEL SOLOMON Assistant Professor of History 
B.A., Brandeis University; M.A., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., Columbia University 

RITA SPARKS 
B.A., Wayne State University 
M.S.L.S., Wayne State University 

DORIS M. SPONSELLER 
B.S., Ohio State University 
M.A., Michigan State University 

RICHARD B. STAMPS 
B.A., Brigham Young 
M.A., Brigham Young 

Instructor 
University Library 

Lecturer in Education 

Instructor in Anthropology 

ANDREW C. STEDRY Visiting Professor of Management 
B.S., Carnegie Institute of Technology 
M.S., Carnegie Mellon University 
Ph.D., Carnegie Mellon University 

RICHARD M. STEERS Assistant Professor of Management 
B.A., Whittier College 
M.B.A., University of S. California 
Ph.D., University of California (Irvine) 

ROBERT L. STERN Associate Professor of Chemistry 
A.B., Oberlin College; Co-Chairman, New-Charter College 
M.A., Johns Hopkins University; Ph.D., Johns Hopkins University 

DANIEL A. STONE Visiting Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., State University College (New York); 
M.S., State University College (New York) 

EUGENE F. STONE Assistant Professor of Management 
B.S., Califfornia State College 
M.S., California State College 
Ph.D., University of California 

DAVID M. STONNER 
B.A., University of Missouri 
M.A., University of Missouri 

Instructor in Psychology 

ALFRED W. STRANSKY Assistant Professor of Education 
B.Ed., University of Miami 
M.Ed., University of Miami 
Ph.D., Florida State University 

W. PATRICK STRAUSS Professor of History 
A.B., Occidental College (Los Angeles); M.A., Stanford University; 
Faculte des Lettres, University of Paris; Ph.D., Columbia University 
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WILLIAM F. STURNER Associate Professor of Political Science 
B.S., Fordham University; Assistant President for 
M.S., University of Wisconsin; Administrative Affairs 
Ph.D., Fordham University 

NORMAN SUSSKIND Professor of French 
Chairman, Department of Modern Languages and Literatures 

A.B., Adelphi College; Ph.D., Yale University 

RONALD M. SWARTZ Assistant Professor of Education 
B.A., University of Illinois 
Ph.D., New York University 

AMITENDRANATH TAGORE 
B.Com., Calcutta University (India); 
M.A., National Peking University (China); 
Ph .D., Visva Bharati University (India) 

Professor of Chinese 

ROBERT C. TAYLOR Associate Professor of Chemistry 
B.A. , College of Wooster; M.A., Princeton University; 
Ph.D., Princeton University 

SUSAN C. TENORIO-SHAW Assistant Professor of Education 
B.S., Eastern Michigan Universi ty 
M.Ed., Wayne State University 
Ed.Sp., George Washington University 

NORMAN TEPLEY Associate Professor of Physics 
S.B., Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

S. BERNARD THOMAS Professor of History 
B.S. , City College of New York; M.A., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., Columbia University 

FRED D. THOMPSON Visiting Lecturer in Theatre Arts 
B.A., Kansas State Teachers College Academy of Dramatic Art 
M.S., Kansas State Teachers College 

PAUL A. TIPLER Associate Professor of Physics 
B.S., Purdue University; M.S. , University of Illinois; 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

SUZANNE M. TIPLER 
B.S., Eastern Illinois State Golf. 
M.S.L.S., University of Illinois 

Assistant Professor 
University Library 

ELIZABETH A. TITUS Assistant Prof., U. Library 
B.A. , Oakland University; A.M.L.S., University of Michigan 

PAUL TOMBOULIAN 
A.B., Cornell University; 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

Professor of Chemistry 
Chairman , Department of Chemistry 
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Lecturer in Acting 

REUBEN TORCH Professor of Biological Sciences 
Dean, College of Arts and Sciences 

B.S., University of Illinois; M.S., University of Illinois; 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

IRVING TORGOFF Associate Professor of Psychology 
B.S., City College of New York; Ph.D., University of Rochester 

SOCRATES D. TOUNTAS 
B.A., Athens School of Economics 
M.A., University of Wiscohsin 

Instructor of Economics 

JOHN E. TOWER Assoc. Prof. of Economics and Management 
(Faculty of Economics-Management) 

B.S.E., University of Michigan; M.B.A., University of Michigan; 
Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo 

ANNE H. TRIPP Associate Professor of History 
A.B., Wheaton College; M.A., University of Michigan; 
PhD., University of Michigan 

RICHARD P. TUCKER Associate Professor of History 
A.B., Oberlin College; M.A., Harvard University; 
Ph.D., Harvard University 

NALIN J. UNAKAR Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.Sc., Samaldas College (India); Acting Chairman, Department of 

M.Sc., University of Bombay;1 Biological Sciences 
Ph.D., Brown University 

CARMEN M. URLA Associate Professor of Spanish 
Bachillerato, Institute Lope de Vega, Madrid; 
M.A., University of Illinois 

COREY M. VAN FLEET, JR. Associate Professor of Education 
B.S., Wayne State Univ. Dir. of Physical Education and Athletics 
M.S., Wayne State University Director of Aquatics 

CARL A. VANN Professor of Behavioral Sciences (Allport College) 
and Political Science 

A.B., Syracuse University; Chairman, Allport College 
M.A., Syracuse University; Ph.D., Syracuse University 

FLAVIO VARANI 
Ei.M., Manhattan School of Music; 
M.M., Manhattan School of Music 

Asst. Prof. of Music 
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NANCY VAZQUEZ 
B.A. , University of Puerto Rico; 
M.S., City University of New York 

Instructor in Education 

AMAL VINOGRADOV Assistant Professor of Anthropology 
B.A., American University of Beirut 
M.A., University of Chicago 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

MARY ANN BROWNLEE VOSGERCHIAN 
B.A. . Wayne State University; 
M.A., Wayne State University 

Instructor (Dept. of 
Learning Skills) 

CHERRYL A. WAGNER Associate Professor of Classics 
B.A., University of Montana; M.A. , University of Washington; 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

W. DONALD WALLACE Associate Professor of Physics 
A.B., Eastern Michigan University; M.S., University of Maryland; 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

ROBERT J . J . WARGO Assistant Professor of Philosophy 
B.A. , U.C.L.A. 
M.A. , University of Michigan 
Ph.D., University of Michigan 

CHARLES T. WEBER Visiting Lecturer in 

B.B.A., University of New Mexico 
M.A. , Wayne State University 

Economics and Management 

GILBERT L. WEDEKIND Associate Professor of Engineering 
B.S.M.E., University of Illinois 
M.S.M.E .• University of /1/inois 
Ph.D., University of Illinois 

ROBERT C. WEINBAUM Adjunct Associate Professor of Education 
B.A.. University of Michigan 
L. L.B .• University of Michigan 

DAVID R. WEINBERG Instructor (Learning Skills) 
B.A., University of Bridgeport; M.A. , Columbia University 

ALAN G. WEINSTEIN Associate Professor of Management 
B.A. , University of New Hampshire 
M.A., University of New Hampshire 
Ph.D., Wayne State University 

JAMES R. WELLS Visiting Lecturer in Biological Sciences 
B.S .• University of Tennessee; M.S., University of Tennessee; 
Ph.D .• Ohio State University 
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TUNG H. WENG Associate Professor of Engineering 
B.S.E.E., National Taiwan University 
M.S.E.E., University of Iowa 
Ph.D., University of Missouri 

GERTRUDE M. WHITE Professor of English 
B.A., Mt. Holyoke College; M.A., Columbia University; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago 

WILLIAM WHITE Professor of Speech Communication 
B.A., University of Tennessee 
M.A., University of Southern California 
Ph.D. , Queen Mary's College 

KATHLEEN M. WILLIAMS 
B.A., Central Michigan University; 
M.A., Michigan State University 

KATE WILLIAMSON 

Instructor in Education 

Artist-Teacher School of Performing Arts 
Teachers diploma, Central School of Speech and Drama, London 
B.A., University of Michigan 
M.A., University of Michigan 

ROBERT M. WILLIAMSON Professor of Physics 
B.S., University of Florida; Ph.D., University of Wisconsin 

WAL TEA L. WILSON Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.S., West Chester State College; Ph.D., University of Pennsylvania 

BARRY S. WINKLER Assistant Professor of Biological Sciences 
B.A., Harpur College; M.A., State Univ. of New York at Buuffalo; 
Ph.D., State University of New York at Buffalo 

HOWARD A. WITT Professor of Engineering and Assistant Dean 
B.A.Sc., University of Toronto; of Engineering 

(Faculty of Engineering) 
M.S.E., Princeton University; Ph.D., Cornell University 

JESSICA WOODS Lecturer in Acting 
B.F.A. , Boston University 

MICHAEL J. WOZNY Associate Professor of Engineering 
B.S.E.E., University of Arizona; 
M.S.E.E., University of Arizona; 
Ph.D., University of Arizona 

VEL-CHIANG WU Associate Professor of Mathematics 
Diploma, Hong Kong Baptist College; M.S., University of Ottawa; 
Ph.D., Cornell University 

DELORES WYCKOFF 
B.S., University of California 
M.Ed. Georgia State University 

Instructor in Education 
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THEODORE 0. YNTEMA Adjunct Professor of Economics 
and Management 

(Faculty of Economics-Management) 
A.M., University of lflinois; A.M., University of Chicago; 
Ph.D., University of Chicago; C.P.A. (Illinois) 

DONALD C. YOUNG Assistant Professor of Chemistry 
A.B., Harvard College; Ph.D., University of North Carolina at 
Chapel Hill 

KENNETH C. YOUNG Assistant Professor of Economics 
and Management 

(Faculty of Economics-Management) 
B.A., Carson-Newman College; M.B.A., Harvard University; 
M.S., Purdue University; Ph.D., Purdue University 

HAROLD ZEPELIN Instructor in Psychology 
B.A., Roosevelt University of Chicago; M.A., University of Chicago 
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THE UNIVERSITY 

ACADEMIC ADVISING 

Judith E. Keegan, A.B., M.S. Dean of Freshmen and 
Assistant Dean for Student Services 

Audrea Blanding, B.S .• M.S. Counselor, Coordinator of Transfer
student Services 

International Student Services 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 
Frederick W. Obear, B.S., PhD. Vice President and Provost 
George T. Matthews, A.B., M.A., Ph.D Vice Provost 
James H. Bullock, B.A. Assistant Provost 
Robert H. Bunger, B.A. Assistant Vice President 
Billie C. DeMont, B.S., M.S., Ed.D. Assistant Provost 
Daniel A. Feigley, B.S. Statistical Analyst 
William H. Jones, Jr., B.S., M.A., Ph.D. Special Assistant to the-

President for Community College Relations 

ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ART 

Terence Kilburn 
Jerry l. Dahlmann, B.S. 
Thomas F. Kirchner, B.S., M.A.T. 
Alfred Ruscio, B.A. 

ADMINISTRATIVE AFFAIRS 

William F. Sturner, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. 
Thomas H. Atkinson, A.S., B.S., M.A. 

Associate Dean, Theatre Arts 
Administrative Director 

Administrative Assistant 
Artistic Director 

Assistant President 
Director of Administrative 

Services 

ADMISSIONS AND SCHOLARSHIPS 

Jerry W. Rose, B.A., M.A. Director 
Associate Director 
Associate Director 
Assistant Director 

Edward J. Bagale, B.A., M.B.A. 
Joseph Davis, B.S. 
Thomas D. Johnson, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. 
Calvin R. Lefton, B.S., M.E. 
Pamela A. Marin, B.A., M.A. 
JoAnn J .• washington, B.S. 

ALUMNI RELATIONS 

Elaine Petz, B.A. 

Admissions Advisor 
Admissions Advisor 
Admissions Advisor 

Director 
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COLLEGE OF ARTS AND SCIENCES 

Reuben Torch, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. Dean 
Robert E. Simmons, A.B., A.M ., Ph.D. Associate Dean 
Ruby E. Rhodes Administrative Assistant to the Dean 
Marian P. Wilson, B.S., B.A. Editorial Advisor 
Gerald G. Compton, B.A., M.S. Manager, Chemistry Laboratories 
John C. Shiff, B.S. Manager, Biological Sciences Laboratories 
Patrick D. McNeill Director, Language Laboratory 
Frank Kopetko Manager, Physics Laboratories 
Robert Stanton, B.A. Laboratory Technician , Physics Laboratories 

AUDIO VISUAL CENTER 

Daniel A. Brown, B.A. 
Richard E. White Ill , B.A., M.A. 

Director 
Audio Visual Engineer 

INSTITUTE OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES 

V. Everett Kinsey, 8 .$ ., Ph.D. Director 
Research Associate 

Assistant Director 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 

Bhargaven Chakrapani , M.Sc., M.S. 
Venkat N. Reddy, B.Sc., M.S., Ph.D. 
Michael V. Riley, B.A., M.A. , Ph.D. 
Barry S. Winkler, B.A. , M.A., Ph.D. 

BOOK CENTER 

William K. Marshall 
David L Bixby, B.A. 

BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Robert W. Swanson, B.S. 

James E. Borawski, B.A. 
Janet Chang, B.A., M.S. 
Frank D. Clark 
Prasanna K. Datta, B.B.A., M.B.A. 

Director 
Manager 

Vice President and Treasurer of 
the Board of Trustees 

Internal Auditor 
Internal Auditor 

Manager, University Services 
Assistant Grant and Contract 

Administrator 
Ronald J. Forbes, B.B.A. Accounting Supervisor 
Barbara S. Gaves Payroll Supervisor 
Ray T. Harris, B.A., M.B.A., C.P.A. Budget Director 
David R. Hicks Manager, Shipping and Receiving, Motor Pool 
David H. Jones, B.A. Purchasing Agent 
Richard A. light, B.B.A., M.B.A., C.P.A. Assistant Vice President 

for Administration 
Hugh M. Loud, B.A., M.B.A. Budget Analyst 
Ronald M. Maierle, B.S. Accounting Assistant 
Charles F. McCarron, B.A. Assistant to the Controller 
Robert J . McGarry, B.A. Assistant Vice President and Controller 
Benjamin F. Moore Vehicle and Maintenance Supervisor 
Patrick C. Nicosia, B.B.A., M.B.A., C.P.A. Business Manager of 

Residence Halls and Auxiliary Operations 
Adeline Nowacki Administrative Assistant to Vice Pres. 
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Nancy R. Pappenfuss 
Gerald Redoutey 
Dicron Tafralian. Sr., B.S. 
Bernard L. Toutant 

Accounting Supervisor 
Assistant Purchasing Agent 

Grant and Contract Administrator 
Assistant Manager and Stores Supplies 

Supervisor, University Services 

CAMPUS DEVELOPMENT 

Glen Brown. B.A., M.A. Assistant President 
R. Bruce Fiandt, B.S., M.A. Director, Space Utilization 
George Karas, B.S. University Engineer 
Michael M. Crupko Coordinator of Architectural Services 
Rockne DeLauney, B.A. Director of inventory and Property Control 
Frederick J. Duranceau, B.S.Director of Grounds and Landscaping 
Cecil McFarland Administrative Assistant & Budget Analyst 
Richard C. Moore Director of Building Maintenance 
James 0. Oates Superintendent of Mechanical Trades 
William L. Sharrard, B.S. Director of Plant Operations 

CAREER ADVISING & PLACEMENT 

Ronald B. Kevern. B.A. , MA.A 
John E. Scovil, B.A .. M.S. 
Lorn B. Coleman, B.A., M.A. 
Alan R. Scott, A.B., M.B.A. 

Director 
Assistant Director 

Counselor 
Coordinator, Cooperative 

Education Programs 

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES PROGRAM 

James H. Bullock, B.A. 
Martha Bass, B.A. 
Johnson, Mattie, B.A. 

Director and Assistant Provost 
Associate Director 

Coordinator-Counselor 

OFFICE OF COMPUTER SERVICES 

A. E. Charles Allan, B.Sc .• M.S. 
Douglas J. Auld 
Frank E. Babicz, B.S. 
Phillip A. Bartig 
Frank J. Faron, B.S. 
Paul A. Farr 
Roger E. Harris 
David A. Hauge, A.B. 
Charlotte 8. Hudack 
Joann L. Kowalski 
Raymond C. Kraemer 
Robert E. Reitz, B.S. 
Michael L. Sirna, B.S. 
Charles W. Thompson, B.A. 
Patrick R. Whitehead, M.S. 
Mary L. Withington, B.A. 
E. Sue Witol 
Chun Teh Wu, M.S., M.S.E.E. 

Director 
Senior Programmer Analyst 

Operations Manager 
Programmer Analyst 

Senior Systems Programmer 
Manager of Information Center 
Manager of Technical Services 

Senior Programmer Analyst 
Departmental Accountant 

Assistant Operations Manager 
Assistant Manager of M.I.S. 

Manager of Academic Services 
Programmer Analyst 

Manager of M.I.S. Development 
Supervisor of Academic Services 

Programmer Analyst 
Senior Programmer Analyst 

Scientific Programmer Analyst 
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DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Lowell R. Eklund, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. Dean 
Elinor B- Waters, B.A., M.A., Ed.D. Director, Continuum Center 
Sylvia G. Fink, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. Psychologist, Continuum Center 
Janice J. Guerriero, B.A., M.A. Director, Business Edvcation 
Audry I. Marriner, B.A., M.A. Director, Marketing and Public 

Relations 
Virginia C. Menzies Registrar 
Dorothy G. Owen, B.S., M.A. Director, Conference Services 
G. Don Stevens Director, Labor Education Service 
Margaret R. Twyman Manager, Meadow Brook Hall 
Harry B. Van Hook, Jr., A.B., M.A. Assistant Dean, Courses and 

Director, Management Education Programs 
G. Gordon Walker Director, Real Estate Programs 

OFFICE OF CULTURAL AFFAIRS 

W. W. Kent, B.M.E., M.M. General Director, and Managing 
Director, Meadow Brook Music Festival 

Kiichi Usui, B.F.A., M.A. Curator, Meadow Brook Art Gallery 

SCHOOL OF ECONOMICS AND MANAGEMENT 

Norton C. Seeber, B.S., B.S.Econ., Ph.D. 
Harvey A. Shapiro, B.S. 

Dean 
Assistant to the Dean 

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION 

Laszlo J. Hetenyi, B.A., M.A., Ed .D. 
Richard F. Barron, B.S., M.Ed., Ph .D. 

Dean 
Director of Graduate 

Programs 
Director of School Services Harry T. Hahn, B.A., ~1.Ed ., Ed.D. 

James W. Hughes, B.S., M.A., Ed.D. Director of Teacher 
Education 

William J. Jorns, B.A. , M.A. Administrative Assistant to the Dean 
William F. Moorhouse, B.A., M.Ed., Ph.D. Director of Human 

Geraldine M. Palmer, B.A., M.A. 
Resources Development 

Administrative Assistant to 
School Services Program 

Corey M. Van Fleet, Jr., B.S., M.S. Director of Physical Education 
and Athletics 

Director of Aquatics 

EMPLOYMENT RELATIONS 

Clair L. Magoon, B.A., M.A. Acting Director of Employment 
Relations and Wage & Salary Administration Manager 

Morris F. Ames, M.B.A. Employment and Training Manager 
Margaret C. Dolan, B.A., M.P.A. Labor Relations Manager 
Walter R. Greene, Ill, B.A. Equal Opportunity Manager 
Margaret D. Taylor Staff Benefits Manager 
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Paul R. Paslay, B.S., M.S., Sc.O. 
Keith R. Kleckner, B.E.E., Ph.D. 

Dean 
Assistant Dean for Graduate 

Howard R. Witt, B.A.Sc., M.S.E., Ph.D. 
Studies 

Assistant Dean for 
Undergraduate Studies 

EVENING PROGRAM AND SPRING & SUMMER SESSIONS 

Billie C. DeMont. B.S., M.S. , Ed.D. 
Ralph Schillace, B.A., M.A., Ph .D. 
Kevin T. Kenney, B.S. 

FINANCIAL AID 

Gladys B. Rapoport, B.S., B.A. 
Troy L. Allen, B.A.. M.A. 

GRADUATE STUDY 

G. Philip Johnson, B.S., M.A., Ph.D. 

GROUNDS 

Dean 
Assistant Dean 

Administrative Assistant 

Director 
Financial Aid Officer 

Dean 

Frederick J . Duranceau, B.S. Director, Grounds Landscaping 

INNER COLLEGES 

F. James Clatworthy, B.A., M.A., Ph.D. Co-Chairman, New-Charter 

Robert L. Stern, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 

Carl R. Vann, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 

INSTITUTIONAL RESEARCH 

David C. Beardslee, B.A .• M.A., Ph .D. 
Mary A. Whitmire 
E. Sue Witol 

LIBRARY 

George L. Gardiner, A.B., M.A. 
Nancy S. Covert. B.A .• A.M.L.S. 
Robert G. Gaylor, B.A., M.L.S. 
Daniel R. Brown, B.A. 
Richard White 

MEADOW BROOK ART GALLERY 

Kiichi Usui, B.F.A., M.A. 

MEADOW BROOK HALL 

College 
Co-Chairman, New-Charter 

College 
Chairman, Allport College 

Director 
Research Assistant 

Senior Programmer-Analyst 

Dean 
Assistant to the Dean 

Associate Dean 
Director, Audio Visual Dept. 
Engineer Audio Visual Dept. 

Curator 

Margaret R. Twyman 
Paul A. McDowell, B.S. 
Kenneth B. Covert, B.S. 

Manager 
Assistant Manager 

Director, Meadow Brook Estate Security 
Director, Meadow Brook Hall Security 
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MEADOW BROOK PERFORMING ARTS 

W. W. Kent , B.M.E., M.M. General Director, Office of Cultural 
Affairs and Managing Director, 
Meadow Brook Music Festival 

David Robert Kanter, B.F.A., M.A. Managing Director 
Terence Kilburn Artistic Director, Meadow Brook 

Rose Marie McClain 

Jane U. Mosher 

Vince Ammann 
Cheryl K. Burnet, M.A. 

Theatre ; Associate Dean , Theatre Arts 
Manager, Public Relations, 

Meadow Brook 
Director of Community Relations 
and Group Sales, Meadow Brook 

Business Manager, Meadow Brook 
Box Office Manager, Meadow Brook 

GRAHAM MEDICAL CENTER 

Joan P. Wake, M.D. Physician 
Physician 

Nurse 
Lab Technologist 

Nurse 
Head Nurse & Coordinator 

Nurse 

Ralph D. Wigent. M.D. 
Isabel C. Harper, R.N . 
Phyllis A. Hunt, M.T. 
Elizabeth A. Johnson, R.N. 
Carol A. Linington, R.N. 
Clare E. Sawh ill, R.N . 

OAKLAND CENTER AND CAMPUS PROGRAMS 

William K. Marshall Director 
Thomas A. Aston Director, Student Enterprises 
lngo R. Outzmann, B.A., M.A. Coordinator of Office for 

Student Organizations, Assistant to the 
Dean tor Student Ute and Coordinator of 

Judicial Systems 
William D. Epling, Jr., B.A., M.S. Director Community House 
Augustine E. Wright, B.A. Assistant Director of Oakland Center 

SCHOOL OF PERFORMING ARTS 

Terence Kilburn Associate Dean , Theatre Arts; 
Artistic Director, Meadow Brook Theatre 

Jerry L. Dahlmann , B.S. 
Thomas F. Kirchner, B.S., MAT. 
Alfred Ruscio, B.A. 

Administrative Director, A.D.A. 
Administrative Assistant, A.D.A. 

Artistic Director, A.D.A. 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION AND ATHLETICS 

Corey M. Van Fleet , Jr., B.S., M.S. Director of Physical Education 

Eugen H. Boldon, B.S., M.A. 

Carol E. Halstead, B.A., M.A. 
Hollie L. Lepley, M.S. , Ph.B. 

and Athletics, Swimming Coach 
Associate Director of Athletics, 

and Basketball Coach 
Director of Dance 

Associate Director of Physical 
Education and Golf Coach 
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Alfred W. Stransky, B.A., M.S., Ph.D. 
Baseball Coach 

Director of Human 
Performance Laboratory 

Director of lntramurals 
Women's Sports Coach 

James L Valliere, B .S. 
Kathleen M. Williams, B .A., M.A. 

PRESIDENT 

Donald D. O 'Dowd, A.B., M.A., Ph.D. 
William W. Connellan, B.A., M.A. 
Robert A. Dearth, A.B. 

President 
Assistant to the President 

Director of Special Projects 

UNIVERSITY-COMMUNITY COUNSELING 
AND PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER 

F. Edward Rice, Ph.D. 
Betty J. Beardslee, Ph.D. 
Mary Sue Larsen, PhD. 
R. A. Zegers, Ph.D. 
L. Jerome Fink, M.D. 
Morris Frumin, M.D. 
Edward J. Wallon, Ph.D. 

PUBLIC AFFAIRS 

Director and Clinical Psychologist 
Clinical Psychologist 
Clinical Psychologist 
Clinical Psychologist 

Consultant Psychiatrist 
Consultant Psychiatrist 

Consultant Psychologist 

John H. De Carlo, J .D. Vice President for Public Affairs 
and Secretary to the Board of Trustees 

Robert D. Kanter, B.F.A .• M.A. Managing Director, Meadow Brook 
Theatre 

W. W. Kent. B.M.E., M.M. 

Terence Kilburn 

Joseph L. Knapp, B.S. 

PUBLIC SAFETY 

Earl N. Gray, B.S. 

PURCHASING 

David H. Jones, B.A. 
Gerald S. Aedoutey 
Bertha M. Ginter 

REGISTRAR 

Lowell C. Ruggles, B.S .. M.E. 
Ronald L. Somerville, B.A. 
Pauline Scott 

General Director, Office of Cultural 
Affairs, and Managing Director, 

Meadow Brook Music Festival 
Associate Dean, Theatre Arts 

And Artistic Meadow Brook Theatre 
Director, University Relations 

Director 

Purchasing Agent 
Assistant Purchasing Agent 
Assistant Purchasing Agent 

Registrar 
Assistant Registrar 

Recorder 

RESEARCH AND INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES 

Lewis N. Pino. B.A., Ph.D. Director 
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RESIDENCE HALLS 
Jack T. Wilson , B.S., M.A., Ph.D. Director 
Mitchel D. Livingston, B.S., M.S. 

Assistant Director for Student Life 
Patrick C. Nicosia, B.B.A., M.B.A., C.P.A. Business Manager 
Doreen M. Bieryla, B.S., M.Ed. Coordinator of Freshman 

Residence Halls 
SPACE UTILIZATION 

R. Bruce Fiandt, B.S., M.A. Director 

SPECIAL PROGRAMS 

George A. Jackson, B.S., M.A. Director 
Margaret A. Chapa, B.A., M.A. Counselor 
Dallas Coleman, Jr., A.A., B.A., M.A. Counselor, Proj ect Pontiac 
Cleveland Hurst, B.S., M.A. Coordinator for Veteran Affairs 

STUDENT ACCOUNTS 
Charles F. McCarrow, B.A. 
Ronald M. Maierle, B.S. 
STUDENT AFFAIRS 

_Assistant to the Controller 
Accounting Assistant 

Kenneth H. Coffman, B.S., M.S., Ph.D. Vice President 
Earl N. Gray, B.S. Director of Public Safety 
M. Patricia Houtz, B.S., M.S., Ed.D. Assistant Vice President 
Manuel H. Pierson, B.S., M.A., Ed.O. Dean of Student Services 
F. Edward Rice, B.A., M.A., Ph.D.Oirector, University - Community 

Counseling and Psychological Center 
Corey Van Fleet, B.A., M.A. Director of Physical Education 
Dudley B. Woodard, Jr., B.S., M.A .• Ph.D. Dean for Student Life 
STUDENT LIFE 

Dudley B. Woodard, Jr., B.A., M.A., Ph.D. Dean for Student Life 
Rosalinnd E. Andreas, B.A., M.A. Director of Commuter Services 
Thomas A. Aston Director of Student Enterprises 
Doreen M. Bieryla, B.S. , M.Ed.Coordinator of Freshman Residence 

David L. Bixby, B.A. 
Glenn A Cassis, B.A., M.A. 

Hall and Programmer 
Manager of Bookcenter 

Assistant Director of Student 
Organizations & Activities for 

ConcerLLecture Program 
lngo R. Dutzmann, B.A., M.A. Assistant to the Dean for Student 

Life and Coordinator of Judicial Systems 
William 0. Epling, Jr., B.S., M.S. Director of Community House 
Maribeth I. Kapahi, B.S., M.A. Assistant Director of Student 

Organizations & Activities for Programming 
Cynthia S. Livingston, B.A., M.A. Assistant Director of Student 

Organizations - Activities 
Mitchel 0 . Livingston, B.S., M.A. Assistant Director of Residence 

Halls 
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William K. Marshall Director of Oakland Canter 
Patrick C. Nicosia, B.B.A., M.B.A., C.P.A. Business Manager for 

Residence Halls 
James C. Pequette, A.B., M.A., Ed.O. Director of Student 

Organizations and Activities 
Jack T. Wilson, B.S .• M.A., Ph.D. Associate Dean for Student Life 

and Director of Residence Halls 
Augustine E. Wright. B.A. Assistant Director of Oakland Center 

STUDENT SERVICES 

Manuel H. Pierson, B.S., M.A., Ed.O. 
Elizabeth Glass, B.A. 

Dean 
Administrative Assistant and 
Coordinator, O.E. Region V. 

Fine Arts Institute 
Mondine McNeil Administrative Assistant for Records 
Judith E. Keegan, A.B., M.S. Assistant Dean for Student Services, 

Frank Rodriguez, B.A., M.A. 
Dean of Freshmen 

Counselor for Spacial Programs; 
International Student Advisor 

Audrea Blanding, B.S., M.A. Counselor, Coordinator of Transfer 
Student Services 

George A. Jackson, B.S., M.A. Director of Special Programs 
Dallas Coleman, Jr., A.A., B.A., M.A. Counselor, Project Pontiac 
Margaret Chapa, B.A., M.A. Counselor 
Cleveland Hurst, B.S., M.A. Counselor, Veteran Affairs 
Sherman C. Barton, B.S., M.A. Director of Upward Bound 
Linda Kennedy Gowens, B.A. Assistant Director of Upward Bound 
Ronald B . Kevern, B.A., M.A. Director, Career Advising and 

John E. Scovil, B.S., M.S. 

Lorn Coleman, B.S., M.A. 
Alan Scott, B.A., M.B.A. 

UNIVERSITY RELATIONS 

Placement 
Assistant Director, Career 

Advising and Placement 
Counselor 

Coordinator, Cooperative 
Education Programs 

Joseph L. Knapp, B.S. Director 
James D. Llewellyn, B.SManager, News Services and Publications 

UNIVERSITY SERVICES 

Francis 0. Clark 
Bernard L. Toutant 

UPWARD BOUND 

Sherman C. Barton. B.S., M.Ed. 
Linda L. Kennedy Gowens, B.A. 

Manager 
Supervisor, Stores Supplies 

Director 
Assistant Director 



456 OFFICES OF 
THE UNIVERSITY 

URBAN AFFAIRS 

Wilma H. Bledsoe, B.A. Director 
George E. Fukushima, B.A., M.A. Associate Director 
Elaine Andrews, B.A., M.Ed. Teacher, Oakland Prep School 
Hikmat Atto, B.S., M.A. Teacher, Oakland Prep School 
Johnetta C. Brazzell, B.A., M.A. Director, Community Programs 
Marge Clay, B.S. , M.Ed. Head Teacher, Oakland Prep School 
Bernard Copeland, B.S. Streetworker, Oakland Prep School 
John G. Graham, Jr. Streetworker, Oakland Prep School 
Sydney M. Greenlee, B.S. Field Services Coordinator, 

Oakland Prep School 
Harvey R. Hohauser, B.A .• M.A., Ph.D. Coordinator, University 

Year for ACTION 
Deirdre Honore, B.A., M.A. Teacher, Oakland Prep School 
Richard H. Morgan, B.A .. M.A. Director, Community Services 
Venison L. Proctor Streetworker, Oakland Prep School 
Bernard Sanders, B.A. Teacher, Oakland Prep School 
Arturo Vazquez, B.A. Field Coordinator, University 

Year for ACTION 
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eign Students, Out of State Stu
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Application Fee, 24 
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48, 342, 452 
Audio Visual Center, 448 
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79 
Institute of, 448 

Book Center, 50, 448 
Buildings, University, 55 
Business Administrat ion , See 

School of Economics and Man
agement, 285 
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Calendar, 7 
Campus Buildings, 35; Map, 5-6 
Campus Development. 449 
Career Advising and Placement Of-

fice, 41, 449 
Career Opportunities Program, 449 
Chemistry, Department of, 89 
Child Care Center, 41 
Chinese Language and Civilization, 

169, 254 ; See also Majors. Re-
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quirements for liberal Arts; See 
also Modern Languages 

Chorus, See University Chonus, 47 
Classical Languages and Litera

tures, Department of, 97 
College of Arts and Sciences, 59, 

448 
Colloquia, (University Courses), 405 
Committees, University Senate, 462; 

College of Arts and Sciences, 61 
Community and Human Develop-

ment, 402 
Community House, 50 
Community Services, 45 
Commuter Services, 50 
Computer and Information Science, 

268, 303, 375, 380 
Computer Services, Office of, 449 
Concentrations, Soo Alphabetized 

Listing for Requirements, etc., 
Computer and Information 
Science. East Asian Studies, 
Electronics, Elementary Teach
ing, Environmental Studies, 
Health-Medical Behavioral 
Sciences, Independent. Journal
ism. Judaic Studies. Linguistics, 
Mechanical and Ther m a l 
Sciences, Predental, Prelaw, 
Premedical Studies, Public and 
Societal Systems, Religious Stud
ies, Slavic Studies, Social Jus
tice/Corrections , South Asian 
Studies, Speech Commun., Sys
tems Engineering. Theatre Arts. 

Conference Center. 411 
Continuing Education. Division of, 

409, 450 
Continuum Center, 411 
Counseling, 41 , 453 
Course and Credit System, 16; 

Change of Courses, Course Com
petency, Modified Major, Petition 
of Exception, Repeating Courses 

Course Fee. See Fees, 23 
Credit by Examination, 13 
Cultural Affairs, Office ot, 450 
Cultural and Con ference Center , 

411 
Curriculum, Undergraduate, See 

Appropriate College, School or 
Department Requirements 

Dance. See Physical Education, 342 
Degree Requirements, See Require

ments. General 
Degrees Offered, See Inside Front 

Cover 
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Dismissal, 21 
Distribution Requirements, 64 
Division of Continuing Education, 

408 
Division of Student Affairs, 454 
Doctoral Program. See Graduate 

Programs 
Early Childhood Education, 329 
East Asian Studies. 254 
Economics and Management . 

School of, 299. 381 
Economics. Department of, 105. 

See also School of Economics 
and Management, 285, 450 

Education, School of. 319, 450 
Electronics. 382 
Elementary Education, 320 
Employment Relations, 450 
Employment, Student, 32 
Engineering, School of, 357, 451 
English, Department of 117 
Enrollment Deposit, 24 
Environmental Health, 263 
Environmental Studies. 268, 303 
Evening Program, 393, 451 
Expenses, See Fees, 23-27 
Faculty, See University Faculty, 415 
Fees, 23-27 
Financial Aid, 28, 451 
Fine Arts, (University Courses), 403 
Food Service, 34 
Foreign Student Office, 42; See 

Also Admissions, Advising 
French Language and Literature, 

172; See also Modern Languages 
Exploratories, (University Courses), 

403 
General Education, 64. See also 

Distribution Requirement, Gen
eral Education 

German Language and Literature, 
175; See also Modern Languages 

Governance, 464 
Grades and Grade Point System. 

18; Academic Record, Grade 
Point Average, I - Incomplete, N -
No Grade. P - Progress. S - Satis
factory 

Graduate Study, Arts and Sciences, 
283; Education, 347; Engineering, 
374; Management, 306; Office of, 
406, 451 

Graham Health Center, 40, 452 
Greek Language, 1 02 
Grounds, 451 
Health Center, 40 
Health Certification Requirements, 

13 
Health-Medical Behavioral Sci

ences, 270, 303. 389 
Health-Physical Education Office. 

342, 452 
Health Sciences Programs, 262 
Hebrew Language, 177 
Hindi-Urdu Language, 178 
History, Department of, 129 
Honors. Academic, 20 
Housing, Student, 33; Housing 

Fees, On-Campus. See also Resi
dence Halls 

Human Resources Development, 
326 

Human Resources Management, 
294 

Incomplete Grade, See Grades and 
Grade Point System, 18 

Independent Concentration, See 
Concentrations 

Inner Colleges, 389, 398, 451 
Institute of Biological Sciences, 448 
Institutional Research, 451 
Insurance, 34 
Interdepartmental Programs, 251 
Italian Language, 178 
Journalism, 241, 270, 303 
Judaic Studies, 270 
Judicial Systems, 51 
Kresge Library, 413, 451 
Labor Education, 411 
Language Arts, 143 
Latin Language, 103 
Latin American Studies, 259, Lib-

eral Arts Major Requirements, 68 
Learning Skills, Department of, 396 
Letters, (University Courses). 406 
Library, See Kresge Library, 413, 

451 
Linguistics, Department of, 141, 271 
Loans, 31 
Major, Modified , See Course and 

Credit System, 16 
Majors. (Standings and Require

ments), See alphabetized listings 
for: 
Economics and Management, 
School of : Economics; Manage
ment 
Education, School of; Early 
Childhood Education (HAD); Ele
mentary Education: Manpower 
D~welopment (HRD); Secondary 
Education 
Engineering , School of; Com
puter and Information Sciences; 
Engineering 
Arts and Sciences. College of; 
Anthropology; Art (History and 
Studio); Biology; Chemistry; 
Chinese Language and Civiliza
tion; Classical Civilization; Classi
cal Languages and Literatures; 
Economics ; English; Environ- • 



mental Health; French ; German; 
Greek: Hebrew: Hindi-Urdu; His
tory; Language Arts; Latin ; Lin
guist ics; Mathematics: Medical 
Physics : Medical Technology; 
Music History and literature; 
Music Theory and Composition; 
Philosophy; Physics , Political 
Science; Portuguese; Psychol
ogy; Russian language and Civi
lization ; Social Studies; Sociol
ogy ; Sociology and Anthro 
pology; Spanish; Speech Com
munication. 

Management, See School of Eco-
nomics and Management, 285 

Manpower Development, 330 
Map, Campus, 5 
Master's Programs. See Graduate 

Studies 
Mathematics, Department of, 151 
Meadow Brook Art Gallery, 53, 451 
Meadow Brook Hall, 411 , 451 
Meadow Brook Music Festival, 51, 

451 
Meadow Brook Performing Arts, 

451 
Meadow Brook Theatre, 53, 451 
Mechanical and Thermal Sciences, 

382 
Medical Center. Graham, 40, 452 
Medical Physics, 265 
Medical Technology, 266 
Midrasha College, See Judaic Stud

ies, 270 
Minors, Requirements; Elementary 

Teaching: History/Social Science; 
Language Arts; 'Physical Educa
tion ; Science/Mathematics, See 
School of Education 

Minors, Requirements of Second
ary Teaching : Art, Biology, Chem
istry, English, History, Mathemat
ics. Modern Languages, Physical 
Education, Physics, Science, So
cial Studies, Speech Communica
tion, See School of Education 

Modern Language, Teaching of, 
167 

Modern Languages and literatures. 
Dept. of, 167 

Music, Department of, 187 
Natural Science , (University 

Courses), 403 
New-Charter College, 398 
News Services and Publications, 

455 
No Grade, See Grades. Grade Point 

System, 19 
Non· credit Courses. 410 
Nursing Program, 402 
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Oakland Center, 50, 452 
Oakland University Foundation, 463 
Off-Campus Study Programs, 69, 

281 
Officers of Instruction, See Univ. 

Faculty, 415 
Offices of the University, 447 
Orientation, 14; Fees, 25 
Out-of-State Tuition Rules, 27 
Parking, Fees & Regulations, 25 
Part-Time Employment, 32 
Performing Arts . School of, 385, 

452 
Petition of Exception, See Course 

and Credit System, 16 
Philosophy, Department of, 199 
Physical Education, 48, 342, 452 
Physics, Department of, 205 
Placement Office. 41 
Political Science, Department of, 

215 
Portuguese Language, 179 
Pre-Dental Studies, 272 
Pre-law Studies, 215, 280 
Pre-medical Studies, 272, 382 
President, Office of, 453 
Probation. See Academic Proba-

tion, 21 
Progress Grade, See Grades, Grade 

Point System, 19 
Provost, Office of, 389 
Psychological Services, 41 , 453 
Psychology, Department of, 223 
Public Affairs, 453 
Public Management, 295, 304 
Public Safety, 453 
Public and Societal Systems, 272, 

303, 383 
Purchasing, 453 
Reading Center, 39 
Readmission, 16 
Refunds, 27 
Registrar. 453 
Religious Studies, 272 
Repeating Courses, See Course 

and Credit System, 18 
Requirement, See General Educa
. tion Distribution Requirements, 

64 
Requirement, Health Certification, 

13 
Requirement, Residence. 27 
Requirements for Admission, 9-13 
Requirements for Concentrations, 

See Concentration, Requirements 
for 

Requirements for liberal Arts Ma
jors, See Majors. Requirements 
for Liberal Arts 

Requirements for Secondary 
Teaching Majors, See School of 
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Education 
Requ irements for Secondary 

Teaching Minors, See School of 
Education 

Requirements, General Degree; See 
Appropriate College, School or 
Department 

Research Facilities, 453 
Residence Hall , 33, 454 
Residence Requirements, 27 
Room and Board Fees, 36 
Russian Language and Civilization , 

170; See also Modern Languages 
Satisfactory Grade, See Grades and 

Grade Point System; 19 
Scholarships. 29 
School of Economics and Manage

ment, 285, 450, See also Require
ments for Liberal Arts, Econom
ics 

School of Education, 319, 450, See 
Graduate Programs 

School of Engineering, 357, 451 ; 
See Graduate Programs; See also 
Requirements. General Degree 

School of Performing Arts, 385, 455 
Science, Teaching Minor Courses, 

282 
Secondary Education. 324 
Senate Committees and Member-

ship, 462 
Separation from the University, 21 
Slavic Studies, 257 
Social Justice/Corrections, 275, 304 
Social Studies Program, 277 
Sociology and Anthropology, De· 

partment of, 231 
South Asian Studies. 256 
Spanish Language and Literature. 

181 ; See also Modern Languages 
Speech Communication, Depart

ment of, 242, 276 
Sport, See Physical Education, 48, 

342, 452 
Spring and Summer Sessions. Of· 

fice, of, 451 
Student Affairs, Division of, 454 

Student Clubs and Organizations, 
44 

Student Dramatics and Music, 
46-47 

Student Empt"oyment, 32 
Student Enterprise Film Society, 46 
Student Enterprise Lectures, 46 
Student Enterprise Theatre, 46 
Student Government, 44 
Student Housing, 33 
Student Insurance, 40 
Student Life, 43 
Student Organizations, 44 
Student Publications, 47 
Student Programs, 38 
Student Services, 37, 455 
Student Skill Development Center, 

39 
Student Volunteer Projects. 47 
Study Abroad , Information on. 42 
Swahili Language, 164 
Symbol ic Systems , (Un i ve rsi ty 

Courses), 403 
Systems Eng ineering, 364 
Teacher Certification. 325 
Toddler Care Center, 41 
Theatre Arts. 242, 276 
Transfer Students; Admission. 1 0; 

Community College, 11 ; Financial 
Aid, 30 

Tuit ion, See Fees, 23 
University Book Center, SO, 448 
University Chorus, Concert Band, 

Orchestra, 47 
University Courses, 403 
University Faculty, 415 
University Forum (Courses), 406 
University Foundation. 463 
University Honors. 20 
University libraries, 413 
University Relations, 455 
Upward Bound, 455 
Urban Affairs, 456 
Veteran Benefits. 42 
Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Alfred G .. 5 
Withdrawal, 21 
Writing Center, 39. 396 



ACCREDITATION 
AND AFFILIATIONS 

461 

The degree programs of Oakland University participated from its founding in the 
full accreditation status of the programs of Michigan State University. All 
baccalaureate programs of Oakland University were separately accredited by the 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools in August, 1966. 
Final accredita~on was granted by the Association in 1971 for master's level 
programs leading to the degrees of Master of Arts, Master of Arts in Teachina, 
and Master of Science and preliminary accreditation was granted for the 
doctorate in engineering. Accreditation has been given to the program of the 
Department of Chemistry by the American Chemical Society. The undergraduate 
program of the School of Engin~ring has been accredited by the Engineers' 
Council for Professional Development. 

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY MEMBERSHIPS [Partial] 

American Association of Community and Junior Colleges (Affiliate) 
American Association on Higher Education 
American Alumni Council 
American Association for the Advancement of Science 
American Association of Colleges for Teacher Education 
American Association of Collegiate Registrars & Admissions Officers 
American Association of State Colleges and Universities 
American Chemical Society 
American Council on Education 
American Institute of Physics 
American Mathematical Society 
American Society of Engineering Education 
Association for Childhood Education International 
College Entrance Examination Board 
Council of Graduate Schools in the United States 
Council of Universities and Colleges 
Great Lakes Intercollegiate Athletic Conference 
Institute of International Education 
Michigan Academy of Science, Arts, and Letters 
Michigan Student Financial Aid Association 
Midwest College Placement Association 
Midwestern Association of Graduate Schools 
National Association of College Admission Counselors 
National Collegiate Athletic Association 
National Council of University Research Administrators 
National University Extension Association 
North Central Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools 

(A complete list of affiliations and memberships 
is available through the Business Office.) 
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UNIVERSITY SENATE 
COMMITTEES & MEMBERS 

CONSTITUTIONAL COMMITTEES 

Elections Committee 
Graduate Council 
Steering Committee 
University Tenure and Appointment Policy Committee 

STANDING COMMITTEES 
Academic Budget and Planning Committee 
Academic Conduct Committee 
Academic Policy Committee 
Academic Standing and Honors Committee 
Admissions Committee 
Athletics Committee 
Campus Development and Environment Committee 
Financial Aids Committee 
Research Committee 
Spring and Summer Sessions Committee 
Teaching and learning Committee 
University Planning Committee 

MEMBERS OF THE 1974-1975 UNIVERSITY SENATE 

Charles W . Akers 
John V. Barnard 
Richard F. Barron 
John W. Barthel 
John l. Beardman 
Jane M . Bingham 
Gottfried Brieger 
Delores M . Burdick 
Harvey Burdick 
Richard ). Burke 
Kenneth H. Coffman 
George Coon 
Nancy Covert 
Joseph W. DeMent 
David Doane 
Peter G. Evarts 
George F. Feeman 
George L. Gardiner 
Leonardas V. Gerulaitis 

Renate Gerulaitis 
Sidney W. Graber 
Alexander N . Gray 
Karl Gregory 
Richard E. Haskell 
Laszlo J. Hetenyi 
Eileen E. Hitchingham 
Joseph Der Hovanesian 
C. Philip Johnson 
Terence E. Kilburn 
Robert Knoska 
Abraham R. Libotf 
Richard Light 
George T. Matthews 
James H. McKay 
John M . McKinley 
William F. Moorhouse 
Frederick W . Obear 
Donald D. O'Dowd 

Virginia E. O'Leary 
Colin A. Palmer 
Paul R. Paslay 
Clifford Pfeil 
Michael V . Riley 
Ralph ). Schillace 
Parbury Schmidt 
Helen ). Schwartz 
Norton C. Seeber 
David W. Shantz 
James Sherry 
W. Patrick Strauss 
William F. Sturner 
Norman Susskind 
Paul A. Tipler 
Reuben Torch 
John Tower 
Dudley Woodard 
Emsley Wyatt 



OAKLAND UNIVERSITY 
FOUNDATION 1973-74* 

EXECUTIVE TRUSTEES 

l. C. Goad, President 
Charles F. Adams, Vice President 
Rinehart S. Bright, Vice President 
Milo Cross, Vice President 
Edwin 0 . George, Vice President 
Mrs. Henry Johnson, Vice President 
Marvin l. Katke, Vice President 
Mrs. Leonard T. lewis, Vice President 
Walton lewis, Vice President 
Howard l. McCreeor, Jr. , Vice President 
Mrs. William l. Mitchell, Vice President 
Norman B. Weston, Vice President 
Robert W . Swanson, Treasurer 
Harold A. Fitzgerald, President Emeritus 
Robert A. Dearth, Executive Director 
James l. Howlett, ex officio 
Donald D. O'Dowd, ex officio 

TRUSTEES 

Don E. Ahrens 
Paul N. Averill 
S. Brooks Barron 
Mrs. Virgil E. Boyd 
John Bugas 
james Cameron, Jr . 
Martin J. Caserio 
Edward N. Cole 
Harry B. Cunningham 
john Z. Delorean 
Robert E. Dewar 
E. M. Estes 
Max M . Fisher 
Howard H. Fitzgerald, II 
A. P. Fontaine 

Mrs . William T. Gossett 
Graham J. Graham 
Delos Hamlin 
Mrs. Hugh C . Harness 
Carlton M. Higbie, Jr. 
George N. Higgins 
Mrs. Clement Jensen 
Mrs . John S. Judd 
Mrs . Ed Kaegi 

William A. Mitzelfeld 
Ken Morris 
James P. Morrison 
C. S. Harding Mott 
Daniel T. Murphy, Jr. 
Mrs. Ralph Norvell 
W. Calvin Patterson 
John S. Pingel 
John B. Poole 
Henry 0 . Price 
Thomas R. Reid 
Gilbert Richards 
Alan E. Schwartz 
George T. Trumbull 
Ha rold C . Warner 
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john A. Ford 
Mrs. West H. Gallogly 
Charles l. Gehringer 
Harold S. Goldberg 
john F. Cordon 

Adolph F. Kle in 
Semon E. Knudsen 
Mrs. Roger M . Kyes 
David Levinson 
William l. Mainland 
E. Curtis Matthews 
Wade H. McCree, Jr. 
F. James Mc Donald 
Mrs. Donald McMinn 
Phillip J. Meek 

Harry N. Wiet ing, Jr . 
Mrs. R. Jamison Williams 
Wallace E. Wilson 
Theodore 0 . Yntema 

Ben D. Mills 

•1974-75 Annual Meeting Elections Scheduled for October 1974 
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GOVERNANCE 
0 

Oakland University is an autonomous institution of higher learn
ing established and maintained by the State of Michigan . The 
University is governed by an eight-member Board of Trustees 
appointed by the Governor with the advice and consent of the 

1 

State Senate. Legislation creating Oakland University as an inde
pendent institution, separate from Michigan State University, 
was established under Act No. 35, Public Acts of 1970. The Presi
dent of the University is appointed by the Board and is the ex
officio presiding officer of that body. The Board also appoints a 
secretary and treasurer. The following are the Board members 
and officers. 

Mrs. Ruth H. Adams 

Leland W . Carr, Jr. 

Marvin l. Katke 

David B. Lewis 

Robert W . Swanson 
Vice President, 
Business Affairs 
& Treasurer to the 
Board of Trustees 

Ken Morris 

Arthur W. Saltzman, Vice Chairman 
Alan E. Schwartz 

Otis M. Smith, Chairman 

Donald D. O'Dowd 
President, 
Oakland University 
& Ex Officio Member, 
Board of Trustees 

John H. De Carlo 
Vice President, 
Public Affairs 
& Secretary to the 
Board of Trustees 

Assurance of Compliance with 
Title VI. Civil Rights Act of 1964 

Oakland University affirms that an Assurance of Compliance with 
Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 has been executed and is 
fully applicable to the policies and practices of this University. 
Specifically, admission to the University or employment by the 
University is provided to qualified persons without discrimination 
on the ground of race, color, religion, sex, age, national origin or 
ancestry. 

All announcements in this catalog are subject to revision at 
the discretion of the University. 

September, 1974 Volume XV, No. 1 

Published by Oakland University, Rochester, Michigan 48063. 
U.S. Postage Paid, Permit No. 17, non-profit organization. 
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OAKLAND UNIVERSITY UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS 
General Catalog published annually in Sep~ 

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY Gl 11 ' 
Graduate Catalog publishe 

OAKLAND UNIVERSITY SU~ 
Bulletin published annually il 

ACADEMY OF DRAMATIC ART 
Prospectus published annually in March. 

DIVISION OF CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Catalog published twice yearly in September and January. 

CORRESPONDENCE DIRECTORY 1 

- - '! 

----------------------~~ 
Mailing address: Oakland Ut ,;/;.', B-- . ;.. .. 
the University will be pleaS<!! ,(o .-. / 
address specific inquiries to the of~KLAHO UNI"• 
are also included. Area Code. 313. 

ADMISSIONS INFORMATION AN 
Undergraduate Students - Di~tOI. 
Graduate Students - Dean of 6ad 
Academy of Dramatic Art • Admir 

BUSINESS MATTERS 
Vice President for Businesa Affiiinl 

CAREER ADVISING AND PLACEM 
Director, Placement Offic• 377·3'1-

CONTINUING EDUCATION 
Dean of Continuing Educatliell 377-3120 

LIBFP 0 " 

• 
EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM, TRANSCRIPTS, ACADtMIC REPORTS 
The Registrar 377-3450 

LOANS AND ON-CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT 
Undergraduate Students- Financial Aid Officer 377-3370 
Graduate Students- Financial Aid Officer 377-3370 

SCHOLARSHIPS AND GRANTS 
New Students- Director of Admissions 377-3360 
Upperclassmen- Director of Financial Aid 377-3370 
Graduate Students- Dean of Graduate Study 377-3166 

STUDENT AFFAIRS AND SERVICES 
Undergraduate Students- V.P. for Student Affairs 377-2401 
Graduate Students- Dean of Graduate Study 377-3166 

STUDENT HOUSING 
Director of Residence Halls 377-3570 

Thanks. If you are no longer using this catalog, 
please pass it on to a friend, counselor or teacher 

[Replacement Value One Dollar] 
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